
NSF OBLIGATIONS BY BUDGET ACTIVITY
FY 1983-1984

(DOLLARS IN MILLIONS)

%
CHANGE

BUDGET ACTIVITY FY 1983 FY 1984 FY 84183

MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL SCIENCES 8299.7 $364.3 21.596

ENGINEERING 100.8 123.0 22.0%

BIOLOGICAL, BEHAVIORAL. AND
SOCIAL SCIENCES ' 190.2 223.6 17.5%

ASTRONOMICAL ATMOSPHERIC, EARTH,
AND OCEAN SCIENCES 276.2 334.9 21.3% *-

at.

U.S. ANTARCTIC PROGRAM 83.2 102.1 22.7%

SCIENTIFIC. TECHNOLOGICAL. AND
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS 44.2 36.8 -16.7%

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AND
MANAGEMENT 65.3 66.0 1.1%

UN DISTRIBUTED 4.6 .0 -100.0%
SUBTOTAL. RESEARCH Et RELATED
ACTIVITIES 1,064.1 1,250.7 17.5%

SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING EDUCATION 30.0 39.0 30.0%

SPECIAL FOREIGN CURRENCY 3.1 2.6 -16.6%

TOTAL 01,097.2 41,292.3 17.8%
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198.1 NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
AUTHORIZATION

WEDvEtzDAY. FEBIU AltY 23. 19$;

HOVSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,

Washington. D.C.
The committee met. pursuant to other business, at 11:35 a.m., in

room 2318, Ray burr House Office Building, Hon. Don Fuqua, chair-
man, presiding.

Present_ Representatives Fuqua, Walgren, MacKay, Gregg,
McGrath,-Skeen, Bateman, and McCandless.

Mr. FUQUA. Today we are continuing full committee hearings on
research and development iri the Federal Gosernmtnes budget for
fiscal year 1981. We will hear from Dr. Edward Knapp, Director of
the National Science Foundation.

1 urn quite pleased that the National Science Foundation's pro-
posed budget for fiscal year 1981 of $1,292.3 million represents an
increase of $19.1 million or 18 percent, over the currently planned
level for fiscal year 1983. This total provides $1,250.7 million for re-
search and $39.0 million for science and engineering education ac-
tivities of the Foundation. I am delighted with the strong support
for basic research provided by this budget.

Although I am generally pleased with the Foundation's budget,
there are several details which will receive further consideration as
oitr authorization hearings proceed. In particular, there has been
%hat I believe :s an insufficient increase in science education. The
amount requested for the Foundation's education activities is less
than one-half of the amount spent in fiscal year 1981.

H R. 1310, a bill regarding engineering. math and science educa-
tion developed by this committee in conjunction with the Education
and Labor Committee, w.is reported by the Science Committee yes-
terday. This bill will assist in closing the gap created by the fiscal
year 1983 budget reductions and the fiscal year 1984 proposal.
However, the support presided in this bill is not adequate to meet
the urgent science education needs of the Nation.

With regard to the research components of the Foundation, the
administration has stressed thit their fiscal 1984 programs arese-
leetiSely targeted to areas likely to have the greatest long-term im-
pacts on new technologies. I agree in principle with this philos-
ophy. However, I am concerned that they appear to be understat-
ing the contribution of the behavioral, social and information sci-
ences to the effective utilization of those new technologies for the
public good.
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In past yeath NI' ha t' acluilved a good balance between basic and
applied research, and v., have sought to achieve a degree of fund-
ing stability 'which many in the research community have request-
ed. We must ask if the changes contained in the present proposals
are sound and whether the proposed budget levels for 1981 should
be sustained in future years.

Before proceeding, I want to take this uppurtunity to welcome
Dr. Knapp to his first public appearance before the committee as
Director of the Natiunal Science Foundation. Dr. Knapp. I am very
pleased with your appointment and luck forward to working with
you.

Dr. KNAPP. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FUQUA. Mr. Walgren, did you have a statement
Mr. WAI.&REN. I have one that probably could go in

this point. Just carry on fror- there.
Mr. FuquA. Without objection. the statement of

will be placed in the record.
(The opening statement of Mr. Walgren follows:l

to make?
The record at

Mr. Walgren
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STAILPI.Ni OF

CONGRESSMICOOG WALWLN

NSF POSTURE HEARING

FEBRUARY 23, 1983

I AM HAPPY TO JOIN WITH YOU, PR. CHAIRMAN, IN WELC0MING OR. KNAPP. I

LOOK FORWARD TO HEARING h'S TESTIMONY TODAY AND IN TiE NEXT FEW wEENS

AS THE SCIENCE, RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY SUBCOMMITTEE HOLDS HEARINGS ON

IMPORTANT AREAS OF PROPOSED PROGRAM AND BUDGET.

LAST WEER THIS COMMITTEE HEARD DR. KEYWORTH OPEN THIS YEARS SERIES OF

POSTURE HEARINGS BY PRESENTING THE ADMINISTRATION'S PROGRAM FOR FEDE-

RAL R&D IN THE COMING YEAR. WHILE I AM SURE THAT THERE WILL BE DEBATE S

IN THE CoNGRESS OVER THE PROGRAMS AS PROPOSED, AND MOST CERTAINLY SOME

CHANGES WILL BE MADE, I CANNOT HELP BUT BE PLEASED THAT THE ADMINI-.

STRARON IS FINALLY, IF BELATEDLY, ADDRESSING SOME OF THE PROBLEMS

THAT HAVE BEEN OF CONCERN TO THIS COMMITTEE. : AM REFERRING SPECI-

FICALLY TO THE PROBLEMS IN UNIVERSITY INSTRUMENTATION AND IN SCIENCE

AIO MATH EOucATION. 1 AM ALSO PLEASED THAT NSF APPEARS TO BE ASSIGNED

A LEAOINS ROLE IN WORKING ON THESE PROBLEMS. I SEE THAT TLC .180 MILT

LION THAT NSF PROPOSED TO SPEND ON RESEARCH EGUIPmENT AND INSTRUMEN-

TATION WILL BE 45% OF THE 5420 MILLION TO BE SPENT BY THE GOVERNMENT

FOR THIS PURPOSE IN 1984.

ON THE OTHER :AND, 1 CANNOT HELP Et,T oc OISAPPOINTEO THAT THE FOUNDA-

Ticl IN(TCAStO THE PRECOLLEGE. TEACIAP IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM BY ONLY $5

mILLI(N. LOOKING AT IT ANoTHE,. ar, THIS INCREASE MOOTS TO LESS
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THAN A. OF IN(LLAA IN LIMIT PROPOSEO FOR THE FOUNLATION.

THE COTRAST BET*AEEN OR. yEm0R144 c TESTIMONY AS TO THE IMPORTANCE OF

THL SCIENCE AND MATH EDUCATION PROBLEM AND THE SMALL INCREASE IN ADDI-

TIONAL RESCuRCCi ALLOCATED TO PROGRAMS TO SOI::E THE PRCDLEM IS STRIK-

ING , AS THE 'OLD "44 GOU, "ACTiON,, SPEAK LOOER THAN WORDS ".

IN THE COMING AUTHORIZATION HEARINGS NE. WILL EXPLORE THIS (SUE FUR-

THER, KEEPING IN viEw THE SCIENCE EDUCATION BILL REPORTED BY THIS COM-

MITTEE YESTERDAY. Ielt WILC ALSO LOOK A THE CURRENT UNIVERSITY IN-

STRWF,NTATION SITUATION AND RcVIEW FLTURE IRECTIONS OF OCEANOGRAPHIC

AND A5vR,TIOMICAL RESEARCH AND NSF'S ROLE 14 0 IN ADDITION,nr#4114P.AREAS:
!

WE WILL CAREFULLY LOOK AT PRESENT PROGREJAND FuTCRE PROJECTIONS IN

THE BIOLobkAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES AND THE SCIPITIFIC, TECHNOLO-

GICAL AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS DIRECTORATES. ..-

Now. rk. CHA:FmAN. I AM PLEASED HEAP WHAT CR. KNAPP HAS TO SAY.



fir Fl 91 Dr Knapp, volt may proceed

STATEMENT !M UM b.N. HIRE( IOU. N.lTIONAI.
g('a:m4: Fol. NI) MOM

Dr KNAPP Mt' Chairman, members-of the committee. this is my
first appearance before you. and it I, indeed a pleasure lor me ti be
here todikv

The :; months N% 111C13 hake pa 'sse'd sins t' I was appointed Director
of the Foundation have been t tailing ones for me personally and
for NSF. I believe you'w ill share my ecitement a. you heir the
details of the Foundation's proposed programs lot fiscal OS I
in (his and forthcoming hearings

Today I would like to talk about bale research and its place in
the Nation's science and technology enterprise Then,I will describe
the National Science Foundation and it. role

I will attempt to gyve you a feeling fur the broad range of re-
search supported by NSF and its impoitance to the technological
knowledge base and to the training of the future engineers. scien-
tists. and technicians who will contribute so much to the universi
ties. Federal laboratories and industries 4Finally, I wit, present some of the highlight, of NSI's proposed
budget fOr fiscal tear NS I and describe some of the new directions
it contains I will not to into detail today about ,pecific funding
levels for the do/ens of [migrans in the SST budget. but I do look
forward to discussing the budget in greatet detail in the subconi
inittee hearings.

It is timely for us to coniadei, ha a moment, the contribution of
basic research to society and how science plays an imptglant part
in addressing many of the current and long-term concerns of the
Nation

Regardless of our profession of walk of hie, we all hat e a con-
tinuing stake in keeping new scientifit ideas flowing from research.
We hear a lot these days about the need to preserve the U S com-
petithene, s in science and technology and to ')ra i& the perm mel
to carry tits country into a new technological ir

In a rtkent speech to the Massachusetts nigh Tech Council
Forum, the President underscored the Got el nment's policy toward
research:

We will propose unprecedented increases iti fundamen-
tal research because it offers essential support fOr our in-
dustries and our defense need, And we will channel this
research into the most pro' , areasthose most likely
to extend the benefits of Awerican science expertise to in-
dultry.

As you know. research is the wellspring of ideas that
lead to new technologies, :uch as the transistor and the
laser. And it is also the key course for the highly trained
scientists and engineers that we will need to lead us
into the next century

The fundamental research that NSF' supports makes a central
and creative contribution to the economic health and vitality of
this Nation Without a strong long -team research WW1, the vitality

.; ti
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and in novaLiVeneN, shown thf country's hightech economy
would quickly fade.

Over the years, a consensus has been developed on the value or
long-term fkindamental research. And we at the National Science
Foundation have a major role to play in helping to insure a strong
and balanced Federal effort in supporting such-research.

The Foundation was established in 1950 in recognition of the im-
portant contributions made by science and technology during
World War II and the desire of the Government to continue these
contributions into the post-war period.

NSF occupies e unique place iu the research community and
among Federal agencies that sponsor research. Let me explain why
this is so.

The staff of the Foundation does not conduct, research. NSF
funds, in the form of grants and contracts, support scientists and
engiaeers outside the Government, the majority of whom are em-
ployed by universities and colleges. The creative research ideas
come from the scientists themselves, decisions on project support
are made by NSF program officers in a competitive process using
advice from outside experts called peer reviewers.

We do this through'several mechanisms. Last year NSF obtained
the assistance of nearly 50,000 individual scientists, engineers and
educators to help select the highest quality proposals for support,
These advisers contribute their time and ideas because they believe
it is important, tald their work is the key to the Foundation's abili-
ty to conduct business with an overhead of less than 6 percent of
NSF's total funding. We are proud that NSF spends a smaller per-
centage of its funds to conduct its business than do most private
foundations.

Lbelieve that the competitive nature of the Foundation's award
process is one of the great virtues of the American tcientific
system. NSF concentrates on supporting excellencethe most
promising work on the frontiers of sciencefrom researchers all
across the Nation. t.

It is interesting and urinating to examine the place of NSF in
the total Federal effort to research and development. The fiscal
year 1984 investment in research and development by the Federal
Government is estimated at about $4( billion. The major R&D

, funding agencies are the Departments of Defense, Energy, Health
and Human Services, including NIII, and NASA With the $1.3 bil-
lion budget proposed for the Foundation's responsibilities, the NSF
is not a leading factor in he total investment for research and de-
velopment by the Fedei,.I Government. But in the Federal invest-
ment for bask research, the Foundation plays a significant role in
insuring the health and vitality of the Nation's research enter-
prise.

Historically, the Nation's colleges and universities have been the
institutio- s in which most lonfg-term, fundamental research work is
carried out. In the support of basic research at universities, the
Foundapion accounts for about three-tenths of all Federal funding
and trails only the National Institutes of Health, which concen-
trates its funding on health-related research.

While NSF supports research across all disciplines, the level of
As involvement in support differs by field. For example, at univer

11



sities and colleges, NSF provides two-thirds of all Federal obliga-
tions for the conduct or basic l'esea.ch in the geosciences. And NSF
provides virtually all of he Federal support in groundbased as-
tronomy: Over one-half of all Federal obligations for the conduct of
basic research in the mathematical and physical sciences is pro-
vided by NSF And over one-third of all Federal obligations for the
conduct of fundamental engineering esealch is supported by the
Foundation:

I should add that NSF does not support clinical research or work
in the development part or the R&D spectrum.

Administration and congressional decisions on the NSF budget,
probably more than those of aay other agency, reflect explicit sci-
ence policy choices that directly affect a Image portion of the aca-
demic scientific community. Thus there is considerable interest in
that community about policy directions as they are reflected in
NSF's budget.

The President, in his state of the Union address, said, "This ad-
minist:Rtion is committed to keeping America the technological
leader of the world now, and into the 21st century."

How does NSF contribute to that commitment`' In my view,
NSF'g budget is a strong, well-balanced request; one that will sup-
port and continue a great deal of very exciting research. The fiscal
year 1981 budget request is approximately $1.3 billion, an increase
of 17.8 percent above' the fiscal year 1983 current plan, and fea-
tures an 18.3-percent increase in the support of basic research.

It encompasses Presidential initiatives to encourage the most
outstanding young scientists and engineers to pursue academic re-
search careers in areas of particular scientific need and opportuni-
ty, and to help restore quality to the teaching of science and math-
ematics in the secondary schools.

The requested rate of growth in the Foundation's budget and the
emphasis contained in this budget, reflect three concepts.

First, the importance of basic research in laying the groundwork
for long-term economic growth, and providing a foundation for the
technologies on which national security and other goals depend.

Second, the need to revitalize the research base in the colleges
and universities and to insure their continuing ability to produce
"world class" scientists and engineers in the years ahead.

And third, the importance of quality education in science and
mathematics in the secondary schools to continuing U.S. technolog-
iCal and economic leadership in the world.

The context within which this budget was developed ceitered on
the President's determination to provide sufficient investment in
R&D to assure the fang -term health of the economy. In his appear-
ance before you earlier this month Dr. Keyworth mentioned that
three criteria were used in developing the fiscal year 1984 R&D
budget. I have already addressed one of them. The appropriateness
of the Federal role, and the Foundation's role, in the support of
research.

The second criterion is concerned with the intellectual promise
of a field of research. NSF consults widely to determine areas ripe
for intellectual advance and chooses to increase support for some
areas on that basis. Examples include mathematics, chemistry, ele-
mentary particle physics, and astronomy.



'Ekes third of Di rtivria, pertinence, is addressed in
the Foundation mph iss ar,E- of potential importance to
ititure thaologial de%elopievat. such engineering. eon-tenter
research plant biology. Earth science- .aid materials le- arch The
criteria of intellectual ads irt and pertinence are not mutually ex-
chw, of course, and all the tieids I have mentioned meet both.

Within this context the Found Ilion stippOrtSi research activity in
satioI, ut ways wont:- to indliodu.ti scientists. large national re-

search laciiitis 111 h11/111,. 116 "1C11 .is as() (wn)e and atmospheric
proNP.inli 11t nisi I neoenl:. t1-Pt1 lal :miss idlials and by teams

of niNesttgalo:, participation of gradual,. wince and engineering
students in research proK nqinerous cooperative research activ-
ities conductd agremt tits v.ith other nations, and
special ettorts to inrease the role 01 %%omen and minority scientists
and engineers in reeareh

The tequest also include, ininimi bit -cage e and engineering
education. including sappint tit the NSF' graduate research fellow-
ships and 01 Piesideritial initialises to siren ion 4.cience and
nett hermit tt s at hilt: lit the seiondary :%hool-- It moment, I All]
share w h Na.a4.:. On :kientv and enginee: education.

Az. Lir emphasls in rt.:.111:h Kilt:Yarn:. 1s ConCo reed.
Keyword) has stated

owl oat Mil 1;11111n11, -90%..11 I1.1140. With teN
ltt .141011, 111, kW. 10101114 11 111,1 1.1.1.P, 1.) piisto. tt .111h

.oht god that to 0.1lion..1 Lin or O. tit,selv
',.ostylibtl we thiN 7i t iPft Ow oulen.tble Ior.liton ft treating ti'a.

ptht (11111414cm h In itn one 1 kit 01.1011 10 /WA. h-4

First, items. all NSF prograM:, the fiscal year l9 I budget re-
quest rei)gnizi.,s the need to inlin'ONe the qual0 and availability of
research instrument.,tion and equipment The funding will in-
crease th proiluctisity Of researchers and enable them to investi-
gate new. exciting areas in fields such as biology. astronomy. engi-
neering. Earth sciences

Second, including gradaate students and postdoctoral fellows in
NSF tesearch projects is critical to their training in research
These are the inch% Owls on which future excellence and romped-
tiwiless in science, engineering and new technologies depends.

These two areas. instrumentation and trained personnel. were
discussed extensiwly by Dr Keyword) before this committer'. As he
Atial, they haw been swrely errfed in the past V, years and must
be repaired NSF proposed budget for fiscal yetu 198I begins this
rebuilding process

I will not go into details of the requested budget for specific disci-
plines and programs You haw the details in the tables attached to
my written statement. and we will be discussing them in luture
hearings But I would like to take a minute to give you the flavor
ell some of NSF's program vmphases.

The physical scienees budget. which accounts for close to one-
third of NSF's research budget. places emphasis on the mathemat-
ical miences and on materials research Support will continue for
mathematics research institutes that provide greater interaction
amorig mathematician The budget also provides increased support
for graduate students, postdoctoral scientists, and young {acuity re-
searchers.

13
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NSF's emplial, in materials research permits a substantial
strengthening of tat dotes and lust' conentataan within this field.
Materials science is an area of re sear. h in which the United States
now holds a decisise world lead and one where great advances
appear imminent

In engineering, NSF will support research that underlies critical
technologies and processes in the compute r electronics, and chemi-
cal industries NSF s program stresses such areas as iobotics, mi-
croelectronics, biotechnology, and autumateci manufacturingkey
areas that can contribute to productic ay and economic growth.

In addition, NSF is responding to the current shortages of engi-
neering flteulty and adcanced graduate students by proposing
major increases in the support of young engineering faculty.

Primary emphasis in the biological sciences is placed on enhanc-
ing research tt ;dant biology to &cell)l further understanding of
the way plant, athesize carbohydrates and the role of cell mem-
branes in nitre;,, ", fixation

I should mention that a remarkable achievement Involving nitro-
gen fixation was announced last month Nitrogen is a paradox. It is
an essential and plentiful plant nutrient but it is inert and un-
available to most plants It would be unavailabl to all plants
except fur bacteria that concert nitrogen to ammonia which plants
are able to absorb The process is controlled by a set of genes in the
bacteria

Recently these bacterial genes were inserted into alfalfa cells
and made to function there. The result was the cisiblv tOrmation of
nodules, the tiny vesicles within which nitrogen fixation occurs, so
the alfalfii cells could use the nitrogen

Since these genes presumably can be inserted in other plants,
this advance signals a new frontier for plant biology and an expan-
sion of the world's future food supply

Let nit turn to another scientific field Astronomy is an observa-
tional rather than a laboratory science the phenomena observed
are on a cosmi scale, and there is a need for large and expensiw
instruments and national facilities In fiscal year NSF will
support design studies for the "Very Long Baseline Array." an in-
strunwnt comprising 10 radio telescopes placed throughout the
United Slates

Let me make it clear that NSF' is not proposing contraction of
this facility in this budget The studies being funded will provide
the information necessary to consider the VLBA in future budgets.
When finished, this facility would be the largest and most powerful
instrument of its kind in the world With its extraordinarily' high
resolution, astronomers will be able to see the centers of distant,
giant galaxies and quasars Because them studies go hand in hand
with so math state-of-the-art tee hnology, modern astronomy adds
significantly to the Nation's pool tit ,cientifically and technically
trained personnel.

Even more, it expands the understanding of the universe and,
therefore, the human imagination Perhaps that is why astronomy
is the oldest of the sciences and why there is today such a large
popular interest in it

Many of you are fam.har with NSF's deepsea drilling program
that has contributed so much to the understanding of the motions

1-I
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of the Earth's (lust, and with the much discussed question of
whether to replime thy existing drill ship, the (Annul' Challenger,
with another, the Glomar Explorer. Not long after I became
Director, I decided that a new look at this issue was in order. To do
so, NSF established a special advLory committee composed of
ocem scientists to recommend a long-term program in Earth crus-
tal dynamics, with special emphasis on the role of ocean drilling.
That committee met earlier this nionth. Based on the discussion at
that meeting, it appears the committee will recommend that NSF
.continue to support ocean drilling. preferably with a leased com-
mercial drill ship. .

Because of recent changes in oil exploration business, it appears
that a ship now can be leased at a much lower cost than conversion
of the Explorer. Many aspects of this idea need to be thought out.
When the committee makes its final report, I will consider it and
discuss it with the National Science Board, with Dr. Keyworth, and
with the Congress.

Now let me mention an important national effort, the U.S Ant-
arctic research program. In February 1982, the President issued a
decision memorandum which stated that the Foundation is to con-
tinue to budget for and manage the entire U.S. national presence
on the Antarctic Continentand that this program is not to be
funded at the expense of other NationSI Science Foundation pro-
grams.

NSF efforts in fiscal year 198-1 will entail support for Antarctic
research projects in several fields of science, for improvements to
the facilities critical to the conduct of a safe and effective research
program, and for the maintenance of an active and influential U.S
presence there.

In addition to the programs of support for work in various re-
search disciplines, the Foundation has a number of other programs
which cut across the concerns of all disciplines and have an impor-
tant bearing on their health and vitality. These programs address
several topics. Research and scientific education at predominantly
undergraduate college.... participation of women and minorities in
research careers, researci. under various international bilateral
agreements; cooperative research projects among scientists and en-
gineers is industry Pnd those in universities, and research conduct-
ed by small busine. s.

f :.1

I now turn to NS1. support of science and engineering education
This subject is of deep concern to me. I know it is of concern to
you. I strongly believe that NSF has a responsibility in this area,
and I know that the administration, this committee, and the Con-
gress as a whole agree. Let me outline my view or the nature of the
NSF responsibility:

The Foundations role in science and engineering education is
quite different from its rule in research that I outlined earlier The
ultimate responsibility for education, especially on the elementary
and secondary level, has always belonged to the States and local
communities. About $200 billion a year is spent on education in
this country, to which the Federal Government contributes less
than a tenth. Federal agencies other than NSF play a significant
role. This is especially true for the Department of Education, whose
fiscal year 1984 budget request is about $13 billion. Seen in this
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Eight, the rt...otak es asailable to the Foundation are so miniscule
that they must hi; used carefully and selectively.

The basis foi NSF's inwhervent with science an..1 engineering
education is twofold. First, as noted by the National Science Board
in August 1981, "` * the Foundation has a specuil role and re-
sponsibility in supporting the lung -term development of a strong
human resource base in science and engineering.

Second, the Foundation has as ailable to it especially, strong con-
nectiors with research scientists and engineers. At the university
level, the Nation is experiencing shortages of qualified faculty in
certain areas of engineering, computer science, and Earth sciences.
Many students ar't' stopping their formal education at the baccalau-
reate and master s degree levels to take attractive positions in in-
dustry 'The pool of candidates for doctorate degrees and for aca-
demic positions is reduced.

To address this problem, NSF's fiscal year 1984 request includes
funds to initiate a program of Presidential young investigator
awards. This program aims to make university faculty positions
more attractive to the most promising young faculty members by
pros iding research funds for up to :; years. Up to 200 awards a year
will be given. with matching funds required from private industry.

Adaitionally, research programs across the Foundation will place
an emphasis on expanded support for graduate students as re-
search assistants on NSF projects. In fiscal year 1084, there will be
some 10,000 graduate students working on research projects in this
country. These are in addition to the 1.390 predoctoral fellowships
that the Foundation will support.

At the undergraduate level, the fiscal year V' I request contains
funds for a new tesealch participation program directed to the
large number of von -Ph. D. granting colleges. These colleges pro-
side many of the graduate students for the research universities.
NSF will support research actisities by undergraduate college fac-
ulty at major academic institutions and gtAeinmental research
facilities. These acts' ties will insoke some of the colleges' more
promising students. The program will also provide the necessary
equipment at the smiler institutions.

At the precollege level, we should never lose sight of the fact
that the mathematics and science instruction received by students
in elementary and sewthlary schools underpins future research
and technology. It is important for the economy, it is the bedrock
of national security, it is essential :or all citizens in a technological
age Yet there is broad agieement that :secondary school science
and mathematics education in the United States is inadequate to
meet the growing needs for scientific and technical skills in the
Nation's work force.

And the most critical factor in this situation is the shortage of
teachers who hose adequate bi.ckgrounds in the subjects they are
teaching.

Accordingly. the Foundation will continue in fiscal year 1984 two
efforts to be initiated in fiscal year 198. First, Presidential teaching
excellence awards in science and mathematics will provide na
tiunal recognition for approximately 100 outstanding mathematics
and science teachers. Second, we-are proposing a Presidential sec-
ondary school science and mathematics teaching improvement pro-
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gram which will pitiside fer workshops and training activities.
jointly funded with State and Beal governments and the private
sector, and using talents of active research scientists and engineers
to strengthen subject matter competence among secondary school
teachers of science and mathematics.

Although the work of the National Science Board's Commission
on Pre-College Education it Mathematics. Science and Technology
will not be completed until late tins year. I believe these initiatives
are consistent with the report that the Commission will make

Of course. NSF is coordinating its efforts with those of'.the De-
partment of Education because the NSF programs complement an
initiative in the fiscal year 198-1 budget of the department to in-
crease the numbers of qualified secondary school science and math-
ematics teachers

In conclusion. h t me as that the intellectual state of science in
this country is good U.S. science is the envy of the world. During
the past decades. the United States has had more Nobel Prize
winners in science than any other country. And in mathematics
the skill of US researchers wcs again affirmed by the award of
two of the lost three field medals to American mathematicians.

Today tin- United States has more scientists and engineers en-
gaged in research and deselopment than any other nation in the
Western World We are winning medals and Nobel Prizes now But
what of the attire Where will the United States be in science 20
years from now'?

We are being challenged by the economy in a time of great tech-
nological transition

We are being challenged by the weakened position of the United
States in world markets

We are being; chaoenged by a need to maintain national security.
These challenges require a greater effort in scientific r(,-;.arch. a

major improvement is the instruments used in university laborato-
ries. an increase of scientific personnel in certain fields, and special
efforts to improve the teaching of science and mathematics in sec-
andary schools.

The NSF budget for fiscal year will help to address these
challenges.

Over the three decades of the Foundation's existence. NSF's
budgets have had strong bipartisan and public support. I believe we
have here a strong. well-conceived budget proposal that once again
is worthy of your approval

For my part, I will work with the National Science Board. with
Foundation staff, and with the research community to see to it that
support of excellence through competition continues to be the goal
in all the Foundation's programs As I said at the beginning, I
couldn't be more pleased with this budget request. and I look for-
ward to the opportunities I will have during the next few months
to discuss it with you further

(The attachments Ibllow
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SUMMARY OF OBLIGATIONS BY
APPROPRIATION

FY 1983-1984
(DOLLARS IN MILLIONS)

RESEARCH AND RELATED

FY 1983 FY 1984
CHANGE FY 84)83

AMOUNT PERCENT

ACTIVITIES APPROPRIATION $1,064.1 $1,250.7 $186.6 17.5% ol
SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
EDUCATION APPROPRIATION 30.0 39.0 9.0 30.0%

SPECIAL FOREIGN CURRENCY
APPROPRIATION 3.1 2.6 -.5 -16.6%

TOTAL, NSF $1,097.2 $1,292.3 $195.1 17.8%

I
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NSF OBLIGATIONS BY BUDGET ACTIVITY
FY 1983-1984

(DOLLARS IN MILLIONS)

%
CHANGE

BUDGET ACTIVITY FY 1963 FY 1984 FY 84183

MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL SCIENCES 8299.7 8364.3 21.6%

ENGINEERING 100.8 123.0 22.0%

BIOLOGICAL BEHAVIORAL. AND
SOCIAL SCIENCES 190.2 223.6 17.5%

ASTRONOMICAL ATMOSPHERIC, EARTH,
AND OCEAN SCIENCES 276.2 334.9 21.3%

U.S. ANTARCTIC PROGRAM 83.2 102.1 22.7%

SCIENTIFIC, TECHNOLOGICAL AND
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS 44.2 36.8 -16.7%
PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AND
MANAGEMENT 65.3 66.0 1.1%

UNDISTRIBUTED 4.6 .0 -100.0%

SUBTOTAL RESEARCH & RELATED
ACTIVITIES 1,064.1 1,250.7 17.5%

SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING EDUCATION 30.0 39.0 30.0%

SPECIAL FOREIGN CURRENCY 3.1 2.6 -16.6%

TOTAL 81;197.2 81,292.3 17.8%

vut. 13
00 13600
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MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL SCIENCES
FY 1983-1984

(DOLLARS IN MILLIONS}

%

FY 1983 FY 19134
CHANGE
FY 84183

MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES $34.7 $42.2 21.5% '

COMPUTER RESEARCH 29.1 34.7 19.1%

PHYSICS 88.9 107.7 21.1%

CHEMISTRY 66.2 802 21.2%

MATERIALS RESEARCH 80.8 99.6 23.2%

TOTAL $299.7 $364.3 21.5%

04)0610
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ENGINEERING
FY 1983-1984

(DOLLARS IN MILLIONS)

ELECTRICAL, COMPUTER, AND

FY 1983 FY 1984
CHANGE
FY 84/83

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING $29.3 $36.7 25.3%

CHEMICAL AND PROCESS
ENGINEERING 22.3 27.1 21.5%

CIVIL AND ENVIRONMENTAL
ENGINEERING 30.0 34.4 14.7%

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
AND APPLIED MECHANICS 19.2 242 29.2%

TOTAL $100.8 $123.0 22.0%



BIOLOGICAL, BEHAVIORAL, AND
SOCIAL SCIENCES

FY 1983-1984
(DOLLARS IN MILLIONS)

,
PHYSIOLOGY, CELLULAR AND

%
CHANOE:

FY 1983 FY 1984 FY 84183

MOLECULAR BIOLOGY $85.5 $102.7 20.1%

BIOTIC SYSTEMS AND RESOURCES 45.7 53.6 17.1% I-4.3

BEHAVIORAL AND NEURAL
SCIENCES 33.8 37.9 12.2%

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC SCIENCE 19.8 23.3 17.7%

INFORMATION SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY 5.4 6.1 13.0%

TOTAL $190.2 $223.6 17.5%
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ASTRONOMICAL, ATMOSPHERIC, EARTH
AND OCEAN SCIENCES

FY 1983-1984
(DOLLARS IN MILLIONS)

ASTRONOMICAL SCIENCES
ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES

EARTH SCIENCES

OCEAN SCIENCES
OCEAN DRILLING PROGRAM

ARCTIC RESEARCH PROGRAM

TOTAL

FY 1983

$63.0
75.1

34.1

97.7

6.3

$276.2

,,,,%. 23 1

FY 1984
CHANGE
FY 84183

$79.3

90.6

42.1

25.9%
20.7%
23.5%

115.4 18.1%

7.5 19.0%

$334.9 21.3%



CRUSTAL RESEARCH_,
FY 19g3-1984

(DOLLARS IN MILLIONS)

EARTH SCIENCES

FY 1983 FY 1984
CHANGE
FY84/83

CORE PROGRAM _ $21.1 124.8 17.5%

MAJOR PROJECTS
(E.G.,COCORP/ 4.0 6.3 57.5%

SUBMARINE GEOLOGY AND
GEOPHYSICS 8.9 10.4 15.9%

OCEAN DRILLING 16.5 26.3 59.4%

TOTAL $50.5 $67.8 34.3%
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U.S. ANTARCTIC PROGRAM
FY 1983-1984

(DOLLARS IN MILLIONS)

tvP

U.S. ANTARCTIC RESEARCH
PROGRAM

OPERATIONS SUPPORT
PROGRAM

TOTAL

FY 1983 FY 1984
CHANGE
FY 134183

8$9.0

74.2

$10.0

92.1

11.1%

24.1%

$83.2 $102.1 22.7%

v V
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SCIENTIFIC, TECHNOLOGICAL, AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS ,

FY 1983-1984 1'
IDOLLAAS IN MILLIONS)

14.1

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATIVE

FY 1983
STIA

ACTIVITY

FY 1984

WITHIN
RESEARCH
ACTIVITIES

TOTAL
PROGRAM

CHANGE
FY 84:83

SCIENTIFIC ACTIVITIES $ 9 9 $ 5.0 $ 7 9 $129 103%

RESEARCH INITIATION AND
IMPROVEMENT 12.2 6.5 14.2 20 7 69 7% \
INDUSTRIAL SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION 14.5 16.5 0 165 138°1)

POLICY RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS 4.1 4.6 0 4 6 17 2%

SCIENCE RESOURCES STUDIES 3.5 4.2 0 4 2 200%

TOTAL $44.2 $36.8 $22.1 S589 33 3%
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Mr. FUQUA Thank you very much, Dr. Knapp. We appreciate
.7our statement.

I think, as 1 said in my opening remarks, there has been a lot of
.constructive improvements in the NSF budget for this year I do
have one statement and maybe a question. This is not aimed at
you, Dr. Knapp, let me make this clear. I think you are coming
into the program at a very crucial time. The `organic Act of NSF
charges NSF with the responsibility of all le is of science educa-
tion. I am paraphrasing, taking the words out of context. We start-
ed work about '2 or 3 years ago addressing the issue of science edu-
cation as a national concern. After much effort, yesterday after-
noon we passed H.R. 1310 out of the committee, trying to correct 1
problem that was created by NSF because NSF neglected its rt
sponsibilities in the area orscience and education.

I hope, while we have patehed the problems at NSF, you find the
problbms and correct ttini yourselves. You have the direct ties to
the community through your research grants, with the various dis-
ciplines involved as well as in sciecc:..- education. I hope ,that we
won't have to come back again and single out one particOlar rea
and address it in a sepirate bill.

As I say, I am not putting this blame on you. .It was there b fore
you get there, I hope all the powers that be in the NSF and the
Science Board and the other.: recognize that National Science
Foundation it is a very fine agency, and I support it 100 percent,
and even more.

think we have found where the Fotialation has been in this
particular area, and it was a decision made over a number of years
that left us in the serious situation we find ourselves in.

e of the questions I have is, in your opinion how can science
edu i Lon best be handled? Through those who are participating in
the various programs, or should an education directorate be re-
establisked in NSF?

Dr. KNAPP. I Ilave looked carefully during the past 3 months at
science and engineering education and its history in the Founda-
tion and in the country. It is interesting to note that the decline in
the NSF science education budgets started about 1970 and was
more or less continuous.

In fact, this downward trend continued until the science educa-
tion budget reached its lowest level as a percentage of the total
NSP budget a year or so ago. I don't understand completely what
caused the people of the country and the Congress and the people
in the several administrations to decide about 1970 that the science
education effort of the Foundation was not so critical as some other
areas.

We are looking carefully now at how NSF can best be effective in
reversing that downward trend. The Foundation should be restored
to a critical roleand I know it can Iola) a critical rolein the
right position with the right programs for the 1980's.

Now let me discuss an education directorate for the Foundation,
I have looked at the letters exchanged by this committee and Dr.
Slaughter, my predecessor. I would like to discuss, among my staff
and with others in the administration, what management structure
for the Foundation would give the best visibility and effectiveness
to the science and engineering education activities; they are now
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spread within the iesearch directorates and in other parts of the
foundation If NSF, in fact, dues have a much larger role to play in
science and engineeiing education than what it has right now, I
would imagine that we would make management changes to take
that role into account.

Mr FUQUA. But is there not a responsibir: on the part of, say,
physicists or chemists or mathematicians to luster education?

Dr KNAPP. Absolutely. There is not only a responsibility, but
also a desire. I have been heartened by my discussions with the
NSF advisory committees. In particular I remember the mathemat-
ics advisory committee. It was he.-e a `few months ago and I asked.
How can working research mathematicians both in universities
and outside universities, address best this problem in the secondary
and elementary schools?

I found many of them were already doing so as volunteers A
man from the University of Washington, for example, was donating
a great deal of his time to helping the Seattle school system .up-
grade its mathematics courses. . - '

The program which we have proposed for the fiscal yea= 1983..
budget is innovative in the sense that it allows the evaluation of,
different approaches to this problem. Faculty at universities would
assist working schoolteachers at summer institutes and in similar
efforts where I think NSF has the most leverage.

Mr FUQUA. I agree with you. I think it is appropriate for this
committee to let it be known that we support that and strongly rec-
ommend that the various disciplines do their part in trying to cor-
rect this serious problem.

I would like to suggest to Congressman Waigren, the chairman of
the subcommittee, when we review the budgets of these various
areasparticularly this year, but more specifically next yearto
see what kind of stewardship they have been doing in those areas.

I think it is highly important that the research areas assume the
responsibility that they should in trying to work and help in educa-
tion as part of their research activities as well.

Dr KNAPP I also have proposed some management changes at
the Foundation that will give direct responsibility to the program
managers of each directorate for considering features other than
the quality of research. One of these features is the health of the
educational enterprise for graduate education in those disciplines. I
imagine- it will help with NSF's activities for pre-college education.

Mr FUQUA I think it is a very important item and we should
look at that in the overall review of their programs. I hope Con-
gressman Walgren and the subcommittee will review that very

, carefully in the course of the authorization hearings and particu-
larly now that notice is being served that we expect that.

I gather that this meets with your concurrence also?
Dr. KNAPP. Absolutely.
Mr. FUQUA. Maybe the word will get out that we are expecting to

review that.
I noticed in the budget request you mentioned that the overall

overhead cost in the agency was less than 6 percent.
In the chart that you have accompanying your budgets, or your

statement, you have Program Development and Management re-
questing $( million for that.
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That is 'hat hone. e. a nor
Dr KNAPP. That Ia that liglit
Mr. FiNtiA. It only went up from *$ >:):' lo $66 million, an in-

crease of 1 1 percent?
Dr Krmer. Yes.
Mr FtTotiA. I also notice other than the separate line item on sci-

ence and engineering education. that the next largest increase is in
the U.S. Antarctic program That goes up 22.7 percent.

As you are aware. some of us had the opportunity to visit that
program It was one of the most exciting experiences I think I have
ever had in my life. We had a very great time I realize the large
amount of logistics support that is required. Is most of this increase
associated with logistics, or will there be more research opportuni-
ties available?

Dr. Krim'''. There is a little more opportunity for research but
most of the increase is for logistics support In particular, a mainte-
nance building burned and will be replaced. Some aircraft have
you had an experience with one of the aircraft.

Mr Fuqtin Yes We experienced that
1)r. KNAPP A long-term maintenance on those ski-equipped air-

craft is included in that increase.
Mr. Fucitin. I notice it the statement you made that the Presf-

dent has indicated- that this would be supported out of the NSF
budget and would not impact the other research activities of the
budget. So is it correct to say that there is no effort to secure any
funds out of the Dvartinent of Defense for the maintenance and
support logistics of the military aircraft?

Dr. KNAre. That is correct. There has been none.
Mr. FUQUA. Mr. MacKay.
Mr. MACKAY. Mr. Chairman, I am sorry I missed a portion of the

testimony. I may ask a question you have covered.
I am concerned at the distinction that is made between basic re-

search and applied research. The testimony of Dr. Wilson earlier
today seemed to indicate that in the area of super computers, what
he perceived as basic research was being construed by the Federal
Governmentwhich in this case, I think, would be your agency
as applied research. Hi point was that part of the limitation is
that there aren't any people available to industry who understand
the capacilies of these computers becauso the training programs
are not being operated in the universities becaul..... the computers
are not there. He seemed to be saying that this would be a very
appropriate major area for Federal funiling.

I would appreciate your comments. ?ou may have already cov-
ered this, or I may have misconstrued wt at Dr Wilson was saying.

Dr. KNAPP. I didn't cover it, and I do want to comment. I agree
with Ken Wilson that super computers are critical and that access
to super computers by university research centers is important.

The problem of access to large computational facilities by basic
scientists is under study right now. I hope that NSF and other
agencies of the Government can work together, particularly the
Departments of Energy, Defense and perhaps NASA, to develop a
coherent program within the country for providing access to super
computers by university researchers, no matter who may be fund-
ing their research.
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The development of super computers. is a much more complex
tluet,tien, Mi Wil has a detailed plan of how he would like to
see that undertaken I think that over time we will come to some
Government program However, we must realize that all of the
super computers up to this tinge have been developed by industry
without substantial Government direct support, although Govern-
ment is the customer for the first, or first five or six, of any
new computers Keeping that relationship with the industry is im-
portant.

Mr. MacKay. Thank you.
Mr WALGREN [presidingt Mr. Bateman, the Chair would be

happy to recognize you.
Mr BATEMAN. I would be happy to ask a question, Mr. Chairman
Dr Knapp, as you, I imagine, are aware, tire Barnes Subcommit-

tee of the No.-tear Science Advisory Committee has recommended
the construction and operation of a four GEV CW electron accel-
erator which means a great deal more to you than it does to me, I
am sure.

To the extent of your familiarity with that recommendation, has
the National Science Foundation taken a position or does it have a
position as to whether or not the recommendation should be ac-
cepted and implemented?

Dr. KNAPP t, personally. and the National Science Foundation,
too, have followed the development of the high intensity electron
accelerator.

I support the technical reasons for this country having a ma-
chine of this kind. &sera, different centers are competing, as you
know Last week there was a series of meetings here in Washing-
ton to judge among %orlon:, proposals for the site at which this ma-
chine will be placed.

The National Science Foundation will not be involved in the
funding of this accelerator. It will be funded by the Department of
Energy However, NSF will be involved with the science done on
this machine, as supporters of university, faculty, and students who
would use it for research. In that sense NSF supports the program
fully, whoever wins the competition.

Mr BATEMAN May I follow up with this question: To what
extent. if any. has the National Science Foundation become in-
volved in the evaluation of the applications among the various
competing entities or organizations?

Do you recommend to the Department of Energy'
Dr. Kt.ror 110. NSF is not involved except perhaps through

some scientists who are funded in their research by NSF programs.
Excuse me, that is re., quite correct. The evaluating committee is a
joint DOE.'NSF a...isory committee called' NSAC. NSF personnel
are involved in that joint committee.

Mr BATEMAN. So there is an opportunity for the scientific disci-
pline and expertise of the Science Foundation to enter into the se-
lection that will be ultimately officially made by the Department of
Energy?

Dr. KNAPP. That is correct.
Mr. BATEMAN. I would take it then that you are somewhat san-

guine that the kind of po:icy statements you have indicated on
behalf of enhancement of the research capabilities of colleges and
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universities will be attended to and focused upon in that selection
process?

Dr. KNAPP. Yes. The most important feature for the scientific re-
searchers supported by NSF, is that this facility be open and avail-
able to all scientists who would wish to use it and that it be built
and run in a cost effective way. At this point, the National Science
Foundation wouldn't judge whether a national laboratory or uni-
versity would be the best site for the device so long as access by
university faculty was open wherever the device was located.

Mr. BATEMAN. If my time permits, Mr. Chairman, my recollec-
tion in looking over your statement is that it made some reference.
to the necessity for upgrading university-based research instrumen-
tation and capabilities even to the lesser emphasisif I may ex-
press it that wayof national laboratories.

I am not sure what I just heard is as consistent with what I read
in the statement as I would like for it to have been.

Dr. KNAPP. Let me comment on my view of how large scientific
facilities should be operated.

In the particuiarcase you are discussing, it may not be complete-
ly applicable, but it is clear that large instruments such as the
Very Long Baseline Array, or the Fermi Lab accelerator in Chicago
are so are that they would doniinate and be counterproductive on
a university campus. They are as big as the campus itself for all
disciplines. So it has served the country well to put very large facil-
ities at national laboratories built for that purpose, like the Fermi
Lab.

The electron machine is intermediate in size. I imagine the
choice of a university campus or a national laboratory would be
made on the basis of the scientific quality of the proposal, with
some bias toward the university, if the device is still small enough.
It can be a good part of the training of graduate students at a uni-
versity.

Mr. BATEMAN. I might add parenthetically that to the extent
there are concerns as to the availability of space as to one of the
applicants I am familiar with, you need not be concerned.

The space is available and happily will be made available.
Thank you, Doctor.
Mr. WALGREN. Thank you, Mr. Bateman.
Mr. McGrath.
Mr. MCGRATH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Welcome, Dr. Knapp. I understand we are going to have a little

meeting this afternoon.
I have a series of questions regarding something that was recent-

ly brought to my attention, and that is in the fiscal year 1984
budget submission by the EPA, that 50 percent of the moneys re-
quested for exploratory research programs will be managed by
NSF for contracting out long-term research.

This committee has been aware and is aware of the success of
the NSF peer review system and has very much criticized in the
pastand will, I am sure, in the immediate futurethe EPA for
its inability to secure high quality, long-term research.

However, some of us are concerned about the fast track that this
proposal seems to be on, and I am just wondering whether or not
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you are aware of such agreements between the EPA and the NSF
and for how long these talks have been going on?

Dr KNAPP. We are talking with the EPA. the track is so fast, we
can't keep track of it. I am informed by my staff that only yester-
day afternoon, NSF was told that the EPA transfer had been porN,
on hold, whatever that means.

We have had staff negotiations with the EPA. We are working
on an interagency agreement, and a draft of the agreement has
been prepared NSF is on trick to implement the transfer if EPA
and the OMB decide it is the proper thing to do.

NSF has been involved in little but the negotiation on the inter-
agency agreement. We have no policy position.

Mr. MCGRATH. Do you believe that the role of the NSF in this
particular endeavor would improve the scientific adequacy of the
results of some of the testing that has been going on or will go on?

Dr KNAPP I don't have an opinion. I believe NSF would manage
the basic research programs on EPA-like problems if NSF were
asked to do so.

Mr MCGRATH. This proposal is for 40 percent of the budget for
the exploratory research programs. If this became a reality with 40
percent, would you be willing to proceed with 100 percent?

Dr KNAPP. The understanding is that the 40 percent represents
new grants to be made in fiscal year 1984, and that the entire pro-
gram would be under NSF's purview in later years.

Mr. MCGRATH. I thank you.
Mr. WALGREN. Thank you, Mr. McGrath.
I wanted to just ask at the outset, as I understand the budget

you are submitting, there will be actually a net increase with re-
spect to handicapped engineering.

This would be a change in direction from the fiscal year 1983
proposals, and I wanted to say that that is not missed by the com-
mittee and very much appreciated by some of the members
anyway. I would like to encourage you in that context.

('an you just indicate what drew that degree of support from the
Foundation?

Dr. KNAPP The Engineering Directorate, feels that this is a more
important direction for research. It was the internal decision of the
Engineering Directorate to increase the support of engineering re-
search for the handicapped.

Mr WALGREN. If there's a thing specific you could indicate,
maybe a little note in the record at this point would be helpful.
Perhaps you couldif you have anything further you would like to
add, we would be appreciative to hear it.

Dr SANDERSON That program, if you remember, was caught in
the budget rescission the Foundation faced in 1982. Since it oc-
curred late in the fiscal year, we were forced to take much of the
cut wherever we had uncommitted funds,

As a result, the program was cut back at that time. At the time
we said we did not intend to discontinue our support of handi-
capped research but would provide the support through other parts
of the Directorate In part, at the urging of the Congress and in
part on our own reevaluation of the activity, we decided it would
be advantageous to continue it as a separately identified program.
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Mr. WAIAMEN For the record, that was Dr. Jack Sanderson
elaborating at that point

That brings me to one of the problems going back over several
years. In my personal view there were some strong discontinuities
in funding within the National Science Foundation starting with
the 1981 budget, the 1982 budget, and one of the areas in which
funding was not maintained, was the behavioral and social sci-
ences.

You are adding some strength back. You are proposing to .add
some strength-back to the social sciences and to the behavioral sci-
ences, although it is a little unclear from the materials at this
point just exactly how much would go to social sciences.

My question is, how do you determine your priorities? You indi-
cate that you consult widely in those determinations. We are not
yet back to previous levels of funding in those areas. We had hoped
in this committee that we would get at least back to 1981 levels of
funding with some dispatch because Dr. Keyworth, in his initial
presentations, indicated that he did not believe that the emphasis
in those arcas should be decreased, and I think the case is well
made that from an economic, national interest standpoint there is
much to be contributed in the area of productivity in terms of
human factors and the kinds of goals that can be pursued through
the social sciences.

I would like to ask you how you can proceed in that area and
what strengths you would like to see added back in that area?

Dr. KNAPP. I came into the budget discussions at a relatively late
point. However, in this budget the social sciences shared in the in-
creases for the entire Foundation not to the level at which they
had been funded in 1981, it is truebut they did receive a substan-
tial increase.

Mr. WALGREN. Would that be true as to social sciences as an iso-
lated- -

Dr. KNAPP. In particular, we paid a great deal of attention to the
data base support in social sciences and the maintenance of these
data bases. They are among the basic tools that social scientists
'need in order to do research However, in the social sciences there
;s no large instrumentation problem, since most of the work
doesn't require the kinds of laboratory instrumentation required in
the physical sciences.

If you were to look at the support for the personal aspects of the
social sciences, you would find the social sciences have not received
a much less substantial increase than have the physical sciences. I
think Dr. Clark would agree those statements are correct.

Dr. CLARK. Yes.
Mr. WALGREN. For the record, this is Dr. Eloise Clark. If you

would speak out so the reporter and others in the room can hear,
we woula appreciate it.

Dr. CLARK. All right.
Mr. WALGREN. You are confirming the social sciences as an iso-

lated group as opposed to being joined with- -
Dr. CLARK-Perhaps I could explain.
Our effort in this area is housed under two organizational divi-

sions. One is called social and economic sciences and includes a
substantial effort.
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The behavioral sciences, which are sometimes.. included within__
the social miietwe category, are in the behavorial and neural sci-
ences Those programs were also increased within that division, al.
though not to the same degree.

We can give you the numbers for the combined level for the
record.

[The material follows:]

0
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Behavioral. Social, and Economic Sciences

(0011.4 in millions)

A. Behaviors/ Sciences

mil- FY 81 WI all FY 84 2 83/$4,2 80164

- Psychobiology 4.5 4.3 3.6 3.7 3.8 42.72 -15.62

- Cognitive Science 10.0 8.3 5.9 6.6 7.2 +9.1 -28.0

- Anthropology 6.6 6.0 _LI 5.6 6.3 *8.6 - 4.5

27.1 15.0 16.1 W +7.52 -18.02

total Bh, (36.6) (35.2) (31.7) (33.8) (37.9) (12.12) (+3.02)

B. Social Science.

- Econodies 6 Ceog. 13.8 10.6 7.0 7.9 10.1 +27.82 -26.82

- Social MCasurement
6 Analyels 10.4 8.0 6.0 6.8 7.5 +10.3 -27.9

- Political 6 Polley

Science. 7.2 6.5 4.5 .141 5.7 +11.8 -20.8

517 25.1 MT* 19.8 Tri. 7707f2 74

Toal Behavioral
and Social Sciences $2.5 43.7 32.6 35.9 40.6 +13.12 -23.02

- Total* nay not add due to towadit4.
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Mr. WALGRRN. I would just like to underscore the interest
some members in that particular subject. It is something that we
can pursue in the authorization hearings.

On another aspect, you indicated that there is support for large
scale cooperative research on an international basis, and that it is
suggested that singe some research may be so large scale, we
should be looking for international cooperative agreements in those
arrIn the last budget we stepped Lock from the IIASA Institute
in particular. I don't know whether hat meant anything for any
other,;Mternational efforts we Alight carry ow. Do you see a grow-
ing role for cooperative research on an international

Dr. KNAPP. My personal view is that science is an international
enterprise, particularly basic science, it is a completely internation-
al enterprise.

There is a real problem in international science with the ex
change of young researchers between universities in developing or
developed nations and the United States. The amount of exchange
of personnel is much lower than it -,as a few years ago, I don't un-
derstand why. We have suggested that the National Academy of
Sciences look at this problem in 1983-84.

NSF funds international science in two ways at this time. one,
through international agreements managed by the STIA director-
ate and two, perhaps a larger amount, through the research direc-
torates, which don't have international responsibilities, per se. I
would like to see these two modes of funding international science
become more coordinated in the Foundation.

Mr. WALGREN. I think that the clmthiitee should be particularly
interested in the management structures and the changes in man-
agement that you might bring about. I say that because, with re-
spect to the international scientific activities, there is a decrease in
the STIA activity in international cooperative scientific activities,
yet there is an increase in the effort that you indicate would be at-
tributable to that area within the research activities themselves.

The difficulty that presents is, it is very difficult for us to track
and to understand and, therefore, feel comfortable that the agency
is being accountable. There is this tension between wanting to have
a separate program which may be more clearly identifiable-

Dr. KNAPP. It is my duty as Director of the Foundation to devel
op a management plan and an accounting method that you are
completely comfortable with. It should allow you to track what we
do in these areas.

I think it is detrimental to science to have international science
in a given field separately administered from other support that
NSF administers in the same field. It is important that the same
program manager, say, for chemistry of a certain kind, be aware of
what is going on in the international programs and what is going
on within the United States. That is more important to the conduct
of good science than the accountability issue. I am certain that we
can be accountable if we put our minds to it.

Mr. WALGREN. It is my understanding the present budget does
not show that kind of breakdown?

Dr. KNAPP. Yes, that is correct. I have a committee of the NSF
Assistant Directors drafting a management plan for me. It will
allow this budget information to be tracked.
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Mr. WALGREN I think you would agree that there is sometimes a
conflict in purpose between the programs, and although maybe we
cat do a great deal within the general research activities, there
will also be times when the purpose of the program would benefit
from separate treatment.

Dr. KNAPP. Absolutely. Of course, the fundii g in the STIA direc-
torate is to insure that the other purposes of those activities are.
fulfilled.

Mr. WALGREN. I am sure you will receive a receptive ear when
we think of trying to do more through the research activities_
There are those who feel that our problem in science education was
that we did not involve the basic NSF research functions to the
degree that they could have been involved with perhaps specific di-
rection that wasn't given them. And I know that there certainly
seems to be great potential in trying to accomplish those goals
through the integrated research activities rather than having a
separate agency for science education alone.

But, again, there is a tendency toward wanting to have the sepa-
rate function so that it is clearly accountable, because of the fear
that we would lose some direct effort if the function is simply
merged into the whole.

Dr. KNAPP. There is no possibility that NSF can fund efforts in
precollege scient.t education without a separate organizational
function to do it.

The exact form of that organization really must be determined as
we see the size of the program, as we see how many aspects are
involved, and as we look at NSF internal alinements. ..

Mr. WALGREN. You were mentioning earlier you didn't quite
know what went into the decision to move away from science edu-
cation that seemed to be behind this downward trend beginning in
191U. One guess would be that maybe there wasn't a decision, as
such, but that as a result of the structure and the guidelines given
the research program directors went off into what might have been
more interesting areas to them personally, but which weren't
pulled back into a function in which science education could clear-
ly make a contribution and which wasn't, perhaps, the most inter-
esting thing for them to do.

Dr. KNAPP. That is a guess, it is possibly correct. I would also
make another guess; after all, it was a function of the administra-
tion, the Science Foundation, and the Congressall three together
somehow allowed these budgets to go down slowly from 1970

Another factor of that budget decrease was the feeling-1 think
an incorrect feelingthat in the early 1970's the United States had
an abundance of scientific personnel. We didn't need to worry
about whether we were producing more scientists. After all, Ph. D
scientists were driving taxicabs, and why should we worry? Science
education wasn't a crisis situation.

It was a combination of many different factors. I don't think it
was internal pressures within the Foundation that can be blamed
for the steady decrease of the education budgets from 196S onward.

Mr. WALGREN. It is hard to think it was the Congress, because it
is my understanding that this committee has increased the educa-
tion budget over whatever was requested in every year of the last
13 years. I would wonder whether we ought to be looking for what
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might have been the inadvertent inter.bction of these forces per-
haps more than a conscious decision. -'

Dr. KNAPP. 1 will keep your thought clearly in mind.
Mr. WALGREN. We would be very interested in trying to think

with you about the management structure because I think certain-
ly that is a way that you can cause these, things to happen.

I know congressionally there is concern that one of the ways you
get rid of a program is to put it in a larger pool and then it gradu-
ally get., lost. We are concerned about things like the experimental
program to stimulate 4,ompetithe research which was a very direct
interest of many members on the committee and which did do
something good in terms of geographic distribution.

Dr. KNAPP. I am told it is a quite successful program.
Mr. WALGREN. It is also my understanding now that will be at

least folded into a larger structure in which it might get lost.
Dr. KNAPI'. It is my duty as the Director of the NSF to make

sure that it doesn't. I will be glad to discuss with the committee the
management structure that we propose.

Mr. WALGREN. Please know that we are very interested in track-
ing those programs and somehow or other the budget materials
that we do get should enable us to do that.

We will look forward to the authorization hearings and perhaps
be able to ask some more specific questions about the management
structu re.

Mr. Gregg.
Mr. GREGG. Thenk you, Mr. Chairnian. It is a pleasure to have

you here, Doctor. I am sorry I wasn't here for your entire testimo-
ny. Unfortunately, the postal workers caught ap with me as I was
headed down the hall.

Since I want to get my leaflets delivered, I felt I should talk with
them.

I am impressed with you. In the 3 months you ha -0 been at NSF,
I haw been following your activities, although fr m a distance. I
have been impressed with what you have been oing so far. I am
looking forard to working with you, quite hone ly.

You will find that I have an unconscionable bias for elementary
and secondary school education, as some of your staff may have
told you from our hearings we went through the last few days on
the emergency bill.

I recognize that this is a minor role within the NSF, but it is one
in which I have an interest. I am also fascinated by what the NSF
is doing in the basic science areas, in the ocean drilling- and Ant-
arctic areas.

I just have a couple of questions about the bill we took up yester-
day. One of the proposals we made was that OSTP be a coordinator
between DOE and NSF. I wondered if you felt that would be practi-
cal in the area of the workshops and other areas where this bill
higi overlap?

Dr. KNAPP. I don't have an opinion about whether it would be
practical. It is quite possible, huwel.er, to coordinate the role of the
NSF and the role of the Department of Education. I see no problem
between the two agencies with respect to their proper roles in the
procollege education program.
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Mr. Gima. Yi III have had a chance, I presume, to see this bill.. ... . ... . .... _ ...
Dr.Dr. KNAPP. Only briefly. I saw it this morning when I came in. I

understand some of the events occurre late yesterday afternoon. I
have not had a chance to restudy it.

Mr. GREGG. Then I will pass on asking questions in that area.
I am sure you went over this in some detail, but do you feel your

budget, $1.3 billion that you are proposing, is adequate to address
all the various areas that the NSF is required to address this year?

Dr. KNAPP. Yes, it is.
Mr. GREGG. The moneys that are going to be spentthere is $50

million being added in, as I recall, for Presidential incentive
grants. Is that what the term is?

Dr. KNAPP. No, the $50 million is for the Department of Educa-
tion.

Mr. GREGG. It is $20 million you are getting?
Dr. KNAPP. $20 million. iv
Mr. GREGG. Last year we gave you $15 million for the teacher

incentive program and for what would basically be expanded work-
shops or education of teachers?

Dr. KNAPP. Yes, that is correct.
Mr. GREGG. Do you thinkand the chairman was talking about

thisdo you think those functions are going toand you men-
tioned that you are going to require a separate, more defined area
within the agency?

Dr. KNAPP. NSF must look carefully at th'e way it manages this.
And NSF also must look at the final decision by the Congress on
the size of the programs before it can decide exactly- how to.
'panne the prog..ams.

I Preliminary plans on changing NSF management at this point
have not been made.

Mr, GREGG. how do you feel about ti:' s whole movement within
ithe country, the Congress?

I realize we move in fads as a nation. How do you feel about this
emphasis on science and math education, and the role NSF
should play in it? Do you think NSF should get in the elementary
and secondary schools.

Dr. KNAPP. Yes, NSF has a role to play. The country needs a co-
herent national approach to its educational problems. It is not just
science and mathematics education, we really have educational
,)roblerns outside science and mathematics. To develop a good ap-
proach is an important priority of this Congress, I think. I am sure
you will be debating it at great length.

Mr. GREcG. I notice the Senate sent you a letter that raised the
issue of the lack of specificity between the NSF and DOE to the
proposal that you mademaAoe you didn't make itbut that went
before the Senate Appropriations Subcommittee relative to math;
science training. Have you resolved that issue wi h the Senate?

Dr. KNAPP. No, we haven't. We will take that ,p with the Senate
this week.

Mr. GREGG. Do you think you can resolve it?
Dr. KNAPP. We certainly can resolve it. We were quite pleased

with the broad iiature of the mandate that we had and the experi-
mental nature of the program that we proposed. We will work with

I
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the Senate to deNelup a program sLitable for the money available
and relevant to their worries and their concerns

Mr GREGG. I guess do_ main concern was separating the resixin !

sibility between the NSFand Department.of Education. 1

Dr KNAPP. I don't think there ;s a problem ofseparating respon-
sibilities in the NSF proposals and the Department of Education
pro p

The progra that NSF proposed used, as Chairma:, Walgren
said, the exprtise of the scientists such as those working in pro-
grams, funded y NSF. We want to use them to train teachers in
summer institu and similar efforts. It wasn't specified that it
had to be a particu ar kind of summer institute, or even in the
summer, or even an institute. -

It could be pioposals from universities or school boards or educa-
tion associations to carry out teacher training programs not for
new teachers-but teachers already in the system whose teaching,
and knowledge needed to be upgraded.

We proposed the use of scientists and engineers such as those al-
ready working as Foundation grantees to make these programs
more pffective. The Department of Education's program was quite
different. It proposed grants to the States for supporting students
who were training to become teachers.

'Mr. GREGG. I like what you describe as your role. However, I
think the Senate committee was trying to prescribe your activities

, more severely than that. and keep you out of areas of workshops
I and activities with' ucation of the teachers, whether they were

ew teachers or o d teachers.
I happen to feel NSF has a unique capacity to address that area

and even more so than Department of Education, in some sense, in
that it has more cred:'ility with the teaching faculties.

I hope you will assert what I think is legitimate claim in that
ars-.
qhank you very much.

$
Mr. WALGREN. Thank you, Mr. Gregg. 1

We certainly appreciate your coming, Dr. Knapp. We look for-
ward to our future hearings:on these subjects.

Thank you, and we will see you on Friday.
(Whereupon, at 1 p.m., the committee was adjourned.]
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1981 NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
AUTHORIZATION

FRIDAY, FEIlittiARY ?5, 1983

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON ScIENCE, RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:40 a.m., in 100M
2318, Rayburn ilouse Office Building, Hon. Doug Walgren (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present. Representatives Walgren, Brown, Mineta, Bateman, and
Skeen.

..

Mr. Wm.intigi. Let me call the subcommittee to order so we can
proceed.

Today marks the first .pf four subcommittee hearings on the au-
thuriLation of the National Science Foundation budget for fiscal
year 1984. As in the past few years, we will try to focus each of
these hearings on subject areas rather than necessarily on line
items in the budget as proposed.

In today's hearing, we will look at the administration's proposal
for the education activities of the Foundation.

Let me say at the outset that in general we certainly respond fa-
vorably to seeing the Foundation come forward with a budget re-
quest providing real growth in almost all of the major programs of
the agency. The budget calls for a total of $1.292 billion, an in-
crease of $195.1 million or 17.8 percent over their current planned
budget for fiscal year 1983. The decision to double the funding for
research instrumentation, as well as providing renewed thrusts
which include mathematics, materials science, engineering, and the
Earth sciences, is a clew change from previous years' budgets.

Although not representing as large an increase as in other areas,
I particularly want to note with approval the direction the Founda-
tion is going in reversing its position of last year in eliminating the
engineering research to aid the handicapped. They 1 ave reinstated
those programs in fiscal year 1983 with a 15-percent proposed in-
crease for fiscal year 1984. The $2.3 million in this item is not the
largest in the NSF budget, but last year's testimony certainly un-
derscored that these moneys are extremely valuable and necessary
to helping resolve the problems of the handicapped. Regarding the
science and engineering education activities, I wish I could be as
positive. Although a 23-percent increase in the overall amounts
seems substantial, our past actions have so eroded the base in this
activity that the increase is not really significantly over past ef-
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forts. A large relative increase in a small amount still leaves you
with a small amount. I would also note that in a budget increa.-3e of
$195 million, the $5 million for precollege education, as an in-
crease, is not a major portion of the total. It is hardly un to the
level of a major initiative as claimed by the President in Lis state
of the Union address or as restated in the Foundation's testimony
earlier this week. I think the committee will be particularly inter-
ested in pursuing this question further.

That said, the committee is pursuing independently a
congressional initiative which would provide a aew significant base
to the Foundation's. education activities. That initiati ie enjoys
broad bipartisan support and if straws in the wind are measures, is
going to be approved by the Congress. As provided for in Tuesday's
markup, NSF would have an additional $130 million, targeted to
specific and particularly important areas in precollege, postsecond-
ary, and public education. I know that the committee is extremely
interested in pursuing discussions with the Foundation to consider
the administration's proposals, particularly in light of these recent
congressional initiatives in the education area.

I would finally note that some of our discussion today must focus
on the fiscal year 1983 proposed education plan. I understand there
remains some concern as to the most effective way to,allocate those
very limited resources. I look forward to hearing the Director's re-
sponses and comments on that plan.

I would like at this point to recognize Mr. Bateman.
Mr. BATEMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Having just arrived, I will sort of get with the flow, and perhaps

have some questions shortly.
Mr. WALGREN. Fine.
If the minority has a statement in opening that they would like

to make for the record, we would be certainly happy to have that
included whenever you would be prepared to submit it.

Mr. BATEMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WALGREN. The Chair would like to recognize Mi. Brown for

any initial comments.
Mr. BROWN. I would like to recognize the chairman for an excel-

lent statement, and I have nothing further to add.
Mr. WALGREN. Thank you, Mr. Brown.
We want to start with William Coleman and proceed from there

to the Director of the Foundation, who is accompanied by Dr.
Branscomb.

Mr. Coleman, we understand, has some time conflicts, and we
want to accommodate your schedule. We are really pleased to have
you here today. Mr. Coleman is cochair with Cecily Selby of the
National Science Board Commission on Precollege Education,
Mathematics, Science and Technology. Mr. Coleman comes from
my State of Pennsylvania, from the eastern part of the State, Phila-
delphia. He is a lawyer in the firm of O'Malvaney & Myers, but we
know you best as the Secretary of Transportation under former
President Ford. We are very plensed that you are giving time to
this subject, and we appreciate your coming and presenting your
views to the committee this morning.

Mr. Coleman.
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STATEMENT 4W WILLIAM T. COLEMAN, JR., COCHAIRMAN OF THE
NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD COMMISSION ON PRECOLLEGE
EDUCATION IN MATHEMATICS, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Mr. COLEMAN. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the
subcommittee.

Today 1 am going to report on the activities of the National Sci-
ence Board Commission on Precollege Education in Mathematics,
Science and Technology, of which I have the privilege of being co-
chairman. I will not otherwise comment on the activities or plans
of the National Science Foundation. Dr. Knapp and Dr. Branscomb
will cover these items.

As you know, the Commission was established in April 1982 by
the National Science Board in response to a well-documented de-
cline in precollege studant participation and achievement in math-
ematics, science, and technology. That decline is occurring at the
same time that this society and American jobs are becoming more
and more scientifically and technologically oriented.

Other industrial nations spend more time in the classroom on
education in mathematics, science, and technology and turn out
more mathematicians, scientist. and engineers per capita than we
do.

As we said in the Commission's tirst interim report:
Improved ',reputation of an citizens in the fields of mathematics, science and

technolog,) is essential to the development and niainterance of our Nation's econom
is strength. military security. commitment to the democratic ideal of an informed
and porticipoting citizenry, and leadership in matheniatts, science, and technology

There is no need for me to elaborate further on this topic. I
admire the way you have seized the problems and intend to do
something about them. The Commission is moving toward formu-
lating recommendations f.;ir solving these complex probi -ns.

In establishing the Commission, the NSB recognized the need for
a new and fresh look at the way mathematics and science educa-
tion is provided at the precollege level in this country.

Clearly the old ways are not working well enough. Moreover,
education about technology is virtually nonexistent at the precol-
lege level. To get that fresh look, the NSB convened our group of
20 from virtually all sectors of society.

Our members include representatives of State and local govern-
ments, business and industry, precollege and higher education, the
professional science and engineering communities, the military, the
media, and the law.

Before our deliberations began, some commissioners were and
some were note experts in precollege ...ducation, although all are ex-
perts in their respective fields.

This diversity in the backgrounds is one of our unique. strengths.
Clemenceau once said that war is a much too serious matter to be
left to the military. Likewise, the education of our children is too
important to leave solely to professional educators.

We hope that our joint perspective will be novel and fresh and
will reflect a real grass roots involvement. We expect that our rec-
ommendations, which are due out in final form in October of this
year will include new and more productive ways of looking at not-
so-new problems.
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The Natrona! Silnt*. niPO rd chatted the Cornmission with pro-
ducing an explicit plan of action. We are not doing just another
study of what is wrong with precollege education. Our charge is to
examine the appropriate roles ior various groups and individual..
and to arrive at a set of principles and strategies to guide efforts at
improving precollege education in this country. I assure you we
will accomplish our goals and mission.

Recognizing the diversiq in commis.s;oners' background and ex-
pertise, as well as our unique charge, we organized_ our activities
into three phases. In fact, we completed the firdt chase, problem
definition, at. our first meeting in July 1982.

We then published a problem definition statement as our first
report titled ""Today's Problems, Tomorrow's Crises."

More than 30,000 copies of this report have been circulated to
date, including copies to each of the Nation's 15,7,00 school districts.
We publi...hed this report because we believe that, although many
professional educators may have long been aware of the precollege
education problems, most other communities have not shared that
knowledge. We believe that a root cause of precollege education
problems is a lack of broad public appreciation of the need for
mathematics science, and technology education for all students

Mark Twain once said that a "classic" is something that every-
body wants to nave read and nobody wants to read.

Most people know that the Nation needs people who understand
mathematics, science, and technology. but many don't appreciate
the importance of understart ling it themselves Publishing our first
report was one way the Commission could contribute to increasing
public awareness. a condition we consider essential if our ultimate
recommendations are to be effective.

At that first meeting we agreed on the three goals that Ameri-
ca's educational system must achieve with respect to mathematics,
science, and technology. They are: To continue to develop and
broaden the pc. ,l of students who are well prepared and highly mo-
tivated for advat,...,....; ...4treers in mathematics, science, and engineer-
ing. that is, training the elite and the superPtars.-1t is my under-
standing today, with respect to producing those outstanding scien-
tists who win their shitre of Nobel prizes, that America still stands
first.

Second, to widen the range of high quality education offerings in
mathematics, science, and technology at all grade levels, so that
more students would be prepared for and thus have greater options
to choose among technically-oriented careers and professions. So
far 1 cannot make the same statement that the United States
maintains a position of leadership with respect to that second ob-
jective

Third, to increase the general mathematics, science, and technol-
ogy literacy of all citizens for life, work, and full participation in
the society of the future.

As you know in Congress, there are many public issues that a
full understanding means the public must understand scientific
terms and the pi oblems. In this task, we are net where we should
be.

These goals emphasize the complexity of the problems we are
trying to address. We are not just seeking to maintain current
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inintlars tht numbers of professional scientists and en-
gineeis Wt also ale not Just looking at th population eventually
planning to enter technical careers.

We believe a broad understanding of mathematics. science, and
technology is essential for all citizens in a free. open, democratic
..x.iety if they are going to function properly in the last two dec-
ades of the 2Ittli century Our attention is focused toward all people
who must Ike. work. and function in the society of the future.

In 1tddition, we realize that mathematics, science. and technology
t..clutatiun do not exist in a vacuum. We cannot simply increase our
emphasis on those subjects at the expense of other critical areas
such as reading. foreign languages or history.

cocommissioner. Governor Evans. recently testified. skills
in communication. writing, clear and logical thinking, and a sense
of proportion from the hunianities are necessary to keep up with
the knowledge needed in .1 rapidly t.hanging society.. Thus the prob-
lem of allocation of tducattonal time is important for there are
only so many hours in the day.

hi this regard. it is noteworthy mat in the United States the
'Yalta! school year consists of ISO day.. as contrasted with 240 days
in Japan The typical school day in the United States is 5 hours
long, .1 days per week, compared with 6- 01 Nt-hour days and a 6-day
school week err utht r countries. These different es are just one of
tht many areas which .ut considering in formulating our rec-
ommenda t ions.

The second phase if out work was also begun at our first meet-
ing in July. This pi..is was desoted to examining and analyzing a
wide range of model programs that might have special features de-
serving broader application in other settings.

To carry out these tasks. we hale di. ided ourselves into four task
groups, each lOcusing on the am. ities and interests of one sector of
society One task mioup fiauses on Federal. State, and local govern-
mnts. Another looks at the direct educators. such us teachers and
school administrators. The third focuses on those indirectly in-
sol.ed in precollege education, such as associations of professional
scienti.ts and engineers. institutions .,f higher education, business,
ant' industry. The fourth group focusts 011 those who receive or
employ the output of the educational system. such as the military
and, again. business and industry.

The four task groups each added three to fire more members to
broaden then expertise They made many site v isits. participated
in numerous conferences and wise Wllis. and met with hundreds of
groups interested in precollege education.

lei additeni, the Commission held a public luaring on the topic of
access to quality education for all citizens in December at the Fern-
bank Science center in Atlanta These varied densities are summa-
rized in our interim report to the National Science Board issued on
January 20, 1983

In addition to making site visits aged meeting with diverse
groups, the Commission has begun a proce , that we believe is
critical to the ultimate success of any efforts to improve precollege
education
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The Nation needs to know what it is we want students to know
or to be able to do in mathematics, science, and technology when
they finish secondary school.

We need to know the goals or targets of precollege education in
this area. Therefore, we have commissioned we rkshops and studies
direct.id explicitly toward that question, for mathematics, for sci-
ence, and for technology.

We, of course, do not expect to provide definitive answers to such
a complex questic. by the end of the Commission's short life. But
we shall disseminate widely the results of those workshops and
studies, with the hope of stimulating others to answer the impor-
tant question what exactly it is we are directing our education ef-
forts toward.

I expect that among the Commission's recommendations will be
suggestions of how that defining process might proceed and who
should provide the necessary leadership.

The Commission has already begun to develop recommendations.
We are planning to have a small set of tentative recommendations
available for testing in a public forum to be held in Houston, Tex.
on March 26. We will continue an interactive process where we
continuously test out our evolvi:4 recommendations on our eventu-
al audiences.

We shall remain in contact with this committee, so that your
thoughts and reactions to our tentative recommendations can be
incorporated into our thinking.

In conclusion, I will attempt to give you some flavor of what I
expect our report and recommendations might look like. But, first I
would like to reiteratw just how complex an issue the precollege
education problem is.

At one point in our deliberations we created a matrix with as-
pects of the problem on o-ie axis and the players on the other axis.
That problems-by-players matrix had 1,200 cells in it. Given this
complexity, and the fact that there are 16,500 school systems in the
United States, I doubt that we will find any simple, yet effective,
quick fixes.

Second, we will be searching both for solutions to the immediate
problem and for mechanisms to prevent recurrence of the problems
in the long term. For we all must keep in mind that the sputnik
crisis occurred only 25 years ago. That activated many activities on
the part of the Federal Government, but yet we are once again
back in a ciisis era.

At our January meeting we decided that we will begin by looking
at four broad topic areas and asking what various groups or sectors
might do in each of them.

The four topic areas include. the curriculum, the condition of the
teaching profession, public perceptions and studedt attitudes, and
the effective use of modern technologies in education.

We axe also examining how we can use nonschool resources to
supplement school resources until all the needed skills are present
in the schools.

In each case we shall be s,'.ing what various groups should be
doing, when and how. As I mentioned before, we shall begin test-
ing our tentative recommendations at a public forum to be held at
the end of March in Houston. We hope to be in close contact with
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our eventual audiences throughout the recommendation develop-
ment process.

We believe the only way to get read impact for our recommenda-
tions is to obtain general agreement in advance from those who
will have to carry them out.

In closing, I wish to thank the committee, and I would like to
submit for the record copies of the Commission's first reportstat-
ing the problemand the interim report of its activities.

Thank you for your time. I am looking forward to answering any
questions you may have.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Coleman follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OP WILLIAM T. COLEMAN, JR.

Thank you Mr Chairmar. and Members of the Subcommittee. My name as Wil-
liam 1' Coleman, Jr Thanks for this opportunity to report to you on the activities
to date of the National Science Board Commission on Precollege Education an Math-
ematics. Science and Technology. of which I serve as Co-Chair. I will not otherwise
comment directly on the activities or plans of the National Sconce Foundation. Dr.
Knapp and Dr. Branscomb will cover those items.

Our Commission, as you know, was established in April 1982 by the National Sci.
ence Board in response to d well documented decline in precollege student participa-
tion and achievement in mathematics, science and technology. That decline is occur-
ring at the same time that our society and American jobs are becoming more and
more scientifically and technologically oriented.

Other industrial nations spend more time in the classroom on education in math-
ematics, science and technology and turn out more mathematicians, scientists and
engineers Iper capital than we do. As we stated in our Commission's first interim
report

"Improved preparation of all citizens in the fields of mathematics, science, and
technology is essential to the development and maintenance of our Nation's econom-
ic strength, military security, commitment to the democratic ideal of an informed
and participating citize .iy, and leadership in mathematics, science and technology."

There is no need or me to elaborate further on the serious con uenceswhichseq
could befall our nation if our expertise in these areas lags behind the rest of the
world Our Commission is moving toward formulating recommendations for solving
these complex problems.

In establishing the Commission, the NSB recognized the need for a new and fresh
look at the way mathematics and science education is provided at the precollege
level in this country Clearly, the old ways are not working well enough. Moreover,
education about technology is virtudlb nonexistent at the precollege level To get
that fresh look, the NSB convened our group of 20 from virtually all sectors of soci-
ety Our members include representatives of state and local governments, business
and industry, precollege and higher education, the professional science and engi-
neering communities, thi- military, the media and the law Before our deliberations
began, some Commissioners were and some were not experts in precollege educa-
tion, although all are experts in their respective fields. This diversity in the back-
grounds of our commissioners is uric of our unique strengths. Someone said that war
is a much too serious matter to be left to the military. Likewise, the education of
our children is too important to leave solely zo professional educators. We hope that
our joint perspective will be novel and fresh and will reflect a real grass roots in-
volvement. We expect that our recommendations, which are due vut in final form in
October of this year, will include new and more productive ways of looking at a not-
so-new problem.

The National Science Board charged our Commission with producing an explicit
plan of action. We are not doing just another study of what is wrong with precollege
education. Our charge is to examine the appropriate roles for various groups and
individuals, and to arrive at a set of principles and strategies to guide efforts at im-
proving precollege education in this country. We will accomplish our goals and mis-
sion.

Recognizing the diversity in Commissioner's background and expertise, as well as
our unique charge, we early on organized our activities into three phases. In fact
we've completed the first phaseproblem definitionat our first meeting in July
1982. We then published a erublern definition statement as ow first report, bled
Today's i"roblems, Tomorroit s Crises. Over 30,000 copies of this report have been car-
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ciliated to date, art {mime copies to each of the Nation's 16,500 school districts We
published this report because we believe that although many professional educators
may have long been aware of the precollege education problem, most other commu
nines have not shared that knowledge And we believe that a root cause of pre-ol-
iege education problems is d lack of broad public, appreciation of the need for math,
science and technology education for all students Mark Twain once said that a
'classic'. is something that everybody wants to have read and nobody wants to
read. Most people know that uur nation needs people who understand mathemat
Am, science and technology, but many don't appreciate the importance of under
standing it themselves Publishing our first repurt viub one way we could contribute
to increasing public awareness, a condition we consider essential if our ultimate rec
ommendations are w be effective

At that first meeting we also agreed vn the three goals which America's educa-
tional system must achieve with respect to math. science and technology They are

To continue to develup and broaden the pool of students who are welt prepared
and highly motivated fur advanced careers in mathematics, science and engineering
(i.e , training the elite and the Superstars);

To widen the range of high-quality educatiun offerings i. math, science and tech
twiggy tit ail grade levels, su that more students would be prepared for and thus
have greater options to choose among technically oriented careers and professions,
and

To increase the general matheinatit, science and technology literacy of all tits
zeniaor life, work and full participation in the society of the future

The golds emphasize the complexity of the prOblem we are trying to address
We are nut just seeking to maintain current numbers or increase the numbers of
profeasional scientists and engineers we also are not just looking at the population
eventually planning to enter technical careers we belie a broad understanding of
mathematics. science and technology is essential for an citizens in a free, open,
democratic society Our Adttrolion is focused toward all people who must live, work,
and function in the society of the future in addition, we realize that math, science
and technology educatiun du nut exist in a vacuum. We cannot simply increase our
emphasis on those subjects at the expense of other critical areas such as reading,
foreign languages or history As my cu-cunimissioner, Governor Evans said when he
testified before another House Subcummittee in September. "skills in communica-
tion, writing, clear and logical thinking and a sense of proportion from the human-
ities are necessary to keep up with the knuwledge needed in a rapidly changing soci-
ety Thus. the problem of allocation of educational time is important For there are
only so many hours in the day., In this regard, it is noteworthy that in the United
States. the typical school year consists of 180 days, as contrasted with 240 days in
Japan The typical Khoo' day in the United states is five hours long.,five days per
week, compared with six- or eight-hour days and a six-day school week in other
countries. These differences are just une of the many areas which we are consider-
ing in formulating our recommendations.

The second phase of our work was also begun at our first meeting in July This
phase was devoted to examining and analysing a very wide range of model pro-
grams that might have special features that would merit broader application in
other settings During the second phase, we also established contact with a wide va-
riety of organizations and individuals with interests and activities related to precol-
lege education. We hoped to learn their views of the problem and of appropriate
remedies

To carry out these tasks we have divided ourselves into tour Task Group* each
focusing on the activities and interests of one sector of our society One TaSk Group
focuses on Federal, State and local governments. Another look, at the direct educa-
tors, such as teachers and school administrators The third focuses On 'hose indl-ect-
ly involved in precollege education. such as associations of professional scientists
and engineers. institutions of higher education, business and industry The foarth
group focuses on those whu receive or employ the output of the educational system.
such as the military, and, again, business and industry

The four Task Groups each added three to five additional members to broaden
their expertise. They made many site visits, participated in numerous conference
and work shops, and met with literati/ hundreds of groups with interests in precol-
lege education In additiun. the Commission held a public hearing on the topic of
-access to quality educution for all citizens" in December, at the Fernbauk Science
Center in Atlanta. These varied activities are summarized in our Interim Report to
the National Science hoard issued on January 20, 1983.

In addition to making site visits and meeting with diverse groups, the Commission
has begun a process that we believe is critical to the ultimate success of any efforts
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to OliptoW tAtit sill$/ Tilt nation needs to know what it is we want sti
dents to kri.ew or to hi able to do in math. -Awoke and technology when they finish
mx.oridary .hoof 1,.. need to know tli goals or targets ol preculleg.. education in
this area The rerun. we Live commissioned workshops, and studio:, directed expli-
cit!, toward that question- fur math, for science and fur technology We, of course,
Jo not expect to provide definitive answers to such a complex question by the end of
the Commission s short lift. But we shall disseminate widely the results of those
workshops coal studies. with the hope of stimulating others to answer the important
questoni of what estitAly it O. we are directing our education efforts toward I expect
that .iroolig the Commissions recenimendations will be suggestions ,of how that de-
fining pretest. might proceed arid who should provide the necessary leadership

The Commission began its third phase of activity at its must recent meeting in
January This phase os dilated at framing recommendations and the appropriate
n exlionisms fur imple involute them At that meeting we selected broad topic areas
toward which our initial efforts will be darer led We are planning to have a small
Mt of tentative recommendations atoilable for testing in a public forum to be held
to Houston on Marsh .!r, We ail) continue an interactive process where we continu-
ously test out ton tNk,iertg reconimeitilations on our eventual audiences. We shall
emain ni contact with this Coniiiiitive. sei that your thoughts and reactions to our

tentative recommendotiuns can be incorporated into our thinking
I JIM sorry that 1 cannot yet share with you any firm recommendations We are

4111 lieu early in the development process But I can give you some flavor of what I
isiet air report and recommendations might look like

First. I would like to reiterate psi how complex an issue the precollege education
prulIt rat ts 41t one point en our deIlberatioris se created a matrix with aspects of
the problem .n the other axis That problems by .players matrix had 1.200 cells in it.
eaten this lointelt Atty. ond the fact that there are 16;100 school systems in the
United Stale., I doubt that we will find any simple, yet effective. "quick fixes."

smonj, cc, will aching both for solutions to the immediate problem and for
bedlam:4ns to prevent re. urreme of the problems in the lung term For we all

roust keep in mind that the Sputnik lltbes utcurred only 2:, years ago Many pro-
grams were instituted right after Sputnik. yet here we are again.

At our January Melling we decided that we will begin by looking at four broad
topic areas oriel asking what carious groups or .actors might do in each of them The
(oar tops. areas intim.* the curriculum, the condition of the teaching profession.
public perceptions and student attitudes. and the effective use of modern technol-
ogies in education We .ire also examining how we can use nun - school resources to
stippIeuit rat school resourtes until all the needed skills are present in the schools In
eoth lazt. wi :th dl be asking what various groups should be doing, when and how
A. I mentioned beton_ we shall begin testing out tentative recommendations at a
'outdo forum a Is held at the end of March in Houston We hope to be in close

I with cm ve Ritual ioadierkes throughout the recommendation development
process For we belie ca. die only way to have uur recommendations have real impact
is for there to he general agreement in advance from those who will have to carry
them out.

In closing. I would like to submit tor 'he record copies, of the Commission's first
n port. stating the problem. and its interim report of at tivities Thank you for your
time I am looking forward tie answering arty questions you may have

Mr. WALGREN. Thank you very much, Mr. Coleman.
We appreciate that submission and perhaps we will have the

staff look at the two reports you have submitted for enclosure of
pertinent parts in the record, ur perhaps it. should best be simply
referred to. rather than totally incorporated in the text of the
record.

gut your ('onimission's reports will be referred to it this noint in
the record.

(Thee Commission's first report, "Today'., Problems, Tomorrow's
('rises." follows The interim report is available in the subcommit-
tee's files. I
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NA I IONAL 5CILN(E BOARD
NA1 IONAL $CILNI-1, FOUNDATION

WAyilltit,TON 2OSs0

October 18, 1982

Or. Lewis N. Dranscoma
Chairman
National Science Board
National Science Foundation
Washington, O.C. 20550

Dear Or. granscoMb:

We are most pleased to transmit to you the
first formal report of our Commission,
"Today's Problems. Tomorrow's Crises." This
report represents the Commission's assessment of
the condition of precollege education in
mathematics, science and technology in this

country.

The problems sumoariced in our report - -if left

unresolved - -will escalate in the years ahead.

Thus, all Americans need to recognIle the broad
Importance of mathematics, science and technology

in the education of our youth. We hose,
accordingly, that our report will receive wide
dissemination.

The seriousness of the current situation
underscores the Commission's resolve to develop.
during the reminder of its life, an agenda for
action for all sectors of society.

Sincerely,

William T. Colenan, Jr.
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Today's Problemst Tomorrow's Crises

Introduction Across the Coined States, there IS escalating awareness that our
educational systems are facing inordinate difficultiVsliftrying to
meet the needs of the Nation in our changing and increasingly
technological society. We appear to be raising a generation of
Americans, many of whom lack the understanding and the skills
necessary to participate fully 3n the tcthnological trorid in which
they live and work. Improved preparation of all citizens in the
fields of mathematics, science, and technology is essential to the
d.welopinent and maintenance of our Hatton's economic strength,
military security, commitment to the democratic ideal of an in-
formed and participating citizenry, and leadership in mathematics.
science and technology.

To meet these ends, our formal and informal education systems
must have the commitment and the capacity to achieve three equally
important goals:

to continue to develop and to broaden the pool of students
who are well prepared and highly motivated for advanced
careers in mathematics. goene and engineering.

to widen the range . ...gh-casality educational offerings in
mathematics, science and oxhnology at all grade levels, so
that more studentt would be prepared for and thus have
greater options to choose among technically oriented careers
and professions, and

to increase the general mathematics. science and technology
literacy of all citizens for lac, work and full participation In
the society of the future

The first goal needs little explanation, since maintenance of U.S
scientific and technological capacity requires superbly educated
mathematicians, scientists, and engineers. As the total number of
18-yearolds ,n the population continues to decrease into the 1990's,
the percentage of high school graduates entering preprofessional,
college -level courses in science and engineering must increase to
meet future manpower needs In addition, to meet the country's
needs for excellence. creativity, and innovation m its scientific
work, we must develop and utilize the talents of all Americans.
including women and minorities now currently underrepresented
no the science and enpneering professions)
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the critical value of the second goal has become widely recognized
during the past tew years The current gap between opportunities
for those with and without credentials to ntathematics, science
and technology v.Ill increase dramatically as the technological
compleatty of U S society increases Industrial leaders have Iden-
tified the current shortage of trained technicians as a zrious
harrier to increased productivity. Military commanders echo this
concern about their manpower requirements for meeting national
security nee*. In such professions as law. Journalism and bus,.
ness management. there is aiso a growing demand for men and
women with backgrounds in mathematics, science. and tech-
nology. The current -and increasing shortage of citizens ade-
quately prepared by their education to take on the tasks needed
for the development of our economy. our culture. and our secu-
rity is rightlyilttled a crisis by leaders in academe. business. and
government

The third goal is rooted m Thomas Jefferson's familiar dictum
that an educated citizenry is the only safe repository of democratic
values. The life and work of Jefferson and others make clear that
a broad understanding of the relationships between science and
society was considered by early Americans as integral to the ideal
of the Republic. TO lead full lives and to participate witlicenfrderux
111 contemporary American society. omens need an understand-
ing and appreciation of mathematics. science and technology.

This report reviews the status of math. science and technology
instructionsin our educational systems and exolores b4)10C of the
key problems and challenges facing those systems. The central
conclusion to be drawn is that, in the aggregai.. the U.S edu-
cational systems currently are not satisfactorily achievzig the second
and third goals. and they will need assistance, although perb2ps to
.1 somewhat lesser extent. to meet the first

Data Win a number of sources have documented declining student
achies einem in mathematics and science,as indicated by declines in:

science achievement scores of U S 17-year-olds as measured
in three national assessments of science (1969.1973. and 1977i.

mathematics scores of 17.year-olds .us measured in two
national assessments of mathematics 11973.1978). the decline
was especially severe in the .areas of problem-solving and ap-
plications of mathematics. o II-,
mathematical and verbal Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores
of students over an 18-year period through 1980. and

students prepared for post-secondary study Remedial 11$.1011:*
MIK% enrollments .i. four-year utsinuitons of higher ethic*
tum increased 72 percent between 1975 and 1980. while total
student enrollments increased by only seven percent At public
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ram sear Lelleges, 25 percent of the mathematics courses are
remedial, and at community colleges, 42 percent are

The proportion and qualifications of high school seniors who will
major in mathematics. science, and engineering have tar .ined
roughly constant over the pact IS years. although college ;mi.
timing enrollments have insreased steadily since the mid- 1970's
Sonic students are also receiving more advanced experiences in
secondary school science and mathematics al-indicated by per-
formance on advanced placement tests

Nonetheless. adequate mathematics and science course opportu-
nities are not available for all talented and motivated students
As many as one-third of U.S secondary schools do not offer suffi.
cient mathematics to quail!) their graduates for adnussion to
accredited engineering schools Only one-third of the 21.000 U,S
high schools teach calculus. and fewer than one-third offer
physics courses taught by qualified physics teachers

I he evidence on student participation and achievement indicates
a wide and increasing divergence in the amount and quality of the
mathematics. science and technology education acquired by those
w ho plan to go on to college and study in those areas and by those
who do not Students in the latter category gererally stop their
studs of mathematics and science at a relatively early age, per-
lona considerably less well on achievement measures than the
carver-bound. and do not base opportunities to pursue approprialc
courses in contemporary technology. Only nine percent of the
students graduating from vocationally oriented secondary school
programs in 1980 took three years of science, and only 18 percent
took three or more years of mathematics. Hence, it is clear that
while the DIM goal stated in the introduction presently is being
fulfilled rcasonahly well, the second and third goals are not In
fact, the edueational system may actually have carried out these
latter goals better 20 years ago the proportion of public high
school students 'grades 9 to 12} enrolled in science courses has,
declined since that time Thus. the principal concern with student
participation and achievement is with those who do not plan
careers in mathematics, science, or engineering

In addition, wide differences persist in achievement and palm-
patio!) levels among students from different social groups Women
base vadat/mall. participated less than men in ielettce, and rtiAi.4sers
of various monism!. groups (specifically, if not extltiso
tan Indians. Black Americans. bit:mean Anna i ,. 4 to

Ricans) have participated less and performed less well 1 stand-
ard sucnee and mathematics achievement tests than their white
counterparts Apr1[0,0111411:1) 20 percentage points separated the
mathemauts achievement scores of 17-year-old black and white
students 'in national assessment tests iii both 1973 and 1974 A p.
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pro/innately 15 percentage points separated 17.yearold Hispanics
and whites in both years Between 1973 and 1978, noneyearold
black students showed a definite improvement in performance on
mathematics achievement tests. while the average performance of '
ninyearold white students declined and that of Hispanics re
mauled constant.

Specific Studies and analyses of conditions in the IJ $ edacational system
Contributory including both us formal and its informal components point
Problems to four problems that contribute to declining student participa

lion and achievement levels.

Teachers

Individual icachers have considerable discretion in the sel=rion
of course `corium( and instructional approaches a d. therefore,
play a pivotal role in the education of students. Su nor teachers
of mathematics, science and.technology can motiva e students to
do well in their courses and can stimulate students to take more
advanced courses and consider technically or scientifically oriented
careers. Mediocte and poor teachers may dampen,the enthusium
of good students$nd fail to recognize and stimulate the dent.
opmcnt of potential talents in Alas. Therefore, the documented
shortage of superior teachers must be considered a prime contrib.
citing cause of decreasing student participation and achievement
in mathematics, science and technology.

There is also a growing shortage of qualified secondary school math-.
mattes and physical science teachers. in 1981, 0 states (of 45
responding) reported a shortage of mathematics teachers. For
physics teachers, 42 states reported such shortages. In the same
year, 50 percent of the teachers newly employed natigtwide to
teach secondary science and mathematics were actually'uncerti
fled to teach those subjects. From 1971 to 1980, student teachers
in science and mathematics deemed in numberthreefold in set
cncc and fourfold in mathematicsand only halt or them have
actually entered the teaching profession. In addition, 25 percent
of those currently teaching have staled that they expect to leave
the profession in the near future.

Some of the problems that affect the participation and achieve
meat of students at all grade levels are.

Among certified leachers of high school mathematics and scs
cam very few have had the formal educational preparation
required to provide students with an understanding of modern
technology

there are few available opportunities a certified mathenuitio
and science teachers to update or broaden their skills and
backgrounds. Such training opportunities arc essential due to
the rapid advances taking place in mathematics, science and
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technology ans. the need to introduce new types of upper
levet courses for nonspecialists.

There are few onservice programs to certify teachers who ate
presently not qualified to teach mathematics and science.

Most teachers in the primary and middle school grades have
not had training on science and mathematics or courses in
Methods to teach these subjects

District-level supervision has been reduced as a result of Pi nan-
vial retrenchment or has been shifted from instructional to
administrative support. As a result, relatively few people arc
available outside the classroom to provide quality control or
to assist teachers with pedagogical problems

Classrooms

Deficiencies trt the numbers and qualtfications of mathematics
and science teachers are exacerbated by classroom conditions,
including inadequate instructional time, equipment, and facilities

I he tune available for adequate instruction in U.S. schools Is far
m c limited than in other advanced countries. in the United
States, the ty-..cal school year consist, of ISO days, as contrasted
with 240 days in Japan This is further reduced by absenteeism.
',Anis air-tints to an average of 20 days per school year. The
typical school day is five hours long. compared with sox- or eight-
hour daysin other countries. In addition. many periods of varying
length throughout school days and weeks are devoted to non-
academic pursuits. both reducing the hours available for 'nstruc-
tion and diverting the time and energy of teachers to nom stroc-
toonal duties Problems associated with student dist:splint and
motivation. which are severe in some schools and affect the
general *.arning environment, have been well pub'aeized

Many science courses on schools throughout the country are being
taught withu tit an adequate laboratory component or with no
laboratory at all In some cases, laboratory epparatus is obsolete.
badly in need of maintenance. or nonexistent. In other MO, such
apparatus is not used because of a lack of paraprofessionals or
aids to set up and maintain equipment. a condition that has
become increasmgly important due to the greater concern for
safety in the schools

('rant u/a

r. unit:iota in mathematics and in 6eVeral scientific disciplines were
developed with federal support two or wore decades ago to pro-
vide rigorous. modern course work for high scholl students inter-
ested on careers in mathematics. science and engineering. These
corneula. ar ' several generattons of privately-developed successors.
eontInue to serve their purpose, though many need to be revised
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Mechanisms must he developed to incorporate effectively giro the
curricula changes associated with advances in the disciplines and
evolving contemporary technologies

Another curricular concern is that upper level high school courses
based on these curricula are too abstract and theoretical fo7 most
students In fact, serious doubts exist about whether many of the
commonly offered mathematics. sconce and technology courses

' in the secondary schools are, in their present form, or mueh value
to students planning careers outside of mathematics, science or
engineering. Pew courses or widely accepted curricula are avail-
able with the explicit aim of providing such students with ade-
quate preparation in mathematics and science In addition.
courses associated with modern technology are not available,
most courses, in fact. make little reference to technology at all

In the lower grades, mathematics courses emphasite basic compu-
tational Adis rather than interpretation and application Science
courses at those levels often are empty of content and, generally.
do not build upon the work of previous grades

Appropriate courses in modern technology arc not available i-cw
systematic attempts are made to integrate learning in mathematics.
science and technology As a result. hilly coherent preparation is
offered for the disciplinary courses (usually earth science and biology I
encountered for the first time in the ninth and tenth grades This
condition is particularly unfortunate, because a wealth of infor-
mation supports the conclusion that students who dictate: mathe-
matics and science courses in the early grades. or who receive in-
adequate instruction in those grades, are unlikely to participate
et-recto cly in upper level courses

Instrucrional Approaches
....

In general, precollege mathematics, science and technology instruc-
tion has yet to take advantage of she advances in technology and
behavioral science of the pact 20 yeas i or example. computers
provide an immense opportunity to desciop curricula and instruc-
tional approaches that might motivate larger numbers of students
and increase the flexibility of the programs available to that
Computers and other modern technologies are available in many
Li S schools. and imaginatist acts arc made of these instructional
aids in indradual classroon i I loweser. computer software: is gen-
eral!, inadequate, and the full potential of these technologies for
instruction has remised little attention

C onsiderahle progress also is being made in teseamli in math and
science education I he cognitive sciences are pros Wing a wealth
of informaun on the way people learn I or example, knowledge
is now available about the Manse degree of abstraction that
students of a funicular age can be expected to grasp however.
such information has yet,to he s!isicinattcal4 applied either in the

N
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deselopment of mathematics, science, and technology currtcula,
or in the training of teachers of these subjects

Finally, there is evidence that many students who have an interest
in mathematics. m00% and technology are not bang reached
through instructional approaches currently used in the classroom
Whereas many students do not like school scienceand form this
opinion by the end of third grademany do !aka the science and
technology that they sec on television. They also bk. what the!
encounter at science and technology museums, planetariums.
nature centers, and national parks Many of these institutions
lacilitate science and technology education with their own after-
school, weekend, and vacation classes In addition, many school
Classes make field trips to such institutions Because these pro-
grams are apparently more appealing than school science offer-
ings, the innovative instructional approaches used in them should
be examined and, where possible. applied to the class oom setting.

Largely, public schools reflect, rather than determine, public per-
ceptions and priorities The condition of mathematics. science
and technology education reveals an apparent misperception by
the public that adequate course work need only be provided to
students preparing for college level slut, an these fields and that
these courses are unnecessary for other students. This is consis-
tent with the broader perception that excellence in science and
technology is vitally important to the Nation but that it can and
should be left to the experts Thus, its pursuit has little to do with
the day-to-day concerns of most people -- except when major
news events such as a nuclear reactor accident or a space shuttle
launch intrude This misperception about the mathematics, sci-
ence and technology training needed by students in our schools is
tragic for our society as a whole.

Yet, a reasonable fraction of the adult public is interested in
science and technology This is evident from the recent popularity
of science magazines for nonspecialists, quality television and
radio programs (particularly in the public media), and science and
technology museums Although a large fraction of the public
enjoys science and technology. it appears that many consider
school mathematics, science, and technology as isolated from
the real world and not essential for most students.

I hat misperception is part of a public view that the aims, sub-
stance. and quality of public education do not reflect the cotic)d-
erable economtc, social, and cultural changes that have occurred
in this country since the late 1960's Today. an Increasing per-
centage of the work force is concerned with the retrieval, processing,
and transmission of information Yet, public school mathematics
and science courses are, at best, only peripherally concerned and
preparing students to work and live in a society that concentrates
on such tasks

.
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Apparently, no consensus has been reached that the future pros-
perity and international position of the United States depend
critically upon broader public attainniem in inti:liemants. science.
and technology In addition. there is no consensus that high quality
mathematics. science. and technology education is a matter of
national once. n. transcending state and local interests and
responsibilm Mathematics and science requirements both for
high school graduation and for college entry have generally
declined over the past 15 years Although there are some encour-
aging signs that this trend is reversing. only about one-third of the
Nation's 16,000 school districts require more than one year of
high school mathematics and one year of science for graduation

NationalScience [he absence of .1 national consensus on the importance of mathe-
Board matics, science, and technology education for all citizens may be
Cromisuion the central cause of the critical problem facing our educational

systems. A broad national effort is essential. The National Science
Board Commission on Precollege Education in Mathematics. Sci-
ence and 1 ethnology has been established to address this condi-
tion The Commission will define, over the next year, a national
agenda that should provide an action plan for all sectors of
society to use in the achievement of the three important edema-
wool goals outlined in the introduction to Ibis report.

Sources The data appearing in this report have been drawr from the
sources that follow. Specific citations and additional references
may be obtained on request from the office of the National Sci-
ence Board Commission on Precollege Education in Mathe-
matics. Science and Technology.

National Science Foundation and Department of Education
Science and Engineenny, Education for the 1980's and Beyond
Washington. D.C. U S. Government Printing Office, October
1910. primarily Cnapter V

2 National Science Foundation Science and Engineering Edu-
cation Data and Information 1982. A Report to the National
Science Bean! Commission on Precollege Education m Hoke-
mattes. Scsence and Technology (NSF 82-30).

3 Papers presented at the National Academy of &maces' Con-
vocation on Precollege Education in Mathematics and So*
ence, partIcalarly i'aul Milan Hurd. "State of Precollege
Education in Mathematics andScience." (May 12-13.1982).
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Mr WAIGKEN 1 know that it may be difficult to be totally specif-
ic, but in your testimony you indicate that in the end of March you
are going to be able to test out tentative recommendations at a
public forum that will be held in Houston. Can you give us any in-
dication of those tentative recommendations in specific form at this
point?

Mr COLEMAN I can hint at some of them, but you have had ex-
perience in leadership, and unless you can have the members of
the Commission agree with you as chairman, you don't put yourself
out in front.

But, having said that, certainly anyone who reads has to be in-
terested in the extent to which computers and other types of tech-
nology are here and are playing an increasing part. Certainly we
are examining closely just how they can be used to help precollege
education.

Second. we know that there are many teachers in the school
system through no fault of their own who don't have the training
to be able to give the type of science and mathematics, teaching re-
quired today, and we hope to make recommendations as to how v.-.
can speed up the training process.

We have considered, and we are more than just toying with the
idea that this is an issue in which the business community and the
milit9ry should be as interested as we are, if not more so. 's there
any way that we can borrow some of those resources and put them
in the school system to do some of the teaching until such time as
the professional teachers have acquired this additional skill?

Mr Chairman. I am pretty sure you and the other members all
realize that in this country we still have a great disparity in what
various school districts are able to offer to the children. We are
trying to find out how we can overcome that disparity because the
economic conditions in all places in the country are not the same.

Although it may be unpopular, we are thinking about the idea of
devoting more time to handle this problem than is available in the
school day to day' That may mean teachers will have to work
longer days, and there may have to be more people involved.

%he also, in our hearings and deliberations, have come to the con-
clusion that perhaps the drain of teachers into the business com-
munity and elsewhere merely because there is more pay could be
avoided if their jobs in the school system were made more desirable
and more attractive.

We are trying to come up with ideas that will make being .:.
schoolteacher, particularly at the precollege level, as attractive
today as it was 50 years ago when not you, Mr. Chairman, but
maybe other members of the Committee had teachers who were
really committed and who inspired us to do what we had to do to
serve the country. Those are the types of ideas that we are trying
to come up with.

Mr WAL'REN. You mention in your testimony, as part of the
second phase, that you have been looking at a range of model pro-
grams which could .ie broadened to other settings. Can you give us
a survey of some of the particular pregrams that the Commission
has looked at at this point and that they fin.; very positive?
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Mr (..`,01,EMAN Yes. but I would like to have the privilege of sup-
plementing it by sending you a letter within 21 hours. -Telling out
all of the programs that we have looked .1t

I think that would be very important We are fortunate t.. have
as co-chair Cecily Selby who, as you know, has been the leader in
one of the most exciting programs in North Carolina. We have
looked at that program. We also went to Atlanta, Ga. Under the
leadership of Mayor Young and Governor Busby, we had an oppor-
tunity to look at several programs in Georgia where students are
coming from all over to get the advantage of exciting training

In North Carolina. Governor Hunt had the foresight to begin to
develop educational programs. We have had the opportunity to
look at programs in and around Raleigh, where teachers have pro-
vided a type of teaching that we think must be done for the stu-
dent.

congressman Brown, we haven't had the opportunity to get to
California yet, but I am pretty sure that some institutions there
are doing the same type of thing. I would like to supplement my
remarks by letter in greater detail.

Mr. WAIAMEN. We would appreciate that very much. Any speci-
ficity that you would like to elaborate on would be very helpful to
the committee. Feel free to give us as full a written supplement as
you feel appropriate.

Mr. COLEMAN. Having said that. will you give me 48 hours to get
it to you rather than 24

Mr WAI-OREN. I am sure from our point of view you can have a
week and more So feel free to take a little time and give it some
considered thought.

Mr. Coll.:mm.1. When I was a cabinet officer, I realized that if I
could get things up to the Congress quick enough. the Congress did
pay attention to them and Congress did think about them. There-
fore. 1 ant trying to get them up there as soon as I can.

IThe in format ion follows:1
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NATioilAt 1CIENCE BOARD COMMISSION ON PRECOLLEGE
EDUCATION IN MATHEMATICS, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Listing of Programs and Activities Reviewed

The following is a representative listing of activities and programs
that have been reviewed so far py the National Science Board Commission OP
Precollege Education in Mathematics. Science and Technology. This list is
organized according to the sector playing the major initiating or
management role, although many programs involve partnerships among multiple
groups or sectors.

Federal Government

Many of the programs/activities listed below were suppor'ed by Federal
funds. In addition, the Commission has discussed precollege education
issues and perspectives with representatives of the Executive Office of +he
President (OMB and OSTP) and with congressional staff members. The
Commission has received reports on past and planned programs of the
National Science Foundation and the Department of Education.

State Governments

Arizona: Governor's Six-Point Program for Academic Excellence in
FinTTege mathematics, science and technology, as seen by Governor, State
legislators, State Board of Higher Education, State School Boards

AssociatiOn.

California: Governor's Investment in People program, to strengthen math,

science, and computer instruction in elementary and secondary schools.
IncludeS demonstrat cr ; orcts, summer institutes, curriculum efforts.

Delaware: Governor's Task Force on high school graduation and university
entrance requirements in mathematics and science, Jobs for American
Graduates program, involving customized training for specific jobs,
developed through committee of corporate and educational leaders.

Florida. Governor's Commission on Secondary Schools, which has recently
1770-a report with recommendations, including for teacher training and
student incentives. House Speaker's recommerdaitons to Florida legislature
in this area.

Iowa. Ad-Hoc Education Committee of the Iowa Academy of Sciences, with
rocommendations to Governor concerning precollege education,

Louisiana Louisiana School of Math, Science and the Arts, a public,
residential, coeducational high school for exceptional students,
established by State legislature in 19R1.

Maryland: Education Committee of Governor's Science Advisory Council,
which is examining mathematics and science programs at the precollege and
university levels.
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Maine: Governor's Commission to Improve quality of labor force, from entry
Via- to professional engineers.

Minnesota: Minnesota Wellspring, a coalition of state government,
business, labor, education to improve technological/economic strength.

Mississippi: Governor's Comprehensive Plan to upgrade public education.

New Jersey: Business /industry /Science Education Consortium.

New York: Center for Learning Technologies, established by State
Department of Education in Spring 1982.

North Carolina: North Carolina School of Science and Mathematics, a
public, residential, co-educational high school for juniors and seniors
with exceptional ability and motivation, established in 1979, by intiative

of Governor, funded by state legislature. Recommendations of Governor's
Task Force on Science and Technology. Recommendations of North Carolina
Board of Science and Techrology and State Department of Public instruction
on improving the quality of science and mathematics education in the public
schools,

Pennsylvania: State Department of Education's summer programs at
Carnegie-Mellon University for superior science students at the sophomore
and junior high school level.

Rhode Island: House resolution in state legislature requesting Board of
AZiWIRTTiTliementary and Secondary Education to study feasibility of
state school for mathematics and science students. Governor's proposals
for forgivable loans for eventual mathematics and science teachers.

South Carolina: Superintendent of Education's proposal to add science to

Stated ;111 Skills" list and establish special math/science teacher
tra'nfng programs.

Tennessee: Governor's proposal for Master Teacher program to provide merit
1W7b-Wd on legislature's Tennessee Comprehensive Education Study, also
upgrading high school math and science requirements.

Texas: Essential Goals for College Success project of Texas Commissioner

3TProter Education. House Sill 12:6 to restructure K -12 curriculum with
increased math and science emphasis. Workshop on Math/Science Teacher
Shortage in Texas, sponsored by Texas Education Agency, Coordinating Board,
and Southwest Texas State University.

Vir inial Governor's Task Force on Science and Technology, of which one

0 ect ve is to determine education needs for developing human resources in
science and technology.

Washfn ton: Governor's Committee on High Technology Training and
vancement, which has issued recommendations.

2.
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Southern Regional Education Board: "Need for Quality", a report of SREB
cask korce on Higher Education and the Schools.

Education Commitsion of the States: A report "The Information Society:
Are High School Graduates Ready?' presenting results of the National
Assessments, with recommendations for change at the precollege level. A
special briefing to the National Governors Association Annual Neetine,
August 19112, titled "Education for a High Technology Economy," with
recommendations for state-level action. Advanced Leadership Program Series
(ALPS).

Local Governments /School Districts:

Mesa School District, Arizona. District has been selected as one of top 12
in the country in elementary school science programming by NSTA.

Denver. Colorado: George Washington High School, with an extensive program
in computer mathematics, allowing students to progress from computer
literacy to writing programs.

Washington, D.C.: Six new high school career programs imitated in
cooperation with private industry support, including engineering,
information technology, and the health sciences.

DeKalh County, Georgia: cernbank Science Center, a facility designed to
provide mathematics and science experiences for students from K-12.

Chicago, Illinois: Chicago Adopt-a-School program and local MATNCOUNYS,
both pioneered by the Board of Education in the last two years.
Pre-Algebra Development Center, recipient of Educational Pacesetter Award.

La Grange, Illinois: Lyons Township High School Computer Literacy Project.
intro:Wail teachers and students to a range of instructional uses of
personal computers.

Houston. Texas: Houston Second Mile Program. involving merit pay for
teachers, as well as many other initiatives.

Fairfax CoudtY. Vifjinia: Elementary school science program. providing
science education for all elementary students.

Milwaukee, Wisconsin: High School Unlimited Program. in which each of the
city's high schools has it own unique career/shill focus.

Institutions of High Education

New Jersey Institute of Technology: Precollege Institute in Mathematics,

Science and Engineering, designed for secondary students and teachers.

City College of New York' Precollege mathemeatics and science outreach
program.

-3-
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University Of maryland- Institute for Matheratics and Science, for
secondary students.

peke University: Programs for gifted and talented and pre-engineering,
Secondary students.

College of Charleston: Mathematics and science program for secondary
students.

University of California. Berkeley: Project EOUALS, developed at the
Lawrence Hall of Science, providing inservice programs for teachers,
counselors, and administrators, serving grades K-I2, with emphasis on
attracting and retaining women and minority students.

University of Arizona: Department of Mathematics' iinovative program with
high school teachers. Ad-Hoc Committee on Math/Science Education, to
coordinate intra-university programs and outreach with precollege end
business communities.

Arizona State University: Task force on implementation of Governor's
Six-Point Program for kademic Excellence. College of Education's Program
for Computer Literacy. College of Engineering's Center for Engineering
Excellence, Jointly supported by industry, and summer programs for women,

minority and gifted high school students to encourage engineering careers.

University of Kansas: Career - Oriented Science Topics for Elementary and
Middle Schools (COMETS), designed for use in grades S-g to supplement
science and science- centered language arts courses.

University of Wisconsin: Multiplying Dptions and Subtracting Bias, en
intervention program designed to eliminate sexism from mathematics
education.

Atlanta University: Resource Center for Science and Engineering, provides
training, facilities, research and Other opportunities for the Southeastern
Region.

University of Mew Mexico: Southwestern Resource Center for Science and
Engineering, provides training, facilities, research and other
opportunities for the Southwestern Region.

Mount Holyoke College; Summer math program, to prepare high school women
for successful study of mathematics at the college levet.

Simmons College: Dreyfus Institute on High School Chemistry, training
master high sc)iool teachers, primarily in chemistry, to conduct inservice
workshops in their school systems.

-4.
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Proess tonal Societies /Assoc tat Ions

National Science Teachers Association. Project on "Search for Ex:ellence
17Science-Education," examining outstanding precollege science programs
throughout the country and ameyzing them to identify elements responsible
for Success.

National Association of Secondary Seool Principals: Has surveyed and
reported on "New Requirements by the State Universities."

National Association of Biology Teachers: Is sponsoring an annual awards
program for oustanding high school biology teachers.

American Association for the Advancement of Science: Has established the
Coalition for.Education in Elie Sciences, to get AAAS members directly
involved with schools, with developing resource materials, and with
increasing science and technology understanding in local communities. A

collaboration with the Association of Science-Technology Centers, including
financial pport from Phillips Petroleum and Standard Oil of Ohio.

Society of Sigma Xi: Awards Program for excellence to science teachings
using its system of local chapters.

National Society of Professional Engineers: Initiated MATHCOUHTS, a
national tournament to increase public awareness of the importance of
mathematics and to Increase interest and motivation of 7th and 8th grade

math studentS. Involves collaboration and support of many associations.

Association of Science-Technology Centers: Members conduct numerous
programs both inside and out of the schools, for teachers, students, and
general pub11:.

American Chemical Society. Has established an office devoted to the
teaching of chemistry at the high school level, and is developing
supplementary curricular raterials for use at both the elementary and
secondary levels.

American Society of Civil Engineers. Summer intern program for minority

high school students, at Northeastern and Notre Dame Universities.

American Physical Socisty. Has opened an office in Washington and is

following congressional and Executive Branch activities in area of
precollege mathematics and science education.

Girls Clubs of America; Has initiated a program to link SCS national levek
yOutt ertroyment initiatives with interests in new technology.

-5-
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Business/Industry:

Exxon Corporation. Supporting pre-engineering programs at 10 universities.

E.I. DuPont de Nemours and Co.: Supports' pre-engineering programs at IS
colleges and universities, targeted for minority secondary school students.

Bell Laboratories. Summer Science Program, Providing hands on exPeriences
TWVirolients that have ccompleted the 8th grade.

Phillips Petroleum. "Search for Solutions", film series to augment science
instruction in secondry schools, developed with Phillips support.

Multiple Collaboration Among Sectors

Children's Television Workshop: "3-2.1 Contact" is a television series
aimed at interesting students in science and technology, developed with
support from the Corporation for Public Broadcasting. United Technologies.
Federal government.

Discovery Place: Non - profit Organization providing curriculum.related

activities for precoller students.

Junior Engineering Technical Society (JETS: A national youth activity,
operating through student chapoters, to increase interests and aptitudes in
math, science and technology. Cosponsored by several professional
soy cites and supported by industrial sources and the volunteer services of
individual engineers.

Mathematics. Engineering. Science Achievement (MESA). Program to increase

preparation of minority students in mathematics and science.

Philadephia Regional Introduction for Minorities to Engineering (PRIME):
Identifies minority students in grades 7-12 with high aptitude To science
and mathematics, and provides academic year and summedlactivitieS with
specially trained teachers and staff.

Program for Rochester to Interest Students in Science and Math (PRISSIo:
Supports the purchase of innovatle and stimulating curriculum materiiTs
for classroom and teacher training uses.

Southeastern Consortium for Minorities in EngineerorIgATT: Including

representatives of 21 colleges inAstow, InvoIves-dive op ng local
projects to increase the numbers of minorities in the eniineering
profession.

Project to Increase Mastery of Mathematics in Connecticut (PIM): Intended

to raise the level of mathematics undir17474ing and competence in order to
help people achieve their vocational and professional goals, by doing jobs
requirement analyses, and working with teachers and school counselors.

.6.
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Comprehensive Mathematics and Science Program (CMSP). Designed to bring
r-fater number OT-695-iifitudents into science and engineering professions,

Detroit Area Precollege Education Pi-ogram: Designed in identify students
vitro apptstuat ana increase interests in mathematics, , ience and

engineering.
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Mr WAJAMEN I hope that we will be able to give it very com-
plete attention Thus is an melt the Lommittee is very interested in

As you know, we have stopped doing a number of things in the
precollege education area in order to wait fin. the Commission's, re-
commendaton So we are going to be very interested to see what
new ground we break and what new directions we can come up
with. Some of us feel that we have given rip education programs in
recent years intorder to start out on this fresh review So we are
very interested in the results

Mr CommAN. Mr Chairman, as you know, I am not part of the
administration. I 'nay be talking out of school. but I do think that
the National Science Board and the Foundation both should be con-
gratulated for taking the initiative to invest some of their scarce
funds in this project

I really think that if you are going to meet head -ott the lack of
scientific and mathematical training. that you litst must start at
the precollege level. The Foundation and Board should be congratu-
lated for not waiting, either to be pushed by the ('ongress, or trying
to get a speual appropriation from the Congress, but taking some
01 their saber money and investing in what think is an important
project

Mr. WALnitEN. Following the committee rules, we will go by
order of appearance. Therefore, the ('hair will first recognize Mr
Brown

Mr. BROWN Thank you. Mr. Chairman
I want to commend Mr. Coleman on an excellent statement con-

cerning the work of the Commission. I concur wholeheartedly with
him that the Science Board and the Foundation is to be commend-
ed for initiating the Commission. I. of course, have to bear in mind
the state of I guess you might say, constructive tension that has
existed between the ('ongress and the Foundation and the adminis-
tration for more years than just this administration, over the ques-
tion of adequate support of education in science and mathematics

'The question I guess I would like to raise with you and have you
cqmment on e more of a.phdosophical question than anything else
You have recounted the concern of the Nation after Sputnik, and
the great surge of activity with regard to improving our scientific,
mathematical, and technical education Then we have seen that
initial impetus decrease. And the Commission has, of course, very
well analyzed what lias happenedthe declining quality of science

math education.:And the question comes to mind, why we
cannot continue to hold in the forefront a desirable goal as we did
after Sputnik, and to devote the necessary talent and resources to
it?

We have qualified people in science and in education I am in-
clined to feel, and maybe you could .ornment on this, that the prob-
lem is exactly its you expressed it on page paraphrasing Clemen-
ceau, that education is too important to leave solely to professional
educators This, of course focuses on the need for a dedicated and
creative leadership which is able to keep in mind the total needsof
the country and the proper balance to achieve those needs with
then a total program.

The problem with the military, as Clemenceau well recognized. is
that they become very expert at righting the last war And 1 ant
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tin luu d t 1i. l t hat uul ilket'atOis Kea- somewhat the same atti-
tude That 1,, Iii. $, btioiiie t'h 1[W! t maybe, at solving the last prob-
lem. but they don't pen vise the dynamics that lead to the next
problem that is coming along And if science and math was impor-
tant because of Sputnik, it is esen more important today Yet we
don t to have perct ised that.

l'ethaps this puts too much blame on the .educators. Perhaps
they were absolutely doing the sery best that they could, and they
wen. let down By who" By the lay Wald members that they were
responsible to By the national leaders that set goals for the coun-
try I don't know I am looking for some answers.

And I wonder if you might speculate on that a little bit.
Mr Ctoi.o.MAN We are not going to fight the last war. And we are

11,4 going to ...wad our time trying to assign blame But we ute
g4 to militate ghat should be done today, and also suggest a
nweliamsni so that this will not happen again 1 agree with you
that the country should keep education at the forefront. And the
people who do that 4..10 be the educators in a democratic society.
It has to be the people And it has to be tile political leadership.

I think esei era. at least once esery 3 or years should read an
t say by Alt sande: Ilainilion called "The State of Manufacturing
fit 1 .s9 his '..onderlel brain, be spelled out what the United
States would hose to do to become a first-rate country. Ile empha-

d tea, lon,;, edtik at Ile also emphasized the building of high-
way, The rva,at I read a the first time. hieing Secretary of Trans-
portotion, co, that I could um. flail part to help to defend my own
budget

But I do think that the Nation must be aroused and should con-
tinue to be aroused I think it is really the people who must do it in
our denim tato. sot a.ty Sputnik contributed to arousing the public.
Another thing that causes the public to examine the school system
w.es the co. ll milts mosement Fortunately or unfortunately. we
hasp run out of some ',learn on both of those issues

And now we .ue toting an 11- or 1:' percent unemployment, a
billnal budget deficit, and some of the great automobile com-

panies are porno, up w all the :apanese I could make a whole list.
It is nut because we don't host, the talent in this country, but the
talent ha.; not been educated properly

1 as,tine, that es the reason why tin, committee is stepping up to
the isste. and 1, going to do something about it I hope we can pro-
rate. *MI with material to help pal It is very important to do so

It MOM, N That i. an appropriate comment The committee
will do something about the problems of education. There are other
problems that face us. as you base just indicated We have had a
let 1111V Ili !MIMI 1.10 tit in' loss of markets, sometimes not due to

k of adequaleis trained A wntiht: and engineers but to other
phenomenon. scab Is a concentration on, we will say, saortrun
profits versus the nerd to look at the long range need for develop-
mnt

There is another a .peet which 1 will just touch on briefly. Yester-
day I had a sistt from a Swedish group that is looking at some of
the changes being produced lay se ierice and technology And I un-
derstand they s 'sited IIi1I and may he had a talk with Dr. Lou
Branscomb before they came up here But the chairman of that
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group made a point wha Ii perhaps we ht ye neglected over here.
lie kept mentioning it That is, what is the purpose of all this sci-
ence and technology?

In Sweden they seem to have recognized that the fundamental
purpose is to create an improved quality of life for their citizens.
That is a rather comprehensive kind of a goal which we don't think
about over here too mai It IS not the responsibility of leadership,
really. to make utopian plans about the quality of life And to in-
spire the people At least we don't conceive of it. Our main job is to
get elected just like 1.ou's job is to make a bigg...r profit next quar-
ter fur IBM We lack that encompassing and inspiring goal which
Seems to be neces:ary to achieve quality in any activity

I don't know how we are going to approach that and I don't
expect you to have an answer to it. But if the Commission can
come up with something. it:would be greatly appreciated.

Mr. COLEMAN We will certainly try. But I don't want to be too
pessimistic. I think that the American people do have great ideals.
And there are people in the country who, from time to time, articu-
late them Sometimes their voices are crowded out, But if and
when the rght opportunity comes, there are people who articulate
these goals The fact that you have people involved in the National
Science Foundation is one. The fact that you have Congressmen
who may not find this to be the sexiest issue for them, but they
`lank it A s So important that they do devote time and effort to it.

The real question is, how do you galvanize all the resources out
there now where the country has such a need for them? How do yo.'
do it short of a crisis such as a war? How can you do it when you
don't think that the only threat you face is the Soviet Union? And
how do you increase the quality of life for all our people? That is
vvitto. 7.-. ought to be about.

Mr. BROWN I am very pleased that we have a Commission with
the quality of leadership that you represent, attacking this prob-
lem I ma suggest to the Board one or two other areas in which
they ought to set up similar commissions in the future.
' Mr. ('Or.KMAN. That reminds me. When Mr. Lincoln was Presi-
dent. Great Britain did someth;ng. And his Sectetary of War said,
"Why don't we call a war on them, too?" And Mr. Lincoln said,
"Gee, just one war at a time." So let us try to finish this problem.

Mr WALcattat. Thank you, Mr Brown
Mr Bateman
Mr BATEMAN. Tteink vou, Mr Chairman.
Mr Coleman. let me .I3egin by saying that C am sure all of us

agree that you are to be commended for extending your very long
and distinguished career in service to the publii interest in Amer-
ica by what you are doing now. Beyond being *amended for it, I
think it is only fair to point out tliat we are. in '..this country, con-
tinuing beneficiaries of that service. And your being here today
and what you have been iny Ived in is just another demonstration
of the value of your participation in the larger congerns of our soci-
ety

I wuuld like, if I may. to offer some comments and to seek your
reaction to them. And the comments are inspired', in substantial
measure. 1 guess. by going through the report of the Nation& Sei-
encr Board where you make some specific comments on contribu-
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tory problems w ithin the larger dimension we are discussing, and
particularly iis it relates to f -achers.

In 'he report, and this is page 1, you point out the deficiency in
numbers of those who are in the precollege system, teaching math
and science. That is a deficiency in gross numbers, even in terms of
our present conition, and that is in the context that there just
isn't enough going on out there to start with. But even in the
present context, there are not enough teachers, 50 percent of those
teaching, uncertified in their fields. Tu me, a larger figure that
seems to cut against all that we are now recogniAing and trying to
do is that some 25 percent of those presently teaching in math and
science anticipate or indicate that they expect to leave the field.
We are not going to solve the problem by losing those already in it,
especially when I think all logic suggests that those we are losing
are probably those most qualified and are therefore in a
better conipetitive position to go out into the private sector or to
gain greater remuneration that comes with their superior training.

All of this comment is by way of a concern that, even with the
bill that we marked up here in committee earlier this week ad-
dressing these problems. and I think every person on the commit-
tee shares the view that they must be addressed, we have perhaps
held back in one area that is so logically important to a resolution
of the problem, and so clear because maybe there is some pain or
difficulty assoLiated with it, politically or otherwise, the problem
being we are not doing those things necessary to create the incen-
tive fur the competent and the dedicated teacher in science and
mathematics who is already in the field, or to attract those of simi-
lar quality, to get into the field.

And ;- my view. over time that situation can't be improved
unless 2 are some ecor 'fli., incentives to retain the best that
we now nave and to ;Area . ger numbers in the future. Do you
feel that there is some merit to your Board speaking to the necessi-
ty for incentives in t;aLher compensation, rather than what has
become characteristic of most school systems of across-the-board in-
creases for everyone in the system regardless of the perception of
their competence, ability, dedication and training?

Mr. COLEMAN. That issue is a very important issue. It is unoer
active debate within the Commission. And the Commission is going
to come up with a recommendation It may not be the most popu-
lar one, but we intend to come up with a recommendation. We do
think in part the problem Is money. But in addition, it is in part
having an atmosphere that will continue to attract teachers to
teach and to stay in the system.

We will also think that maybe one of the ways of helping us
solve the problem in the short run might be to develop some
system where industry would lend for an hour or two teacher$ to
teach particular skills within the school. The one thing we don't
want to do, because we think it really doesn't serve the public in-
terest, is to make this 18-month study, write a report, and the only
thing you see in it is that if you spend x million dollars more, you
will have a better program.

We really want to try to tell you exactly what you have to do,
and we think we have an obligation to say something other than,
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well, IE you appropriate more money. you may get a little better
product

But I agree with you YOU have put your finger on one of the
most important factors And you have to realize at the same time
yoo talk about needing people who can teach and understand
mathematics and science, you can't develop a society that is

m foreign languag.. i know all of us probably ought to be some-
what embarrie-sed when go abroad. We walk in the room and
we inunediately start speaking English Other people speak
Gelman. French, Japanese, e, Ch.susse, and there are very few
Americans w ho can .shift and speak in the Ibreign language

So I really think, and the reason why I quoted what Governor
Fans Nod, sve are not going to say take all your money and effort,
do nothing but teach people mathematics and science We also
need English. we need foreign languages. we need other things. We
intend to try to 1114.14 t hat issue 110ati on, and we may irritate some
of the groups that represent teachers and look for, perhaps rightly,
across-the-board raises.

fir BAilixtAN I don't offer comments I have made in the context
t hat there is something mequitous about the orthodox point of view
mnung the educational associations and their general perceived
thinking on this Once upon a time I was a classroom teacher, so I
am very sensiti%e to how poorly they are paid across the board and
how much increased teacher compensation is .:cessary.

1 applaud your willingness to confront this proposition. I think it
is one that is seriously necessary. Let me also hasten to add 4 hat
don't have a simplistic view that. if we just have merit pay for
math and science teachers. these problems would disappear_ T.
are much more diverse I think we are in need of an attitudinal
change on the part of our society to the importance of the subject
matter. not merely from the aspect of having competent scientists
who go on to in more Nobel prizes than anyone else. but a diffu-
sion of funding. at least on an elementary basis. of the principles of
science and mathematics among the general population.

I again applaud what you are doing I am sure we will all look
forward to further recommendations from the National Science
Board and certainly wish you well in what you are doing

Mr. WALoREN Thank you. Mr. Bateman.
Mr. Skeen
Mr Stua.:N Thank you. Mr Chairman.
Mr. Coleman. I want to compliment you on the presentation that

you have made and the job that you are trying to do because I
think you have monumental difficulty ir moving in that direction
Gwen the 16.000 school districts that we have in the United States
and the autonomous kind of character we try to maintain in our
school systems. it is extremely difficitit for us to view rainy kind of
change. particularly in dealing with the professionals in the educa-
tional system. and effect that kind of change.

We have talked a lot about Sputnik this morning and how we
reacted to that We seem to like to do this in American life very
often Every time something occurs we react by going to the ex-
treme. one side or the other We are doing that today in science
and mathematics All of it sudden it has dawned on us that we
have a decided paucity of this kind of professionals and we need
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bath', Nuts we Aani the 1.4,01 s;stents to react to it by
imiaediatly let s flip the swat It .111(1 turn them on

I ttunk the heart of what you are saving is in your interim
report on page 7 You said during the first inuneas of its work the
(ommesion observed a marked increase in concern about precol-
lege tnarliemat I.s, science. :ethnological education However, there
is not yet an agremusit about Ow particular changes that should
be made and who should Oleo thew. or hots the changes should be
best implemented That is the question I would like to ask you.

I know that yiai have these task foices set up. How well received
and how coopeiativ 4, 414, you find the atmosphere amongst profes-
sionals Ill the educatanial field.' I know it is vet) difficult. Who are
the tore retire:A.:R.1(.1.es of this group that you must deal with to
Weil a rapid dungy in direction in the way the school systems
work.'

Mr Coil MAN We art for t unate to have on the Commission itself
two teadiers active in the school system Obviously, they educate
us on how you appioadi people who are part of the system. In
large part it depends upon getting the school boards to recognize

Airsis is important and. I think that is happening in the coun-
tr The Governor ul almost any State today realizes that if he or
she is going to keep the jobs in that community that it must have a
better school system

And a, ou knave bowl than I do, what really moves this coun-
try is au aroused public cipi1110,11 un ,lily issue And I think that we

wha to MnitelltAt arouse that opinioo That is the reason why we
bpi, a, we go through this process :nal come up with our own un-
derstanding. it is equally important that we make other people
part of the process

y ou remember. in those days when we had a good bipartisan
loreign polity. at wal because we had Presidents who would come
up and talk to the Congress. even those in opposition, and get them
to agree. Someon said. "Don't have me there when you are going
to launch the ship. if I am not there when you lay the keel " We
hope we can do the same thing by talking to the teachers to get
them interested

We also have the advantage of having on the Commission some
of the users of the system who are active in business and the mili-
tary

Mt SkLEN %on find an air of enthusiasm for this kind of
change and reaction.'

Mr ota.:NRN Oh. yes. there is no doubt about it. I think the
oublik today rek4,gnizes there is a deficiency. and something has to
be .lone Hope t hat this 0,nunission has the ability and foresight to
be Ade to rnastei that feeling and to come up with the correct rec-
ommendations

SNLEN I :11m) mared that in this particular portion of your
report it said that you have riot readied an area of agreement on
w hat t he goals are that you want to achieve I know it is very early
in this thing, however. do you find some areas of agreement on
what the goals should be" At least to get some refinement of where
We are trying to go ?

Mr C01.1-,IAN We are ID process. the Commission is not uni-
fied Speaking lot myself. I hope we will set a time certain by
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which the problem should he solved. The figure in my mind is 5
years. In :, years you ought to be able to do what is needed and the
school system ought to be functioning the way it should be

Mr. SKEEN. I think that is very realistic. I want to share with
you, too, your comments on lingualism amongst Americans The
definition of what is trilingual. a person that speaks three lan-
guages. What is bilingual? That is a person who speaks two. What
is monolingual? That is an American.

Thank you very much.
Mr, WALGREN. Thank you, Mr. Skeen.
Just one other thought, that is, that I suppose it is not a new

thought that the more things change the more they remain the
same. And I do appreciate the role of a clean break in starting new
programs and in initiating new directions. At the same time, as I
say, I often wonder what we are giving up when we totally break
with the past. Is there anybody on the Commission that is looking
at what we do through the National Science Foundation in the
education area?

I know, for example, one of the major thrusts that you are look-
ing at is how do you broaden the appreciation of science. And we
did have a program to do that that has zero dollars in it this year.
And it has zero dollars in it largely because we wanted to stop, and
the Commission was in a sense the mechanism by which we
stopped, or it was what was given in exchange for stopping.

Is there any ability of the Commission to look at what we were
doing, and if it is true that we are going to be recognizing the va-
lidity of what we did do, to make recommendatio or recognition
of the value of those programs so that we can have as short a
hiatus in valuable programs as possible?

Mr. COLEMAN. We are quite aware of that. We realize that often
the resources available in the past, if the work is begun again, may
well solve the problem. As Bert Lance said, if it works, don't try to
fix it. Just make sure it keeps on working. We are certainly well
aware of that.

Mr. WALGREN. When will your final report be completed?
Mr. COLEMAN. October 1983. We will meet that deadline.
Mr. WALGREN. Are there any more interim reports expected?
Mr. COLEMAN. We have had four meetings and we have two re-

ports. I would think there will he another interim report. If not, I
would undertake the responsibility of briefing your staff as to
where we stand so you will be kept aware of the type of thinking
we are doing.

Mr. WALGREN. Well, we would appreciate being kept informed.
And I would ask you to think about whether an accelerated report
on past programs might be able to be considered by the Commis-
sion so that we would have whatever views are proper in those
areas in the nearest term possible.

Mr. COLEMAN. I will commit myself to put that on the agenda of
the Commission for March.

Mr:. WALGREN. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Coleman We ap-
preciate your time. We want to express the respect and apprecia-
tion of the public as a whole for people of your caliber serving on
that Commission. I believe nothing could be more important. We
are very pleased that you are the one that is involved in it.
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Mr On.KmAN It is very kind of you to say so, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you very much

Mr. WAL6REN. Thank you
We now turn to Dr. Knapp, the Director of the National Science

Foundation. Dr. Knapp is appearing for the first time formally
before the subcommittee in his new position as Director, although
he is Lam liar to us through the efforts of Mr. Fuqua on the full
committee.

We want to welcome also Dr Lewis Branscomb, Chairman of the
National Science Board. who is here accompanying Dr. Knapp
today.

Welcome to the committee. Your written statements will be
made part of the record. We welcome any later written submissions
in further explanation or development of any points you believe
the committee and the public should be apprised of as part of the
public record. And with that, please proceed as you feel best to
communicate your views to the committee.

STATEMENT OF DR. EDWARD A. KNAPP. DIRECTOR. NATIONAL
SCIENCE FOUNDATION. ACCOMPANIED BY DR. LEWIS M.
IMANSCOMII. (MAMMAS. NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD

Dr. KNAPP. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am pleased to be here for your first day of hearings on the ad-

ministration's fiscal year 1981 budget request Pa- the Foundation.
Today's hearings focus on science and engineering education and

training, a subject of great current interest and concern in the
Nation, the Congress, and the adm'nistration, especially as it bears
upon the quality of precollege education today in the secondary
schools. .

The Foundation shares this concern and is miming in a concerted
and deliberate way to develop a clear consensus on the nature of
the problem and the strategies needed to alleviate it.

At this point I would like to turn to Dr. Lewis M. Branscomb,
Chairman of the National Science Board. He will comment on the
role the Board has played in setting the Foundation's budget strat-
egy for fiscal year 1981 and the Board's part in developing a con-
sensus for NSF's role in science and engineering education. Dr.
Branscomb.

Dr BRANscomn. I would like to take a few minutes to touch on
the highlights of the Board's involvement in this budget and on
what it contains. I will paraphrase my prepared testimony, and
then I will discuss specifically the issue of precollege science educa-
tion.

Mr WALUREN. If I could note for the record that this is in con-
trast to the Board's imulvement in the 1981 fiscal year budget. Is
that correct"

Dr. BRANscomn. No, sir. I would like to speak to that in due
course, quite specifically. The Board was very active in 1981. 1 want
to be sure this committee understands exactly the Board's activity.

Mr. WALGREN. I would be interested.
Dr. BRAN:WOMB. We meet this spring under fortunate circum-

stances. Having listened to the President's state of the Union mes-
sage, and having looked at the content of this budget, we can now



say that the clot .riori .r1 Vk Iit'i 1.1(3i chi. country. needs strong science
and Vligilit'el Ilia 1 OliabiliR a 0,01 t duc.ned group of specialists.
and a generally skilled paid'. , .-, no loran , . rtisan issue. On
that question we are all together

And the issue. If there is an issue, is only what is the best way to
use the scane resources available to us. What is the most effective
way to move all those objectives ahead"

The Foundation's propel role. in the Board's view, is to support
advances in science and engineer log that lie beyond the horizons of
most companies, to encourage the hi0e.t quality of education in
science and engineering rowan h. to pro.... t' .111.11 education in the
colleges and universities, and to improve the teaching of math-
eiliat lea and science in secondary schools where it can do so with
high leverage and in .4upport of community goals.

In order to ackeli rate the contribution of the resulting know,
edge and skill to the economy and to the In iple, the Board also en-
courages close and voluntary collaboration between wither shies,
I olleges, and private companies The Board has I.teen active in all of
those areas In this past year

First let me ..ay the Board is pleased tinit this budget will permit
a balanced strengthening of all the fields of science, while it focus-
es on specific areas ripe for rapid advancement offering special
benefits, if we are successful Most important, this budget addresses
urgent needs for the rebuilding of facilities, instrumentation, and
equipment in the research laboratories of educational institution.

The budget reflects Board efforts to give particular attention to
several matters In lost the Board devoted its primary policy de-
velopment efforts to clarifying NFS's role in supporting science and
engineering education, lu the adequacy and emphasis of support in
the social and behavioral .dances, and to the academic research
community's needs for research instrumentation and equipment.
The Board proved' d policy guidance to the staff in all three areas.

In August llisl, the Board adopted a statement of policy and pro-
grqin priority on science and engineering education, and it ap-
pioved the same day the Director's implementation plans, which
were quite specific

This work pro OA the basis for the subsequent establishment of
the Board's ('onunission .end identified the kinds of program activi-
ties in precollege mathematics and science education appropriate
for NSF

Let me remind you again alai, in August 1982, the Board and
the Foundation submitted a budget which included funds for sci-
ence and education We approved a polity statement on the proper
role of the Foundation in science education. And we approved an
implemeniat ton statement that contained both the Commission and
specific ad Iva Ws

If the chairman will paidon me for differing with the comment
he made earlier, from the Board's point of view. we did not stop
c write eclat alum efforts in order to start the commission. We did
not attend that efforts should top

... On the other hand, I do not fault a judgment that says that ef-
forts had .irri 4 id at a pout pass at the time they were stopped. The
stlente education program had been de dining for many years, it
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11,141 1,4. t 'Me op it tiagnanteo Into _.7 htle-Itellts WE,
did need tr,h

RUA it is Mons ti ..1% that it ht t Ito,nd or the Foundation
-.et up thy Commissioti lot the pat pi- of 111.17r nig otehsOre on En:
to he ,pacifically' lt:t1%e ln a p, 1,1411ort ,t matter of
Lief totte the contr,W, We 1,4411114p LL tike Coninlis:-.1011 in order to
grtlitle that 1/;"-'41tt But we felt tin te. - -tire ought to he gener-i) the "wen, 44 this i omit,: % i it. nut just on the
Cotigte-, and the t'teitidation Still wi tut ogiii/e the Janet has
been .1 onsetpieut e. 'runt to% polo' t %tel. Elerliable EltilSe-
ttitnce

In 19...2 the Boatti paid ,pecial anetition to ppottunities and
politN issues la t tozatevring, the plant sciences, computer-related
tearh, and atietnational Hoe- Stitt-ice edtkation activities
evoked a, it, Board', Cottattrlon Ednent.1011 in
Nhitheniat, - t nee and Tc4.h4444i,v, Nent to work. having al-

es.tabli-,10 the trolik. -aatentent and Ihret tor's proposed im-
plementation

present [magi t it.(14144 %%mid ivrititt AgilifiattE number of
(laical needs to be addressed Let me gite you onit examples

a .tileaantial portion of the neU Mick- w11I gt, to ModeMila-
t.on of -t tent ifk' elptipttielit I believe Dr Key worth has used the
word -frat.lit to describe the -.tan; of mail), utiiter,ity laboratories.

I C11,111:1% 1.AD or A di-iiii4ttislied member of the National Sci-
e Hoard honk the Getiral Het iti ro commented that in bis

"ompanN. scientist, ate giteir unietitatem .upport in a ineas-
tal that tat Ntoelf, the 1,tio iii-,ttlIllientation support provided
it, NSF' grantee,

Wt must reEla,, that condition budget goes it long way to
but the gap 1- -0 Loge it will take ..eteral years of increased

tpitart pet ilt..e-,ttgator, anti aooss the board to new participants
The field 01 mailiinatits ha- been neglected for a number of

%.it-, and I he nein lir-air man% has been a magnet for the most
brilliato toting student, Bin the of the field has ...uttered
and needs -Anne rebuilding So. too, -.elected mens in the social sci-
ie es. identified in the Boards policy :aatetilellt last :,ear Those
,its' is are addre.serf in the fiscal tear 14tsf budget

Plant Nolo* ha- been re;:gnited as an opoortunity area for
Attieticat, -ciente that tan hate and economic bentb-
tit, ut i nigh order The mole( agar barb,* iiikances of recent %EMI'S
plot rile th. point of departme, but tellular and de% elopmentai hiol-
ogy and the loticheitikarc of plants ate receiving attention from
only a handini 01 leading laboratories

Yet the nett .4 within finding.. from these labotAtes encourage
the belief that a 'tel.% knowlengt base tor a revolution in agricul-
tut e and in natural pi ()duds lethnolugy tan he ours. if we go after
it The atermal:. of this small effort in the fate of exciting research
possibilities results tram two facts First. the manipulation and
cloning of plant cells are often more difficult than for living ani-
mals. technique.- ate not yea fully atailable Second, research fund-
mg bas tenteted prick livaltlionented agencies which
have not Won mat h attention to this field as the.% should

Engineering is in the middle of a revolution, brought about by
now technology -- the komputer. thus simulation. graphics design
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and rubotics and 1,), Al new urgency ithe demonstrated ability of
Japan to use a large, well trained engineering force to produce
goods of higher quality and lower cost than many U.S. firms pro-
vide.)

Concurrently, the Board sees striking reasons to invest in re-
search in computer science, in electrical and computer engineering,
in the application of new information technulogie:.., and in address-
ing the most urgent problems in education in computer skills.

These examples will serve to illustrate something of the nature
of the Buard's impact un budget priurities. The prucess begins each
year in the late fall and winter when teams of Board members dis-
cuss priurities with the Director and with Assistant Directors and
other senior staff ire the Foundation. The Board also looks at spe-
cial issues such as the state of science education, capital facilities,
and international opportunities.

In February and March, the Board dist:usses long-range plans
and program priorities, as it is aow doing, anticipating the fiscal
year 1985 budget. Furthermore, the most important issues that
emerge make up the agenda Ica the Board's June meeting, which is
devoted exclusively to full discussion of two or three major topics.

All this work is reflected in the NSF's budget submission to the
Office of Management and Budget in August. The Board and Direc-
tor submit a budget they both support. This work is, of course,
done within the policy framework established the President and
the Congress. The budget reauest to Congress follows from the
President's final decisions, as he must meld NSF's budget proposals
with those of the rest of the Administration.

Now let me turn to education in science and engineering. As I
said earlier, the responsibility for college-level education at NSF is
placed within the operating directorates. The Foundation continues
to concentrate the majority of its resources on research in college
and university laboratories, for there NSF not only finds superb
talents willing to compete for supjbrt with their best ideas, but
also by following this policy, NSF contributes to the training of
some 10,000 graduate students in the most rewarding fields.

This student support complements fellowship support, which con-
tinues to be a vital component of the total strategy for providing
the next generation of scientists and engineers. For fiscal year
1984, NSF is beginning a new initiative to further encourage youn-
ger faculty in fields reporting, shortages of such faculty Dr. Knapp
will be discussing that initiative.

Two precollege initiatives will provide an important contribution
to the encouragement of excellence in mathematics and science
teaching and to improvement of the professional capabilities of
mathematics and science teachers.

I won't comment about the dimensions of the problem, Secretary
Coleman addressed them ably, 11 of us are familiar with the facts.
The Board's Commission has been working to stimulate the broad-
est awareness,of this issue and actions to address it. In my view
and in that respect, it already has been successful. A torrent of ac-
tivity now involves prufessiunal societies, business leaders. Gover-
nors. and especially the school systems.

One item that impresses me most, not only as an observer of the
Commission's work but also as an individual in my company trying
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to help the eiliiiational system of the company, is the amount of
ingenuity !wine !nought to bear in different States, different com-
munities. by tompinies, governors, and tirhool systems. They are
findi-.g ingenious ways to get at this issue so that it captures the
public imagination.

1 urge strongly that we learn as much as we can about these ini-
tiatives. And that as the Federal Government tries to be a^ helpful
as it Lan, it keeps its dbility to respond, flexible and broadly lamed
so that the trul, local initiative can be pursued and so that it can
effect its proper multiplying factor across the,eotintry.

As Mr. Coleman said, the Commission will complete its work in
October, and the Board is arranging; its own plans in an open proc-
ess for all to see. Ab he said, quite rightly, the Commission intends
to start discussing its own conclusions in public shortly.

That is entirely proper since it is important for us to know hew
the views developed in a consensus arc accepted by all the different
people in this country who must join forces if we are going to be
successful. 1.he Board itself is organizing its plans so that it will be
able to act quickly on the Commission's recommendations.

One or toe benefits of the Commission's doing its work in public
and shearingaring its catty thoughts about its recommendations s that
the Board will be engaged in dialog on this issue in parallel with
the Commission. In fact, the Board will devote much cf its June
hieetin. to the discussion of science eduction in order to be rear),
well ni advance of October.

'fhe Board believes, as it said in August 1931, that NSF can and
must play a leadership and catalytic role in the national effort to
solve this problem. This is an important subject on the national
etontatnic agenda, we are making a significant start in this budget.

Let me make two tither points about the NSF program in fiscal
year U)$4, then I will stop. First, the Board's 14th Report to the
President and Congress, which you recently received, is on the
tLanc, "University-Industry Research Relations. Myths, Realities
iii,d Potentials." It describes a dynamic situation with a rapid
growth of scientific and engineering collaboration, which surely
will aLcelerate the evolution of new research ideas into the econo-
m, and help industry to be more innovative and competitive.

Even before the report was completed, rapid expansion in the
number of such collaborations had been reported. NSF's early en-
iouragement helped trigger this development, but we are not
under any illusion that NSF caused it. It is driven by natural
forces that will be good for both groups of institutions.

This phenomenon should make the Congress even more confident
that the investment it makes in long-range university research will
indeed be an investment in jobs and a better life for the American
people It is the dynamic coupling with the private sector that
tliuses intellectual and educational investment to bear prompt
fruit. I tissure you that that coupling is strengthening rapidly.

Second, let me call attention to the Board's considerate frn of in-
ternational science lbbIleb. Increasingly we need to help U.S. scien-
tists get access to field sites abroad for scientific study; we need to
be able to build tollaburatis relationships with the increasingly
strung scientific groups in countries like Germany and Japan; and
we need to be able to plan jointly major research facilities which
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are increasingl% difficult to fund fur the exclusive use of any one
count ry

The Board's polity st,itniviit of last September will guide the di-
rectorates as they take responsibility fur _both domestic and inter-
national aspects of their fields of sciefiet: cc,itli the
help of the Internatiolial Division of the Foundation and the guid-
ance of the Department or Slate.

The Board does nut expect the new way a managing to diminish
the importance of international relatkins in science, indeed, the
Board seeks to make theni more tightly coupled 1a the U.S. interest
in science, which includes the need for a flee .end productive world
scientific community.

Finally, let me note that I really feel, as I said at the beginning,
that a science policy -orieated to economic as well as national se-
curity goalsis emerging and reflected in the plans of the Foun-
dation. As a consequence. I feel more optimistic about the future
than I have Eli in quite along time.

Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
(he prepared statement of Dr. Branscomb follows:I

rEMENT or DR 1,WO M 13UANSOM8

:11r ichttl members 44 the subcuinmittee. I 'aim Lewis M Branscomb.
Chairina .4 tlie- National .4tiene Hoard It is my pleasure tO appear before you
today to daiss till .iiithorizatiiiii of the fiscal year 19sl budget for the National
Science Foundation

I will summarize the Board s role in the cutistruttion of this budget and &sum.,
some ail the Board's 414 61. Ito, (luring the last year that hare a hearing on the strat-
egy behind this bulfi c 1 Ih. priorities di d and the is)ny issues that are attained to
Its iniplementation I Ain 1444 141114f era OfejUr lu )(AL I' as rnurh i as possible for
your quoit ions.

The President budget attaches <i high priority to the task of strengthening
the academia ueiethe and engineering base on which the- nation's eavnomia and milt
tart' security depend A (wry substantial increase in bash, research fupding
quested at a time when 4/II of us are eager to .ice the federal budget gap closed and
iwery unnecessary federal expenditure eliminated I urge the Committee to author-
ize the full amount requested fin the Foundation in this budget In so doing. I
assure the Subviinouittee that the National Science Hoard has weighed cozy careful-
ly the priorities in tiles budget and tr persuaded (hat (he incestments proposed are
indeed necessary Furthermore al- are etinfielent that the monies wilt be spent
wisely. through the well.respea teal aornpetitice reciew system that the Foundation
has used for more than thirty year

The people of this avontry are: eager to see the economic citality of the United
htates rekindled and agree with the Presidoril's emphasis on retaining leadership in
science find tea linology iiN de ishpori an; (-lenient or eecneums, stride* The private
seLlor should be (Abtted le, make it iatie ineestinent in resereli and del.elop-
ment. produe tiun .iseei 4' 10, 1101441* The Nat MIMI &14M4.1.' Foundation's proper
role is to support ada'ariaes nn St WM 4! dad engineering that lie beyond the horizons
of most companies, ti emourage the highest quality of edua,alvn in scientific and
engineering research and practice. and to 'alp improce the teaaing of mathematics
and %A 144114.e m secondars schools v.here it can do so with high lecerage and in sup-
port it (oniniunity golds In order to aicelerate the contribution of the resulting
knowledge arid shill to the r.uuwny, phi Board also enlour wet, dose and voluntary
collaboratioti between unicersty and pricate tympany researk 1111S The Foundation
has been actice in all these dre.,12, this post year I will note the highlights First let
me speak to tvsearch priorities

The budget refit% ts the emphasis that the Board has placed for scaeral years on
invoihnent in 4 ill/ lle144.441 .11e1 peult14. r4) work oi the plosit.al sciences and engineer-
ing But we are pleased that this 'Hideo prmit a balanced strengthening of ate
fields of science, while fotusior nit spel fig. area.- that are ripe for rapid adcance
merit. that offer ,...pe(I.11 benefits if -A.( tul, and that address the most urgent
needs for rebuilding eel lie elite intrumenial ion. and equipment
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budgii it 11. t. Board lioness t.4 give particular attention to Iveveral matters
In ,I1*1 tl.e !baud ,14 %von 41 its pi Lowry polity development efforts to clarifying NSF'h
vitt. mil tupport MX It Jell( t 4141 imam-5 ring education. to the adequacy and emphasis
of support in the ste.ial and behavioral st letices. and to the academic research cum
munity's needs fur research instrumentation and equipment The Board provided
policy guidance to the staff in all three are In August Dbl. the Board adopted a
tats mm of policy and program priority on science and engineering education. and
approved thi -.AMC ti.lf tht Director's implementation plans The, work provided the

joi the establislinin of the Roam! s Commission and identified the
kaids of program J t,>ileS Um pretollegt niath dill :4 10110. (education that are rippro.
prite tor NSF

In at !mai special attention to opportunities and policy issues in engineer-
h 114 plant m t 41,11411' r related research, and international science Our

work on science elith4tILIO t tinsel 44, the Board's (40ininission on Pre-College Educa-
lion in Mat hematies, Science and Teohnologv went to work

thi present budget request would permit a significant number ul critical needs to
hi addressed Let me give you some examples A substantial portion of the new
hinds loidt of scientific equipmeat The strategy of including

faii,l, *Moth the budgets of the several directorates will help ensure that the
rat a funds go old, a hers the aunt id the proposed iiew work is very high The new
equipment will hi applied in just those project areas with the highest potential !or
scientific p.quill This rebuildmg of the universities laboratories will have to be con-
tinud It,r number of ears before the level of modernitation is even equal to that
1,1,1 ,11 of industrial i ,earth University laboratories. of tourse, should be working
well bev,aith 1,4-lrout of :MI1,141441 revisal. they should have access to even
maw soplosniatea facilities and equipment

nestle matics has been negletted for a number of years, and the field
bat 14,1,4 4.4i1S bet n 4 magnet for the must brilliant young people The vitality of
the field hat saiferisi and needs some rebuilding So too do selected areas in the
axial science`, VINO i rum! in the Board's policy statement last year

Plant biology has hem retognmed as an opportunity area for American science
that tan have only scientific and economic benefits of a high order The molecular
Lido* Avartes ul raven( %VAC:, provide the point of departure. but cellular and de-
l.( lePnwrital biohoeY. and the boalieriostry of plants are receiving attention from
,,n4 a handful of heading laboratories Yet the new scientific findings from these
laboratories encourage the belief that a whole new know Iedgelase for a revolution
41 agriculture owl in natural produ_ts technology can be ours The anomaly of this

lien in the face of do very extitine, research possibilities results from two
144.6. First. the manipulation and duffing of plant cells are often harder than for
loving animals, techniques ary riot yet fully available Second, research funding has
ti an red principally on heals-oriented ageacies, which are, became of their roles
and missions more interested in human physiology than in plants

Eriguwrine is in the nuddlo. of 41 revolution, brought about by new technology
'the t omputer. thus -4iniulation, graphics design and robuttcsi and by a new urgency

nionstrated ability of to use a large, well trained engineering force to
produce goods of higher quality and lower cost than many U S firms provide. Con-
turn idly, the Board set n striking reasons to invest in research 1 computer science,
tmi t h-ctrical and compoter engineering. in the application of new information tech-
nologies, tind in addressing the most urgent prtsbitItiS iu education to computer

Thq tAdithrit, will sent to iSitiAlie something of the nature of the National
Stn I4.e Boards impact on budget priorities The process begins each year in the late
fall arid wink,- when teams of Ibuird members discuss priorities with the Director
and with Assistant Dominos and other senior staff of each of the disciplinary areas
W1 also look at special issues. such as the state of science education, capital facili-
ties. and mutt motional opportunities In February and March. we discuss long-range
plaii and programs priorities furthermore, the most important 1SSUels that energy
medic up Oa .agenda for the Board's dune meeting, which is devoted exclusively to
full discussion of two id three major topic's All this work is reflected in the NSF's
budget submission to the OMB in August At that stage, the budget is jointly recum-
nwinled to the President by the Director and the Board as I said This work is, of
course. dont. Melon the tonteal of the overall policy framework established by the
President and Congress. and the (Vol budget request to Congress follows from
the President's final decisions

Now lit ma turn to etilit41114$ In the m MKA'S 41d tOgitweflOg As I said above, the
responsibility for sollege-level educatiun Is placed aithi he operating Directorates.
We cuntulue to concentrate the majority of our resouri on research in college and

el .,,so (1 K1 ei



in.biboroloti, for there tie PHA unit find superb talent willing to compete
for support with ttooi b. idea, but by Itillowing the, we contribute to the
training ,,l vothe 1ei Oh /dome alobo, in the most n warthng field. The; student
support complement- tilowsliiii .iippoit whit! kinitIfilie% to he a c nal component in
the total .4.itegy for providing the nem gene,ation of st intists OW Mg/neer, For
FA !1st we are beginning a new mit.atite to lort.lir entourage younger rest(ker<It
faceiltt an shoring, eaiegorees Dr Knapp will be 4cus:tng that

Iwo preioilege initiatit es will protide an import.iot contribution to the etwoure
agement ot excellent e in Math .nal si10.itt teal. /Meg and in improcing the proftbs-
%tonal (441bn:tits ot math and st aloe teach( I-. The dimensions of the problems
lacing the Nation %thou). to Me se ,Jfeas tAt well known The Ibiarirs Cattnn.
%ion ha. been carrying out its wink with the intent 01 stimulating the broadest
awarones. of this issue and .et loop to .address at. of hai been quite successful in my
opinion A great tarnty ot at Ilk protessenial -magic... business leaders, Gov-
ernors, and eve' talk the mhnol sstenis themselves are now being generated

W t.itect the Coiumr-sion to komplett. .ts work at October, and the Board is ar-
ranging it. own phins to att quickly on the Conuntsstan's recommendations The
tom of these conclusions should begin to become clear later this spring. for the
Commission es 'arr. nig oi.l its work quite public It. a noon-aging feedback from cite
lens and teaclwrs in the towns where the Commission meets The Hoard believes, as
rt said in August Ileq. that the NSF call anti mutt play a leadership and catalytic
role in the national Mort to suite this problem This is a very important subject on
thel MOHO, eenairtit agenda, and I think we ore making a small-omit start in this
tiodZAN

Le: me tkiligtwo other points about the NSF program in 1:04 I The Board's I Ith
report to the President and Congress 'which you hate fecenth received) is on the
topic, t!tliversit t -Indust ry Research Relations Myths. Realities and Potentials It de-
scribes a iltnanni situation with a rapid growth of scientific and engineering col-
laboration, which will surlt Acelerate the e.ohtt ion of new research ideas into the
economy, and help industry mole innotatite and competitive liven before the
report was completed. rapoleXpanston in the manlier of such collaborattons has
been reported NSF. earl. cent ouragemnt helped trigger this development, but it us
driven by natural fortes that will be tory good for both groups of Institutions This
phenomenon should make the Congress (wen more confident that the investment
you make in long range uniwrsity research will indeed be an Investment in jobs
and a better life for our people

Second. let me tall attention to the Board's consideration of unemotional science
Kates Inereasingly we need to help U S scientists get access to field sites abroad
for scientific stud% we need to be able to build collaborative relationships with the
increasingly strong scientific groups in countries like German' and Japan, and we
need to be able to jointly plan major research facilities which are increasingly diffi-
cult to tund for the exclusive use of any one country The hoard's policy statement
of last September will guide the Directorates as they take responsibility for both do-
mosticlind International aspects of their fields of science and engineering. with the
help of the International Dnision of the foundation and the guidance of the Depart-
ment of State The Board Aloes not expect the new way of managing to diminish the
importance of international rid:viol'. in science. indeed v.e seek to mike them more
tightly coupled to the US interest in science. which include,' the need for a fry .
and prodtitite world 'scientific entninunity

Finally, let nit note that a science tiolny Amencanoriented to economic a% well
as national security goalsis emerging and is reflected in the plan. of the Founda-
tion II feel very optimistic about the future

Thank you

1Following ii <i letter Sent from Dr. Lewis Branscomb, Chairman
of the National Science Board to Dr. Cecily Selby, Cochair of the
NSI3 Commission on Precollege Education in Mathematics, Science
and Technology, summarizing the Boaid's point of view on the NSF
role is science and engineering educatiqn1
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NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD

h. 22, 1983

Or. Ceci:y C. Selby
4S Sutton Placa. South
New York. New York 10022

Dear Cecily:

In our phone conversation last week i promised to provide you with
a summary of the Board's current point of view on the NV role in
science and engineering education. particularly concerning its role
in precollege education. This may be he4fulras background for our
joint meeting on may lb.

We had a discussion of this subject at our February Board meeting
in preparation for testimony that I would give the following day
before Mr. Walgren's Subcommittee on the NSF 1984 Authorization.
This particular hearing. where Bill :pitman also testified, dcaLt
specifically with the science and education s.sue and also focused
on the precollege area.

Let me emphasize at the outset that the following summary shopid
not be taken as an attempt to constrain the Commission's delibera-
tions in any fashion. Rather. I would like to share our current
views with the Commission to see how our perspectives mesh.

our Board discussion last month did not attempt to define specific
programs or projects to implement existing policies. since there
are a great many such proposals now under discussion and we hope
the Commission will provide us with a reasonably specific framework
of advice within which specific programs and projects can be
developed for the future.

What the Board did was review our earlier policy statement and some
recent thoughts from both Ed Knapp and me. Puti'ng the role of the
Natl.:nal Science Foundation in precollege science education in a
broader context, the Board informally concluded that

' The Foundation should act in ways that utilize its unique
talents and resources. utilizing the support and knowledge
of the scientific and engineering community with whom th.
Foundation has wormed successfully for over 30 years:

The Foundation must continue to focus On researchlevel
education because of the Federal Government's prima y role
in supporting basic research in universities and the
Foundation's unique expertise in carrying out that role:

BM COPY AVAILABLE
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The reundstion, r$st in precctle;e sotence educitl:r. OerAdes fr..r)
3k.r statutory autacrtw. the thtno we dc 4e11, ind our euttuatton
of prlorati needs f7r Ipprvprtate Pe4ertt acct /ltd tne acope
>r >ur strt4t)ry autwriti 1 *tit m.: ter ills. :f thOUI wpAra
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Ststitory AushurItz

Restonstbitttle for resetrch are placed cite oy side 41th
relp...nst.nAlAty ror .f.r4rals "to ..en4..0en actentAftc 1-search noten-
tt al thd setencl.. edAlat144 programs' In thm first re%tence 4esctir,-
TEITour f.inctlohs (424,S C.)1801. Sec.) (eo(L)).

to additt-n, section (3) calls out specific authority 'lot "award
scholirrhi:s1 and Trlduate fellowships' and "to foster...the use of
computer Ir., other. methods. for research lad vuucttion in the
SCIOM:142..

Ftnaili. the statute says that 'the DoIrd and the Olrector shall
red,Amend and encourije the pursuit of natconal policies for the
prcrotion of *set: research and ed--atton in the sciences."

Thus thk eon;otat responsibility in research and education is
clear.

The statrte is also even-nanded and unspccIfLc about tho levels of
edseati/n to whiah the Foundation should accord authority. How-
evir, ^ couplilg of "research and education" suggests a priority
Or educe:RI/a that 13 333411310d d1th research tr313m, In Oteler
words col'ege and university level educational problems. Obviously
the ma,lor y of the Fundation's educational activity in science
and engineering is at this level. Ouz policy of investing primarily
in .niversity laboratories for the co4duct of bailie research is
intended to assure the strength of the graduate se ..v.s of those
universities. Our research grants provide financt.I support for
over 13,100 graduate students. in addition to our fellowship pro.

, thus. our principal educational activity is at the post-
/le-ter' -wen thr,i)h 3r3d.. :2 level.

I
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Roilotil .44 sr e .eatere f.r needs losessment
in-livt. em.oac*Jt"lent )t .clot,ce
interests In minmty snd w.,men and Loral leadershtp
development.

Rase: 4n mese s-atements 4e beneve there ara some criteria that
c l readtli be

or
appned to NSF's precollege science education

a t

Crtterts for ST Role is Science Etu'latt:n

Primsry and secondary w1JcrStiOn in the Gritted States is a vast,
decemtranzed enterpriti In terms of dollars. 4SF necessasity
will always have a IM4t1 v>14. even within the context of the
redersi Government. The fo .:wing et-steno can be inferred from
this fact and frtm Gr., statutory and historical role or the
Foundation. NSF actt,-.tes at the precollege level may not meet
all of the oratorio I.sted here, but s oold be selected and
designed to meet as t41, of them as p:,- bible. An activity should:

Exert hijh Levert,* A qproliary is that approprtated
fends mus.t. be su.futent to ensure that tLe activity
win nave the intended impact:

' Demonstrate leadership in the national interest through
examplesettirti prototype testing, and the Like;

Tax* advantage of 4SP'; access to the :lotion's laborato ies,
reneges. and un"ersittes:

' Se as flexible as possible in order to be receptive to new
and unanticipated ideas. and encourage innovative pto:ects
involving qualitative improvements in science education;

Re desigined so that selection of individual projects is
based on excellence and the esaluation of scientiftc merit
is based on peer review:

Promote the involvement of state and local governments.
the .private sector, and professional scientific and angle
neering societies and organizations.

Examples of Possible Program Activities

1. Leadership efforts. for example through the MB
Commission:

2. Stimulating the improvement of new materials to help
teachers keep up with science and stimulate student
interest:

3. Asstsvng tnstttottms capaole of assisting teachers
both with matertels. technology. and content:

4. Ortnging public roeognttion to activities and programs
in science education of unusual merit;

8
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S. As LL At L n1 in the devel.oment of snstitutions, tar
example at the regional level, to provide scientific
and technical support to sztence education:

6. Enhancing access of secondary schools to college.
unlvorslty, and indust:), resources in science.and
engineerIn4:

7. Worksng with colleges. universitses, and schools to
facilitate cooperation at the high school/college inter-
face:

8. Cooperating with the educational ce;almunity to develop
techniques for seaauring educational achievement and
tie setcang of educational goals and standards by states
and communities:

9. prlvidlng a flexible capability to respond quickly and
effectively to opportunities to encourage innovative
approaches to cooperation between schoelt. their commu-
nities, professional soctezi.es. businessee, unions
and/or governmental bodies at all levels.

Examples of inappropriate r les for NS; would be:

1. Formula ;rants, moni. to relleve ftaancsal burdens on
schools:

2. Formula-based salary Inaroments for teachers:

). Block grant support or teacher colleges.

Such activities are not necessarily wrong for the Department of
Educitton: they are inappropriate for :Mr.

ActIvutses inappropriate for any Federal agency ore:

1. Produczton ond 4sft or sale of educational mate:lals
that are or readily can be available from private
sources:

2. Setting mandated Federal standards of achievement to
local schoola: and

3. Ototazing currIculum to local schools.

All of these exaMpl.s r have given are conssstint wlt Board
policy-and Indeed ate largely identical with the Board-approved
Oirector's Deplementatson Statement of August 20. 1981.

They are also consistent wt:h the views of the Senate
Appropriations Subcommtttee on 81.10-ladepen4ent Agencies received
feoruary 17. ISO, from Senator darn.
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Mr WALGICEN Thank you, Dr Branscomb. Dr. Knapp.
Dr KNA Till. Mid( dil4fIldi base for producing the nation's

future resealch scientists. engine ers. and techniciens consists of a
continuum extending from primal) and secondary schools through
undergraduate colleges and universities to graduate and profession-
al schools and on to postdoctorate appointments.

As student, through these institutions. their choices are in-
fluenced by the quality of the faculty and teaching and, later by
the opportunities (4/ gain firsthand knowledge of the research proc-
ess Ina real st rise, it tan be argued that the entire budget of the
F'euridatiun sows to winnow and bti vngthen scienct and engineer-
ing education.

I will describe in some detail how .he Foundation's fiscal year
199 t budgt-t rtIquest addresses the educational base. NSFs major
responsibilities lie in graduate education and training in research
which it stipilorts through fellowships. stipends in research awards
for graduate research assistants, and post-doctorate awards.

These respansibilitis reflect the bread consensus developed in
this country since the ItriO's on the role played by the Federal Gov-
ernment in the support of long-term fundamental research and in
maintaining the health of the basic research enterprise.

The training of graduate students through an apprenticeship
system, working with university faculty who are themselves suc-
cessful re-sum-de rs. ir. ,in absolutely critical part of this enterprise.
NSF also has d role, but necessarily a more selective one, in the
area of precollege education

Precollege edutatiulln the United States is d tart, decentralized
enterprise with sunii11',.:09 local sthool distrias. Since the begin-
ning of this republic. such education has beer and remains a major
responsibility u. States and localities, reflecting the deeply held
belief that education should be responsive to the needs and views
of the Iota! community and the family.

There has also been a considerable degree of Federal interest in
precollege eduta,ion. We Americans have lung held the belief that

well educated citizenry is the backbone of a democracy. To that
concern we would add, today, the belief that a competitive, strong
economy and a secure society depend on the quality of scientists,
engineers, and technically trained personnel.

It is a)se true, however. that there has been much less consensus
in the appropriate Ftaleial role in precollege education, including
mp (Mew. education in science and mathematics, than on the role

of local communities.
As the member, of this committee are well aware, the Founda-

tiun has operated a broad range of science education programs for
many years NSF concentrated on science curriculum development,
on teat her training. and on the development of scientific manpow-
er There war. general agreement at that time that such effort was
an appropriate role fur the Federal Government and the Founda
tion.

The potential for overlap between the then Office of Education
and the NSF at the precollege level was easily resolved. The NSF
would focus on science and operate mainly through the scientific
community and through universities and colleges, the primary
group with which it had constant interactioi. and which was the
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source of the most current scientific knowledge. It was NSF's com-
parative advantage. given its, responsibilities for basic research.
The Office of Educatioii. iii turn, would work mainly through State
and local education systems and focus on the broad application of
education.

Though the dollar magnitude of the Office of Education pro-
gnimsnot to mention expenditures by States and localitiesfar
outstripped those available to the NSF, there was widespread
agreement that NSF's activities were welltargeted, wellmanaged
and effective in meeting their objectives. ForAlatively small
amounts of money, NSF was able to have a substintial impact on
precollege science education across the Nation.

In the 1970's, howe'ver, there was a reorientation of science edu-
cation programs. Scientific personnel shortages were seen to be less
acute. Emphasis was shifted to increasing the science literacy of all
citizens and increasing the training opportunities for groups with
low participation in scientific and technical careers.

By 1979, at NSF there sere 28 different programs in science and
engineering education with total obligations of $80 million. Many
programs were targeted at specific, limited problems without a
clear connection to a larger conception of the nature and needs of
science education.

It is clear that the consensus existing in the 1950's and 1960's on
the nature of these needs and on the strategies to be provided had
dissolved by the end of the 1970's. Most people agree today that
there are problems with the state of precollege training in science
and mathematics. What they are less able to agree upon, however,
is the exact nature and causes of these problems and the appropri-
ate roles of various levels of government and the private sector in
addressing them.

It was for this reason that the National Science Board estab-
lished a Commission on hew liege Education in Mathematics, Sci-
ence and Technology in April 1982. You have heard Mr. Coleman.
and Dr. Branscomb describe the activities of the Commission We
at NSF anticipate that the Commission's report will help provide a
broad foundation for building a consensus for the 1980's and 1990's

NSF will always have a limited but critically important role in
Precollege education within its basic charter and responsibility for
the health of science. In fulfilling these responsibilities, it is incum-
bent. upon the Foundation to select and design ht.: activities in such
a way as to exert high leverage, demonstrate leadership in the na-
tional interest through example setting and prototype testing, in-
volve .esearch scientists and engineers in educational concerns, be
as flexible as possible and receptive to new ideas. and promote the
involvement of State and local governments and the private sector
in its undertakings

The Foundation's fiscal year 1984 budget request continues two
Presidential initiatives developed in fiscal year 1983 which meet
the al-ive criteria. The initiatives are still awaiting congresslenal
approval. They are aimed at raising the stature of science and
mathematics teachers tae tiecondary level and at improving the
knowledge and skills of teachers of mathematics and science in
grades 6 through 12.

!J
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The l'ieside 'alai awairis fat teaching excellence in science wakd
ItlatiltIIIMIk's lilt/W.1M uk outstanding secondary schoolteaclf-
ers of these subjects and recognii.ety their achievements and contri-
butions in developing the Nation's future scientists and engineers.
The fiscal year 19S I request maintains this program at the fiscal

providing support for 100 awards to teachers select-
ed nationally from each State and other jurisdictions.

Support fur the second of these initiattces, the presidential sec-
ondary sc lio\i,sc iv:ice and mathematics teaching improvement pro;
gram. is inci eased in fiscal year 19H1. This program supports work-
shops and training activities to improve the subject matter knowl-
idge a science and mathematics for teachers in grades 6 through
12 It is estimated that by fiscal year 19 1, it will have reached
owe 1.:)110 teachers

These two programs are part of the administration's effort, work-
ing through the NSFNSF and the Department of Education, to increase
the numbers of qualified secondary school science and mathematics
teachers

The .idrninisttation and NSF are anxious to join the congress in
inipiovitig the State ul' precollege science and mathematics educa-
t ion, but it is essential that a consensus be developed on the am
ptoach to he taken It is also essential that the approach be built
on a str,,p4 rolaidation which is deliberately focused and looks to
the future This goal cannot be accomplished overnight.

Another critical part of the educational base which provides the
Nation engineers and scientists is the small predominantly under-
graduate college A significant ropurtion of students awarded the
Ph 1) in science. mathematics. and engineering receive their bac-
calaureates at these institutions. In the period 11)67 -1976, for exam-
ple. more than 9,100,11h. I). recipients in chemistry had their bacca-
laureate:. from 19s predominantly undergraduate colleges.

In fiscal ;eat rts:', 20 percent of the NSF graduate research fel-
lirwships vvnt-to graduates of such colleges. These colleges serve as

ti an important pipeline for entry into the system of graduate educa-
tion, and finally. into the scientific 'lad technical enterprise of the
country It is important that faculty in these institutions receive
support and encouragement for maintaining their research capabil-
ity.

The fiscal ,t..ir nisi budget request builds on and refocuses earli-
i rim y fruits at t he utidtgraduate level by proposing a

new program. undergraduate college research support. to be sup.
ported at the level of $3.0 million. It will be budgeted for and man-
aged in all of NSF's major research activities. This will insure the
work it supports is adequately coordinated with other NSF-support-

it-starch and facilities at the Nation's leading research institu-
tions This is part of my larger in araugemen t plan for fiscal year
19S to bring program,, such as these into this mainstream of the
Foundation's activities. I shall be describing this plan in more
detail in later hearings before this committee.

lit& undergraduate program will emphasise independent re-
search by faculty at predominantly undergraduate colleges, using
the physcal resources of major university. industrial, or Govern-
ment research centers, and it will encourage the inclusion of ad-
vanced undergraduate students a: part of the research team.



Fund, 1, essiaitiai eiplipment will also be provided.
This program atfl help laippea. 1114..11:m111c of the re:cearch envi-
ronment at small institutions winch serve as major sources of
tuture sca-ntists. engineers. and technicians We will be work ig
with reimecaTtantices of these institutions to further develop the
prikgraro

hisioricalk k al-titutions lore played a key role in the .
ethikarion of miriorities itt this totioir his it IN important that
they. as %ell a- other predominantle nunoritc institutions. ha..
strong scientifie and ett.aneei mg resear. h eapainlities

l'he fiscal emir 1s3 budget will continue support of the research
impro%ettietU in minority institution, prigralla established in fiscal
year response to Executive °roc; 12:.:20. to help predomi-
nantly minority colleges and universities with graduate science or
engtheei mg progianis to improce tapir research capabilities Thirty
institutions are eligible to k ouipete in Ebb program Four received
acv arils in 19s2. and an additional eight awards are anticipated in
11e-zi

itiloorit), research initiation program provides support for
felfl hope llliaor try ta4.11tV, who received no previous Federal
research support, to establish rose, -rch progr ims on their campus-
es In fiscal i.ar 'u awards totaling S20 million are planned.
This lecl eel ,-,iipport is continued in the fiscal year 1981 request.

In another effort to ctv ourage the full use of the Nation's scien-
tific Ind technical siiiircos, the Foundation estailished tin visit-
ing proiessinslops for Votlin program in 19:42 and made t7 awards
last year These visiting.,: prolessors. in addition to teaching and re-
search. are available to offer athice and provide mentorship at all
levels bum undergiaduate to faculty Twenty-five awards are
planned in fiscal year 19s3 at an expenditure of $1 million. This
level is continued in the fiscal year 198 request

Shortages 01 coning faculty is colleges :Ind universities. particu-
larly in erigineeting and computer scienet s.. is of great concern.
NSF has included in its 1:1s4 request a Presidential voung investi-
gator award program to respond to this need NSF plans to make
about 2o0 awards annually Each award will provide up to 5 years'
support at al, average of tH per year per award. This amount
will be matched h% a like amount of money from industry

Participation in fatuity h prole& ts a,- a research assistan6
the iraditional inuroo-r th---ugh which vraduate .-audents gam

practical research expei lenu Thls apprenticeship system of gradu-
ate education is liter inain reason that .*,"SF awards at primarily to
researcher- at universities and colleges In the fiscal year 1984

re.oziest. there will he an t 1-percent increase in the number
of 0u-el.-ion stiodf-ins such support under NSF grants.
In !aging the vin t'A UM/h.(' 101011 More than :.492 million
wilt be 'uses! tin r his purpos site increase of 11; 2 percent over the
pronou*- bear.

lifli:ttoti lee re,...ordi award, th. Foundation's graduate re-
-. -.o h ..t 1.* - uppirt !tout 1.;;;00 graduate fel-
lows ill tlst.if bra!' .111 Itli :;;S.100 per year.
plus a cosi.ola-ducanon ince Included in this total are
and 1:f", ontinuctig mini, c graduate fllow-i"ps Th,c. tradition-
al. Prie'Lgiou,s ay.ardr. provide' 3 tNir of -iip;;..it during it ZoYPar
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114'111)d And .etll.i till 1111111 141 1.1 <It lend the graduate program of his
or 'WI' 4.11111( e

In the tiansitin hum fit to .e 11401st. the postdoctoral expe-
rience traditionallc bets ,erst.d to to', off formal education and im-
merse the new Ph Din full time research This process provides
training to young invesaigatots in invaluable research skills while
offering a sole..- iiaahfied iesi-,n,h dissociates for senior scien-
tists

Postdoctoral oppoitaiiities tan .-adsstaiitially fruit, field to field,
depending ion Oil- slat of the until-Anal and academic Job market. '
In the Foundations fiscal year budget request. it is estimated
that NSF' awards cvdl piovide support for .f3 s4.1 postdoctoral scien-
fists at a total cost of 4;':i 1 inillion

This is din nic ream- x 7 percent in flit. number supported nd an
increase of 14 per( ent in the resources decoted to this imp rtant
segment of she d.diaLati.m.41 base for . t fence and engineering. Par -
titular emphasis is plakeil on die expansion of support for postdoc-
toral positions in plant biology and mathematics This emphasis is

keeping with the Foundation' thrust in these tv.o areas in fiscal
veal 19?.1

In (ipty bulit t it is important that we keep in mind the
total scsn ni of education and training in this country for produc-
ing tpit iir. re,irt h w ientists. engineers. and technicians. and for
producing a technologically literate public

This 10/1I +. it .1 Irony primary and
sec onolcir -._114 gradual.. sthool and the posidoitorute I
belice I hat our . al %ear 1 retitle diclijres.ses the needs of
each part of this contoio.mi. with a ..pecitil. and appropriate. focus
on graduate education

In ,sorne nearb, all of the Foundation's budget is devoted to
s tem,. <en11 englitell mg education I hope that I hose been able to
tt:ri:e's till- in my ernark, Th; rt. ...italiFtifion of our i111i'vi- r;sities a5
tAt iting illaces at which to conduct research and to train new gen-

ef 1111i engineers f? an important challenge for
this

Thank 1.1111, dm Chairman I would he pleased to respond to any
ipsk.stions vou may hate'

!he prepared statement of Dr Knapp follows
1 \ I l'11W MU, X iiN.411'

14 It..1 t ho , I t 111...1 1w het. fur pear
ire .j,1% 1.4 ti lb. ,,Irt) 0111 to.tr l:I -t budget rijui-r ter the
F ,titel.it

Loki, f,t,Armg, 1, 1 ,01 t 4116.1 .t.111 1111a1)11'1111g cilticatiorp arid mailing. a sub-
". IN I .1 g,(4 11 i1 riles inter .end oin ern Ili lilt, Naterdi, the Congte,... altd the ad-

, t ,i111 so ,t1H711 (Wall t% of pre iollege odurattosi today in
0111 ti4old OW l111111,010.11 /Kir 4 1111, roe. -ad Are luring in

.4141,4 r..t. .4,4% li dlop d P liAr on ilia nature elf the
bI. -iti ..1141.1a. niteete- needed to 9114.4 !alp it .?
V do- 6)I Int 1Itill; like to turn to ltr 14 1.% M 1111111111./1111. .4 the'

* 1011 Boar I lot i ..o the role iht. Board lite, pla)ed In set.
tow th... 01,41:1 ..tr,itegs tr sky 1I MAr ilist s414/ It. rote I developing

1.,r l,i 1,,oldiAt lop r.11e itu 1.91, . mut engineering education
:tit aillti.11 Ii,.-. :lit 1,r..<11,4 qty. Ow i011, Suture re-diiro ft 2.4.tente.e., engi-

ne. 1' OA 11, 1111111.1n, .,t.-.14 of .1 4411,1.4101n 0(140144l ; (111111 primary and ...woad
irs I b.. 11ir.1110 Widen:A AU.114 111.1;- awl 41e41ssinve 1,1 gr14.1.1141.atri (wor..
s1,41.1: ..1,11 .1101 or. 1, tilt pcntI.Pi tilr.ot .ippoitalro01 nitice through

'I
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these institutions they lomkt t him" %huh are adluoliced very much by the quality
of the lilt ultt mid is i IOW whit h theV OR minter and, at later stages, by the oppor-
tunities they have to gain nri hantlknowleolge of the research process In a real
sense it can be argued that the entire budget of the Foundation serves to promote
and strengthen science and engineering education

I will describe-in somedetail how the Foundation's fiscal year lt$'i Budget Re-
Tie addresses this educational base NSF's major responsibolitoes lie in graduate
education and towing in research which at supports through fellowships, stipends
in research awards tor graduate research .issistants, and post-doctorate awards This
reflects the broad consensus which has developed in this country since the 1950's on
the role which the Federal government plays in the support of long term, fundamen-_

tat research and in maintaining the health of the basic research enterprise The
training of graduate students. through an apprenticeship system of working with
university Moony who are themselves successful researchers is an absolutely crate
cal jinn of this enterprise.. NSF also has a role, but necessarily a more selective one,
tit the area of precollege education

Pre- college education on the United States in a vast, decentralized enterprise with
some 11;,31111 local school districts Since the beginning of our Republic, it has been
and remains a major reNsinsibiloty of mines and localities reflecting the deeply held
belief that education should be resitonsea- to the needs and views of the local com-
munity and the family

There has also been a considerable degree of Federal interest al pre-college educa-
tion mace our first days as at Republic because of the belief that a well-educated cite
&lir% is the Waltham- of a democracy To that concern we would add, today, the
belie' ohm a competitive, strong economy and secure society depend on the quality
of scientists, engineers, and technically trained personnel It is also true, however,
that there has been much less consensus on the appropriate Federal role in pre-col-
lege elucat ton, including pre-college education in science and mathematics, than on
the role at Meal amammrtres

As the members of this Conanittee are well aware, the Foundation has operated a
broad range of science education programs for many years We concentrated on sci-
ence curriculum development, on teacher training, and on the development of scien-
tific manpower There was general agreement at that time that this was an appro-
priate role for the Federal government and the Foundation to play

The potential for overlap between the then Office of Education and the NSF at
the pre-colleg level, was resolved by "splitting the field" NSF would focus on sci-
ence and operate mainly through the scientolic community and through universities
and colleges, the primary group with which it had constant interaction and who was
the source of the must current scientifit knowledge This was, after all, its compara-
tive advantage. given its responsibilities for basic research The Office of Education,
in turn, would work mainly through state and local education systems and focus on
the briar' mplication of education -

Thong): the dollar magnitude of the Mgt of Education programsnot to men-
tion expenditures by states and localitiesfar outstripped those available to the
NSF. that wars widespread agrement that NSrs activities were, overall, well-tar-
geted, well-managed and effective in meeting their objectives For relatively small
amounts of money, we were able to have a substantial impact on pre-college science
education across the Nation

lit the Prat's. havvever, there was a reorientatioi; of science education iirograins.
Scientific irsontiel shorates were seen to be less acute and emphasis shifted to
increasing the scienc literacy of all citizens and incrtchsing training opportunities
for groups with low particopat ton in scientific and technical caree-s By 1979, there
were tIs different programs in science arid engineering education with total obliga-
tions of :boa million Many were targeted at specific, limited problems without any
very clear connection to a larger conception of the overall naturi. and needs of sci-
ence education

It is clear that the consensus which existed an the 19:,0's and 1960's on the nature
of these needs and on the strategies to be provided had dissolved by the end of the
1979's Most people agree that there are_problems with the state of pre-college train-
ing in science and mathematics today What they are less able to agree upon, how-
ever, is the exact nature and causes of these problems and the appropriate roles of
various tevels of wog rumen! and the private sector. in addressing them

It was for this reason than the atonal Science Board established a Commission
on Precollege Education on Mathematics, Science and Technology in April, 1982
You have heard Mr Coleman and Dr Branscomb describe the activities of the Com-
mit-Non, which are on schedule. and we at NSF anticipate that the Commission's

0.1
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report will help prooft a broad 1,04410MM/1i for building a consensus for the 19hti's
and 9ti*s

NSF will always haw A lanais!, but e ran allv important role, in precollege educa-
tion within its bean, charter and overall responsibility for the health of science in
fulfilling these responsibilities. it is iniumbent upon the Foundatani to select and
design its tietivities in such a way as to exert high leverage. demonstrate leadership
to the National interest through example setting. and prototype testing, involve re-
-wail. li siientests and engineers in edntational toncerns. be as flexible as possible
and retentive to new ideas. arid to promote the involvement of state and local gov-
eminent:, and the private sector. in its medertakings

The Foundation's fiscal year 1981 Budget Request kiiiitiilliCS two Presidential ini-
tiatives developed ni fisted war 1983 which meet the above criteria These initia-
tives an' still awaiting final congressional approval They are aimed at raising the
stature of science and mathematics teachers at the secondary level and improving
the knowledge and skills for teachers of mathematics and science in grades 6
through 12 The Presidential Awards for Teaching Excellence in Science and Math-
ematics program identifies uutstanding secondary school teachers of these subjects
and recognizes their achievements and camtribinions in developing the Nation's
future scientist:, and engineers The fiscal year 1981 Request maintains this pro-
gram At the fiscal year 19213 level. providing support fur 100 Awards to teachers
selected nationally from each state and other jurisdictions

' 1upport for the second of these initiatives, the Presidential Secondary School So-
mite mut Mathematics Teaching Improvement program. Is increased m fiscal year
14,1 Ti,'. program -.swoons workshops and training activities to improve the sub-
lei r matter kneewledge 1 se WW1' and mathenuitos fur teachers in grades 6 through
1: It iv iStiMatrd that by fiscal Year 1981 it will have reached some 110100 teach-
er,

MUSE tut, pr,itliN are part of the Administration's overall effort. working
thrrough the NSF and the Department of Schuation. to increase the numbers of
qualified secondiery ,shout st Wart' ,Ind that hemat to teachers

The 1dminestration and NSF are anxious to join the emigres,* in improving the
state ed prsoIlege si, MMe and mathematic* education but it is essential that a con-
sensus be dela loped OD the approadi'to lw taken It is also essential that the ap-
prexich be built on a strong foundation which is deliberately focused and looks
hmaind the present to the future Thistan nut be accomplished overnight

nu miall. prodonimatly undergraduate college is another critical part uf the eder-
. at lona% base which inset ides the Nat oes's future engineers and scientists A signers-
Lea proporelan ea those swanked the Ph D in science. mathematics and engineering
rcce eve their batialaureate at these ensatutions For the iwriced between 1967-19%,
for example . men. than '1;01 I'li D reciptents in chenustry had their baccalaureates
tram Us' predoratuantly undergraduate colleges In fiseal year 1982. 20 percent of
the NSF Graduate Research Fellowship.* went to graduates uf such colleges Since
thINA colleges se rte. as c It as important pipeline for entry into the system of grad-
uate. education. and final'''. into the ola rail scientific and technical enterprise of the
country. it is important that Ideality in these institutions receive support aka en-
couragement for maintaining their research capNbility

NSFThe tisial year i981 Budget Resole:4 builds on and rehouses earlier Nth re-
seal-0e 1 reorts .it the undergraduate level by prolowing a new program. Undergrad-
13.411 ('ter.. KA' Resew. li Support. to be jaiptiorted at the level of $d It ilillilliii It will be
managed And budgeted leer en all of in r major re:waren activities to insure that the
work it supports es adeipaately coordinated with other NSF-supported research and
facilities at the Nations leading research institutions This is part of my larger
management plan for fiscal year 1981 to bring programs such as these into the
in anstreant of the Foundation's activities I shall be describing this plan in more
detail :relater hearings before this ( 'elinm it tee

This 1. w program will emphasin. independent researth by faculty at ['reclean',
mint!) ndergraduat colleges. using the physical resources of major university, in-
dustrial111 or government research centers. acid will encourage the inclusion of ad-
vanc undergraduate students as part uf the research team. Funds for essential per-
manent equipment will also he provided This program will help improve the qual-
ity of the research t liWinifIlt at at srp.ill institutions which serve as major sources
of future scientists. engineers and tee hincians

The historoallY Black tile-Mutants flow played a key rule HI the Alkati011 of mi-
norities in thus country Thus it is important that they, as well as other predomi-
nantly minority institute...ens. have staging stientdic and engineering research capa-
bilities

BEST COPY Elialt3LE 9,
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1 h, 1,.. 4i tikes I I I Italigrl Nrilar.4 will continiie suuport id the Research Im-
-prinement in M line i' V hi.a 014in/iv in agrafii est4bithiql in limal year Per': In low-
tial re-clam:a. Its Exec cane t Wier I ' 01 It. help lirellinaniabi 4 mown* colleges and ..,
unlyer-aties sc h graduate science a eagineerin progiams to anprave their re-
earch capabilities Thirty institutions are eligible to compete in this prig:rim Four 4' V
mei litli award. in fiscal year 19s.: and an additional eight awards are anticipated
in fiscal year Rc:

I be Minority R..ede 0 Initiation Program pet vide..capport for full time minority
lacult% who hate rei tit 4.41 an lal.4 ilia, Friir141 resvaikti support to establish re-
search program. o a t heir cdmpuses lac fisi .ii SI41 ltat:i...:ii awards totalhis $2 0 mil- .- ,

lion are planned Thu. ieyl ad .upport is continued in the fiscal 1984 request .

In another (001t It. Ilk tall age the tall use of the ,Nation's sciiitific and techuicid
- resources, the Foundation 4-4.41161mi the Visiting-Professorships for Women pro.

gram iti fiscal year 1U82 w oh 17 awardees last year These visitiug profeasurs. in
4 41411111M to teaching and research are caallableto offe: adyice and provide mentor-

hip,,,it all lc4eb, from undergraduate to faculty iienty.fhe awards aresplanned In .
heal year 1983 at .in emienditure of $1 5 million This level is continued it theifiscal Year 198$ request

Shortages of young tat alts in our colieges and eliaaisitiet. particularly ig ',nein- *
enng and computer sciences. is of great concern We have included in out fiscal -
year 1954 request 4 Presidential Young Investigator Aucitd.program y, respond ,to
this growing. need Our plan is to MAC abuut 2011 awards alinually, 1..ach will-Dro
aide up to a years support At an average of $30.000 par year, per award This- 't'
amount will be matched by a like amount from industry i'

, .. I .
Participation in tat uit y_research prep.% iZ as a research 4Saltiat is 't in tramtiori

omanner through which graduate students gain practical resin rch expel'aerke T 'is
apprenticeship system of graduate education is the main reason NSF awards go pri- le.

manly to rowan her. at qinYersaies and colleges In the fiscal year 1983 Budget Rt.
quest, there will he an s 1 iiireent increase in the number of graduate studentsztie-
ceiving such support inn er NSF grants, bringing the total to an estimated 10100 ,,t'
Over $92 million wilt beiused for this purpose. an increase of 11; 2 percent over the (
previous year , 1

In addition to resew i awards. the Foundation's Graduate Research Fellowship '
Progian' will support ,k i oxiin<dely JAM graduate fellows in fiscal year 1984 m an
increased stipend of $syc A ',iv seer plus,..i custaiteducation allowance of 34,100' In-
eluded in the: total are 45 new aid IX, eontinumg Minority Graduate Fellowships
Thee traditanual, prestigious .awards provide three years of support over a five year 4
lwriod and allow the student in attend the graduate program of his or her choice

in the transition Irian udent to scientist, the post-doctoral experience tradition- .
ally has served to top off formal education and immerse the new Ph B in full-time
research This process i des training to young mYestigators in valuable research
.asills while offering a source of qualified and affordable research as.ociates for
senior scientists e

Postdoctoral, opportuinties vary substantially from field to field. depending very
much on the state of the industrial and academic job market In the Foundation s
fiscal year 1984 Budget Request. it %% estimated that .NSF awards' will provide sup-
port for 3,189 post "doctoral scientists at a total cost cite $3111 milliod This is an in-
crease of s percent in the number supported and an increase of 18 percent in the
resource. going to this important segment of the educational base for science and
engineering Particular emphasis is placed cm the eitilSinit of support for post-doc-
toral positions in plant biology and mathematics in keeping with the Foundation's
overall emphasis on these two arena in fiscal year 1951 - . -

In conclusion, I beheve it is impotlant that we keep in mind the total systein of
education and training in this country for producing our future research scientists,
engineer. and arc hnic isms _

The. ..y.tem ronits of a cora Imam oxiending from primary and secondary
schools through graduate school and the post doctorate I believe that our fiscal year
10.4 request addresses the need. of each part 44 his I:urinating% wail a special, and
appropriate. locus on graduate education

In some sense nearly all of the Foundation's budget v. des oted to science and eng
nring educateilb I hope that I have been able to convey this in my remarks The
vevitaiwition of lair inuYeriaies a. exciting places at which to conduct research and
to train new &arate/fr tub ..c lent vas and engineers is an important challenge foi.
this Nation ,

Thank you. Mr I Marman I would be pleased to respond to any questions you
may have

, i
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Mr WALian,:,. Thank you, Dr. Knapp. We appreciate that pres-
entat

Let ale ask at the outset if you would discuss wall us the reser-
%ations expressed by Senator Gain to NSF in his letter regarding
precollege acti%ities in fiscal year Ifts3 in which the Senate. as I
understand. took the position that the program submitted by NSF
was not acceptable.

Ilow are you going to respond to that'?
Dr. KNAPP. We will, of course. work w ith Senator Garn and his

staff to understand his concern with NSF's program. We will try to
de% elop a modified piuglam, ui per haps a better explanation of the
program, so that he can be satisfied with the program and its aims.

A little bit of misunderstanding is involved. Howeer, I am not
alarmed. nor even particularly surprised. that Senator Garn is not
in full agreement. Within the community and within the Congress
there is certainly less than complete unanimity un the correct ap-
proach to the precollege education crisis.

Senator Gain's letter included a large number of items which he
kit that we had not considered for the NSF program. And in fact
most of the items listed in his letter are efforts that NSF had
worked on sucessf'illy in the past.

Many of those items are desirable for NSF programs in an era of
greater iesumies. Iloweser. we produced a focused program in the
area where NSF had good success in the past. namely, teacher in-.
stitutes fin twining teachers and bringing them up to date in their
fields. We felt it was important to audd a program split into many
segments at the funding uailable to NSF in the fiscal year 1983
budget.

belieye the program was well focused. and we will be meeting
with Senator Garn in the near furture to explain why.

Mr. WAIA;ItEN Thank you.
Dr. BliANSCOMII. Mr. Walgren. may I comment?

WAIA;ItEN. Certainly.
Dr. BitANstomis. One other aspect of his letter dem:nes comment

because it intp!ies that he feels NSF may not understand properly
the distinction between, the role that NSF call do well yersas the
role that the Department of Education can do ..ell. I do think
there is some misunderstanding. because his character nation of
the strength of the Foundation is quite accurate an.I in agreement
with NSF's view.

NSF is an innovative agency It has deep vonnetions with the
science and engineering communities It can rally them to these
kinds of efforts. And it is appropriate that NSF has flexible innova-
ti.t. programs. I was a little stai tied 'hat his letter didn't recognise
that NSF is proposing a flexible innt.natise program, at least that
is the way the Board feels about it. And I think hi: is under some,
perhaps, misconception that there is confusion between the NSF
and the Department of Education about their relative roles.

My impression is that there is little such confusion, and that the
two agencies are quite different in their capabilities and in their
orientations. As an outsides who doesn't spend much lime in Wash-
ington, I would say that NSF and the Department of Education are
working well together. and the issue really is not a major issue.
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Mr. WAWKKN. Il lib committee last week marked up another ini-
tiative in the education area in which we provided a $100 million
matching fund, or a fund that would require matching to be imple-
mented. Your 1983 fiscal budget, as I understand it, in the precol-
lege area does require a match, a 100-percent match.

Dr. KNAPP. That is correct
Mr. WALGREN. My question is whether, if we are successful in de-

veloping this new initiative in matching funds in this separate ve-
hicle, whether that would allow the National Science Foundation
to propose a program that might not require that same degree of
matching in its precollege program.

Dr. KNAPP. We have not seen the bill you have just marked up.
You said the $100 million would require matching funds as is set
forth in the bill, and would it by NSF's desire that it not require
matching funds?

Mr. WALGREN. No. It has been said that the proposal by the NSF
to require a 100- percent match in their precollege education effort
may rule out doing a number of things that perhaps we should do
It is somewhat inflexible.The question is, if we are now going to be
providing a separate fund of really $150 million, $15 million of it
which would be in the precollege area, that would require a
matchwould you anticipate 'broadening your .precollege program
at least in the sense of engaging in some activities that would not
require the match that you are now proposing?

Dr. KNAPP. I am still not sure I am going to be answering the
question correctly. As for the program that the Foundation would
work with the Congress to develop, if the Congress comes forward
with a program with additional funds and strengths, there are ac-
tivities the Foundation would propose tc engage in which might be
difficult to operate where matching was required.

As the broad bipartisan consensus develops for precollege educa-
tion over the next few months, we would like to indicate NSF's role
in precollege education and the kind of programs desirable for NSF
to undertake.

Mr. WALGREN. Continuing with the question I raised with Mr.
Coleman about the loss Li stopping cold some education functions e
in which there may be very broad agreement on their continuing,
and thinking in particular of the public communications activities
of the National Silence Foundation as represented by the television
program "3, Z 1, Contact$ and the like, is there any flexibility you
can find within the agency to review those programs that were ter-
minated and perhaps maintain some efft ' in those that have
broad agr ment as to their legitimacy and which we feel we will
be going right back to as the Commission reports?

Dr. KNAPP. We are reviewing that program within the Founda-
tion now and determining what NSF's role could be with the fund-
ing and guidance provided by the Congress for fiscal year 1983.

Mr. WALUREN. We would appreciate being kept informed of that
review. .

Mr. BROWN. Gentlemen, you know, I am not particularly prone
to partisan sniping at your activities over there. But I can be
swa ed on occasion.r

r. Branscomb, you are not testifying that there has been no
re I change in policy in this administration since 1981, which I
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recall very well you are appearing before this subcommittee about
this time, in %kith Wt eliminated the support for instrumentation,
we almost eliminated the education.

We eliminated most of the funding for social science and for in-
ternational science. 1 seem to feel that what you are saying is we
really just killed those eft so that we could do them better, and we
really supported them all the time. Is that what you mean to say
at this point?

Dr. Brim4scomis. Mr. Brown, 1 believe "constructive tension" was
your phrase. None of us is the only actor in this arena, as is fortu
nate since it is a democrac,. The President, the Board, the Founda
tion, the CongreSs, and the people all have their opinions about
what ought to be done. When the administration made a set of de-
cisions in March 1981 which was reflected in the budget you de-
scribed. the Board issued a statement. That statement addressed
the issues you describe.

Now, it may be that that statement was not written in sufficient-
ly boldface letters for the Congress. But I assure you, my friends in
OMB understood what the Board was trying to say, and there was
some "constructive tension." The Board at that time said, "the

(Board Lac see a crisis coming of serious proportions in precollege
mathematics and science education. While agreeing that public
schools are primarily local responsibility the Board "is convinced
the Foundation has an indispensable catalytk role it should not ab-
rogate even if the level of investment is severely curtailed."

The Board proceeded in August of that Year to issue a policy
statement on science education in which it identified two major
priorities. The first, unique responsibilities of the Foundation for
research-level education, by that I mean colleges and universities.
This priority involves the evaluation and monitoring of a n.itiona
science and engineering education system with respect to hums
resources to meet national needs.

The Board's second priority was leadership in identifyin 'T reas
of spe.:ial concern. It involves encouraging other agencie State
and local governments, and private organizations to meet the reeds
and for NSF to "intervene in selected areas wher5- significant im-
provement in educational outcomes is possible within limited in-
vestment. Limited has to be understood in the context of a kindet-
garten through grade 12 expenditure in this country of $100 billion.

Now, en the same day. the Director's implementation statement
was presented to the Board and approved by the Board. The Board
said, "OK, we are going to implement your policies." The priority
fur exercising leadership to encourage pri,iate and othir govern-
mental units to meet the needs was going to be done through the
Commission; and there were several specifics.

The specifics were materials for science teachers to convey new
knowledge and technology, interaction among science teachers, col-
leges, universities and industry, and regional resource centers for
needs assessment, in-service t.aining, encouragement of science in-
terest among minorities and women, and 'oval leadership develop-
ment.

In the same meeting the Board approved a budget request of $50
million for the fiscal year 1983 budget. So I do not sit here to tell
you that the Board made a decision to back away from all these

,
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progianis to braes to wan lOr the Cominksion to do its work. On
the Whet hand. 1 not A come here today to excor;ate the adminis-
tration. I think the administtation inherited a politically unviable
situation in science education. This committee has been long in-
%oba-d in that history This committee has fought for it consisteno.-
ly over the years

But between the (win-nave ind the administration. both politi-
Zal parties.. the public and N,Sl.", that effort dwindled from the early
i9:0 's While Mr Reagan Mt!, get credit for the ultimate dwin-
dling. the effort had pretty well dwindled by the time he got it. It
was fragmented in 2.7 pieces The rebuilding is urgent butexcuse
me

Mi. BliowN You woukl make similar statements about the cut in
the--the $i.i million cut in insti umentation and the other cuts that
I have referred to'

Dr BRANscosta. The instrumentation Lin is a little different. The
Carter administration propose(' a major initiative in instruuwita-
tarn. which the Board strongly supported as part of a ma in-
k tease in the lust ."aiter budget The new administration had to
confront alludgetary rescission.

It was not unumbent upon them necessarily to defend to Con-
gress their predecessor's budget

Mr BRowN, Yes.
Ilr BRANscomo. I regret the fact that 2 years have passed with-

out the opportunity to (Riches:, that issue. I am pleased that we are
now addressibg it. The constructive tension with the administra-
tion has produced some good results.

Mr. BROWN. I think you have put this all in a good flight. L of
course. continue to have high regard to your own perspicacity and
understanding of these issues I very much welcome the status we
are in today where we are nom reasserting the high importance of
these programs, whether we redefine them in some cosmetic way
or not. the programs themselves are important.

I don't think this committee ever tried to mandate on NSF or the
Board exactly how we &would fulfill these important national needs
But we recognize that tilt., existed and needed to be filled. I think
this program goes a long way in fulfilling them I commend you
and Dr. Knapp for succeeding in utilizing that constructive tension
for this worthwhile result.

Let me just deal with one additional question which is high on
my personal agenda. In your statement on page you say that the
Board sees striking reasons to invest in research in computer sci-
ence, electrical, and computer engineering and application of new
information technologies, and in addressing the most urgen( prob
lems on education in Loinputer skills. You wouldn't go so far as to
endorse my legislation to set up a Policy Institute for giving us
some national direction h. that lucid. would you? -

Dr BRANscomii. I must confess. Mr Brown, I am not so familiar
with it as I should be. I will make myself laminar with it.

Mr BROWN. Yes. How would you feel about making this the sub-
ject on. soy. the next 6 months of a year after the present Commis-
sion expires, of anothei,outstanding national level commission to
try and address this complex of important problems as o coherent
issue?
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Dr l3a.ss.,4 1$%iii It t. wt d %%mob e on. +doling because there are
many taxi+ of intm moo ee, 'ex lo.obigs phenonitna, tf I can call
them that, whit h ale new and mallard. let istie of our precious his-
tory, and about which du to e.. both poor understanding and poor
unanimity The diwiplinary strucalie of that field is I rctgniented

,and dynamic That is part of its strength. but part of the confusion
The Board, in tact. will be dehatmg 1los nst month and again in

May the internal organization and Kan al( of the Foundation in
information science. compute; engineei g. iomputer .science

Thei e also is a tteniendoki the tole of computers
in education. It is quite ietuarable in die iesix or the disappointed
persons in the 197,0's and WOG when that same enthusiasm
placed out to no effect.

Mr. Mow
I)r BRANS( oMn Bat %%A. base -4.4.n the enthusiasm in the projects

that NSF has supported part,. alai in Rochester. Mum where
this year ti.non school kids will be trained personal computers It
is extraordinary. the poSitise effect it has on both teachers and stu-
dents.

Let rne say we has some gieat opportunities in engineering edu-
cation built aiound the computer technoloi* to imprint- the pro-
ductivity of industry We neled young engineers ...no see production
technologs as a challenging career in deselopment. That is also
being driven by-computer technology.

Mr MOAN. Did sou have a chance to meet with any of that
Swedish delegation 1 referred to earlier?

Dr BRAstscoma. No, sir, I didn't.
Mr BtoiwN They are a parltainntar kolinnission on what they

call -mlramatics. which it- a term the French use. also. It includes
the whole scope of what you telerred to here. Our friends it. Japan
haw similar institutional mechanisms for resiew mg this field. My
legislation was an attempt to match this ORA( in some fashion.

But of course. no particular institutional ai rangement has any
magic. 1 would sery much appreciate it it the hoard would at least
gm som thought to the possibtirty of tecommending to the Presi-
dent a commission in this area. It is the simplest approach. one
which is already embodad in law and has been for many years. It
would provide an opportunity to bring together, as the science and
math education group has. outstanding group of leaders et the
country to focus on this in a homogeneous way.

I)r. BaANscoma The Board will certainly discuss it We will
inform ourselses about theAleselopments in the Conuneice Dc part-
ment which suggest to tne that the goseinmental capability for
dealing with those issues is diminishing radii r than growing.

Mr. BIUMN. Well in discussing this myself with the Swedes I
pointed out what they were familiar with, a huge proliferation of
actisity here. but no one comprehensive was of analyzing this in
terms of what it is doing to the future of this country or the qual
ay of living in this country, or any other similar national goal
think that is where we have a lack at the present time.

Thank you, Mr Chairman.
Mr. WAI.tritrN. Thank you. Mr. Brown.
Mr. Bateman.
Mr. BATEMAN- Thank you, Mr. Chairman
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Mention has liven made of Senator Garn's letter of February 17.
I have now had an opportunity to see and read a copy of it. Had
the letter been addressed to me, 1 think I would have had to have
sent back a response to the effect: "Your message was received,
would you please send a translation?"

I have read it, but I am riot at all sure I can focus on the con-
cerns. There is, of course, a concern on my part, and I think Dr.
Knapp and Dr. Branscomb have already indicated they haven't had
a chance to look at in the marked up bill that the committee has
sent forth any detail.

I think I would be benefited, and perl,aps all of the committee, to
have your observations on what the legislative process to this point
has brought forth, and whether or not you see points of sensitivity
in terms of what the bill in fact provides insofar as the operative
relationship between the National Science Foundation and the De-
partment.of Education.

There is a certain degree of nervousness on my

in

part as to wheth-
er or not we have done our job as well as would have been desir-
able n a perfect world of spelling out the operative relationships
between the two and whether or not you, as well as 1, would like to
know the views of the Department of Education as to whether you
feel a need for further clarification or definition of roles.

I appreciate your testimony.
Mr. Chairman, I don't have any compelling questions that come

to my mind. I simply offer those comments.
Dr. KNAPP. I would like to comment on those points. In consider-

ing agency roles, it is important to have activities as compatible as
possible with the agency s customs and practices and to capitalize
on the agency's strengths. For NSF, that means we talk about open
competition, emphasis on excellence, use of peer review. The latter
not only gives NSF rigorous quality control but also makes NSF
more receptive to new ideas, from the field.

The open-window feature I just spoke of is one of NSrs tradi-
tional strengths. Another is the professional scientific and engi-
neering community in the United States to which we are tightly
connected. NSF is highly respected by that community and knows
how to deal with it. So we think NSrs role should be in activities
that use competition, peer review, the scientific community of the
United States, and part of the educational training community;
working together as a team.

The Department of Education is strong in different areas. We
have worked quite hard with the Congressmen who are drafting
the legislation that you just marked up, NSF ideas are interwoven
into what you are putting forward because there is a delineation in
that bill between the role of the NSF and the role of the Depart
meat of Education. We are pleased with the results that we know
of to date. I understand, however the bill is still being worked on
at id is still not reported to the fun floor.

Dr. BRANSCOMB. May I a comment?
Mr. BATEMAN, I would be happy to have it
Dr. BRANSCOMB. 1 am thorouoly in accord with Dr. Knapp's

point on the importance of the Foundation undertaking those ef-
forts for which it is best fitted. And I believe there may be efforts
in H.R. 1310 that really will be done best if NSF undertakes them
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But will it'Spelt to title' II, %%bile the Board has no position on any
part of the bill, I ilicsell think the title is an effective way of ap-
proaching the issue [jet...lust it IS broad, it is congruent with NSF's
enabling statute.

I want to comment on the chairman's comment about matching
funds because I am not familiar with that element of title II. I feel
comfortable about the matching idea in NSF's precollege science
education initiative this yea' because, there is a lot of interest in
the private sector at the moment in helping the schools, and the
schools themselves, of course, have budgets, they are publicly
funded institutions.

At the university level, when you think about matching, bear in
mind the importana role of the private colleges and universities. Be
sure that their capability to match under the terms of the law are
not at a disadvantage with resket to the ability of a State institu-
tion to match.

It really depends on whether matching is by fteL'ulty salaries in
kind, so to speak, which all institutions equally provide, or whether
there is a need to have State appropriations that would help a pri.
vate institution to match. That may be difficult to expect from
most States.

Mr. %%LOREN. Thank you.
Mr. Skeen.
Mr. SKEEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Knapp, Dr. Branscomb, both of you made strong references

to plant biology, a particular interest of mine and those of us who
are involved in agriculture and interested as we deplete the fertil-
ity of the soil of this whole earth of ours. I never Lease to be
amazed at what new developments take place that once again rein-
forces the ability of this earth to support us. I think that you have
made appearances before the Subcommittee on Natural Resources,
Agricultural Research and Environment in which the statement
was made by one or both of you that only percent of the, or some-
thing like 5 percent of all plants that are edible have been devel-
oped for market use. I have some questions in connection with
that.

Could you sketch out what is the potential at this point in plant
biology and economic botany, the use of this area', I am extremely
interested and I would appreciate it.

Dr. KNAPP. I don't know about testimony to a natural resources
committee.

Mr. SKEEN. 1 think it was Dr. Branscomb.
Dr. BRANSCOMB. No, sir, I don't think it was, it might have been

a Board member.
Mr. SKEEN. Oh, the Department of Agriculture.
Mr. BROWN. You have a pair of physicists before you, sir. We

have real experts in the Foundation that can answer your question
right.

Mr. SKEEN. I will take whatever you have got to offer.
Dr. KNAPP. Within the past month, a spectacular advance in ge-

netic engineering in Plants has been recorded. It is associated with
nitrogen fixation in plants. Nitrogen is a common element in the
atmosphere, but plants can't use nitrogen at. atmospheric nitrogen,
they must use nitrogen as ammonia, which is fixed in nature
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throu2;li a syllikoei it I ait tonsliip between bacteria living in nodules
in plant roots ..

Just last month. through gnetit engineering it was possible to
get nodules to grow on a plant whith not orally does not fix nitro-..
gen. This is the first major demonstration of genetic engineering in
a plant system. It. looks like it might lead toward substantial com-
mercial application. It M as extremely basic research. very much at
the forefront. and partially supported by the National Science
Foundation. ',

There are many other opportunities rot advances in plant biol-
ogy. some of them not m the fancy genetic engineering areas. For
example. we haven't even cataloged all of the plants which grow on
this earth, particulaily in the tropics where there are gigantic for-
ests with many spties. It was only recently that a new species of
corn was found in Mexito. It was then bred with other species of
coin to make more disease resistant plants. Several areas of plant
biology are ripe for further investigation. .

Dr. BRANS( OMB. 1 would Ad only one thought I am sure the ex-
tittnnt in this area will be conveyed through announcements like
the ones I)r Knapp, just made. Perhaps the characteristics of a
plant tan be altered with respect to its requirements for fertilizer,
or needs Ito water, or V ulnet ability to pests. As the basic scientific
tools of this discipline are improved: researchers' ability to meas-
ure and character tie the genetic nature of a given species is in-
creased. we will find a productitity enhancement important to
agriculture. Instead of experimental plant breeding in order to get
genetic improvement, an old and powerful tool of agriculture, a re-
searcher can sit down and theoretically predict which of 73,090 nat-
ural strains in the seed bag are the right 5 to breed together to get
the desired characteristics.

If he ever gets it right, then he can change, 10- or 13-year develop-
ment cycles dowi to pet haps one or 2-years. The responsiveness of
plant genetics to tommercial and agricultural needs could be im-
port il P t.

Mr. Sktikh. flow close are t with the AID program and the De-
partment of Agriculture for development of this technology? Does
the NSF work closely' I know you do with the Department of Edu-
cation and so forth, but it is a curiosity with me because I think
this is a major development.

I)r. 13KAsis.«)mn. My personal relations are excellent because
kyle Brady is an old colleague. My company in fact provided free
computers and other instruinvnts in the Philippines to further this
kind of work. I am sure the Fuundation experts are close to the ag-
ricultural experts in All). and I am sure NSF supports them tech-

' nicall in many of their activities.
Mr. Sit F.E.N Insular as using more species of plants for economic

purposes. do you eutision the field as wide open in this area? It is
to me.

Dr. BKANIil OM aS It is to me. too. I keep thinking natural material
products may be an unpin tan.' beneficiary. too. People don't talk
much about improving the structural characteristics of wood or
natural fibers, but I suspect there are opportunities there as well
as in food products of a more conventional kind.

IS
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Mr. Sitio..14 apvrt c iate the emphasis both of you have made in
this area, and thank you both.

Dr. KNAPP. I would like to make another comment. It has to do
with the educational aspects of NSF's work we are discussing
.today. Plant biologists are, in short supply. One of.the emphases we
will be putting in :SF's graduate educational program is support
for young people who would like to go into the field of plant sci-
ences, in particular, those who have skills in genetic engineering.

Mr. SKEEN. I am a little amazed that we have so few laborato-
ries, at this point with the private sector people working in this
area. Here is one of the good examples of a fairly4new technological
innovation that has tremendous economic impact and we are still
not seeing a great deal of response.

Maybe it is early. I do appreciate the emphasis and appreciate
the testimony today.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WALGREN. Thank you, Mr. Skeen.
Mr. Mineta.
Mr. MINETA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Knapp, and Dr. Branscomb, I am the new kid on the block

here, and4 appreciate your being here to help further enlighten
me Lout issues that you are dealing with,

1982, the butt word IA lb "infrastructure". The buzz word in 1983
seems to be "high technology".

The thing that sort of bothers me about just a cursory glance at
what we are doing is that it is a start and stop kind of a mecha-
nism. Over the years, nut with regard to any administration or any
directors or any chairs of the National Science Board, but it seems
like we go through the stop/start kind of thing.

I am wondering, 1:: there a way to sort of lay out a 3-, 10-, I5-year
picture, and in teims of needs and goals, how du we get there, in
terms of basic or applied research?

It seems to me as we talk about infrastructure inroads or invest-
ments in capital expenditures, that somehow we ought to be doing
the same kind of thing as it [elates to investment in human capital
and th6 field, basic fields of science and engineering.

I am wondering, has that ever been undertaken by the NSF so
that it is not just surge of a sputnik or computer chips. I come from
San Jose, Calif., which is the heart of Silicon Valley where we have
gut all or the semiconductor companies and all of this high technol-
ogy going on. We are bothered b., the fact that our labor force is
not properly prepared foi the kinds of jobs that are available. I
sometimes wonder whether or not we really have an idea of where
we are going.

I was just wondering if you might comment on that. ,
Dr. KNAPP. I will comment, and I think Dr. Branscomb would

like to comment, too.
Within the scientific disciplines supported by the National Sci-

ence Foundation, there are well developed 1A ear plans for what
thuse fields would like to do in terms of growth, equipment, direc-
tions, and manpower.

Within the country's pet-simnel pool for science and technology, I
know of no long-range plan along such lines. !t is difficult to plan
because people trained in a scientific discipline, say, chemistry or
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physics or astronomy, many times work in fields different from
those they trained in. But, it turns out that they are trained better
for the job They take than if their training.had been more focused.
For example, the Bell Telephone Laboratories over the past 3 years
have been developing &large, new switching system for t.cankoriti-

e nental telephone systems. They hase hired 15 percent of all Ph. D.
physicists produced in this country each year for the past 3 years;
150 Ph. D.'s per year, and they are not doing physic's 'research
whenrthey go to work for Bell Labs. Some arb, but many are not. It
happens in the graduate schools for physics research that these
people learn while doing their research many aspects of systems
development and computer data acquisition all directly necessary
for the- Bell Telephone Laboratories in the development. of the
switching system.

It is difficult to say Bell Labs will need in the next 10 years so
many physicists or so many chemists or so many astronomers be-
cause these scientists work on different subjects than those in
which they are trained. What they are trained in primarily is a
way of thinking about a problem and a way of attacking a problem
rather than in specific skills. That is to *ay, the scientists in these
field's are broadly trained, and broadly

and
people are needed in

new developments at, I am sure, IBM and the Bell Laboratories.
So we cant just look at statistics and say the companies will

need 5,000 new scientists of a certain category every year for the
next 10 years in order to make up the pool needed for taking tech-
nology forward.

it is difficult to do. I would like to see a study of past exper:ence
so we might be able to extrapolate from it.

Mr. MINET4. But even if we can't quantify, we kaow atthe
faster we run, the behinder we get. .

.Dr. KNAPP. I have a feeling that in 1970, when newspap rs ran
articles abou* Ph. D. scientists driving taxicabs, that we did not
have a surplus of scientists in this country, we had a dislocation. A
number of people had lost jobs in the aerospace industries and they
were taking a little while tond other employment.

As we have seen in the Japanese economy, the U.S economy could
absorb many more scientists and technicians than are in it right
now, many more engineers than we have available if they were
available, and we would see no more unemployment in engineering
if we had double the number of engineers in this country. Industry
could use these people and use them wisely if they wee trained.

Mr. M1NETA. But as we try to encourage people to-get into the
scientific field, and as you say, it is difficult to project what our
needs are going to be, what about just general proposition as to
whether or not we are training people to pursue their education
not for the industrial private sector, but what about those that are
going to be preparing for an academic career?

It seems to me we are eating our own seed corn right now. 1 was
taming to the head of the chemistry departmtnt at San Jose Uni-
versity. At the instructor level they are looking for Ph. D.'s to start
at $21,600 a_year. Now, a Ph. D. in chemistry is not going to be
attracted to San Jose State for a salary of $21,600. If they are, it is
a starting place, and with the companies in our area, they can go
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easily., without any question, I mean at $2:;,000 plus an employee
stock option program and, boom, they are out thg door.

It just seems to me somehow somehow we ought to be dealing
with this..I am not just sure how.

Dr KNAPP The administration has an initiative to deal with
that problem in the fiscal year 1984 budget. It is the young investi-
gators program in which NSF will make to young faculty awards
averaging $30.000 to, $40,000 a year for 5 years.

That award is an award. It is not a grant ti, do particular re-
search It is an award based upon the investigator's record in
achieving his or her position.

The investigator can use that award, part of it matched by indus-
trial funds. to do research he or she would like tb do. That makes a
low salary at San Jose State a lot more attractive because the in-
vestigator is also free to do attractive and interesting research.
Many people would, be willing to take a smaller remuneration if
they had the freedom o follow what they would like to do. I think
that program is a wise program.

Mr. MINETA. In San Jose we have, as you well know, the General
Products Division. Art Anderson there is always dying. I wonder
how many qualified computer science engineers are available to be
hired,

Dr. BRANSCOMB. I don't have the number, but the field is very
competitive.

Mr. MINETA. How many would you say you hire at IBM?
Dr. BRANSCOMB. I don't know the number of engineers that we

have at baccalaureate level, but we get. what some others might
say is more than our share of the Ph. D.'s and graduate students in
this area. -

We store the concern of the Foundation and others with the seed
corn issue you degcribe. In the past 2 years our company has in-
creased its activities with the universities to ameliorate that situa-
tion:-

If I may respond to your question in a slightly different way, let
'me divide this problem in three pieces. the innovation problem,
mostly a private sector issue, which involves tan policy and related
matters, the graduate education and research issue, which involves
skilled professionals and new knowledge, and the precollege educe.
Lion issue. Before we can have the broad vision of the sort you call
for, we first must get people to recognize that these three sets of
issues are very tightly intertwined over a long time constant. I
think we now have that understanding. I have been ynpressed at
what the Governors in particular have been doing as-;they have re.
alized that this is a good issue for Governors.

Each of those sectors now has a pretty good grip on what they
think their long-term strategic issues are. If you ask the colleges
and universities your question, they can give you good answers.

If you ask industry. they will tell you what they see as the long-
range requirements. for competitiveness. If you go back to the
schools, you get similar answers.

The problems lie at the interfaces between the sectors. There,
the much more concerted thought you are calling for is required.
Let me illustrate with just one example. a relatively new issue for
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NSF. The Rrigineting Dircknatt has been discussing it with the
Board, thinking about thefuture effort,.

The i;sue involves magnetics technology You may be aware that
Santa Cliira Valley could just as well be called Iron Oxide Valle'
because there is as much money clerked fang the maroul..0 tare of
magnetic recording disk files in the sane) as there is from silicon
chips.

But nobody knows that fa-cause nobody writes about it The chips
are fashionable. The magnet,. re.ording is not fashionable. Yet
there is one university with lour or five taculty mernbeis in magne-
tics, about four universities lioNe about two. So Arthur Anderson,
whom you mentiotwd. bsis been talking to companies and other
universities about a private initiative to begin in a university in
this field. That 'is something the Fedeial Government must know
about, because once it starts, there inevitably NS ill be interest in
universities.

That is exactk the purpose the private.sectur would Nave in
stimulating it. S.; here is a field in which a U.S. industry leads the
world and is being challenged by competitors overseas who are in-
vesting substantial sums of money for research in their universities
in this technology

NSF came late to the example of magnetic technology, It could
have been anticipated had there been a thorough job done by com-
bination--

Mr. 11-Im.m. That is my. puint. There must lat. other things Ike
that that we just haven'tidentilled.

Dr. BRASCOMI. I think'.there are.
Mr. MINETA. YitI the nerd is there' and we will be facing a crisis

itt se-tie point. The question is how do we avoid that crisis right
now, by sort of crystal-balling into the future, not in terms of opt
portunities, but just areas. ,

Dr. Batotsc omis. It is too difficult to wrap all those issues into a
single study and single vision. In a pluralistic society. as we are
Lord of saying, keeping the process open to reveal those issues is
important.

There are many forums today in which private 4ti.ens and Gov-
ernment officials are getting together to develop som, kind of long-
range consensus. An interesting discussion acthe Carnegie Corp. a
few weeks ago if:solved a broad spectrum of people discussing td1.1-
cat ion for an economic strategy.

The Brookings Institution, I notice, is also having a conference of
the same caliber. Those groups are not going to tell us what to do
Those groups are going to tell us what we have all decided already
They are part of a consensus-forming process.

It is important for the Foundation and the Board t., use their ex-
tensive roots.into the scientific community to he alert for early sig.
nals 'changes in opportunities arising from new intellectual ac
twines, and to take a leadership role in trying to bring forth a
dialog even if the actions needed are not'actions required of the
National Science Foundation. ,

That is something that lIerbert Doan, who until last year was
vice chairman of the National Science Board and former president
of Dow Chemical Co., always advocated, agencies like NSF and the
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BUdi d Should till d kite, job than they do in articulating these ex-
amples and bringing them forth.

The Board is trying to do.
Mr. MINETA. Dr. Branscomb, in last year's, hearings I believe it

was Dr. Keywurth who mentioned that basic research was very
healthy. Yet this year we see an 18-percent increase in basic re-
search. Is that at the expense of what we ought to be doing in ap-
plied research?

Dr. BRArsscomit The Board, in struggling with the distinction be-
tween basic and applied reseaikh. concluded a couple of years ago
that, as vontentiunally used, the distinction is often not helpful,
The Board said, in etiect. the criteria we want to use for determin-
ing the apprupriate kind of research for Foundation support is this.
it must be rest...nth of high quality, tumpetitite, reviewed by peers,
and investigator initiated That fits NSF's appropriate role. And
when NSF measures quality, it will use two yardsticks at the same
time.

One yardstick is, the intrinsic merit of the science from an intel-
lectual point of view. What is its propensity for changing ideas
about the world in a fundRiental way?

The second yardstick is The likelihood of the research having
practical takee either in the distant future, perhaps great value,
but a king time off, ur, in the near term, an almost immediate
value.

NSF dues not downgrade the research it would support because
the research is useful. Hat ing said that, I. also must say a great
deal of the Foundation-supported lest...aid) is of great and Immedi-
ate use.

Take for example. research in the materials sciencesceramics,
poly men., magnetic materials, and so forthwhere good fundamen-
tal work can be done and quickly used in industry. Those areas do
nut get perhaps as broad funding as they would if the budget as a
whole were inure gem:1011st but they are entered And NSF has a
good balance between the area of highest intrinsic value perhaps
cosmology or high tnergy physics would be an exampleand those
of great extrinsic value like materials engineering.

But, if by applied research you mean problem-suiting research
aimed at a practical gc'a4which must surtite an economic test, I
don't think either the Government the unitersities are good at
that task It should be left. to the irritate sector. Instead, NSF
should foster the relationship between the private sector and uni-
versities.

Mr. MINETA. Even in the private sector, if it is a low yield, high
risk, th1. private sector wouldn't be cluing that kind of applied re-
search, se nwasure; it ;,1 an economic sense and it doesn't meas-
ure it in tc ims of the value that might be derived in a generic
sense.

Dr. BRANscomis. I don't beliete that is so, at least in those com-
panies large enough to afford research laboratories as distinct from
development laboratories. I don't view my job as improving the
quarterly profits of the IBM Co. In fact, my job is to make them
worse, since my principal emphasis is to spend more of what would
have been profits for long-range, strategic objectives.
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Mr. MINETA. 13lit your idea is vastly different from a lot of com-
panies where once the growth re......ipts start dropping, they also
reduce the amount of money in R&D, whereas they really ought to
be able to try to keep a constant amount in research and develop-
ment.

Dr. BRANSCOME. That is a mixed bag. One of my competitors,
Digital Equipment, had a poor fourth quarter and increased its
budget in research. That is not at all unusual.

Mr. MINETA. That is the anecdote people can point to in terms of
an exception. Generally, an executive officer of a company, once he
or she sees these figures starting to drop, will then start redirect-
ing the resources.

As an example, one you just mentioned, Dr. Knapp, about nitro-
gen nodules, I am just wondering to what !xtent do fertilizer com-
panies get concerned about all of a sudden the redistribution, let's
say, of nitrogen. I don't know. I just use that because you use that
as an example of a big breakthrough.

Dr. KNAPP. The research has not reached that point yet. It is just
the start of a lung train of applied research. Basic research must be
dune in order for us to understand these processes and be able to
engineer plants. The fertilizer companies do not need to be worried
yet-

On the other hand, if corporations in the agricultural business
could look far enough ahead, they would.realize that they should
have research programs in these areas so at least they will be able
to understand the ramifications for their companies. Some do. I
don't know the field well.

Mr. MINETA. Will NSF support applied research in fiscal year
1984, and how much?

Dr. KNAPP. As Dr. Branscomb said, NSF doesn't distinguish be-
tween basic and applied research. Of the proposals received from
universities, a certain percentage, are for applied research projects.
These applied research projects fare as well as the basic research
projects in the peer review process.

NSF is not a mission agency in the sense that it has specific
goals and it supports specific research to specific ends. However,
much of the Engineering Directorate's funding supports what could
be called applied research. The submicron facility at Cornell Uni-
versity does the most fundamental studies in how to make semicon-
ductor devices, in a sense, it is applied research.

Mr. MINETA. My 5 minutes are about to be up.
The chairman has been very generous and I appreciate again

our adding to my understanding of what we have to deal With
here in the Science and Technology Committee. Thank you very
much. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. WALOREN Thank you, Mr. Mineta.
If I could just touch on a couple of things quickly. We have gone

on and I don't want to unduly delay you, and we have further wit-
nesses.

It is my undestanding that the congress has approached the NSF
budget with respect to applied versus basic research, and that at
least in terms of our trying to understand what is happening to the
taxpayers' money, we have made the distinction.

Dr. KNAPP. Yes.
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Mr. WAIAinN If you take the position that you do not distin-
guish between applied and bask research, that may be a proper ap-
proach at this point. If It ia, 1 would think that the Congress would
deserve a very clear statement so that we can understand that
these moneys are being spent in a way we approve of.

When you folded the international programs into the other direc-
torates' efforts and when you move away from the women and mi-
nority programs, somehow or another you are going to have to re
place those distinctions with something we can follow and track.

Dr. KNAPP. We do so with applied research. We do not distin-
guish when we receive proposals and when we decide to fund them,
but we carefully categorize the research that we do fund as to
whether it is applied research or basic research. The definition
used is the same across the entire Government to determine what
is basic research and what is applied research.

We have detailed numbers on what fraction of NSF's budget in
each directorate supports applied research and what fraction sup-
ports bask research. The Congress does get a reporting of exactly
what is funded and what NSF 'P doing in these fields.

Dr. BRANSCOMB. 1 should :.orrect my earlier statement. I said we
don't distinguish, but the Director is absolutely correct. NSF does
distinguish and it measures and tracks and it can report. The im-
portant issue is that NSF doesn't make that distinction in evaluat-
ing the merit of proposals.

NSF manages it so that each discipline covers the full spectrum
ranging from basic to applied research. But I would urge you to be
realistic about the nature of that distinction. You will find most
companies don't make that distinction in their corporate laborato-
ries That is because they think everything they fund is useful.
They wouldn't fund it at all if they didn't think it was useful. They
think some long - range, high-risk projects are useful because they
have high potential payouts. Short-range projects of low risk and
known payout are also useful. Therefore, at the margin of that
definition between basic and applied research, you can't really
expect much precision.

For example, earthquake engineering, earthquake hazard mitiga-
tion, is a splendid example of applied research. The benefit you are
trying to achieve is clear, and a coordinated interdisciplinary pro-
gram is set up to achieve an objective with a planned way do so.
We du, of course, continue to support goal-oriented interdisciplin-
ary, work in the Foundation. It is all explicitly available to you for
review.

Mr. WALGREN. As 1 understood Mr. Mineta's interest, it was to
identify the research as applied versus basic, and that you do have
information to that effect.

Dr. KNAPP. Yes.
Dr. BRANSCOMB. But I would plead with you not to interpret our

answer on basic research as of on interest to industry. And I would
plead with you not to assume that applied research doesn't have
fundamental intellectual value. As the Foundation is managed
today, the answer to both questions is yes and sometimes.

Mr. WALGREN. We certainly respect your ability, to make the
proper judgment of what the right research is to fund. What we
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require is a way to eealuate your judgment along that line This
applied, versus basic distinction, goes to that point.

Let me ask on social sciences, Dr. Branscomb, social and math,
on page 4 of your testimony you note that mathematics, the field
has been neglected for a number of years.

You make the same point with the social sciences. Could you de-
scribe the neglect of the social sciences over the last several years?

Dr. BRANSCOMB. Let me have a moment to find that particular
remark in my testimony because it is carefully worded. I said the
field of mathematics had been neglected. By that I meant that too
many of us on the Board and elsewhere assumed that, because
mathematicians didn't use equipment- -mathematicians, mostly
think about pencils mud paperperhaps we should think of them a
little more like historians in the sense that they can do their work
without a great deal of Federal attention.

I think that judgment is wrong because we in effect underesti-
mated the importance of research support as a means of attracting
able, young students and financing their graduate educations So I
feel the held of mathematics has been allowed to dwindle and
shouldn't be. And so I said the vitality of the field has suffered and
needs some rebuilding.

So, too, do selected areas in social sciences, they need rebuilding;
it id the rebuilding I am speaking of.

Mr. WALGRE.N. Could you describe the rebuilding of social sci
ences need at this point?

Dr. BRA NSCOMI3. In the budget reduction of the previous year, a
lot of excellent work had to be given up. The Board's view is that it
shouldn't support research in every kind of social science or every
project. But the Foundation has had, over the years, an important
and constructive role in the development of the social sciences,
most especially helping them to become more quantitative, more
experimental, more verifiable, more predictive sciences.

To the extent NSF has been able to do so, that is of great value
to the country, particularly as the social sciences increasingly con-
tribute to productivity in the service sector. NSF gave special em-
phasis, let me say, to the preservation of the major data collections
and their further evolution because those data collections play a
critical role in the evolution of social sciences as experimental dis-
ciplines. Some of those investments had been reduced even though
NSF kept them in a high priority, they needed some expansion

Let me make one other comment. There are areas that are by
convention called social science, psychology, for oxample Some
parts psychology have a direct and immediate bearing on impor-
tant areas of industry. Take human factors of computer systems,
for example. Eighty Ph. D. psychologists in my company work in
that area, but there is no good methodology whereby the design of
an easy-to-use computer program can be computed in advance If
anybody knew how to do that, it would have great economic bene-
fits,

So there are fields of social scienceI have picked only one ex-
amplethat have practical value and relatively immediate payoff
They deserve as much priority, in my view, as the physical sci-
ences.
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Mt Viini.orcEN How are we to judge whether they are receiving
the propet pr way? From one view the social sciences took a much
deeper Lot than did the others, and then when time for restoration
of strength comes back, they participate only on average, and even
that is an a% erage among disciplines, to the same degree as the
others. We are faced, therefore, with a sharp diminution of com-
parative effort. Now how can NSF and the Board assure the Con-
gress, or prove to the Congress, not just assure-1 think it must go
beyond assurance -how um you demonstrate that the areas that,
as you cite should have as much priority as the others, are in fact
being given that recognition?

Dr. BRANSUMB On the broad perspective of physical sciences
versus social sciences, it is worth observing that the emphasis that
the Board put on physkal sciences and engineering, beginning back
in 1980, was in part a consequence of observing that during the
late 1970's social scie:.ces research supported by the government as
a whole grew substantially faster than did the physical sciences. At
least the data I have seen suggests that is so. Now there is a high
priority attached to :the physical sciences. But you are correct
about the severity of the retrenchment and the need to redress it

I would rnake only one observation about the oudget increases in
the Fiscal year 1'9.3 budget. For nit of the disciplines of an Pxperi
mental character, NSF has put in large increases t., provide the
-noney for equipment.

The ratio of the equipment requirements in the social sciences to
those in the physical sciences is lower. Dr. Knapp will have to give
you specifics. but my impression is that the amount of incremental
research effort that a given percentage increase in the budget can
buy in fiscal year 198-1 in the social sciences is probably greater
than in the physic.11 sciences and engineering where 41 significant
part of that growth must be reserved for equipment.

Mr. %TAU:RI:N. 11 1 could, could we ask somebody in your organi-
zation, Dr. Knapp, to make exactly that analysis?

Dr. KNAPP. Yes. We will supply it.
Mr. WALGREN. Particularly with respect to past budget years,

perhaps pick the last year. Let's see just what exactly the' instru-
mentational needs of, let's say. the math and the physical sciences
were, and those that were addressed by the Foundation, versus the
non instrumentation needs su that we can compare the actual un-
derlying intellectual effort made in both those areas,

,Could we do that?
Dr. KNAPP. Yes.
The informat

11-2)41 0 r3-
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Mr. WALCiltEN. On another subject, I know that, Dr. Knapp, in
your presentation you lather carefully segregate your presentation
to NSF's rule in graduate, and then go to precollege as a sequence.
in defining NSF's rule. I would like to ask how that emphasisin
contrast to that, Dr. Branscomb lays out a somewhat broader role
of the principal functions of NSF.

In particular, on page 2 of his statement he says that, recognizes
the rule to "encourage the highest quality of education in scientific
and engineering research and practice."

What I would like to ask is the degree of receptiveness in your
iew as Director of NSF to the thrust of this bill which the Science

and Technology Committee marked up last week. Part of H.R. 1310
ask the NSF to provide educational programs for technician train.
ing. This is in view of the fact that in terms of establishing the ef-
fectiwriess of engineering pgactice in our society we are at a time
when the national interest clearly requires the riemelopment of
broad-based technician capability.

As you know, in H.R. 1.310 we provide on a matching grant basis
for the NSF to engage in model technician training programs
through the community, colleges. I note the fact that icar state-
ment does not really address that level of NSF's involvement.

I would like to ask the receptivity of NSF for that thrust.
Dr. KNAPP. I would say that in many ways the problem could be

characterized as similar to the precollege program. It is a problem
of curriculum, perhaps curriculum development, in the training of
teachers in community colleges for technician training programs in
the basic sciences.

The Foundation would be ricepthe to working out programs of
that kind, as it has done previously in precollege education.

Mr. WAL.t,fiziv I appreciate that very much. Just as Mr. Brown is
not above a partisan comment from time to time, I just would pro-
pose the following. Going back to our proms discussion of the
effort in science education, and the slew that somehow or ether
this had dwindled through the 1970's, and we came up to a point
when it was so rragmented that it had to be essentially terminated
in order to be set right.

I had two thoughts that I ought to throw out. One is that the
degree of dwindling is not absolute. We were at $80.6 million in
1981, in actual expenditures in that area. We had hit a high of
$150 million sometime during the mid-1970's.

So when this function was essentially zeroed out it had only
dwindled less than about one-half of its maximum effort. I also
question whether it is valid criticism of the program that it was
fragmented, because that Lhara-teritatiun also applies to the other
programs that the National Science Foundation carries out.

I found when that attack was made that there mustwell, that
that was not sufficient justification for turning away from a pro.
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gram. In !mai% alai, in the math and physical sciences, we Have 43
separate progialo, In engineering, we have 2I. In astronomical
and atmosplieti;_. we haw 28. in science education, we hadhow
many?-27, or thereabouts.
. So I just don't like, or don't want to be silent in any way when
the thought is expressed that somehow or other there was not a
vti y abrupt change in the approach that we took as a Government
toward science education in '981.

Dr. BRANSCOML. I would say only that there is a difference be-
tween explanation and advocacy. In my tomments on that subject,
I have been trying to explain what happened, not advocate it.

It is in the interests of the country to set: what is now emerging
as a consensus to this issue. To take full advantage of the consen-
sus, we will be well served by not focusing on 1980-81. Let's focus
on 1983-84.

In that spirit, I certainly don't contest your comment. Many of
the programs in place in 1980-81 obviously were helpful and
useful. The Summer Institutes were an example of a program that
reached a Sufficiently large fraction of .the teachers in particular
disciplines. That program really did cover the country. It undoubt-
edly helped a lot to make things better than they would have been.
But somehow I think we were all under the illusion that we were
solving the problem when the problem was getting worse.
- In that sense, I think the need for a fresh consensus and fresh
look through a body like the Commission was in order. I take con-
siderable satisfaction in the existence of the new consensus.

Mr. BROWN. Mr: Chairman.
Mr. WALOREN'Mr. Brown.
Mr. BROWN Could I have just another minute or two to explore

another issue?
Mi. WALGREN. Yes.
Mr. BROWN. First., let me concur with the expression you just.

made, Dr. Branscomb. There is no real point in belaboring 1981
and 1982 when we can emerge into a fresh start here.

I want to follow up just briefly on the comment that Mr. Mineta
made which ht referred to the need to take longer range looks at
some of these policy issues and the manpower issue is one. .

There are similar issues. This is; not a new matter for the com-
mittee, as you know. Mr. Mineta will find out fairly quickly the
background of many years that we have spent belaboring this ques-
tion. As you know, the Science Policy Act of 1976 made some effort
to address this through the 'requirement for 7,-year outlook in sci-
ence, and some reiated kinds of policy directions were written into
the act.

I still feel we have a useful structure here, but one that has not
been fully implemented or exploited. A huge part of that responsi-
bility has been laid off on you, Dr. Knapp, in your role as NSF Di-
rector by delegation from the Science Adviser, as I understand it.

Now, I still believe that a good part of our problem here, and it
has been expressed by several members, is the lack of a coherent
policy guidance structure which inherently doesn't seem to come
too well from Presidents or Congress as a whole or individual Mem-
bers of Congress because of the changeable and political nature of
their role.
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There needh to be an institutional commitment' to a certain
amount of long range policy foresight which needsand we need to
strengthen that.

This is one of the fundamental areas where we are not competi-
tive with some of uur friendly neighbors in other countries, and in
which we ought to try and become competitive without adopting
the ebils of their system of tuu much guidance of the free enter-
prise system and so on.

But we do need g.11icy leadership, and we need to have that
-formulated. Now. I would suggest. as I' suggested earlier to Dr.
Branscomb in the field of informatics, or computei and telecommu-
nications, that the question of how we provide overall guidance to
science and teaming) and its role in our society, the interrelation-
ships between it and education, and between industry and universi-
ties, the subject olyotir last report, could perhaps benefit from a high
level examination and the development of a policy posture aimed at
building on what is already in the law, or strengthening it or
modifying it or doing whatever else might be desirable here, instead
of floundering.

I would 11Upe that in some constructive way the Foundation and
the Board would gibe consideration to that. Believe me, we in Con-
gress understand our limitations in terms of creating long-range
forecasts and long-range policy.

We need an institutional structure to do that. We have such con-
fidence in the Foundation and the Board that I think we would
look with a great deal of receptivity on your approaching that prob-
lem in some fashion and working with the Science Adviser.

If it requires the involvement of a group of prestigious nongov-
ernmental people, the Commission is one way to approach that. I
think it would be worthwhile for you to at least give that some
thought. If it turns out that it is a critical problem, and a crisis
develops as a result of it, you know what Congress will do.

We will shove some institutional structure down your throat. It
probably wouldn't be, very good. We will say we have responded to
the crisis.

Really, it is just a shot in the arm, may not have much perma-
nent value to it. Sc, I commend that to your cons: aeration for what
It maybe worth as a possible initiative.

Dr. BRANSCOMB. Mr. Brown, the Board has debated that subject a
great deal in the last year. We have work in place now to carry the
debate further. We are aware we have some limitations, too, but
we don't have a good excuse for not trying to overcome them.

I think the Board has made some progress. The real question is
getting the menu for this meal divided into an appropriate number
of courses so that we don't try to eat the whole menu all at once.

Mr. BROWN. Sure.
Dr. BRANSCOMB. But the Board does owe you a better job than it

has done of showing you how the pieces fit together. That's diffi-
cult. The Board has done a study in the field of university-industry
relations. We sec a lot of dynamics there. We are going to do an-
other in international science.

It's not clear to me yet how we will show you the relationship
between those two issues, for tixample, and of course they also
relate to education and other matters. But I also know that the Di-
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rector has given the same issuehow can we do a better job of
policy analysis on our own a good bit of thought. We will certain-
ly take your advice to heart.

Mr BROWN. In another area, agriculture, which you referred to,
it will be a part of my role as chairman of the appropriate subcom-
mittee there to look at the institutions of agricultural research
during the next 2 years.

What we find in almost any in6titutional framework is a desire
to protect the institution more than to look at the national purpose
for which the institutioo was created.

NFS is not beyond falling into that same trap. It would be unfor-
tunate if it did, because it was creased to serve the highest inter-
ests of the Nation. I think we would all like to see it fulfill that
goal.

Mr. WALGREN. Thank you, Mr. Brown. Well, thank you very
much. We enjoyed it.

Dr. BRANSCOMB. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. KNAPP. Thank you.
Mr. WALGREN. The next witnesses are Jon W. Fuller, the presi-

dent of Great Lakes Colleges Association, and Saul Fenste, presi-
dent of the New Jersey Institute of Technology. I want to apologize
to the witnesses for having extended the conversations with the
people just preceding.

But, as you know, we don't see them that often and it's impor-
tant to try to give all the members a chance to fully develop their
lines of inquiry. We look forward to your testimony. The written
testimony will be made a part of the record. Please summarize or
communicatewith the committee as best as you see fit.

Let's start with Dr. Fuller.

STATEMENTS OF DR. JON W. FULLER. PRESIDENT, GREAT LAKES
COLLEGES ASSOCIATION, AND SAUL FENSTER, PRESIDENT,
NEW JERSEY INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

Dr. FULLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the chance
to appear. I am representing the 12 colleges that make up the
Great Lakes Colleges Association but I want to speak more broadly
about the role of the undergraduate college in science education. I
think it is appropriate that undergraduate education has the spe-
cial focus of a separate witness because, frankly, it has been a ne-
glected part of the continuum of science education in recent years.

These are institutions with a very high productivity of teachee
of science and research scientists. I was pleased that Dr. Knapp, in
his comments this morning, referred to that productivity. I would
like, Mr. Chairman, to provide for the record a recent study that
documents that.

(The information follows:]
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5ACCAEAURIAIE Oglt:ImS OF DOCTORATES
IN fhb

PlITSICAL AND BIOLCGICAL. SCIENCES

The naller iulleees have traditionanv and consistently been highly
productive of students .ho ro un to git their Ph.D. degrees in the sciences.
In the rust recent period for ,.Teich e. have oats, Ar4Juates of the Associated
colleies of the Mistdest 4nd Croat lakes tolleges Association member colleges
continue to receive their Ph.D. degrees in the ph'sleol and biological sciences
at rates of in,rea,e that conpar, facorablv to those of the ten leading
sources of Ph.D. degrees and eight leading technical schools.

Although for the Aost recent period, 1911-80, the average yearly production
X for all'collotts univer*lties in our :study is down slightly from the next
Nrst recent period. 1967-76, all in the grous :show increased productivity
'ikon the base parte'. 1950-59. The ten leading baccalaureate sources of
doitor.ites increased their average wart, output 141.5 per cent and eight leading
technical schools be 5.6 per cent, while the AC3 ollesP6 increased their
productivity by 209.2 per cent had the CECA colleges by 85.9 per cent.

Sourt.esi
e

1459-9 ItAur,s; "Changes in Raccalaar.at Origin, of Doctorates
in the Scienics," Albert S. :,teoart, Anti,ch Collge, January, 1967.

and

Doctorate Frudu,tivn in United States Onsversttits. 1920-1962, Publication
1142, National Acadenerjr Sclintes - National Research Council, 1963,
Appendix 5.

1960-66 Figures; Doctorate Reci-Nints fron Vaitcd States Universitica
1994-1,64, luoliCation i.Se, ..1at2emy of Sciences, Washington,
D.C., 1967, Appendix S.

1067-76 1970 -FY Doctnrater be 11.1ctaloureate institutions
IS 31 Doctoral Ff11ds, 3 Tinl Periods." unpublished statialcs by
the rational At4dcrie of Sciences, Washington, D.C., 1977,

1977-80 figurts: hiccilaureate Orisins of Dnrtnrate Recipients tree VA,
yniversitiv., 1977-1980, Doctorate Records File, National Research
Council, Pflq.
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Baccalaureate
Soarer of
the th.D.

10 Years
1950-59

Ho. of Yearly
Pb.D,s Average

BACCALAUREATE ORIGINS of Dociromrs IN 13IE
PHYSICAL OA 880L00 CAL SCIENCES

ASSOCIATFD COLLEGES OF THE iOTINEST

4 Tun.
117/41580

No. of Y. ST ly

Fh Do. Av. [412.

32 8.0

91 22.8

18 4.5

30 7.5

19 4.8

39 9.8

43 10.8

10 4.8

34 13,5

22 5.5

19 4.45

14 3.5

57 14.3

437 109.3

Ta61... 7 of S

Pere.AC4JV

Increa io Y. al.
A :I T4,0 r
S, 4P I WI

sr

.1'1 cO

I Years

1960466
No. of Yearly .
Eb,D.s Aeerale,

10 Tiers
'967446

No. of Yearly
14c.0hr Averap

Beloit ,

Darteton

Coo

Colorado

Cornell

4,Crineell

Knox

Loh. Forest

Lawrcnct

Vacaloster

Dannouth

Ripon

St, Olaf

TOTAL

32 3.2

SO 5.0

17 1.1

74 2.4

28 2,8

38 3.8

21 2,1

unavailiblc

23 2.3

20 2.0

26 2.6

8 0,8

51 .5.1

338 33.8

41 6,1

14 10.6

14 2.6

27 3.9 .

26 3.7

50 7.1

II 4.6

7 1.0

74 3.4

17 2.4

18 244

2) 3.3

80 11.4

419 62.1

75

215

34

89

60

131

101

33

66

78

50

42

135

1:15

. A.S

.21.5

3.4

8.9

6.0

13.1

10.7

3,3

6.6

7.8

5.0

4.2

. 11..5

111.5

_O

1540.0

104./

II/ 5

71.4

157,9

41..3

tonW411.001e

701.6

173.0

84,6

317.5

180.4

204.21/

If Toro' tnCre4.00 basod on difference between 1911-1984 yearly average.. mows 14e forest COSIPMr and 1.060I5

Averages, Our WWI period Lake Forest figures arc nor available.
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Samtlawfce
SovrA of
11,1-18k

10 Years
1950-59

110. of Yearly
ph.p :1 AVerIre

BACCALAUREATE ORIGINS OF DOCTORATES IN Mt
PNYSICAT. AI& BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

CRFAT LAKES COLLEGES Ass0Eigle

4 Years

1977-1980

No. of Yo411Y
00,1v Overate

Table 3 of S

Percentage
Increase In Yearly
Average Between

1930.39 and 10778980

7 Years
1960-66

No. of Yearly
rh.Ds Avmtat

80Year,
1967-76

Ho. of Yearly
Ph D.) Average

*Mien 17 1.7 23 1.6 83 8.3 29 7.3 129.4

Anttoch 61 6.1 62 8.9 127 12.7 51 12.8 109.8

Denison 31 3.1 20 2.9 60 6.0 39 9.8 216.1

Wren 97 9.1 58 8.3 142 14.2 10 7.3 -22.7

farlhea :1 2.1 33 4.1 140 14.0 34 8.3 304.8

Dope 47 4.1 42 6.0 135 13.5 29 7.3 55.3 Mc
1-1

Kattnatoo a 43 4.) 18 5,4 119 11.9 33 9.5 120.9 ID

ifen/on 19 1.9 26 3.7 66 6.6 23 3.8 205.1

Oberlin 181 18.1 179 25.6 279 21.9 94 23.3 29.8

OSIO setleyan 36 1.6 52 7.4 108 10.8 31 7.8 116.7

1266961% 42 4.2 36 8.0 126 12.6 26 6.3 34.8

Veneto' 64 6.4 67 9.6 173 17.3 66 16.5 157.8

10141 654 65.9 6t8 14.1 1360 156.0 460 122.5 83.9

e
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..

'''..
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,,)
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Dr. FULLER. Despite the fact that these undergraduate institu-
tions have played an important role in producing our scientists and
our teachers of science, despite the fact those 4 years of undergrad-
uate education are a crucial time where students make career
choices to follow these kinds of scientific careers that are so impor
tant, we have not found the kind of attention from the NFS or Na-
tional Science Board that we think is appropriate to this part of
the educational continuum.

As I listened to Dr. Branscomb this morning, I was disappointed
but not surprised that in talking about science edUcation for a
couple of hours he managed to talk about pre-college eduiation and
he managed to talk about gradhate education, and not once did he,
mention undergraduate education.

I think that may reflect the fact that in the National Science
Board membership you will find there is now no one with current,
firsthand experience with undergraduate education and the crucial
role it plays. That may be reflected in the fact it is not visible in
Dr. Branscomb's considerations.

As Dr. Knapp said this morning, the process of science education
is a continuum. And we think that the undergraduate colleges
have an important role to play. They need some kind of support as
part of the Federal effort in supporting science and science educa-
tion.

About a month ago we brought together a number of our best
science faculty members and spent a day with them. I am basing
my testimony really on what they told me in that day's conference
about the kind of help they need to do the job which we have done
in the past and which we need to continue to do.

The first item for them was opportunities for research for under-
graduate, faculty. First of all, that is important to them as scien-
tists, to be able to continue active research. Second, when it is done
by undergraduate faculty, it inevitably involves undergraduate stu-
dents. That is part of the process. That is one reason for the high
productivity of scientists from these institutions. An undergraduate
who gets involved in first line research at that point in his career
has an excitement and taste for science that simply can't be
matched when it comes later, as it always does, as part of the grad-
uate program. We think that is one of the keys.

There is a dorble advantage of research done by a faculty
member at a predominantly undergraduate institution because the
student receives a kind of educational advantage at that level at
the same time the research itself is done.

We find Dr. Knapp seems to understand that, both in conference
with him and in his testimony. We are pleased by that. We have
suggested that some kind of a small setaside may be essential to
assure that the research proposals that come from undergraduate
faculty members have a fair hearing, the setaside serving simply as
a standard that we are getting an appropriate level of attention at

I this level.
It may be that the undergraduate college research support pro-

grams Dr. Knapp is proposing this year will function in those ways,
i a small setaside. The full outline is not clear yet. We would like to
t suggest that we need at least some kind of standard that will say
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undergraduate faculty are not neglected in this reseach funding
process.

Second, our faculty members need regular opportunities for pro-
fessional renewal. In a small college they inevitably teach a broad-
er range pf Courses than in the case of a major university. They
need a 'chance to fill in not only their knowledge of their own area
of specialisation and research, but also the other areas they teach.

There have been some useful programs in the past at the NFS
such as the science faculty fellowships_ We think that something of
that sort is going to be needed. It appears that, again, this new un-
dergraduate college research support program will include some of
those elements. We think the proposed funding level of $3 million
is probably considerably too low given the need there, but we do
appreciate at least a recognition from the Foundation that this is
important. . iThird, our people tell us one of their important needs is instru-
mentation for instruction. The Foundation has appropriately come
up with a very large increase in instrumentation support but it is
all defined as research support. Particularly the predominantly un-
dergraduate college needs a chance to acquire some equipment
which will be used primarily for instruction and will not have a
role in the research of particular faculty members there.

We would'hone you would include that and keep it in mind as
you talk about the total instrumentation program. One kind of
equipment in a category by itself, as you will understand, is com-
puting equipment. One of the problems we have in dealing with
the instrumentation support we can presently get from the NFS for
computing equipment is that its application, particularly with the
undergraduate college, cuts across almost every discipline.

The Foundation tends to receive and judge its proposals in terms
of particular disciplines. We think a different focus is needed when
we talk about computing and support for computing equipment at
the undergraduate level for many disciplines.

Finally, we think there is a need for periodic review at the un-
dergraduate level, as well as the graduate level, in the methods of
teaching science. In particular, I would suggest to you we need to
have some programs that will help us in bridging some of the disci-
plinary boundaries which are cut apart at the Federal level as
much as they are at the university and college level.

When we want to talk about the general issue of technological
Iii.c.racy leading to a population that can cope with the kind of soci-
ety in which we are going to live, that involves not only the knowl-
edge of science but of its applications and its ethical implications
of its implications for the kind of INes we live, implications for our
economy and our political system.

We would suggest that, for example, the National Science Foun-
dation and the National Endowment for the Humanities might be
encouraged to fund some collaborative projects that would deal
with those much broader issues which we think are important in
terms of public understanding of science and the role it is going to
play in our society.

As I said, we are very appreciative that we have in the Director
of the Foundation, finally, someone who dues seem to understand
the role of the undergraduate college and some of its special needs.

1 .2 7
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We would suggest that what is being proposed under the title of
"Undergraduate College Research Support" is certainly appropri-
ate as an initial response to this. We would hope that it might be
more generously funded than the present budget provides.

One particular point about the program is unclear in the materi
alb available from the Foundation so far. Research support given to
undergraduate faculty members should, wherever it is appropri-
ate and it usually is, if not in every discipline, in a great many of
thembe carried out on the undergraduate campus and not re-
quire the faculty member to go to some other laboratory where the
students can't go along. There is an important benefit to having
the students invoked as muckas possible in that faculty member's
research.

We have appreciated the support that this committee has given
to science education generally and an understanding on the part of
this committee over the years that the undergraduate phase of the
science education continuum was important. We have regretted
that we haven't had the kind of responsiveness in the National Sci-
ence Board and the National Science Foundation that we think is
appropriate. I admit I am concerned that Dr. Knapp may find him-
self feeling a little lonely with his special concern for undergrad-
uate colleges as he deals with the other people in his agency. We
hope the mrnmittee will continue to monitor his success and find
ways to support his efforts there.

There,is one oiler program that I would like to make a quick
comment about. It is not likely to be a direct help to most of the
colleges I represent but it is important in terms of our concern
about the status of science education generally, and that is the pre-
college teacher improvement in science and mathematics, the
summer workshops. We are sorry to see that there seems to be
softie concern on the Senate side about the proposal for the fiscal
year 1983 funding for this. We hope that can be resolved because
we think it is very important that the National Science Foundation
have a central role in addressing the problems of precollege science
education.

Science education requires the active involvement of scientists,
and the Department of Education can't provide that They can ad-
minister formula grants and work with the State agencies, but
when you are going to talk about the content of those institutes
and when you are going to talk about deciding which are the best
among the proposals, you need the expertise that comes from the
National Science Fi...indation. You are not going to find comparable
expertise in the Department of Education. So we would urge you to
insist, as I understand you already have, that the NSF have an
active role in that phase of the science education effort.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before this committee and
when Dr. Fenster is finished I will be happy to respond to ques-
tions.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Fuller follows:]

IC,
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PittrAltno SrAt isti.NT init .lure Fl 14,1t, Pitiiiit.tvi, ORLAT LAIMS C01.1.10Ams
AssocIATioN

11r. Chairman:

1 am pleased to have been invited to appear before this committee as you consider

the fiscal year 1989 authorization for the National Science Foundation. In appearing

here today. I am representing the twelse undergraduate liberal arts colleges which are

members of the Great Lakes Colleges Association. These institutions are proud of

their past record and their continuing role .a producing research scientists and teachers

of science for our nation. The contributions of these institutions in terms of the high

quality of their graduates may be even more important than their demonstrated

pryductisity in nuribers. At the undergraduate lesci the apprentice.nentor re-

lation.hip. which i, the be,t hay for young scientists to learn about science.

1, no..t likelk to .h.cur at the undergraduate college. The education of Sc len.

List, in liberal arts colleges is further enhanced as they learn their science

sithin the context of the broader range of the liberal arts.

...

It is extremely important that the process of science education and of the education

of scientists be seen us continuous. The undergraduate years represent a emend phase

in that process, when qualified students consider and choose careers in science. In the

federal inaicerns admit scientific literacy fur our popalotion, and about the production

of trained scientific munh-mer. thc rota of quality undergraduate colleges needs to be

kept clearly in mold and to be supported in direct and appropriate ways. What kinds

of support do Niche colleges need in order to continue their important role in the

education of scientists?

Those colleges are bePauw, Ear them, and Wabash in Indiana, Albion, Hope and
Kalamazoo in Michigan, and Antioch, Denison, Kenyon, Oberlin, Ohio Westoyan, and
The Colima of Wooster in Ohio.

5..
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7
they need. tirg, oupurtunibm for research by fuculty members at these colleges. The

faculty members at quality undergraduate colleges can and do carry on research of the

highest quality, and their continued vitality as researchers is directly connected to their

ell ecti yentas as teaeiiers of science. We believe that research by these faculty members

should be..supporled through a small set-aside in the general- WSE budget. yrtudely,_

there has wen a perception on the part of many fine scientists leaching at undergraduate

coaegai,that there has been some prejudice sa.the review of their research proposals

at the Nokia:ea Science Foundation. Most of NSF's dealings are, quite appropriately,

with the major research universities. Those who review proposals do not always seem

to understand that hip-quality research can be and is done by faculty at colleges where

the major emphasis IS on teaching. Indeed, it is carried on as an extension of teach*,

involving the must promising undergrat-entes, and this is one of the reasons that the
0'

support of research by faculty at imdergraduate teaching colleges has a double value:

the quality of the research itsqU, and the contribution it makes to the education of

some of our best future scientists. While we would continue to insist that only the

oat proposals for research be supported, we believe that a small set aside would provide

an appropriate standard to be sure that proposals from undergraduate institutions are

not neglected.

Secondly, faculty at predominantly teaching institutions need periodic opportunities for

professional renewal. They need to work with and consult with scientists at larger

laboratories, as a supplement to the research activity which they can carry on on their

own campuses. Faculty at undergraduate colleges are called upon to teach a broader

range of courses than are colleagues at larger and more specialited institutions, and

they have some speeial needs in keeping up with a wider field of knowledge. The

Science Faculty Fellowships of the past fulfilitid this need by providing undergraduate

faculty support to spend time in industrial or academic research settings. The Small

L
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College Fueulty Opportundi program, which NSF propos,A to absorb in the new

Undergratitiatc. College Rmearch Support Program, also meets a part of this aced.
i

Third. thee,. are importaiit instruinentativn needs fur both research and instruction.

Some equipment is is the natural course of things acquired iailiaily for research purposes

and then used for instructiim. But there is 460 a (toad is maal, Gents for state- of -the-

art equipment which will be used primarily for instructioa. That need is (tot now isciag

adequately met from any source.

In providing federal assistance in the purchase of larger scale end expensive equipment

fur use in instruction, it may be useful to require the institutionio share sigaiticaatly

IA the eel! of that equipment. Total ace& in scientific instruetioa are great, and

sonic form of rationing for scarce resources is required. When the institution bears a

significant imirt of the cost, this insures that the equipment will be placed where it is

going to be used.

There is on6 type of scientific equipment which is clearly in a category to itself, and

that is computing equipment. It differs both IA its scale and the very broad applications

through Jut the work of a college or university. it is important that support for the

acqw,;ition of coupling equipment not be penalized precisely because it is so broaoiy

useful across the range of discipliaes. Where such support is organized primarily by

individual disciplines, this can be the case. There is a need fur some support categories

that wilt respond to major equipment needs, particularly in computing, which cut

across most disciplines.

Finally, there is a aced for the Periodic review and improvement of science instruction.

The National ienee Foundation. in the past, has provided useful bupPort for this aced

4
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to keep eUrricui. current with the ever-changing state of scientific knowledge. -two

improvement on every level of science education is a high priority now.

As undeKradiaitu liberal arts eolleges, we are particularly aware that there are important

commune pruiects which are euiiipienitioiVe, bridging tkt sciences, the socii sciences
."
arid the humanities. liw divistines of responsibility sn the federal government.hnder..

appropriate assistance to colleges and universities with valuable projects which cross

disciplinary lines. it would be very desirable to nave an encouragement of regular

NSI -NEIL collaborative in projects of nigh quality which do bridge disciplines. This as

particularly applicable in our concerns about general technological literacy. Such

programs contribute not only to the training f manpower fur .,creme and technical

romionents for our society, but also to the transmittal of the broad understanding

o' ,crane which IN smreasingly weeded for affective democratic government in

t.6nt,14.1, a Jpe.

ere how: appreciated Director knapp's recognition of the important role of undergraduate

colleges. As he put it in this year's NSF bOget summarys "Another crucial part of

the link in the educational base which provides the Nation's future engineers and

scientists is the small, predominantly undergraduate college. A significant proportion

of those awarded the PhD in science, mathematics and engineering receive their

baccalaureate at these institutions." He goes on to note that "at is important that

faculty M these institutions receive support and encouragement for maintaining their

research capabilities." kor this purpose, the National Science Foundation is proposing

this year to spend three million dollars on a new program under the title "Undergraduate

e-ollcgc lb:search Support." We would suggest first that it be very clear that research

supported under this program shall, whenever appropriate, as it very often iss be carried

Wit on the widerg- adaate campus. In some eases undergraduate faculty may need the

resources of a larger laboratory id d major research university or independent laboratory.

k
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Nut *lam. vl.i the I. o /It 4 h VAR IAe carried out AM UM undergradukte campus, there is

the iteubie advantage of inure sustained involvement Ly the faculty member doing the
. .

rewelet aro also ti., vet y important involvement of the best undergraduate students

in comsting with that research.. .
r

I /
/

be would also suggest that anti...ugh there seems to be no line stem for thus effort,

there dues need to tie specsthv statutory language directing this effort end%ientifying
i

its ievi .4 support. We ireatly appreciate Dr. linatip's understanding of the importance

of undergraduate institutions. But we are painfully aware that this ls a rather new

him from the hataottel Scii.net. Foundation. Despite the clear language of the statue

Mach created the :".,teidettett, and .14mp.te the persistent urging of this committee and

ether parts of the (,ongress, the plain feet is that the National Science Foundation has

given cleat) nutia.tioett. .uppori to ta.., mpunsttnlitics for science education and for

the education of scientists for the future.

ors are 41.1..) aware that there is nu sharp distinction to be made between research and

education his the scitinets. they 3,appe-t each other, and often go on simultaneously.

. lint we bstiewe dial direct statutory language is needed to remind the National Science

foundation Wu. its Wu...Awn responsibilities are important and need to have explicit

support.

Oc would like to emollient on one other element of the NSF budget which has been

pruposed by the Adnumstration. that is the intention to. fond Pre-College Teacher

iatprovetnent at Science and Matlieuiali, carried out through in-service teacher

institutes, at a level of 19 million dollars. In addressing the issues of education in

science and mathematics at the elementary and ,Lcusiiltiry level, which 1 realizc has

been a special concern of this tansiaiittee- this year, we would einphasice both the
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4tairataiity and the neerviity fur the direct involvement of the National Science

Foundation in teacher training and curriculum .1evelopment for the eleiFientery and

4ceotidary aehoola. Our needs in science education are not only needs in terms of

number. but alai, in term: of the quality of education. Quality science education

requirm the direct involvement of acialitiata. We believe it is most appropriate that

uw Jew ni the specialized training of teachers for their responsibilities in teaching

science should come at the federal level from the National Science Foundation.

We appreciate till, opportunity to appear before the Committee and to offer these

particular view, from the perspective of the quality undergraduate college.

ah.o, '
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Mr. WAWIWN. Thank you very much, Dr. Fuller. That was a
very comprehensive presentation..

Dr. Fenster. N
Dr. FENSTER. Thank you very much. I will try to be brief and

giye you . abbreviated version of my full testimony which you
.have.

I am delighted to have this opportunity to appear before the com-
initteeiand to testify on the fiscal 1984 NSF authorization and bill

( today,,. giving particular emphasis to bcie m e and engineering educa-
--tioel re resent 354 member institutions of the American Associ-

t*tion of Colleges and Universities, and I am currently vice
chairman o its Committee oft Science and. Teghnol n, '

I am also speaking on behalf of the 20 associations who partici--
rioted in the development of the higher education agenda on sci-
ence, mathematics, and technology education. The committee is, of
course, well aware of the current national cris in science, math-
ematics, and technology education.

During the course of your recent hearing on H.R. 1310, testimony
was introduced that pointed to the decay in our scientific educa-
tional system. There was documentation of declines in student
achievement IA rnathematip and sciences, documentation of a seri-
ous shortage of qualified mathematics and science teachers, docu-
mentation of a vacancy in faculty positions and university engi-
neering departments of about 2,000. We have a vacancy factor of
about 10 percent in ourengineering faculty at NJIT, which corre-
sponds to that national figure. Documentation of the obsolescence
of much of the instrumentation and equipment used in college and
university laboratories.

Since 1972 there has been a 54-percent decline in the number of
Ph. D.'s awarded in engineering yearly to U.S. nationals. Here I
might add that in our own experience where we have supplement-
ed institutional fellowship support and fellowship support obtained
through corporate fundraising, we have been able to significantly
improve the percentage of U.S. nationals enrolled in full-time grad-.
uate studies. -

Although there is now genei.al agreement on the dimensions of
the problem, there is no consensus on the solution. Constructive ac-

(tams at the institutional, local. State, and national% levels are neces-
sary to forestall a further deterioration. The NSF' support of sci-
ence and engineering education has been crucial to my institution.

- Currently NJIT has a large and successful center for precollege
programs.

Here I might interject wtspoko of the continuum. I think earlier
e e was a discussion of tb' continuum. At my institution there
y be at least some elements of uniqueness in that the contin-

uurii ranges from a precollege program which starts at grade 7
through the doctoral programs through postdoctoral continuing
professional education programs. So I think that while we are very,
very heavily involved in undergraduate education, which repre- .
sents over three-quarters of our enrollment, we are very sensitive
of the needs of the continuum and having strength and vigor in
each aspect of the continuum.

The aim of our precollege programs at NJIT is to provide disad-
vantaged students, many of them from minority groups, with the
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technicld skills necessary to pursue careers in the scienLe and en.
gineering. It is kt %et) demanding program, but over 90 pitteent of
our participants successfully complete and go on to college It is not
a recruiting program 'for NJITalthough we are very delighted
that many of these students, in fact, enroll as undergraduates at
NJITbut it is a recruiting program for science and technology, if
you will. '

If I may, Mr. Chairman, I would like' to introduce a report of the
Center for Precollege ProgrmI0 Litt the New Jersey Institute of
Technology which details the various programs under the Center
and the distribution of students enrolled' in them.

[The report follows:)

e

\

.
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A MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN OF THE ADVISORY BOARD
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A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT OF WIT
Main of urday s ;wag people are unwisely

curious Mirth. hots technology relates to then
daily Mrs sestaimagand nurturing that interest
and channeling et into a per in which
they see tht-mselt et as creator proft-woonals
rather than sihsers erstil a passing stint 0 quilt
mother matter

New Jersey Institute of lechnologs has lung
been at the forefront of the nation s onstitutioas
reaching out to these younguers. An array of
ocampus programs promote an anderstandmg
of tetlinotogy Precollege students at MEI deal

ills a range of problem solving act it mes net
study the wham complex the problems of air
and water pollution and the °serail problem
al cowman's-mat degradation They propose
approaches far Improving traffic patterns,
creating parks and playgrounds, and generally
improving the quality of urban Ide

Although NJITs Pre-College Programs differ
from one another. they du share a number of
ohtectites Academic remforeentera in
mathematics and science is built into each
program comm 'nucleons skills are enqthasised
as necessary to all ends-news And the relation-
ship of technology to the people It serves Is
stressed Field irips and workshops expose
partretpants to what often is their lint glimpse
of the working world of professumals Career
counseling and an introduction to a college
atmosphere add to their growth as 010 prepare
to make important personal decisions .
affect their Allure

Vie 41 Neu/Jersey Institute of rethriology are
concerned that there is a limited presence of
Blacks. !topsides and women in engineering
and other rechnological prafesvore. Special
efforts are made to attract auri.riers and
women to the pre college programs. efforts that

t have been highly successful

142

If; Jet eloping skills and stimulating students
to test dice interest in $01MCC. MIT is ketiltpla
14+ nut l ite grow tag need for engineers and
technologists

%%bar must of the Institutes patgrams ate
thrccod to diadems who demonstrate a good
tecord of achietement in mathematics and
se. ec act, not all parthipants elect to pursue
(arc ars in techrialogital or managerial fields
I however. pen the impact of technology on
society, all pm from the experience whateser
the future educational or career direction

Programs offered through the Center for
Pre College Programs are possible because of
act effectot pannership Federal agencies sue h

as dir National Science Ptiundanori and the
Itepartmeat of Education encourage and
AIPPorf some programs Private pinlanduvipu
orgwniations and the corporate sector
represent the most important sources of
assistance Nets Jersey Institute of Technology
for its pan, protides physical resource and
personnel. Such a partnership is critical to the
maintenance of pre college programming
As a anise/sm. MIT must meet its primary
mission elements of InStenCtiOn and research.
allocating its hooted financial aenniaCts toward
that end

It is a goal of the Center for Pre-( (dirge
Programs to des clop comprehensive sequential
offerings for students from sew:telt through
twelfth grades The tithe of such a program
to mills ideal students, and to Noway.
vomit-ay.) all of us to pursue the realisation
of that goal with %Igor
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CENTER FOR PRE-CO
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PROGRAM DIRECTORS
Upward Bound
Mr %%Alum I revoun [arcane

College Bound
11 VIllt Vt night, '.. Ill
1I isn't %la! t11(11 last 'WI II..
Mr. Idiom 1.44., t entail II

University flip Integrated
Calculus /Physics

Dr %I dli.ant S in

Liman l'ugineering
Dr tiou.od Kimmel
Dr Mould 111411,(11111.18

MilliCourses: Urban Engineering
Dr IIJAPItl I/CUtK Immo
Dr ilouArd Munroe!

elsoctAigh_SchooLLaboratory Course
Dr Um Ard Kimmel
Weil Iron Lindstrom

Energy /Environment for Secondary
School 'feathers

Dr linuard Kimmel

Project SEED
Dr kiwi.' lin,/. lit
Dr %Moir tad Ethyl's;

Chemical Industry Minority Engineering
program (ChIME)

Dr St-souls.' P I Inntion.
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COLLEGE BOUND PROGRAM' it AND
CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL

- ,,
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'47. *Sege Simla Program la a imperative prOw41.0,SineW
.,04kioic year b New jersey lostirale etre:do:dog Ind,-04recatSisk,

;:0:pr*Higit School sedans are provided wiikeogendenippon;iutot(tiit:yif.5.3"1,
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.1,1inilenne Served: Newark . t r,S

Ovindser of Students Enrolled: ApplotattolelY 30

avariernia Itsrplassist English,Mathennties, *dine:et

Distilsdive Charseteristies qtf Program: College:SOOltativeitaalt col
preparatory project forthe students Invoked. Tutoring is offered On!
and visits to college and career emoting are anangW brletllors.;

Sponsor: The Florence an lobo Schuneto foundation
. _

Time Triune: Central High's school year.
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INTEGRATEDALCULUS PHYSICS COURSE AT WIT
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NJIT SCIENCE HIGH SCHOOL LABORATORY COURSE
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UPWARD BOUND PROJECT
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JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL INTRODUCTION
TO URBAN ENGINEERING

The objective of Introduction to Urban Raghteerists pros= Is to
Introduce students to the excitement of science and engineering, with Ma's's
Into the role of engineers and scientists AS problem SeiVetth Emphasis b placed
on developing tech:tnics to solve urban problems. Guidance ensures chat
Students me aware of requisite science and mathematics cosines necessary to
molly for admission to college

DATA

AndIesice Served: largely Novak and Eau Orange

Rfunahte of Students Etizolleth 87
Acnd.entIe Emphasis: Lhan Manning. TraroportatIon Engineering;
Rtmlir' mental Science and Energy-

Cbstotteristles of PODIMMI The Rtoffthth itthludth sprciat
Projects on winch the students work as groups, They became urban pbAkters for,

grotipmexted community in which they identifyand ellitilitstorsebthtgiitoblems
related to uthan hying, transportation systems arid the general envinitunerth-

Sponsors: National Science foundation, Exxon Research &15evetopinent.MOIM.
Research & Devo /meat. Public Service Electric & Gal Ca. ?Medial, ea:
labs, ficiViertey OWL lloffmanwla Roche. .

e Warne: Three week 'warner sexton
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RESEARCH APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAM
FOR MINORITY HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
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ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY
FOR SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHERS
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ChIME WORKSHOP FOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
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ENERGY EDUCATION WORKSHOPS
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ENERGY CONVOCATION FOR
GIFTED ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CHILDREN
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1980-81 PRE-COLLEGE PROGRAMS
PROGRAM AUDIENCE

College Round w Central llS
Newark.,

Integrated (alcuko
Physics Course .

University 11$
Newark

science fish khool
Ltboratory Course

0 Science
Newark

Pwiect SBA) Newark, Hillside
CA. km Prisons & Plainfield

Upwart}Bound Project Newark I High
Schools

Junior high school Newark & Regional
Introduction to riban NJ & NY Junior
hngu High Schools

(Senior) High School
'than Eogeneenng

Newark & Regional
NJ trr NY.
High Schools

14h:search Apprenticeships. Newark, Plainfield
for Motonty f 1 s Students

12
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TIM MAME SPONSORS

7September June Florence & John
Schumann Foundation

September June Mobil Research & Develop-
ment. Burroughs Corporation

September June Visecglia Foundation
Non.

10 weeks American Chemical Society
Sununu Session NJIT

September June
Six Week
Summer Session

Department of Health.
Education & Welfare

lime Week
Sunimer Session

National Science Foundation
Exxon. Bell Laboratories.
The Prudential Foundation.
Mobil R&D, HoffmannLa Roche

Six Week
Summer Session

National Science Foundation
Exxon. The Prudential
Foundation. Mobil R&D
Public Service Electric & Gas Co.
IloRmarinLI Roche

Calendar Year National Science Foundation

25
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1980-81 PRE-COLLEGE PROGRAMS
PROGRAM , AUDIENCE

%Murata,. Stun ( num.,

Energi. & Etuironniental
're( hnology for sctunilarr
St loottl leathers

wompi. OPS

Newark & Regional
NJ & N lf
Hugh School.,
late &sok
Ilcigen. rioon.
Morris Monmouth.
Middlesex. Passaic &
bonierset (:ount)
School Districts

( heroical Industrie Mmorily
laigineering Program
Vtorkgoup for nigh School
Student.

Energy idutatton

N.

t

f nem. ( omotAtion ror
(Wird I leitienton
S4.1mol Madan.

.

...

1 61

Newark. Bayonne.
Old Budge. Plain.
field. Elizabeth.
linden Upper
Montclair. South
Amboy, Orange

Newark
frvinpJon --

I Ludson ( Atonic
!minx,' Disitici, '

.1.
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PRE-COLLEGE PROGRAMS
AVERAGE PARTICIPATION STATISTICS

NAME OF PROGRAM!

( ollege Ikrund Program

Imegrred Physics,
( ali.uhrs Course

same 110 school
Lihoratory ( mew

Protect SEED
( aialyst Prot/nun

1 pward Round Prolix(

Junior 11Si Introduttion io
t than Enjoi:cool(

High School (Phan Engineering

Research Apprenticeship for
Shammy II S Students

\ittinhy Iins ( nom-.
Energy & Entironmental

let tintrIog) for SLIMIldif1
411001 'leathers

ENROLLED

51

.22

11

$

50

81

5

IOU

50

final -04

(iltrs1110 I Al.

16 0
N.

1

NAME OF WORKSHOPI
CAME Workshop for

11S Siudents

Energy Education

Energy Convocation for Gifted
FIinentary School Children

ENROLLED

23

145

60

Total 228

COSTIINUING EDUCATION COURSES

16 Options - one day programs 150
on varlet) of topics

i

i

local 150

I
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Ibr ( enter for Pee l,ultege Programs grate(till) Ably% ledgt the A.Y.I.t.intc of sponsors And
those tnenib of Nev. Jersey ananute id Tel h00108) Sikts%t cooperation has 4. ontrtbuted to the
success of recent Plogratn

PROGRAM SPONSORS

Marra Att (,henticAl Society
lddl 1.thoratortes
Elurnonitla corporation
( hmiral Industry (AJURCti
I %Non Itcr.citth & llglArerlItg inpu1S
1hr 11orrace & jotut st hum.unt I oinsdatam
I loilinAnn Ia acyclic Inc

Mobil Research & IhNeloptnent (cap
Vox frmty Bell Telephone Company
The Prudential Pouridation
Puhla Sertice Electric & (.as (company
Shelby ( unmet Dacus Foundation
Va tow I ounibuon Inc
Vincent And Anna Vistridu oundatton

FIELD TRIPS/VISITS

AltitAIK ()%1 thiccr NJ
Ilrll laboratonec %turn. 11.11 \
< onsolidAtecl I ilium Nev. York (rN
I. vim I !mkt. N I
I Arltvh Ihclonson I sucerma
I lotinunot la Rothe Milk+ NI

furninkt Atakora! List Ilnensysnit
Nev. ',fah I toicerinc
Procter & <withk Staten Icland N Y
So:cert. Insinuir of Technology
l'renion state ( olleitt
Ca eaten. I lei tilt Springfield NJ

CAREER GUIDANCE SEMINARS

WWI% orporation flit! Cead Partncishup
Ilurrotighs ( orporation As Loewe Ilell relephonr ( rampant
film. on Inc Pendntuf Insurance (u of Anterad
Icon Ittst-Art h and I nicinctring l'ulau %es ac f balm & OA!. ( intipani

In StAtc kegionAl Pluming (commission
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Dr Fis...itit appeatante before this committee today is in

niaiked tontia,t the -Amalie' that confronted us in 1982. The
athineuz.tration's budget tequest 101 etilkittiOn was restrict-
ed to maintaining the status quo for the fellowship programs.
During the course of this past year there has been a growing recog-
nition of the importance of the re% italized Federal role for science
education

trend has been manifested in numerous legislatite propos-
al,. widespread media attention. and congressionally approved in-
creases for science education hunting ai the NSF.

Finally. the fiscal l9!-.1 administration request for science educa-
tioe not only inteeases the funding kwl but also expands the pro-
giain in scope The Committee on Science and Technology is to be
Longratulated on as role during the past year. Earlier this week
the committee approved a majtn legislatite proposal, H.R. 1310,
Emergent) Nlatheinatits and Science Education Act. This bill will
print& assistance fur both precollege and postsecondary education
in,tautions. and is an important first step in restoring the health
of American .4eience education

You art to be applauded for your efforts in this very important
It gi,lation Building upon this initiathe 1 now urge the committee
to take positite steps in appro%ing a fiscal 1984 NSF au-
thorizat al bill. that adequately ieflects the needs of the Nation in
A Wilt r ed Uutt Jou ,and cons;.tent with the critical nature of the
problem.

I would like positittly tt. ment on several aspects of the ad-
ministration's fiscal 199 I buoget request. A $39 million request for

iente and engineering education, including $19 million for gradu-
ate and ti: 0 million for new precollege teacher improve-
nit nt piograms, and $:1 million requested for undergraduate college
itwatch support to encourage imolwment in research by under-
gjaduates t ladled at predominantly undergraduate institutions.

In addition to these education functions of the NSF, there are
propo-411 substantial intre,..ses in the research budget, particularly
in the mathematical and physical sciences and engineering. The
budget also calls for a new program of a Presidential young inves-
tigator's award and a major initiatiw to support research instru-
mentation needs We are supportiw of all these efforts and urge
the Committee to approve these increased programs.

We are doubtful. how( %yr, that the le.els of funding requested by
the administration are adequate in terms of needs. We believe that
funt ng let ls on the order of $130 million, as recommended by
this tuminatee iii 11.11. 1310, are required to permit NSF programs
to achieve their intended impact.

Fin Diet mole, I feel that during these authorization hearings the
tommatve should not lose sight of the NSF, mandate to support
science education programs that are not emergency in nature as
defined in 11 R. Eno NSF must took to the extended dimensions of
the current problems.

Therefore, I urge this °Mina kV to authorize science education
programs at the NSF' that will pro.ide continuity of support for its
mandated educational function. 11 R 1:110 together with a broad-
based authorization fin science education at NSF will serve as an
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important liamilation foi presenting further erosion in our Na-
tion's science education effort

As guidance fur the Committee's efforts to determine actual
needs, I wous.d like the Committee to consider the suggestions con-
tained in "Higher education's Agenda in Mathematics, Science and
Technology Education." A copy of this document, Mr. Chairman, is
attached to my testimony and I request that it be incorporated for
the record.

Higher Education's Agenda represents the cullectice thinking of
all sectors of the higher education community. I would urge the
Committee to consi.ler out t ecommendations fur the following pro-
grams at the NSF. a program providing opportunities for teachers,
young scholars and researchers through expanded graduate fellow-
ships, new traineships and faculty research awards, a program to
upgrade and improve instructional programs at all levels, a pro-
gram to upgrade instructional equipment and its utilization, and a
program to strengthen educational research in science and math-
ematics.

We think that these prograr.s should be an important part of
any expanded NSF role in science education. There should be a
new and expanded program of opportunities for teachers, young
scholar:, and researchers through expanded fellowships, new train-
eeships research incentke awards, and faculty awards for summer
study. These should increase the production of scientists, engineer-
ing faculty, researcher:, and science educators and to upgrade
teaching faculty

There are four programs we Whine should be supported in this
area. An expanded graduate fellowship program, a new traineeship
program in science. technology and mathematics educators, a new
faculty research meentice awards prcuram, and a new program of
faculty award:, fur ...arnmer study. sabbaticals and special research
opportunities.

We propose a new program. also, to improve undergraduate in-
structional prugiams and to decelup school and college materials
for mathematics, science and technology education. Priority areas
within that category would include. The restructuring of subject
matter of science courses to reflect state-of-the-art technology and
changing needs of undergraduates, applying teaching and learning
research concepts to the development of mathematics, science and
technology and instructional materials for school:, and colleges.
These two items would be priorities among the ones listed in the
full testimony.

With respect to a program to upgrade undergraduate instruc-
tional equipment and its utilization, we propose a two-part pro-
gram fur the acquisition and installation of modern instructional
equipment ter use in teaching and training for teachers, and the
sharing of SkiViliN equipment among institutions regionally and be-
tween the academic and business sectors.

We further suggest that a balanced program is needed invoking
all Fetleial agencies that support research and related educational
programs to make the acquisition of equipment and the renovation
of laboratories an allowable component of research proposals.

With respect to precollege teacher training I would like to com-
ment that in the past year:, NSF has conducted highly successful

16j
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institutes that plot.ided Sek.unddry school teachers with indepth sci-
entific knowledge Tlise institutes have positively impacted on
many thousands of teachers and, in turn, upon their students.
Fiscal 1983 NSF Appropriations Act requires that an activity at
the precollege level, primarily aimed at mathematics and science
teaher training in the secondary schools be established. The out-
i.unie of this plan is still somewhat uncertain, but 1 do want to ac-
knowledge in a very positive way the role that the NSF has played
in the past and will continue to play in fiscal 1983 in precollege
teacher training programs.

This committee recently called for the establishment of summer
institutes and workshops fur precollege teachers to be supported by
both the Department of Education and the NSF. We regard this
duals' support system as a positive step forward.

With respect to a program to strengthen educational research in
science and mathematics, the NSF, in consultation with the Na-
tional Institute of Education and the cognitive, engineering, and in-
formation science programs in the research directorates, should be
authorized to conduct research and development activities in the
'irllowing areas. Cognitive science applied to math and science
warning, instructional uses of computers and other information
technology, and the increased understanding of higher order aca-
demic skills related to future learning and work.

The program support should focus on the use of research and de-
velopment fur improvement of school and college instruction in
math, science, and technology.

I would like to address a couple of other items briefly, Mr. Chair.
man. There has been some discussion with respect to the matching
funds component. Many State initiatives now provide for matching
funds from non-State resources and in the Federal area, matching
funds fur non-Federal resources. I would say that on the basis of
our institutional experience this is a fine principle, articulating the
private and public sectors.

I should say we as an institution have benefited from this princi-
ple of matching funds but there nevertheless is a caution that
ought to be advanced. Some institutions with respect to matching
are placed at a distinct disadvantage in their competition for the
matching funds. For example, some institutions may suffer a geo-
graphic disadvantage. They may not be in _proximity of corpora-
tions or private sources of matching funds. Some institutions may
be= too small to mount any significant fund raising or development
effort.

With respect to the possibility of an institution raising funds
from nonpublic sources, clearly an independent institution may
enjoy an advantage inasmuch as mot of its funds would be non-
public funds.

With respect to the issue of those institutions better known than
others, the prestigious institution may be at a distinct advantage in
obtaining matching funds.

Finally, and I suppc 4 this is a comment very specific to my in-
stitution and other institutions which are perhaps midway through
a fund-raising campaign or which have completed a fundraising
campaign, they may be at a disadvantage with respect to timing in

7 any ability to match inasmuch as they have to go back to the very ,
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same corporatiums and foundations which may have supported a
past effort, go back to them again with the likely response that
they will have to wait for their turn which may be several years
down the road. They may, in fact, lose an opportunity to obtain
matching funds whether it would be on a State matching fund
basis or a Federal matching fund basis.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Fenster follows:]

...

.1
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Statement by

Saul K. Fenster

President

New Jersey Institute of Technology
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The Fiscal Year 1984 National Science Foundation.

Budget Authorizations

on Behalf of

American Association of State Colleges and Univers.ties
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American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education
American Association of Commun-ty and Junior Colleges
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National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges

State University of New York
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My name is/Saul Fenster and I am President of The New Jersey In-

stitute of.Technology in Newark, Hew Jersey, a position I have held for

th last five years. Prior to assuming the Presidency of New%Jersey

institute of Technology I wag Chairman of the Department of Metnical

Engineering, Associate Dean of Engineering and Provost at Farleigh

'Dickinson University. I received a 8ME from City University of Hew

York, an HS from Columbia University, and a Ph.D. from the University of

Michigan. I am a membe. of the American Association for the Advancement

of Science, American Society for Mechanical Engineering and American

Society for Engineering Education.

I am pleased to have the opportunity to once again appear before

this Committee to testify on the FY 1984 National Science Foundation

Authorization Bill, with particular emphasis on science and engineering

education.

I represent 354 membe. institutions of the American Association of

State Colleges and Universities and am currently Vice Chairman of its

Committee on Science and Technology. I am also speaking on behalf of

the 20 associations who participated in the development of "Higher

Education's Agenda in Science, Mathematics and Technology Education."

te)
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With a combined enrollment of close to 2 1/2 million students,

the 354 state colleges and universities of AASCU Gnroll one out of five Gf

all baccalaureates degree students in the country. Our institutions

Play a major role in our nation's science effort. tiny students who

ultimately pursue advanced degrees in scientific and technical fields

receive their basic undergraduate training at our instituziacs. A large

PorOon of the nation's future elementary and secondary school scieoce

and mathematics teachers are educated at AASCO colleges and universities

Mese teachers must be able to commuricate the knowledge and skills that

will enable our Youth to live in an in:reasingly comeix and technology-
.

dependent society...14ASCU institutions award cline to one-fifth of the

0.5. degrees in engineering annually and over one-tnird of the B.S. de-

greees in computer and information sciences.

Current Crisis in Science Education

This committee is well aware of the current national crisis in

science, mathematics and technology education. During the course of

your recent hearing on H.R. 1310, testimony was introduced that pointed

to the decay in our scientific educational system:.

o documented declines in student achievement in mathematics
o

and stiedces. Average science and matheuatics scores on

standardized college entrance tests have been dropping

steadily for 20 years.

o a serious shortage of qualified mathematics and science

teachers. During the 1970's the number of secondary

1 7 j
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school mathematic teachers being trained declined 77 per-

cent; science teachers being trained declined 65 Percent.

Some 50 percent of n.. 1y employed teachers nationwide are

currently uncertified and unqualified to teach mathematics

and science This situation is exacerbated by the rapid

departure of trained classroom teachers for better paying

jobs in industry;

o at least 2,000 vacant faculty positions in university en-

gineering departments. These vacancies have resulted in

enrollment limits which, in turn, impede the training of

adequate number ofB.S. engineers;

o the obsolescence of much of the instrumentation and equip-

ment used in college and university laboratories has been

well documented;

o tens of thousands of technician openings are going begging

even as the national rate of unemploymir approaches 11

percent. The Congressional Budget Office projects that new

technologies will make three million mare Jobs obsolete by the

end of this century;

o secondary students are taking fewer courses in math and

science than in years past, and fewer courses are being

offered. Half of all U.S. high school students take no mathe-

matics after(ne tenth grade, while in other industralized

nations, particularly Japan and Germany, increasing emphasis

is being placed on science and mathematics education;
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o since 1972 there has been a 54 percent decline in the

number of P,0,4e-awarded in-engineering yearly to U.S.

nationals, while Ph.O.'s in engineering awarded to foreign

students have more than doubled; and

o Japan, one of our primary competitors in the world market-

place, produces twice as many engineers as we do even

though their population base is half ours. From 1970 to

1977 the number of engineers per 1,000 workers increased

by 48 Percent in Japan and decreased by nine percent in

--the U.S.

There is a bipartisan recognition of this growing crisis. Pre-
_

siderm Reagan, in a message to the 1982 National Academy of Sciences

Convocation on Science and Mathematics in the Schools, declared; The

problems today in elementary and secondary school science mathematics

education are serious -- serious enough to comprise America's future

ability to develop and advance our traditional industrial base to compete

in international market Places." The Special Task Force on Long Term'"':

Economic Policy of the House Democratic Caucus'ob.erved in the report Re

building. the Road to Opportunity: "in the future, a well-educated, well-

trained workforce will be essential to sustained economic growth ... the

future will be won with brainpower... The research we must undertake to

produce new technologies requires talent -- yet we are not graduating

sufficient numbers of scientists, engineers and technicians:"

1 76
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Although there is now general agreement on the dimensions of the

problem, there is no consensus on the solution. Constructive actions

at the institutional, local, state, and national levels are necessary

to forestall a further deterioration.

THE ROLE OF THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

I strongly believe that the National Science Foundation (NSF)

must play a leading role in restoring the health of American science

education.

When the National Science Foundation was established in 1950, it

was authorized and directed to "initiate and support basic scientific

research and programs ... and science education programs at all levels."

The educational mandate of the National Science Foundatic:. !;,.; been an

integral part of our nation's scientific establishment since that time.

We believe that the reasons for the Foundation's charter in science

and engineering education remain as valid today as they did in 1950 and

that adequate funding for science and engineering education must be re-

stored.

The NSF's support of science and engineering education has been

crucial to my institution. Currently 114IT has a large and successful

Center for Pre-College Programs. The aim of these programs is to pro.

vide disadvantaged students -- many of them from minority groups -. with

the technical necessary to pursue careers in the sciences and engineer-

ing. It is a demanding program, but 92 percent of our participants

successfully complete it and go on to college.

177
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The NSF originally funded support for this program and ft served

245 students. With this in operation, we Were able to go to the cor-
AMID

porate and industrial community for additional support. Now the pro-

gram serves 1,006 students. The government seed money stimulated an

investment by private industry that was 2 1/2 times the original federal

support. Raving worked with the private sector to build this program.

I know that the federal support was the crucial atalyst in attracting

.Industrial funds.

FY 1984 NSF BUDGET AUTHORIZATION

My appearance before this Committee today is in harked contrast to

he situation-that confronted me in 1982, The Administration's budget

request for science education was Astricted to maintaining the status

quo for the fellowship programs. During the course of this past year

there has been a growing recognition of thi importance of a revitalized

Federal role for science education, This trend has been manifested in

numerous legislative proposals, widespread media attention and Congressio-

nally approved increases for science education funding at the National

Science Foundation, Finally,.the FY 1984 Administration request for science

education not only indreases the funding level but also expands the pro-

s,gram scope,

The Committee on Science and Technology is to be,congratulated on

its role during the past year. Earlier this week, the Committee approved

a major legislative proposal, H.R. 1310, Emergency Mathematics and Science

. Education Act, This 5425 bill will provide assistance to both Precollege

17
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and postsecondary institutions and I an imoortant first step in re-

storing the health of American science education. Chairman Filqua and

. Aber members of the Committee aYe to be applauded for their ef.

forts in moving this legislation forward early in this Congressional

session and for their spirit Of cooperation in working to resolve their

differences with the Education and Labor Committee.

Building upon this initiative in H.R. 1310, I now urge the Com-

mittee to take similar positive steps in approving a FY 1984 National

Science Foundation Authorization bil, that adequately reflects the needs

of this nation in science education and Is consistent with the critical

nature of the problem.

would like to positively comoent on several aspects of the Ad-.
w.

ministration's FY 1984 budget request:

o $39 million requested for science and engineering educe-

' tior including $19 million for graditte felloiships plus

$20 million for new precollege teacher improvement programs;

o $3 million requested for undergraduate college research

support to encourage involvement in research by undeil

graduates enrolled at predominantly undergraduate in-

stitutions.

In addition, to these education functions the National Science Foundation

proposes substantial incr .es in its research budget, particularly in

the mathematical and physical sciences and engineering. The budget also

calls for a new pr.Lram of Presidential Young Investigators Award and a

major initiative to support research instrumentation needs. We are sup-

4,
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ortive of all these effu,ts and urge the Collimate approves these

increases and programs.

The Administration's request for science education fundir4 fob

FY 1984 request is an important fonndatIon for this Committee to ruild

upon in setting its own budget priorities. we are doubtful. however,

that the levels of funding requested by the Administration are adequate

in terms of actual needs. We believe that funding levels on the order

of $130 million. as recommended by this Committee for ii.R.;1310. are 0e-

quired to permit NSF programs to achieve their intended imPact.

Furthermore. I feel that during these authorization hearings the

Committee should not lose sight of the National Science Foundation's

mandate to suPPert science education programs that are not "emergency"

in nature, as defined in H.R. 1310. These compelling long range needs

bear upon the capability of higher education to ensure the production of

new knowledge and skilled manpower, necessary for ot, lohg range economic

welfare and military security. Clearly, there is a continuum in the

decline of science education capacities. H.R. 1310 treats one aspect of

this continuum but the National Science Founoation must look to the

extended dimensions of the current prnblems. Therefore, I urge this

Committee to authorize science education programs at the National Science

Foundation that will provide continuity of support for its mandated edu-

cational function. 11.R. 1310 together with a broad based authorization

for science mnitation at NSF will serve as an important foundation for

preventing further arosions in our nation's science education efforts.

rfi0
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As guidance for the Committee's efforts to determine actual needs.

I would like toe Committee to consider the suggestions contained in

"Nigher Education's Agenda in Mathematics Science and Technology Educa-

tion." A copy of this document is attached to my testimony and I re-

quest that it be incorporated in the record. Higher Education's Agenda

represents the collective thinking of all sect 's of the higher educa-

tion community. It contains specific programmatic suggestions for federal

support of science education.

I would urge the Committee to consider our recommendations for the

following programs at the flatienal Science Fondationt

o a program providing opportunities for teachers, young

scholars and researchers through expanded graduate

fellowships, new traineeships and faculty research

awards;

o a program to upgrade and improve instructional programs

at all levels;

o a program to upgrade instructional equipment and its

utilization; and

o A program to strengthen educational research in science

and mathematics

we think that tnese Programs should be aft important pert of any eA-

panded National Science Foundation role in science education.
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A program of Opportunities for Teachers, Young Scholars and Researchers
through Expanded liTTowships_, New Trafneeships, Research Incentive Awards.
and faculty Awards for Summer Stud/

he propose the establishment of a series of new and expanded pro-

grams to provide fellowships, traineeships, summer study support, re-
.>

search incentive awards. and tecults renewal awards to increase the pro-

duction of scientists, engineering faculty, researchers and science

educators. and to upgrade teaching faculty.

Four Programs should be 4upported in this area:

(1) An expanded Graduate Fellowship Program. The struc-

ture ltd effectiveness of the NSF Graduate Fellowship

Program, once a prtrater symbol of the nation's sown-

ment to excellence, has diminished steadily over the

years. The NSF fellowship program should be expanded

by increasing the number of,awards and the amount of

the stipend.

A new Traineeship Program for science. technology and

mathematics educators. Trainees would be selected by

participating departments, schools and institutions

from among individuals with demonstrated potential to

excel as science, technology and mathematics educators

at elementary/secondary and undergraduate levels. In,

stitutitUts receiving traineeships would !her education

specialists and faculty from departments oe science,

(2)
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mathematics and technology to create for the trainee

a new or improved quality program for preparing the

next generation of science educators.

(3) A new Young Faculty Research. ncentive Awards Pro-

gram. The challenges facing young faculty who seek

to establish their first research programs are al-

most overwhelming. A program offering stable sup-

port (averaging $50.000 per year per award) to as-

sist them in starting academic research careers would

help to sustain the quail( and flow of individuals

into key fields of science, nathematics, engineering

and technology. This is similar to the Presidential

Young Investigators Award Program proposed by the Ad-

miristration.

(4) A new program of Faculty Awards for summer study.

sabbaticals, and special research opportunities.

This program would Provide awards for summer support

to permit currently employed faculty to take advantage

of upgrading opportunities; and a program for experienced

faculty for six- to twelve-month periods at salary

equivalent to current levels to: (a) permit revitaliza-

tion, and experience w(th new research techniques and

advanced research discoveries for those who have

been isolated from research institutions and

133
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centers for six or more years; and (b) provide for in-

tensive development of teaching techniques and materials

in problem areas. Awards should be provided on a com-

petitive basis to individuals whose institutiqns certify that the

applicant's principal function Is undergraduate t!ach-

ing In a sciencerelated discipline.

mgdphq7AireIrTIstigAProramtoUradeandlmrovittionalProrainsinilathematle,
sc mice an Tec no ogy at eve

Continuing demands are placed on science educators to keep Pace

with evolving technological innovations. Updated instructional materials

are needed to enhance student motivation and to advance the lagging state

of science learning. The need for new instructional materials is par-
)

titularly acute at the undergraduate level for both general students and

engineering majors.

We propose A new Program to improve undergraduate instructional

programs and develop school and college materials for mathemdtics, science

and technology education.

Priority areas include:

(1) restructuring subject matter science courses to re-

flect state-of-the-art technology and the changing

needs of undergraduate;

(2) applying teaching and learning research concepts to

the development of mathematics, science and technology

instructional materials for schools and colleges; and

(3) stimulating collaborative educational institution/in-

dustry efforts in the development of improved Programs

(.14
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for schools and colleges.

A Pro ram to Upgrade Undergraduate Instructional Equipment and its
utiiitat on

The outmoded condition of the instructional equipment in the

nation's colleges and universities is well-documented. The absence

of state-of-the-art equipment and facilities has immediate consequences

in the preparation of today's students. and far-reaching implications

for the nation's ability to remain scientifically and technologically

competitive.

We propose a two-part program'for:

(l) acquisition and installation of modern instructional

equipment for use in teaching and training for teach-

ing; and

(2) sharing science equipment among institutions regionally

and between the academic 80 business sectors.

I We further suggest that a balanced program is needed involving all

federal agencies that support research and related education Programs

to make the acquisition of equipment and renovation of laboratories an

allowable component of research proposals:

A Programs for PrecoliegeTeacher Training

In addition, I would like to comment ea the National Science

Foundation's role in teacher :raining. In Pest years, the National

Science Foundation has conducted highly successful institutes that pro-

vided secondary schools teachers with indepth scientific knowledge. These
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institutes have positively Impacted on many thousands of teacherA and.

in turn, upon their students. The FY 1983 NSF Appropriations Act

(P.1. 97412) requires that an activity at the Precollege level,

primarily aimed at mathematics and science teacher training in the secon-

dary schools be established. The outcome of this plan is still some uncertain

but Ido want to acknowledge in a very positive way the role that the

National Science Foundation has played in the pan, and will continue

to plAy in FY 1963, in precollege teacher training programs.

This Committee recently called for the establishment of sunmer in-

stitutes and workshops for precollege teachers to be supported by both

the Department of Education and the National Science Foundation. We re-

gard this dual support system as a positive step forward.

The National Science Foundation institutes draw upon the highly

technical and scientific knowledge that is necessary to upgrade the

sidaJect matter content of the teacher. As a Federal science agency with

broad ties to academic sciences and engineering, NSF has a unique

responsibility to foster the involvement of professional scientists and

engineers in the improvement of education in the sciences, mathematics

and technology at all levels. This is particularly important because of

the rapid advances of these fields.

However, it is equally important that the teacher know how to

effectively communicate in a classroom setting this newly acquired

scientific knowledge. The Department of Education has a role to play in

4,
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seeing that this communication takes Place. We also feel that the

Department of Education supported institutes will provide an important

link between institutions of higher education and local schools and

Wool districts. We think that this link 4s an essential ingredient

in improving the science and math that is taught in the precollege- class-- -----

room. The establishment of precollege teacher training activities at

both the Department of Edugilon and the National Science Foundation

will help us to reach our goal -. an improved system of precollege math

and science education.

A Program to Strengthen Educational Research in Science and
Mathematics

The National Science Foundation, in consultation with the national

Institute of Education (NIE) and the cognitive, engineering, and infor-

mation science Programs in the research directorates, should be

authorized to conduct research and developient activities in the follow-

ing areas. cognitive science applied to matn and science learning, the

instructional uses of-computers and other information technologies, and

the increased understanding of higher order academic skills related to

future learning and work. Program support should fo:us on the use of

'research and development For improvement of schoorand college instruc-

, Lion in mathematics, science, and technology.

NSF and NIE should work together and draw upon their Particular

strengths. NSF, with the ties to Practicing scientists, engineers and

basic research directorates, will be in a position to work in the areas

of computers and information technologies, and to apply basic research
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in human cognition to learning and instructional program development

activities. HIE has the OSSOCia.i0AS with education policy makers and

practicing educators in schools and colleges, and has the capacity to

merge teacher and learning research with the substantive instructional

areas of mathematics and science.

Both agencies should consult On the development of R & 0 agendas,

ti... selection of peer reviewers (to assure high quality work), and the

dissemtnati4n of R & 0 results.

I appreciate the opportunity You have given me to appear before

this Committee and will be happy to answer any of Your questions.

4r1
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NIGHER EDUCATION'S AGENDA IN
MATHEMATICS. SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION

America's iroductivity, economic welfare and national defense are
threatened by_theg 0111Alrftsls in eur educatiod system. -AwareneSs-of-thiS-----

-1F.5tifemAinifesied itself during the 97th Congress in numerous legislative
proposals. reports of the National Science Board Commission on Precollege
Education in Mathematics, Science and Technology, the proliferation of private
sector Programs, and widespread media attention.

The dimensions of the problem are multifaceted and Permeate our
educational pstem fro-r0e-Precollege level to the community college, the
undergraduate classrooms and the graduate universities. There IS considerable
evidence of the decline of our ecientific educational system;

documented declines in student achievement in mathematics and
sc'ences. Average science and mathematics scores on standardized college
entrance tests have been dropping steadily for 20 years;

a seriousidnortage of qualified mathematics and'science teachers.
During the 1970's tOe number of secondary school 'atheeatics teachers being
.trained declined 77 Percent: science teachers tieing trained deCOined
ASS Percent. Some SO Percent of newly employed teachers nationwide are
currently uncertified and unqualified to to h mathematics and science. This
situation is exacerbated by the rapid dep ture of trained classroom teachers
tor better paying 1obs in industry;

at least 2.000 vacant faculty Positions in university engineering
departments. These vacancies nave resulted In enrollment limits hitch, in
turn, impede tee training of adequate numbers of 8.S. engineers;

the obsolescence of much of the instrumentation and equipment used
in college and university laboratories has been well documented;

tens of thousandS,of technician openings are going begging even as
the national rate of unemployment approaches 11 Percent. The Congressional

3udget Office projects that new technologies will make 3 million more Jobs
obsolete try the end of this century;

Secondary students are taking fewer courses in math and science
von in years Past. and fewer courses are being offered. 4zif of all O.S. nigh
icnoal students taxe no mathematics after tne tenth grade, while in other
inoustriaTized notions. particularly JaPan and Germany, increasing emphasis is
ming placed on SC14000 and matMpiat,cs education;

since 1972 there haS been SA Percent decline in tne number of
on,j,.'s awarded in engineering /early to U.S. nationais. wnile Ph.D.'s in env-
neer,44 warded to foreign students nave more than doubled; and.

...van, ore of our primary competitors in the world.marketPlace.
:rocuces twice as many engineers as we do even though their Population base 's
nz:f Nor's. From :970 1977 tne number of engineers Per 1.000 workers

ircrez,es pi 4e percent in JaPan and decreased bY9,PerCent In the U.S.

18J
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-here is bipartisan regnition of this growing crisis. president
Reagan, ih 1 message to tne led2 national Academy of Sciences Convocation on
Science :1113 Mathematics in the Scnools, declared: "The problems today in
e lemental./ and secondary school scfenca and mathematics education are serious

seious enough to compromise America's future ability to develop and advance
Air traditional industrial base to compete in international marketplaces.* The

e secial test Forte on Long term Economic Policy of the nouse Democratic Caucus
)Dserveo in its report Rebuilding the Road to Opportunity: 'in tne future, a
well-educated, well-trained oorkforce will be essential to sustained economic
growth . . . the future will be won with bramPower . . . The research we must

Adertake to produce new technologies requires talent yet we are not
graduating sufficient numbers of scientists, engineers and technicians."

the federal Rote

Altnougn tnere now general agreement on the dimensions of the
problem, there is no :.onsensus on tue solution. The higher education community
views tne current crisis with alarm. Constructive actions at the institu-
tional, local, state, and national levels are necessary to forestall a further
deterioration.

we believe the fedsital government must play a central role In
providing leadership and support for a wartc,V of initiatives outlined in the
tppoeing pages. Sustained federal investmeht is required because the problems
are.nitionalin scope and because failure to resolve them would have grave
implications for our national well-being and defense capability. These
investments will maximize the return on scarce federal resources, encourage
'noel and individual initiatives, minimize federal control of these efforts,
and provide incentives for collaboration among all sectors.

America's postsecondary institutions -- two-year, four-year, and
graduate all nave a major role to play in restoring our economic health and
bolstering our national defense. Their resources should be directed to the
most critical problems that beset the science education system so that adequate
numbers of qualified mathematics and science school teachers will be trained;
education for technology and science-related careers will be providedt.the
proper research environment, experience and coos to train the next generation
if scientists, engineers and researchers will be encouraged; and research to
improve instruction and tne educational uses of information technology will be
supported. 'inn such steps student' will be sufficiently science-literate to
live'in an increasingly technological world.01 have tne opportunity to prepare -

Nr careers in the sciences, dna emsloyed t. . s, engineers. ----------------
scientists and researchers will nave opportunities to upgrade their skills.

Thus we urge the 98th Congress to enact major legislation that will
enaole colleges and universities to further fulfill their mission as a vital
torte in solving the current science, mathematics, and technology education

The higher education community recognizes tne interrelationship among
levels of education in resolving the crisis and supports the efforts of the

percullegt sector to solve their own unique and compelling problems. However,
tn). paper ntellots ,n) /,to address the Crisis from the perspectives of higher
educati)0,
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;proposed Federal Prolram'

The higher education community collectively listed at'ihe end of
this paper -- supports the establishment of five new programs to be adminis-
tered by the Department of Education and the National Science roundation.
rinse programs represent the top priorities of the higher education commuimy
regarding science, mathematics and technology education. Each is an essential
Component of the total effort needed in this area.

proposeFor Che0e0a0tmeiitof Education, we propose two programs: a

S200 million program for teacher training initiatives to improve science,
mathematics and technology education, and a S25 million program to strengthen
educational research in titbse areas.

For tne National Science Foundation, we propose three programs: a

5100 million program oroviding opportunities for teachers, young scholars and
researchers through expanded graduate fellowships, new tra4neeships and faculty
research awards, a SSO million program to upgrade and improve instructional

.

programs on all levels, and a 5200 million program to upgrade instructional
equipment and its utilization.

The total S575 million doalar federal investment propos( provides a
significant number and variety of new awards to individuals,sclu sOind
colleges. Coupled with local, state and private sector initiatives, these .
programs .riff make a substantial contribution toward the revitalization of tne
science education in tne nation.

In emparking on this new federal effort in sciences, math and tech-

nology education we must acknowledge tne importance of a sustained national
commitment to basic research. Without quality research programs, the education
enterprise will (Other. Our proposal for new federal support of science
education should be viewed as an integral part of this commitment. Both
research and,education are necessary for the economic vitality and defense
strength inhe U.S. Neither should be funded at the expense of the other.

1.9i
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title, A Pbera1 ?or leacher Training InItiatims to Improve Science%
Mathematics and Technoiocr Education

Agency: Department of Education

Authorization: S200 million

!eget: 3,000 grantl at up to S200.000 each to
schools and collegei -

We Propose the establisnment of a grant program for schools, colleges
and universities to be administered by the Department of Education with
proposals to be evaluated .through a peer review process involving consultation
with NSF to identify field readers. The purpose of these grants is to
encourage the linkage between colleges and universities and public and private
elemental*, and secondary schools in toe improvement of science education.
Grants would allow =annum institutiral flexibility to be responsive to local
needs, and would be awarded accordin to plans'developed by the recipient
institution in collaboration with onp or more public or private schools or
scnool districts and other appropria!e agencies or councils. Priority- -

activities light include, for example:

(1) summer ,nstitutes and workshops and a vrallel program of -

inservice education, cOmducted by higner education institutions
across all states and regions to provide practicing teachers and
supervisors with up -to -date science and mathematics information
and pedagogical concepts;

peoyects to enhance the capacity of schools and colleges to meet

1

tne professional needs of both new and practicing teachers,
including faculty develbpment activities; and .

0) support for exemplary state, local and institutional *farts to
attract, retain and motivate teachers to pursue career, in
precollege mathematics and science education, as well as identi-
fication of teacher training prOjeCts providing nationally
significant examples of campus-Pased inservice, schcol site staff
development, and the integration of substantive knowledge in
mathematics and the sciences with effective teaching strategiet,
and the dissemination of information about these programs.

102
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It!"4
Title: Program t

`I

o 5i-el/then Edu4atIonal Research in Mathematics/Science and

115mEam Education

Aglicx

Authorization:

Tdr et:

national Institute of Education, in
consultation with the National Science
Foodeion

$25 million

new grant competitions for specific
research yielding 10 major progrentiC
awards, and up to 200 individual
research grants.

Research on student learning and school and college instruction in
math, science, and technology education (oarticularly focused on secondary
schools) is an essential resource for other federal, state and local programs
for improving math and science education.

We propose a new program to strengthen teaching and learning research
through grants focused on the identification of successful instruction and the
application of cognitive research to unproved instructional programs. The
prggram will sup; rt large scale research competitions dealing Ott:

(Il research on tninking, teaching and learning related to
instruction in math, science and technology;

(21 research on the uses of modern instructional technologies; the
status, means of assessment, and selection of instructional
software and other mathematics, science and technology education
-Aerials;

research on local, state and institutional policies enhancing or

inhibiting the recruitment, retention and professional develop-
ment of school and college math and science faculties; and

(4) research on school, institution and state needs and operations as
they relate to the development and support of remedial programs
3t all levels of education.

(3)

193
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Title. A Program of Upper'

through Expanded Fellowshi
Faculty Awards for Summer

190

unities for Teachers, Young Scholars ano Researchers
RudyNew TraineeShids, Research Incentive Awards, and

Rudy

aftga:

Authorization:

BUIL:

NatiOnal Science Foundation

5I00 million

S15 million to expand existing graduate
fellowships and to create 600 new
graduate fellowships, 515 million for
new institutional traineeship programs;
SSO million for 1,000 new faculty
research incentive awards; S20 million
for faculty awards for Summer study
sabbaticals and special research
opportunities.

We Propose the establishment of a series of new and expanded Programs
to provide fellowships, traineeships, summer study support, research incentive
awards, and faculty renewal awards to increase the production of scientists,
engineering faculty, researchers and science educators, and to upgrade teaching
faculty.

si tour Programs should be supported in this area:

(1) An expanded Graduate Fellowship Program. The structure and
effectiveness of the NSF Graduate Fellowship Program, once a
premier symbol of the nation's commitment to excellence, has
diminished steadily Over the years. The NSF fellowship program
should be expanded by increasing the number of awards and the

amount of the stipend. To achieve this, we propose at least
doubling the amount of money available for these fellowships
(from S15 million to S30 million) and increasing by approximately

one-third both the number and size of the current awards (from
1,400 to 2,000 and at least S15,000 rather than S10,90( . per
award).

k2) A new SiS million TraineeshiP Program for science, technology and
mathematics educators. Awards of uric' $150,000 would be made to
collages and universities. Trainees would be selected by
Participating departments, schools and institutions frOm among
individuals with demonstrated potential to excel as science,
technology and mathematics educators at elementary/secondary and
undergraduate levels. Institutions receiving traineeships would
gather education specialists and faculty from departments of
science, mathematics and technology to create for the trainee a
new or improved quality program for preparing the next generation
of science educators.

(3) A new S50 million Young Faculty Research Incentive Awards
Program. The challenges facing young faculty ,,no seek to

establish their first research programs are almost overwhelming.
A program offering stable support (averaging S50,000 Per year Per
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award) to dsost them in starting academe research careers would
nelp to sustain the quality and flow of individuals into key
fields of science, mathematics, engineering and technology.
1.000 awards would be authorized to average $50,000 per year

i4) A new $20 million program of faculty Awards for simmer study,
sabbaticals, and special research opportunities. This program
would provide 3,000 awards at $5,000 each for summer support to
permit currently employed faCulty to take advantage of upgrading
opportunities; and a $5 million program for experienced faculty
for six- to twelve-month periods at salary equivalent to current
levels to: (a) permit revitalization, and experience with new
research techniques and advanced research discoveries for those
who have been isolated from research institutions and centers for
six or more years; and (b) provide for intensive development of
teaching techniques and materials in problem areas. A total of
$20 million authorized in this area will provide awards on a
competitive basis to individuals whose institutions certify that
the applicant's principal function is undergraduate teaching in a
science-related discipline.

1
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Title' A Program to dpgtade and ornr.ice 1st-uctlonal Programs in Mathematics.
Science and Technology at Ali Leiefi

Agency: National Science Foondattun

Authorization: S50 million

Target: 1,000 instructional improverent projects
at up to $200,000 each.

Lantinuing demands are placed on science educators to keep pace with
evolving technological innovations. Updated instructional materials are needed
to enhance student motivation and to advance the lagging state of science
learning. The need for new instruction materials is particularly acute at
the undergraduate level for both general students and science and engineering
:majors.

We propose a new program to mprove undergraduate instructional
programs and develop school and college materials for mathematics, science and
technology education.

Priority areas include:

restructuring subject matter science courses to reflect
state-of-the-art tectmologyInd the changing needs of
undergraduates;

(Li applying teaching and learning research concepts to the
development of mt hematics. science and technology instructional
materials for schools and colleges; and

(3) stimulating collaborative educational institution/industry
efforts in the development of improved programs for schools and
Colleges.

196
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tit:, . '.).1r.tr t) pAraJt 01... o A.,te in,..*T.AC.....7nai f.,Tu.:.nt and lts

ATIizati,n

'412Lt. Nats)rial ;tierce "Junoation

A:tnorizstrvh. SZZA.; Million

i1:211: 4rints to colleges and wroversittes

the vutruded condition at the osstructional equipment in tee nation's
col:eges and Jnioersities is hell- documented. The absence or state-of-the-art
equipment and ractlitt4S qiS Immediate consequences in the preparation of
todai's students, and rarreaching implicatIons for the nation's ability to
remain scientsrlcally and technologically competitive.

Ae oropose a two -part program f5r;

(1J ittutslt100 and Thstallation or modern instructional equipment
t.)r use in teaching IN trainvig for Wath1419; and

't.

(2i snaring science equipment among institutions regionalli and

betiTeen the deldeMtC and buSsness sectors.

ire further svggest that a balanced program is needed involving all
federal agencies That support research and related education programs to mate
the acquisitlo ir equipment and renovation or 14boratocles an allowable

Component of research proposals

.

.

I.
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N. 3.. Ctisting laws ano recent legislative ProPosals nave attempted to
the meCtianism of tax incentives to encourage a corporate response to

the science education crisis. de regard these ProPosals as one aspect of the
otil effort needed to resolve the urgent Problems faced by higher education
&nstitutions. These proposals are uniquely .veil - suited to bringing Private

sector resources into Play. ;Ince this Paper addresses only the necessary role
ot the tederal government in the direct provision o. support.ove have omitted
references to these tax incentive Proposals.

This proPesal IS Sub ;LOC on behalf of the following organizations:

:10erican AsSociation of Colleges for Teacher Education
American AsSociation of Community and Junior Colleges
American Astociation of State Colleges and Universities
American Council On Education
American Educational Research Association
Association of Affiliated College and University Offices
Association of **man Colleges
Association of American Universities
Association of Catholic Colleges and Universities
Association of .Jesuit Colleges and Universities
AsSOciation of Urban Universities
California State University
Council of Graduate Schools in the United States
Council of Independent Colleges
National AsSociation for Equal Opportunity in Nigher Education
National Association of College and University Business OfficerS
National Association of Independent Colleges and OniversitieS
National Association of Schools and Colleges or the united Methodist

Church
National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges
State UniverSity of New York
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Mr. WA WREN. Thank you. Dr. Fenster, and we certainly appreci-
ate those reservations about thy; matching fund- It is difficult to
kncw how to surmount those problems.

Mr. Bateman.
Mr. BATEMAN. Mr. Chairman, I wish that our time were such

that we could have heard you earlier and had more opporutnity for
an extended dialog.

I have returned to an indication of thinking that you may have
heard earlier. In looking over your higher educational agenda for
science and mathematics and in your prepared statements, I see,
again, the dismal statistics on the pool of qualified teachers in sci-
ence and math, the number of vacancies that exist,. the number of
people who are leaving the field.

Isn't it one of those things tha` is self-evident that less people
would leave it if those who were qualified, competent, dedicated,
and skilled were compensated better and, therefore, had a more
economically viable future by staying in it?.

If that is self-evident, isn't it somehow strange that in all of the
accumulated statements around, posit'ans and recommendations, I
have not seen a word that says, "Let's pay these people who are
most needed, most talei.ted and most dedicated and most likely to
be recruited to the private sector, more than we are paying them "

Could you offer me some reactions to that and whether or not we
are likely to see any movement along those lines to add the incen-
tive that has got to be done? We can t draft people into classrooms
to teach science and mathematics.

Dr. FENSTER. Sometimes some of the most obvious points are not
made as succintly as you have just made them, Mr. Bateman

I would certainly applaud your statement. We have found that
notwithstanding the enormous gap between salaries paid to young
Ph. D. engineers in industry and in the academic world, many are
motivated to go into teaching even at economic disadvantage They

-like the research environment providing there is adequate research
equipment.

They like the notion of dealing with students and their peers in a
given field and they are willing to suffer some economic disadvan-
tage. Sometimes the gap goes beyond even that tole' ante level

We have found that where we are able to supplement their sala-
ries or guarantee them summer research, we can attract faculty
members. We are able to recruit where there are some supple-
ments of that kind, not necessarily salary -.pplement, during the
regular academic year and where there is some guarantee to the
faculty member in the recruiting process that those summer sup-
plements would continue on for several years.

Recently, the Exxon Corp., announced and began the implemen-
tation of a young faculty salary supplement program which we
were fortunate in being participants in. We have used successfully
those salary supplements to encourage young faculty members
either to come to the institution or to remain in the institution and
have, in fact, incorporated the Exxon program grant as part of our
recruiting advertising and have done it successfully.

So, I think that I would underscore and give support to the
notion that pact of this problem in attracting good teachers and in
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retaining good tear heis has girt to do with making teaching an eco-
nomically Competitive and attractive profession, yes, sir.

BATEMAN. Well, VOtIld it follow from that that perhaps this.
Cotigress should address it by allocating hume of the funds proposed
to be expended to enhance the education in science and math to
economic incentives for retention of the must proficient of those
presently in the system?

We can't make young people want to take it, We are not going to
get them to want to take it if they are not adequately instructed
and if we don't keep the best. Things are likely to get worse, not
better, and yet I don't see that the one thing that seems to be the
probleni or as I say, so ,self-eNident and which would have the most
;immediate positi% e implkations, at least for the near term, even
being addressed.

Dr. FENSTER. I believe within the agenda there are some pro-
posed programs that perhaps do go to that issue. Mr. Bateman. I
would base to identify the specific program, but I think there are
some elements that go to young researchers, programs of opportu-
nities foi teachers, young scholars and researcher. , faculty awards
for summer study and so on, w hich would 1,-,o to bee issue of some
economic incentives to stay in the field.

Mr. BATEMAN. Well, they are there but I thinly they are Cast, as I
read them anyway, and of course I've had to read them very hur-

, mote in the context of intellectual climate that is provided
which I think is wry linportant and it is 'rital to anyone who is
going to remain a good. effective, enthusiastic teacher.

But you know the intellectual climate in which you can feed
your children or educate your children will, I think, go begging be-
cause in private industry, in research and in large corporate labo-
ratories rind other areas, you will find that stimulation and profes-
sional satisfaction and compensation.

Dr. -FENstrute. I quite agree.
Dr. Fulani. Mr. Bateman, I think you will find that if you are

going to talk about ,he appropriate role of the Federal Government
in helping here, that if you are going to try to supplement salaries
of teachers rot the precollege and at the postsecondary level, that
we may be beyond any likelihood of success.

The appropriate Federal role may well be ,m enhancement of
status, .t recognition of the contribution. whether it's from a precol-
lege science and math P.:it:her or at the postsecondary letiel. Vid hat
they are doing is important. Finding ways to reward it, finding
ways to supplement til.tt Qt11 ironment. that is the task a meeting
outside salary conipetition is the task of the institutions, the
States,the localities. Thy Federal Government should certainly be
highlighting the problem and, we hype, getting some movement
from these other areas.

I think the need here is that kind of enhancement and recogni-
tion which certainly is appropriate to the Federal role and is
within the range of possible Federal appropriation.

Mr. BATEMAN. With the Chair's indulgence, I will not carry any
!chimer than to say, could we perhaps also have a common case in

.41dNancing the notion that where States, Government. and public
funds, are diiected toward our educational system at all levels, we
ought to break this pattern of equal distribution as opposed to dis-
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tributing the money on the IZisis of meth and the. recognized iuPe
-riority. The Immo situation diffuses whatever increases in appro-
priations come your way on some sort of, I think, somewhat mis-
guided policy of equality. Perhaps equality of unfairness. , .

Dr. FULLER. I think at institutions like those I deal with you find
that recognitiqn is already there in the salary structures If we
want to go out and find someone in computer sciciicc we expect to
pay a good weal more than we have to pay when you are looking
for someone in English history. That reality is them.

T re e are, unfortunately. legislative and contra-tual testric ons
part' larly in the publicly supported structure which -mak this
impo ible, and that is part of the problem.

the public sectin a4 ost especially to the secondary scbpol
Mr. BATEMAN. are much more specifically

bpcally

adqressed to

system.
Dr. FENgTER. Mt. Bateman. while not being impossible, necessar-

ily, in the public sector. it is certainly more difficult. We do have
® merit components to out salary. structure system, but 'not to any

degree that I would like to see.
Mr. BATEMAN. Thklilk you.
Mr. WALGREN. Thank you, Mr. Bateman.
Mr. Brown. ir

Mr. BROWN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is not easy to find
issues to differ with you gentlemen on because in a sense you are
supporting a thrust which this l.1)mmittce has taken for some time,
and we appreciate your contribution to the record of this hearing
on those matters. .

I know you have commented on the committee's concern with
the health of undergraduate- education including the role of the
community colleges. And the chairman of the subcommittee. I know,
has been a leader in trying to maintain that kind of a focus. I am
sure that ypu will continue to do so.

If I may raise just one question. It has to do with the role of yott
institutions as links in a network, you might say. We are putting a
great deal of emphasis on university-industry relations.

We are putting a great deal of emphasis upon the responsibility
of Institutions of higher learning to ..hovv conet n and take respon-
sibilit.es for the improvement of education at the lower levels to
maintain the flow of persons motivated and capable in the science
and mathematical-related fields.

In looking at the list of the institutions which you gentlemen
represent, I note several that have achieved recognition for their
involvement in the community, and I would just like to ask you to
comment if you feel that you are doing as much as can be expectrd
or attempting to improve your role in both of these areas

That is, within your own communities and regions you are, in
effect, a node of prestige. Some of the larger national universities,
research institutions, would almost appear sometimes to feel that
they are too good to get involved in the communities around them
and in their region. What we would like to encourage is a sense
that every institution is a part of their community and has a re-
sponsibility to play.

If you and your institutions, to provide an example of how to do
that effectively, I think you could put the large research institu-

O
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tions to shame and we might want to led even more en courage
ment to that sort of d thing.

Could you comment on that? . .

Dr FULL' R I appreciatellie comments, Mr. Brown. I don't thinks
we have done as much as we'sliould. I know that every one ofthe
colleges I work with has programs reaching out to their local
school districts and some of the others in their Legion.

We have found that some of those efforts of outreach have not
been warmly received in recent years' am not sure what the pre&
lenr has been.

li fact, some or our colleges have found it difficult to sustain
their role in training teachers for the elementary and secondary
schools because our emphasis on subject, matter expertise, on high
quality of the knowledge of the subject the student is going to
teach is sometimes at war with some of the requirements that are
set for teacher certifical ri
' We k that climate is changing. We certainly have an obliga-
ti o do More. I think there was a 'very distinguished history of
partnership in the late fifties and early sixties when there was a
larger national. concern. In those days college Ad university facul-
ty were working on the improvement of elementary and secondary
curricula and were seen as partners.

We would like to see that repeated much more than it has been.
I Chink part of the fault is on our side and part of it is ontthe side
of those who might join that partnership or 'share it with us. I
think you may find that it is changing a good deal. There was a
conference last week that Ernie Boyer of the Carnegie Foundation
sponsored trying to talk specifically about the ways in which
higher education institutions and elementary andesecondary insti-
tutions can work more closely together.'

That is a topic that I hear about at every higher education meet-
ing I go to now and I think you will find a lot more happening of
that sort. That will be to,,the good.

Dr. FENS ER Mr. Brown, ,this community interaction of which
you speak is very much a missioncelement within our institution
which, among other things, defines itself as an urban university.
This is at least sme reason that we have taken so seriously the
entire precollege effort having just this last year extended the pre-
college effort to the seventh gitade.

Previously it had started at the n4ith grade. We have an enroll
rant of some 1,000,youngsters in sor. dozen precollege programs
as I said earlier with a very high .allege going rate and several
hundred secondary school teachers involved in various institutes
and upgrading programs throughout ;,he year.

This past year, in feet, we created a computer center through co
operation with the private sector dedicated to the precollege pro-
gram. So with regard to the precollege activities we regard them as
very much within this area but beyond that we work with local
school districts and local school boards...to help those boards make
the most effective use of their own material and human resources.

For example, we have work"nd with school boards to improve
their own management information systems and inventory control
systems to, if you will,,incorporate technology transfer in their own
school districti, to have a more contemporary management oper-
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pen, and, to the extent that we can, to help them Also improve in
the curricular area. s

Other institutions are also working very seriously with the local
schools in the curriculum area.

We would like to have a network, frankly, of several thousand
universities Auttl colleges participating in a similar way with local
schools' and local schoordistricts, I think the cumulafjve impact of
that on the nature and quality of precollege education particularly
in science, mathematics and technology would be enormous

Mr. BROWN. Well, in thinking through this problem in my 'own
mind, it seems. to me that we have a period in which there is rapid
change taking place in society and we are really trying to grasp
what our national goals, our national character and our.hational
resources are, and in that kind of a period it is much more impor.
tant that we have stronger lihkages between all of the institutions.
of society in order that we can more effectively interact in setting
these goals and making these changes that are taking place. If we
don't, then we set up terrible tensions in the society.

As a Congress, as representatives of the people, we are concerned
about the whole of the society-, not just whether we produce more
Nobel laureates or something of that sort, but is the whole society
benefiting from what we are doing.

This is where we sometimes do not give full credence and jetipor-
tance to the work which institutions such a those you represent,
the role you play in the society.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. That is all that I hay.e.
Mr. WALGREN. Thank you, Mr. Brown. t
Well',on behalf of the subcommittee, I would like to express our

appreciation fnr yopr testimony and for your staying with us
throughout the morning. We appreciate that very much. Thank
you.

Dr. FgroISTER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. FOLLea. We appreciate the opportunity.

. Mr.WALGueN. At this po;rit I would like to insert in the record
several items that relates to the subject of today's hearings

[Whereupon, at 1.30 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.)
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Ofgalcurionof the
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE

ADVA:1CFMINT OF SCIENCE
1'16 ,141SSathILSOSS Avenue.NW

VC)shabgton, ;Oa V.

Mart h ?1. 1983

The Honorable Don Fp*, Chairman
Committee on Scfence.and Technology
2321 Rayburn House Office BuildTho
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington. DC 20S15

Dear Representative Fuqua

202.2234995

20240-412s

RECEIVE))
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Over the pact 18 months. the Scientific Manpower f.ommtision has become
increasingly concerned about the quality and quantity of precollege science and
math education. BOth reflect ultimately on the quantity and goality or
scientists and engineers to be prodered in the future, as well as the general
electorate whi-_h lust be willing to support scientists and engineers for the
betterment of the nation. increasingly, this concern has cone to be focused
on the problem of the shortage of qualified scienCe and math teachers for
secondary classrooms. However, there is a problem of accurate data. Beyond the
surveys carried out with its own funds by the National Science Teachers
Association (NSTA) and one survey made by Iowa State University of state science
supervisors. the essential background data required foe raking informed choices
in solving these problems has not been aitailable. While we believe that the
NSTA has done an excellent job in outlining at least some of the parai.eters of
the problem. we do not feel that the cOlection of needed data should be either
the burdemof that association or its reopossibility. Theinplications of the
problem are nationwide; they pervade Amer4can society. '

Over thePpast several months, Congressional committees have become
aware of and concerned about these problems, and an unusually large number of
bills have been introduced In tioth Houses which seek to apply funcs to arellorate
this serious situation. Policyeakers in the Congress. in state legislatures. in
school districts. on school boards. and in state departments of education should
not be asked to make policy without adequate, dependable and continuing data on
both the nature and extent of the shortage of qualified teachers. The facts

provided through the NSTA surveys are well known to you and becoming more widely
known to others who are.concerned. However, the problem will not be solved over-
night and continuing adiuchents in programs will be needed during the recovery

process.

At its meeting on March,15, the Scientific Manpower Commission passed
unanimously the following resolution!

"The Scientific Manpower Commission strongly urges that the National

Science Foundation support the.collection and maintenance on a continuing basis
of data on the manpower characteristics of math and science teachers in elementary

and secondary schools in the United'- States."

Knowing that the budget process is lengthy, ale for starting to
resolve these problems is long past, I have beer, asked b the Commission to
transmit this resolution to you and to urge your consideration.
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Hon. I/00 Waigren, (hairpah
Subcommittee on Scince, ReSeerch and

technology

CorrIttee on Scieno Ind technotogy
U.S. House of fepruntatives
MashiligtOh. CC 20,1.

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Ass4pat.o ct A.Ivf .40rtPubfiStit,S

co V, ..,
: .14 %

fnclosed is the tet.timony of the Association of Arerican Publi.hers on
renewal of the authorization of the National Science Foundation. We ask that

this statement be included in the printed hearlpg record

Enclosures
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H. Millensoe, Virector
Education A Library Affairs
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Assail lion ut American PublitloW, lnm

caP I006 VassathosON Ammo. NW
Washinglen. C 20036
TOOnato 2022324M

Testimony of Association of American Publishers
on

National Science Foundation Aothorizat4on
Subcommittee on Science. Research, and Technology

Noose Committee on Science and Technology

March. 1983

The Association of American °ublishers (AAP) is the general association of

book publishers in the United States. It comprises Professional and Scholarly

Publishing. College, International, Direct harketin9/800k Club, School and

General Trade divisions. Our some 300 member Publishing houses produce the vast

majority of general trade, educational, reference, Professional and religious

books nublished in this country and found in the nation's libraries as well as

considerable related audio-visual materials.

The tradition of including prohibitions against undue Federal influence

over education programs is firmly engrained in statute.

In 1958, Congress included in the National Defense Education Act (NOEA),

enacted that year, a provision stipclating that "nothing contained in this Act

shall be construed to authorize any department, agency, officer or employee of

the United States to exercise any direction, supervision, or control over the

curriculum. program of instruction, administration, or personnel of any educa-

tional institution Or school system."

And, in 1970, Congress carried this language over into the General Education

Provisions Act (CEPA), the law governing all HEN education programs. It was

again spelled out in fuller detail in 1979 in the Department of Education

Organization Act, Sec. 107 b) of which states: .

No provision of a program administered by the Secretary or by any
other officer of tht Department shall be construed to authorizo the
Secretary or any such officer to exercise any direction, supervision,
or control over the curriculum, program of ihAruction, administration,
or personnel of any educational institution, school, or school system,
over any accrediting agency or aSSOciation, or over the selection or
content of library resources. textbooks, or other instructional
materials by any educational institution or school system. except to

the extent authorized by law.

Post recently. in 1963, the 97th Congress included the following section

in the Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA):

/Fore/
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Prohibition Agains' Federal Control of Education

Sec. 145. No provision of this Act shall be construed to authorize
any department, agency, officer, or employee of the United States to
exercise any direction, supervision, or control over the curriculum,
program of instruction, administration, or personnel of any educa-
tional institution, school, or school systcm, or over the selection
of library resources, textbooks, or other printed or published instruc-
tional materials by any educational institution or school system.

Ne urge that a similar provision be included in the enabling legislation

for the National Science Foundation, the National Science Foundation Act of

1950, as amended. Such a provision would be consistent with wAliestablished

Congressional policy. It would provide insurance against any possible suspicion

that currently expanding NSF science and engineering programs might unduly en-

croach upon state, local and university prerogatives and would be an effective

instrument in helping NSF minimize such eatarasswnts of the type suffered

during the 1970's as a result of the NACOS project.

0
41
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Testimony of Association of herican Publishers
On

Rational Science foundation Authorization
Subcommittee on Science, Research, and Technology

House tirmittee on Science and Technology

March. 1983

The Association of American Publishers (AAP) is the general association of

book publishers in the United States. It comprises Professional and Scholarly

Publishing. College. International. Direct liarketing/Dook Clubs School and

General Tea& divisions. Our some 300 member publishing houses Produce the vast

velority of general trade. educational, reference. Professional and religious

tooks published in this country and found in the nation's libraries as well AS

considerable related audio-visual materials.

The tradition of including prohibitions against undue federal influence

over education Programs is firmly engrained in statute.

1958,in Congress included in the National Defense Education Act INDEAL

enacted that year. a provision stipulating that 'nothing contained in Act

shall be construed to tuthorize any department, agency. officer or employee of

the United States to exercise any direction, supervision. or control over the

curriculum, program of instruction, administration, or personnel of any educa-

tional institution or school system."

And, in 1970, Congrasc carrier' this language over into the General Education

Provisions Act (GEPA), the tali governing a:1 kifti education programs. It was

again spelled out in fuller detail in 1979 in the Department of Education

Organization Act. Sec. 103(b) of which sates: .

----No proelsion-of a progra-iadeinisitred by-tut Secretary or by any__
other officer of the Department shall be construed to authorize the
Secretary or any such officer to exercise any direction, supervision,
or control over the curriculum, program ot instruction, administration,
or personnel of any educational institution, school, or school system,
over any accrediting agency or esociatiom, or over the selection or
content of library resources. textbooks, or other instructional
materials by any educational institution or so.00l system, except to

the extent authorized by low.

Post recently, in 1983, the 97th Congress included the following section

in the Job Training Parim..rchip Act TPA).

'17 t
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Prohibition Against FedPral Control of Education

Sec. 145. No provision of this Act shall be construed to authorize
any department, agency, officer, or employee of the United States to
exercise any direction, supervision, or control over the curriculum.
program of onNtructioh, administration, or peronnel of aay educe-
tiOnal trAttuti0A, school, or school system, or over the selection
of library resonates, textbooks. or other printed or published instruc-
tional materials by any educational institution or school system.

We urge that a similar Provision be included In the entitling ledislation

for the National Science foundation, the National Science rbundation Act of

195O. as amended. Such a provision would be consistent with.well-established

Congressional policy. it nould provide insurance against any Possible suspicion

that currently expanding N..f science and engineering programs might unduly en-

croach upon state, local and university prerog'tives and would be an effective

instrument in helping NSF minimize such erbarassments of the type suf7ered

during the l910's as a result of the inCOs project.
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NATIONAL. SCieNCe FOUNOATiON
WASHINGTON D C 20550

April 28, 1983

Honorable Don Fuqua
Committee on Science and Technology

House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The HUD- Independent Agencies Appropriations Subcommittee Weal
year 1983 conference report required the National Science
Foundation to provide a ptar which would propose programa for
preColle8e science and en8ineorin8 education activities during
fiscal year 1983. The Fiscal Year 1983 Appropriations Act
provided an additional 815 million for these programs. Enclosed
is a copy of that plan which has been approved by both of the

HUD - Independent Agencies Appropriations Subcommittees.

The National Science Board all be reviewing program guideline

based on this plan at their May meetin81 after that meeting. more
detailed nrogram description* will be broadly distributed.
Please let me know if you have any further questions or need
additional information.

Enclosure

21

Sincerel

Rayr,olld Bye, Jr.

Head

Congressional Liaison

RrCEIVED



A PLAN FOR NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION SUPPORT
on PRECOLLEGE SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS EDUCATION

SUMMARY

4/11/83

the Administration proposes activities, to-he implemented by the National Science
Foundation INsF1, that addross the declining quality of U.S. precollege science
and mathematics education. This decline, which began a decade ago, must be stopped
and reversed hecause the u.s. economic and defense competitivenesss depends heavily
on an adequate supply of scientists, engineers and a technically skilled workforce.
A strong precollege education in science and mathematics is required to provide the
necessary skills.

The plan of activities is designed to meet several conditions. It recognizes that:

1. There are distinct roles for the Federal, state and local governments, and the
private sector. The Federal government must assume a leadership and catalytic role,
rather than dictate national solutions to local needs.

2. The two principal Federal agencies responsfhle for science and mathematics
education, the National Science Foundation and the Department of Education, have
very different statutory authorities and capabilities. The NSF plan described here
reflects this differene .

1. The teacher, teaching materials, and techniques are central to the motivation
and learning of the students. The planned activities seek to enhance the motivation
and competence of the teachers and to facilitate the delivery of knowledge to students.

The proposed plan has two major components: the development of materials and the
prevision of teacher incentives. These components are discussed in terms of the
FY Mg budget. These activities are planned to continue in FY 1984.

BEST
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a. Materials Devet.drpi

Th? National Science Foundation will support the development of exemplary materials
and model" for the continuing improvement of teachers. Research and analyses will
be conducted and the results continuously fed into the materials development effort
sn that those material, reflect the best practical experience and Ideas, as well as
s,ientifie knowledge that. can be brought to bear on the processes and content of
precollege science and mathematics leaching. The potential of technologies (e.g.,
..mutters, television programs) to improve the delivery of materials and the learning
processes will be explored. node! programs will be conducted to evaluate and improve
the material' developed.

No less; than $17 million of the NSr isAl budge' will be devoted to materials
development. these materials will be made widely knowh and available to local
educational authorities.

tia4'
CP

h. Teacher inclAtives 00

Presidential Awards fur Teaching Witrellnee will ne given to outstanding science and
mathematics teachers. This national recognition of scienee and mathem...ics teachers
es desined to improve the imago And status of mathematics and science teachers.
The awards will he administered by NSF In cooperation and with the participation of
000.

To.uhei nonnrs Workshops will remognire aod honor the top quality science and mathemalks
teachers. provide them with updareo knowledge, practical experience or skills, and
/requir that they spread this knowledge to their fellow teachers. These workshops
will Atau 60 used to provide feedback on, and evaluation of, new teaching material's
Feedback from the workshop participants will be used to analyze science education.

No more than !It Milli n of the NSF 1941 budget will be used for teacher incentive
Ind roc.xpioiton.
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this paper presents the Administration's proposed activities to he implemented by
tisp in science and mathematics education. These activities aim to Increase the
quality of precollege student knnwledue in science and mathematics.

S,:hol gyrates!, throughout the J.S. with strong and dynamic instruction in mathematics
and s,:ience are vital to the U.S. economy and our Nation's long-term technological
leadership. Weil educated students are essential to provide a continuing supply of
iechntal personnel needed by a U.S. economy increasingly dependent upon high technology.

The t9In's saw a serious erosion in the quality of U.S. scientific and technological
education at all levels. Schuols and colleges relaxed reqiirements for courses in
the sciences and mathqmaties. Academic standards generally deteriorated with
emphasis frequently shifted to courses of study lacking a sound discipliaary base.
This trend was reflected in the NSF's science education program.

row, by its enabling legislation of 1950 and subsequent amendments in 1959, 1965,
.and 1972, was given major Federal responsibility for scientific research and
education in the sciences. The NSF's scienco education program was substantially
itreogthened under president Eisenhower, in the 1950s, but subsequently underwent a
deterioration in the 1970's that paralleled that of the education system_in general.
Me consensus on the importance of NSF's science education program dissipated, leading
t.' disagreement among Congressional committees and within Administrations regarding
the role and purpose of the program. This resulted in decreased budgets, loss of
program focus, and a proliferation of small, socially directed activities.

Die U.S. office of Education, and later the Department of Education, curing this
time, was concerned mostly with issues of equity, such as programs for the handicapped,
underprivileged, student aid, etc., and capacity building such as construction support.
The Department of Education did support educational R &b but this support was also
related to equity questions, or was in the nature of national data collection and
analysis. Very little effort at the Department of Education was historically
directed at the content of science and technology at any level of education.
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flinteAl ROLE

rho activities proposed for msr are consistent with thq Administration's view of the
proper Federal role in education.

The Administration assumes that:

o An adequate educated population requires strong precollege science
and mathematics instruction.

o This requires attention and action by all sectoa including state and local
governments And industry.

o Local autonomy is a fundamental characteristic of the U.S. educational system.
The Federal Government should not interfere with, or dictate to local authorities
the design, planning, or operation of education programs. It should act only
when a cleat responsibility exists.

o In those specific areas where A clear responsibility exists, the Federal
Government's role should be to provide the necessary leadership to address a
national problem, and also stimulate and catalyse efforts in other sectors.

o Actions by the Federal Government are indicated when:

- the problem is of a national nature;

- these actions would provide large public benefits, but by their nature
do not present opportunity for economic returh to private interests (e.g.,
data collection and analysis of national data, research and development
act iv i t ies)

- the actions should but cannot he replicated throughout the states otherwise.

Federal actions shoulj he targeted at specific, well ident t ied sources Of
problems. Those actions should be aimed at those areas re the benefits
of Federal efforts accrue to wide segments of the popura ton.

21.4,



AGENCY ROLES

Assignment of responsibility for Federal action in the area of science education
should he based on:

o statutory authority;

°' capability and capacity of the agency based or. authority, experience, public
support, and support :IA the involved communities,

NSF and the Department of Education have distinctly different character when examined
in light of these two criteria.

National Science %undation

Statutory Authority

Section 3(a) of the National Science Foundation Act of 1950 states that "the
Foundation is authorized and directed:"

"to initiate and support basic scientific research and programs to strengthen
scientific research potential and science education programs at all levels in
the mathhmatical, physical, medical, biological, engineering, gggial, and other
sciences, by making contracts or other arrangements (including grants, loans,
and other forms of assistance) to support such scientific and educational
activitios and to appraise the impact of research upon industrial development
and upon the general welfare:"

o "to award, as provided in Section 10, scholarships and graduate fellowships in
the mathematical, physical, medical, biological, engineering, social, and other
sciences

o "to fester and support the development and use of computer and other scientific
methods and technologies, primarily for research and education in the sciences."

Sect toe 3(d) also states that "The lioard and Director sh41 recommend and encourage
the pursuit of national policies for the promotion of basic research and education in
the sciences.% (underlines added)

BE0 tor-I , 215
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Capability and Capacity
sa

NSF has some'basic characteristics which define the capability and capacity of the
agency:

a relatively small science granting agency staffed by persons wits academic/
scientific b4ckgrounds: NSp does not conduct in -house research or education
programs: -

awards based on competitive peer review, whose primary criterion is tihe
scientific /science educational merit of the proposed ideas and activities)

strong ties with the academie scientific and engineering community and science
teaching profession:

identification and support of innovative projects which typically aro generated
through proposals by scientific and technical experts (rather than by NSF).

A clear relationship and compatibility with these characteristics should be a primary
consideration in the assignment of Federal responsibility in.science and mathematics
education to RsP. These strengths should he utilized to greatest advantage. In
turn, programs which do not correspond to these chatactoristics would not only have
leaser potential for success, but also weaken. the agency's major strengths.

Department of Education

Statutory athority

The enabling legislation bf the Department of education defines a very broad mission,
covering respobsibilities for all levels of education. However, the legislation
proscribes precisely the intended beneficiaries, recipients, funding mechanisms and
eligible activities.

21.'6



amikility and Capasily

Characteristics of the Department of Education which are significant in connection
with Federal responsibility for science and mathematics education includes

a large agency, staffed extensively by persons trained in the fields of
education, with history of both funds allocation on uniform. national scale.,
and educational research at lowir cduciitios levels,

concern for equal educational opportunity, with special targeting of issues
and groups (e.g., vocational education, bilingual education, disadvantaged
groups),

a variety of functions, ranging from grants-ic-aid, to data gathering and
dissemination, to national institutional capacity building such as construction
of facilities:

predominant use of formula grantsto states and local agencies rather than '

competitive grants'

wide contact with state and local educational agencies) and colleges of education.

. 4 . 217
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ADMIAISTitsTION'S.EARLg INITIATIVES

Consistent with the dOinitions of appropriate Federal and agency roles in science
and matheaaties'bducation, the Administration reviewed the state of the Nation's
science add mathematAcs education and the Federal effort, ands

o Determined the'need for Federal leadership in improving the quality of science
and mathematics educatitu.

o ,Recegnixed tflo fragmentation of N science education programs which prevented'
achievement of a significant nail I impact.

o Appointed the ivpartment of Education s National Commission on Excellence in
Education fa component of which is directed at science education) to make
recommendationm "....to the Nation and to the Secretary'of Education to promote
excellence in public and private schools, c011eges, and universities"

° Appointed the National Sete e Board Commission to study the problems at the
precollege level and ",...de ine 4 national agenda for improving mathematics

' and science education in thi country"

The Administration also has propos d several initiat(!es as part of a measured plan
to reverse the decline in the quip ty of science end mathematics instruction in the
Nation's schools.

At the university level a new program of support for young science and engineering
faculty stns been included in the NSF budget. This is aimed at attracting
highly gill Pied, young suiontists and engineers to vniversitP positions,
relieving faculty shortages and assuring high quality university education for
future scientists and engineers.
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At the, precollege level, Preside-iially-direct.ed activities are planned at hoth
the N$P and the Department of F ation focused on the supply of science and
mathematics teachers and the quality of their teaching:

-- In 1903, NSF is budgeted at $15 million to conduct two programs aimed at
teacher improvement, One updating the materials, skills, and knowledge
needed by existing teachers, the other, a program to recognize and reward
teachers who have done outstanding work. The budget request for these
efforts is increased for 1984.

-- In 1944, the Department of Education has proposed funding in the amount
of S54 million for hlock grants to the states to increase the number of
qualified science and mathematics teachers. The program will provide
one year scholarships to persons holding college degrees to enable them
to return to school to become qualified to teach science and mathematics.

Independent actions have been taken also by state and local governments, such as pay
supplements for science and mathematics teacheis. Private industry, scientific and
science education gr.ups have made strong public statements of concern and some are
iftreaning their efforts to address those aspects of the problem most closely related
to their needs.

BEST 6.;q7'Y'
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PRoPOstn PLAN FOR NSF

The Administration's plan for the Hsi precollege science and mathematics role in
assuring an adequate technically trained workforce, scientific community, and technically
functional society iS hosed on these considerations;

o immediate problems and long-term needs for science and mathematics educations

o appropriate Federal and Agency roless

primary responsibility at state and local levels;

need for adtive and sustained involvement of private sector;

o control role of teachers end teaching materials and ,techniques In student
motivation and learning.

The Admlnistration'S Plan for NSF:

is a measured approach to the Clenrest and most,immediate aspect of the problem
--the quality of precollege teaching;

o recognises the need to oidergird sckentif4c and technological training with
materials development supports

includes mechanisms for identification and understanding of problems in
precollege science and mathematics teaching.

The plan also coordinates the efforts and utilizes the strengths of the primarily
responsible federal agencies by proper assignment of roles.



National Science Foundation :983 Precollete Science and Mathematics Activities

a

198 3 Budget
(S in millions)

Materials Development
Teacher Incentives
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Considerable evidence exists that precollege science and mathematics education is
inadequate to meet the growing notional needs for scientific and technical skills in
the workforce.

Numerous studies halt:' pointed to the decline in the quality of science and mathematics
education in recent years. These studies have indicated that the precollege level
in general, and the quality of precollege teachers and teaching in particular, is the
most obvious and immediate source of the problem.

In addition, there is some indication of a decline in performance in science ad6
mathematics of the top quartile of sodents. This raises questions for America's
future health and long-term leadership in tochhology.

The National science Board commission on Precollege Education in Mathematics, Science
and Technology, was established to analyze and assess this problem and to make recom-
mendations for its resolution. The SSP science and mathematic* education plan for
1583 is based on preliminary commission.reports and findings of national Studies and
evaluations. It is also consistent with the proper Federal role, and NSF responsi-
bilities and strengths. The plan focuses on the precollege level and is organized
aroend two distinct components;

24,
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Development of Materials and Models

The deteriorating quality of precollege science and mathematics teachers and
their instruction is clear. There is a need for exemplary materials and models
for the continuing professional development of teachers and the improvement of
their instruction. These materials and models should reflect the best practical
knowledge, experience and ideas as well as scientific knowledge that can be
brought to bear on tho_precesses and content of science and mathematics teaching.
They should be based on a thorough understaaalliTof conditions Awl needs in
precollege science education.

Teacher Incentives

o Teaching characterized by-low status and salary. Th re is a pressing need to
recognize and nurture the skills of good mathemattcs nd science teachers-and
to emphasize the significance of their contributions to education and the
Nation, as one mechanism of attracting and retaining, teachers in these critical
skill areas.

nouato-. of the importance and complex nature of precollege science education, care
must be taken that NEP activities be of high quality and continuing relevance to
national needs. Therefore, continuing input from a broad cross-section Of the
scientific/science and mathematics education community is essential to:

o advise the Director of NsP and the National Science Board on policies and
directions the NSP program should follow:

identify changing national needs in science and mathematics educatiel:

ro..ew the progress of the program in reaching its long-term goals:

o provide oversight on program procedures:

o provide guidance on revisions to program guidelines.

. Por those purposes, a Precollege Science and Mathematics Education Advisory committee
will he appointed. The Committee would consist of outstanding individuals recognized
as knowledgeable abut and experienced in U.S. precollege science and mathematics
education, including represeatatives of local school districts. Prior to the estab-
lishment of this group, the NSM will consult broadly with similar types of individuals
to review initial program guidelines.

4
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Materials Development ($12 million in ft 1983)

The development of useful materials for teachers and studehts must be based on a
thorough understanding of the conditions and needs Of science and mathematics
education. FOr this reason, research and analyses will be initiated to better tiederft
stand the science- and, mathematics educational system, and how peopTe teach and learn
these subjects most effectively. The research activities by nature are applied
and will make use of information on Iognitive processes resulting from basic
research on this subject (e.g., research sponsored by the Behavioral and Neural
sciences Division of NSF).

A focus here will bo on monitoring and evaluating this information, the changes in
scientific and technical knowledge, and the relationship bf this knowledge to what
Is taught in the schools. An effort will be made to evaluate and use data.collected
by organizations with primary data collection responsibilities (e.g., National Center
for Educational Statistics and NSF's Science Resources Studies). Evaluation of
the impact of NSP science and mathehatics education programs will also be included.

New mechanisms and materials will be produced for raising and sustaining the quality
of precollege science teaching. Projects will be supported on a nationally competitive
basis to:

° create models and demonstrations of innovative training programs focused on
scientific and technical content, or new technologies for use in teaching, to
provide continuing education for science and mathematics teachers;

develop materials, audio and visual aids, computer programs, software, and
systems for science teachers to use in improving their instruction.

Projects will include detign, development and testing of materials, as necessary,
operation of prototype programs for teachers, and evaluation of utility and impact
of approach. An area of emphasis will be to develop and test applications of the
new technologies to precollege science and mathematics education.

- 223
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The principal products of materials development activities will be better, more
effective approaches to teacher training and better tools for teachers and stueents
to use in their classrooms and laboratories. Materials with multiple benefits;
e.g., video materials nuitahle for both public broadcasting as well as classroom use
will be included. Although the NgF does not attempt to be strongly prescriptive
regarding the nature of projects. anticipated approaches include:

Materials

o better presentations of basic single coneeptsi e.g.. molecular structure.
wave motion; ,

o now techniques tocimprove student and teacher understanding and productivity.
computer simulations of laboratory experiments. modeling, graphing,

° new topics, technology developments, science applications; ts*
CD

o approaches intended not only to provide science Instruction. but also to make
it more lateresting and attractive Lb yoenger student,.

nemonstrationg

o projects structurally designed for individual schools, singly school districts,
states, regions, or nation»wido;

o national projects based on telecommunications techniques;

o single discipline and multidiscipline projects;

o refresher Courses and new topics;

o use of computers and telecommenientions in science and mathematics teaching.

22-1



The Foundation will require speCific products from each dove r meat projects
.q., materials, software, descriptive program guides, etc., and where appropriate
plans for commercial publication and distribution. Procodu s will be developed to
assure NSF supported products are available for utilization nationally in local
teacher training delivery projects. NSF will consider tut e mechanisms for making
such materials available to local users.

Support criteria will emphasize the participation of a c bination of top scientific
and teaching talent, and will encourage the appropriate iarticipation of industry.'
Careful attention will be paid to procedures for assuri g the effectiveness of training.
such as examinations at the end of programs and the aw ding of regular college
credit or suitable alternatives recognition of concro achievemont.

It is expetod that most proposals will be subm d by colleges and universities,
but other institutions with education mission will be equally considered.
Appropriate participation and collaboration among practicing teachers, scientists.
science educators and officials of state and local education agencies will be a
principal consideration for award. In addition, participation and contributions
from the private sector, such as the involvement of Industrial scientists, will be
highly favored in agency evaluation of proposals.

Teacher Incentives ($3 million in FY 1983)

The teacher incentives activities focus on the unique problem of motivating, recognizing
and bringing up to date science and mathematics teachers who are among the best the
profession has to offer. This complements the materials and teacher training model
development activity whose ultimate target population is the precollege science and
mathematics teacher profession in general. Teacher incentives include Presidential
Awards for Science and Mathematics Teaching Excellence and Teacher Minors Workshops.

the Presidential Awards for Science and Mathematics Teaching Rxcellence will provide
highly visible recognition to approximately 100 Outstanding teachers annually (about
half in mathematics and half in science). The teachers will be selected nationally
with at least oae teacher from each state and other jurisdictions Such as Puerto
Rico and the District of Columbia. They will he presented with a certificate of
excellence at an appropriate ceremony. An award of $5,000 will be made to each
teacher's school to supplement, and not replace, other ruaources for use in improving
its science or mathematics program, under the direction of the award** teacher.

:74:444 C
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The importance of this program was emphasized in a recent radio message by the
President when he said, And we're also beginning a new program, one I intend to
participate in myself, to honor *CIAO of America's best science and mathematics '

teachers. They are a true national resource."

The program will be administered by the OSP in coordination with the Department of
Education, and with the assistance of a national professional scientific organization.
The latter, under contract from WsP, will carry out the identification, nomination,
and selection procedures for the awardeos, and related necessary activities. The
OSP will make the final selections and together with Dab confer the awards. efforts"
will he.made to obtain the participation and contributions of the private sector
such as industrial companies, civic clubs, and local chapters of scientific societies.

The Teacher Honors Workshops Activity accompllOhes three purposes within the area of
precollege science and mathematics teaching developments

-- recognizes and honors top quality teachers;

-- provides these top quality teachers with updating in current science,
and mathematics; recent rapid advances in the sciences and technology make
it necessary to update the technicatpknowledge of even the best teachers; ,

obtains for future planning purposes analyses of science education from the
unique perspective of the best classroom teachers.

QrAntA will 90 to colleges and universities and other instltutilns with precollege
science and mathemation teaching capability to develop, then operate programs of
professional improvement for selected precollege teachers. Participation And contributions
by industry will OP strongly encouraged. Practical experience and demonstrated
excellence in the design and delivery of precollege science and mathematics teaching
will be emphasized and is strongly encouraged.

)-1.4.49



Activities consist oft

identification and selection of science and mathematics teachers of demonstrated
high quality and performance: certificates of honor, appropriate publicity,
etc. will assure recognition and prestige for the selectee),

development of conference materials,

workshops that provide specialised training and practical experiences in
important areas of science and technology-for the participants;

o efforts of participants to collaborate in identification and documentation
of current trends& problems& etc. in science education from their perspective
to be used by or for evaluation and program planning.

extension of workshop benefits by a requirement that participants carry back
to their colleagues materials and information to achieve a wider impact. ,

Workshops are expected to vary in length depending on the proposed nature of activity b2
bZand participants. Careful attention will be paid to procedures for assuring the co

effecti.oeness of training, such as evaluations at the end of programs and the award.-
ing of regular college credit or suitable alternatives recognition of concrete
achievement. The Amount requested for 1983 would allow the participation of approx-
imately 700 science -end mathematics teachers.

fe
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1984 NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
AUTHORIZATION

TUESDAY. MARCH 1. 1983

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 2:46 p.m., in -room
2318, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Doug Walgren (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present. Representatives Walgren, Durbin, Gregg, McGrath,
Skeen, Boehlert, Bateman, and Valentine.

Mr. WALGEEN. The subcommittee will be in order.
Let me call us together and we will begin today's hearing.
This is the second day of authorization heicirti,s foe the National

Science Foundation, and we will look at some of the iesearch pro-
grams of the Directorate ofAstronomical, Atmost..mic, Earth, and
Oceanographic Sciences.

It is safe to say that the research sponsored by this Directorate
has, more than any other single program, really revolutionized our
view of both our planet and the universe in which we live.

If we now accept the fact that we live on continents which ride
on giant plates drifting over the surface of our planet, it is due to
two decades of National Science Foundation-funded research in
crustal processes, both on land and at sea. Quasars, pulsars, red
dwarfs, and black holes are now familiar words to a public who
have watched the Cosmos and NOVA television shows with fasci...a.
Lion and who have made three new science magazines a success in
the last 3 years. Again, NSF-sponsored research is most responsible
for these discoveries.

Just as an aside, one time I asked myself what I felt was the
most important photograph that had been taken during my life-
tirry., and I kept coming back to that picture of the Earth taken
from the Moon all by itself, as having really the greatest impact on
our view of ourselves, our view of our lives, what we mean to each
other, and what we should do with our lives for the future of man-
kind.

And so it is in these areas that great, great changes in Percep-
tion of each other and what is meaningful have occurred.

The accomplishments of the program supported by this director
ate also point out the interdependence of science and technology.
Research submersibles explored and sampled hot springs more

(225)
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than 1 mile below the sea surface and found unique forms of life
there.

Drilling techniques developed for use in deep w. ter enabled the
ocean drilling ship Challenger not only to drill holes in thousands
of feet of water but to find and reenter a drill hole months later for
additional sampling.

In astronomy, satellites andisilicon chips have both contributed
to a great increase in observing sensitivity and capacity at all wave-
lengths with the resulting discovery of new and wondrous objects
in the universe. .

Clearly, for the United States to maintain a position on the fore-
front of scientific exploration requires not only strong support for.
scientists but for the engineers and technicians that design, build,
and operate these expensive and sophisticated research tools.

Today we will hear about oceanography, ocean drilling, and as-
tronomy We will learn something about the research opportunities
and the needs in these fields. I regret that timA does not allow us
to explore all the programs of the Directorater J...realize that the
co tinental earth sciences and the atmospheric \sqiences have their
own stories to tell, and I hope we will bdble to sear them in the
future 'But I certainly want to assure' hose interested in those as-
pects of the National Science Foundati 0 that, they are not neglect-
ed by this committee in our budget revi ws. k

At this point I would like to, before int +being Captain Cous-
teau, turn to the minority for any statement they would like to
make.

Mr. McGrath.
Mr. MCGRATH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would just like to welcome Captain Cousteau and Dr. Knapp

and our other distinguished panelists.
Mr. WALGREN. If now gives me great pleasure to welcome as our

first witness a person who has expanded the horizons of millions of
Americans who have enjoyed and been educated about the oceans
by the pioneering work that he has done.

Captain Cousteau needs no introduction to the science communi-
ty in the United States. We are very pleased you are here. We feel
it particularly important that someone of your stature would invest
the time to come and talk to us about your view of what science
holds in this area. It is not lost. on the other Members and on the
executive branch of this Government that you are here.

So, welcome to the committee, Captain Cousteau.
Any written remarks you would like to make will be made ,a part

of the record, and you can proceed to present your views, however
you feel most comfortable and effective. It is nice that you are
here, ,

',The biographical sketch of Captain Cousteau follows:3

.
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- Captain Jacques -Yves Coveteau

' Education: Navy Academy. Brest, France

War Experience: With French underground, helped clear
of Mediterranean coast of mines

Decorations: Legion of Honor, Croix de Guerra

Positions: Founder and President, Campagmies
Oceanographiquo Franealses
Captain, RV CALYPSO
Director: Kusee Oceanographique de Monaco

AccomPlishments: Coinventor of the aqualung which has made Possible

the modern sport of scuba diving

0
First Person to take color pictures under

water

Avid diver, helped design several diving
vessels

Inventor of process to use TV underwater

olgasproduced books, films, and TV shows on the sea

over the last twenty years. These have won awards
at many film festivals, including an Oscar.

Foreign member of the U.S. National Academy of Sciences (among a large

number of honors and awards)

a

a
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STATKII Km' OF ("Arr..LACAUES-YVES COUSTEAU, PRESIDENT,
COUSTEAU SOCIETY

eaptatreOusitAwTharik-yoir,-M-celmlYman.
If you allow me, Mr. Chairman, before I make my statement, my

official statement, I would like to confess something. I am not an
American citizen. But I have been raised as a boy in New York
City I played baseball on 95th Street, and I broke a number of win-
dows at that time, with the usual consequences for kids. [Laughter.)

I came regularly back to the States when I was 16, when I was
25, and from 195 on, every year, and since 1974 1 have been spend-
ing almost half of my time here.

I have been a witness from the outside of what was going on in
the tnited States. I feel almost like an American citizen because I
pay My-taxes_here I must say that I was proud of tht advances,
technical and scientific advances, of she United States after the
war. ...__._

-
I was fascinated by all the progress made in oceanography,

mainly, thanks to such agencies as the Office of Naval Research,
which was at that time lavishly supporting basic research.

I must say that I have also witnessed, since 1968, a certain de-
cline in the leadership in science and technology of the United
States. At the same time, before 1968, Vie Eui Aan best brains
used to come here to work. Now, there 16 the beginning of the re-
verse trend, American brains goipg abroad.

I think it is a very serious situation. Since 1968, one after the
other, the various budgets were reduced slowly, and slowly but
surely for fundamental research. Only recently, since the President
spoke a few encouraging words in his state of the Union address,
can we hope that the trend will be reversed in the future.

I think this subcommittee has a lot to do to encourage a reversal
of the trend, because the future of America is in its leadership in
science and technology.

I have been asked, Mr. Chairman and members of the subcom-
mittee, to express my views on what the goals of basic oceano-
graphic research should be in the eighties. It is a great honor. It
can only be done today, keeping In perspective the close relation-
ship between the ocean as a whole, and the very existence of
human beings.

Because we breathe air and integrate water in our bodies, it is
natural that we Audy the atmosphere and the ocean. We have de-
veloped the study of the atmosphere and created real-time meted-
rology We know at every moment what is happening in the atmos-
phere, wing the latest devices.

It seems to me that it is high time to develop real-time oceano-
logy Spot measurements of temperature and salinity with conven-
tional methods, even if these methods have been perfected, thanks
to highly sophisticated instruments, such spot measurements are
very difficult to coordinate precisely* because the ocean is a con-
stantly changing environment.

In order to be able to grasp the complexity of these changes, real-
time data mast be collected in key areas. Remote sensing must, of
course, be perfected, but also thousands of inexpensive, lightweight,
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drifting buoys should be 4..unstantly spread over the oceans, dropped
by airplanes, interrogated by. sattilites.

The pulse of the world oceans must be followed daily as we daily
take the pulse of the world atmosphere. This is, of course, a big en-
terprise. It should be a cooperative international enterprise, but we
do not trust the intergovernmental orgar izations. They'have been
discussing these matters for decades with no (milts whatsoever.

So, in order to break this inertia, I recommend to start a two-,
three-, or four-nation venture. For such a fundamental and perma-
nent study, very few ships are needed, but apak from satellites,
there is a need to develop a reliable slow takeoff and landing sea-
plane, especially designed for oceanography.

As you know. seaplanes have been abandoned for transportation,
and rightly so. glut for oceanology, sloW takeoff and landing sea-
planes, with even a small wind, can almost takeoff and land verti-
cally. There is such a plane made in Japan, but it is a little too
small and it has not been designed specifically for the kind df oper-
ation that we would like to conduct. I very strongly recommend
tha( such a seaplane be studied because, we will need it badly in
the luture, and it would save millions of &liars once it is devel-
oped.

Then we have another set of problems to study: The four inter-
faces of the ocean. The air/ocean interface is already the object of
very substantial studies the world over. That is where the climates

. are conceived, and it is because of the interest of meteorology spe-
cialists that this interface has been so lavishly funded.

the ocean bottom interface is where continents and ocean basins
are forged, where mineral are generated and nutrients regenerat-
ed.

Well, as you know, big programs have been developed in the
United States by NSF to drill into the bottom and understand
better the geophysics of the Earth, but it is only one facet of this
bottom study. ..

The coastline provinces are the third frontier of the ocean. That
is where the human pressure is the highest. There is one thing
that few people.take into consideration. In that place along the
coastline, waves breaking generate marine aerosols which spread,
pushed by the wind, oligo-elements that fertilize agriculture way
inland, to such an extent that some people have begun to establish
a close mathematical relationship between average wind speed., size
of the waves, and the fertilization of the land.

Finally, the fresh water/salt water interface is extremely impor-
tant at the deltas and mouths of large and small rivers and of var-
ious runoffs.

The study of these four frontiers of the ocean calls for highly spe-
cialized equipment, very special ships, and helicopters.

Studying the ocean as a vast, living, and ever-changing environ-
ment, focusing on its main interfaces to better' understand the in-
teraction between natural forces and human increasing interfer-
ence, must lead us to broader concepts.

As I understand the general direction of research presently being
funded and then balance this against the problems this country
and our entire global society face, I worry that some very impor-
tant questions are not being addressed.
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1 would like today to share some thoughts on what j call ecotech.
By this term, I mean the integration of such human-oriented disci-
plines as economics, sociology, and landscape architecture with nat-
ural syStem subjects such as ecology and geology, hydrology, and
energy analysis.

Ecotech encompasses these academic disciplines and adds the use
of appropriate technology to address the\most important problem
humanity faces tlday: The sound management and integration of
human and natural processes.

We need to understand both of these domains, each in the con-
text of the other, and we need to develop management strategies
which acknowledge and promote the vital interconnections between
each We must embrace ecology, economics, and with appropriate
technology, develop alternate futures to insure a healthy and pro.
ductive biosphere.

As you know, my n oncern has been the ocean, first as a
frontier to explore, n as resource which should be managed
wisely for continued produ i ity. I have consistently expressed
fears that renewable ocean resources are being either overexploited
or mismanaged, and tiiat using the sea as ,a universal sewer will
reduce its vitality and thus diminish our benefit from its resources.

But such mechanical destruction and pollution are most often
considered as isolated issues separate from an integrated concept of
the whole; that is, without an appreciation for how the human and
natural resources interact in the entire system.

At National Science Foundation, relatively large amounts of dol-
lars and energy have been invested in studying molecular biology
and biochemiStiy, and the work, thanks to the NSF peer review
process and other factors, has been impeccable science.

A smaller investment has been made, though, at higher levels of
organization such as population ecology and ecosystem function,
and, possibly due to limited information and niethodolegies, some
have considered this soft science.

Finally, almost no support has been given to study at the level of
interactions between ecosystems and human systems. I view this as
a tragi mistake, since it is at this level that humans are presently
exerting a major influence on the biosphere.

Of course, human influences affect lower levels as well, but proc-
esses occurring at a high level cannot be studied from a level of
organization below it. This reminds me of a statement by Einstein
which could be easily equated to this one.

It is at this broad or high system level where we have the most
to gain, by designing systems which maximize the benefits from
our environment. And it is at this level where we have the most to
lose, as we can potentially destroy entire ecosystems on which we
depend.

Addressing the problem at any level of organization below this
will leave important questions unanswered. The limitation of the ,

reductionist paradigm is that each discipline is unable to look,
beyond its own domain or above its level of organization, and, con-,
sequently, each is inadequate to address some of our most impor-
tant problems and thus to develop solutions.

I feel the National Science Foundation should support holistic
science as seriously as it has promoted reductionist science.
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Recently I turned my attention from the sea, exclusively, to an
exploration of rivers, because it was obvious that rivers have an
impact on the sea as carriers of nutrients, organic matter, sedi-
ments, and pollutants. Upon exploring the Nile, the St. Lawrence,
which drains the Great Lakes, and now the Amazon, it has be ?.n
forcefully impressed upon me that the rivers are merely a rake-
boa of the land area which they drain, and that in many cases this
is dominated by the actions and effects of human activity.

As I travel, I am constantly reminded that natural systems and
human systems are becoming more closely bound r Al that to un-
derstand one without considering the other is impossible My point
here is that I believe the National Science Foundation should sup-
port and develop a new, integrated science of humanity and nature
which will study and direct the relationship between the two.

As I mentioned, we need a conceptual framework in which to in-
tegrate natural i.ystems, human systems, and appropriate technol-
ogy. We need to understand the patterns of the landscak'including
Quastal regions, the human and natural systems which survi.? in
these regions, the distribution and exchanges of energy and matter,
the controlling rule of water, feedback loops within these systems,

d we need to be able to evaluate alternate futures in light of
sach models. Ultimately, this must become pad of the process of
policy development.

Water is a particularly appropriate example of such studies,
since it is not limited by any of our artificial disciplinary bound-
aries. It is simu:taneously a controlling force in many physical, bio-
logical, and human processes and, at the same time, is affected by
each and in turn influences the remaining two.

As water brings life to ecosystems in precipitation, it also may
bring death from remote sources cf pollution. Water symbolizes the
absolute interconnectedness of all segments of the biosphere, and
attempts to answer questions about its allocation and most appro-
priate use interface with almost every academic discipline.

Now, when I speak of water instead of the ocean, it is because all
waters originate from the ocean and we cannot disassociate fresh-
water systems from the salt-water system.

I urge you to assemble the most open-minded and creative people
who represent such fields as geology, economics, environmental en-
gineering, planning, ecology, sociology, oceanography, landscape ar-
chitecture, energy analysis, politics and anthropology, and to en-
courage them to develop a new science which encompasses all seg-
ments and processes of our biosphere. Merely getting such diverse
interests to communicate and to reach consensus about the domain
and objectives of this subject will be a monumental task, I know.

I hope that from this will come a definition of specific projects
such as the development of quantitative natural and human re-
source inventories, theoretical principles applicable to the entire
system, integrated system models, and optimization and value-as-
sessment techniques such as those being used by Ian McHarg and
Howard T. Odum.

The techniques employed by both of these pioneers and their
teams have been very helpful in guiding environmentally sound de-
velopnrint which maximizes human benefit from nature's free
services.
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I am convinced that the National Science Foundation is the best
organization to do this, primarily because of its success in promot-
ing good research in other fields.

The ocean is very definitely part of this proposal, but even the
ocean is only part of this system and cannot be considered as an
entity isolated from all other parts. I urge you to make a commit-
ment to support the study of humanity and nature.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Captain Cousteau follows.)
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$TATLMENT

by

CAPTAIN JACQUES-YVES COUSTEAU

Ns. ChairmAn. Members of the Subcommittee, distinguished colleagues,

1 have been asked to express my views on what the goals

of basic oceanographic research should be intho eighties.

This can only be done today - keeping in perspective the

cies° relationship between the ocean as a whole and the

very existence of human beings. Because we breathe air and

integrate water In our bodies, it is natural to study the

atmosphere and the ocean. We have developed the study of

the atmosphere and created real-time meteorology. It seems

to me that it is high time to develop real-time oceanology.

Spot measurements o: temperature and salinity with conventional

methods, even It the..e methods are highly sophisticated, are

difficult to coordinate precisely because the ocean is a

constantly changing environment.

In order to be able to grasp the complexity of these

changes, real-time data must be collected in kcy areas.

Remote sensing must be perfected, but also thousands of

inexpensive, lightweight, drifting buoys should be spread

over the oceans, dripped by airplanes, interrogated by

satellites. The pulse .)t the world oceans must be follOwed

dailY, as we daily take the pulse of the' world atmosphere.

This Is 4 cooperative inteinat'onalcnterprise, but ono way

to break the inerti.. of intergovernmental organicatiOns is

to stars a two, throe or four nation venture. FOr such a

fundamental and permanent study, very few ships are needed,

but apart from satellites, ohere is a need to develop a reliable

G Ow take off and larding seaplane, specially designed for

oceanography.

Tin we have ano.her set of problems to study - the four

interfaces of the Ocean: the air/ocean interface where

climates are conceived. The ocean bottom interface, where

eenttMentS and or,pan basins are forded, whore minerals are
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generated and nutrients regenerated. The coastline

ProvincesMitke the human pressure is highest, where marine

aerosols spread oligo-elements that fertilize agriculture

way inlay.,. And finally, the fresh water/salt water

interface, at deltas and mouths of large and small rivers, and

of various run-offs. The study of these four frontiers of

the ocean calls for highly specialized equipment, very special

ships and helicopters.

Studying the ocean as a vast, living and ever changing

environment, focusing on its main interfaces to better

understand the interaction between natural forces and

human increasing interference, must lead us to broader concepts.

As t understand the general direction of research

presently being funded and then balance this ...iainsebthe

problems this country and our ertire global scelety face,

worry th.st some very important questions are not being

addressed. I would like today to share some thoughts on

what / call.Ecotech. Dy this term, I mean the integration

of such human oriented disciplines as economics, sociology,

1Malwelr, and landscape archi.octure with natural system

sub3ects such as ecology and geology, hydrology, and energy

analysis. Scotech encompasses these academic disciplines

and adds the use of appropriate technology to address the

most important problem humanity faces today: the sound

management and integration of human and natural processes.

We need to understana both of these domains, each in the

context of the other, and we need to develop management

strategies which acknowledge and promote'the vital

interconnections between each. We must embrace ecology,

economics, and with appropriate technology, develop alternate

futures to insure a healthy and productive biosphere.

k
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As you know, my primary concern has been the ocean,

first as a frontier to explore, then as a resource which

should be managed wisely for continued productivity

have consistently expressed fears that renewable ocean

resources arc being overexploited and that using the seas

as a universal sewer wi:' reduce its vitality and thus

diminish our benefit from its resources. But such

mechanical qestruction and pollution are most often

considered as isolated issues separate from an integrated

concept of the whole, that is, without an appreciation

for how the human and natural resources interact in the

entire system.

At NSF, relatively large amounts of dollars and energy

have been invested in studying molecular biology and

biochemistry, and the work, thanks to the NSF peer review

process and other factors, has been impeccable science.

A smaller invoutmont has been made, though, at higher

levels of organisation such as population ecology and ecosystem

function and, possibly due to limited information and

methodologies, some have considered this soft science.

Finally, almost no support has been given to study at the

level of interactions between ecosystems and human systems.

view this as a tragic.mistake since it is at this level

that hum4 are presently exerting a major influence on the

biosphere. of course, human influences affect lower levels

as well, but processeS occurring at a high level cannot be

studied from a level of organization below it. It iS at

this broad or high system level where we have the most to

gain, by designing systems which maximize the benefits from

our environment. And it is at this level where we have the

most to lose as we can potentially destroy entire ecosystems

on which we depend. Addressing the problem at any level of

organisation below this will leave important questions

unanswered. The limitation of the reductionist paradigm

is that each discipline is unable to look beyond its own

dOmdin or above its level of organization and, consequently,

,
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each is inadequate to adazesS some of Our most important

Problems and thus to develop solutions. I feel NSF should

support holistic science as seriously as it has promoted

reductionist science.

Recently I turned my attention from the sea, exclueively,

to an_explocation_of.Livers because it was obvious that

rivers have an impact on the sea as carriers of nutrients,

organic matter, sedimefts and pollutants. Upom exploring

the Nile, the St. Lawrence which drains the Great Lakes,

and now the Amazon, it has been forcefully impressed upon me

that the rivers are merely a reflection of the land area which

they drain, and that in many cases this is dominated by the

actions and effects of human activity. As I travel, % am

constantly reminded that natural systems and human systems

are becoming more closely bound and that to understand one

without considering the other is impossible. My point here

is that I believe the NSF should support and develop a new,

integrated science of humanity and natural which will study

and direct the relationship between the two.

As I mentioned, we need a conceptual framework in which

to integrate natural sy.tems, human systems, and appropriate

technology. We need to understand tho patterns of the

landscape including coastal regions, the human and natural

systems which survive in these regions, the distribution and

exchanges of energy and matter, the controlling role of

water, feed back loops within these systems. and we need to

be f.ble to evaluate alternate futures in light of such

models. Ultimately, this must become part of the process

of policy development.

Kite( is a particularly appropriate example since it

is not limited by any of our artificial disciplinary boundaries.

i:177
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Mr. WALGREN. Thank you very much, Captain Cousteau.
That is a poweKui and large statement.
I cannot help but bring to mind that the United States seems to

have been pulling back from exactly some of the directions that
you indicate it makes sense to go in. I think of our at least govern-
mental withdrawal from some international scientific agencies that
were. trying_to,--as_I understand it, look at global resourcesthe
1ASA group in Austria, in particular.

Has that become evident in your view of the U.S. scientific com-
munity from an international perspective? How are events like
that perceived in the international scientific community?

Captain COUSTEAU. As you. know, Mr. Chairman, the trends in
science have been traditionally set by this country. After the war
and until Ilia fatal date of 1968, a large share of the funds was
allotted to fundamental research, basic research. Since 1968, the
fashion, the trend, is to encourage applied science.

Applied science generates improvements, never any break-
throughs. It is only basic science that brings about the break-
throughs. So there has to be a balance between the two. I do not
think that at this stage it is the case.

I must say that all the other countries have followed the exam-
ple of the United States, exactly like the women of the world follow
the trend of French fashion.

Mr. WALGREN. Is there a reason why 1968 was a watershed, em-
phasizing applied science thereafter?

Captain COUSTEAU. I think that is the time when, by a series of
billsin Europe, we call it the Johnson Act, but in fact it is a
series of bills which have forbidden or made it difficult for the mili-
tary to fund research that is not directly aimed at military goals.

When you know the amount of breakthroughs that have been
made in oceanography, thanks to the funding of the Office of Naval
Research, you understand that from then on that was finished. I
think it was a fatal blow.

Mr. WALGREN. That was the Johnson Act?
Captain COUSTEAU. It was during Johnson's Presidency. We sim-

plify abroad the intricate American bills by calling it the Johnson
Act when we want to criticize this attitude.

Mr. WALGREN. And it directed things away from-- -
Captain COUSTEAU. Yes, from fundamental research.
Mr. WALGREN. From fundamental research in the military in

particular?
Captain COUSTEAU. No, no, not only. From then on, the scientists

had to justify that their research would bring about material ad-
vantages..

Mr. WALGREN. I see.
Captain COUSTEAU. They couldn't care less, but they have to

season their application.
Mr. WALGREN. I see.
Let me ask what the barriers are to greater international cooper-

ation and how we can encourage more cooperation. I know it is a
broad subject, but I do sense in certain areas our Government is
pulling back into a kind of nationalism, even to the point of con-
cern about spread of information, literally, abroad, in apprehension
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that it has some security connotations. Yet it is clear that the sci-
entific community certainly has to be a worldwide community.

What are some of the real barriers to international cooperation
that you have experienced, and do you have any advice for us in
th

Captain ColTery.70Well,- aj.; you know, I have not experienced,

tmy-self' anything directly beciiuse we are completely self-supported,
andwe do not receive any government funds from any country,
whether it is the Oceanographic Institute of Monaco or the Cous-
teau Foundati0n. We don't want any government funds, in order to
be completely- free. But that is exceptional, so let's forget about my
own direct exterience.

I was very .truck when I went to the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
several times at the tune when they were preparing Sea-Sat. It was
a long time that we were waiting for a satellite specifically aimed
at oceanic exploration. The earth satellites have given some infor-
mation, but they were not prepared for that kind of job.

I was disappointed to see the program of Sea-Sat, in spite of the
fact that it had some very interesting instruments. I asked why the
program of Sea-Sat had not been more broadly aimed at the open
ocean Sea-Sat was aimed at the coastal ocean, and I asked why. It
was for political reasons, because public funds of that magnitude
Would be easier to get if it was for domestic waters. It doesn t make
any sense to me, because that very same satellite was spinning
around the world, going over the coastal areas of all nations, and
could have been aimed at bringing about a fantastic amount of
information on the open ocean. Unfortunately, SeaSat had a very
short life.

But this is the example that I can give of this kind of nationalis-
tic myopy.

Another barrier is, as I said in my statement, the inefficiency of
intergovernmental organizations, the inertia, the time lost in con-
gresses and meetings and talks, and nothing is done, and money is
spent just in travel expenses and meetings.

A very good example of what could be done was the collaboration
between the United States and France for the study of the mid-At-
lantic ridge When I was suggesting that the cost of spreading inex-
pensive buoys over the ocean being high, it could be shared be-
tween a few nations without passing through the international or-
ganizations. I think that several countries would be ready to go,
with the United States. This is the type of thing, in answer to your
question.

Mr WALGREN. Thinking again about the trends in nationalism,
it is my understanding that there now is more and more effort to
extend the coastal Nach of nations now out to 200 tail% in their
control and ,jurisdicti 3n completely. Is that going to have an impact
on international science' Will oceanographers find that direction
limiting?

Captain COUSTEAU. It has to be seen, and we will know that very
soon.

Now, it Is impossible for me. Mr. Chairman, to answer objectively
that question I am obliged to answer subjectively because I am a
violent opponent of the Law of the Sea. I think the butchering of
the oceans, the dividing of it into 200-mile limits, of sovereignty,
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national sovereignty, instead of dividing it into zones of responsibil-
ity, was a tremendous mistake.

I am not an opponent of the Law of the Sea for the same reasons
that the Government of the United States is; it is for entirely dif-
ferent reasons.

As a consequence, also, I am sure that scientific ships will have
greater problems working in some of those national sovereignty
zones. This is sure.

Mr. WALGREN. Yes.
Captain COUsTEAU. Now, for your information, there is a meeting

in Nice this year in October, I think, to establish, using legal
advice as well L scientific advice, a file defending free access for
scientists into Lese zones. This is going to be a very interesting
meeting, and I am going to attend.

Mr. WALGREN. You know, in our National Science Foundation, in
particular, we have, over the last short period of time, had diffitul-
ty keeping funding for social sciences, and it comes through loud

iand clear in your statement that somehow you feel we have to in-
clude man pi this whole process and somehow approach it from a
perspective' that starts on the higher level, I gather, and you men-
tioned this principle of the science of reduction versus whatever
the alternative is.

Captain CousrsAu. May I, Mr. Chairman, quote Einstein?
Mr. WALGREN. Please.
Captain COUSTEAU- I always carry it with me because I should

not forget it.
The world that we have made as a result of the level of thinking we have done

thus far creates problems that we cannot solve at the same level as the level we
created them at.

Mr. WALGREN. We cannot solve at the same level as---
\ Captain COUSTEAU. As the level we create 3 them at. That clearly

says, if we carry on with studying little facts, we are going no-
where. We have to go to the high level to understand the problems
that we have created at the lower level. So it is a must for us now
that we have already a big area of understanding about this world,
thanks to scientific research in the past; it is high time to get to
the higher level.

Mr. WALGREN. That higher level would certainly emphasize
starting with man and his interaction.

Captain COUSTEAU. Yes, exactly.
Mr. WALGREN. Have you been down to the Vietnam war memori-

al in our country here yet?
Captain COUSTEAU. No, sir.
Mr. WALGREN. I know you will get there sometime soon. One of

the strangest juxtapositions is the fact that it is less than 25 yards
from the Einstein memorial, and going between the two is some-
thing that perhaps will bring some very real .realizations on the
part of many people about these diffeient levels and how we have
failed so completely on some levels.

Well, I am sorry to have gone on, and we have other members, in
order of their appearance. Mr. Skeen.

Mr. SKEEN. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
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I just want to say to Captain Cousteau that, as a long-time ad-
mirer of yours, it is a pleasure to sit here and listen to you today.
It is a time for us to learn something and I for one have learned a
great deal.

I particularly appreciate the stradghtforward method in which
you answered the questiohs and t e candor. It is a very rare
thingand also how well you are ab e to separate reality from poli-
tics.

Thank you, Captain. I enjoyed it.j
Captain COUSTEAU. Thank you, s,tr.
Mr. WALGREN. Thank you, Mr. Skeen.
Mr. Durbin.
Mr. DURBIN. Thank you.
I want to repeat what Congressman Skeen has said. I considej it

an honor to be here with you today.
I have several small children at home, and when I come home

every week, as I do, in Springfield, Ill., too far away froin the
ocean, they ask me what happened this week, and I am sure every.
thing that has happened to me will be dwarfed by the fact that I
sat in a committee with Captain Cousteau.

I would like to ask you a simple question, perhaps reflecting my
own naivete or apprenticeship when it comes to this area. if you
were to sit with a group of young people today who live, as I do, in
the hinterlands, in the mainland of the United States, and wanted
to know why it was important for us to keep plumbing the depths
of the ocean and looking in the oceans and rivers for our future,
what would you tell them? What exciting horizons do you see there
that we all should appreciate, many of us who are 1,000 miles away
from ,the ocean?

Captain COUSTEAU. I would try to explain to them that the ocean
is the fuel for the big thermodynamic machine that we are living
in, and that without a well functioning ocean, the potatoes would
not grow in Idaho. a

Jt is fairly easy to demonstrate, but we depend on little factors,
like for example, the evaporation factor of the surface of the ocean
to build up vapor and rain. The extensive pollution of that surface
may bring about a reduction of the evaporation, on the contrary,
may heat the molecular surface of the ocean to such an extent that
it would increase the evaporation. Inothe first case, it would bring
about drought and famine. In the second case, it would bring about
floods and a rise in the level of the ocean, with the flooding of most
of the coastal cities.

So we have to understand that this thermodynamic machine is
extremely fragile and sharp. It works on a needle, and any kind of
interference can bring about such things as glaciation or other con-
sequences.

Mr. DURBIN. What do you see as the next horizon in ocean°.
graphic research? Where are we looking when we think in terms of
researcR rather than application that you have seen from your own
experiences?

Captain COUSTEAU. It is obvious, to start with, that there can be
a lot of resources taken from the ocean, not necessarily those that
are emphasized in the newspaper, but from the research stand.
point. We have to better understand how the ocean works for our
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own survival, not speaking about Ar
just depending upon that well fund oning, clockwork machinery

terial benefits, because we are

Any disturbance could bring about disastrous consequer des. So
we have to understand. That is why I was referring to organized
real-time. oceanology. We should know what is happening in the
ocean as fast and as completely as we know what is happening in
the air, in the atmosphere and we do not. We are far from that,
and we should, because otherwise we will not be in A position to
avoid disasters. .0

Mr. DURBIN. Thank you very much, Captain.
Mr. WALGREN. Thank you, Mr. Durbin.
Mr. Bateman.
Mr. BATEMAN. Mr. Chairman, I will not offer any questions. I

would like to comment that I was first privileged to hear Captain
Cousteau as a witness before a legislative body in the General As-
sembly of Virginia.
' Captain, it is good to hear from you again. Had I known you
were going to be a witness this afternoon, I would have been absent
somewhere else instead of absent from here, but I am glad I got
here for a part of your presentation.

Mr. WALGREN. Thank you very much, Mr. Bateman.
Well, let me, on behalf of the committee, express our apprecia-

tion for your presence and the investment you have made in trying
to give us your perspective. We appreciate it very much.

Captain CousrEAu. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WALGREN. Thank you very much.
The next witness is Dr. Edward Knapp, again the Director of the

National Science Foundation.
One of the benefits of these hearings is we bring together in the

same room people who are in a position to learn a great deal from
each other and, M this instance, act on it. I am sure that there will
be that synergistic effect.

Dr. Knapp is, accompanied by Dr. Edwin Salpeter, who is a
Inemper of the National Science Board, and we are pleased to have
your geritlften. ; - , _

Your writtert.stptemertts will be made part of the record without
more, and please, feel free to summarize your views ay. lenta-
lions as you feel effective.

Dr. Knapp.

STATEMENT O ' DR. EDWARD A. KNAPP, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL
SCIENCE FO NDATION, ACCOMPANIED BY DR. EDWIN A. SAL-
PETER, MEM ER, NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD

Dr. KNAPP. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. .

I will summarize my written statement and submit it for the
record.

It 15 a pleasiire to testify again today and to be accompanied by
Dr. Edwin Salpeter, a member of the National Science Board, and
J. G. White, Professor of Physical Sciences at Cornell University.

Today we have an opportunity to discuss some areas of science
that are among the most exciting supported by the Foundation.
Plate tectonics, for example, has been heralded by many as a scien-
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tific revolution comparable in significance to the Newtonian syn-
thesis or the Darwinian theory.of evolution. .

Astronomers have observed unexplained phenomena occurring in
the galaxy's core whjch involve prodigious amounts of energy. In
the Earth's crust, hol springs have been discover&l in which unex-
pected biological and mineral processes are occurring.

The violence and frequency of wind downbursts associated with
thunderstorms have been found- to be important as a probable
cause of airplane crashes on takeoff and landing.

These and many other significant discoveries and developments
have occurred in the last decade or so in the astronomical, atmos-
pheric, Earth and ocean sciences which are the focus of today's
bea ring.. .

It is important to understand something about the general char-
acter of these disciplinestheir sociology, if you like. Their charac-
ter shapes their structure, the way in which scientists themselves
conduct research, their resource requirements, and the way in
which the Foundation budgets for them and manages the research
programs supporting them.

The primary characteristics of these sciences are that, they are
observational sciences; they are multidisciplinary; and they are de-
fined in terms of particular environmental domain or location.

In general, researchers in these fields study the phenomena of
interest without being able directly to control and manipulate
them. as in the laboratory sciences. They seek and observe particu-
lar natural phenomena of the Earth and the universe.

The observational character of these sciences means that they
are highly dependent upon instrumentation, in the broadest sense
of the worddrilling platforms, astronomical observatory, air-
craft, ships, submersibles, seismic detectors,, earth corers, and com-
putational equipment for handling data, facilitating its interpreta-
tion. and modeling natural phenomena. .

The equipment is costly to purchase or construct and to operate.
It requires a sizable support and technical staff plus a sophisticated
division of labor to use, maintain, and further develop it.

These sciences lend themselves to coordinated group undertak-
ings by investigators in different disciplines, different institutions,
and different countries. This condition exists because coordinated
measurements of various phenomena within a known time period
in the same location can improve overall scientific understanding.

In astronomy, for exampie, simultaneous observatic..., from sev-
eral radio telescopes located at a distance, from each other have
made possible significantly improved resolution of distant stellar
systems

The Foundation is a major supporter of academic research in all
the AAEO sciences, although the magnitude of its role varies, de-
pending on the level of funding for more mission-oriented research
provided by other Federal agencies.

The NSF is the lead agency for Federal support of ground-based
astronomy and since 1976, has maintained a relatively constant
funding role, providing about two-thirds of the Federal total-for
such research.

In atmospheric sciences research, the National Oceanic and At-
mospheric Administration, the Department of Defense, and the No-
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Administration are mand Space
support. NSF funding accounts for only about half f the atmos
tional Aeronautic:, ior sources of

pheric research conducted by university investigators.
The U.S. Geological Survey, NASA, and the Department of

Energy are important funders of applied, mission-oriented work in
the Earth sciences. But the Foundation accounts for about 75 per-
cent of the Federal funds going to universities for sup ort of basic
research in these: disciplines.

Similarly, the NSF provides nearly three-fourths of he Federal
support of basic ocean research at academic institutions.4

The Foundation support for research in the astronom; .41, atmos-
pheric, Earth, and ,ocean sciences is provided in four, dominant
modes. direct support of individual investigators to cover such costs
as developing instruments required for their experiments, data
analysis, and post-doctoral and graduate research assistants, sup-
port of national centers and other major research facilitids; support
for large coordinated projects, and indirect support of many investi-
gators who are given access to facilities, data, or samples on a cornc
petitive basis.

The major facilities which the Foundation supports in these dis
ciplines inch.de. .ive user-oriented national astronomical observa-
tories, and pkatial suppc-t of a half dozen university observatories
that opera to a range of radio telescopes; the National C nter for
Atmospheric Research, which conducts staff research itself and
provides iztajor computational and modeling facilities, aircraft, and
.adars to university researchers, seismic reflection profiling by the
Consortium for Continental Reflectio A Profili-g [COCORP], to map
the structure of the continental crust to a depth of 70 kilometers;
and the ocean drilling ship Challenger and associated core reposi-
tories and geophysical data banks.

Individual project . ipport is also provided in all of these scientif
is disciplines, although the proportions vary from field to field In
the Earth sciences, for example, the bulk of the fundin,,, is for
small awards to individuals. In contrast, more than two-thirds of
the budget for research in astronomy goes to the national ant: uni-
versity observatories.

T: balance between facilities development, operation and main-
tenar e, and project grants is carefully examined each year by the
NSF staff with advice from their scientific advisory committees.
The National Science Board alto reviews each of these programs
from time to time and examines the balance among their various
activities and modes of support.

Access to facilities and coordination of their scientific use is ac-
complished in different ways in each discipline. But in all cases, de-
cisions are based on competitive peer review.

These facilities makt possible a large number of individual proj-
ects. For example, well over 1,000 astronomers use the national ob-
servatories each year for their projects. Similarly, deep sea cores
from the Challenger program are requested and used by large
numbers of marine geologists and geophysicists.

Over the years, the House Science and Technology Committee
has taken the leadership in recognizing some of the questions to be
addressed in budgeting for and managing corn, x activities such
as these.
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Within the framework of a policy statement adopted by the Na-
tional Science Board in 1979, in response to a recommendation
from your committee, these questions are addressed at several dif-
ferg_mt levels within the Foundation as a part of its planning and
budgeting processes They are addressed by the NSF staff and its
scientific advisory panels. They are also reviewed by the National
Science Board and by myself.

In addition, when we anticipate the initiation of major new facili-
ties or the phasing out of major existing facilities, they are closely
reviewed by the Office of Management and Budget and the Office
of Science and Technology Policy before being submitted to Con-
gress.

I am pleased that NSF is proposing an increase of 21.3 percent in
the level of support for astronomical, atmospheric, earth and ocean
sciences for liScal year 1984. The Foundation is planning a major
emphasis on the astronomical sciences with a 25.9-percent increase
in this rapidly advancing and scientifically exciting area. The in-
crease will allow NSF to upgrade instrumentation at university
and national observatories and to support preliminary design stud-

-ies for.the very long baseline array.
The emphasis on earth sciences in the past few Foundation bud-

gets is continued into fiscal year 1984. The increase will allow year-
round, continental reflection profiling operations and general up-
grading of much of the research instrumentation that has become
obsolete since the major Federal equipment investments of the
1960s.

In fiscal year 1981, the Foundation expects to invest about $68
million to support crustal research. Included in this funding is
$26.3 million for the ocean drilling program, which is now in the
AAEO activity and which provides funds adequate to continue the
deep sea drilling program.

-A distinguished committee of earth and ocean scientists has re-
viewed priorities and directions for crustal research, its chairman
is with us this afternoon. Their recommendation, not yet published,
is to continue ocean drilling, preferably with a large, modern,
leased cornmer.,ial drill ship. This preliminary recommendation is
under review by the Foundation. If the Foundation and the admin-
istration concur with it, we will expect to present appropriate pro-
gram recommendations to the Congress.

Mr Chairman, I am extremely pleased that the President's
budget request for the Foundation proposes an 18.3 percent in-
crease over fiscal Year 1983 for the support of basic research. In the
sviences we have been discussing today, this increase will allow us
to upgrade instrumentation for astronomical and geological re-
search, expand support of graduate student research assistants and
research post. doctorates, expand activities in the exciting area of
crustal research, initiate design studies of a major new astronomi-
cal facility, and maintain the level of NSF core programs and activ.
ities Those are iivstments in the Nation's scientific and technical
future. I hope this committee will strongly endorse them.

Dr Salpeter Eu\d I will be pleased to answer any questions you
may have.

(The prepared statement of Dr. Knapp follows:)

\ '
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STATEMENT OF

DR. EDWARD A. KNAPP

DIRECTOR, NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY

COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

US. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MARCH 1, 1983

MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE COHMITTEE:

IT IS A PLEASURE TO BE BACK BEFORE YOU TODAY AND TO BE

ACCOMPANIED BY DR. EDWIN E. SALPETER, A MEMBER OF THE NATIONAL

SCIENCE BOARD AND J.G. WHITE PROFESSOR OF PHYSICAL SCIENCES AT

CORNELL UNIVERSITY.

TODAY, WE HAVE AN OPPORTUNITY TO DISCUSS SOME AREAS OF

SCIENCE THAT ARE AMONG THE MOST EXCITING WHICH THE FOUNDATION

SUPPORTS. PLATE TECTONICS HAS BEEN HERALDED BY MANY AS A

SCIENTIFIC REVOLUTION COMPARABLE IN ITS SIGNIFICANCE TO THE

NEWTONIAN SYNTHESIS OR THE DARWINIAN THEORY OF EVOLUTION.

ASTRONOMERS NAVE OBSERVED UNEXPLAINED PHENOMENA OCCURRING IN THE

CORE OF OUR GALAXY WHICH INVOLVE PRODIGIOUS AMOUNTS OF ENERGY.

iN THE EARTH'S CRU41, NOT SPRINGS HAVE BEEN DISCOVERED IN WHICH

UNEXPECTED BIOLOGICAL AND MINERAL PROCESSES ARE OCCURRING. THE

VIOLENCE AND FREQUENCY OF WIND DOWNBURSTS ASSOCIATED WITH'

THUNDERSTORMS HAVE BEEN FOUND TO BE IMPORTANT AS A PROBABLE CAUSE

OF AIRPLANE CRASHES ON LANDING AND TAKEOFF.

arr
IF :LA
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THESE AND MANY OTHER SIGNIFICANT DISCOVERIES AND DEVELOPMENTS

HAVE OCCURRED IN THE LAST DECADE OR SO IN THE ASTRONOMICAL,

ATMOSPHERIC, EARTH AND OCEAN SC.ENCES WHICH ARE THE FOCUS OF

TODAY'S HEARINGS. I WOULD LIKE TO TOUCH UPON FOUR THINGS IN MY

REMARKS TdIS AFTERNOON AND, WHEN I HAVE FINISHED, DR. SALPETER

AND I WILL BE PLEASED TO ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS YOU MAY HAVE.

FIRST, IT IS IMPORTANT TO UNDERSTAND SOMETHING ABOUT TNE

GENERAL CHARACTER OF THESE DISCIPLINES -. THEIR SOCIOLOGY, IF YOU

LIKE. THEIR CHARACTER SHAPES THEIR STRUCTURE, THE WAY IN WHICH

SCIENTISTS IN THEM CONDUCT RESEARCH, THEIR RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS,

AND THE WAY IN WHICH TNE FOUNDATION BUDGETS FOR THEM AND MENAGES

THE RESEARCH PROGRAMS WHICH SUPPORT THEM. SECOND, AS A SCIENTIST

MYSELF, I WOULD LIKE TO SHARE WITH YOU SOME OF THE EXCITEMENT OF

RECENT DISCOVERIES AND DEVELOPMENTS IN THE EARTH AND OCEAN

SCIENCES. THIRD, I WILL BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TNE MODES OF SUPPORT

CHARACTERIZING THE FOUNDATION'S PROGRAMS iN THESE SCIENTIFIC

DISCIPLINES ANO HOW WE PLAN AND BUDGET FOR THEM. FINALLY, I WII.

DIRECT YOUR ATTENTION TOWARDS SOME OF THE HIGHLIGHTS OF OUR FY

1984 PROGRAM iN THESE SCIENCES.

tUARACTER1STla OF THE DISC1PLIME

THE PRIMARY CHARACTERISTICS Em: THE ASTRONOMICAL, ATMOSPHERIC,

EARTH AND OCEAN SCIENCES ARE THAT T!.EY ARE OBSERVATIONAL

SCIENCES/ THEY ARE MULTI-DISCIPLINARf; AND THEY ARE DEFINED IN

TERMS OF A PARTICULAR ENVIRONMENTAL DOMAIN OR LOCATION. IN

GENERAL, RESEARCHERS IN THESE FIELDS STUDY THE PHENOMENA OF

INTEREST WITHOUT BEING ABLE, DIRECTLY, TO CONTROL AND MANIPULATE

THEM AS IN THE LABORATORY SCIENCES. THEY SEEK AND OBSERVE

PARTICULAR NATURAL PHENOMENA OF THE EARTH AMU UNIYERSE.
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THE ENVIRONMENTAL DOMAIN IS IMPORTANT. II IS THE ORGANIZING

REFERENCE POINT FOR GROUPS OF SCIENTISTS WHO OTHERWISE MAY BE

QUITE DIFFERENT IN TERMS OF THE INSTRUMENTS THEY USE FOR THEIR

OBSERVATIONS) THE SYSTEM LEVEL THEY OBSERVE, E.G., FROM THE

DROPLETS IN A CLOUD TO MAJOR STORM SYSTEMS; THE MAJOR THEORETICAL

CONSTRUCTS THEY EMPLOY FOR INTERPRETING THEIR OBSERVATIONS) AND

THE SPECIFIC PHENOMENA -- BIOLOGICAL, CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL -- THEY

ACTUALLY STUDY. SOME OF THESE SPECIALTIES, SUCH AS ASTRONOMY AND

OCEANOGRAPHi, ARE CONCENTRATED IN A LIMITED NUMBER OF MAJOR

ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS WHILE OTHERS, SUCH AS GEOLOGY, ARE TO BE

FOUND IN MOST COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES. BECAUSE OF THIS

CONSIDERABLE DIVERSITY, IT CAN BE DIFFICULT, AT TIMES, FOR

AGREEMENT TO BE ACHIEVED ON RESEARCH PRIORITIES AND RESOURCE

NEEDS EVEN WITHIN INDIVIDUAL AREAS OF RESEARCH.

THE OBSERVATIONAL CHARACTER OF THESE SCIENCES MEANS THAT THEY

ARE HIGHLY DEPENDENT ON INSTRUMENTATION, IN THE BROADEST SENSE OF

THE WORD -- FACILITIES SUCH AS DRILLING PLATFORMS, ASTRONOMICAL

OBSERVATORIES, AIRCRAFT, SHIPS AND SUBMERSIBLES FOR OBSERVATIONS

FROM THE BEST LOCATIONS. SPECIFIC DATA COLLECTING DEVICES SUCH AS

RADIO TELESCOPES AND RECEIVERS, CHARGE COUPLED DETECTOR ARRAYS,

SEISMIC DETECTORS, EARTH CORERS, OR DOPPLER RADARS) AND STORAGE

AND COMPUTATIONAL EQUIPMENT FOR HANDLING DATA, FACILITATING ITS

INTERPRETATION AND MODELLING NATURAL PHENOMENA. AS INSTRUMENTS

HAVE IMPROVED IN TERMS OF THEIR SENSITIVITY, RELIABILITY, OR

EFFICIENCY, OR AS WHOLE NEW CLASSES OF INSTRUMENTS HAVE BECOME

AVAILABLE, E.G., CHARGED COUPLED DETECTOR ARRAYS OR COLLECTING

LIGHT OR SUPERCOMPUTERS FOR INCREASINGLY SOPHISTICATED HDDELLING,

THEY HAVE HAD .PROFOUND IMPACTS ON CONCEPTUAL UNDERSTANDINGS IN

THESE SCIENCES AND HAVE REVEALED NEW, AND SOMETIMES UNEXPECTED,

PHENOMENA.
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MAJOR INSTRUMENTS AND FACILITIES ARE OF MAJOR IMPORTANCE To

THE CONDUCT OF RESEARCH IN THE ASTRONOMICAL, ATMOSPHERIC, EARTH

AND OCEAN SCIENCES. THE EQUIPMENT IS COSTLY TO PURCHASE, OR

CONSTRUCT, AND TO OPERATES AND IT REQUIRES A SIZABLE SUPPORT AND

TECHNICAL STAFF PLUS A SOPHISTICATED DIVISION OF LABOR TO USE,

MAINTAIN, AND FURTHER DEVELOP IT. As ANY OF YOU WHO HAVE VISTED

THE KITT PEAK NATIONAL OBSERVATORY NEAR TUCSON KNOW, THE IMAGE OF

THE LONE ASTRONOMER, SITTING ON 4N ISOLATED HILL, GAZING AT THE

STARS THROUGH HIS OWN TELESCOPE AND RECORDING HIS OBSERVATIONS IN

A NOTEBOOK, IS AT LEAST AS OUT OF DATE AS THE 'GOOD 5-CENT

CIGAR.' IN FACT, THE USE OF SENSITIVE PHOTOGRAPHIC PLATES HAS

BEEN LARGELY SUPERSEDED BY THE CHARGE - COUPLED DETECTORS MENTIONED

EARLIER, AND DATA ARE RECORDED ON MAGNETIC TAPE AND OBSERVED ON

TV MONITORS.

IT IS ALSO THE CASE THAT THESE SCIENCES LEND THEMSELVES TO

COORDINATED, GROUP UNDERTAKINGS BY INVESTIGATORS IN DIFFERENT

DISCIPLINES, DIFFERENT INSTITUTIONS AND DIFFERENT COUNTRIES. IN

GENERAL, THIS CONDITION EXISTS BECAUSE COORDINATED MEASUREMENTS

OF VARIOUS PHENOMENA WITHIN A KNOWN TIME PERIOD IN THE SAME

LOCATION CAN IMPROVE OVERALL SCIENTIFIC UNDERSTANDING OF THE

DOMAIN OF INTEREST AHD ITS PARAMETERS.

IN ASTRONOMY, FOR EXAMPLE, SIMULTANEOUS OBSERVATIONS FROM

SEVERAL RADIO TELESCOPES LOCATED AT A DISTANCE FROM EACH OTHER

HAS MADE SIGNIFICANTLY IMPROVED RESOLUTION OF DISTANT STELLAR

'SYSTEMS POSSIBLE- IN THE LAST DECADE, A VERY LONG BASELINE

INTERFEROMETER (VLBI) NETWORK HAS EMPLOYED VARIOUS RADIO

TELESCOPES IN THE U.S. AND EUROPE To MAKE SUCH DETAILED

OBSERVATIONS- To BE SUCCESSFUL, THIS WORK REQUIRES CAREFUL

COORDINATION OF TELESCOPES AT DIFFERENT SITES, THE USE OF ATOMIC

CLOCKS TO INDICATF THE PRECISE TIME OF RECORDING OBSERVATIONS,

AND THE CENTRAL COLLECTION AND CORRELATION OF RECORDED
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OBSERVATIONS IN ORDER TO PRODUCE A MAP OF THE STELLAR OBJECT OR

REGION OBSERVED. THE VLB1 NETWORK HAS BEEN COORDINATED BY AN

INFORMAL COMMITTEE OF SCIENTISTS INVOLVED IN THE WORK, MANY OF

WHOH RECEIVE SUPPORT FROM THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION.

THE FOUNDATION IS A MAJOR SUPPORTER OF ACADEMIC RESEARCH IN

ALL THE AAEO SCIENCES THOUGH THE MAGNITUDE OF IS ROLE VARIES,

DEPENDING ON THE LEVELS OF FUNDING FOR MORE MISSION-ORIENTED

RESEARCH PROVIDED BY OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES. THE NSF IS THE LEAD

AGENCY FOR FEDERAL SUPPORT OF GROUND-BASED ASTRONOMY AND SINCE

1916, HAS MAINTAINED A RELATIVELY CONSTANT FUNDING ROLE PROVIDING

ABOUT TWO-THIRDS OF THE FEDERAL TOTAL. IN ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES

RESEARCH, THE NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION

(NOAH), THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE (DOD), AND THE NATIONAL

AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION (NASA) ARE MAJOR SOURCES Of

SUPPORT, .WITH NSF FUNDING ACCOUNTING FOR ONLY ABOUT HALF OF THE

wORK CONDUCTED BY UNIVERSITY INVESTIGATORS. THE U.S GEOLOGICAL

SURVEY, NASA, AHO DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY ARE IMPORTANT FUtIDERS OF

APPLIED, MISSION-ORIENTED WORK IN THE EARTH SCIENCES WITH THE

FOUNDATION ACCOUNTING FOR ABOUT 75 PERCENT OF THE FEDERAL FUNDS

GOING TO UNIVERSITIES FOR THE SUPPORT OF BASIC RESEARCH IN THESE

DISCIPLINES. SIMILARLY, THE NSF PROVIDES NEARLY THREE-FOURTHS OF

THE FEDERAL SUPPORT Or 3ASIC OCEAN RESEARCH AT ACADEMIC
INSTITUTIONS. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE FOUNOATION'S ROLE IN THE

,OCEAN SCIENCES IN RECENT YEARS HAS INCREASED BECAUSE OF GENERAL

DECREASES IN FUNDING LEVELS FOR BASIC AND APPLIED OCEANOGRAPHIC

WORK IN OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES.

GIVEN THESE OVERALL SUPPORT PATTERNS AS WELL AS THE GENERAL

MULTI-DISCIPLINARY AND MULTI-INSTITUTIONAL CHARACTER OF THESE

SCIENCES, THE FOUNDATION CLOSELY COORDINATES ITS PROGRAM PLANNING

AND FUNDING ACTIVITIES WITH THOSE OF OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES.

THIS COORDINATION RANGES FROM FORMAL MECHANISMS SUCH AS THE
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COMMITTEE ON ATMOSPHERE AND OCEANS OF THE FEDERAL ,COORDINATING

COUNCIL ON SCIENCE, ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY TO FREQUENT

INFORMAL CONTACTS OF NSF PROGRAM MANAGERS WITH THEIR COUNTERPARTS

ELSEWHERE.

ADVANcESAN UROERSTAULIOt IPLEARTH's CRUST

EXCEPTIONAL ADVANCES IN BASIC_ UNDERSTANDING OF GEOPHISICAL

AND ASTRONOMICAL PHENOMENA HAVE TAKEN PLACE IN THE PAST TWO

DECADES. IN LARGE PART AS A- DIRECT RESULT OF THREE THINGS:

SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENTS IN INSTRUMENTATION AND FACILITIES;

EXPANDED SUPPORT FOR THE ORGANIZATION AND CONDUCT OF MULTI-

DISCIPLINARY COORDINATED INVESTIGATIONS IN SPACE. IN THE EARTH'S

ATMOSPHERE, AND UNDERNEATH THE EARTH'S CRUST AND OCEANS; AND

MAJOR DISCOVERIES ACROSS THE BROAD FRONT OF THE UNDERLYING

SCIENTIFIC DISCIPLINES AHD SPECIALTIES.

PERHAPS NOWHERE IS THIS BETTER ILLUSTRATED THAN IN RESEARCH

ON THE LITHOSPHERE, OR EARTH'S CRUST, AND THE EMERGENCE OF THE

PLATE TECTONICS CONCEPT AS A MAJOR UNIFYING AND PREDICTIVE THEORY

FOR THIS WORK- EVEN AS THE NEWTONIAN SYNTHESIS PROVIDED A

COHERENT MECHANISM FOR RELATING THE NOTIONS OF THE PLANETS TO

EACH OTHER AND TO THE MOTION OF BODIES ON EARTH, So THE PLATE

TECTONICS CONCEPT PROVIDES A MEANS FOR RELATING THE DYNAMICS of

THE OCEAN CRUST TO THE DYNAMICS OF THE MANTLE, FOR CORRELATING

HERETOFORE DIVERSE OCEAN BASIN PROCESSES TO ONE ANOTHER, AND FOR

RELATING THE EVOLUTION OF THE OCEANS AND CONTINENTAL CRUSTS. WE

ESTIMATE THAT IN FY 1983, THE FOUNDATION WILL OBLIGATE S51

MILLION TO ITS VARIOUS PROGRAMS IN SUPPORT OF SUCH CRUSTAL

RESEARCH. IN FY 1984, FUNDING OF THIS TYPE OF MULTI-DISCIPLINARY

WORK WILL INCREASE TO AN ESTiMATED $68 MILLION.
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THE ORIGINS OF OUR PRESENT CONFIDENCE IN PLATE TECTONICS

THEORY GO BACK TO THE EARLY YEARS OF THIS CENTURY. BY ABOUT

FIFTY YEARS AGO, MOST GEOLOGISTS HAD AGREED ON A HODEL OF THE

EARTH CONSISTING OF A TWO-PART CORE -- INNER AND OUTER --

OVERLAID BY THE MANTLE, I.E., THE BULK OF THE EARTH, OVERLAID,

AGAIN, BY A VERY THIN CRUST. OF THESE LAYERS, THE OUTER CORE IS

LIQUID; THE REST IS SOLID. IN 1915, A GERMAN GEOLOGIST HAD

PROPOSED THAT CONTINENTS WERE NOT FIXED BUT DRIFTED SLOWLY AROUND

THE OCEANS. HIS THEORY WAS NOT TAKEN SERIOUSLY HOWEVER, IN PART,

BECAUSE NO PLAUSIBLE MECHANISH WAS ADVANCED TO EXPLAIN THIS

CONTINENTAL DRIFT.

THE PLATE TECTONICS THEORY, ESTABLISHED JUST TWO DECADES AGO

ON THE BASIS OF DETAILED MAGNETIC MAPPING OF THE OCEAN FLOOR AND

ANALYSIS OF OCEAN BASIN SEDIHENTS AND ROCK, PROVIDED A PLAUSIBLE

MECHANISM FOR THIS HYPOTHESIS AND LINKED THAT HECHANISM TO THE

THERMAL PROCESSES OCCURRING WITHIN THE EARTH'S INTERIOR. BEFORE

THEN, GEOLOGISTS HAD FEW CLUES ABOUT HOW TO ESTABLISH CAUSAL

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE THERMAL PROCESSES WITHIN THE EARTH'S

INTERIOR AND ITS VISIBLE SURFACE FEATURES.

THE PLATE TECTONICS CONCEPT BEGINS IN THE UPPER MANTLE WHIC

THROUGH PARTIAL MELTING, GIVES RISE TO HOT MAGMA THAT THR TS

ITSELF TO THE SURFACE AND COOLS TO FORM THE CRUST. AS NEW UST

IS INTRODUCED FROM THE MANTLE, THE OLDER CRUST IS PUSHED SIDE.

AT THE SURFACE OF THE EARTH, THESE ZONES OF RISING MAGMA FORM A

LONG, GLOBE-CIRCLING CHAIN OF VOLCANIC RIDGES, OR PREADING

CENTERS, MOST BUT NOT ALL OF WHICH PRESENTLY LIE IN THE OCEAN

BASINS AT THE MID-OCEAN RIDGES.

FOR REASONS THAT ARE NOT COMPLETELY UNDERSTOOD, THE EARTH'S

CRUST DOES NOT MOVE AS A SINGLE UNIT BUT IS BROKEN UP INTO MAJOR

PLATES. As THg PLATES MOVE, THEY CARRY NOT ONLY THE OCEANIC

.5
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CRUST BUT ALSO THE CONTINENTAL CRUST IN PIGGYBACK FASHION ON TOP

OF THE UPPER MANTLE. FOR EXAMPLE, THE AMERICAS ARE NOW SEEN AS

HAVING BEEN JOINED TO EUROPE AND AFRICA UNTIL SEVERAL TENS OF

HILL IONS OF YEARS AGO, WHEN A RIFT OR SPREADING CENTER SPLIT THEM

ALONG WHAT IS NOW THE LINE OF THE HID-ATLANTIC RIDGE. SINCE THAT

TIME, THE NEW AND OLD WORLDS HAVE BEEN MOVING APART AT A RATE OF

7 TO 4 CENTIMETERS PER YEAR, PRODUCING THE ATLANTIC OCEAN.

PLATE TECTONICS PROVIDES A PLAUSIBLE CAUSAL MECHANISM LINKING

THE BIRTH OF THE OCEANIC CRUST AT THE SPREADIN CENTERS TO ITS

DEATH AT SUBDUCTION ZONES OR CONVERGENT MARGINS, WHEN TWO
TECTONIC PLATES COLLIDE. SUCH COLLISIONS ARE AN INEVITABLE

CONSEQUENCE OF THE CAUSAL MECHANISMS THAT CREATE THE PLATES IN

THE FIRST PLACE AND DRIVE THEM AWAY FROM THE MID-OCEAN RIDGES.

SINCE THE TOTAL SURFACE AREA OF THE EARTH IS FIXED, THE AGING

EDGES OF A `TECTONIC PLATE MUST ULTIMATELY ENCOUNTER THE EDGES OF

ONE OR MORE OTHER PLATES. MOST OFTEN, WHEN THIS OCCURS, THE EDGE

OF THE DENSER OF THE Tiid PLATES DIVES -- OR IS SUBDUCTED --

BENEATH THE SECOND PLAT,E-TICARRYING MOST OF THE CRUSTAL MATERIAL

AHD PERHAPS SOME NP ITS SIDIMENTARY COVER BACK INTO THE MANTLE.

CONSIDERABLE HEAT APPEARS' TO BE GENERATED AT THESE SUBDUCTION

ZONES. IT SEEMS LIKELY -THAT COMPLEX CHEMICAL REACTIONS OCCUR

BETWEEN THE SUBDUCTING CRUST AND ITS SEDIMENTS AND THE OCEAN

WATER. IF SO, THEY MAY RESULT IN THE DEPOSITION OF USEFUL

MINERALS AT THE SUBDUCTION ZONE.

ONE OF THE EMPHASES IN THE FOUNDATION'S PLANS FOR ITS CRUSTAL

RESEARCH ACTIVITIES IN FY 1984 AND SUCCEEDING YEARS WILL BE TO

INCREASE UNDERSTANDING OF OCCURRENCES AT THE BOUNDARIES OF

TECTONIC PLATES. THIS RESEARCH WILL BE PURSUED BY INVESTIGATORS

IN DIFFERE4T DISCIPLINES USING A VARIETY OF TECHNIQUES AND

INSTRUMENTATION INCLUDING: SEISMIC TRANSECTS STARTING ON THE

CONTINENT AHD PROCEEDING TO THE OCEAN MARGINS) OBSERVATIONS OF

21-2A0 0 -K3 -- IT

-....-.
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CRUSTAL STRUCTURES ON LAND; AND OCEAN DRILLING WHICH PROVIDES

INFORMATION ON SUC,KsTHINGS AS THE STRUCTURE OF SEDIMENTS AND

ROCKS AS WELL AS THEIR MAGNETIC AND THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS.

AT THE VERY HOT SPREADING CENTERS THEMSELVES -- AS AT THE

SUBDUCTION ZONES -- REACTIONS BETWEEN THE NOT, RISING MAGMA AND

THE CHEHICAL-RICH SEA WATER COULD LEAD TO THE DEPOSITION OF

USEFUL MINERALS IN THE CRUST. INDEED, OBSERVATIONS FROM THE

SUBMERSIBLE ALVIN OF HYDROTHERMAL VENTS AT THE MID-ATLANTIC RIDGE

HAVE PROVIDED TANTALIZING INDICATIONS ABOUT THE COMPLEXITY OF

GEOTHERMAL AND GEOCNEMICAL PROCESSES THAT ACCOMPANY THE BIRTH OF

THE OCEANIC CRUST. MORE RECENT INVESTIGATIONS FROM ALVIN AT

SPREADING CENTERS IN THE PACIFIC HAVE REVEALED, IN ADDITION TO

NEW GEOLOGICAL PHENOMENA, BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES LOCATED AT THE

HYDROTHERMAL VENTS.

THESE VENT COMMUNITIES ARE THE ONLY MAJOR ECOSYSTEMS ON EARTH

FUELED BY ENERGY-RICH SULFIDE COMPOUNDS. CHEMOSYNTNETIC

BACTERIA, INDEPENDENT OF SUNLIGHT THAT POWERS THE REST OF THE

WORLD'S BIOTA, AkE THE FOOD CHAIN BASE FOR A DIVERSE GROUP OF

UNIQUE AND PREVIOUSLY UNKNOWN ORGANISMS. THE INITIAL DISCOVERY

OF THESE STRANGE BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES WAS AN UNANTICIPATED

RESULT OF A FIELD TRIP TO STUDY THE GEOLOGY OF THE SPREADING

CENTER.

'
4 11/4.;
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SINCE FULL ELUCIDATION OF THE PLATE TECTONICS CONCEPT

REQUIRES INTEGRATION OF THE DATA GATHERED FROM MANY DIFFERENT

PARTS OF THE EARTH,.A GOOD DEAL OF SCIENTIFIC ACTIVITY DURING THE

PAST, TWENTY YEARS HAS BEEN INTERNATIONAL IN CHARACTER. THE PLATE

TECTONICS CONCEPT ITSELF WAS ESTABLISHED DURING THE UPPER MANTLE

PROJECT OF THE 1960s, SPONSORED BT THE INTERNATIONAL UNION OF

GEODESY AND GEOPHYSICS. THE INTERNATIONAL DECADE OF OCEAN

EXPLORATION, ENDING IN 1980, INVOLvED 52 NATIONS. MANY LARGE

PROJECTS UNDERTAKEN DURING THAT DECADE WERE MADE POSSIBLE ONLY

BECAUSE SEVERAL COUNTRIES POOLED THEIR SCIENTISTS, EQUIPMENT AND

SHIPS. A NEW INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH PROGRAM FOR THE 1980s, THE

INTER-UNION LITHOSPHERE PROGRAM, HAS SEEN INITIATED IN

RECOGNITION OF THE CONSENSUS AMONG EARTH AND OCEAN SCIENTISTS

THAT THE TIME IS NOW RIPE FOR A CONCERTED MULTI-DISCIPLINARY

ATTACK UPON THE EVOLUTION AND DYNAMICS OF THE EARTH'S

LITHOSPHERE, OR CRUST.

PLANNING, RODGFTING AND MODES OF SUPPORT

THE FOUNDATION SUPPORT FOR RESEARCH IN THE ASTRONOMICAL,

ATMOSPHERIC, EARTH AND OCEAN SCIENCES IS PROVIDED IN FOUR

DOMINANT MODES: DIRECT SUPPORT TO INDIVIDUAL INVESTIGATORS TO

COVER SUCH COSTS AS DEVELOPING INSTRUMENTS REQUIRED FOR THEIR

EXPERIMENTS, DATA ANALYSIS, AND POST-DOCTORAL ANO GRADUATE

RESEARCH ASSISTANTS) SUPPORT OF NATIONAL CEdTERS AND OTHER MAJOR

RESEARCH FACILITIES) SUPPORT FOR LARGE COORDINATED PROJECTS) AND

INDIRECT SUPPORT OF MANY INVESTIGATORS WHO ARE GIVEN ACCESS TO

FACILITIES, DATA, OR SAMPLES ON A COMPETITIVE BASIS.

`..

,
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THE MAJOR FACILITIES WHICH THE FOUNDATION SUPPOR- IN THESE

DISCIPLINES INCLUDE:

O FIVE .05ER-tRIENTE0 NATIONAL ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORIES

PLUS PARTIAL SUPPORT. OF A HALF DOZEN UNIVERSITY

OBSERVATORIES THAT OPERATE A RANGE OF RADIO

TELESCOPES,

O A LONGITUDINAL CHAIN OF BACK SCATTER RADARS TO OBSERVE

WINDS AND OTHER PHENOMENA IN THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE AT

LOCATIONS FROM GREENLAND TO PERU;

O THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH (NCAR).

WHICH BOTH CONDUCTS STAFF RESEARCH ITSELF AND PROVIDES

MAJOR COMPUTATIONAL AND MODELLING FACILITIES,

AIRCRAFT, AND RADARS TO UNIVERSITY RESEARCHERS1

O SEISMIC' REFLECTION PROFILING BY THE CONSORTIUM FOR

CONTINENTAL REFLECTION PROFILING, (COCORP) TO HAP THE

STRUCTURE OF THE CONTINENTAL CRUST TO A DEPTH OF 70

KILOMETERS;

0 THE OCEAN DRILLING SHIP CNaLENDEN AND ASSOCIATED CORE

REPOSITORIES AND GEOPHYSICAL DATA BANKS;

0 WITH NOM AND THE OFFICE OF NAVA,. RESEARCH, THE

MANNED SUBMERSIBLE ALVIII; AND

THE BULK 'OF THE OPERATIONS OF 22 OF THE 25 SHIPS

CURRENTLY CONSTITUTING THE ACADEMIC OCEANOGRAPHIC

FLEET.
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INDIVIDUAL PROJECT SUPPORT IS ALSO PROVIDED IN ALL OF THESE

SCIENTIFIC DISCIPLINES, THOUGH THE PROPORTIONS VARY FROM FIELD TO

FIELD. IN THE EARTH SCIENCES PROGRAM, FOR EXAMPLE, THE BULK OF

THE 'FUNDING IS FOR SMALL AWARDS TO INDIVIDUAL INVESTIGATORS- IN

CONTRAST, OVER TwO-THIRDS OF THE BUDGET FDR THE ASTRONOMY PROGRAM

GOES TO THEOATIONAL OBSERVATORIES AND THE UNIVERSITY
4.:

OBSERVATORIES. LARGE COORDINMED EXPERIMENTS ARE SUPPORTED,

PARTICULARLY IN THE ATMOSPHERIC AND OCEAN SCIENCES, THAT INVOLVE

LARGE NUMBERS OF INVESTIGATORS AND FACILITIES. THE BALANCE

BETWEEN FACILITIES DEVELOPMENT, OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE, AND

PROJECT GRANTS IS CAREFULLY EXAMINED EACH YEAR BY THE NSF STAFF

WITH ADVICE FROM THEIR SCIENTIFIC ADVISORY COMMITTEES- THE

NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD ALSO REVIEWS EACH OF THt E PROGRAMS FROM

TIME TO TIME AND EXAMINES THE BALANCE AMONG THEIR VARIOUS

ACTIVITIES AND MODES OF SUPPORT-

s

ACCESS TO FACILITIES AND COORDINATION OF THEIR SCIENTIFIC USE

IS ACCOMPLISHED IN DIFFERENT WAYS IN THESE4t DISCIPLINES. FOR

EXAMPLE, IN THE EARTH SCIENCES, THE CONSORTIUM MEMBERS DETERMINE

WHERE PARTICULAR SEISM4C SURVEYS OF THE CONTINENTAL CRUST WILL BE

CONDUCTED. INDIVIDUAL GRANTEES MAY VERY WELL PROPOSE RESEARCH

EITHER IN THE AREA WHERE THE SURVEY IS TO BE CONDUCTED OR WHERE

SUCH WORK HAS ALREADY BEEN CARRIED OUT. DECISIONS ON THEIR

PROPOSALS ARE MADE BY THE NORMAL COMPETITIVE PEER REVIEW PROCESS

OF THE PROGRAM.

IN THE CASE OF NCAR, PROPOSALS FROM INDIVIDUAL INVESTIGATORS

INCLUDE A STATEMENT ON THE FACILITIES TO BE USED, E.G., RADAR OR

AIRCRAFT. THEY ARE REVIEWED BY A USER COORDINATING COMMITTEE

WHICH wiLe FIT THEM INTO THE SCHEDULE- USE OF THE FACILITIES IS

wITMOUT CHARGE TO NSF GRANTEES, THE COST HAVING BEEN INCLUDED IN

1 THE GENERAL SUPPORT CONTRACT WHICH NSF GIVES TO NCAR. THE

UNIVERSITY NATIONAL OCEANOGRAPHIC LABORATORY SYSTEM (ONUS)

a.

,-. -.2uu
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PERFORMS A SIMILAR REviEw FUNCTION IN THE OCEANOGRAPHIC RESEARCH

PROGRAM, REVIEWING PROPOSALS AND DETERMINING THEIR PRIORITY AND

SCHEDULE ON ONE OF THE SHIP% OF THE ACADEMIC FLEET.

IN THE CASE OF THE NATIONAL ASTRONOMY CENTERS, INVESTIGATORS

! IT PROPOSALS FOR OBSERVATIONS DIRECTLY TO THE APPROPRIATE

CENTER. THESE ARE REVIEWED, SELECTED AND SCHEDULED BY A USER

PEER REVIEW COMMITTEE. AGAIN, TIME ON THE FACILITY IS FREE TO

THOSE SELECTED AND, IN ADDITION, MOST TRAVEL COSTS ARE COvERED BY

THE CENTERS AS WELL.

THESE FACILITIES MAKE POSSIBLE A LARGE NUMBER OF INDIvIDUAL

PROJECTS. FOR EXAMPLE, WELL OVER 1,000 ASTRONOMERS USE THE

NATIONAL OBSERVATORIES EACH YEAR FOR THEIR PROJECTS. SIMILARLY,

DEEP tEA CORES FROM THE CHALLENGER PROGRAM ARE REQUESTED AND USED

BY LARGE NUMBERS OF MARINE GEOLOGISTS AND GEOPHYSICISTS.

OVER THE YEARS, THE HOUSE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY COMMITTEE

HAS TAKEN THE LEADERSHIP IN RECOGNIZING SOME OF Pit QUESTIONS

WHICH SHOULD BE ADDRESSED IN BUDGETING FOR AND MANAGING COMPLEA

ACTIvITIES SUCH AS THESE.

WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK OF A POLICY STATEMENT ADOPTED ,BY THE

RATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD IN 1979, IN RESPONSE TO A RECOMMENDATION

FROM YOUR COMMITTEE, THESE QUESTIONS ww THE APPROPRIATE BALANCE

BETWEEN LARGE FACILITIES AND SUPPORT TO INDIvIDOLS AND THE

MECHANISM FOR INITIATING NEW, LARGE-SCALE PROJECTS/ AS WELL AS

THE ADEQUACY OF SUPPORT FOR EXISTING FACILITIES AND THE PHASING

OUT OR REPLACEMENT OF EXISTING FACILITIES - ARE ADDRESSED AT

SEVERAL DIFFERENT LEVELS WITHIN THE FOUNDATION ASIA PART OF ITS

PLANNING AND BUDGETING PROCESS. AS I HAVE MENTIONED ALREADY,

THEY ARE ADDRESSED BY THE NSF STAFF AHD ITS SCIENTIFIC ADVISORY

PANELS. THEY ARS ALSO REVIEWED BY THE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD AND
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BY ME. IH ADDITION, WHEN WE ANTICIPATE THE INITIATION OF MAJOR

NEW FACILITIES OR THE PHASING OUT OF MAJOR EXISTING FACILITIES,

THEY ARE CLOSELY REVIEWED BY THE OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

AND THE OFFICE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY POLICY BEFORE BEING

SUBMITTED TO THE CONGRESS.

PIGHL1GBIS OF 16'S FY 1984 PROGRAM

I AM PLEASED THAT WE ARE PROPOSING AN INCREASE OF 21.3

PERCENT IN THE LEVEL OF SUPPORT FuR ASTROHOmIcAL, ATmOSPHERIC,

EARTH AND OCEAN SCIENCES IN FY 1984. WE ARE PLANNING A MAJOR

EMPHASIS ON THE ihTRONOMICAL SCIENCES WHICH WILL RECEIVE A 25.9

PERCENT INCREASE IN THIS RAPIDLY ADVANCINI AND SCIENTIFICALLY

EXCITING AREA. THE INCREASE 'WILL ALLOW US TO UPGRADE

INSTREMENTATION AT UNIVERSITY AND NATIONAL OBSERVATORIES AND TO

SUPPORT PRELIMINARY DESIGN STUDIES FOR ,THEiVERY LONG BASELINE

'ARRAY (VLBA). THE 1..8A IF CONSTRUCTED WOULD BE A MAJOR, NEW

RADIO TELESCOPE THAT WAS GIVEN VERY NIGH PRIORITY IN THE RECENT

REPORT OF THE ASTRONOMY SURVEY COMMITTEE OF,THE NATIONAL ACADEMY

OF SCILNIES. IT WOULD PROVIDE 100 TIMES 4REATER RESOLUTION OF

CELESTIAL OBJECTS THAN THE BEST PRESENT TELESCOPES. THE DESIGN

STUDIES TO BE SUPPORTED IN 1984 WOULD PROVIDE REALISTIC COST

ESTIMATES AND OTHER INFORMATION NECESSARY FOR CONSIDERING TOE

INITIATION OF THIS PROJECT IN FUTURE BUDGETS.

THE EMPHASIS ON EARTH SCIENCES I$ THE LAST FEW FOUNDATION

BUDGETS IS CONTIHUc, IN FY 1984. THE INCREASE WILL ALLOW YEAR-

ROUND, CONTINENTAL LEFLECTION PROFILIN4 OPERATIONS AND GENERAL

11

UPGRADING OF MUCH AF THE RESEARCH I STRUMENTATION WHICH HAS

BECOME OBSOLETE SINCE THE MAJOR FEDERAL EQUIPMENT INVESTMENTS OF

THE 1960s

._.
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IN FY 1984, THE FOUNDATION E 'ECTS TO INVEST ABOUT $68.0

m'CLLION TO .iPPORT CRUSTAL RESEARCH, AS ALREADY DISCUSSED-

INCLUDED IN THIS IS $26.3 MILLION FOR THE OCEAN DRILLING PROGRAM,

WHICH IS NOW 14 THE AAEO ACTIVITY AND WHICH PROVIDES FUNDS
\\\\

ADEOuATE TO CONTINUE THE DEEP SEA DRILLING. A DISTINGUISHED

COMMITTEE 'OF EARTH AND °CEA,: SCIENTISTS HAS REVIEWED PRIORITIES

AND DIRECTIONS FOR CRUSTAL RESEARCH. THEIR RECOMMENDATION, NOT

YET PUBLISHED, IS TO CONTINUE OCEAN DRILLING, PREFERABLY WITH A

LARGE, MODERN, LEASED COMMERCIAL DRILL SHIP. THIS PRELIMINARY

RECOMMENDATION IS UNDER REVIEW BY THE FOUNDATION- IF THE

FOUNDATION AND THE ADMINISTRATION CONCUR WITH IT, WE WILL EXPECT

TO PRESENT APPROPRIATE PROGRAM RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE CONGRESS.

_CONCLUDING REMARK

MR. CHAIRMAN, I HOPE MY REMARKS THIS AFTERNOON NAVE CONVEYED

A SENSE OF THE GREAT EXCITEMENT OF SCIENCE AND SCIENTIF.I_C___.-

RESEARCH TO YOU_AMD__TO.THE OTHERAEHBERI-O0 THE

1 AM EXTREMELY PLEASED THAT THE PRESIDENT'S BUDGET REQUEST

FOR THE FOUNDATION PROPOSES AN 18.3 PERCENT INCREASE OVER FY 1983

FOR THE SUPPORT OF BASIC RESEARCH. IN THE SCIENCES WE HAVE BEEN

DISCUSSING TODAY, THIS INCREASE WILL ALLOW US TO UPGRADE

INSTRUMENTATION "R ASTRONOMICAL AND GEOLOGICAL RESEARCH, EXPAND

OUR SUPPORT OF JATE STUDENT RE! 4'I ASSISTANTS AND RESEARCH

POST DOCWHAIES, EXPAND OUR ACTIVITIL# IN THE EXCITING AREA OF

CRUSTAL RESEARCH, INITIATE DESIGN STUDIES OF A MAJOR NEW

ASTRONOMICAL FACILIT/, AND MAINTAIN THE LEVEL OF OUR CORE

PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES. THESE ARE INVESTMENTS IN OUR NATION'S

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL FUTURE WHICH I HOPE THIS COMMITTEE wILL

STRONGLY ENDORSE.
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NSF OBLIGATIONS BY BUDGET ACTIVITY
FY 1983-1984

(DOLLARS IN MILLIONS)

%
CHANGE

BUDGET ACTIVITY FY 1983 FY 1984 FY 84i133

MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL SCIENCES $299.7 $364.3 21.5%

ENGINEERING 100.8 123.0 22.0%

BIOLOGICAL BEHAVIORAL AND
SOCIAL SCIENCES

ASTRONOMICAL, ATMOSPHERIC, EARTH,
AND OCEAN SCIENCES

190.2

276.2

223.6

334.9

17.5%

21.3%
t,D
C19
1.1

U.S. ANTARCTIC PROGRAM 83.2 102.1 22.7%

SCIENTIFIC, TECHNOLOGICAL AND* - -----
INIERNATIONAL-AFFAIRS 44.2 36.8 -16.7%

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AND
MANAGEMENT 65.3 66.0 1.1%

UNDISTRIBUTED 4.5 .0 -100.0%

SUBTOTAL, RESEARCH 8 RELATED
ACTIVITIES 1,064.1 1,250.7 17.5%

SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING EDUCATION 30.0 39.0 10%

SPECIAL FOREIGN CURRENCY 3.1 2.6 -16.6%

TOTAL $1.097.2 $1,292.3 17.8%
042 83 602

1 29 83
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ASTRONOMICAL, ATMOSIMERIC; EARTH
AND OCEAN SCIENCES

FY 1983-1984
(DOLLARS IN MILLIONS}

ASTNNOMI CAL -SCIENCES
ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES

EARTH SCIENCES

OCEAN SCIENCES
OCEAN DRILLING PROGRAM

ARCTIC RESEARCH PROGRAM

TOTAL

FY 1983 FY 1984

oh

CHANGE
FY 84183

75.1

34.1

97.7

6.3

$79.3
90.6

42.1

115.4

7.5

25.9%
20.7%
23.5%

18.1%

19.0%

$276.2 $334.9 21.3%

Ora $1613I$3
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CRUSTAL RESEARCH
FY 1983-1984

(DOLLARS IN MILLIONS)

---- EARTH SCIENCES

FY 1983 FY 1984
CHANGE
FY 84/83

CORE PROGRAM $21.1 $24.8 17.5%
biMAJOR PROJECTS

(E.G., COCORP) 4.0 6.3 57.5%

SUBMARINE GEOLOGY AND
GEOPHYSICS 8.9 10.4 15.9%

OCEAN DRILLING 16.5 26.3 59.4%

TOTAL $50.5 $67.8 34.3%

OM 0524
14143
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AlmOSPIRRIC. EARTH. AND WEAR SCIENCES

PROGRAM ACTIVITY %MARY

FY 1984 PROGRAM TOTAL WAy900T000--

4

Subsen0ny Foot
FY 1982

Reque#
FY 198)

Current
P4to

FY i983
Estmt
FY 1984

Allereat
071984/8)

t Astrononsest Set . . . $09,097.300 $63200,000 $62.903.000 $79300.000 S14411.000
Alenneptie0c Some, 1ea30,523 10100.00 75.000.006 01T,1211/0/0 15.560.000
64ttliS . 29,461077 31,100 int 30.000 000 42,100,000 1.000.000
OeetnSel ttttt 70.090.070 61409.000 11,176366 69.000.000 7.92,4,2

V 06,01 Whilip PM gum, 20.000.000 14,000 000 16.000.000 24.000.000 0.600.000
VI 00696 Rest Sigh Prevent 5.607,494 6 300 000 6,000 000 7,000,000 0 200.000

T010 1719 SO 106 5271.700,000 $276,009 066 $334,900 000 556.790.6,2

In! ,,4.s %CA eJy01140 tk`dil.0", ror 1042

Change FY 15414/FY 15 3
(S Millions) oorcentaoe

htronomical t...-vree..S 516.31 .
25.9:

At sImpher le SC itroCIS 15.6 20.7
Earth Sciences 8.0 23.5
Ocean Sciences 7.9 9.8
Pecan Orill:ng Programs .... 9.8 59.4
Arctic Relearch 1.? 19.0

Total 558.8 21.3,4

GhPn3e6 in s dsrtdetal subact irt1

o Astronomy is increased 516.317.000 from 847.9P3.000 to 179.300.000.
This increase allows, the suhn,tivity to hello to carry out the most
tmpot14nt rpcommondations or the report Al Astronomy Survey
for.ittee of the Natinal Academy of cciences. This Includes

"ptertquisi t,s" tuch imorsvod instrumentation at
uniYer,,ities and national e..nters, and design studies on the Very
Long Pateline Array (VISA).

2 6 y
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o Atmospheric Sciences is increased E15,550.000 from t .000 to
90.611his increase su0Dorts further arnriding of the

Computing faoilitY at the %ation31 Center for At'ospheric Research
with the purchase of 3 new mass storage system. Protect support
increases to all subdisciplines, Dartieutarl!meseyerrr----
e..7rs,ra-.rrre siobai AtmosPheric Rer.earCh Program now well into
the data analysis phase continues to OhaSe doer..

O farts Sciences is increased 50.000,000 from $34.100.010 to
TfirMildlrWri-ch allows year-round continental reflection Meiling
ff000RP) operations. major upgrading of instrumentation and a major
research thrust on the evolution and structure of the oontinental
crust.

O Ocean Sciences is increased 57,923.632 from S01.176.140 to
M9.100.000 with emphasis on crustal studios. particularly work
related to l' continental thrust in the tartn Science ra.bactiyity.
Increased eQJJPment soppor! 1S provided thro:50 prolprt grants.

Maintenance 1nJ uPgriJing of shipboard scientific equipment is also
a priority.

n Wean Drillino t ire regard by S9.8 million. orom 516.500.000 to
Voct1,0:006:Ihe roandation is resieeing the r. ran Drilling Program
in !h, larger context of Crustal studies and in the integration of
c4.tinental end marine geology and geoPhysacal studies. Pending the
out( SAP of this study, the budget has been met at a level which will
prnsi.le 1,r the continuation of the Deep Sea Drilling Protect and
for program shit arc currently being examined,

o Atrtlr Research. is increased $1,200,g00 from t6.mobono to
1/,540,0TIO wish emphasis on studicvs of arctic glarserss

than, t in Rudoot Strocture

Ocean Drilling Programs Ihis former activity is now included in the
AALOS activity to facilitate budgetary comPorisOns and coordinatiOn of
prOgram devlohment with closely related portions of that activity.

particularly submarine geology and gc0OhysiCS.

A study is betna sndertaken at the request of the Foote-fatten by a
committee composed of leader's in the earth and ocean mrleroeftS communities

to asses; priorities in crustal studious Special atiention will he
devoted to ocean drilling and the most effective means JO meet needS in
the 'rya. their report together with the fsundatIon's recommendations
based on it, will he available for consideration as part of the
C011006ntOnal review of the FY 1904 nudger,
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MEMORANDUM

TO Members of the Ad hoc Advisory Group on Crustal Studies

FROM: Director, Office of Scientific Ocean Drilling

SUBJECT: Proposed Use of a Commercial Drillship in the Advanced Ocean Drilling
Program {AODP).

i. Smeary

In recent months the market forMarge modern drillabips has changed dramat-
ically. Information provided bY-Sedco, Inc., on the SEOCO 472 enahles the NSF
to present data on the capability and cost of a commercially available
drillship that can be compared to the EXPLORER and CHALLENGER options. It

should be noted that if the Foundation determines that a drillship similar to
SEOCO 472 should be leased for use in the AODP, a competitive procurement
would be conducted to select the most effective shikat the least cost.
Therefore, the material presented in this memorandum should be considered to
illustrate the possibiTities and not to represent a selection of the SEDCO
472.

Seder), Inc., has advised NSF that the SEOCO 472 could be operated, on a long
term basis, at a day rate less tharagralf that which the ship commanded until
September 1902. Other large dynamically positioned drillships may be
available at similar rates. The projected operating cost is essentially the
same as the current cost of CHALLENGER, with a required capital investment not
groater than that necessary to refurbish CHALLENGER.

The SEDC6 472 and other large driliships offer technical capabilities well
beyond CHALLENGER's in every area. TmekCOALLIIIILLire som &hat Tot. than
EXPLORties inmost areas, tArtsorreofiriateaIeep..warmeeccesstOater
riser which the rit -stage These ships
generally have adequate accommodations for increased international
participation, but lack the room for future expansion offered by EXPLORER.
Laboratory space could be approaheately double that on CHALLENGER, but only
about half that available on EXPLORER.

Given the recently changed market conditions for these !lips, selection of one
of then as the drilling platform for the AODP appears likely to be the most
cost-effective option available.

4
4/

_ .
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of the thice ships Violas 0 "4.itional SNernsi:

Clualroleer $1 e/+ 47:

400 feet 470 feel
10.600 tons 16.7011 Ions

oionlationl

tidmer

Oil 1001
44 41K) tons

Relative s.epabitilics

Length \1/4
Operating displa;conent
Insialled power VIM ldowatt. 14.700 t.<00 laloss.eits
Scientific party 29 <0 <0

DA string 21.000 feel li1imx1 Wet 11.000 lett
Studcvsnent systerns I muled (hood (!ood
Casing storage homed I rail Lltdeinivd
Rosa and blossom

presenter
Ufa re,On0 feet Nt.obc :14mg:day
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Mr. WALGREN. Thank you very much, Dr. Knapp.
The ocean drilling program has been relatively controversial

with this committee for the time that I have served on it and cer-
thinly is one that we want to pay very close oversight.attention to.

Now, I understand in the budget that you are submitting that we
have a $9.8 million .increase attributable to the ending of agree-
ments with our foreign partners so that no funds for drilling
beyond the current fiscal year.

At the same time, it is my understanding that last year's budget
indicated that the deep sea drilling program would complete its
field operations in 1983.

So I guesq the question is, how are we continuing this program?
Apparently we are extending the operations with the ship Chal-
lenger. Is that correct?

Dr. KNAPP. Dr. Drake will talk to you in some detail about the
work of the committee he chaired. I asked the committee to look at
the problem of crustal research and the priorities within crustal re-
search, particularly those priorities asociated with the ocean drill-
ing program.

When I came to the Foundation as Director, the scientific drilling
program was controversial. However, at the present time, I beiieve
this committee will make a recommendation affecting the Chal-
lenger in the following way:

The Challenger program for drilling was expected to be complet-
ed in fiscal year 1983. At that time, if drilling with the Challenger
were to be continued, the ship would be laid up, be repaired, and

4 refurbished for further use.
The end of that drilling will now occur 1 or 2 months into fiscal

year 1984. Even if the Challenger were continued, as a drill ship,
the drilling would cease so that the ship could be refurbished.

The increase in funds is to cover either (1) the refurbishment of
the Challenger, (2) the modification of the Explorer to be a larger
drill ship, or (3) the use of a third platform for ocean drilling. In
this case, the ,third platform could be a ship leased from the ships
being built for oil exploration.

We are in a fortunate situation, as has been discovered by this
committee. The world oil market is depressed, and six such ships
suitable for deep ocean drilling would be available for a contractor
to the Foundation to lease for deep ocean drilling and to continue
the crustal studies program.

This is a fortunate occurrence. Six to nine months ago, these
ships would not have been available or would have been available
at a much higher cost. All of these complex interrelations are
being evaluated at the Foundation right now. As I said, we will
come to you with a proposal to, go forward with ocean drilling.
There is no question of NSF's commitment to ocean drilling.

The proposal will be the most cost effective for the maximum sci-
entific output that we can achieve with the funds at NSF's disposal
in the crustal studies program. It is a program of utmost impor-
tance; one that must go forward.

Mr. WALGREN. If we do go forward in a leased, different ship
than the Explorer, how do we explair, the Al5 Fr;llion that has been
spent on the Explorer?
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DI KNAPP TIP. $i- IHIiI1011 and '3", Ilia HMI Irian industrial part-
ners m the .'at het OMD effort have been expended on a series of
scientific programs. The fund, have been used kit a series of Si:len-
til-1k instrumentation development programs .ind two diffetent de-
sign, One design used the Explorer in a ,. configuration for
margin drilling, in conjunction with cumme.cial partners. The
other design fur modification or trje EApiore, which would have
used the ship in 'he drilling progrititi witionit a riser.

These expenditures were necessary fur NSF to understand the
scie ce and costs necessary to convert. the Explorer. The capital
kost to cumplete the conversion of &pion.; is now .estimated at $90
million.

,i and most of the people in the Foundation and in the oceano-
gtaphii and earth scientes b. Wilitliic i-immunity, feel that this ex-
penditure to understand atcoiately the costs insuh ed and the nec-
essary modal. Jamb to the Ihip is money certainly not misspent. It
is netessary many times to tisselop complete plans in order to un-
derstand th_. liabilities to be incurred in any program of this mag-
nit'ide.

Mr. WALCI MN. I see.
Dr. KNAPP Perhaps I could ask Dr. Shinn, tne Director of the

Offi.c. of Sumi's. ()Lean Drilling, if he would concur with these
remarks or have anything 11 add. /

Mr Vini.cttEN. I think that would be helpful.
Dr. Shinn.
Dr. SHINN. Yes, sir, the total amount we spent was about $21.5

million. That included just a little over $5 million contributed by
oil tompanies under the ocean margin drilling program Of that,
about a third was spint on scientific planning, independent of the
thoite of ship. The work accomplished under those expenditures is
entirely useful under the options we are pursuing now.

The remainder was spent on engineering design studies for the
Explorer. If, as now appears to be the case, the intelligent thing to
do b not to go ahead with the Explorer. I think we simply have to
accept that its the cost of making the decision.

Mr. Wsr.catEN. Perhaps we ought to leave the record open for
some submissions as to why. at this point, it 1., the intelligent thing
riot to go forward with the Explorer, and perhaps Dr Drake will
tuuth on some of those consider tions, but it is 4 matter, of course,
of concern for the committee', and we want to have a record that
completely documents what has happened there and how it is to be
understood.

iMaterial to be supplied follows:I



MAIER1A1 FOR THE RECORD With Respect to the Selection of a Orillshlp for
the Ado/aced ocean Uri1ling Program

t

Dr Drake's testimony on the findings of the Ad hoc Advisory Group on
Crustal Studies, which he chaired, explains tlfrbrat rationale for the
Foundation's preference for leasing a commercial drillAip rather than
proceeding with EXPLORER conversion at this time.

Because of worldwide Conditions in the oil market, prices in the offshore:
exploration industry are temporarily depressed. A long-term lease for a

modern dynamically-positioned drillship could probably be negotiated, undo"
current copecic conditions, for about one-half the going rate for such
ships even p few months ago.

A commercial ship would require oaly limited conversion to add laboratory,
spaces and prepPre the drill rig for scientific operations, and would of*
the possibility of future drilling with riser and blowout preventors
without additional capital costs. When contrasted with estimates of
capital costs of S80-90 million for a first-stage riserless conversion of,
EXPLORER, this option is extremely attractive. Operating costs fortthe two
ships would be comparable.

Three backup documents are provided for the record.

- Memorandum dated February 2, 1983, "PropOsed Use of a Commercial
Drillthip in the Advanced Ocean Drilling Program fAODPl."

"Budget Summary of Basic Orillship Options," dated January 31, 1983,

- A tabular comparison of scientific capabilities of CHALLENGER.
EXPLORER, and a large commercial drillship, undated.

These three documents were prepared for the Ad hoc Advisory Group on
Crustal Studies, which met on February 3-4, pm:-

2 7 6
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TO: Hembers of the Ad hoc Advisory Group on Crustal Studies

FRCK: Director, Office of Scientific Ocean Drilling

SUPJECT. Proposed Use of a Commercial Drillship in the Advanced Ocean Drilling
Program (AMP?.

1. Summary

In recent months the market for large modern drillships has changed dramat-
ically. information provided by Sedco. Inc., on the SEDCO 472 enables the NSF
to present data on the capability and cost of a commercially available
drillship that can be compared to the EXPLORER and CHALLENGER options. It
should be noted that If the Foundation determines that a drillship similar to
SEDCO 472 should be leased for use in the AMP, a competitive procurement
would be conducted to select the most effective ship at the least cost.
Therefore, the material presented In this memorandum should be considered to
Illustrate the possibilities and not to represent a selection of the SEDCO

472,

Sedco, Inc., has advised NSF that the SEOCO 472 could be operated, on a long
term basis, at a day rate less than half that which the ship ccemanded until
September 1.982. Other large dynamically positioned drillships may be
available at similar rates. The projected operating cost is essentially, the
same as the current cost of CPALLENSER, with a required capital investment not
greater tlan that necessary to refurbish CHALLENGER.

The SEDCO 472 and other large drillships offdr technical capabilities well
beyond CHtLLENGER's in every area. Their capabilities are somewhat less than
EXPLORER's in most areas, but some offer immediate access to a deep water
riser, which EXPLORER cannot offer in the first-stage conversion. These ships
generally have adequate accommodations for increased international
perskOpation, but Im.k the room for future expansion offered by Datum.
Laboratory space could be approximately double that on CHALLENGER, but only

about half that available on EXPLORER.

Given the recently changed market conditions for these ships, selection of one
of them as the drilling platform for the AODP appears likely to be the lost
cost-effective option available.
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ii. Technical Summary

The SEOCO 472 is one of six existing drillships which have actually drilled
successfully in over 2,000 feet of water, with a riser and well control
equipment, while dynamically positioned. Three of these six ships are owned
by Sedcq, two others are United States owned, anJ the sixth is French.
Another six to eight ships arguably have the capability to work in deep water
while dynamically positioned, but are_untested. The larger of these ships
would all be generally capable, if sultabl) Modified, of carrying out most of
the objectives of tM ADOP, as described In the 00601) report and other
documents.

The technical characteristics and estimat
provided to NSF by Seiko, Inc., which hat
information in this memorandum. In scam
modifications of data provided by Sedco,

sources.

Principal dimensions and characteristics
SEOCO 472 are ass follows:

At

ed costr -4 the SEIKO 472 have been
geed 6.) the use of their
cases the data given herein are
or are drawn entirely from other

of **e CHALLENGER, EXPLORER, and

CHALLENGER 1'0E0 4/2 EXPLORER

Length 400 ft me ft 617 ft r

Beam 65 ft 70 ft 116 ft

Operating Draft 22 ft 25 ft 30 ft

Operating 10,600 tons 16,700 tons 44.400 tons
Displacement

Installed Power 7,700 KW 14.703 KW 27,500 KW

Speed 12 kts 14 KIS 10 kts

Crew 45 55 55

Scientific Party 29 50 50

Quarters 74 116 ISO

Liveability poor fair-good excellent

In general, the SEOCO 472 is about 60 percent larger than CHALLENGER, but
less than half the size of EXPLORER. Its size offers a significant

amantage in accommodations and carrying capaciry over U$ALLLNGLR, but does
not allow the really excellent laboratory arrangements possible on
EXPLORER, or the greatly improved living space and the capacity for future

growth possible on EXPLORER.

- ` ' X

' , -
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Characteristics of the three ships which affect their ability to drill the
more difficult scientific targets may be summarized as follows:

CHALLENGER SEDCO 472 EXPLORER

Drill String 23.000 ft 30.030 ft .33,000 ft

Heave good good good
Compensation

Bud/Cement limited good good
Systems

Casing Storage limited good unlimited

Riser & BOP no 6,000 ft+ maybe someday

Beether Limits less than 45 kts wind 45 kts wind
for Drilling other ships,

but not 15/26 ft seas 15/26 it seas
precisely known

2.5 .t torrent 2.5 kt current

Sea Keeping good goods excellent

High Latitude fair fair-good good
Capability

Laboratory Space 4,500 ft2 9,000 ft2 19,000 ft 2

Drill String; The capacities given are those which can be conveniently
handled, and thus used in normal drilling. Additional pipe can be carried
WM-bold in all three ships. but cannot be used in drilling without a
prohibitive handling time penalty. Usable drill string length is also a
function of drill string design. The SY 135 pipe currently in use has a
practical limit of about 25.000 feet, An improved design with heavier pipe
at the top of the string would extend this limit to about 30.000 feet.
Beyond this depth some aluminise pipe would have to be used to reduce the

total string weight.

otteave Compensation; A new large capacity heave compensator is included in
tra acdffi""1:n r.l.cc each w it weave corpooextiOn cannot be used at
certain critical points however. so the inherently lesser nave
characteristics of the farger ships offer an advantage.

ad /Cement Systems; In riserless drilling mud is used sporadically to keep
the noie clean and lubricate the bit. Since it cannot be recovered. its
use is limited by the carrying capacity of the ship, as well as by cost.
CHALLEHGErs carrying capacity is quite limited; the other ships are not.

Carrying capacity on CHALLENGER is limited to about 2,500 feet.
Carrying capacities of the other ships are essentially unlimited in
visorless operations. Use of casing can greatly assist penetration in some

drilling conditions.

217.E
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Riser and Blowout Preventer (BOWL. CHALLENGER cannot carry or handle a
riser and Hue. LXPLUHLK has Dean designed to carry a 13,000-foot riser,
but the expense of such equipment is at present prohibitive, and it is not
fAtluCed in the current conversion plans.

The SEOCO 472 can presently store 4.300 feet of riser, and can handle

risers to at least 6,000 feet. Sedco claims this capability could be
extended to 10,000 feet without major modification. but this claim is
unproven. The existing capability would pe decreased somewhat by the need
to install laboratories in space now used for tubular storage. Thus as
configured for scientific drilling the SEOCO 472 could deploy a riser to
depths of interest for som6 important scientific targets, but not without
the use of a second vessel to carry the riser and many other supplies.
Such a vessel could be leased on a short term basis. The costs of riser
drilling to deep depths would be 50-100 percent greater, on a daily basis,
than the costs of riserless drilling. Weather would also impose a limit on
the ability to transfer large pieces of equipment between ships. despite
these limits. the riser capability of the SEOCO 472 is a significant
advantage Over either CHALLENGER or EXPLORER, and will allow drilling some
deep passive margin holes that otherwise could not be attempted without the
major expense of equipping EXPLORER with a riser. In the long run,
however, a ship with EXPLORER's full capabilities will undoubtedly be
required if the most difficult targets are to be attempted.

Weather Limits and Sea Keepir9 6oth SEOCO 412 and EXPLORER have been
Resigned to drill normally in winds to 45 knots, 15-foot significant seas,
and surface currents to 2.5 knots. CHALLENGER's limits are somewhat less
than these. but not precisely known. High winds and currents require high
power to maintain station; in this the SEOCO 472 and EXPLORER are about
equal and markedly superior to CHALLENGER. High seas induce pitch and
roll, which cannot exceed about 7 degrees for safe drilling operations.
The larger ships provide inherently better pitch and roll Characteristics.

High Latitude Capability: All three ships would be capable of cold weather
operations, with tne larger ships better in this regard than the smaller.
EXPLORER could be rated Ice Class C.' and an available sister ship to
SEOCO 472, the 411, is classed 'Ice Class B," which is a higher rating.
CHALLENGER has no ice class. The class of the ship affects insurance costs
and the willingness of a Master to operate in marginal areas, but there are
no firm rules concerning the additional operational advantages of ice
classing. None of the ships could actually drill in conditions involving
other than very light ice. As a matter of policy, Sedco, Inc., would
require an escort tug or ice breaker regardless of the ship's ice class.

Labocatory Facilities: Facilities on CHALLENGER are cramped and badly
arranged. oneymargThal improvements could be made. SXPLORER would offer
truly outstanding facilities, equal to the best available on land in
almost all respects. SE0C0 472 would offer a major irprovement over
CHALLENGER, but with the compromises generally associated with shipboard
laboratories. The scanning electron microscope and microprobe planned for
EXPLORER would not be possible on SEOCO 472. and there would be much less
space for libraries.. study carrels, and conference rooms. SEOCO 472 would,

however, provide about twice the space now available on CHALLENGER, and in

a superior arrangement.
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Cost Smeary

The daily operating and capital costs associated with each ship may be
summarized as follows 11903 dollars):

CHALLENGER SEOCO 472 EXPLORER

Day Rate $33,600 $32,200 $33,600

Fuel O $320/ton 3,520 5,400 7,200

Fuel Type Diesel Wesel Heavy 011

Other Costs 12,200 12.200 11,110

------- -------

$49,320 $49,000 $52,600

Budget Estimate $53 K/day $53 K/day $57 k/day

Capital Invent $11 N $10 M $90 N

Within the Italts of estimating accuracy, the operating costs of CHALLENGER
and the SEOCO 472 are about the same, while EXPLORER is slightly more. The
uncertainty is about 5 percent for either CHALLENGER m*5E001472, and
perhaps 10 percent for EXPLORER.

For CHALLENGER and SEOCO 472 the figures are all based on recent Operating
experience. For EXPLORER the uncertainty Is larger because there is no
operating experience In the converted configuration, although the
extrapolations we have made from past operating experience should be

. reasonably valid.

Capital Investment: The estimates for CHALLENGER and EXPLORER have Jeen
discussed elsewhere in detail. The estimates for UDC° 472 are very
preliminary, and may be subject to considerable erre.. The principal work
required is as follows:

Modify Drill Rig for Scientific Coring
Oasis: Equipment ql tes for EXPLORER $ 1.0M

New Larger Heave Compensator
Basis: Direct vendor quote

Modify Station Keeping System for Deep
Water

Basis: Rough guess

Modify Existing Hold for Lab Space

1.511

Basis: Rough guess 1.0 M

Build Oeckhou$e for More Lab Space
Basis: Rough 'mess 2.0 M
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Laboratory Equipment
Oasis: EXPLORER lab equipment lists

m4
2.0 M

Total s 7.6 H
Reserve 2.4 H

*Meet Estimate H

IV. Impact on International Participation

The SEOCO 472 would allow the same size scientific party as has been
planned for EXPLORER. The ship therefore has the size to accommodate
additional partner countries. The cost adsantages over EXPLORER should
make possible a contribution level in the range of 22.5 M per year rather
than the 13 it requested for EXPLORER. This would reduce the budyet
problems which new members have tO cope with.

All present and prospective partners have indicated a strong desire for a
new ship; none prefers to continue a program baiod on CHALLENGER. The
intonation in this memo was presented and discussed at the JOIDES Planning
Commrttee meeting on January 28. at which repreestetives of all four
current partners plus Australia and New Zealand were present. All
expressed enthusiasm for the concept of leasing a large drillship if terms
similar to these can be obtained. Australia and New Zealand expressed a
strong preference for such a ship over EXPLORER because of tae immediate
availability of a riser. The shorter hiatus in drilling possible with a
leased drillship (less than a year vs. over 2 years with EXPLORER) is also
attractive to the partners. In sum, international participation at the
level of five to seven partners contributing $2.5 M each shpuld be
possible. I believe agreements could be negotiated on a long term basis
with contributions beginning in FT 1985.

V. Conclusion

Technically the SEOCO 472 or a similar ship would be superior to CHALLENGER
In Tery respect. Although inferior to EXPLORER in most rospocts, such a
snip wool(' nave a major advantage over EXPLORER in the immediate

availability of a riser.

Operatir' and capital costs for a leased drillship should be similar to
Tharfoi-totALLLAGEH, and the capital investment required is much less than
that reqwired for EXPLORER.

International participation could be at levels 'approximating those possible

with EXPLORER.

Under present market conditions the leased drillship option appears
N
to

present an opportunity to provide long term stability for the Advanced
Ocean Drilling Program, based on a platform that is a major advance over
CIOLLENGER, at little or no increase in costs. Although attaining the most
difficult of the COSOD Objectives will eventually require a ship with
capabilities approximating those planned for EXPLORER with the deep riser,
the costs of such a ship are prohibitive at this time. I believe the
community will support the choice of a large modern ship, to be leased
through a competitive procurement, and that we should move forward with the
necessary arrangemCnts in the near future.

prowry
Allen II. Shinn, Jr.

2.32



SLIMY ir BASIC DRILLSKP 0FTIOIS6

OPT1Cat is EtPLCRER Drilling After Phase Cut of OIALLDICER {Configuration '8')

Actual Total Average Cost
FY 1982 FY 1983 FY 1984 FY 1985 FY 1986 FY 1987-2035 1984.2005 per Drilling Year

I-MP- 1 18.112/` $ '2:25/- I -5-- 4-1-21-CisettLISAR Ups
DIUTIER Cps
Science
Design S Construction
IOTA
Less Foreign
Li s DARPA

NSF Appropriation

Jaruary 31, 1983

-0-2/ -0- 4- 10.4 20.8
6.0 7A 9.3 9.5 9.6 13.5
5.5 6.0 29.661 32.4 28.0 -0-

r3rx ra:r7, nr:g9/ ramw rsais, s 782.7
- 8.4 - 8.3 4.6 - 5A - 12.0 17.0
- 1.2 - 0A41 -0- -0- -0-

S 20.0 3 23.G S 36.5 S 36.5 S 36.0 f 17.3 S 437.7

614103 2: Refit.and Continuation of CHOLLENIER

CRALLEWR
Science
(*shy' S Construction
11)144

Less Foreign
Less IARPA

FY 1982 FY 1983 FT 1984 FY 1985 FY 1506-93

S 18.1 S 18.63 S 6.3 S 20.810/ S 20.8
6.0 8.5 10.9 12.6 12.4
5.5 2.5 11.1 4 -a-rm rm. nrs npr n=

- 8.4 - 6.3 - 1.26/ - 6.6"/ to.o141

- 1.2 - 0.1 4- 4- -0-

20.0 3 21.2 f 27.1 f 25.4 f 23.2

'Figures In millions of 1983 dollars, except 1982.

Totil Average Cost
1984.93 per Drilling Year

S 327.3 S 36.417/

S 238.1 S 26.5171

233
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SUPNANY OF BASIC DRUSDIP OPTIONS

OPTION 3: EXPWIER Drilling After Phase Out of CPALLENSCR (Configuration "C")

FY 1986 FY 1987-2005 1984 -20055
Average Cost

per Drilling Year
Meal
FY 1984 FY 1993 FY 1984 FY 1985

CliPLLENGER Os 9 18.1 1 10.0 $ 2.2 $ -0- $ -0- $ -0-
LIPLCittit the -0- -0- -0- -0- 11.1 22.2
Science 6.0 73- 9-.3 9.5 93- -13.5
Design It Construction 5.5 6.0 24.1 25.8 25.1 -0-*
TOM
Less Foreign

rir6
- 8.4

1-374
- 8.3

3-757
- 4.6

3353
- 5.4

3-4331
- 12.0

31E7
- 17.0

$ 795.0 $ 40.016/

Less DANA - 1.2 - 0.1 -A- -0- -0- -0-

NSF Appropriation $ 20.0 $ 23.0 $ 31.0 $ 29.9 $ 33.8 $ 18.7 9 450.0 $ 23416/

OPTION 4: rise of Existing Connercial Ship beginning 1985 *
Total

FY 1982 FY 1983 FY 1984 FY 1985 FY 1986-93 1984-93 Dulling Year

CIOLLINTIR Ciis $ 18.1 $ 18.6 $ 2,2 $ -0- $ -0-
Noe Ship Ops -0- -0- 2.9 20.8 20.8
Science 6.0 8,5 10.9 13.5 13.5
Design A Construction 5.5 2.5 10.0 -0- -0-
TOTAL Tin TWX r253 nio raa $ 334.7 $ 37.218/
Less Foreign - 8.4 - 8.3 - 12 - 12.5 - 12,5
Less DARPA - 1.2 :OA -0- -0- -0-

NSF 920.0 $ 212 4$24.8 $ 21.8 $ 21.8 $ 221.0 $ 24.618/

'Costs based on unsolicited proposal,

234
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OPTION Is EXPLORER DRILLING AFTER PHASE OUT OF CHALLENGER
;contiguration wir)

CHALLENGER Ops

Actual
FY 1982 FY 1983 FY 1984 FY 1985 FY 1986 Fl 1987-2005

arming contract $12,764 $13 741 $ 1,167 $ -0- $ -0-

S;0 Hdqtrs 578 d6 383
Ops floc logging)_

Logistics Office

4,355
426

3,276

437

331

352

CHALLENGER Subtotal $18,123 $18,039 $ 2,233 -0- -0- -0-

EXPLORER Ops -0- -0- -0- $10,400 $20,800

Science
-3F118qtrs 578 585 575 500 600 600

Sci Ops 611 645 510 350 350 800

Sc! Services 1,248 1.402 . 1,400 1,200 1,000 1,600

team Support 4 125 126 20 Al- 600 1,225

Tech Support 1,124 .1.154 300 100 1,000 1,990
Engineering 507 '574 1,000 1,000 1,000 BOO
JOIDES 556 784 650 650 650 650

Site Surveys 834 1,661 3,700 4,625 3,700 3,700
Syntheses -0- -0- , 603 600 600 1,200

Dounhole Exp. 4)- 4)- 41- -0- 250 500

Publication 450 500 500 500 -0- 500

Science Subtotal $ 6,033 $ 7,431 $9,295 $ 9,52f $ 9,550 $13,465

Design fl Construction $ 5,500 $ 6.000 $29,600 132,400 $28;1100 -Oa

101AL

-...1.-

$29,656 131,470 $41,100 $41,900 548,000 $34,300
Less Foreign - 8,456 - 8,370 - 4,600 - 5,400 -12,000 -17,000
Less DARPA - 1.200 _100 -0- -0- -Oa -Oa

NSF Appropriation $20,000 $23,000 $36,500 $36,500 $36,000 $17,300 285
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OPTION Z: REFIT AND CONTINUATION OF CHALLENGER

CHALLENGER Ops
FY 1982 FY 1983 FY 1984 FY 1985 FY 1986 -93

512,764 $13,741 S 3,926 515,760 515,750"urriTing tontract
S10 Miqtrs 578 685 575 600 600
Ops (Inc Logging) 4,355 3,876 1,600 4,000 4,000
Logistics Office 426 437" . 200 460 450

CHALLENGER Subtotal Sl8,123 518,639 S 6,300 520,800 $20,800

-nSOC-!2trs 578
611

5505
646

575
550

600
650

600
650

Sci Services 1,248 1,402 1,400 1,400 1,400

Team Support 125 226 *-0- 900 900
Tech Support 1,124 1,154 300 1,200 1,200

Engineering 697 774 1,500 1,000 800
JOIOES 556 784 650 650 650

Site Surveys 834 2,461 4,625 4,625 4,625

Syntheses -0- -0- 800 800 600

0ownhole Exp. .0- / .0- .0- 450 500
Publication 450 SOO 500 9)0 500

Science Subtotal $ 6,033 $ 0,S31, $10,900 $12,575 $12,425

Design d Construction $ 5,600 $ 2,500 $11,100 $ -0- $ -0-

TOTAL $29,666 $29,670 $28,300 $33,375 $33,225
Less Foreign - 8,456 - 11,3101 - 1,200 - 8,000 - 10,000

Less DARPA 1,200 100 -0. -0- -0*

NSF Appropriation $20,000 $21,200 527,100 $25,375 $23,225

286-



OPTION 4: USE OF EXISTING COMMERCIAL SHIP BEGINNING 1985

CHALLENGER Ops

Aett#011

FY j982 FY 1983 FY 1984 FY 1985 FY 1986-93

Oriiiing Learnt $12,764 $13,741 $ 1,167 $ -0- -0-

SIO Nagtrs 578 685 383
Ops (Inc Logging) 4,355 3,876 331
Logistics Office 426 437 352

Suitolif 316,113. $16,639 70:

New Ship Ops -0- -0- S 2,900 520,800 $20,800

Science
-17-113qtrs 578 585 ,575 600 600
Sci Ups 611 645 550 MO 800

Scf Services 1,248 1,402 1,400 1,500 1,500
lean Support 125 226 .)-0- 1,225 1,2251

Tech Support 1,124 1,154 300 1,990 1,9901

Engineering 507 774 1,500 000 800

4010ES 556 784 650 650 650
Site Surveys 834 2,461 4,625 3,700 3,700
Syntheses -0- -0- 800 1,200 1,200
Oownhole Exp. -0- -0- -0- 900 500

Publication 450 900 900 E00 500

Science Subtotal $ 6,033 $ 8,531 $10,900 $13,465 $13,465

Design 5 Construction $ 5.500 $ 2,600 310.000 S -0- $ -0-

TOTAL $29,656 129,670 126,033 334,265 334,265
Less Foreign - 8,456 - 8,370 - 1,200 -12,500 - 11,500

Less CAVA - 1.200 - 100 -0- -0- -0-

NSF Appropriation $20,000 521,200 $24,833 $21,765 $21,765



- ?,/ In 082 i.HALLEUGER OS it and-science-is-lar.because-of-the-purchase.of-a-nme-dral-string. ---
' 2/ Assumes ChALLDIGER phases at at end of FY 1983.

3/ Assures ClUILLENGCR operates in FY 1913 in steady state.
4/ DARPA wistesto add a 30 day program to current ClIALLOACII schedule. Additional costs will be dhectly

offset by additional tUligl reintersatent of approximately $2.0 edition to be received in FY 1904.
5/ Operations through October 21, 1903 plus demobilisation.
6/ Conversion cost estimate is $80.334. Planning is at 1901 to allow for uncertainties.
7/ Assures 11.04 phase out (current agrearentst plus $111/ea from Frame, FRO, and I. and $.214/ea (no Canada

and one other new membei.
8/ Phase out payments umle., current agreements.
9/ Assures $i ea fro Fra e, FRG. lac_plus 12K frua Japan, plus $31/ea from Canada and one other new member.

10/ Operating budget from either ship is E1150K/day X 3651 * $.379( 510 0//1) X 1.1 to adjust to 1983 dollars.
11/ Four current partners 0 2/i/ea.
12/ Assures 6 months operati s.
13/ Asstres 1/2 yr 0 $1Wyr/p,artner plus 1/2 yr 0 $30/yr/partner,
14/ Five partners 0 $1/i/ea.
15/ Assures 5.6 full partners 0 33/4/ea.
16/ Assumes 19.5 year productive life for (MOM.
17/ Assures 9 year productive life for C101.111FAR after refit.
18/ Assures, 9 year'productive life for an existing tonrercial ship.

41
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TABLE I.

Basic Scientific Question CHALLENGER Capability

(23,000' drill string

capability)

EXPLORER Capability

(33,000'1

Other Platforms

(riser capability

6030'4000' with

30.000' drill string)

A. INTEGRATION OF CONTINENTAL

AND OCEAN1: STUDIES

I. Continent-Ocean tran

sects (rifting, drifting

and subsidence history)

II. Pre-cretaceous sedimen-

tary bistury - transi-

tional ocean crust

III. illostratigraphic corre-

lations

IV. Conjugate margins; cor-

relations of deep

seismic reflections, Age

and nature of basement

V. Oldest oceanic rod- of

the Atlantic

VI. Research oriented
resource evaluation

(clathrates, minerili-
zation, ore genesis.

hydrocarbon maturation)

VII. Dating of continent -

Ocean unconfonnities

Possible with carefully

selected shallow holes
exploiting structural and

stratigraphic variability.

Experience shows heave

compeoation system
unsatisfactory

Same as for CHALLENGER but

deeper penetration (2 -3Km) if

safety can be assured. Heave

Colonisation system

satisfactory

2 S

Riser increases ability to

pump mud, stabilize hole and
circulate fluids. Penetra-

tion of S km feasible. The

presence of a riser with BOP

also insures safety on margin

areas. Heave compensation

system fatisfactory

Station keeping ability as

good as EXPLORER

- 4
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Basic Scientif'c Question CHALLENGER Capability

(23,000' drill string

capability)

EXPLORER Capability

(33,000'1

B. CURD CRUST

1. Deep Crus,,i penetration

into layers 11 and Ill to

understand origin of

oceanic crust.
a) Understand nature and

casposition of layer

11-111 transition and

layer 111.

bf Origin of magnetic

signature, pekoe,.
netic reversals and

refinement of sea floor
spreading processes;

0 origin of magnetic
quiet zones.

C) Aydrothennsi Circula-

tion within Layer 11

and 111; convection and

sea -water interchange

and alteration
processes.

di Metamorphic structure

as function of age.

el Test Ophiolite model.

Total depth of penetraticm

needed i:. 1.5 -3.0 km. lie
deepest penetration thus fax

into oceanic crust is 1,080m

(Hole 604B). CKiLLEHGER's

capability to drill deeply

into the crust is limited by;

o Weather sensitivity
Inability to stay on sta-

tion and keep drilling in

heavy weather;

inability to handle reentry
cones and casing strings at
deep depths except in calm

weather.

o inability to carry substan-

tial casing (2500' vs

67,030' on EXPLORER).

o Inability to carry large
supplies of mud and cement

(1000 sacks storage vs.

28,000 sack capacity on
EXPLORER).

o Heave caepenSation system

not satisfactory.

EXPLOAER's size provides

better weather tolerance and
essentially unlimited storage

of mud, cement, and casing.

o Weather tolerance allows

fewer interruptions to

drilling and better ability

to run casing.

*Casing stabilizes the hole
prevents caving in problon

areas.

o Mud speeds penetration and
helps keep hole clear.

o Amount of increased, pene-

tration can't be accurately
predicted. Perhaps a

factor of two.

o Heave compensation

satisfactory

2

Other Platforms

(riser capability

6000';8000' with

30,000' drill string)

Riser increases drill pene-

tration potential to depths

of about 5 kw, in water

depths of 6- 8000'. Thus
scientific objectives are

easily within capabilities.

Increased puvping ability
and closed mud circulation

improves drilling conditions.

Heave compensation

satisfactory



Basic Scientific Question

.1.

S

CHALLENGER Capability

(23,000' drill string

capability)

EXPLORER Capability

(33,000')

Other Platforms

(riser capability
6000'4000' with

30,000' drill ; ing)

II. (willing on young oceanic

crust.

a) What is character of

new oceanic crust/

b) Nature of thermal and

mass exchange in high

temperature ridge crest

convection systems.

c) Penetration into, or
close to, ridge crest

magma chatters.

d) Origin and history of
polymetallic sulphides.

III. Source Region

Characteristics

a) Mantle chemistry and

heterogeneity.

b) Fast vs alai spreading

ridges.

L

Nighty brecctated row of

the Ridge Crest most
difficult for drilling

0 Need availability of wed,
cement and casing to secure

problematic zones.
0 Need new technology to

drill into sediment free

surface.

o Heave compensation not
satisfactory

Require Shallow (100-300)

penetration into volcanic
carapace CHAIIENOER

satisfactory.

Capability to carry large

amounts of mad, ccaent and
casing critical for

penetration.

Need new technology to drill
into sediment (tee surface;

large vessel facilitates use

of large stabilizing
devices.

EXPLORER Satisfactory

2 9 i

Deeper pe ration into ocean

crust wit riser is feasible,

if suit e sites in water
depths Ss than MOO'
(2291e) are available

Other platforms satisfactory



80stc Scientific Question

C. CONTINENTAL MARGINS -

PASSIVE

I. Oeep penetration of

Sedimemarmwedge to
recover record of

continental fragmentation.

a) Establish sedimentary,

thermal and structural
history of basins

develorfAy along

conrInental marlins.

b1 Calibrate regional

Significance of

multi- channel seismic

profiles and

reflectors.

c) Regional calibration of
transgressive and

regressive cyles

(tectonics vs ecstatic)

d) Large scale submarine

erosional cyOles.

II. Identification and

intepretation of deep

seismic reflectors.

a) Understand origin and

lithologic character of

deep seismic

reflectors.

b) Deposition history and

age of seaward dipping

and landward dipping

reflectors in
selected passive and

active margins.

COALLENGER Capability

(23,000' drib string

capability)

EXPLORER Capability

(33,000')

Deep penetration (greater

than 2 km) required, (see

0.1.1.

Possible solution through

integration of shallow holes

using carefully selected

sites exploiting topographic

and structural opportunities.

Limited penetration (see

8.1.1.

Required penetration is

greater than 1.8 km. /Wirers

.CHALLENGER penetration has

been about 1.7 ha In
sediments.

Shallow holes (less than

5004 possible.

Greater penetration (see

0.1.).

Ultimately, the very deep

penetration and well control

provided by the riser planned

for 06D will be required.

Greater penetration (see

8.1.1.

232

Other Platforms

(riser capability

6000.-8030' with

30,000' drill string)

Scientific objectives are

mare easily reached with
riser. Increased circulation

of mud enhances hole
stability. Riser also offers

tic safety required to
prevent blowouts or oil

spills. Penetration of 5 km
is possible.

same as above



Basic Scientific Question OVILLENGER Capability

123,0004 drill string

capability) .

et

EXPLORER Capability

(33,0004)

Other Platforms

,(riser capability
6000'4000' with

30,000' drill string)

1

Identification of Bottom

Simulation Reflector

(BSRI clathrate distri-
bution. chemistry and

origin

0. CCNTINEIRAL MARGINS -

ACTIVE

I. Structure and Dynamics of

Subduction Zones.

a) Origin and age of

sediments and rocks in

accretionary wedge.

b) Structural,

stratigraphic

relationships in

accretionary wedge

cl Study changing physical
I mechanical properties

of sediments during
lithification as they

relate to structural
evolution (lateral and

vertical motion).

4) Examine tensional,
compressional and

rotational histories of

subduction zones.

II. Tectonics of non

accretionary vs

accretionary trenches

Penetration of 1-3 km in

water depths in excess of

20,000 ft fn many trenches

o Reentry cones and casing

cannot be run in deep

water except under ideal

weather conditions.

o Poor heave compensation

reduces drilling

efficiency.
o Problems with lOcal

overpressured zones cause

serious caving in of

bole; limited capabilities

to control problem.

o Mud and casing limits as in

8.1.

*Ability to handle 33,000'

of drill string.
o Better inherent heave

characteristics to run

re-entry cones and casing.

o Effective heave

compensation *proves
drilling efficiency.

o Essentially unlimited

supplies of mud and casing

to bypass overpressured
zones.

20,;

Riser allows for ouch deeper oe'N
rnetration (up to 5 km
possible). Better circulat-

ion system, added safety if
hydrocarbons traps are

pierced.

) 4 . 4



Basic Scientific Question CRALLENCE: Capability

(23,000' drill string

capability)

EXDLORER Capability

(33,000)

Other Plationns

'(riser capability'
6030'8000' with
30,000' drill string)

III. Age and origin of

accreted material and

underthrust sediments

E. HISTORY OF OCEAN BASINS

1, necovering and dating the
oldest oceanic sediments

and rocks.

a) Test plate tectonic

model,
b) Test oceanic subsidence

heat floe models.
c) Interpret geologic

u history of ocean

basins.

01 Stud, of remnants of

Paleozoic oceans.

e) illostratigrapbic

Correlation of Mesozoic

strata,

Oldest sediments and rocks

should be found in deep ocean

basins and trenches, hammier
depths of 20,000' or deeper

CHALCENCER's ability to work

in very deep water is subject

to drill string limitations:

o CHALLENGER can rack and
handle no more than 23,000'

of drill string.

o In even moderate weather,

CHALCENGER's small size

leads to heaving which

imposes en additional

dyeasic load on the drill

pipe. This causes limits
on ability to PA reentry

tones or easing in deep

water, :Alen the heave

compensator cannot be used.

o CHAU/ACA's heave coven.
sator reaches an absolute
limit at 23,000', and is

increasingly ineffective at
depths below about I8,000'.

o 4E21!A$1,7:!A will rack 33,000'

o Because of size, heave is

inherently less than
CHALLEHGER's

o Heave compensator will have

a design limit of
1,000,000 lbs, vs

CHALLENGER design limit of

600,000 lbs and actual

limit of 460.000 lbs. Ibis

will allow heave cempenso-

tioe at all water depths.

o Aluninun pipe or snail

diameter pipe at the bottom

can be used to extend pipe

below absolute limit of
29,000' for SY-135 5" steel
pipe.

2D4

Similar to EXPL0RER Capabi-

lities, Riser cannot be used

in depths over 8000' (2250m)

IND

ar



CS,

Basic Scientific Question CHALLENGER Capability

(23.000' drill string

capability)

EXPLORER Capability.

(33,000'1

Other Platforms

iriser capability

6000' -0000' with

30,000'41.111 string)

r. PALECENVIRCtiflitaL

SUMS

I. High Latitude Drilling;

al Key to Palen-meanie
circulation

0) initiation of present

day thermohaline

circulation
c) listing and extent of

glacial periods

d) Relationship between

tectonics and Pale° -

ocean circulation

el Correlation of sea

level transgressions

and regressions with

tectonics and glacial

periods

f) Nigh organic

productivity yields

maxima resolution

ipalemnagnetics,

biostratigraphy,

rcleoenvironmestl.

High latitude drilling

rewires weather windows,
which may or may not be long

enough and calm enough to

allow CHALLENGER to succeect.

CHALLENGER can drill normally
in weather that cAuses rolls

of no more than) ". Past

legs have been only margin-

ally success al.
A.

$12e reduces vessel motion in

any given sea stet. EXPLORE,
can roll up to 7 without
affecting drilling (this

limit is related to working

safely on the 'rill floor).

For EXPLORER this roll limit

will not be exceeded in

conditions up to 16'

significant seas, 45 knots of

wind, and 2.5 knots of
current. CHALLENGER'S limits

are less than these, hotpot
preciSely known. The chance

of success for EXPLORER is

therefore significantly

greater than for CHALLENGER,

?but the actual difference
depends on the weather when

the ship is on station.

29 i

1

Ability to drill on margins

with riser allows for the
CatOletion of paleoenviron-

ment transects and correla-

tion with continental bore-

holes and geologic sections

Station keeping ability as

good as EXPLORER

to
to
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UNITED STATES GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE

WASHINGTON, D.C. 1.054$

The Honorable Don Fuqua
Chairman,. Committee on Science

and Technology
House of Repreentativas

Dear lir. Chairman:

Subject: National Science Foundation's Expenditures
for Planning the Overhaul and Conversion of
the U.S. Government Ship Glomar Explorer
for Deep Ocean Scientific Drilling Purposes
(GAO/PLED-83-47) e*

On November 1, 1982, representatives of your Office asked
us to determine how much money has been spent in planning the
conversion of the Glomar Explorer from a mining ship to a
mobile scientific deep ocean drilling platform. We were Asked
also to give our opinion of the management controls used by the
National Science Foundation (NSF) to assure the reasonableness
of exPe.ditures. Based on further discussions with your
representatives, we were asked to focus on the contract with
Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, Inc.

We same our review in accordance with generally accepted
government audit standards. At NSF Headquarters, we interviewed
off' Leis and reviewed contract files, interagency agreement
records, and scientific and technological reports on the ocean
drilling program. We did not audit the costs charged to the
proAct, but we did identify the management controls and
techniques used by NSF to assure that the Project was reasonably
oonducted. Our work indicates that NSF expenditures have been
reasonably controlled.

Since 1975 NSF has awarded $16,400,394 in appropriated
funds and S3,120,333 in nonappropriated funds to various
scientific and contracting organizations tot derermining the
merirs of deep ocean scientific drilling and the moans to
achieve such drilling (see enc. 1). Of the total S21.'20.727,
all but $101,000 was used for scientific and engineering Studies
related 65-tEl ship Explorer as the primary candidate for d"
mobile drilling platform.

march 4, t983
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The Explorer conversion project evolved from a contractual
srudy.deke in 1975, by the Ocean Resources Engineering Company
(ORE) which was tasked by NSP to determine the type of Platform
and equipment required to achieve deep ocean drilling for
scientific purposes ORE noted that a properly equipped large
surface ship was the best option. Using 0RE's results, a second
contract was let with Global Native Development, inc., to

'determine whether the Explorer was a viable candidate for the
platform. Global concluded it was.

NSF competitively contracted with Donhalser Marine, Inc.,
to *valuate both the ORE and the Global reports for reason
ableness. Donhaiser-concluded each report was accurate and
reasonable.

With these results is a basis, NSF competitively let a
contract with Santa Fe Engineering Services Company to develop a
conceptual baseline design of how the Explorer could be over-
hauled and converted to perform deep ocean scientific drilling
given the recommended equipment described in the earlier three
reports. The Santa Fe contract produced the required concept ..

from 'Mich a contract was competed for developing first a
preliminary design - -a reasonable repPesentation of the rough
configuration of the conve;Spd Explorer -- followed by bid-quality
blueprints (known as a contract design) of the method to over-
haul and convert the Explorer. Santa Fe's concept design
required 2 years to develop ara cost of $4,384,638 in appropri-0°
aced funds plus $846,730 in nonappropriated funds.

Following Santa Fe's work, NSF solicited bids for the Sys-
tems Integration Contract for the Ocean Margin DtIlling Program,
subsequently renamed the Advanced Ocean Drilling program. The
contract was for (1) the production of a preliminaty design and
a contract design, (2) the ranagement of the Explorer's con-
version and fabrication, (3) the final acceptance testing and
initial operations of the Explorer, and (4) the expected
operation and maintenance of the conversed Explorer.

In November .4,981 Lockheed successfully competed for the
contract. The contract has been awarded $6,983,133, which
represents about 32.4 percent of the total Explorer-related
funding. Lockheed's contract was initiated with an incremental
award of $1.2 million, which was increased twice during fiscal
year "082: the first mas$2,795,000 and the second was
$1,188,133. Total fiscal ',lat. 1982 funding awarded ro Lockheed
came to $5,183,131, an amount just short of the $5.2 million
authorized by the National Science Board- -NSF's governing body.

Li
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Lockheed's planned landing needs for !kcal vest 1983
totaled $4,780.911, whjeh includes 4 nixed foe .t 191.096.
However, the initial'fiscal year 1981 award was for Sleft 211'-
HOW tot cover Lockheed performance through January 1983, sub-
sequently extended through March 11, 1983. Expenditures during
this Period cannot be precisely let-I./mined, but may be less
than ataded because NSF, for the coaveelence of the Govevnment.
,grtially terminated the contract effective January 1, 1183.
allowing only some tasks to receive wrap-up funding. Complete
twination is, scheduled for March 11. 1483.°

°

As the systems InteAratlon contractor. Lockfited was to Itro-
vide engideering exPerrise and fervfees necessary to the lesign,
conversion and fabrication; te0dang, operation, and support of
the drilling vessel and the installed drilling system for the
Advanied Oc tilting program, contract responsibilities were
to be met in four Phases:

--Phase 1-Design. The phase was originally inteaded as a
,. i-year activity. Due to funding changes this phase has
been divi4ed into Posse IA-preliminary Design to be
achieved in fiscal year 1982 and Phase IB-Coatraet
Design to be achieved during fiscal Year i983.

Preliminary assign allows NSF (and its adiVry organi-
zations) detailed configurations of the dri ling vessel's
requirements to meet idenrified objectives. From these
configuration plans. NSF can evaluate the merits of
eosainwing with the Advanced Ocean Drilling Program and
its essential equipment--the converted and appropriately
equipped Explorer.

Preliminary sign has been virtuall;,completed and NSF
bas:Partiall funded contract design. To be completed in
fiscal year 1 the contract design requires Lockheed
to have detailed Plans ready so that upon NSF approval
competitive shipyard aelection.can be/achieved fer the
conversion and fabrication of Explorer and its drilling,
system. The contract's termination affects, the
completion of this and the remaining three phases.

--Phase II-Conversion ant Fabrication. This phase was
planned for the period October 1983 to June 1985. As
the systems Integration coarractft., Lockheed was to
manage aad implement all efforts required to convert
the ship And fabricate the drilling systems.

293
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--Phase III-Final Acceptance Testing and Initial
0pdrations. This phase was expected to begin in
July 1985 and end in June 1988. The contractor
was to oversee problems or deficiencies.

--Phase IV-Operations and Maintenance-. This phase
was to begin In July 1986.' It was to require the
systems integration contractor tolsupport ship
operations which were to be. conducted in close
nelson with the science contractor, (presently the
Joint Oceanographic Inatitutione,

Using science and engineering consulting contracts and
interagency agreemenca. NSF has assured itself that the
continued need for deep ocean drilling exists and that the
Explorer is the most viable option for achieving the scientific
objectives. Further, NSF has repeatedly verified the casts of
its contract awards as well as the conversion cost estimates
provided by contractors charged wi.th,developing such estimates.

NSF Purlteillance of Lockheed's *cruel and planned'
expenditures and cost projections fqr the contract phases
demonstrates he diligence NSF has applied to contracts during
the Explorer program. .The Lockheed Proposal and the proposals

4
of competitors were critically reviewed by a large panel of
external scientific. engineering. and management experts as well
as experts from virhin NSF. Concracr invoices and progress
reports gave been reviewed for.re.asonablencss and compliance by
NSF's staff within the Office of Scientific Ocean Drilling.
Contract deliverablesInterimknr final productsreceive both
internal revieand, as neceveary, expert external review
through pre-awsrdcd consulting contracts and Interagency
agreements. NSF, from time to time, has asked the scientific
community, engineering professionalb, and management consultants
to evaluate various components and. deliverables of Lockheed's
contract. NSF appears to have done a reasonable Pat. 61
protecting ititinvestments in Explorer-related activities.

9

AS your office Birected, we dill not obtain official gouty
comments 'on the content of this report. However, throughoutthe
course of our fork, agency officials were continuously informed
ofour observations.

fie are sending copies of this report to the Directors of
the National Science Foundation, the Office of Management and
Budget, and the Office of Science and Technology Policy, sad to
the Chairmen of appropriate congressional committees. '1oPieS
will also be made available to other interested parties nolo
request.

(Enclosure

Sincerely yours,

/( Oita(te
Donald J. Horan
Director

29J
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Mr. WALt.REN. Will your $9.8 million cover your antici eted ex-
penses in the next ,year, even going forward with a different vehi-
cle? .

Dr. KNAPP. Yes.
Mr. WALGREN. So that is all you anticipate asking for in this

next fiscal year regardless of how that choice comes out?
Dr. KNAPP. If the ocean sciences programs and the acean drilling

programs are lumped together, we may ask fur some change in the
division of funds between ocean sciences and ocean drilling, but
that would be the extent of our request. .

Mr. WALGREN. Now,. there were some foreign contributions to
this effort that apparently are not continuing, at least at the
moment. Can you tell us what b)...,,expect in that area?

Dr. KNkIT. Yes, sir.
If we go forward with the leased ship, we will go to our. partners

and solicit fiscal year 1984 cuntributicris t7 defray planning costs.
The amount would be much less than $1 million, perhaps $200,000
to $500,000 per partner. The amount would depend upon our de-

. tailed plans.
1 understand that in ocean drilling with the Explorer or with a

leased ship we ...an expect full participation of the international
partners agaip perhaps an expanded group of partnerswhen the
drilling program comes back into operation.

Mr. WALGREN, Thank you, Dr. Knapp.
Mr. Bateman.
Mr. BATEMAN. I have no question's, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WALGREN. If I could touch on a couple of other subjEcts, we

have in the past been concerned abqut the infrared telescope in
Hawaii, which is presently supported by NASA. There had been
suggestions of coordination of that suppOrt with NSF.

Where does that stand in your p 9
Dr. KNAPP. When the fiscal ye. r 1984 udget was prepared, the

The OMB decided to leave the infra dP telescope in the 1284
issue was raised between' the Foundati NASA, and the OMB.

budget for NASA. k...
As recently as February 25. the discussions between NASA,and

NSF centered on NASA funding that facility in fiscal year 1984.
Dr. SALPITER. Mr. Chairman, if I may express here the view of

the infrared astronomers. They would prefer that the project
remain with NASA because about 80 percent of infrared astronomy
is done not from the ground but from space. Such research is sup-
ported by NASA. The same astronomers spend mayhe 20 percent of
their time looking from ground=based telescopes. Consenquently,
there is some slight advantage if the grouigl-based facilities sup-
porting the space work are also managed by NASA.

Mr. WALGREN. The very long baseline array radi9 telescope, if
that, is the way it .is known, where are we in that program, and
when do you see construction of facilities, and what kinds of facili-
tieTare involved in that sort of program?

Dr. KNAPP. The funds fqr fiscal year 1984 are to carry out a
design study of the facility. Construction of the facility would be
started with fiscal year 1985 funds. . s

The VLBA, as it is imIled, is a series of radio telescope dishes
.., placed across alit United States into Alaska, perhaps in Hawaii. It

- a.
.* -
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involves the synclirona.d operation of these dishes to make precise
images of radio sources.

PerhapsDr. Salpeter would comment on some technical details.
Dr. SALPETER. There is interesting contrast between two

rather major projects, both of which Dr. Field will discuss later for
the panel.

His panel had advocated two major r-.jests in ground hasod as-
tronomy, _the very large baseline array of radiotelescopes and a
new technology optical telescope. On purely scientific grounds, the
panel had not made a value judgment. Both projects are important,

ibut they work in different areas. However, in the matter of timing,
and for reasons of purely technological innovation, there is a great
difference. Essentially, the VLBA is ready to go now. For the final
design one needs to know where to put the nuts and bolts, but no
major breakthrough is required in the technology. But for the new
technology telescope--the real drama at the moment and at least
during the next couple of yearsit is really a matter of which tech-
nology is the best.

4 Do you make one single, very thin mirrta-Do you make mirrors
that are almost like an egg crate to give satility? Is it dozens of
sepr.rate mirrors? Is it mirrors that are hinged together?

So there is a gr eat difference on the time scale. I hope the VILA
will be long finished before construction starts on the next big opti-
cal telescope.

Mr. WALGREN. Turning to the atmospheric sciences, do we have
an unmet computer need in atmospheric sciences at this point? I
am particularly thinking of the National Center for Atmospheric
Research.

Dr. KNAPP. I believe we do. As in any of the computgtional sci-
ences, as one learns how to make computations with the state-of-
the-art computing equipment, the possibilities of doing a better and
more complete job always comt, up. The possibilities of using the
new generation of supercomputers, the CRAY II computers, in the
future at NCAR and Colorado for atmospheric and climate model-
ing look very exciting. To do so would require the addition of a
larger computer at that center. It is in the future plans for funding
from the Congress.

Mr. WALGREN. But it is not presently reflected in this year's
budget request.

Dr. KNAPP. That is right. It is not presently being requested.
Mr. WALGREN. Has the NSF done an overall computer survey of

its needs in various programs, and are there ways that, through
transmission of data, access can be given to more sophisticated
computer services that might be available in another place or an-
other program?

Dr. KNAPP. At the present time, the computer at NCAR is availa-
ble by remote line to investigators in other universities who are
doing calculations with the models resident in the computer at
NCAR. In that sense, for this one scientific discipline within NSF's
budget, we do provide access to the supercomputer at NCAR for in-
vestigators in the atmospheric sciences..

The Foundation it. just now starting to survey the mathematical
and computer sciences for supercomputing requirements The
survey was spurred partly by Dr. Wilson's request. But it was also
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spurred by the 14.iliiests of many others in many disciplines who be-
lieve the superwmputei ,s iiLeSSar) to their work and who need
access in the universities se that graduate students can also be
trained in the use of these large facilities.

1)r. SALPETER. NCAR has been farsighted in ho,. it defines atmos-
pheric sciences where the use of the super computer is concerned..
People in allied areas where the methodology is similar to that of
the atmospheric sciences ,ilso, have been able on occasion to use
the computer there.

One of my graduate students is interested in huge galaxies and
the intergalactic gab. The subject is different from the terrestrial
atmosphere, but th_ methedulogy of the hydrodynamic calculations
is similar. He has been able to get free time on the computer, and
there is sume 1)4(1-and-tot th in methodology between different. sci-
ences. I fePi such exchange is always useful if it can be achieved.

Mr. WAIA;KEN. But NSF 11/.t> not had a task force, really, and per-
hpps should not, looking at %hat the potentials for computers are
and the needs throughout and how they can best be met.

Dr. KNAPP. NSF should have such a task force. NSF also should
try to integrate the requirements of many of the agencies of ,Gov-
ernment in order to understand what science as a whole needs in
supercomputing capability.

The DOD, the DOE. the NSF, NASA, the Institutes of Health all
have interests iii some areas which would require supercomputers.
It seems unreasonable to try to do all of these separately. Over the
next few years, we will bee developed networks between these types
of computers which will allow access between different scientific
disciplines and between different investigators funded by different
agencies. It is a difficult and time-consuming task, and we are just
now trying to understand how to get started on those investiga-
tions.

Mr. WALGHEN. Turning to the Earth sciences, I understand the
National Academy of Sciences has a report on priorities in Earth
science research. Has that report been issued, and if so, what has
been our response to it through NSF?

Dr. Kr/APP. I am not familiar with that report. I will ask my staff
to reply for the record.

Mr. WALGREN. All right, fine.
[Material to be supplied follows:)

elitoiirms IN EARTH SCIENCE RESEARCH

A report entitled Opportunities for Research in the Geological Sciences is now in
preparation by a committee of the Geological Sciences Board of the National Acad-
emy of Sciences This report. ex1.4.cted to be published on July 1. 19id, is based on
the rebuffs of a broad survey of the field including 24 professional societies, 140 geo-
logical science departments in universities, and a 'variety of government agencies
and other organizations engaged in geological research.

Mr. WALCIKEN. Then, in the area of oceanography, we are not in-;
creasing that area to the degree that we are some othersocean
sciences. They oceanographers are receiving an increase but some-
thing in the range of 10 percent. Oceanography is one area that is
obviously related to the climate research, and yet there is no men-
tion of that factor in the ocean sciences budget. .
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Are you satisfied that we are taking proper account of the rela-
tionship of climate' to the ocean sciences effort in particular?

Dr. KNAPP. Yes; I believe we are. Let me explain the the appar-
ently low increase in the ocean sciences. If the total funds for

ties oceanographic research and ocean drilling are summed, the in-
crease for ocean drilling and ocean sciences is 1? or 18 percent. The
intent was to include ocean drilling within the ocean sciences and
.provide an increase about level with the increase received by the
rest of the Foundation.

Mr. WALGREN. Well, thank you very much, Dr. Knapp. There is
an infinite area there to cover, and we will be interested in devel-
oping bits and pieces of those areas with you because the commit-
tee is genuinely concerned with those areas. I know particular
members have followed some of those programs more closely than
others and more closely than I have. So we look forward to getting
your additional views, in writing.

We appreciate your coming today very much to talk about this
area.

Dr. KNAPP. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WALGREN. Thank you.
Next is the panel on oceanography and ocean drilling, with Dr.

Charles Drake, chairman of the Ad Hoc Advisory Group on Crustal
Studies, Dr. William Nierenberg, the director of the Scripps Insti-
tute of Oceanography, and Dr. Derek Spencer, associate director for
research at Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution.

Your written statements will be made part of the record. Please
summarize in some way, if you can. We are running late, and I
apologize for that, Please proceed, and we will be most interested
in the light you have to shed on this area.

We will start with Dr. Drake.

STATEMENT OF DR. CHARLES L DRAKE, CHAIRMAN, AD HOC 6D-
VISORY GROUP ON CRUSTAL STUDIES, NATIONAL SCIENCE
FOUNDATION

Dr. DRAKE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will abbreviate the corn
ments that you have in written form.

I was chairman of an ad hoc committee which w. asked by the
National Science Foundation to review plans for ocean scientific
drilling in the context of crustal studies. Now, putting ocean drill-
ing in the context of crustal studies is logical because the crust of
the Earth extends beneath the waters of the ocean. as well as be-
neath the surface of the land. Much of the land surface is created
by processes that take place in the ocean.

In many ways, ocean drilling has more in common with geology
on land than it does with other aspects of oceanography. This could
also be said of marine geology and geophysics, but it makes some
sense to discuss these topics in terms of oceanography because
common facilities are required to carry out the investigation.

Before I discuss the options for ocean drilling specifically, let me
say just a few words about crustal studies in general. Geology was
a descriptive science for many years because no one knew what
was there. Until you found out what was there, it was difficult to
devise theories that would adequately explain how it got there or

30r)
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what might h:ippen in the future. Over the years, we have explored
the surfaces of the continents fairly extensively, and we have iden-
tified the major features and the gross properties of the sea floor
We have not been as successful in exploring the third dimension,
that of depth, until recent years because we did not have the tools
for detailed remote sensing of the subsurface, nor did we have the
funds to apply the drill.

in the last decade, geology has focused more on processes, and
this focus was given great impetus by the development of the plate
tectonics model, which views the Earth's outer shell as broken into
a large number of very small plates moving relative to each other
The edges of these plates are marked by earthquakes and the
movements may be convergent, making island arcs and mountain
systems, such as in Alaska; divergent, making ocean ridges like
those off the Pacific Northwest, or the plates may slide along each
other as in the San Andreas Fault system of California.

We are interested in past processes. We explore to see what they
have left for us, and we try to figure out what they were. We are
interested in present processes because these not only give us some
clues that we can apply to the past, but they give us some hope of
looking into the future for predicting. Prediction extends beyond
the anticipation of future events. It also includes the attempt to
predict world and national energy, mineral, and environmental re-
sources.

If we are to respond to the intellectual challenge of finding out
how the Earth works and to the societal need for better informa-
tion about the Earth, we will have to learn a great deal about the
Earth processes and their rates. We will need to examine the Earth
in depth. We will have to probe the deep interior, which is the
source of the heat which drives the processes. We will need to un
derstand, as Captain Cousteau said, the interfaces, the transitions
from one to the otter.

The drill is just the tool, but it is a tool that can make important
contributions to this understanding. It would be a very expensive
tool to use for primary exploration, but it niay well be tl.e only tcol
that can be used for confirmation or rejection of models developed
from geological, geophysical, or geochemical investigation It can
clarify many uncertainties, and it can reveal many surprises Sci-
entific ocean drilling provided the confirmation for he model of
formation of the ocean crust from sea floor spreading, a model that
was suggested by geophysical measurements.

Drilling demonstrated the presence of salt domes and hydrocar-
bons in the deepest part of the Gulf of Mexico. Recent ultradeep
drilling on land in the Soviet Union, on the Kola Pen!nsula, has
reached 11.5 kilometers and is planned for 15 kilometers. The tem-
perature gradients are not at all what one would expect from shal-
low, near-surface measurements. Geophysical discontinuities deter-
mined from the surface do not appear to be reflected in the geology
at depths. Liquids are circulating through the rocks through its
entire depth, although common wisdom would suggest that the
pores should be closed below 10 kilometers. Sulphide mineraliza-
tion was found at depths of over 9.5 kilometers.

The drill has been a particularly valuable tool in the oceans be-
cause of their youth and their exposure to fewer thermal or defor-
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inational event,,. This meant that the data from a limited number
of holes could [nut idt. answers to questions user a broad area. As
the prugran has matured, mure detailed quebtiunb can be asked
and answered.

Ocean drilling has been a scientific prugruni from the beginning,
but there has been a constant effort to adapt new tools to provide
new and better information. We can nuw reenter holes to probe
more deeply, and we can instrument holes for in situ meas-
urements. The hydraulic piston corer, which was introduced in
1979, and the recently introduced extending-core barrel allow as to
recut er undisturbed so that the history 41 the ocean basins
or the circulation of ocean waters and of the climate above the
ocean surface can better be determined.

These -ndibturbed samples have taken on a new significance in
the last I.Av years, fullowing the suggestion that large extraterres-
trial bodies hate impacted the Earth, causing massive extinctions
of life forms and replacement of these by new life forms, that evo-
lution of life may be punctuated rather than gradual. that we may
be dealing with the survival uf the luckiest rather than the surviv-
al of the fittest.

A cuntinuuub marine sequence can obsiously be found only in
the oceans. Sedimentation rates are slow, on the order of a few
centimeters per thousand years, and the new tuolb provide the time
resolution necessary to identify events. Tilt previously drilled low-
time-resolution holes tell us where to go to amwer specific ques-
tions.

. Now let me turn to the platform for scientific ocean drilling. The
ad hot. committee I chaired was looking at scientific ocean drilling
in the context of crustal studies, and the committee consisted of a
broad mix uf geolugistb, geuphyOcibtl, and geuchemists, and ocean-
ographers from academia and industry. We are fortunate to have
tit a member Dr. Eugen Seil- d. who is president of the Deutsche
Furschungsgemeinschaft, which is the West German equivalent of
NSF, and is currently, president of the International Union of Geo-
logical Sciences. Ile was verb helpful in conveying European atti-
tudes toward scientific drilling to us. The committee was unani-
mous in agreeing that the potential of the drill for providing sig
nificant answers tu important scientific questions remains very
high and that the program should be continued.

Turning to the platform, three options were considered. The first
was tu comer( GIonzar Explorer from her present configuration to
one mure apprupriate fur scientific ocean drilling. This was the pre-
ferred option when the ocean margin drilling program was under
conbideratiun, because Explorer was large enough to carry and
handle the riser necessary fur drilling controlled holes in water
depths greater than 10,000 feet. It was considerably larger than
Challenger. It would pros ide more laborato.) apace and could carry
mure participants. Its better seakeeping qualities would allow it to
operate in higher latitudes. It did have the disadvantage that it
could not pass through the Panama Canal.

Iloweter, the ocean margin drilling program has been dropped,
and e'en without the conversion, the conversion costs would
come to the order of $100 million. Given these heavy costs and in
the context of budget projections presented by NSF, the committee
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was unanimous in its opi,. di that the Explioer was not the appro-
priate platform fur continuation of ocean drilling at this time.

Next the-cprnmittee considered Challi,sger. Challenger has been
in service since 1968. If she were to continue in service, even for a
few years, she would require overhaul and refit. Even with this
refit, she would be a veteran vessel and considerably behind the
state of the art of modern drilling vessels. Challenger is fully uti-
lized at present, and it would be difficult tu find additional labora-
tory or living space aboard her. This option could be followed if no
other were available, but it has clear limitations.

Present conditions in the petroleum industry have produced a
third option. There are, at present, four tu six modern, dynamically
positioned, commercial drilling vessels with the capability of carry-
ing out scientific ocean drilling. Because of the weakness in the
market for offshore 'drilling rigs, it appears that a vessel of this
type could be available at this time on very favorable terms. I
stress "at this time" because there is no guarantee that the
demand for this limited number of vessels will not change in
coming months.

These vessels have more space, permitting larger laboratories
and more participants. They have greater seakeeping ability than
Challentler, dr more modern, and an handle a longer drill string.
Moreover, they can handle risers in water depths up to 6,000 feet.
Our committee felt that this option, not available earlier, was the
must desirable for continuation of scientific ocean drilling. I was
gratified to hear that the chairman of the Conference on Scientific
Ocean Drilling, which presented in detail the rationale for continu-
ing drilling in 1981, found this option to be very attractive and
noted that it could pro% ide the means for carrying out almost ev
erything suggested in the report. In addition, the chairman of the
Joint Oceanographic Institutions' board of governors has also writ-
ten to indicate the support of the joint institutions for this option.

Finally, I return to the budget context in which this recommen-
dation was made. This is not an inexpensive program, and there
are other initiatives in the Earth and ocean sciences that are
timely and in which the opportunities and challenges are great.
The international phase of ocean drilling has been a classic exam-
ple of fruitful international cooperation, and a number of countries
have participated scientifically and have contributed financially to
the program. No contributions were sought for 1984 because of the
uncertainties about the future direction of scientific ocean drilling,
so NSF budgeted the full cost.

In order to be able to respond to other initiatives in Earth and
mean sciences within the total budget presented, the committee
was of the opinion that it should be a goal of the ocean scientific
drilling program to obtain at least half of the total funds required
trom foreign participants. Dr. Seibold, who is close to the European
Community, afid through his position in the International Union of
Lieulogical Sciences, the world geological community. did not think
this goal was unreasonable. It may be difficult to accomplish this
in 1984. but it should be achievable in future years.

Thank you.
(The prepar'd statement of Dr. Drake follows:)
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STATEMENT

by

Dr. Charles L. Drake
Dartmouth College

Hanover, New Hampshire

My name is Charles Drake. I am Professor of Earth Scitnces

at Dartmouth College. I am currently on the Ocean Science and

Policy Board of NRC and am President-elect of the American

Geophysical Union. I was on the Science Advisory Committee of

the Ocean Margins Drilling program and the Ocean Margin Drilling

Advisory Panel of OTA. I was on the Planning Committee of JOIDES

from 1964-1968 and was its Chairman from 1966-1968 when Deep Sea

Drilling began. most recently I was Chairman of an Ad Hoc

Committee askedmby NSF to review plans for ocean scientific

drilling in the context of crustal studies.

I thank you for the .PPortunity to speak to the Subcommittee

on the subject of basic research in oceanography. since my

background is in geology and geophysics, ',will restrict my

comments to these areas and will depend upon my colleagues, Dr.

Nierenberg and Dr. Spencer to cover other aspects of oceanography.

I will speak to options for scientific drilling in the oceans as

well. Ocean drilling is logically considered in the context of

crustal studies because the crust of the Catth extends beneath

the waters of the ocean as well as beneath the surface of the

land. Much of the land surface was created by processes taking

place in the oceans. In many ways ocean drilling has more in

common with geology on land than it does with other &Wt.* of

oceanography. The same could be said for marine geology and

geophysics, but it makes sense to consider these topics in terms

of oceanography because common facilities are required to carry

out the investigations.

. 4 .
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Before I discuss the options for ocean drilling speci-

fically, let me say a few words about crustal studies in general.

Geology was a descriptive science for many yearst until one knew

what was there, it was difficult to devise theories that would

adequately explain how it 5sC there or what might happen in the

future. Over the years we have explored the surfaces of the

continents fairly extensively, although it is surprising how

little we know about some areas, even in the United States. We

identified the mayor features and the gross Properties of the sea

floor. We have not been as successful in exploring the third

dimension, that of depth, in any detail because we did not until

recent years, have the tools for detailed remote sensing of the

subsurface, nor did we have the funds to apply the drill. Only

in regions of direct economic importance, developed mining areas

or well drilled sedimentary basins, do we have detailed un-

derstanding of the rocks beneath the surface. As examples o! the

uncertainties, one could cite the recent Beaufort Sea lease sale

in which one major company bid 227 million dollars for a

particular block and another, equally competent, bid 9 million.

Estimates of the total oil reserves of the country using the best

available models went from 9 billion barrels in 1922 to between

145-200 billion barrels in 1956, up to almost 600 billion barrels

in 1960, to something less than 200 billion barrels today.

This should not be construed to mean that there are vast,

untapped supplies of hydrocarbons lurking inside the earth

waiting to be founds rather it should be taken as an 1ndicat

that we don't know whether there are or not. To be able to make
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better estimates, we need better models; to produce these models,

we must apply the tools of geolOgy, geochemistry, and geophysics

to the Earth'and we must test thesg models with the drill.

In recent years, geology has focussed more on processes.

This focus was given great impetus by the development of the

plate tectonics model which views the earth's outer shell as

broken into a small number df very large plates moving relative

to each other. The edges of these plates are marked by

earthquakes and the movements may Le convergent, making mountain

systems; divergent. making ocean ridges; or the Plates may slide

along each other as in the San Andreas fault sy;tem of

California. Convergent margins are exposed along the edges of

contitt nts, as in AlaSka or off Washington and Oregon and

associated with these areas are earthquakes; volcanoez such as
4

Mt. St. Helens; and processes which coLcentrate metallic

elements. Divergent margins are exposed in the Gorda and Juan de

Fuca ridges off Oregon and Washington and these have stirred

recent interest because of the pc.lymetallic sulphide deposits

that are forming along their axes at rates far faster than might

have been estimated from study of similar deposits now on land.

The Eastern and Gulf Coasts of the United Statestappear to have

been formed by this Plate divergence in the past. Sliding

margins are exposed in California and associated with these are

the geothermal resources of the Salton Sea area, where active

mineralisation is also taking place; as well as major destructive

earthquakes; and major oil fieldn.

We are interested in past processes; we explore to see what
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they have left for us and we try to figure out what they were.

We are interested in present processes, because these not only

give us some clues that we can apply to the past, they give us

some hope of looking into the futures of predicting. Prediction

extends beyond anticipation of future events, it also includes

the attempt to predict world and national energy, mineral, and

environmental resources.. If we are to respond to the in-

tellectual challenge of finding out 1?* the Earth worki and to

the societal need for better information abo.it the Earth, we will

/ have to learn a great deal more about Earth processes and their
i

rates, we will need to examine the Earth in depth, we will hive

to probe the deep interior which is the course of the hiat which

drives the Processes. We cannot do this only on the land or only

in the oceans, or only in the deeP interior. We need to look at

all of these, and the transition tones between them as, for

example, the regions in which the continents and the oceans meet.

The drill is but a tools it would be a very expensive tool

to use for primary exploration, but it may well be the only tool

that can be used for confirmation or rejection of models

developed from geological, geophysical, or geoA,emical

investigations. It can clarify many uncertainties, and it can

reveal many surprises. Scientific ocean drilling provided the

confirmation for the model of formation of the ocean crust by.

seafloor spreading from ocean ridges, a model suggested from

geophysical measurements. Drill.ng demonstrated the presence of

salt domes and hydrocarbons in the deepest parts of the Gulf of

Mexico. Recent ultra-deep drilling into the basement rocks of

I
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the Kola Peninsula of the Soviet Union has reached 11.5

kilometers and is planned for 15 kilometers. The temperature

gradients are not at all what one would exPect from shallow

nearsurface measurements.; geophysical discontinuities determined

fom the surface do not appear to be reflected 'in the geology at

depths liquids are circulating through the rocksthrough its

entire depth although common wisdomI4Ould Suggest., that the Pores

should be closed below 10 kilometers; sulphide mineralization was

found at depths of over 9.5 kilometers.

when scientifiO drilling in the deep ocean began, it

provided immediate answers to broad scale questions raised by

geological and geophysical investigations that could not be,'

answered in any other Ay. As was the case with the Kola

Peninsula hole, the drilling also raised many questions since the

cores revealed Phenomena that had not been suspected. The drill

was a Particularly valuable tool in the oceans because their

youth and thei more limited exposure to fewer thermal or

deformational events meant that the data from a limited number of

holes could l&vide answers to qUestions over a broad area. As

the program was matured, more detailed auestions can be asked of

the drill cores and tools can be placed in the bcreholes to make

measurements of active processes.

Ocean drilling has been a scientific program from the

beginning. but there has been a constant effort to adapt new

tools to provide new and better information. We can now reenter

holes to probe more deeply and we can place instruments in the

holes for in situ measurements. The Hydraulic Piston Corer.

.
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first used in 1979, and its recent improvement, the Extending

Core Barrel, allow undisturbed samples to be recovbxed so that

the history pf the ocean basins, of circulation of the ocean

waters, and of the climate above the ocean surface can be better
4

determined. TE se undisturbed samples have taken on a new

significance In the last few years following the suggestions that

large extraterrestrial bodies have impacted the Earth, causing

massive extinctions of life forms and the rePlacement of these by

net life forms, that evolution of life may be punctu'ited, rather

than gradual; that we may be dealing with the survival of the-
.

luckiest, rather than the survival of the fittest.

There is an abundance of life in the near surface wateri of

the ocdbn and'evidence of this life is found in the sediments in

the form of shells or testsof microscopic plants and animals.

'Only in the sea can the marine record of Earth history be

recorded continuously. This record, is drawn on very thin pages;

sediuiJion rates are very slow - on the order of centimeter or so

per thousand years. with ordinary rotary drilling and coring,

the,record is disturbed and the time resolution may be limited

to several hundred thousand years. This resolution is sufficient

to fill in the history of the Earth in broad strokes, and with a

low density sampling scheme. Now we have sufficient information

in hand to to target precisely which areas to drill to answer

specific questions using The Hydraulic Piston Corer and the

Extended Cote Benin. An important opportunity would be lost if

ocean scientific drilling were to be terminated.

Specific studies of sea floor processes, such as those

at
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acting along continental margins such as the Aleutians, or those

on ridges like the Gorda -Juan de FuCa system off the Pacific

northwest, will require prohleM defikition and site examination

prier to drilling using surface vessels, deep-towed sensors, and

even submersibles. Ar as of Interest have been identified, but

additional information pill be necessary before the drill is

committed. ,Art these areas it will be important not only to

recover cores, but also, if we are to understand the nature of

the'processee, to make downhole measurements.

Now, let me turn to'the platform for scientific ocean

drilling. The Ad Hoc Committee l chaired was looking aJ

scientific ocean drilling in the context of crustal studies and

the committee consisted of a broad mix of geologists,

geerhysic.isf, neocnemists and oceanographers from academic and

industry. We were fortunate to have as a member or. Eunen

Seibold, President.of the Deutsche yurschungsgemeinschaft, the

West German equivalent of mSEand currently President of the

Intetloational Union of Ceological Sc1 $46, who was very helpful

in conveying European attitudes towards scientific ocean drilling

to us The committee was unanimous in agreeing that the

potential Edr the drill to provide significant answers to

important scientific questions remains very high and that the

Program should be continued.

Turning to the platform, three options were considered. The

First was to convert GLOMAR EXPLORER from her present

configuration to one more appropriatc for scientific'ocean

drilling. This was the preferred option when the Ocean Margin
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Drilling Program was under consideration, because EXPLORER was

large enough to carry and handle the riser necessarY for drilling

controlled holes in water depths greater than 10,000 feet. It

/was laiger than CHALLENGER.- it wOuld provide more laboratory

space and could carry more participants and its better seakeeping

qualities would allow it to operate in higher 4atitudes. It did

have the disadvantage that it could not pass through the Panama

Canal. If the Ocean Margin Drilling Program were still under

consideration, with its requirement for drilling through the

thick sedimentary cover of Atl'antic-tYpe continental margins,

EXPLORER would be the.nost attractive option. However,

withdrawal of industtial participation made riser cost

Prohibitive and even cony>sion without the riser would require

front end costs ol.the order of 100 million dollars. Given these

heavy costs and.in the c..ntext of budget pro,ections presented by

NSF, the committee was unanimous A its opinion that the EXPLORER

was not the appropriate platfoim for continuation of ocean

drilling at this time.

Next.the committee cOnsidered CHALLENGER. CHALLENGER has

been in service since 1968; if she were to continue in sere'..

even for a few years, she wOuld require overhaul and refit. Esten

with this refit, she would be a Ateran vessel and considerably t

behind the state oi the att of modern drilling vessels.

cw,LEribrft is fully utilized at present and it would be difficult
oca,

to find additional laboratory or living space aboard her. This

Option could be followed if no other were available, but it has

clear 11mitations.

3 'sue a.
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Present conditions in the petroleum industry have produced a

third option. There are at present four to six Modern,

dynamically positioned. commercial drilling vessels with the

capabilcy of carrying out scientific ocean drilling. Because of

the weakness in the Market for offshore drilling rigs, it appears

that a vessel of this type could be available at this time on

very favorable terms. I stress at this time because there is no

guarantee that the demand for this limited number of vessels may

not change in coming months. These vessels have more spacc,
ft

permitting larger laboratories and more participants; they have

greater seakeeping ability than CHALLENGER. are more modern, and

can handle a longer drill string. but still can transit throimh

the Panama Canal. Moreover, they can handle riser in water

depths up to 6000 feet. Our committee felt that this option, no

available earlier, was the most desirable for continuation of

scientific ocean drilling. I was ,ratified to hear that the

-Chairman of the conference on Scientific Ocean Drilling, which

Presented in detail the rationale for contlAzed drilling, found

this option to be very attractive and noted that it co4ld provide

f<le means for carrying out almost everything suggested in this

report. The Chairman of the Board of Governors of Joint

Oceanographic Institutions Inc. has also indicated that its ,- 4-

member institutions concur with this recommendation.
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I return to the budget context in which this

recommendation was made. This is not an inexpensive program and

there are other initiatives in the earth and ocean sciences that

are timely and in which the opportunities and challenges are

great. The International Program of Ocean Drilling has been a

classic example of fruitful international cooperation and a

1
number of countries have participated scientifically and have

' contributed financially to the program. No contributions were

sought for Ey 84 because of uncertainties about the future

direction of scientific ocean-drilling so NSF has budgeted the

full cost. In order to be able to respond to at least some of

these initiatives within the total budget presented, the
adkl

.committee was of the opinion that it should be a goal of the

ocean scientific drilling program to obtain at least half of the

total funds required from foreign participants. Dr. seibold, who

is close to the European community and, through his position; in

IUGS, the world geological community, did not think that this

goal was unreasonable. It would be difficult to'accomplith in FY

84, but it should he achievable in future years.
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Mr..._WALtaisay. Thank you very much, Dr. Drake. We will_just_
continue down the line and come back.

Dr. Nierenberg.

STATEMENT OF 1111,1,1AM A. MERENKERG, DIRECTOR, SCRIPPS
INSTITUTION OF OCEANOGRAPHY

Dr. NIERENrIERG. Mr' Chairman and members of the committee,
when I began as director of the Scripps Institution of Oceanog-
raphy in 4965, it was already apparent that the oceans were
making a major contribution to the worlds food supply. The
common fisheries of the world were on their way from an annual
catch of about 13 million tons to nearly 80 million. On the one
hand, we were beginning to learn a great deal from the failure of
the California sardine fishery, and on the other, we helplessly
watched the Peruvian anchoetta fishery grow from essentially
zero to nearly 14 million tons before it collapsed.

We learned much from the California failure, but we were
unablt to get it transferred to the Peruvian situation. We learned
that short-time climate is primarily an oceanic phenomenon, and
we began to develop the primitive capability of prediction. If I may
interpolate, Mr. Chairman, I am glad I prepared these notes before
you made -your earlier remarks. We have used the intervening
years to exploit this opening, and the essence of my remarks in
this connection is that we have started what will be a long but
steady improvement in forePasts.

The initial and still imp4.4tant indicators-are the anomalous sea
surface temperatures one finds in the north Pacific. To see what is
ahead, it is good to review the recent past.

Namias predicted the fateful drought in the U.S.S.R. that
prompted the abnormal Russian purchase of grain from the United
States that in turn precipitated stringent controls on future grain
deals. This was followed by an abnormally severe El Nino that we
now know was not unrelated. That event triggered a total collapse
of the Permian anchovetta fishery that was the prinzipal fish meal
supply for mainland China and Japan. Japan, in turn, tried to re-
place this protein with American soybeans, but Presic:ait Nixon
felt compelled to embargo the crop because of dangerously depleted
corn and wheat reserves in this country. This international contre-
temps need not have occurred if official Washington had paid P

closer attention to Namias' predictions.
They did so, however, in the next major event, which was at the

time of the Arabian oil embargo. The White House used Namias'
prediction of a somewhat warmer than normal winter in New Eng-
land to_refrain from issuing ration stamps. The prediction held,
and a potentially bad situation was averted. It is now standard pro-
cedure to fold short-range climate predictions, as poor as they are
at present, into decisions on the national and local level.

With the improvements in research technology and, I must add,
a new generation of brilliant oceanographers, the future looks
promising. I do . see any sharp breakthroughs, but a steady im-
provement in predictive capability akin to the impressive achieve-
ments in weather prediction. The effects on the economy are enor-
mous. They are so obvious, I do not enumerate them here in this
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brief statement The international implications are equally impor-
tant, particularly to the lesser developed countries who are far
more sensitive to periods of excessive drought or rainfall.

The oceans are vast. Man does not live on the oceans and so data
comes hard, slow, .And extremely variably r °graphically. Research
vessels are essential and must be maintained for process studies,
ground truth, and subsurface measurements. However, satellite
oceanography is ere, and has proven its worth. It is what is re-
quired to achance the entire subject by orders of magnitude and
hasten the development of climate prediction in particular. My
own institution has had a satellite oceanography installation in op-
eration for 3 years that has more than demonstrated the possibili-
ties Since it is unique, it operates 24 lours a day, 7 days a week,
not only for our own physical and biological ot_eanographers, but
also for training and analysis by the armed services.

These extrerrAy promising probabilities are being short-circuited
by the lack of an ocean satellite system. Sea Sat was only open
adorn-A for 99 days, Whatever ocean information is satellite-derived
today comes only from thost designed for other purposes. I believe
that a continuous ocean satellite program is of the highest priority
at this time, and the failure to have such an (don is jointly a
discredit to the ocean community and the ocean ana space bureauc-
racy of the Federal Government.

couple the new technical opportunities of improved instrumen-
tation, data management, engineering, and remote sensing with
theoretical breakthroughs in physical oceanography that are stand-
ing by to be fully exploited. They are two, specifically. The first is
the rehoToduction of an old idea, "two-dimensional turbulence"
which gives the first realistic picture of the development of large-
scale disturbances in geophysical fluids.

The second is an extension of Lorenz' seminal work on predicta-
bility It is based on the concepts of strange attractors and bifurca-
tion theory, both of which have become the rageperhaps over-ex-
ploitedof the study of nonlinear phenomena exemplified by
weather and climate.

Above all, we have been training and graduating young people of
exceptional ability who are at ease with the new technology and
new theory. They are fully capable of exploiting .whatever re-
sources we put at their disposal, in the form of salaries, platforms,
instruments, and advanced computers. I am confident we can accel-
erate our pipgress in understanding climate.

I have so far stressed climate as a primary problem, but there
are fundamental difficulties remaining with respect , our under-
standing of She food chain. In too simplistic a view, we held that if
a climate ch nge disrupted a major fishery, though the immediate
social consequences would be grave, the specific bikpta would be re-
placed by an, approximately equi%alent tonnage, sir ce the general
physical and', chemical characteristics would be th.: same. This is
what happened when the California sardine fishery failed. It was
replaced by anchovy fishery which, however, never reached full
maturity bec use of institut...mal inertia.

This is not what happened in the case of the Peruvian ancho-
vette fishery., It was not replaced by anything resembling its ton-
nage, and it has become a first-order mystery. It is important that
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this be unraveled if we are to be better prepared for whab will ap-
parently be inevitable major fluctations in food from the oceans

Our improving ability to deal with the oceans and the corre-
sponding climate change enable us to begin to analyze the conse-
quences of some of our gravest anthropogenically generated global
problems. The prime example is fossil fuel generated carbon diox-
ide. There are many carbon dioxide induced changes that are possi-
ble or probable. Among the more important are regionally altered
climate patterns, sea level increase, and direct effects of the in-
creased carbon dioxide concentration on flora.

The oceans play the most vital role in this process. First, they
are the ultimatq sink of the carbon dioxide pulse, and the ocean

-dynamics and chemistry must be better understood to deal with
this problem. Fortunately, there is considerable overlap in needed
ocean science for understanding both the carbon dioxide problem
and the climate change.

Second, we must be able to pin down more exactly the regional
effects of carbon dioxide induced climate change. The atmospheric
rnodelerstare having modest success in predicting induced patterns
of changed precipitation hydrology, and it is likely this will im-
prove since it is largely computer limited at this time, although
better parameterization of fundamental processes is also r:quired.

However, this is not considered of serious portent for the United
States by most agricultural scientists. Their consensus seems to be
that the gradualism of the climate alteration process will be easily
overcome by the genetic improvements they have historically been
able to achieve. Figures like 2 percent per annum increase in corn
yield, it is felt, will swamp gradual local climate changes. More se-
rious is the higherorder problem of changes in frequency in natu-
ral disasters. Examples are numbers of hurricanes per season, fre-
quency of dry year sequences in the Southwest, and frequency of
failure of monsoons. Unfortdnately, there is at this time no theo-
retical basis for treating this class of problem.

Sea level rise is obviously an oceanic problem. It no longer seems
that the breakup of the western Antarctic ice sheet, with the corre-
sponding catastrophic rise in sea level, is at all likely. However, the
induced global warming by carbon dioxide will result in several
meters rise in sea level. This rise not only results from the melted
Arctic and Antarctic ice but about equally from the resultant ther-
mal expansion of the upper layers of the ocean. This is a serious
prediction for many love-lying coastal areas of the world.

Before I leave this subject, I must touch on one aspect of it that
is not usually coupled in the same discussion, and that is national
defense and world stability. I hold strongly to the opinion that nu-
clear deterrence depends primarily on our submarine ballistic
force. I also believe that uur submarine nuclear force is invulnera-
ble for the foreseeable future. Nevertheless, because of the gravity
of the matter, it is ital that we know all we can about the physi-
cal and chemical character of the oceans, particularly those related
to the acoustic properties upon which this invulnerability depends
One development, related to the general class of theoretical break-
throughs I referred to earlier, is a better understanding of oceanic
mesoscale eddies, which have profound significance for acoustic
antisubmarine warfare.
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Changing the subject abruptly, I would like to add just one note
to what city colleague, Professor Drake, has prepared on the subject
of deep sea drilling and the related marine geology. One unappre-
ciated aspect of the study of marine sediments is the study of an-
cient climates. It is a subject that now has a namepaleoclimato-
logy. We use it fu. insights to understanding current climate. More
speculative. but with more conventional economic possibilities are
what w( ,an learn from the processes occurring at the continental
margin. Sea :lour spreading yields a picture of the oceanic sedi-
ments that reached the continents and rebuilt them from under-
neath against the erosion at the surface. It is this erosion, in turn,
that forms the ocem..ic sediments to make a complete, approximate-
ly 200 million year. cycle. If we understand these better, we should
be able to prospect for ores more efficiently.

Then there is the polar ice. I mentioned it earlier only in terms
of something to be melted by climate change. However, the polar
caps are an important feedback mechanism in terms of the sharp
contrast in reflectivity compared to the rest of the globe. This feed-
back mechanism is believed to be the cause of ice ages, but in any
event is a powerful amplifying agent in climate theory.

Furthermore, coring of the ice yields valuable geochronological
information through the gases trapped by the ice. Among others,
we have fixed the preindustrial carbon dioxide level which, coin-
bined with Keeling's results, give us a picture of the inexorable al-
teration of our global environment through the use of fossil fuel.
We also learn that methane was earlier nonexistent in the atmos-
phere. This is.important, because it is one of the many atmospheric
gases of anthropogenic origin whose sum total effect in warming
niay he equivalent to that of carbon dioxide.

While discussing the Antarctic, we recognize the unusual effects
of the circumpolar current. particularly in the upwelling leading to
the enoi mous krill population. This population is estimated as a
possible fishery that could match the yield of the rest of the world's
fisheries. It is questionable whether this would be an economic
source, but if it were, very careful ecological examinations would
have to be made.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The prepared statement of Dr. Nierenberg follows:]

i
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STATEMENT OP
PROFESSOR WILLIAM A. NIERENDERG

'DIRECTOR, SCRIPPS INSTITUTION OP OCEANOGRAPHY
OEPORE.THE

COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
U.S. HOUSE OP REPRESENTATIVES-

MARCH 1, 1983

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee,

I am William A. Dierenberg, Director of Scripps Institution of

Oceanography.

It is always a pleasure for me *.o present my views on present

and future oceanography before. an interested and concerned audience.

I have appeared before the Congress on and off for over fifteen

years and have seen most of the Story unfold as we had expected.

The future seems even more exciting because of the increased

capabilities we have developed to deal with the vast expanses of

the oceans.

When I began as Director of the Scripps Institution of

Oceanography in 1965, it was already apparent that the oceans were

making a major contribution to the world food supply. The common

fisheries of the world were on their way from an annual catch of

about fifteen million tons to nearly eighty million tons. On the

one hand we wro beginning to learn a great deal from the failure

of the California sardine fishery and on the other we helplessly

watched the Peruvian anchovetta fishery grow from essentially zero

to nearly fourteen million tons before it collapsed.

We learned much from the California failure but we were unable

to get it transferred to the Peruvian situation. WO learned that

short term climate is Primarily an oceanic phenomenon and we began

to develop 1 primitive capability of prediction. lie have used the
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intervening yearu to exploit this opening, and the essence of my

rerarks in this connection is that we have starlfed what will be a

long but steady improvement in forecasts.

The initial and still important indicators are the anomalous

sea surface temperatures one finds in the North Pacific. To see

what is ahead it is good to review the recent Past.

Names Predicted the fateful drought in the USSR that prompted

the abnormal Russian purchase of grain from the United States that

precipitatedstringent controls on future deals; This was followed

by an abnormally severe "El Nino" that we now know was not unrelated.

That event triggered a total collapse of the Peruian anchovetta

fishery that was the principal fish meal suPply for mainland Chiba

and Japan. Japan, in turn tried to replace this protein wiJ

American soy beans. but President Nixon felt compelled to embargo

the crop because of dangerously depleted torn and wheat crops.

This international contretemps need not have occurred if official

Washington had paid Closer attention to Hamias' Predictions.

They did so, however, in the next major event which was at the

time of the Arabian oil embargo. The White Rouse used Midas'

prediction of a somewhat warmer winter in New England to refrain

from issuing ration stamps. The prediction held and a Potentially

bad situation was averted. it is now standard procedure to fold

short range climate predictions, as poor as they are at present.

into decisions on the national and local level.

With the improvements in research technology and. I must add

a new generation of brilliant occanograhhers, the future looks

promising. I do not see any sharp breakthroughs, but a steady

41*
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improvement in pt4dictive cababilay-XEribo7Elie-Impressive

achievements In WeSther prediction. The eftects un the economy

are enormous. They are so obvious I do not enumerate them here In

this brief statement. The International implications are equally

Important, particularly to the leaser developed couutkes who are

far more sensitive to periods of excessive drought or rainfall.

The oceans are vat:. man does not Ikve on the oceans and so

data comes hard, slow and extremely variably 4eographically.

Research vessels are essential and must be maintained for Process

studies, "ground truth" and subsurface measurements. However,

satellite oceanography is here and has proven its worth. It is

what Is required to advance the entire subject by orders of magnitude

and hasten the development of climate prediction in particular.

My own institution has'had a Satellite oceanography Installation in

operation for three years that has more than demonstrated the possi-

bilities. Since it is unique, it operates twenty four hours a day$

seven days a week not only for our own physical and biological

oceanographers but also for training and analysis by the armed

services.

These extremely Promising probabilities are being short-

eacuited by the lack of an occan satellite system. Sea Sat, was

only operational for ninety -nine Jays. Whatever ocean knformat

is "satellite - derived" today comes only ir,om those designed for.

other purposes. I believe that a contkodovs ocean satellite program

Is of the highest priority at this time' and the failure to havc

such an ooeratkon ka jointly a discredit to the ocean community and

the ocean and space bureaucracy of the Federal GoVernment.
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coup2.2.the new toehnical of portunitieu of improved instru-

mentation, data management, engineering and remote sensing with

theoretical breakthroughs in physical oceanography that are standing

by to be fully exploited. There are two specifically. The first

IS the reintroduction of an old idea; "WO-dimensional" turbulence

which gives the first realistic Picture of the development of large

scale disturbances in geophysical fluids.

The second is an extension of Lorenz's seminal work on predicta-

bility. It is based on the concepts of "strange attractore and

bifurcation theory, both of which have become the rage--perhaps over

exploited - -of the study of non-linear phenonena exemplified by

weather and climate.

Above all we have been training and graduating young People of

exceptional ability who are at ease with the new technology and

new theory. They are fully capable of exploiting whatever resources

we put at their disposal in the form of salaries, platforms, instru-

ments and advanced computers. I am'confident that we can accelerate

our progress in understanding O11114P

I have so far stressed climate as a primary problem, but there

are fundamental difficulties remaining with respect to our under-
,

standing oethe food chain. In too simplistic a view we held that,

if a climate change disrupted a major fishery, though the immediate

social consequences would be grave, the specific biota would be

replaced by an approximately equivalent tonnage, since the general

physical and chemical characteristics mould be the same. This is

what happened when the California sardine fishery failed. it was

replaced by an anchovy fishery which, however. never a,,chea full

maturity beGause of Institutional inertia.
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This v. not what happened in the case of the Peruvian anchovetta

fishery. It was not replaced by anything resemultng its tonnage

and it has become a first order mystery. It is important that this

be unraveled it we are to be better prepared for what will apparently

be inevitable major fluctuations in food from the oceans.

Our imProving ability to deaf with the oceans and the corres-

ponding climate change enable us to begin to analyze the consequences

of.some of our gravest anthroPogenicallY generated global Problems.

The prime example is fossil fuel generated carbon dioxide. There

are Many O02 induced changes that are possible or PrObable--among

the more important are regionally altered climate Patterns, sea

level increases and direct effects of the increased OD2 concentration

on flora.

The oceans play the most vital role in this proces . Fiist,

they are the ultimate Sink of the co pulse and the ocean dynamics

and chemistry must be better understood to deal with the problem.

Fortunately, thje is considerable overlap in the needed ocean

science for understanding the 002 Problem and understanding climate

change

Seco,dly, we must be able to pin down more exactly the regional

effects of the 002 induced climate change. The atmospheric modelers

are having modest Success in Predicting induced patterns of changed

precipitation and hydrology and it is likely that this will improve,

since it is largely computer limited at this time, although better.

Parameterization of fundamental processes is also required. however,

this is not considered of serious portent for the United States by

most agricultural scientists. Their consensus seem, to be that the
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gradualism of the climate alteration process will be easily overcome

by the genetic improvements they have hIlAorically been able to --

achieve. Figures like two percent Per annum Increase in corn yield,

it is felt, will swamp gradual local climate chanjcs. More serious

is the higher order problem of changes in Crequency in natural

disasters. examples are numbers oC hurrica cs per season, frequency

of dry year sequences in the Southwest, and equency Of failure

of monsoons. UnforeeLiely, there is at this tine no 'theoretical

basis for treating this class of problem.

Sea level rise is obviously an oceanic problem. It no longer

seems that the breakup of the Western Antarctic Ice Shcet, with the

cOrrOsponding catastrophic rise in sea level is at all likely.

However, the induced global arming by CO2 will result in several

meters rise in sea level.. This rise not only results from the melted

Arctic and Antarctic ice. but about equally from the resUltant thermal

expansion oC the upper layers Of the ocean. This is a serious Pre-

diction for many foto-lying coastal areas of the world.

Before I leave this subject, I must touch on one aspect of it

that is not usually coupled in the same discussion, and that is

national defense and world stability. I hold strongly to the

opinion that nuclear deterrence depends primarily on our submarine

ballistic force. I also believe that our submarine nuclear force

is invulnerable for the foreseeable future. nevertheless, because

of the gravity of the mattor it is vital that we now all we can

about the physical and chemical character of thc oceans, particularly

these related to the acoustic properties, upon which this invulnera-

bility depends. One development, related to the general class oC

r a
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theoretical breakthroughs I refer to earlier is abetter understanding

of oceanic mcsoscale eddies which have profound significance for

acoustic antisubmarine warfare.

Changing the subject abruptly, I would like to add just one

note to what my colleague, Professor Drake, has prepared on the

subject of deep sea drilling and the related marine geology. One

unappreciated,asPect of the study of marine sediments is the study

of ancient climates. It is a subject that now has a name--palco-

climatology. We use it for insights to understanding climate.

More speculative, but with more conventional economic possibilities

are what we can learn from the processes occurring at the contiaital

margins. Sea floor spreading yields a picture of the Oceanic

sediments reaching the continents and rebuilding them from underneath

against the erosion at the surface. It is,this erosion, in turn,

that forms the oceanic sediments to make a complete two hundred

million year cycle. If we understand these better we should be

able to prospect for ores mbre efficiently.

Than there is polar ice. I menttonpd it earlier only to terms

of something to be melted by climate change. however, the polar

caps are an important feedback mechanism in terms of thesharP

contrast in reflectivity compared to the rest of the globe. This

feedback mechanism is believed to be the cause of ice ages but in

any event is a powerful amplifying agent in climate theory.

Furthermore, coring Of the ice yields valuable geochronological

information through the games trapped by the ice. Among others we

have filed the preindustrial carbon diuxide levels which, combined

with Keeling's results, give us a picture of the inexorable alteration

'kt..4
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of out global enviionment through the use of fossil fuel. We also

learn that methane was earlter.non-existentbin the atmosphere. This
. .

t3 important becayse it is one of many atmospheric gases of anthropo-

genie origin whose sum totaq effect in warming may be equivalent

to Carbon dioxide.

While discussing the Antarctic, we recognize the unusual

efforts of the circumpolar current, particularly in the upwelling

leading to the.enormous krill population. This population is

estimated as a pooatble fishery that could match the yield of the

rest of the world's.fisheries. It is questionable whether this

would be an economic source, but if it were, very careful ecological

examinations would have to be made.

I conclude by stating that other developments await us,

particularly in shore processes, beach stabilization and generally

the Preservation of the coastline dgainst the awesome pressures of

a burgeoning population that wants to live by the sear use it and

enjoy it.

v.
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Mr. WALGREN. Thank you very much, Dr. Nierenberg. It is kind
of a good-news/bad-news statement.

Dr. Spencer.
[The Jgraphical sketch of Dr. Spencer follows:]
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STATEMENT OF DEREK WARDLE SPENCIR, ASSOCIATE DIREC-
TOR FOR RESEARCH, WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITU-
TION

Dr. SPENCER. Mr. Chairman, thank you. My colleagues and your-
self in your opening remarks have highlighted some of the impor-
tant advances that have been accomplished in the last several
years in ocean sciences. I would like to say that despite these suc-

-cesses,__thesoademic ocean. science community is presently under
some stress. I would like to preface my comments with the state-
ment Ciat it is important for those considering the national re-
quirements and priorities for ocean science understand the nature
of the science itself.

Oceanography is not a pure discipline, but rather the oceans are
a place where pure disciplinary interests and iniestigation2 are
necessary to understand the processes that have brought the ocean
to its present condition and that in the future may keep it in a
steady state or allow changes. An oceanographer who is involved in
ocean investigations is, first, a biologist, or a chemist, or a physi-
cist, a geologist, or an engineer. But in most of his studies he must
interact with his colleagues in several other disciplines for the
processes he is investigating rarely recognize the disciplinary
boundaries that are imposed by our social and educational systems

Of necessity, ocean studies must proceed on a broad set of disci-
plinary fronts, with the boundaries between these fronts being
loose and easily crosses'. Further, the facilities to support the prog-
ress of oceanography must be both versatile to accommodate the
varied multi- and interdisciplinary requirements but also on occa-
sion need to be highly specialized to allow new observations or
measurements in much narrower disciplinary areas.

Although the conduct of ocean research requires many different
facilities, the most prominent and that of most concern to UNOLS
is the Academic Oceanographic Fleet. In my written testimony, I
have given you details of this fleet. It presently consists of 25 ves-
sels, 12 smaller coastal research vessels and 13 vessels that have
the capability of transoceanic voyages. In particular, the larger
ships, greater than 200 feet and roughly 2,000 tons displacement,
have the range, endurance, and space to meet the diverse needs of
the multipurpose scientific operations in all regions of the world's
oceans, with the exception of some of the high latitude ice-covered
areas. These vessels truly constitute the backbone of the U.S aca-
demic, blue-water, global research fleet. It has been through the
use of this larger class of ships that many of the dramatic advances
in marine science have been made in the last few decades.

In addition to these general purpose vessels, there are a number
of special purpose facilities, including the drilling ship Clomar
Challenger, the stable platform FLIP, the submersible ALVIN

Since 19,71, the academic fleet has shrunk from a total of 35 ves-
sels to the 25 now listed. In particular, the larger vessels have de-
creased from eight to six, and the intermediate vessels from eight
to seven. The removal of intermediate or large vessels from the
fleet because of their greater size and capabilities has a much more
pronounced effect on the overall effecti %eness and versatility of the
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fleet than the removal of several smaller vessels. But a reasonable
cornplemen' of both is necessary fur modern oceanographic science.

In addition to this decrease, all operating institutions have expe-
rienced difficulty during the last several years in maintaining their
ships in first-class operating conditions. There has been equal diffi-
culty in obtaining new modern equipment, such as upgraded
winches that can handle the increased demands placed by heavier
gear that many experiments now require.

The present status of the oceanographic fleet, is simply a symp-
tom of a larger malaise which affects the whole of academic ocean
science, although to different extents in the different disciplinary
areas In the statements that follow, I do not necessarily claim that
academic ocean science is in any worse predicament than other sci-
ences or, indeed, many other sectors of our econony at this time.

I believe that the principal causes of our present problems are
rooted in several areas, not all of which are independent. Financial
support, inflationary increases in costs that have been greater than
average inflation increases, competition from industry for high-
quality staff, the major growth of Government agencies laborato-
ries conducting both basic and applied ocean research, and increas-
ing difficulties and costs in obtaining clearances to work in foreign
waters all contribute.

For my remaining time, I will concentrate on the issue of finan-
cial support, for the effects of the other contributing causes, while
important, are of somewhat lesser magnitude.

The bask problem is the cumulative effect of inadequate finan-
cial support over the past decade. Academic oceanography, because
it is a young multidisciplinary science, does not have well-en-
trenched roots in the academic structure of most universities.
There are few undergraduate departments of oceanography, and
indeed there should be few, for the progres, of the science requires
individuals with strong disciplinary bacis.groands, together with in-
terests in the broader interdisciplinary areas.

Oceanography is an area of postgraduate and postdoctoral study
that has grown principally during and since the Second World
War, out of the urgent needs of the U.S. Navy for information on
the environment of its operations. As a consequence, oceanography
is, perhaps to a greater extent than any science other than biomed.
icine, dependent on the Federal Government for its growth and
support.

Two agencies that have provided long-term base support for aca-
demic ocean science are the Office of Naval Research and the Na-
tional Science Foundation. At the present time, these twc, agencies
supply between 70 to 75 percent of the total academic research
funds, with the remainder from State and private resources, and
with agencies such as NOAASeagrant--DOE, NASA, and USGS,
contributing significant but lesser amounts.

ONR and NSF currently support about 80 percent of the cost of
the academic fleet operations, with about 70 percent of the funding
coming from the National Science Foundation and about 10 per-
cent from ONR. The history of this funding over the last decade or
more shows that some substantial changes have taken place. In
1969 to 1970, ocean sciences was the recipient of a substantial in-
crease in funding that accompanied the establishment of the Inter-
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national decade of ocean exploration program at the National Sci-
ence Foundation. This program continued through the 1970's, and
in one way or another, several of the projects have revolutionized
the way we think about the ocean and are having a very signifi-
cant input into the design and the condact of ocean experiments at
this time.

However, the statistics on file at the NSF show that in terms of
constant 1972 dollars, and using a standard CPI deflator, a nega-
tive growth of about 10 percent from 1973 to 1983 in ocean science
research support has taken place. If such a decrease applied to all
of the oceanographic funding, and if the CPI deflator did not un-
derestimate the effects of inflation, it could be managed without

ajar disruptions. But unfortunately, neither of these two qualifi-
ers is true.

At about the same time as the onset of IDOE, the ONR basic
ocean sciences support started a strong decline. Figures prior to
1972 are difficult to obtain, but in terms of 1972 dollars, ONR core
support has decreased substantially. The effect of this decline in
ONR funds is particularly evident at two of the leading oceano-
graphic institutions. Information that I have received Trom Dr.
George Shor, associate director at Scripps, shows that from 1970 to
1982, the Scripps Institution of Oceanography has experienced a de-
crease from 30 percent to 13 percent in its total research support
from ONR, and decreases from about 38 percent to 13 percent in its
ship support from ONR.

Over the same period, the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
has seen ONR funding decrease from 56 percent to 25 percent of its
total research expenditures, and from 52 percent to about 15 per
cent of its total ship support. The experience of these institutions is
a mirror of the community as a whole.

These losses, which occurred mainly in the early part of the
decade, offset many of the gains that came from the IDOE pro-
gram. Since the mid-1970's, rampant inflation has more than
eroded the other gains. The cumulative effect of this erosion is
quite profound and is manifest in several areas.

First, the competition for funding from the National Science
Foundation is now excessively severe. A scientist submitting a pro-
posal to the ocean sciences division has seen his chances of success
decline from about 63 percent in 1977 to 47 percent in 1982. Within
the disciplinary areas of ocean science, there is an even greater dis-
parity in the success ratios. An ocean physicist has about a 55-per-
cent chance, while an ocean biologist has less than a 25-percent
chance. There are now very many good research proposals that are
being declined for lack of funds.

As the ONR funding has decreased, it has quite naturally con-
centrated in areas of direct and immediate relevance to the Nayy
mission, and these lie principally within the realm of ocean physics
and engineering. The continued support from ONR in these areas
has relieved much of the pressure from the National Science Foun-
dation, but other disciplines have not been as fortunate.

The increase in the probability of proposal declines, even for
good scientists, is putting some extreme pressure on the oceano-
graphic institutions that employ them. A hiatus in the funding re-
quires an institution to supply salary and research funds that
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would other% ise he utiliced for the support and upg-ade of neces-
sary facilities .ind for the development of new, high- ask innovative
programs that are unlikely to survive a somewhat conservative
peer review process at the National Science Foundation and are of
seemingly little immediate interest to mission agencies.

The low probability of success has a direct feedback to the kind
of proposal that is submitted. There are few significant basic re-
search programs that can be started and ended the period of
1 or 2 years, and a scientist will choose to propose work that can be
maintained w. h some continuity of program. The expense of seago-
ing work, together with the fact that as ship time is reduced, it is
more difficult to assure that a vessel can b at a given place at a
given time, augur against the likelihood of funding. Several scien-
tists, because of these factors, because they have been forced to
turn to funding from agencies that support little or no ship time,
have changed the emphasis of their work from oceanic to coastal,
estuary, and terrestrial. This is particularly true for ocean biolo-
gists.

Research expeditions in regions remote from U.S. shores are be-
coming very difficult to plan and execute. A cruise to the southern
or Indian oceans must consist of some 10 to 15 or more programs,
each occupying 2 to 4 weeks of ship time. In past, such cruises have
been away from home port for up to 2 years, but in recent years
several of these remote expeditions have been badly disrupted be-
cause programs proposed for a given leg have not been funded.
This has forced last-minute schedule changes and even temporary
lay-ups in foreign ports, both of which are costly and inefficient.

As casts have increased substantially in excess of available funds,
there has been a retrenchment in both manpower and facilities.
For example, statistics from the oceanography division of the Na-
tional Science Foundation show that in 1980 they were supporting
20 percent less scientists than in 1975. The funding for new modern
laboratory equipment, as well as ship's equipment, has been scarce
and has forced the continued use of older, less efficient facilities,
with larger and larger amounts of time devoted to upkeep and
maintenance.

Ship maintenance has been stretched and delayed, not to the
point of seriously compromising vessel safety, but sufficiently to
limit the versatility and potential of many vessels.

Perhaps the most significant long-ter.n negative impact is the
moral problem caused by working harder and harder for less and
less. Although it is difficult to quantify, there is evidence that good
productive researchers are leaving academic ocean science, and
promising young scientists are not entering. The ocean science
community has seen 20 to 25 percent of active researchers in sub-
marine geology and geophysics leave in the last 3 to 4 years. There
is growing concern about the lack of new, high-quality graduate
students, particularly in ocean physics.

To some extent there are already in existence programs that will
alleviate some of the problems, and not all of the retrenchment has
been deleterious. For example, some decrease in the size of the aca-
demic vessels from 1970 levels is not as harmful as may be sup-
posed. Oceanography has moved from are exploratory science into a
science that is asking more focused questions about the oceans.
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Many of these questions can be answered with much less at-sea
effort.

In addition, improvements in the rate of data acquisition have
occurred. Moorings set to collect current velocity and direction
data are now routinely deployed for 1 to 1Y2 years rather than the
2-month period that were common in the early and mid-1970's.
Modern geophysical tools, such as multichannel seismic techniques,
which allow geophysicists to probe the structure of the subsea floor
with high resolution, supply enough data in 1 month to keep 'a sci-
entist occupied for almost a whole year. With the total complement
of ocean science manpower static and in some cases declining for
the last several years, these changes in the evolution of science
have led to a decreased demand for ships.

However, it is my pinion that the fleet is now at a minimum
level for the support Af both continued progress on broader multi-
disciplinary fronts a al to allow some thrusts that are essential
within the discipli na. y areas.

The advent of new technology, such as remote sensing of the
ocean surface by satellites, and the remote sensing of the ocean in-
terior by acoustic techniques, will not over the foreseeable future
place less demand on ship time. In fact, the reverse is true, for
ships will l necessary both to check remote observation tech-
niques while they are in development stages, and to conduct ex-
periments that may allow future extensions of the remote tech-
niques to a greater range of ocean properties.

Recent funding decisions by both ONR and NSF provide a light
at the end of the tunnel. In 1980, ONR initiated a series of special
research opportunities. Included in these were corrniitments to
mid-life refits and the maintenance of those vessels owned by the
Navy, and the DOD initiative announced last year will have an im-
portant impact on the quality of tools available for ocean science as
well as other areas of scientific endeavor:

These decisions recognize some of the problems and are highly
laudable, but they do not tackle the root of the problem, which is
support for the conduct of basic research programs at academic in-
stitutions. An upgraded and modern vessel is a prime requirement
of good ocean research, but it is not particularly useful if scientific
programs cannot be developed to use it.

The recently announced ONR special research initiatives for
work in the South Atlantic, in the upper ocean atmosphere bound-
ary, and in ocean bioluminescence, which are projected to start in
fiscal year 1984-85, promise to provide such support, but they will
not do so unless they bring new funds, rather than effect a simple
transfer out of the already depleted ONR core program support.

The fiscal year 1984 budget of the National Science Foundation,
with its emphasis on basic science support, is similarly most wel-
come news, although among the larger community of ocean scien-
tists there is naturally some disappointment that the ocean science
proposed increase of 9.9 percent is less than half that in other
Earth and planetary sciences. However, most realize that initia-
tives such as ocean drilling and others that will be required in the
future do not come without some cost.

Most recognize the major role that drilling can play in the devel-
opment of our understanding of the history of ocean processes. As
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the only tool to directly sample the subsea and with the need to
develop further knowledge of the structure of ocean basins and con-
tinental margins to refine the Earth's recent climatic history and
to probe the new crust forming at ocean ridges, drilling is an irre-
placeable tool. Nevertheless, any new initiative that would be so
costly as to subsume the orderly progress of ocean science on many
of the broader multidisciplinary fronts would be detrimental to
ocean science and the Nation.

In summary, although the recent sledding has been tough, the
present decrease in inflation, combined with the initiatives of ONE
and the proposed NSF budgetary increase, offer a considerably
brighter future. I hope the Congress will not only fully support the
NSF budget for fiscal year 1984 but will also recognize the key role
that basic scientific research can play in leading to a higher qual-
ity life in both an intellectual and material sense. In this regard,
Congress could urge the Navy and other Government agencies with
a legitimate ocean interest to recognize and use the resources of
our academic oceanographic institutions for the conduct of basic re-
search applied to their missions. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Spencer follows:]
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TESTIMONY BEFORE
IME SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIEkCE, RESEARCd AND TECHNOLOGY

March 1, 1983

Derek W. Spencer
Woods Role Oceanographic Institution

Woods Hole, Massachusetts

My name is Derek Spencer. 1 am the AWicf1WDirector for- 'Research at
the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution in Woods Hole, Massachusetts, one
of the leading organizations involved in the practice of oceanographic
research and the development of technology for the detection and measurement
o' ocean properties. 1 am also the Chairman of UNCtS, the University
1 tional Oceanographic Laboratory System. an organization which coordinates
the scheduling and through its member institutions, the operation and
composition of the fleet of academic research vessels. 1 am pleased to have
this oppGrtunity to present to you some facts on the status of academic
ocean science and, in particular, on the facilities that support the conduct
of the science. Oceanographic programs during the last two decades have
Provided not only tremendous intellectual fodder but have a clear
relationship to many of the social, economic and military concerns of this
country.

The concept of Plate Tectonics and the proofs subsequently provided by
ocean geophysics and drilling have brought us to an understanding of the way
that the continents and ocean basins are formed. The patterns of earthquake
belts are better understood as are the processes that form mineral deposits
within the crust. Ocean drilling has provided the raw material leading to
better understanding of the cycles in the earth's climatic history over the
last tens to hundreds of thousands of years. These natural cycles are still
operating but may be affected by man's increasing industrial activity.
Studies by ocean scientists and others have illuminated the increasing
presence of man's waste products particularly carbon dioxide in the earth's
atmosphere and ocean and studies are presently underway to examine the
interaction of the ocean atmosphere system and the role of the ocean in
absorbing atmospheric CO2 which may have relatively short term effects on
the !aith'A climate.

Other studies have used man's products such as radioactive carbon-14 and
tritium from atomic weapons testing as tracers of ocean ciruclatton
processes. These, together with maJor developments in our understanding of
the scales of motion of ocean water are Leading us to a position whereby we
can comprehend the role of the ocean as a flywheel in the earth's weather
and climate system. Studies of water movements in the Antarctic regions
have shown the importance of this area as the principal connection between
all the deep ocean basins.

The recent discovery of mid.ocean ridge hydrothermal vent regions
surrounded by startling oases of life has maJor implications for ocean
mineral resources but they also provide stunning opportunities to examine
the role of the deep earth in controlling the composition of the ocean and
in understanding the origin of life under conditions quite alien to those
normally encountered at thq, earth's surface.
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Recent successes in the use of sound to probe and extract information by
remotely sensing water movements in the interior ocean has very significant
implications for understanding ocean circulation but also for our submarine
defense systems.

These are but a few of the many important advances that have been
accomplished in the last several years. But, despite these successes the
academic ocean science community is presently under considerable stress.

During my testimony I will offer some opinions on the effects of past
and present ,,.onomic-conditions,of_governmentagency_poticy_andactions
and of the changing demands that the science itself has placed upon the
facilities needed for its support. These opinions are mine and do not
necessarily represent those of the organizations with which I am affiliated.

I would like to preface my comments with the statement that it is

important for those considering the national requirements and priorities for
ocean science to understand the nature of the science itself. oceanography
is not a pure discipline like chemistry or physics but rather the oceans are
a place where pure disciplinary interests and investigations are necessary
to understand the processes that have brought the ocean to its present
condition and that in the future may keep it in steady state or allow
changes. Some processes act slowly and others rapidly, some locally and
some globally, some are rather independent and some interact strongly with
others. The investigations to unra.il the complex set of Processes are both
intellectually challenging and the results are often of considerable
economic and social concern. An oceanographer involved in these

investigations is firstly a biologist or a chemist. or a physicist or a
geologist or an engineer but, in most of his studies, must interact with his
colleagues in several other disciplines, for the processes he is

investigating rarely recognize the disciplinary boundaries that are imposed
by our social and educational system. Of necessity, ocean studies must
proceed on a set of broad disciplinary fronts with the boundaries between
these fronts being loose and easily crossed. Further the facilities to

support the progress of oceanography must be both versatile to accommodate
the varied multi and interdisciplinary requirements but also on occasion,
need to be highly specialized to enable new observations or measurements in
much narrower disciplinary areas. The broad range of disciplinary and
interdisciplinary programs together with the fact that many of the
individual disciplines are at a different stage in the evolution of their
understanding Puts great emphasis on the continuing need for versatile and
specialized facilities that are adequate to keep progress moving on a broad
front but allow thrusts
in some specific areas that could lead to major new breakthroughs in our
understanding of the ocean as a whole system. The diverse nature of the
science of oceanography particularly in times of economic stress, most of
necessity lead to disagreement on the priorities that should be assigned to
costly major new thrusts when they may impact on the scarce resources
necessary to keep progressing eta minimal level on a broad front.
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It is important to realize that agreement between a biologist and a

physicist on the importance of the next ocean experiment is somewhat, but,
not much more likely than agreement between a democrat and a republican on a
social program. where the outcome of a deCision is uncertain, indeed often
unknowable, each approaches it -from the equally valid but different
perception of his own training and experience. But, Just as democrats and
republicans are essential to the functioning of our democratic system so are
biologists, physicists and members of other disciplines essential to the
functioning of oceanography. If this country wishes to keep a leadership
position in ocean science it must recognize and support both the multi-
disciplinary and the interdisciplinary aspects of the science.

Although the conduct of ocean research requlres many different
facilities, the most prominent and that of principal concern to UNDLS is the
Academic Oceanographic Fleet. The composition of the fleet and some of its
characteristics are outlined in Table 1. The vessels range in size and
capabilities from less than 65 feet in overall length and less than 100 tons
displacement to greater than 200 feet and aboui 2000 tons displacement. The
smaller ships (less than 100 feet) have very limited laboratory and berthing
space and are incapable of handling heavy gear, or of operating in deep
water. These vessels carry minimum crews and are generally unsuited for
other than short cruises or on-station activities of several days in clement
regions. They operate principally in a "day boat" mode, carrying about five
to eight scientists and students for studies in near coast waters and
estuaries. Tie ships in the size range from 100 to 150 feet have increased
capabilities. They have modest berthing, laboratory and storage space and
are equipped for certain deep sea operations but have very limited
sea-keeping -attabutes-and _ace_used_ptedleminantIL.for short cruises in the
coastal and continental shelf regions of -theUnited' -Stata$7---Tbe-----
intermediate vessels, from 150 to 20G teet, have moderate range and
endurance and berthing for about fifteen scientists. While possessing the
capability to perform transoceanic voyages, they are limited by berthing,
storage, laboratory space and sea-keeping from performing many multipurpose
and extended expeditionary work. However, they are efficient and cost
effective for regional, shorter range, multipurpose tasks and for some
extended range single purpose tasks. The larger ships, greater than 200
feet, have range, endurance and space to meet the diverse needs of
multipurpose scientific operations in all regions of the world's oceans with
the exception of high latitude, ice covered areas. These vessels constitute
the aackbone of the U.S. academic, blue- water, global research fleet. It

has been through the use of ships of this class that many dramatic advances
in marine science have been made in the past few decades. In addition to
these general purpose vessels there are special purpose facilities that are
42erated by some academic institutions. These include the drilling ship
GLOMAR CHALLENGER, the stable platform FLIP, and the submersible OSRV ALVIN.
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Oh. academic fleet has shrunk from a total of 35 vessels ii 1971 to the
25 that are now present and listed in Table 1. In particular the larger
vessels have decreased from eight to six and the intermediate vessels from
eight to seven. The removal of intermediate or large vessels from the
fleet, because of their greater size and capabilities, has a much more
pronounced effect on the overall effectiveness and versatility of the fleet
than the removal of several small vessels but a reasonable complement of
both is necessary for modern oceanographic science. In addition to this
decrease, all operating institutions have experienced difficulty during the
lait several years in maintaining their ships in first class operating
condition. There has been equal difficulty in obtaining new modern
equipment such as upgraded winches that can handle the increased demands
placed by the heavier gear that many experiments now require. A further
trend is to .increased specialized use of significantly large fractions of
the ship time available on the large vessels. As ,an example, the
R/V ATLANTIS II, an excellent multiputpose, long range and endurance vessel
is being converted to a mother-ship for the submersible DSRV ALVIN. The

current mother-ship, the R/V LULU is small and for many years has hampered
the scope of submersible science programs which will now benefit greatly
from the increased range, laboratory facilities and hotel capacity of the
larger vessel. While the R/V ATLANTIS II will keep all of the capabilities s
that make her an excellent general purpose ship, the specialized needs of
the submersible programs will undoubtedly drive most of her operating
schedule with a consequent decrease in the time available for other
programs. At this time several factors are contributing to make it

increasingly difficult to conduct oceanograhic research in areas remote from
U.S. shores and I will elaborate further on these later in my testimony.

'The deese-of---Lite Academic Fleet is but a symptom of a _larget_malaise_
that affects the whole of academic ocean,science though to different extents
in the different disciplinary areas. In the statements that follow I do not
tIaim that academic ocean science is in any worse predicament than other
academic sciences or indeed than many sectors of our economy at this time.
It is my belief that the principal causes of the present problems are rooted
in several areas some of which are not independent of each other.

1: Financial support.

2. Inflationary increases in costs that have been greater than
average inflation rates.
Competition from industry for high quality staff.

4. A maJor growth of government agency laboratories conducting
both basic and applied ocean research.

S. Increased difficulties and costs in obtaining clearances to
work in foreign waters.

For most of my time remaining I will concentrate on the issue of
financial support for the effects of the other contributing causes, while
important, are of somewhat lesser magnitude.
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A basic problem is the cumulative effect of inadequate financial support
over the past decade. Academic oceanography, because it is a young
multidisciplinary science does not have well entrenched roots in the

academic structure of most universities. There are few undergraduate
departments of oceanography and indeed there should be few, for the progress
of the science requires individuals with strong disciplinary backgrounds,
together with interests in broader interdisciplinary areas. Oceanography is
an area postgraduate and postdoctoral study that has grown principally
during an since. the second World War out of the urgent needs of the U.S.
Navy for information on the environment of its operations. As a
consequence, oceanography is perhaps to a greater extent than any science
other than bio-medicine, dependent upon the Federal Government for its

growth and support.

The two agencies that have provided long term, basic support for

academic ocean science are the Office of Naval Research (ONR) and the
National Science Foundation 1NSF1. At the preient time these two agencies
supply between 70% to 75% of the total academic octan research.funds (about
50% NSF and 25% ONR) with the remainder largely from State and private
sources. Agencies such as HOAR (Sea Grant), DOE, NASA and the USGS
contribute significant but lesser funds and although it is difficult to
obtain accurate figures it appears that somewhat less than 2% of academic
ocean research receives industry support. The same two agencies are'
currently supporting about 80% of the costs of the academic fleet operations
ilea NSF and 10% ONO. the history of this funding over the last decade or
more shows that substantia. changes have taken place. In 1969-70 ocean
sciences was the recipient of a major increase in funding that accompanied
the establishment of the International Decade of Ocean Exploration (I00E)
Program at the NSF. Initially about $15 million increasing to about $22
million in 1972-73 enabled the_oteen sciences_ community_ to mount several
major inter-institutional programs many of which, in one wariiiraiother.
have revolutionized the way that we chink about the ocean and are having a
very significant input into the design and conduct of ocean experiments at
this time. However, statistics on file at the NSF show, in terms of
Constant 1972 dollars and using a standard CPI deflator, a negative growth
of about 10% from 1973 to 1983 in ocean research support and about an 8%
decrease in the sum of ocean facilities and research support. Such
decreases, if they applied to the total funding of ocean science and if the
CPI deflator did not underestimate the effects of the inflation that has
occurred, could be managed without major disruptions. Unfortunately,

neither of these qualifiers is true. At about the same lime as the onset of
MOE the ONR support of basic ocean sciences started a strong decline.
Figures prior to 1972 are not obtainable but, in terms of 1972 dollars,
ONR's core contract research program which supports mostly academic
institutions, declined from $21 million in 1972 to about $15 million in
1975. It is currently somewhat less than $15 million after rising to $17
million in 1980. The effect of the decline in ONR funds is particularly
evident at two of the leading oceanographic institutions. From 1970 to 1982

1.
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the Scripps Institute of Oceanography has expericcced a decrease from 30% to
.13% in its total research support from OUR and a decrease from 38% to 13% in
ship support. Over \the same period, the Woods Hole _Oceanographic
Institution has seen (WIR funding decrease from 56% to 25% of its total
research expenditures and from 523 to about 15% of its total ship support.
The experience of these institutions is a mirror of the whole community
which, during the 1970's, has seen ONR contributions to its total research
support decline from Over 30% to less than 10% with ONR ship operations
support decreasing from 323 to about 103. These losses wAfth _occurred
mainly in the early pirt of the decade offset may of the gains: from the
IDOE Program and since the mid 1970's rampant inflation has more than eroded
the other gains. ,

The cumulative effect of this erosion has been profound and is-manifest_
in several areas:

1. The CompetitiOn for funding from the NSF is now excessively
severe. Almost all academic ocean science Is performed as a result
of Proposals submitted to government agencies. A scientist

submit:fad a proposal to the Ocean Sciences Division has seen his
chances of success decline from 63% in 1977 to 47% in 1982. (This

compares with 1982 ratios of from 52% to 62% 4 the other divisions
of the AAEO directqate at NSF). Within the,disciplinary areas of
ocean science there is even greater disparity in the success
ratios. An ocean physicist has about a 55% chance while an ocean
biologist has less than a 25% chance. There are now many very good
research Proposals being declined for lack of funds. As ONR
funding has decreased it has, naturally, concentrated in areas Of
direct and immediate relevance to the Navy mission and these lie
principally within the realm of ocean physics and engineering. The

continued support from 01111 in these areas has relieved much of the
pressure from the NSF but other disciplines have not been. as
fortunate. It is now almost impossible Or an active ocean
scientist to maintain a productive program on a single grant Or
contract. Most have two or three and some, if they direct a large
research group. as many as six or eight. With the success ratios
as they are, it is difficult for a scientist to survive without
writing four to ten or more proposals per year. When one includes
the time to write these proposals and the time spent in reviewing
the proposals of others, the total amounts to a horrendous tax on
the productivity of the community.

2. The increase in the probability of proposal declines even for very
good scientists is putting extreme pressure on the oceanographic
institutions that employ them. A hiatus in funding requires an
institution to supply salary and research funds that would
otherwise be utilized for the support and upgrade of necessary
fapilities and for the development of new high risk innovative
programs that are unlikely to survive the conservative peer review
process of NSF and are seemingly of little immediate interest to
mission agencies.

4
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3. A low probability of success has a direct feedback to he kind of
proposal that is submitted. There are few signifi4nt basic
research programs that can be started and ended within a period of
one or two years and a.scientist will choose to propose work that
can be maintained with some continuitv of program. The xpense of
sea-going work together with the fact that, as shi time is
reduced, it is more and more difficult to assure that vessel
can be at a given place at a given time (a condition of any ocean
experiments) and that the reporting of scientific results y often
be delayed by extensive cruise logistics, observe ion and

measurement all augur against the likelihood of funding., Several
scientists, because of these factors and because they have been
forced to turn to funding from agencies that support little or no
ship time have changed the emphasis of their work from oceanic. to
coastal and estuarine. This is particularly true for ocean
biologists. $

4. Research expeditions in regions remote from U.S. shores are
becoming very difficult to plan and execute. A cruise to the

Southern or Indian Oceans must consist of up to ten or fifteen or
more programs each occupying two to four weeks of ship time. In

the past, such cruises have been away from a home port for up to
two years. In recent years several of these remoti expeditions
have been badly disrupted because programs propod for a given leg
have not been funded. This haf forced last minute schedule changes
red even temporary lay ups .A foreign port both of which are
costly and inefficient. Such difficulties could be avoided by
planning starting some two to three years ahead of the operating
year. However, many scientists resist the early submission of
proposals because a later proposal is almost always more comp'ete
and is likely to be more competitive. Similarly, because of the
annual cycle of Federal funding and because they have an obligation
to support the best science proposed with limited funds, agency
program managers are reluctant to make early commitments. The net
result is that we have seen a marked dec'ine in expeditions, to
remote areas.

5. As costs have increased substantially in excess of available funds,
there has been retrenchment in both manpower and facilities. For
example, statistics from the Oceanography Division of the NSF show
that in 1980 they were supporting 20% less scientist time than in
1975. Funding for new modern laboratory equipment as well as
ships' equipment has be. scarce and has forced the continued use
of older less efficient .4flities with larger and larger amounts
of time devoted to upkei and maintenance. Ship maintenance has
been stretched and delayed, not to the point of seriously

comer:mising vessel safety, but sufficiently to limit the
versatility and pu aotial of many vessels.

N,,
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6. Perhaps the most significant long-term negative impact is the

morale problem caused by working harder and harder for less and
less. Although it is difficult to quantify, there is evidence that
good productive researchers are leaving academic ocean science and
promising young scientists are not entering. The ocean science
community has seen 20% to 2S% of active researchers in submarine
geology and geophysics leave in the last three years and".there is
growing concern about the lack of new high quality graduate
students, particularly in ocean physics.

To some extent there are already in existence programs that will
alleviate some of the problems and not all of the retrenchment has been
deleterious. For example, some decrease in the size of the academic fleet
from 1970 levels is not as harmful as may be supposed. Following the second
World War oceanography as a developing discipline was very largely an
exploratory science. We had to find out "what the ocean is" Wore we could
start to ask questions about "why it is". The exploratory mode continued
through into the 1960 s a-4 then, as more data became available, there has
been a gradual transition to more focused programs asking specific questions
about ocean phenomena. Many of these questions can be answered with less
at- sea effort. In addition, improvements in the rate of data acquisition
have occurred. Moorings set to collect current velocity and direction data
are now routinely deployed for 1 ft 1 1/2 years rather than for the two month
periods that were common in the early and mid 19704s. Modern geophysical
tools such as multichannel seismic techniques which allow geophysicists to
probe the structure of the subsea floor with high resolution supply enough
data in one month to keep a scientist occupied for a whole year particularly
with the computer facilities that are available. With the total complement
of academic ocean science manpower static and in some cases declining for
the last several years, these changes and the evolution of the science have
led to a decreased demand for ships.

It is, however, my opinion that the fleet is newt a minimum level, for
the support of both continued progress on broader multidisciplinary fronts
and to allow some thrusts that are essential within the disciplinary areas.

The advent of new technology such as remote sensing of the ocean surface
bysatellites and the remote sensing of the ocean interior by acoustic
techniques will not, over the foreseeable future, place less demand on ship
time. In fact the reverse is true, for ships will be necessary both to
check remote observation techniques while they are in development stages 04
to conduct experiments that may allow future extensions of the remote
techniques to a greater range of ocean properties In any eiont, the delays
in approval of ocean satellites indicate that their common use as ocean
sensing tools is unlikely before the turn of the century.
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Recent funding decisions by both ONR and NSF provide "a light at the end
of the tunnel". In 1980 ONR initiated a series of special research
opportunities. Included in these were commitments to midlife refits and
maintenance for those vessels owned by the Navy and the 000 Instrumentation
Initiative announced last year will have an important impact on the quality
of tools available for ocean science as well as other areas of scientific
endeavor. These decisions recognized some of the problems and are highly
laudable but they do not tackle the root of the problem which is support for
the conduct of basic research programs at academic institutions. An
upgraded and modern vessel is a prime requirement of good ocean research but
it Is not particularly useful If scientific programs cannot be developed to
use it.

-The recently announced ONR Special Research Initiatives for work in the
South Atlantic, in the upper ocean/atmosphere boundary and in ocean

bioluminescence, which are projected to start in Fiscal 84 to 8$, promise to
provide such support but they will not do so unless they bring new funds
'rather than effect a simple transfer out of the already greatly depleted ONR
care program support.

The Fiscal 84 budget of NSF with its emphasis on basic science support
is similarly most welcome news although among the larger community of ocean
scientists there is, naturally, some disappointment that the ocean sciences
proposed increase of 9.95 is less than half of that in other earth and
planetary sciences. However, most realize that initiatives such as ocean
drilling and others that will be required in the future do not come without
some cost. Most recognize the major role that drilling can play in the
developmeneof our understanding of the history of ocean processes. As the
only tool to directly sample the subsea and with the need to develop further
knowledge on the structure of ocean basins and continental margins, to

refine the earth's recent climatic history and to probe the new crust
forming at ocean ridges drilling is an irreplaceable tool. Nevertheless,
any new initiative that would be so costly as to subsume the, orderly
progress of ocean science on many of the broader multidisciplinary fronts
would be detrimental to ocean science and the nation.

There it a growing recognition among academic ocean scientists that in
the likely economic conditions of the future, we must learn to order new
major thrusts. Owing to the diversity of the community this will not be an
easy task but the process has started. Its development must be nurtured by
community leaders and community organizations such as JOI and ONOtS but also

*by the National Academy of Sciences and government ntencies if this nation
Is to maintain a leadership role in the development of ocean knowledge and
assessment of its potential utilization in future years.

3 4J
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Although problems with funding and inflation have been the major
concerns of academic oceanographic institutions other factors havc not been
negligible. In particular, salary and somewhat limited opportunities due to
funding restrictions hue provided many institutions with difficulty in
hiring high quality staff. This is true particularly in the areas of
geology and geophysics where there has, in fact, been a net movement of
established productive researchers into the oil industry. Competition ;or
graduate students has been Particularly severe. Other areas where academic
Institutions have been at a disadvantage are PhYsics. electronics and
engineering. However, the current economic situation and the decreased
inflation are already producing significant increases in the applications
from high quality students and scientists.

Some difficulties have arisen from the mayor growth of government agency
in-house laboratories during the last decade. Although the applied needs of
many mission agencies must be met by tbnir own staff, many have also turned
their basic research programs imams. This it particularly true of
agencies such as NOAA and EPA but also to lesser extents with DOE and ONR.
Where' academic basic research programs have existed the continuity of the
programs Was often been threatened or disrupted by variations in the funding
and the protection of in-house interests.

A problem that is apparently growing is the increased difficulties that
are arising in obtaining clearances to work in foreign waters. Some 42% of
the world's ocean lies within the ZOO mile limit of a country. The
recognition of the potential of its marine realm is growing in many
countries. They wish. snd indeed have the right, to ocean scientific
research information produced within their owl borders. As a consequence
more detailed clearance requests and more stringent reporting procedures are
being demanded before clearances are issued and foreign observers on
research cruises are now quite common.

These conditions are not of great concern but they do increase costs. A
greater problem for U.S. marine science emerges from the U.S. stand in the
Law of the Sea Treaty. This is the subJect of several continuing
considerations in sections of the marine cOnmunity, funding agencies and the
State Department,

In sum:wary, although the recent sledding has been tough. the present
Jecrease in inflot.on conbined with initietsves of 0118 and the propeded
NSF budgetary inCrease offer a considerably brighter future. I hope that
the Congress wilt no only fully support the NSF budget for Nara' 1984 but
will also reCognise the keg rove that basic scientific research can Play sn
loading to a higher quality of Isle in both an intellectual and material
sense. in this regard the Congress could urge the Navy and other government
agonCies math legitimate ocean interests to recognize and use the resources
of our academic oceanographic institutions for the emduct of basic it/Search
applied to their missions. The .rouncru, the agencies, the inatitutzons and
the scier.tats would all benefit.
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THE ACADEMIC RESEARCH FLEET

Data from Current Ship Operatfog Proposals 16/30,82}

BEST COPY

SNIP
OPERATING

INSIITOT1ON

LOA
iFT)

DISPlAtillii

(10115)

YEAR NLMBER
OUILT SCIENT

NAIR
COEN

RANGE
1144)

ENDURANCE 1982 OPERATING
DAYS COSTS (XS)

GREATER THAN 200 FEET

Knorr W401 245 1916 1969 25 24 10.000 45 3,000
Nelville Scripps 245 2075 1970 29 23 9.000 45 3.000
Thcapsen U. hash. 209 1302 1965 19 22 8,000 40 2.200
Atlantis 11 14101 210 2300 1963 25 24 13,500 45 3,000
Conrad 1.001) 209 1370 1962 19 20 10,000 60 2.200
T.Washlneton Scripps 209 1362 1965 19 23 9,000 35 2.500

150 . 200 FEET

Endeavor UM 177 962 1976 16 12 7.000 30 1.600
Gyre TOW 174 950 1973 20 10 11.000 42 1,600
Iselin ISMS 170 830 1972 15 12 12,000 30 1,600
Kana Ieoki 0.1awa11 156 900 1967 16 12 10,000 42 1.100
New Horizon Scripps 110 770 1978 13 12 6.000 30 1,600
Oceanus kvOi 177 960 1975 12 12 7.000 30 1.600
vacuum 0511 177 1015 1975 16 12 7,500 30 1.600

100. 150 FEET

Alpha Oelix U.Alaska 133 554 1966 15 9 6,500 30 1.400

Cape Florida 11585 135 539 1981 12 9 7.680 21 1,200

Cape Hatteras tote/t0C 135 939 1981 12 IP 6,800 24 800
velero IV USC 110 650 1948 12 11 5.504 18 700
Cape lienlopen O. Oel 120 119 1976 12 7 2,560 14 .

LESS THAN 100 FEET

Came *10. 80 173 1968 8 7 4.500 20 600
E.0.Scrlpps Scripps 95 234 1966 8 5 5,100 14 700
R.liarfteld CBI 106 162 1967 10 7 1,200 14 700
Blue Fin skidadiy 72 86 1912 0 5 2.650 15 150
Catania ASKS 64 111 1971 6 2 2,500 14 300
Longhorn U. Texas 80 172 1971 10 5 2.000 20 360
/sows V. Wash 65 -- - -- -- --

Total Costs 33.8

* The 9/V OARNE5, a forret Coast Guard vessel, has been added recently by negotiation between VSf and GSA. 347
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Mr. WALGREN TIMIlk you very much, Dr. Spencer. It seems that
is analogous to the instrumentation problem in other areas of edu-
cation I know that is a balancing act that is just going to have to
be gone through.

Your comment about new initiatives that might be so costly as to
subsume the support for basic research would be extremely detri-
mental, do we anticipate those new initiatives at this point. Can
you see them coming?

Or SPENCER Mr. Chairman, I would believe that the particular
issue that we have been considering here as far as ocean drilling is
concerned could possibly have done so. The alternative that has
been proposed for a commercial drilling vessel appears to be very
reasonable This appears to be an appropriate time. The levels of
support that are being requested for an ongoing drilling program,
particularly with the possibil:ty of some 50 percent of the support
coming from foreign contributors are acceptable and, at that level
ocean drilling is a bargain. Cost at the level that may have been
necessary for the Explorer, particularly if they had all been put
against ocean sciences, are untenable.

Mr WALGREN Just so that I understand, we are proceeding at
less of a level than anticipated under Explorer, is that correct, Dr.
Drake?

Or DRAKE The Explorer, as Dr. Knapp said, would have Iron-
tend costs on the order of $90 million or so. If you spread this over
10 years, that number is not so excessive. If you spread it far
enough, the cost of the Explorer does not seem to be as high as if
you deal with it for a shorter period of time. The front-end cost to
equip a commercial vessel or to refurbish Challenger are more or
less comparable and considerably less, like 10 percent of the cost of
converting the Explorer.

Mr. WALGREN. Ten percent of the total?
Dr. DRAKE. Yes.
Mr. WALGREN. What do we give up by giving up the Explorer?

You indicated that the first scientific choice would be the Explorer,
but given budget constraints another vessel might be a better
choice.

Dr DRAKE One of the major reasons the Explorer was considered
in the first place was for the ocean margin drilling program. The
concept of this program was one in which industry would contrib-
ute half and the Government itself would contribute half. That was
a very expensive program, because it meant engineering costs of
developing and building riser and then being able to handle riser
in very deep water, considerably deeper than it has ever been han-
dled before So it was a major technological development job, as
well as a very expensive proposition.

What we would lose would be the ability to drill controlled holes
in deep sediments and water over 6,000 feet deep. But I go again to
the chairman of the COSOD report, the Conference on Scientific
Ocean Drilling, who took note or the fact that almost everything
that they propose as a scientific challenge the drill could be applied
to could be done on the vessel we are talking about.

Mr WALGREN. Is there a reportperhaps that is the onethat
tries to relate these various research opportunities in the Earth
and its crust?
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Dr. DRAKK. You referred to a report before. There was a prelimi-
nary report. which I believe is in the hands of the National Science
Foundation, from the Geological Sciences Board, and there is a
more detailed report under preparation which should be completed
very soon. I sit on that committee as well as this other one, so I
know what the major thrusts are in that report. The major thrusts
in that report included most of the things that were discussed by
the ad hoc committee that I dealt with. Because that report was
responding specifically to the earth sciences division, rather than
both earth and ocean sciences, there were some things like paleo.
ceanography, paleoclimatology, the use of the hydraulic piston
corer, and so forth that were not specifically in that report; but
that should be forthcoming in the near future.

I should also note that there are about a dozen reports which are
related to crustal studies, ocean drilling, and what have you. There
is no disagreement among any of these reports about the major
thrusts. Each of the committees that examine the situation had a
blight!), different charge and responded to the specific charge But
if you look for the common ground, you find that it is indeed there;
we are not going off in a bunch of directions, and there are a
number of very specific thrusts that are common to all these re-
ports.

Mr. WAIAIRKN. Dr. Nierenberg, you talked about climate. It
struck me that there was some indication that the ocean sciences
division may not be as climate orientedand I do not know that
for a fact, but the suggestion has been made, as it ought to be. Is
there some comment you can make in that area?

Dr. NIERENBERG. L do not know if I can make a usr_lul one. We
are certainly oriented that way. I really am unable to separate
ocean climate from atmospheric climate. They are one and the
same.

Mr. WALGRKN. But is NSF oriented in the right way?
Dr. NIEREKTRERG The answer, I suppose, is yes and no. Now you

get us into an interdisciplinary argument. I think the ocean NSF
is. I think they understand fully, even though they do not necessar-
ily articulate it, because physically oceanography is supported es-
sentially on the basis of uncovering what is needed in oceanic cli-
mate.

As an example, they are dealing with mesoscale eddies and struc-
ture of the upper oceans, and related questions.

I think the problem is more not so much bureaucracy as it has
been the disciplines. My distinguished colleagues call themselves
meteorologists have, for many years, been very slow in recognizing
the fact that the origin of their subject is in the oceans. It is a com-
plicated subject. They are now. I just sat in a meeting of the cli-
mate board of the National Academy of Sciences, and I was quite
surprised to hear how much discussion was taking place with
regard to oceanic measurements.

I think the problem is always money. I really referred to it in a
very elliptic and condensed version of what I would want to say
more. I think the problem comes out that we live on land, and ac-
tually a great bulk of the data that is used by atmospheric scien-
tists are measurements that are made for other purposes. They are
not made for meteorology, I am a pilot myself, and I know that
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about 90 percent of the temperature measurements are made for
landing airplanes at airports at the level of the airplane and for
keeping airplanes from colliding at altitude. Those form a tremen-
dous bank of numbers that are used by the atmospheric scientists.

The weakness is, of course, they are not made over the ocean.
Making the same measurements over the ocean are very expensive
for the same density of observations. That is a really. fundamental
weakness, and the only way out of it is to pay the price and make
the measurements. The disparity is not as great as it would seen,
Even atmospheric scientists make do with what they can get.

Please recall that I made my complaint earlier about the fact
that we do not have an oceanic satellite, so we are using the meas-
urements from satellites that are-being made for other purposes,
such as Landsat, meteorological satellites and so on. In the same
way, meteorologists have to use measurements that are made for
other purposes So there is a natural diversion of attention in that
direction, and that has been most unfortunate.

I have no complaint really, even though I am very advocate of
the subject, as you can see, about 'the focus of the oceanic division
of the National St:Nice Foundation. They perhaps could be more
explicit and articular, but it would not get them more money, do 1
think, to do what they have done.

Mr WALGREN Do you folks see opportunities for research along
the lines that Dr. Cousteau was suggesting,, where you can inte-
grate the human factors with the finite physical data that you are
looking at?

Dr ISIIERENBERG. Mr. Chairman, you people sitting on the other
side are much more expert in integrating those factors than we are
when it comes right down to it. I sit on committees. I am the chair-
man of the carbon dioxide committee, authorized by the Congress,
working through the National Academy of Sciences. I am sitting on
a peer review committee that The White House has asked me to do
for the joint CanadianAmcrican acid rain problem, for example
and that teaches me that that is the most difficult part of the prob-
lem Exactly how you do research on that class of problem is very
difficult indeed I do not know what my colleagues might say about
it.

Dr. DRAKE. I agree totally. One of the difficulties we all face is
that you are dealing with one world, as Cousteau said, yet in order
to handle it we have to divide it up into packages. We have this
problem at universities, getting departments to work together be-
cause each department tends to get focused on its own discipline
and rightly soand to neglect the interfaces with other disciplines.
It is a terrible problem. 1 agree with Cousteau on that. It is a very
difficult one to handle.

Dr. SPENCER If I might add, Mr. Chairman, I think it would be
very difficult at this time to propose a specific program that one
could be confident would lead to major progress in the interrela-
tionships between many of the disciplinary areas that Captain
Coustcau was talking about. This does not mean, however, that
there is not some progress being made toward these objectives.

Many oceanographic institutions at this time haw somewhat
small programs in the areas of marine policy and ocean manage-
ment, where economists, lawyers, anthropologists, and other indi-
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viduals are at an institution working with the marine scientists
and considering the implications of marine science in areas beyond
the traditional boundaries. I still think, however, we have a long
way to go before we reach the idea that Captain Cousteau was talk-
ing about.

Dr. NIERENBERG If I could make one last pessimistic remark on
the subject, I agree completely with Dr. Spencer. We are making
that effort, and I think that the major oceanographic institutions
could very well be proud of their record for recognizing the prob-
lem a long time ago, the one that was mentioned by Jacques Cous-
teau. We have even invested our own money starting institutes and
organizations of the kind he describes.

As I look back at the last 15 years of our efforts and the efforts
of other groups, while we have some successes in certain areas, I
just see the gap widen. In other words, I think we are losing
ground. The problems are coming at a rate and an intensity that
seems faster thanlet me use the word looselyour social science
ability seems capable of coping and developing..

1 have consulted with some colleagues and sociologists, whom I
respect a great deal. They have given me the impression that they

-- have the same feeling in much broader areas of human endeavors
Mr. WALGREN. That would indicate that there is an effort in the

social sciences that has to be made.
I would like to recognize the gentleman from New Hampshire,

Mr. Gregg.
Mr. GREGG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 1 want to apologize to our

distinguished panel for being unable to be here for the core of your
testimony, if I may use that term. I especially appreciate Dr. Drake
being here, an honored scholar from Dartmouth College in New
Hampshire. Our chairman also is one of Dartmouth's finest, and
we are very lucky to have so many high-quality people participat-
ing in the Government today from Dartmouth.

I just want to emphasize that I will look forward to reading the
presentations of the panel and that I suppqrt the ocean drilling
programs and wish you success in continuing these programs.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. -

Mr. WALGREN. Thank you, Mr. Gregg. There are a lot of small
institutions out there, and there are some of us who like them very
much, and we do not want to see them overwhelmed by others.

Dr. DRAKE. I think Daniel Webster said that.
Mr. WALGREN. Thank you very much. We appreciate your pros-

ence.
The last witnessesand 1 apologize for the time that has gone

byare Dr. George Field, chairman of the National Academy of
Sciences, Committee on Astronomy, and Dr. Arthur Code, president
of the American Astronomical Society.

We will start with Dr. Code, if we can. Again, written statements
will be made part of the record. Please summarize or proceed with
some dispatch in view of the hour; but we are here to listen to you,
so please proceed.

[The biographical sketch of Dr. Code follows:)
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STATEMENT OF mann D. CODE, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY

Mr..CoDE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
During the last two decades, astronomy has witnessed an unprec-

edented growth of discovery and exciting ideas, the roots of which
lie in our ability to explore the entire electromagnetic spectrum,
from radio through infrared optical, ultraviolet, and Xray.

I would first like to share with you a brief account of the picture
of the universe that has emerged from these advances and then in
dicate the directions in which future research may go.

On a clear, dark night, the sky above us looks much as depicted
on the first slide that I have brought. Each star that we see is a
hot, gaseous sphere like our Sun. Like our Sun, in the deep interior
of these stars, thermonuclear reactions go on producing light we
see, and transforming hydrogen to helium in the interior of the
stars to heavier elements.

With a large optical telescope, if you look carefully at that previ-
ous picture, you would have seen a bright band running across the
sky, the Milky Way. We live in a system called a galaxy, and the
Milky Way is the edge of that galaxy. With a large optical tele-
scope, we see as many galaxies as stars, and in this slide we see a
giant spiral galaxy similar to the system that we live in. At great
distances, we see the galaxies cluster, like the stars cluster within
individual galaxies. The next slide shows such a cluster.

Stars and galaxies are formed from clouds of gas and dust within
the galaxies. The galaxies themselves are condensed from larger
clouds of primordal gas. At great distances, we look back in time.
This is due to the finite velocity of light. This look back into the
past provides clues to the origin and evolution of our vast universe,
so vast that the light we see left the most distant galaxies several
billion years ago. If we apply our traditional technique of measur-
ing;velocity by use of the Doppler shift, we find that all of these
galaxies are rushing away from us or, to be less parochial, from
each other.

The more distant the galaxy, the larger its velocity of recession.
This is the property characteristic of an expanding universe. Evi-
dently then, at an earlier time, these galaxies were all much closer
together. If we turn the clock back, that is reverse the velocities,
the data suggest an early phase some 10 billion years ago when all
matter and radiation were compressed into a dense, hot, primordal
soup. The events that followed that high-density state are what as-
tronomers call the Big Bang universe.

Many features of this dynamic world picture are still shrouded in
mystery. There are many fascinating features wtiich have been
studied in detail. I have included in my written sement a figure
describing some features of the early history of the Big Bang uni-
verse and have discussed it in somewhat more detail there than
time here permits. I do, however, wish to highlight several features
discussed there.

At a very early stage, hydrogen, helium, and deuterium were
formed. That early stage was about one hour after the start of the
Big Bang. The current abundance of deuterium or heavy hydrogen
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LS ct rtibS11 ieniiiaiit of this early stage, one of the ways we can see
back that far.

About 1 million years alto the Big Bang, matter became trans-
parent to light, and light could then move fieely across the uni-
verse. This first view of the primordal fireball is observed in the
microwave region, and As discovery was a crucial argument in
favor of the Big Bang scenario, Not until some 100 million years
later did galaxies and stars begin to form from the initial hydrogen
and helim clouds.

In the but interiors of stars, thermal nuclear reactions go on pro-
ducing the light we see friAn these stars. These thermal nuclear-re-
actions transform some of the initial hydrogen and helium into
hoary elements. Later generations of stars have condensed from
this enriched gas, and on some planets, circling stars like our Sun,
the carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen atoms through the womb of time
have evolved into cumplex self-replicating life forms. So it is that
the primurdal hydrogen atoms arranged themseh es in such forms as
we so that they can ask from whence they came.

This is the story I wanted to tell because I believe i+ is a fair ac-
count of the arena in which modern astrophysics is set, and the op-
portunities to participate in this intellectual adventure are perhaps
the best argument I can advance to you for a national program in
astronomical research. I know, too, that astronomy .captures the
imagination of the layman, and some of the recent discoveries
quasars, pulsars, and black holes- are household words. Astronomy
is also a close international community, in which U.S. astronomers
play a leading role. Astronomy is too a technologically oriented
effort, and the training and expertise that have developed have had
their impact in many other areas.

Earlier I stated the current explosion in astronomical knowledge
has resulted from our ability to span the entire electromagnetic
spectrum, from radio was to X-rays. The radiotelescope reveals a
wry different universe than does an optical telescope, while obser-
wtiuns from space of X-rays shows us the high-energy phenomena.
Only by putting together all this information do we get a compre-
hensive picture, and I would like to illustrate.

The cluster of galaxies that you saw earlier, viewed in the X-ray
region, is shown on the next slide. This is the same cluster, and
what we see is simply a but intergalactic medium in which the gal-
axies are embedded.

If we look at bright radio galaxies in the radio region, we often
see very large lobes, much larger than the star-filled disc of a
galaxy.

The next slide shows a detail of the central part of these lobes. ,.

The galaxy itself is about one-third the site of this picture. The
lobe itself extends out many times further than this. This is a pic-
ture that shows, however, the inner details of these trailing lobes
and was obtained with the Very Large Array recently put into op-
eration. The lobes are trailing because the galaxy that we know
about from the up' 'cal region is moving through the intergalactic
medium showed by the X-ray. We could not have put this picttire
together without --

WALGREN. Excuse me, doctor. How far away is that?
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Dr. CODE. This galaxy is 72 million parsecs, so that is 200 million
light years. Light left it 200 million years ago.

This is Just an illustration of how we could not know without
putting things together like this. In formulating the program for
the 1980's that Dr. Field will refer to, you will see that it is clear
that an integrated program does indeed span the entire electro-
magnetic spectrum.

I will only make a couple of brief comments with respect to the
NSF program, because I think it is responsive to the report and
George Field will talk more about it. I think the thing that I had
best say is on behalf of the American Astronomical Society, that
the Astronomy Survey Committee report and the programs based
on that NSF is formulating are the consensus of the astronomical
community. Many society membersand the American Astronomi-
cal Society consists of about 3,800 membersparticipated in the de-
velopment of that program.

Second, the American Astronomical Society is very pleased with
the efforts of Dr. Knapp and the NSF staff to promote astronomical
research and are pleased with the favorpble reception of this
decade report. finally, the Astronomical community recognizes the
responsibility that these opportunities imposenamely, a responsi-
bility to utilize these tools as effectively and efficiently as possible,
and we accept that 'responsibility.

The society also has a committee on astronomy and public policy,
and either through that committee or the officers, we stand ready
to provide whatever assistance you may wish at a further time.
Thank you.

(The prepared statement of Dr. Code follows:}
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Mr. Chairman, members Of tke subtom.iittee:

My name is Arthur Code. I am a professor of fstronomy and

Astrophysics at the University et Wisconsin, CJrrently I serve as

reeielent of the American Astri .cal Society, the primary professional

society of astronomers with a membcrhip of oVeruAlmdtn/Y 3800 and it is in

that role that I appear here today.

During the last two decades astronomy Has witnessed an unprecedented

growth of discovery and excitment of ideas, the roots of which lie in our

ability to explore the entire electrolagnetic spectrum from the radio

region thrru0 the infrared, optical, ultraviolet and x -ray. One measure

of this growth can be found in the ten.fold latrease In the annual

astronomical publication output over this time. In this same Period the

number of reseoeth astronomers has grown by a factor Of live. In contrast

to these figures eesearch facilities, as measured by the inclea.e in

telescope tulletting area, have expanded by only a factor of two and

one.half, althojilh technological advanUes nave enabled astronomers to

utillIe these facilities sure efficiently.

I would like to share with you a brief account of the picture of the

universe that has emerged from thtee advances and thee indicate the

directions In which future research nay take.

If oe look up into the sky on a clear dark night, we see the multitude

of stars shining as pinpoints of liynt. Astronomers have learned from the

study of the light from these sources. ouwevee, their dIstancts. Wes,

masses, and chemical uftpusition and have insight into their formatiOn and

evoiuton. Each star we see is a hot gaseous Sphere like our s.in composed of

hydrogen. 'whom and lesser amounts Of all the oilier familiar chemical

elements. A closer view would reveal cloe45 of as from which clusters of

.b.ttlz,
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stars are formed sow dOd ih the pest. Many of these stars live out their

lives burning nuclear Net and returning gas to the Interstellar nedium.

We live to a star system called a galaxy. If yOU took carefully you see a/

t bright band, the itf,lky Way running across the sky. This is the edge of our

spiral galaxy. A arge optical telescope shows as many galaxies as stars.

The larger of these galaxies contain some 100 billion stars, an equal

amount of interstellar dust and des and a tenuous extended envelope visible

to radio telescopes. A we look beyond the local neighborhood of galaxies

we see that galaxies dluater too. Fur galaxies themselves condensed out of

larger iloods'of piimajial gas. At groat distances we look back in time.

This is due to the finite velocity of light', and this look back into the

past provideS clues to the origin and evolution of our vast universe. So

vast that the light we iee left the most distant galaxies several billion

years ago. If we apply our traditional technique for Measuring velocities

by the use of the doppler shift, we find that all of these galaxtes are

rushing owe' fri,ff us or. to be less parochial, from each other. The more
I

,distant the galaxy. the larger is its velocity of recession, a property

cheracteristic of an expanding universe. Evident], then, at an earlier

time these galaxies were all much closer together. If we turn the clock

back, that is reverse the velocities, tat data suggests an early phase,

sone 10 billion years ego, when all matter and radiation were compressed

into a dense Out priaOrdial soup. The events thlt ollowed that high

density state are what astronvm

I)

eiu tell the big Jny universe. While matly

features of this 4imioet, wcrld picture are still shrouded in mystery there

are iiiy fascinating featurei uhll.h have been s udied in detail. The

icc,4panying figure sihows sou of Coe feetares f the early history of the

till bum.; universe.
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A few milliseconds after the temmencument of the Big Bong, the

temperature was about 100 billion degrees and the density some 10
K
Igrams per

cubic ,entlmeter (a cubic centimeter would contain about 10 thousawl tons

of radiation and matter). As the universe expanded the density and

teoperature dropped so that today the average temperature is only 30

Kelvin while the spread out density of the universe corresponds to only one

atom per cubic meter. About the very earliest stage of this picture high

enerya phy$14.$ has much to Say, for then the enereles exceed those of the

largIst particle accelerators. indeed the processes occurring in the Lepton

era and the earlier liadrOn era link the fundamental particles with

gravitational farces and may have completely determined the subsequent

structure of the universe.

Ihrouveout the first million years, the density of radiation (gamma

rays, and neutrinos) exceeded that of matter and thus is referred to as the

radiation era. tined the temperature fell to 500 million degrees neutrons, n

became Unstoble, with a half life of the order of 15 minutes. At the

prevailing densities and temperatures. nuclear reactions set in converting

the neutrons and protrons, p. into hydrogen (H), helium (lie), and a trace of

heavy nydrygen yr deuterium (0). sell before any other elements could be

formed the temperature and density dropped too low for further nuclear

reactions. The present helium to hydrogen and deuterium to hydrogen ratio

provides a direct observational link to this early stage on the thermal

history of the universe.

Ihrouomot most of the radiation era the photons are closely coupled

to tue hatter being Scattered back and forth between the electrons and

ions. whee the temperature had dropped to about 3000 K the natter became

tram.porent to light and the light roved freely across the universe. In

t.
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the absence of Interaction with natter the photons retained 4 block body

character whtie the temperature fell to its proSent .10 X. Today we see

this first view of the Primordial fire ball in the MI.;r0oove moon of the

Spectr4A. The discovery of the 3° microwave backyround is oenerally

reyar4ed as the stronOst aryument for the standard big bffly model.

Not until some 100 million years later, when matter dominated the

unirerse did galaxies and stars buyin to form. Density fluctuations in the

inturoalactic medium fraymented into massive clouds of hydroyon arid helium.

from these clouds clusters of oalakies condensed and within these Galaxies

further fromentation resulted in the formation of stellar .aasses. These

stars differed frum Jrc sun in at least to essential features. They were

ore massive and were cufleoscd of only hydroyun and helium with nO traces

vi hitr4en, vvy;140, Iron and the other heavy elements presuht in he

sun and here on earth. In the hot interior of stars, thermal nuclear

reactions 0 on kru.lucing the liyht we gee from tnese stars. These nuclear

reactions transform sure of the hydrojen and heltun to heavier elements such

as carbon and oxygen. in the final Sta.jes of 4 massive stars life

instabilities set in which cause the star to explode as 4 Sunern0V4

dlyperyiny its ld$$ back into the intersteilor medium. In tons way the

iniorOollAr ,as KI.VU; with ne41.0, elements. Later onerations of

stars have condensed fro,' this uhr)sh.d 1ps and so It Is that the Present

op.o.lance of the heavier Oltslcal eleitnts were formed In starS

it is owooryily heilv4ed thdt In the formation of a simile star lite

the sun. matter c....J.,hsc,s and fuel's planets that orbit about the central

>tar and that ..114 faJurable planets urt,anic oolnoles appear that ore

the 041J141 Oluvks of lute. 'hot these atwir .hould Lollett into foontex

amino 4,1; and po.tkIns that lvta homy or.;Jatvh$ lh hot nearly as

-7
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unlikely as onte thoulht. ibe dark moletular tivud. ob.krVed Ly mICrowave

telesCuPes ore found to contain organic molecules not too different from

these essential amino atids, while laboratory experiments have demonstrated

how uasy it is to nahufaLtury amino aCtd$ frog simple mixtures of gases

expected to occur in primitive planetary atmospheres.

in the primuval utecins of the earth a brew of tor.plux organic molecules

foemed and through the womb of time by the prOseSS of mutation and adoptiOn

;cif-organizing sisttta evolved. thus the primordial hydrogen atoms by a

Set4eS of complux but inevitable processes arranged themselves In such as we

so they could ask frOm whohCO they Came

This is thu story I wanted to veil because I believe it is a fair

account of the arena In %MCA modern astrophysics is set and the

Ellogrteeltles to PartliPate In this intellectual adventure are Perhaps the

best 41'9,4:lents I can advance fur a natioda; program in astronomical

research. 1 know too that astronomy captures the Imagination of the

lafman Jed soe of the recent distoveries -quasars, pulsars, and blackhoIes.

dre household words. AStrohooy IS a Ouse international community in which

U.S. astronomers Play a leading role. In seine areas. however. we have

abrogated the initative, primarily due to budget constraints. Astronomy is

a te4hneioultally oriented distipltne and the training and expertise that

are developed have had their impatt in many other areas. ApProximately ZS%

Of thuW who have rccelsed a dvtOrete IA astrophysics have moved into

other areas and one-sixth now work In industry.

t4riler, I stated that the curr *nt explosion In astronomical knowledge

has resulted from oar ability to span the entire electrtlagnetic Spectrum

from the radio waves to X -rays. The radio taluSCoYe reveals a very

dittorrnt ohNerSe than dory 40 ,ptikal telescope while ob.orvations from
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space of the X.raYs Shows us the high energy phenomena. Only by putting

together all of this information do we get a comprehensive picture. For

i'

example, a c uster of galaxies when observed in the X.ray region shows o

cloud ur ve y hot diffuse gas in which the optical galaxies are immerse. In

the radio region, radio bright galaxies often show large lobes of

non-thermal gas much larger than the star filled main body. These radio

lobes are due to the ejection at very high velocities of matter from the

4alactic nuclei. in a cluster toes* radio lobes are sometimes observed to

trail behind due to the motion of the galaxy through the Integalactic

medium. Only by observations In all three Spectral regions can these

processes be understood.

In formulating the program for the 1940's the Astronomy Survey

Committee cuwaructed an integrated program encocPassing thole initatives

that promised most to answer the many new challenging questions that face

us. As you see from that report, the initacIves span the electromagnetic

spectrum and are each complementary and necessary to meet this challenge.

The PM will carry out reieao-n that no other instrument can explore. The

spatial resolution will far surpass anything currently available and

promises answers to many of the puzzling questions relating to energetic

events In the nuclei of galaxies.

the New Technology telescope WM, which is now on the drawing

boards. is vital if we are to fully interpret the new results wetexpect

Space Telescope and later the large X-ray facility, AIM, to provide.

Finally we must never forget thot the data dues not represent new knowledge

unless we adequately equip our universities and observatories with the

computing and analyzing power to divest them. or shall we be prepared to

401telize on new discoveries if we Jo not provide adequate development
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support for next ventratien instrumentation, and tAr training of future

scientists.

Let no conclude by making a few comments on behalf of the American

Astronomical Society. first I should remark that the Astronomy Survey

Committee Report "Astronomy and Astrophysics fur the 1980's" represents the

concensus of the Astronomical coomunity, many society members participated

In Its development and all had an opportunity I, review it.

Secondly, the AAS Is very pleased with the efforts that Dr. Knapp and

the nsf staff have made to promote astronomical research and pleased, too.

at the favorable reception the decade report has received. The astronomical

community recognizes the r4sponsibilltie4 that these opportunities impose.

namely, the responsibilty to utilize these tools as effectively and

efficiently as possible and we accept that responsiblity.

finally the American Astronomical Society has a Committee on Astronomy

and Public Policy aid either through that committee or the officers of the

society we stand ready to provide whatever assistance you may wish at a

future time. Thank you.

.17
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Mr .WALOItEN. Dr. Field.
(The biographical sketch of Dr. Field follows:f

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH or DR. GEORGR FIELO

George Field is at theoretical astrophysicist trained at MIT and Noi eton Ili, in
teresis are an the ckvisarias of gas an interstellar land intergalactic pace. and in the
origin of magnetic fields in stars I IV has taught at Princeton. AM]. Berkeley.
and llarvard. and from In/ to Itits2 served as Jireitur of the Harvard Smithsonian
Center for Astrophysics an Cambridge. Mass Ile is presently un the staff of the
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory and a professor at Harvard.

From 19S to 1982 he served as chair of the Astronomy. Survey Committee. a
group of 21 scientists appointed by the National Academy of s.iences to survey the
needs of astronomy and astrophysics and to Jel'uluP priorities fin 4 UMPreh"414
program fur the MO's. The Agronomy Survey Committee report was published in
June. 1:042. under the title Astronomy and Astrophysics for the M.. it is availa-
ble from the National Academy Press.

STATEMENT OF DR. GEORGE FIELD. CHAIRMAN, ASTRONOMY
SURVEY COMMM'Elc NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

Dr. FtEi.n. In the interest of time, Mr. Chairman, I will abbrevi-
ate my prepared remarks.

Dr. Code referred to the fact that there are advanced instru-
ments that are required to make frontier astronomical observa-
tions. Over the years, the ntronemers of the United States have
recognii.ed their responsibility to prioritii.e the construction of such
instruments. There have been three National Academy Astronomy
Survey Committees that have done that. 1964, 1972, and 1982. The
latest one, which I chaired, was published IR 1982. In a separate
but related activity, I chaired a National Academy Research Brief-
ing Panel on Astronomy and Astrophysics for Dr. George
Keyworth, and you should have before you the report of the Brief-
ing Panel, as well as a written summary of my remarks. The Brief-
ing Panel report is consistent with the Astronomy Survey Commit-
tee Report, and addresses itself specifically to the fiscal year 1984
budget.

The implications for NSF of the Astronomy Survey Committee
are indicated on page 17 of the Briefing. Panel report. The total
cost of new programs for the 10-year, period of the 1980's, is esti-
mated to be approximately $1.9 billion in 1980 dollars. That figure
may be compared with afigure of $1.7 billion in the same units,
recommended by the Greenstein Committee in 4972. In fact., most
of the recommendations of the Greenstein Committee were in fact
implemented, and therefore we believe that our recommendations
are responsible within that fiscal framework.

Two of the major new programs that we recommend are under
the purview of the NSF and, therefore, of this subcommittee. One
is the VLBA, of which you have heard earlier, the other is the New
Technology Telescope (N'171 for optical and infrared wavekngths,
of which you also heard something. Their total cost is estimated at
$150 million in our report. This figure substantially exceeds thgt of
the Very Large Array, which was funded by the National Science
Foundation during the 1970's. Moreover, the committee recom-
mended a substantial investment in what we called prerequisites
for new research initiatives, which included instrumentation, detec-
tors, theory, laboratory astrophysics, and other supporting activi-
ties.
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MI told, the 011iiilit toncluded that an increase of about 30
percent in the NSF astrunonly ditisiun's operations budget will be
required, and also and this should be borne in mind by the sub-
committeethat funds needed by NSF fur major construction will
also be substantially higher than in the 1970's.

As to fiscal year 198-1, the Research Briefing Panel recommended
a number of programs be selected for emphasis in 1984, and among
them two major new prograins. the VLI3A and the NTT fall into
the purt kw of this committee. They alsu recommended that of the
five prerequisites fur new rest-aril-1 initiatives. three be elected for
emphasis in fiscal year 19M.

Let me comment now on the President's fiscal year 1984 budget.
By increasing the funding for astronomical sciences at NSF by $16
million, the President's fiscal year 1981 budget will make possible
substantial progress in each of the are recommended by. the Re-
beard' Briefirn, Panel to Di. Keilturth. Specific emphasis is placed
upon the development or astronomical instruments. data La.alysis,
theory, and computational facilities.

The NSF plans to implement design studies on the VLBA. I
strongly endorse this action as regpbnsite to the- Briefing Panel
repurt It is also anticipated there will be sufficient funds available
to Lontinue development on the NTT. This action was also recom-
mended by tht. Briefing Panel. Also, it is planned to accelerate the
development of a 10-meter bubmillitneter wave telescope, which is

small program given highest priority by the Astronomy Survey.
Committee It was ids° recommended for accelerated development'
by the Research Briefing Panel.

In conclusion, I would say that the President's 1.981 budget is
highly responsive to those recommendatiuns which, concern NSF, in
both the Astronomy Survey Committee.Repurt and in the Briefing
Panel report. I would also like to say that I applaud the adminis-
tration for its general recognition of the need to strengthen the sci-
entific capability of the Nation.

Finally, I would be remiss, Mr. Chairman, if I did not point out
to the subcommittee that the 1984 budget is but the first step in
implementing the Astronomy Sum., Committed recommendations
for NSF. The substantial increases requested for NSF on the 1984
budget enable design studies on the VLI3A and the NTT. and a
major step toward the needed increase in operating funds which I
have discussed previously. But there will need to be substantial in-
creases, starting in fiscal year 198:r, in order to proceed with the
orderly construction or the VLBA and the NTT. Thank you.

Mr INALGREN. it is your conclusion that they are highly respon-
sise Are thre pa..ticular programs where you feel they are being
unresponsivD to the committee reports?

Dr Flawa. In all candor, no. They have been extremely respon-
sive I think our concern is for the future. We realize that these
programs will be expensive when we get into the construction
phase, and it is most important fur the Congress to recognise that
fact and to take steps to assure that the construction funds do not
impact the operating expenses which ore already necehsar§ to
carry on the continuing`program.

Dr. Corm May I interject?

0
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Dr. Field was answering your question with respect to just the
NSF budget. There ure ureus of the NASA funding that astrono-
mers are a little uncomfortable about.
u M . INAWREN. Could we detail them just a little bit? The overall'
Science and Technology Committee does look at NASA.

Dr. FIELD. One of ouriconcerns, as I mentioned, were what we
call the prerequisites for new research initiatives. These are the
ongoing activities that make possible advances in technology and
new instrumentation at uni "ersities. NSF responded very strongly
in that area by increasing project support by 32 percent in 1984.
My understanding is that the NASA budget does not respond as
firmly to that initiative, even though we recommended that NASA
make an effort comparable to that of NSF.

If I may, Mr. Chairman, there is also a concern about a specific
experiment that we discussed in the Astronomy Survey Committee
Report, relating to neutrinos from the Sun. jt is a long-standing
problem in astrophysics, that although we ca:: slculate from basic
physics the number of neutrinos thot should be reachjig us from,
he Sun us a consequence of the nucicar reactions there, the meas-

uremertvarried out over a long time at Brookhaven National
Laboratory give a number only one-third of this theoretical apec-
tenon. This contradiction throws into doub. our whole understand-
ing of the Sun and stars.
* There is a way to resolve this experimentally, called the gallitim
solar ne,..irino experiment. This would cost something like $1 &S-
lion per year over u long period of time, and apparently the De-
partment of Energy is willing to pay that cost, but a substantial
capitsil Expenditure is also necessary to purchase 50 tons of gal-
hum. This is a material which is sensitive to the neutrinos in ques;
tion and which can be analyzed to give a decisive answer. We were
hoping. that in the 1984 budget, the DOE would provide for that
capital expenditure, but apparently they have chosen not to do so.
So that is a problem that should be addressed somehow, and it is
possible that NSF could play a role in that.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Field follows:]
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Honorable Wog Walgren, Chairman

Recent Discoveries in Astronomy

Astronomy. -is - now -in-is-now-inin age of discovery unparalleled since the invention
of'ehi tilescopa. Stari only 10.000 years old have been discovered hiding in
interstellar clouds; they,nust have been born Just yesterday in the 10- billion
Oar lifetime of our Galaxy. Dying stars have also been_found: neutron stars
*nod when stars as big as the sun collapsed to a size smaller than

Manhattan. Two stellar black holes. believed to be smaller than a pinhead.
haye been found orbiting normal stars. Evident: k 4 been found that there is
a black hole with a sass a million times that of the sun lurking at the center
of he Milky Hey galaxy. Other galaxies seem to have even more massive black
holss up to a billion suns - in their centers. Some of these galaxies are
emitting stupendous amounts of energy in narrow Jets which may be the
result of the gravitational energy released when gas falls into massive black
hole 4, Astonishingly, blobs within these Jets have been observed to move at
speeds up to 10 times that of lights this phenomenon has still not bean

cnnOliately explained.

Tie universe Itself is the result of a giant explosion we call the Big
Bang. which occurred about 10 billion years ago. There is evidence that the
matter be now see around us is the remnant of a much denser mixture of matter
and antimatter. most of which annihilated when' he universe was only 1 /10.000
of a second old. ihr details of what happened at such incredibly early times-
are now undo% investigation using unified theories of elementary particles,
sosa of which suggest that much of the unseen natter believed to exist in the
universe is in the form of exotic particles like gravitinos. A steady
stream of discoveries has brought us to the threshold of the greatest mystery
of all: how the universe cane into being.

Astronomy and Astrophysics in the United States

MOdern\astroeomy develops hand inthand with physics. Innovative instru-
ments for siudying the universe have come out of physics laboratories, and our
entire intertretation of astronomical phenomena is based upon the laws of
nature devel ped by Physicists.

ti

8tographica sketch in Attachminl 1.
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Cm before world War 11 the United States had a strong tradition 14
astronomy. particularly with the large optical telescopes in the West. Since
World War II. techniques have been develoPed to detect and study objects at
other wavelengths as well. A variety of radio telescopes were built. tuImi-
elating In the Very forge Array in New Mexico. funded by NSF and completed In
1980. MASA has orbited a variety of instruments to study radiation which does
not penetrate the atmospese. Including the Einstein X.Ray Observatory and the
International Ultraviolet Explo:er in 1978. an Astronomical
Satellite In 1982; a large optical - ultraviolet Space Telescope is scheduled
for launch In 1985. NSF has also supported the construction of a number of
ground-based optical- Infrared telescopes. including a-meter telescopes on Kitt
NAAR Arizona and Cerro To1010 in Chile. Through such continued Investments
In instruments, the Wilted States has established Preeminence in astronomical
research.

Oecade Reviews: Priorities for Astronomy

Astronomical facilities based upon the most advanced technology are often
exPensive. Mindful of this. the U.S. astronomical community tong ago realized
that it would be necessary to establish Priorities for constructing such fact.
Mies. Over the years. the National Academy of Sciences has .pciasored three
Astronomy Surveys for this purpose, in 196a, 1972. and 1982. The Report of
the latest Astronomy Survey Committee. which I chaired, was published In June
of 1982. and is available from the National Academy Press. Entitled
Astronom and Astrophysics for the 1980's. this Report surveys the needs of
astronomy and astrophysics, and develops priorities for a comprehensive
program for the 1980's, my remarks today are based upon that Report,

in a separate but related activity. t also chaired a Research 8riefing
Panel on Astronomy and Astrophysics. set up by the Academy in iate 1982 to
brief Presidential Science Advisor Or. George Xeyworth on the current status
of the field. Particularly those areas deemed likely to return the highest
scientific dividends as a result of incremental federal investments in FY
198a. The Report of the Br4efing Panel, Attachment 2 to this statement, is
based upon the Astronomy Survey Committee Report, is entirely consistent with
that report, and is given in the same format. A summary of the recommen-
dations of the Astronomy Survey Committee.ls given in Appendix B of the
Research Briefing Panel Report; a concise table. Including estimated costs.
aPPears an page In

Implications for NSF,

As indicated on Page 17, the total cost of new programs for the decade of
the 1980's is estimate4 to be about 1,9 billion in 1980 dollars; this figure
may be compared with the 1.7 billion in 1980 dollars recommended for the
197 's by the Greenstein Committee In 1972, Most of the recommendations of
that Committee were in fact implemented.

Two of the major new programs, the Very long Baseline Array (VIDA) of
radio telescopes, and the New Technology Telescope (MNT) for optical and
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infrared, fall under the purview of NSF. Their total estimated cost, SISO
million, substantially exceeds that a/ the VIA, (about 100 million in 1980
dollars) fended-by NSF in the 1970's. Moreover, the Committee recommended a
substantial investment (about $190 million) in Prerequisites for New Research
Initiatives, including instrumentation and detection; thepry and data anal.
Ysis, computational facilities, laboratory astrophysics: and technical sup-
port at ground.based observatories; it is anticipated that about half of this
would cone from NSF.

All told, the Committee concluded (p.18) that "...an increase of about 30
percent in the [ISF] Astronomy Division's operations budget be
required", that funds needed by NSF for major construction .4. will also be
substantially higher", and that "these increase. in the NSF budget for ground.
based astronomy are.essential to maintain an effective Partnership with space
astronomy during the 1980's."

The Research Briefing Panel recommended (pp, 2.4) that a number of the
programs prepared by the Astronomy Survey Committee be selected for emphasis
in FY 1984, ANong these recommendations, two maJor new programs, the VerY
Long Baseline Array (VL8A) of radio telescopes, and the New Technology
Telescope (Net) of the 15 -ceter class for optical and infrared, fall into the
Purview of NSF as indicated above. The Panel Also recommended that of the
five Prerequisites for New Research Institutions in the AstrononY Survey
Report. three (Instrumentation and Detectors, Theory and Data Analysis, and
Computational Facilities) be selected for emphAsis in FY 1984. with the anti.
deities) that the funding for these Prerequisites would be shared by NSF and

NASA.

FY 1984

By increasing.the funding for Astronomical Sciences at NSF by S16.3
million, the President's F1'1984 Budget will make possible substantial
progress in each of these Programs. Specific emphasis is placed upon the
development of astrodbmical instruments, theory and data analysis, and com-
putational facilitieS, both at the national astronomy centers and at univer.
sities. in view of NSF Director Or. Edward Knapp's recognition of "the need

tt to revitalize the research base in our nation's universities and colleges," I
am pleased to note an increase of 32% planned for-Astronomy Project Support.

The NSF plans to implement design studies on the vLBA. I strongly endorse
this action 41 responsive to the Briefing Panel Report. It is anticipated
tnat there will be sufficient funds available to continue technology develop-
ment efforts on the NUT; this action was also recommended by the Briefing
panel. Finally, it is planned to accelerate the development of a 10.neter
submillimeter.wave telescope. This project, the small new Program given
highest priority by the Astronomy Survey Committee, was also recommended for
accelerated development by the Research Briefing Panel (p. 5).

Lconclade that the President's 1984 Budget is highly responsive to those
recommendations concerning NSF in both the Astronomy Survey RePort.and the
Briefing Panel'Report. I also applaud the Administration for its recognition
of the need to strengthen the scientific capability of the nation in all
fields by allocating allocating precious resources to that end.

I would be remiss, Mr. Chairman, if I did not also point out that the 1984
budget is bet the first step in implementing the Astronomy Survey Committee
recommendations for NSF. The substantial increases requested for NSF in the FY
1984 budget enable design studies on the VOA and the NTT, and a major step
toward the needed increase in operating funds discussed above, but there will
need to he substantial increases starting in FY 1985 in order to Proceed with
the orderly construction' of the VLBA and the NTT.

v
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NOTICE' The Nationei Academy of Sciences was established in 1863 by
Act of Congress as a private, nonprofit, self-governing membership
corporation for the furtherancea science and technology for the
genatel weliare. The terse of its charter teglilf, the National AcademY
of Sciences to edvlee the federal gtmetneent upon request within its
field, of competence. Undo this corporate Charter. the National
Academy of Engineering and the institute of MediOine were established
in 1964 and 1930+ respectively.
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councils of all three bodies.
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PREFACE

This is one of seven research briefings prepared in response to a
request from Dr. George A. Keyworth, Science Advisor to the President
and Director of the White House Office of Science and Technology Polley
(OSTP) The effort was directed by the Committee on Science,
engineering, and PUbIlt. POLICY ICOSEPUP), a joint committee of the
National Academy of Sciences, the National Acadoey of Engineering, elle
the Institute of medicine.

&pies for the seven research briefings were selected by OSTP. Per
each topic a balanced panel of 11-11 experts was organized to develop
the briefing. The specific chard to each panel was to critically
assess its field and to identtf7 those research areas within the field
that were likely to return the higuest scientific dividends as a result
of incremental feral invostronts In FY 1984. It was also emphasized
that these briefings were not to be c.inetrued as substitutes for the
such more detailed surveys occasionally uedertaken in male.: scientific
fields (e.g.. the recent report of the National Reseatch Council's
nAstronomy Survey Committee entitled Astratue0tdairpe
1980's, Volume

Through discussions with OSTP. the seven topics wer4 defined as
foliates

1. MATHEMATICS: R h covering the following fields of

investigations statistics, pure and applied mathematics. mathematical
systems theory. numerical analysis, operations research, ccspttationel

. ematics, and scientific completing.
2. ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES: The study of the physical. cLealcal. and

dynamic properties of the atmosphere and its interactions with the
Earth, the oceans. and the Planetary environment with a-view to under-
seandlag and predicting the atmosphere's changes and behavior as
manifested In emottere eii q.ality, .,d wthai haracterl-"--
relevant to human society, both as a result of nate1:1 Processes and as
influenced by human activities,

1. ASTRONOMY AND ASTROPHYSICSs Research with tote objective to
Obtain information about astronomical bodies by remote sensing from the
surface of the Earth. from the harth's atmosphere, and from Earth orbit.

4. AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH: Research of greatest promise for
increasing the product.vity and efficiency of American agriculture,
including:

3'4
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Plant sciences taggated on developing more ptoductive,
resistant, tolerant, and energy - efficient crop plants.

an objective assessment ." the realistic expectations of
genetic engineering for developing more productive, resistant.
tolerant, and energy-efficient ctop plants. and
research on crops and cropping ptactices that are more resource
conservative.

S. NEUROSCIENCE. Research - directed toward understanding the

molecular. cellular. and intetcellUlet processes in the central nervous
'trail& (CM and the way in which those processes ate integrated in CNS
functional conttni ayetems, with emphasis on r b relating CNS
functions with behavior.

6. HUMAN HEALTH EFFECTS OF HarARDONS CHEN/CAL EXPOSDP2S: Research
on the responses of organisms to hazardous chemical exposures,
including.

the nature of the steps leading to damage to the organise*/
the mechanisms and kinetics of metabolism of hazardous
aubctencea.
the nature of protective responses and repair mechanisms; and
the in vitro. animal bioassay. and epidemiological methods used
to haractetire hazardous exposures.

7. MATERIALS SC1EEC8: Research concerned with reaching * cleater
understanding of the complex relationships that exist among the
agoesirtic wtructura, conPositiOn. and defects of materials and their
behavior in an engineering environment. Specific areas of investigation
include those concerned with outface chatactetisarions, defect struc-
ture, alectgonio structure. catalysis. the theory of crystalline solids.
and the properties of solids ie.g., electrical. magnetic, optical.
thermal, and mechanical).

Each panel met ones, for 2 or 3 days. to carry out its charge.
Enoeledgeable representatives of govarnment and the private sector were
invited re provide input to the panel... Reppotteuto, knowledgeable in
the field, were piesent to sesmarire the discussions and prepare initial
drafts of briefing papers. These papers were reviewed and !revised by
the Panel members and served as the bases for the oral briefings
presented to federal officials.

?i.e seven onahour briefings, presented by panel chairmen and. in
eons emee, 1 or /other penal mashers. were reviewed-by COSEPUP in
mid-October and presented to Dr. ReYWOrth and membets of his staff
between OCtober 26 and November 18, 1$02. The same briefings were
subsequently presented to Dr. Edward Knapp, Director of the National
Science Foundation. and other .4undation officials on three days in
Decendu.. briefings for other interested departments and agencies were
held separately on the same dates.

None of this would have been possible without the financial support
of the Hatienal Science Foundation and the cooperation, under difficult
Liss constraints, of the panel members and staffs. We are indebted to

both groups.

If Judged useful to federal decision makers, the seven initial
research briefings developed as an experiment in 1962 could serve as
the bash; for research briefings on other major fields of science in
future years. Such briefings could supplement other inputs and become
ism/tent new channels for communication between the federal government
and the scientific ccomunity.

George M. Woo Chairman,
Committee on Science. Engineering, and

Public Policy
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MORT OF IMa MUNCH BRIEFING PANEL ON
ASTRONOMY ASO ASTROPHYSICS

I. ASTRONOMY AHD ASTROPHYSICS poR THE 1980's

We live In an extraordinaty age for astronomy, unmatched since the time
of Galileo. The discoveries of the past 20 years, made from both
groundbased and space observatories have radically changed our under
standbys of the Universe. Quasars, x -ray sources, pulsars, polyatomic

molecules in interstellar space, and the cosmic microwave baukgtound
radiation were discovered in the 1960's. The 1970's added discoveries
of accretion of motet by neutron stars, observational evidence for a
*celiac black hole, intergalactic gas at 100 aill!On degree,. apparent
expansion at greater than the speed of light in quasars, volcanic
activity on Io. the origin of high - velocity solar stteams in
'boles' 0 the solat corona, rings ptound Uranus-and 4kpitet, obeetva
tionel evidence for gravitational radiation from a binary star, gams-
ray bursts, and the gravitational refutation of light from (posers by
intervening galaxies.

'through federal suPP3rt, U.S. astronomers have remained at the
forefront of eattontal and astrophysics doting this Period, maintaining
a position of world leadership established early in thick century.
Spectacular advances in x -ray. gamma -ray. infrared, ana ultraviolet
astronocry--supplementing the more established techniques of optical and
radio astronomy-4ave opened virtually the entire electromaanacic
spectrum tocolmic observations. The O.S. scientific community stands
toady ro exploit this opportunity with present and planned facilities
of unparalleled power and scientific promise.

Special Nibeade reviews' carried out by the Hatiomal Academy of
sciences (MO have periodically surveyed the status of the field and
have advanced recommendations for future research progress. Th, first
two such surveys, completed in 1964 and 1972, had a powerful impact on
the conduct of U.S., reesetch dusting the period 1040-1980. Tito rec./moo-
detIone of the such decade review are contained in the recent
report of the Astronomy Survey Committee, nettpand Astrophysics
tot the'1980's (Matto/mil Academy Press). Washington. D.C., 19021 see
Appendix A). Timely response to these recommendations 14141 Permit U.S.
scientists to maintain leadership in the most premising WOOS of
astronomy and astrophysics during the 1980's.
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The Astronomy Survey Coe:mitt.. report took three years to complete
and engaged over 130 scientists. Its final recommendations were highly
selective: of many doyens of projects considered, only a small number
yore recommended for nev funding for the 1990's (see Appendix 8 for a
susostY taken from the 1982 report). The National Academy of Sciences
has accepted theee recommendations as the consensus of the U.S. astro-
nomical cammnitY, and they have also received the official endorsement
of the Amnion A:Atone:deal Society.

The present Briefing panel has based its tecomnandations for FT
1904 entlrelY on the recently completed Survey Committee relott, and
they follow the same format as does the report. The Survey Committee
fleet stressed the importance of Approved, Continuing, and Previously
Becommended_ROgrams for progress in research during the 1990's. The
Committee next emPbasired that Prerequisites for New Research initia-
tives jre essential to the success of Ptesent and planned *dot research
facilities. Finally, the Committee recommended the funding of Nev
Ptogroaa fot the 1980's In three categories: Nalot, Moderate. and
Small. Throughout its study, the Survey Committee strove to be fiacelly
rtslistics the overall program recommended for the 1980's 10 roughly
comparable in scale with that actualay mottled out during the 1970's on
the basis of the recommendation of the previous decade review.

From the projects recommended for the 1980's in the Survey Com-
mittee report, the Briefing Panel has selected for recommendation here
only those that are particularly timely for FY 1994 budget action. (It

is Important to recall again that the Noumea recommended by the Survey
Committee themselves reflected a careful selection from a great many
PtoPOsals Mode to that Committee.) Favorable action by the government

In FY 1904 on the programed recommended here mil/constitute an important
step toward ensuring the vitality of U.S. astronomical research in the
decade ahead. The Panel calls particular attention to the need for rY
1984 commitments to begIn two Important peojectal the Shuttle Infrared
Telescope Facility ismr; within the NASA Spacelab progtan end a Very
tong Baseline Array (VLM) of radio telescopes within the ptogrseley
the NSF AstrommaY Division.

II. THE RECOMENDATIONS

The recess:emit:tit*s of the Briefing panel for rY 1984 are *unmarked in
this section In eke same format as in the Survey Conant o report.
They are dlecussed in more detail in SectiOn III.

Approved, Continuing, and PreviouslyoBecoamended.Programe

Shuttle Infrared Telescope Facility (MTh, This major Spacelab
facility is the only space- astronomy project in this category that has
not yet been started. .SISTF will achieve thousandfold gains over
present telescope. In the important thermal - infrared region of the
epectrus. The Panel recommends that NASA ,,establish its original
strong commitment a vigorous Spacelab program by immediately imple-
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Renting SI*Tr through a Phase 0 stddy4 which will require an augnenta-
tion to the SPacetab program of $2 million in PY 1984 and 82.5 million
in FY 1985.

Prerequisites for New Research Initiatives

Ipaumentation_snd Detectors,Theory Ard Data ZnalYsin, and Computa-
tional Facilities. The Survey Committee identified five Prerequisites
which ace essential to the socCese of major research programs but which
are inexpensive by comparison. The Panel has selected the three Pre-
requisites stated above because funding them will immediately increase
the efficiency with which observations are made and analysed and the
degree to which the resulting data can be understood on the basis of
physical laws. The Panel recommends that an augmentation of 810
nillion/year above present funding levels, to be shared by NSF and
NASA, be made available for these Prerequisites beginning in IFY 1984.

h.IW PROGRAMS

Major Mew`Programs

Advanced X-Ray Astrophysics facility {MAP)

This fac.litY. which was accorded the highest priority among all major
new Programs by the Survey Committee, will be the nation's first perma-
nent x-ray observatory in space. The Panel recommends augmentation of
Phase B design studies by $2.5 million in PY 1984 and by 85 million in
'It 1985 in order to ensure a new start for A4AP in PY 1986.

Ife'ry Long Baseline Array (ULM) of Radio Telescopes

This ground-based facility, which was accorded the highest priority
among major new ground-based Programs by the Survey Committee (and
second nigheat Priority arcm, all major new programs), will permit
radio asttonomers to map detail in cosmic radio sources with an angular
resolution of 0.2 milliarcsecOnd. The Panel recommends that. In PY
1984, NSF commit to the construction of the YLBA and ensure its timely
completion by making available $2-3 million for a final design study in
FY 1984. Construction will require additional fund109 of 860 million
spread over FY 1985-1987.

New Technology Telescope (NTT) of the 15-Meter Class

A ground-based NTT, whtch was accorded third highest Priority among all
major new programs by the Survey Committee. will make unique contribu-
tion. to optical and Infrared astronomy. particu'arly through optical
and infrared spectroscopy of faint stars and galaxies and through high



angular resolutiok,etudiss In the
design studies fot the NTT, which
priority by the Survey CommIttte.
0111110n in rr 1944 and in FY 1905
selected by FY 1986.
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Inhered. The Panel recommends that
were considered to be of the highest
be augmented to the leve.1 of $2
so that a final design !or Rrr can be

Moderate New ptogtam

Augmentation to the NASA Explorer Program

The Explorer Program remains a flexible tand highlY cost-effective means
co puma, new apportnnitits in space aetronomy in ntarlY every pact of
the electromagnetic spectrum. The Sc-vey committee recast:waled an
!mediate and substantial augmentation to the Explores budget in outer
to restore it to the healthy level of effort Of ISTO, which Prevailed
before the taigas of inflation. The Panel recommends that the Explorer
budget be augmented by 420 millionfteat beginning in rr 1984 in *Wet
to accelerate the devtlopment and launch of thtee Emplaces mission, now
in various stage; of ptePatatlort the Cosmic Background EXPlorer
(CORE). the Sxtrtme Ultraviolet Sxplortt (SUgX), and the X-Ray Timing
Explores (X110.

III. JuSTIFICATION FOR TIN( Rsccocrinwrxcas

Approved, Continuing, and Previously Recommended Programs

Shuttle infrared Telescope PanilltY (SINT')

The Programs recommended in the Astronomy Survey Committee's report
wtre selected from research aetivities that were. at the beginning of
the survey; candidate, for IsOleftentatIon in FY 1443 and beyond.
N owevet, the Committee also empbasited the impottanCe of efluovtde
continuing, and previously tecommended programs to the progress of
astronomical research dating the remaindtx of the deade. The ptesent
Committee's teccmmendatIone take emplIzIt account of each Pralren4 end
build upon them" (Chapter 2, page 131 see also APPegolin B of this
B riefing Panel report). The Panel notes that MIT is the only space -
astrcmcmy ptcaect in this category that has not yet been implemented.
The Survey Committee wtnt on to say (Chapter 4, page 112- -see also

o Appendix C to this Briefing Panel report), The proposed SIRTF will be
the cotnttstone o! research in Infrared's:straw:AY during the 19$01s.
The Astronomy Survey Committee joins with the. Space Science Board's
Casmfttes on Space Astronomy and Astrophysics . . . in reCOmmendin9
thin~ facility as the first major infrared teleecoPe in *Pee**. The

lo Panel entWilastically saPPorte this recommendation.
In support of its recomendatIon fat SLIMY, the SatveY Committee

wrote; will permit investigations over the tnormous rang* of
wavelengths from 2 to 300 um. For some Important types of observa-
tions it w111. because o! its cryogenically tooted option. yield a

4
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sensitivity gain of 1000 over the largest existing ground -based and
airborne infrared telescopes this gain in sensitivity is so large that

.it is not unreasonable to expect that SIRT, will make leportant and
unexpected discoveries.'

Sitar will make it possible ro observe the highly rod-Matted light
originatiqg far in the past from very distant galaxies, so that we nay
study their early evolution. it will be able to detect verycpow-mass
stars in nearby galaxies, which nay account for the hidden mass in those
galislWireid-ta-Oeiifteii-the obscuring dust of the dense cores of
molecular clouds to study the process of stag fog:onion. SIM will
also be able to investigate the thermal energy balance of the more
distant planets and to greatly improve our knowledge of their atmos-
pheric compositions.

Because of. its wavelength range and sensitivity, sIRTF will in
addition permit detailed spectroscopic studies of the.infrated sources
which will be discovered by the IRaS infrared survey satellite due to
be launched in the very near future. Just as the 200-inch Hale tele-
scope Is used to Investigate the stars end galaxies discovered by the
48-inch SOBaidt telescope on NI. Palomar. SIMI will investigate new
intrared sources discovered by IRAS.

A reaffirmation of NASA's original strong commitment to Space
Shuttle research beginning in FY l9B4 will be necessary ro pernit the
ckerly development of SIRTFwithin the Spacelab program. With the
flight of IRIS the devebapsent of cryogenically cooled optical systems
for infrared space observations will have been completed and tested in
space, thus removing a major barrier to the rapid development of BIM,
a such more powerful and asneltive facility.

Prerequisites for New Research Initiatiuo*

The Astronomy Survey Committee Called attention to five Iregequisites
for New A rah Initiative' and recommended augmentations in each:
`These Prerequisites are essential for the success of major research
programs but rte inexpensive by comparison. The Briefing Panel recom-
mends that three of the Prerequisites receive augmentotions in FY 1984.

Instrumentation and natectors

Great strides in the development of new instruments and detectors were
made during the 1970's, permitting enormous increases in observing
efficiency, but so fag only a handful of the telescopes at major
observatories have been equipped with state-of-the-art instruments and
detectors. noteover, new generations of instruments and detectors must
be developed in concert with the design and operation of future ground -
based and space obe ccccc cries. The application of state-of-the-art
technology will greatly amplify the quantity and quality of the data
obtained, at a small fraction of the cost of the neje* facilities that
will use these instruments and detectors. Augmented funding for inetru
mentation will also permit accelerated development of a 10 -meter

3 :>0
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submillimSter-wave radio entwinethe Astronomy Survey Committee's
highest-priority recommendation for small new programaby the tiSP.

Theory and Data Analysis

lb aim of astronomy is an understanding of the Universe, not simply
Siuk_gothmxine of,observational date. Vigorous programs of data
analysis and complementary theOretccaiTnionitiiitioiti &re -Oriiiffrart-e
achieve this aim, but both have been undetfunded in the past. In

Perticul.r, NASA has not alequately supported the theoretical analysis

c of data from space astronomy 'missions. Moreover, theoretical
understanding of recent diecove'riea is Important for optimizing the
designs of future insttuments. Increased support by HASA and NSF for
theory and data analysis yell gteatly enhance the scientific return
iron both ground-based and space - astronomy facilities.

Computational facilities
,e1

Modern instrumentation and detectors are highly dependemp upon computers
for control. data readout, Ind on-line Processing. Because of the
cew..isaity of astronomical aystems such as exploding stars and
galaxies, theoretical investigation. and data analysis cannot be
carried out by purely analytic methods, and ate therefore also
dependent upon numerical calculations. The steady and sapid decrease
in the cost of computing power opens up vast new opportunities fat

scientific advance. An augmentation to HOP and 14LGA funding of
cbmputational facilities will be a maps step In achieving maximum

effectiveness of new instruments and data-analysis programs.

NEW PROGRAMS

14.130 ervczams

Advanced X-Ray Astrophysics Facility (AXAF)

The United States pioneered world leadership in x -ray astronomy,
beginning with the 1962 dlscovety of estresolar x -ray sources by means
of a brief toiket flight. through the first all-sky survey of x -ray

sources carried out by the UHURU satellite in 1970, to the flight of
High Energy Astronomical Observatory (HEAD) satellites during the
petted 1977-1901. As a result, x-ray observations have now attained an
Importance In contemporary astronomy conpatable to those in other
wavelength regions. In FT 1986, folk:wing completion of Phase 8
studies, NASA should begin construction of-the Advanced x -May Astro-

physics Facility (AMP), the nation's first permanent x-ray observatory
in apace. The Astronomy Survey Committee accorded this project highest

priority of all major new Tigress for the 1980's.
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With up to 100 times greater sensitivity than any previous x-ray
misaion,,AxAF will provide U.S. astronomers with a powerful and long -
lived new capability. working in concert with the Very Large Array and
the vISAwIn the radio region, and with space Telescope in the visible
and ultraviolet spectral regione. MAP will be en important Part of an
ensemble of major U.S. facilities covering such of the electromagnetic
spectrum and capable of observing fOiecta simultaneously at different
wavelengths! this Capability will greatly illeteseethe scientific value
of the data obtain*.

ASAP will be used to study faint x-ray sourced in the farthest
reaches of our Galaxy as well as individual high-lumpostty soutcea in
hundreds of other galaxies. Nigh - resolution imaging, together with

Spectroscopic and Pclarimetric obbervations. will reveal the composition
and dynamics of supernova monads, galactic haloe, and clusters of
galaxies. Observations of remote galaxies and quasars will Probe the
effects of evolution in the early Universe.

Augmentations of funding for finaloARAP design studies in each of
FY 1981 and FY 1985 are necessary for the timely completion of Phase
studies. ,

Vary tong baseline Array IVLIWO of Radio Telescopes

The United States has led the world in the development of very Long
Baseline Interferometry (VLSI), a technique that permits the combination
in a central computer of radio - frequency observations from widely u,

separated observing sites to produce images of condo obJects with
exttaordinary angular resolution. The Very Long Baseline Array (VISA/
will include about 10 antennas, placed in Alaska and Hawaii as well as
across the continental United States. This facility will map cosnic
radio sources of very small angular wise with a fineness of detail equal
to that which could be achieved by a single radio dish as large as an
entire continent. The angular resolution achieved - -0.2 milliarcsecone- -
is equivalent to being able to teat, ft04 Los Angela. a Post headline
in washington. D.C. Among many applications of prafound importance,
this instrument will Probe the small-scale sttucture.surrounding the
enigmatic energy sources in the cores of quasars and active galactic
nuclei and will directly determine the distance scale within our Galaxy
with unprecedented accuracy (see Appendix D).

The National Sciende Foundation is currently coapieting almer
review of the VISA, on the basis of which the Panel feels that NSF.
should be in a position to make a Positive commitment to this important

Program. Accordingly, the Panel recommends that in FY 1904 NSF commit
to construction of the viaa and ensure its timely completiOn through
award of 82-3 million for a final design study in FY i984.4 the Array
utilises proven technology, and its chats may be accurately estimated.
Consrruction of the VOA will require additional funding of S60 million
spread over FY 1909,.1987. However. it will be critically important for
OSP to construct and operate the VISA without a further erosion of
programmatic base funds within the NSF Astronomy DivisicA.

P-
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himmovel of the VLOA will meek the end ofit long hiatus in the
consteuction of new ground based ascrononicel facilities by N6f. The
1970's saw the convietion of the Very Large Amy via* telescope near
Socorro, N.M., but construction of a 25-meter miilimetter-nave cadio
celescope- -also recommended by the 1972 decade review committee --was
deferred for a Mambas of yeace for fiscal reason. and is not at present
being considered foe funding in the form originally proposed. Curing

-----rhie period, fithei.55111Woi-hite-thill-over-rhflued-frOm the United
Stec.' in the important field of nillimetee -watt studies of aeons end

molecules in *peat. The field of VLSI, which was also pioneered in the
United Scats., represents an outstanding opportunity for maintaining
leadership in this exciting field of science.

New TeChnology Telescope (NIT) of the 1S -Near Class

In considering-this project, the Astronomy Survey Committee v1014:
"Tim Cognate.e finds the scientific merit of this instrument to be as
high as that of any ()thee facility consideced and emphasises that its

velocity ranking (No. 3 among majoe new programs) does not reflect its
scientific importance but rather its state of technological readiness.
The design studies flooded before NTT can be constructed ace of the
hiehese priority end should be undertaken immediacelv." Thus, the
Committee emphasised the importance of an immediate *tact toward chw
ultimate goal of NTT. The NTT has been studied ac a low level for the
past several yeacs; because of the technological challenge of the Wig'
project, an augmentation of these studies to the level of $2 million/
year In each of FY 1984 and 1905-will be required to outfit a final
design tor be selected by PT 1986.

A ground -based telescope in the 15 -mete class viii make powerful
contribuclOns to optical Med Infested aseconomy, particularly though
spectroscopic observetiolh of fain stars end galaxies that cannot
peacticably be carried out with present instruments and through infrared
obseevetione with high angular resolution. New technology developid
during the 1970's has made it feasible to build telescopes an this
scale ac n coat far lover than would have been possible only a few
y4ats ago. The capabilities of NTT will complement those of Space
Telescope, which has higher angular resolgtion but less light-gathering
power In the optical region of the apecteum, and of SIM, which has
higher sensitivity but lower angular resolution in the infrared spectral
range. The spectroscopic studies requited co follow upon the dis-
coveries by ST can be carried out only with en insecument having the
aperture Of NTT.

iy
; Moderate New Peogeam

Augmentation co the NASA Explocer Peogeam

Among moderate new peogYame recommended for the 1980's, the Astronomy
Survey Committee listed an augmentation to the NASA Explorer program as

'
3 r) f?ij
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the highest pcioricYs ". . . the Mahe of new Explores missions has
in recent years fallen such below the rate needed fos healthy advance.
The rate will decline even more drastically during the early 1900e if
presenc budget levels are not Increased. The Astronomy SUrveY COmmittee
thus recommends an immediate and substantial augmencatiOn to the
Explorer program to restore it to at least the real level of effort of

1970." An augmentation of $20 million in FY 1984 represents an Impor-
tent first step in responds to this recommendation. such funding will
permit the accelerated development and launch of three Wieser
*lesions currently In various stages of PraPacation.

.-
1. The Coolie back cound explorer (COSEL now under development,

will test the big-bang model of the Universe by extremely precise
*testaments of the cosmic microwave background radiation.

2. The Extreme Ultraviolet US lorecIEUTS), at present under
study. will conduce the first all -sky survey of EUV sources. timing an
important gap in MC knowledge of the cosmic electersaagnstic spectrum.

3. The x-bey 'riming Tapiocas iXTE1, also now under study. will
permit studies of the variability of x-ray sources on tine scales from
milliseconds co yeas, providing new constraints on models o Autron
Stars, accretion disks around collapsed *tact. x-ray bursters, -and
quasars. _

ii
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Appendix A

(Repe inted f eom Science, August 29, 1902, Volume 217, Po. 4561, p.
691. Couetesy. American Anew Lotion foe the Advancement of Sc Lena* . 1

Astronomy and Astrophysics in the United States
A recently issued report' on astronomy begins Nature offers no greaser

splendor than the starry sty Oil a clear. dark ,right Silent. timeless. jeweled
with the coastellivions of ancient myth and legend, the melt sky has
mowed wonder tatoustiout the ages.

For mo of human history. leadership in studying the heavens has
resided elsewhere, but during the 20th eenlury the United States has been
the wottd eentet of astronomy This preeminence has been due to good
financial support and the imaginative creation of Innovative observing
equipment The capabilities of excellent optical telescopes developed
during the first half of this century, were laser extended by equipment
designed for observing throughout the electromagnetic spectrum Leading
supporters of the development of optical Wescopes were the Carnegie
lirnitation of Washington. with its 2 5-meter telescope at Mount Wilson.
and the RoCKefeller Foundation, which gave the California institute of
Technology funds to build the Sender leles opc at Mount Palomar More
recently..the National Science Foundation his become a major fonder of
poundbased astronomy. subtle NASA has provided exeelknt facilities in
space The United Stales has led In exploration of the solar system lo
addition. it has launched space vehicles that have permitted observations
which could not be achieved from the earth because of absorption of
radiation in the atmosphere The Space Telescope. to be lithehed in 19/5.
will be free from atmothhene inhomogeneines thatblur sourcesof light and
will be capable of high resolution of objects

By 1910. generous support of American astronomy lend led to many
discoveries. including Hubble's expanding universe, time and celestial
distance scales. quasars. way sources. Pugh-energy celestial gamma rays,
the cosmic microwave background radiation. and polyatomuc molecules in
interstellar clouds Discoveries during the 1970's included neutron mars
accreting matter from nearby companion stars. hot intergalactic gas whose
mass rook that of the galaxies themselves. sass regions of interstellar gas
heated to hundreds of thousands of degrees by shock waves from supernova

Aroivtoo. owl Arospaoa. no MI 0410 .aunt I Roar uf di M000no, Sane
(aware. INSA0031 Aratkor PR.. Watnallro DC Darr
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explosions. and r gravitational lens effect observed as the splitting of tight
from a distant quasar as the light Passed through an intervening galaxy.

The comnbutions of American astror.orny are unrarlani and impressive.
However. !cadetship cannot be maintained by resting on our laurels.
Continuing preeminence of .he United States will be dependent on well.
Craned people. who are provided with superior

The astronomical community has made a careful and searching study of
opporttaitoes and needs for support for the 19110's Through extensive
consultation and deliberation. a consensus has been achieved The major
new equipment recommended includes Id an advanced )(ay Astrophysics
flaellity operated in space. In) a VerY.Long.Daschne Array of radio
telescopes. (iu) a New Technology Telescope. 15 meters in diammer. for
mound.bmed studies in the optical and infrared regions of the spectrum:
*Why) a Large Deployable Reflector in space. MI of these proposals would
substantially extend the eaPalulines of astronomy. For example. the Very-
Lortg.Basehne Array would have an angular resolution 100 time s better than
that of any other Masao:mit* telescope at any wavelength 11 would yield
detailed radio images of quay". the nuclei of galaxies. and features of
interstellae molecular clouds and other astronomical objects. The nisi and
thud stems above would be imPortant for many studies. Perhaps the most
interesting being the examinauchs of extremely distant objects whose
radiation was emitted early in the history of the universe.

The report is os, II constructed and readable. It states well the <rise for
additional expenanures for astronomy. Because of c--ent budgetary
problems. its recommendations may not be quickly aetepcd However. it is
designed to be relevant to the 1980's and at least part of it will surely be
ultimately implemented PIMA* H AataSON
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Appendix B

(Reprinted from Astconomy and Astrophysics for the 1900'st volume l
Report of the Astronomy Survey Committee Washington, D.C.; National

Academy Press, 1982)) pp. 13-22.1

The Aorimonw susses C ommittee takes note of the outset et the
support presided to U S astrotiorns and astiophsois osier the pat(
decade, through the scientific programs of the VItitutal Science
Foundation is.-41. the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion (. v.%) and other federal agencies This support has enabled
U S astronomical research to maintain an overall position of world
leadership and has sastls widerted our honzons to: exploration of
the Uniserw

The programs recommended in this report have been ,elected from
research actwitis that were. at the beginning of the Sun es can-
didate,' tor implementation in rascal sear 1983 and beyond Before
presenting a summary of its recorpmendations, however, the Corn-
mince wishes to emphasize the importance of approved, continuing,
red presiously recommended programs to the progress of astronom-
ical research during the remainder of the decade The p:eaent Com-
nutiees recommendations lake explicit account (01 such programs
and build upon them

he Committee calls particular attention to the need for support
of the following approved and continuing programs, for which the
order of listing tarries no implication of priority. Space Telescope
and the associated Spate Telescope Science Institute, second-gen-
eration Space Telescope instrumentation, the Gamma Rav Observ.
ahoy. %Ittn,let t: (shertabisil.li programs, InChs(fing research
with bonitos-, awn*, and sounding rockets, together with Ike Fs.
plow: and Spacelab programs, the Solar Optical Tehmsope and the
Shuttle Infrared Telescope Facility ter Spacelab. facilites for the de
whim of neutrino' from the olar interior, federal grants in support
of basic astronomnal research at U S universities. and programs at
the National Astron tmv Centers The 254deser MillimeleoWave Rae
duo retest. re, which was recommended in an ocher form in the
Greenstein report. has not vet beer implemented The present status
of these appnised. continuing and previouuv recommended pro-
gram, is described later in this chapter, their importance for the
health 01 S astronoms in the 1980*, is discussed in Chapter 4

38.7
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slMMAlci ill Mt 1414 4sklAINDID ICCX.RAM

The.issttonomy Sunev (moonlike recommendations lot a pro.
gram in astronomy and astrophysics for the, 1980's fall into three
general calegones

Prerequisites for new research initiatives,
New.- prorpams, and ,,
Programs for study and development

As noted on the Nemec, the (observational components of these
nvonimendanors are fronded to remote sensing from the Earth
Or its sumo,: A hickground and overview of the reosmmenda-
tions follows later in this chapter

Prergiugle. for Nets Research Inthatires

In order to be effective, the recommended new research mutative
for the coming decade must be supported by a set of Prerequisites
that apply to both the gathering and the analysis of the data pro-
duced these Prerequisites are essential for the success of major
programs but ate inexpensive by comparison Although significant
support already exists for each, the Committee strongly recommends
substantial augmentations in the following areas, in which the order
of listing carries no implication of prionty

A botrumentaloon end detectors, to utilize the latest technology to
enhance the efficiency of both new and existing telescopes in the
most costeffective manner;

B ['mayoral damonalysis, to facilitate the rapid analysis and under.
standing of observational data,

C Centpulaironel Palates, to promote data teduclibra image pro-
cessing, and theoretical calculations,

Co laboratory act rophyercs. to furnish the atomic, molecular, and
nuclear data essential to the interptetapon of neatly all astronomical
observations. and

E I erinutal mIpporl at ground.besed ebscrtutorse4, to ensure that mod-
ern astronomical instrumentation is maintained in the best condition
permitted by the state of the art

A <leaded consideration and sustification of these Rsseatch Prere
*sites appears in Chapter 5

NM Program:

The Astronomy Salves( Committee recommends the approval and
funding of new programs in astronomy and astrophysics for the
1980', These have been arranged into three calegones according to
she scale of resources required

c,
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A Moor NOV' 014/Vhinf 1 he ( °minimee behests that (our major
programs are ;Mg alb important for the rapid aqd efteetive progress
of astronomical research in the 1980 s and is unanimous in recom-
mending the following order of priority

I AA AdtAnced X-14170 A0414TVA (Addy (M(41 operated as a
permanent national observatory in space, to provide x-ray
pictures of the lingerse comparable in depth and detail with
those of the most advanced optical and radio telescopes.
Continuing the reniarkable development of x-ray technology
applied to astronon dunng the this facility will
nimbine greatly improved angular and spectral resolution
with a eensdwity up to one hundred times greater than that
of any previous x-ray mission

2 A Very Lorne; &whet Nth, Array of radio telescopes designed
to produce radio images milt an angular resolution of 0.3
millions, <and Among many potential applications of.pro-
found importance, this instrument will probe the small-scale
gruclure surrounding the enigmatic energy sources in the
cores of quasars and active galactic nuclei and will directly
determine the distance scalemmhin ow Galaxy with un-
precedented accuracy

Cr 3. A Neap Technology reles.cope (Net) of the 15m class operating
from the ground at wavelengths of 0.; to 20 gm, to provide
a tenfold increase in light gathenng cleanly at visual -rave-
lengths and a hundredfold increase in speed for spectros=
copy at infrared wavelengths, with application to a very
wide range of scientific problems. The Committee finds the
saentthe merit of this instrument to be as high as that of
any other facility considered and emphasizes that its priority
ranking does not reflect its smenhfor important" but rather
its state of technological readiness The down studres needed
before Net can be constructed ire of she highest ;wordy and should
be undertaken immediately.

4 A Large Deployable Reflector in space, to carry out spectro-
scope and imaging observations in the far-infrared and sub-
millimeter wavelength regions of the seccirum that are in-
accessible to study from the ground, thuilextending the
powerful capabilities of Net to these longer wavelengths.
Such an instrument, in the 10-m class, will present unprec-
edented opportunities foe studying molecular and atomic
processes that accompany the formation of stars and plan.
etaty systems

It Malerafr Nam Programs In rough order of priority, these are
I Art augmentation ro the NASA Explorer program, which remains

a flexible and highly cosi-effective means to pursue impor-
tant new space-science opportunities covenng a wide range
of objects and newly every region of the deetromagneite
spectrum

38:
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2 A lar.altraysokt ciectrograph an Ince, to carry out a thorough
study of the 900-1200-A legion of the spectrum, important
for studies of stellar evolutlyn, the interstellar ntectium, and
planetary atmospheres.

3 A queens enterfennnesryanienna an low-Earth orbit, to extend
the powerful VIII technique into space in parallel with the
rapid completion of a groundbased vas Array, in order to
provide mere detailed radio maps of complex sources, greater
sky coverage, and higher time resolution than the Array can
provide alone.
The construction of opticallmfrand telescopes in the 24-m class,
to observe transient phenomena, conduct long-term survey
and surveillance programs. provide crucially needed ground-
based support to space astronomy, and pemuf the devel-
opment of instrumentation under realistic observing con-
ditions. The Committee particularly encourages federal as-
sistance for those projects that will also receive significant
nonfederal funding for construction and operation.

5. AnArancniSolarObsertatorysnspace.toprovnleobservations
of our Sunthe nearest slay simultaneously at optical, ex-
treme ultraviolet, gammaray, and x-ray wavelengths, to carry
out tong-tam studies of large-scale circulation, internal dy-
namics, high-energy transient phenomena, and coronal ev-
olution

6 A series 4 cossatcnay expcnnserls in space, to promote the
study of solar and stellar activity, the interstellar medium,
the origin of the elements, and violent solar and cosmic
procesres

7. Aqastrostoattati &week for Ezenstesrestual Inlellgencelstn). sup-
ported at a modest level, undertaken as a longterm effort
rather than as a short-term project, and open to the partic-
ipation of the general scientific community.

C Small New Programs The program of highest pnonty is:
An antenna approximately 10 m in diameter for subrailli-
meter-wave observations, at an excellent ground based site.

Other programs of outstanding scienofic merit, in which the order
of listing carries no implication of priority, are as '

A spatial interferometer for observations of high angular res-
olution in the midinfrared region of the spectrum:

1' A program d'highrension optical astrometry; and
, A temporary program to maintain scientific expertise at U S.

universities during the 1980's through a serves of competitive
awards to young astronomers

Detailed discussion And tustiOcation of the New Programs appears
in Chapter 6

a
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Program. fir sLid. IM.lormott

Planning and dio elopment are often ume.consuming, 'specially for
large protects It is therefore important dung the coming decade to
begin study and development of programs that appear to have ex-
ceptional promise for the 1990's and beyond Projects and study areas
recommended by the Committee in this category include the follow-
ing, to which the order of listing carves no Implication of prionty:

A Future x-ray observatories in space.
B Instruments for the detects ic of grawiatiorod waves from as-

tronomical objects,
C Lont,duration spaceflights of Minted telescopes cooled %Oar

°genic temperatures.
1) A very large telescope in space for optical. ultraviolet, and near-

Infrared observations;
E A program of adsanced intetterometry in the radio, infrared,

and optical spectral regions;
F Advanced gamma-ray espenments, and
G Astronomical observatories on the Moon

Detailed discussion of the Programs for Study and Development
appears in Chapter 7

ESrILIA Tar (ls1 Of Tilt RrCOLIMENDA rroNs

In order to establish the overall scale of the recommended total
program, Cie Committee gives in Table 21 its owe approximate
estimates of the requirements for new funding over the next 10
years on millions of 1980 dollars Funds for projects to be sup.
ported by NASA represent researchand-development funds within
wasKs Office of Space Science and Application (ossA), funds (or
projects to be supported by %SF represent total cost to NSF Op-
erating costs are included for those facilities expected to become
operational in the 1900's

The funding entries for the Prerequisites for New Research Intl.
Awes represent augnientations to the present levels of support for
these activities within ts4 and NASA As it it expected that the two
agencies will work together to coordinate support for the Prerequi
sites, specific agency responsibility LI not indicated in the following
table However, since the Prereqututes provide support to space-
and ground-based research at comNrable levels, the Committee an-
titspates that the funding augmentations to be provided by NASA
and Nst will be roughly equal in magnitude

In the cases of the New Programs, the division between space.
and it:modbawd protects rs clear Funds listed for the Explorer
program represent an augmentation to NASA's levekif-effert budget
for that program, the operations costs listed for ground-based prop
ects, together with the temporary program to inaintam scientific
expertise at U S universities, represent further augmentations to the
operations budget of Nit's Autonomy Division Remaining New

48
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.. fAIIII: 2 I Iteuutrements for New Funding

(Mi106$ 01
Paa104AUTIS /Oa NI* &MAWR NrustortS OW Dollars)
A hsstnowentabon and Menet, rdonbtang of resent 515

milstayear level 00 Om by increments owl 10 rots) S 25
B Theory and data analysis (augmentation by SS rivVien

yearl S)
C Computational anion (30 noucomputer systems m-

sailed at a rate of S system:yen. Including tspera
tans) 20

0 Laboratory astrophysus raugmtnnbon by 525 r..estuv
year) 25

E Trance) support at wand based obsounones. in.
&dog 0 new support po Mons 20

otcatu ram nittl0tr41/.5 5190

Ntw PROGRAMS
A Mein New Pogroms In *Ma of moray

I Advanced XRay Astrophysics ?moldy (AW) S5011

2 Very-Long Basehne (nit) Amy unclothe% 515 end.
bon in °pennons) to

3 New Technology Telescope MO 100
4 Lagge deployable &Pada/ IP space 303

Decade Subtotal' M
8 Mokrire Nor Negros In tough °Wee of pommy

I Augmentation to Explore: saulbie program $200
2 Faoultmolet spectrograph in space IS)
3 Space vtt SPIefftfORIftry antenna 00
4 OplatryInfrated telescopes in the 2.5.in elms 20
S Advanced Solar Observatory us space 200
6 emissary rryenronut 100
7 An ammonites' Stitch to b.ifilttPeStrIll Mello

gone (stM 20
Conde Subtotal 5710

C Soma My Ferrets or highest ?neon
ion. sobanmowter wase ado anions tunduding 52

Winn for °pennons) S a

cairn important programs
Spatial snitch:omens lot lbw and inliad boduditg

SI nulhon lot °pennon') 3
Ho prension optnal barometry program 3
Temporasy ;Krypton * manna sante espenne at

US onwersows
Decade Subtotal S 20

CAGAN 701AL, Alle PROMO% 51.720

Program costs represent new-funding requirements for either Non
(new starts within ossA) or us) (major construction within the As
tronomy Division)

The cost estimates for AMP and the vas Array were denved with
the help of individual scientists participating in current studies afid
are based on reasonably complete rough designs The actual cost of
ram however, cannot be estimated until further studies indicate
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which bi sevegal alternative conceptual designs will be most cost.
efiectoe. the figure given in Table 21 is meant as a hmtt that the
Committee recommends should hot be substantially excci-ded. The
estimated coat of the Large Deployable Reflector in space t, highly
uncertain because instrumentation of this type has not yet been
developed and launched. Most of the costs estimated lot the Mod-
erate New Programs should be reasonable apprommations. as they
are based on experience with previous instruments of a similar na-

I lure. The costs given for the augmentation to the NASA Explorer
program and for sea, however. should be regarded as target figures
for the level of effort the Committee finds aptropnate.

The total cost m new funding estimated for the Prerequisites and
New Programs together is about $1.9 billion in 1980 dollars. Dy
comparison, the Greenstein report (1972) recommended new pro-
grams with an estimated cost of $844 million in 1970 doUars, or
appripqnately $1.7 billion in 1980 dollars, and most of those pro.
grunt *ere in fact implemented The program recommended here for the
1980's is thus roughly comparabk in sale with that actually curried out
during the 1970's on the him 4 the recommendattorip 4 the Greenstein
report.

The Committee wishes to emphasize, however, that the present
recomniendonlis will require substantial increases in the budget of
the Astronomy Division of-Psi, the agency pnmanly responsible for
the support of groundbased astronomy. If, as anticipated, nit will
provide roughly half of the additional funds 'rimmed for the Pre-
requisites for blew Research Initiatives, an tncrease of about 30 per-
cent in the Astronomy Division's operations budget over the real
level of expenditures dung the 1970's will be tequtred for Ws to
carry out its share of the recommended program over the next dec.
ade. Funds needed by NSF for major construction over the next 10
years will also be substantially higher than those expended during
the 1970's, which saw the completion of only one major protect the
Very Large Array, at a ant of sn million The Astronomy Survey
Committee believes that them Increases in the NSf budget for ground.tased

or astronomy are essenhal to maintain an effective partnership with space as-
tronomy during the 19Ws

BACKGROUND AND OVERVIEW

77st Gran:stun Report -
The publication of Astronomy and Astrophysics for the 1970's (the Green.
stein report) by the National Academy of Sciences in 1972 had a
powerful impact on the development of V.S. astronomy and astro-
physics during 1972-1982. The federal government on the whole
responded positively to its recommendations, with the result that
the facilities available to U.S astronomers have enabled them to
remain at the frontiers of research. Here we review the responses
to the recommendations of that report and their impact on the prop
ress of science

-
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Radro Astronomy and the VLA The highest-priority recommendation of
the Greenstein repoit was the construction of a Very Large Array
(vr.a) radio telescope, together with inzreased support kyr smelt
facilities Funded by tasr, the V&A was constructed in stakes during
tit 1970's and sGas formally dedicated in 1980, by far the largest,and
lkost complex ground-based astronomical facility established iodate,
the vu was completed on schedule and within budget. vt.A studies
of radio sources are alreadypaving a large impact on both Polack

.- and extragalactic astronomy (sec for example, the cover of this re-
port). - .. .

The recommended increase in funding for smaller radio-astronom-
seal facilities did not matenahre, however, nor has funding yet been
provided for a recommended millimeter-wave radio telescope. then
projected to have a diameter of US m and to be operable at wave-
lengths down to 3 mm. Since the publication of the Greenstein report,
the study of interstellar molecules al millimeter wavelengths has
yielded insight into the process of star formation, as the science has
progressively moved to shorter wavelengths, there has now evolved
a need for a smaller, more !mostly figured telescope of 2b m di-
meter, still offering high sensitivity and spatial resolution but op- .
cubic at wavelengths down to 1 mm. The recommendation for a
large centimeter-wave antenna was not implemented, although ex-
'sting beelines for observations at wavelengths longer than 1 an have
been maintained and in some cases upgraded.

Optual Ground-Based Astronomy The secondpnonty recommendation
was for a vanety of steps to enhance the capability available to U.S.
optical astronomers. A key proposal was the development and con-
struction of a multipleminor telescope (anti) with aperture equiv-
alent to that of a conventional telescope in the 3 8-5 0-m ranger this
protect was to be followed by the construction of a larger mar. of ,
10.15-m aperture, if that proved feasible, or by a conventional tel.
eseope of 5rn aperture if it did not A 4.5-m mar has in fact been
developed jointly by the Smithsonian institution and the University
of Arizona, becoming operational in 1979. However, neither a-larger e
mar nor a conventional 5-m telescope has been funded, with the

uresult that the largest instrument available to U.S. opti 11 astrono-
mers is still the 5ni Hale telescope on Mt. Palomar, which ent into
operation 35 years ago. As a result, optical Jectroscopy o .1w faint-
est galaxies and quasars discovered by radio antic -ray astronomers
has not kept pace with new discoveries. even though these extremely
&vont objects are of great interest because of their bearing on Om
ratite of cosmic evolutionary processes early in the history of the
Universe

The recommendation also called for equipping existing telescopes
with advanced electronic detectors and controls Although major
progress was made on the development of such devices a unng the
1970's. they have so tar been provided to only a few mato; obaerv.
aunts The capability of instruments now available for use on most
of the nation's optical telescopes still !agoras behind stateofthe-art
technology

..,
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I he (aven'steln.report turthetmore recommended that three tele-
scopes m the 2 5-m (lass be constructed for a ss.inetv of purpo.,

...A. none of these has been firmled, all the nations major optical,
telescopes are heavily oversubscribed

iniramt .V.tronootv The third-pnority recommendation called for an
acrosstheboard increase m support tor infrared astronomy; mach
at that time was beginning to dentonstrtte its great importative
Support has increased-substantially, through the funding of two
major ground based infrared telescopes (the 2 3-m University of Wy-
oming Infrared Observatory reflector and the 3-m Infrared Telescope
Facility operated by NASA On Mauna Kim). the Mope; Airborne Ob.
servatory program. and a balloon program An international Infrared
Astronomy Satellite (inns), scheduled for launch in 1982, will carry
out a comprehensive. farintrared survey of the sky, as called for in
the Greenstein riTOct

c,
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Appendix C

[Reprinted from Astronomy and Astrophysics for the 1980i s , volume 1,
Peport of the Astronomy Survey Committee (Washington, D.C. s National

Academy Press, 1982) , pp. 112-113.1

the Shuttle infrared fefewe FaaIMV [.amid

The proposed mar will be the cornerstone of research in infrared
astronomy during the 1980's The Astronomy Survey Ciammittee poets
with the Space Science Board's Committee on Space AsTronomy And
Astrophysics (A Strategy for Spree Astronomy and Astropnsicta for the
lofts National Academy of Sciences, Washington. D C . 1979) in

4 recommending this facility as the first maps infrared telescope in
.pier

suns will permit investigations over the enormous range of wave-
lengths from 2 to 300 pm For some important types of observations
it will, because of its cryogenically cooled optics. yield a sensitivity
gliin of 1000 over the largest existing grouncbased and airborne
infrared telescopes, this gain in sensitivity is so large that at is not
unreasonable to expect that sten will make important and unex-
pectoi discovenes The multiple. interchangeable focal-plane instru-
ments planned for mitt} will moreover greatly Increase our ability to

'explore the evolution of distant extragalactic sources, the physical
properties and chemical composition of molecular clouds and regions
of star formation. nature of cometary nuclei and asteroids, and
tke structure of plane y atmospheres For example. glue 041 be
able to detect infrared s ft-es at the limits of the,' serval* Uni4rse.
on one huttle flight. i could gather rnformatiou a sources of both
large a 'small red s AL thus permitting a comp..nson of the
ergetics o a gal xies at the earliest epochs of the Universe
with those at the piece epoch Because of its relatively wide held'
of view, SUM will also le to carry out efficient surveysof infrared
sources t..at will help to optimize the observing programs of larger
instruments, such as the New Technology Telescope Dort the vie
Array, and a Large Deployable Reflector (um) In space. which have
narrower fields of view.

stew should bean early and frequently Sewn payload on Shuttle
sortie missions. It has such high sensitivity that very extensive qi
(rarest observations can be accomplished even within the relatively
brief, 7-day profile of an early Shuttle flight, reflight on the Shuttle
mikes it possible to fly SIRIF with continually improved focal-plane
instrumentation and detectors Eventually, however, SIM flights of

chirahoo wilt be needed to realize the lull potential of this
renviriable Utility, and the study of such flights is recommended in
Choptoc 7.
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Appendix D

!Reprinted from Astronomy and Astrophysics for the 1980,a, Volume 1,
Report of the Astronomy Survey committee (Washington, D.C.i National

Academy Prem., 1902), pp. 135 136.1

2 It Vere-bmgIlestione iyui) Array of Radio Telescopes

The Astronomy Survey Committee recommends the construction of
a ground.based VeriongBaseline (vie) Array of radio telescopes
designed to produce images with an angular resolution of 03 W-
hen:second. Because the Array utilizes proven technology, this prop
ect may be begun immediately after completion of final management
and design studies

Extramdinanly high angular resolution is now possible at radio
frequencies Precision atomic docks, more sensitive and reliable re-
meets, high-speed tape recorders, sophisticated nriageprocessing
techniques, and modem antennas now make it feasible to build a
radio array with the angular resolution of a telescope covering an
entire continent. This may be done by synchronizing the operation
of about ten widely spaced antennas of approximately 25m diameter,
Whose outputs are recorded and later combined in a central com-
puter

This via Array will product highquality radio images capable of
resolving features down to 0 3 erulbarcsemnd (the size of a dime in
New York as seen from Los Angeles). This is a hundred times better
angular resolution than that of any other imagefotming telescope at
any wavelength and will yield detailed new radio images of .1 wide
range of astronomical objects at the frontiers of modern astrophysical
researdi. These include quasars and the nuclei of galaxies, features
of interstellar molecular clouds, the center of our Galaxy, and a
variety of energetic Galactic objects such as x-ray. binary, and flare
stars. The high angular resolution of the via Army will permit the
direct study of small-stale structure surrounding the central regions
of quasars and stets in the process of formation. Through the method
of statistical parallaxes, it will (Ildbermore permit direct measure-
ments of distances to many objects throughout our Galaxy and even
lo some in nearby galaxies. The via Array can also be applied to
important problems in Earth science (including precision geodesy
and geophysics), to the navigation of interplanetary spacecraft, and
to tests of the General Theory of Relativity,

Although the via Array is a complex and sophisticated instrument,
It will make use of proven concepts and instrumentation. Constnic-
vas sicaukl begin .nonssicton upon corupktion of management and
design studies with the buitctets of the antennas and the develop
ment of the data liduebon .ystem and other instrumentation.
labotation with groups in other countries, particularly rn Europe and
North Antenca, would improve the performance of the instrument
by mew nb fi c rcolet.,,o men furtlwr (particularly in gift nerd. -
Asian cin .,ion) and in ruprowig the imate quality at low ded
it ocie.

k
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Mr WALOKEN. In Illt* you very much. I think 31, have exhaust-
ed me, and we ought to stop at this point. We will look forward to
some future comments and thoughts exchanged with you. We ap-
preciate-the th le you have given to the committee. Thank you very
much.

(Whereupon, at 5:24 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to recon-
vene at the call of the Chair,'

[Material bearing on the subject of today's hearing follows:]

303
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Dan IIANoVrIt NI W IIAMPSIIMI 03753

Derattmeti of Earth Saertes Famhhi Scrence Comet TEL (403) 646-2373

VC.

, March 2, 1983

Congressman Doug Walgren, Chairman
Subcommittee on Science, Research and Technology
Committee on Science and Technology
U..S. Rouse of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20SIS

Dear Doug,

You asked me about the ideas that Jacques Cousteau presented
to the Subcommittee and I am not sure that I gave you a very
good answer. I said that ideas like his are hard to imolement,
but I didn't say why.

Bob Reynolds, Noye Johnson and I wire involved in a project in
the western United States that attempted to do in a microcosm
what Coustehu was taIking-about in a macrocosm. We mere part
of a multidisciplinary team that studied a part of the Colorado
.River system and the effect of human activity on this system.

'.. At that time there was a program in NSF called RANN (Research
Applied to National Needs) and the Program was formed under its
umbrella. I think that the program was twits successful; the
results were useful and the oartici ',ants learned a great deal,
not only about the system, but also about interactions among
the disciplines represented.

I helped Orson Anderson get this program started and served
on the Steering Committee of the project. I think the project
worked because the leadership whs strong; the participants were
mostly fairly senior and confident of their Positions within
their own disciplines. Junior people have more to worry about
and.it is riskiexofor them to venture out of the main lino of
their fields. There was a focus to the efforts and there were
many latt, night sessions in which we attempted to explain to
those outside our disciplines how our work was contributing to
the principal thrust.

/ enclose a study of the sociology of the Project, done by
Orson, and thus not totally unbiased. I thinks it lays out
pretty well the problems and how they they were dealt with.
They were resolvable on this scale; they are formidable on the
scale of which Cousteau spoke.

Regards,/

/A'
Charlos L. Drake

CLD/abc Professor of Earth Sciences

cc: Orson Anderson
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TAKE POWELL RESEARCH PROJECT

The Like Powell Ae eeeeb Project (for-

mally known as Collabo Research on

A cent of man's Activities in the Late

Powell Region) is a eonserSiun of onivr.u.

saty grosps funded by ehe Division of Ad-

vanced Latireamencal R h and Techno-

logy an MO (Research Applied to Nacaonel

needs) an the National Science Puundacaon.

Researchers in ehe eonSortiuM bring 0

wide range .1 expertise in neural and so-

cial sciences to bear on the general prob-

lem of the effects and raMiLleata0n, of

water resource managemens in the Lake

Powell region. The region curronely it

experiencing converging demands for water

And energy resource devoloprone, preserva-

tier' Of natiOnmIlY unique scenic tttttt

exianSien of recreation taeal , and

economic growch and modernization in pre-

viously isolated rural areal.

The Project Compeatles ttttt disciplin-

ary studies centered on the foll.wang

copies. (1) level and d ueion of

income and wealth genereead by rose

decelopmenta (21 institucienal framework

li

4

for environmental amsessmene and planning(

(3) anStatuelonal 4:helium-making and re-

source allocation. Ifl Maplicacions for

1 India* policies of accelerated

e conomic development of the Navajo Indian

aosorv.elo., (Si impact of development on

decographic Structure. 461 consumptive wa-

ter Utul in the upper Colorado Raver 046ini

(T) prediction of future Signal/cane

changes in the Leto Powell ecosystem: (e)

recreational Carrying capaciey and utill-

racion of the Glyn Canyon motional beefed.,

cional Area, 491 impact of energy dtvel-

e pmene around Lake Powell. and (14) eon..

segu eeeee of variability in the lake level

Of Late Powell.

One of ehe mayor missions Of RANK (raj-

cues is to conho eeeee e research reeults

erreeely 1.0 user roues of ehe rows, which

include government agencies. ilseiee Aneri

e ast Tribes, legiel optoe, and inter-

coed civic groups. The Like ',oven Re-

search Project Bullyeins are e dad to

make timely research results readily (meta-

e ible co user croups. The Bulletins sup-

plement tecnnical articles publarhed by

Project members In scholarly journals.
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ABSTRACT

6000"1.0b14162 of operating a multi-

disciplinary consortium eagaged is

lag regional environmental impact el. de-

fined. The Saks Powell 2 &&&&& ch Project

is such a consortium dealing with energy

and water eanagemeet Prettens .n the four

Corners region of the United Seats.. The

',enactment chose% by the Project leaves

major decisions to a Steering 40enittee

rather than to a Project Director. The

advantages and disadvantages of this type

01 management of a C001101tim are $041y.

10d. Special eeneideration is given to

problems of inteprae.ng work of various

disciplines and to the conveyance of re-

search results to user groups.

complete study may be Viewed in the Subcommittee
offices or is available, as noted on the title Page
reprinted here, from the institute of OeoP4s1cs and
Planetary Physics, University of California. LA./
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1984 NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
AUTHORIZATION

TUEVAY, ht. kilt 8. 1983

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMEIFFTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY,
Washington, D.C.

The subcomittee met, pursuant to recess, at 2;25 p.m., in room
2325, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Doug Walgren (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding. N,

Present: Representatives Walgren, Brown, Valentine, MacKay,
Gregg, Skeen, Bateman, Sensenbrenner, an'd Boehlert.

Mr. WALGREN Let me call the meeting to order, and apologize
for starting a little late. That vote came at the wrong time for us to
get going directly.

This is the third day of authorization hearings for the National
Science Foundation, and we want to return to the subject of instru-
mentation at the Nation's universities. In the past NSF authoriza-
tion hearings, this subcommittee has heard of a growing need to
replace obsolescent and wornout research equipment in the univer-
sities and colleges. The cost of such an upgrading program has
been estimated to be between $2 an'11 $4 billion.

These figures/may in fact be too low, as a recent study of the Na-
tional Society of Professional Engineers estimates over $1 billion
will be required to restore engineering instructional laboratories to
their 1971 status. If the necessary additions to accommodate the
growth in student enrollment in engineering are included, that cost
then rises substantially.

In his testimony before the full Science and Technology Commit-
tee, Dr. Keyworth, the President's science adviser, said that he ex-
pects that nearly $400 million of the 1984 basic research budget
will go to purchase and replace instrumentation. NSF will be sup-
plying about 45 percent of these funds with a $180 million initia-
tive This subcommittee is pleased to see this response by the ad-
ministration to a problem that the Congress has had a growing ap-
preciation of .

Today we want to hear not only how NSF plans to use their in-
strumentation funds, but we also will be interested to hear from
distinguished groups of university and industry witnesses. These
gentlemen will address some of the nonFederal programs under-
way which could revitalize university research facilities. There cer-
tainly are exciting things being done by the universities alone and
through university and industry cooperative programs, and we

(406)
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want to know more shout them. We all feel that this problem is
probably one that is certainly beyond the scope of Governmentto
solve, and therefore we have to encourage to the greatest degrck
possible there kinds of joint efforts by universities and the private
sector.

We appreciate your coming. Dr. Knapp, it is good to See you
again. We feel we are using a lot of your time these days but it is
very helpful to the committee and we are most appreciative of the
effo'rt you have given to presenting your views and the direction
you see that the National Science 'Foundation should go, particular-
ly as you start your administration there. Therefore, thank you for
being back. We look forward to your testimony. 4.

Dr. KNAPP. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WAWREN. Let me ask, just at the outset, whether anybody

else would like to have any opening statements or comments?
No response.)
Mr. WALGREN [continuing]. Proceed, Dr. Knapp.

.

STATEMENT OF' DA! EDWARD A. KNAPP. DIRECTOR, NATIONAL
SCIENCE FOUNDATION

Dr. KNAPP. I would like to submit my testimony for the record
and summarize.

Mr. WALGREN. That would be most appreciate&
Dr. KNAPP. Research instrumentationwhether it is the mass

spectrometer of thechemist, the electron microscope of the biolo-
gist, or the radio telescope of the astronomerprovides the essen-
tial means through which the scientist asks questibns and obtains
answers from pature. Instruments are the eyes through which a re-
searcher views and produces information or data about the world
of interest to him and his colleagues. Modern computers, in turn,
enable the scientist to handle and interpret previously unimagina-
ble amSunts of complex data, as well as to construct and manipu-
late models which simulate the behavior of complex systems. .

When I appeared before your committee last week, I had an op-
portunity to discuss several fieldsastronomy, oceanography, and
the atmospneric and earth scienceswhich are characterized by a
high dependence on instrumentation and research facilities. It is
the case, however, that investigators in virtually every field of sci-
ence and engineering are increasingly dependent upon research In-
strumentation and computers if they are to conduct leading-edge
research in their disciplines. Let me give you two brief examples of
what improvements in instrumentation can mean for a field of sci-
ence.

We are all aware of how solid-slate devices have revolutionized
communications and computing over the past 20 years. A much
less widely known product of solid-state electronics is the charge-
coupled detector array. These arrays of photosensitive diodes allow
astronomers to detect and map light sources in the universe hun-
dreds of times fainter than those previously observable.

In addition to this major increase in sensitivity, the output of a
detector is an electrical signal that is easily digitized for imaging
and further computer processing. The images qbtained from optical

408
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telescopes can nulh be compared directly with these maps obtained
by radiotelescopes.

Once the concepts underlying these detectors were initially out-
lined and understood, much of their early development and testing
was supported by the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion as a part of its development of the space telescope. Today vir-
tually every major observatory has a charge-coupled detector in use
or being tested.

All natural phenomena are intrinsically related. The results of
research in one fieldsay, physicscan and do have unexpected
and revolutionary impacts on work in other disciplines. A prime
example is the phenomenon or nuclear magnetic resonance investi-
gated by the physicists Bloch at Stanford and Purcell at Harvard,
both of whom received the Nobel Prize for their work.

Bloch and Purcell were working independently on an esoteric.
problemthe behavior of substances in a magnetic field when they
are irradiated by radio frequency waves. They predicted and ob-
served that water subjected to these conditions would absorb
energy, and that the absorption of energy was characteristic of the
elements making up the molecule and its local environment.

Soon the phenomenon of nuclear magnetic resonance, originally
studied for its own sake, was developed into a nuclear magnetic
resonance spectrometer, a fool for probing the nature of molecules
themselves The application of such spectroscopy to problems in
chemistry, biochemistry, and molecular biology has revolutionized
these fields.

Before the development of NMR, scientists used X-ray diffraction
to study the three-dimensional structures of molecules. Xray dir
fraction was, howeveramited to molecules in the solid state. With
NMR, it became possible for the first time to study the spatial
structure of molecules in solution. Reactions could be monitored in
cell or tissue under norftial, abnormal, or diseased conditions. Pre-
viously it was necessary to kill or destroy the tissue. Biologists
studied reactions in the intact liver, intact heart muscle, and in
other tissues as they metabolized.

Moreover, it is now actually possible to map the interior of a
tissue or organ using NMR imaging in a manner that is analogous
to that used in CAT scanning. Thus, an exotic prediction based on
a complex theoretical model far removed from the real world of bi-
ology and medicine developed, through the efforts of many physi-
cists. chemists, and biologists, into an important tool for advancing
the understanding of life processes.

As these two examples suggest, an investment in research instru-
mentation increases both the quality of the science that can be pur-
sued and the productivity and efficiency of the investigator. In ad-
dition, when this equipment is located on a university or college
campus it contributes significantly to the training of graduate stu-
dents who will become the future scientists and engineers staffing
the industrial, academic, and Government institutions.

In the past few years, there has been a growing realization that
the United States is underinvesting in state-of-the-art instrumenta-
tion and facilities at academic institutions. Although the exact
magnitude of the problem cannot be determined at present, numer-
ous indicators all seem to point in the same direction. The problem

\
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is large and insolses most, ateas of science and engireecinpin most
of the major research universities.

A study by the American Association of Universities in 1981, for
example, examined the instrumentation and facilities needs of fI
disciplines in 17/leading universities. These universities reported
that they aileityf would have to spend almost U00 million over S
years just to provide modern equipment for their existing faculty
The AAU study suggested that as much as $4.1 billion would bis re-
quired over a 3- to 5-year period to fully upgrade instrumentation
at the 100 leading academic research institutions.

More recently, at tlit& urging of this committee, the Foundation
has begun to dese:op statistically reliable indicators of trends in
the rust, condition, and use of research instrumentation in the uni
versifies as a basis for projectog current and future needs. While
the results from the first phase if this study,will npt be available
until later this year, the Foundatibn has already completed a pilot
study in 38 institutions in -I sublieldsorganic chemistry, cell biol-
ogy, solid-state physics, and electricatengineering.

This pilot study found about one-fourth of the research equip-
ment was 10 years old, one-fourth was 5 to 9 years old; and one-
half was les.s than 5 years old. Sixty-five percent of the total equip-
ment had been acquired partly or entirely with Federal funds.

In fiscal year 1983, the Department of Defense announced a spe-
cial 3:30 million progiam aimed at upgrading academic research in-
strumentation. In, response to this announcement, the Department
received over $1:00 million in proposals, another indication of the
potential magnitude and importance of the problem

The Foundation's programs support the purchase and operation
of research instrumentation and associated facilities in several'
modes. The ihost general and common way is to provide a single
investigator with the instrument required in connection with a
peer-reviewed research project. More expensive instruments for
multi-user, multi-group projects may be requested through special
programs such as the astronomical, biological,*chemical, and mate
rials research instrumentation programs.

Between fiscal years 1978 and 1980, NSF established 14 regional
instrumentation facilities intended to make costly instrumentation
accessible to a large number of qualified users, including those at
smaller institutikns.

Finally, the Foundation supports a limited number of large-scale
facilities, such as Kitt Peak National 04servatory. the Academic
Oceanographic Fleet, and the National Cettter for Atmospheric Re-
search. My remarks before your committee last week demonstrated
the significance of such facilities for research in the astronomical

, and geophysical sciences,
The fiscal year 1984 budget request places q high priority on the

problem of increased need for research instrumentation in the
Foundation's programs. It is estimated that support of research .in
strumentation for NSF as a whole will increase about ($1 percent
between fiscal years 1983 and 1984.

In fiscal year 1982, the Foundation organized the Interagency
Working Group on University Research Instrumentation, with rep-
resentatives from the Department of Defense, the Department of
Health and Human Services, the Department of Energy, the De-
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partment of Agriculture. and the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration., These agencies, with NSF, provide over 95 percent
of Federal support of university research. They are acquiring fur-
ther data on the state of university equipment, taking new initia-
tive within their research. to place greater emphasis on in-
strumentation, and making Federal laboratories mole accessible to
university researchers.

Many universities have begun to accept responsibility for im-
proving their management of instrumentation and are about to
embark on a major education effort to encourage new financial ar-
rangements, equipment sharing, and more responsive university
resulatiems and policies In the past, interest %as not an allowable
cost to 'oe included in university overflead. Now, interest on loans
for the purchase of research equipment costing $10,000 or more is
allowable. '

The Economic, Recovery Tax Act of 1981 provided incentives for
manufacturers of scientific instruments to contribute research ap-
paratus to institutions of higher education. The impact of this act
on the behavior of equipment manufacturers' is still unclear, be-
cause the tax provisions are complex and because they are just one
set, of man; factors which affect the tax position of firms donating
eqUipment t5 academic institutions.

The Foundation has experimented with encouraging private in-
strument manufacturers to make contributions of scientific instru-
mentation. to' universites. One effort resulted in gifts of computers
to colleges and universities to facilitate the development of special
courseware in precollege and undergraduate education. In another,
major computer manufacturers gave NSF grantees substantial dis-
counts on computers to be used in research in mathematics.

Sensitive to possible questions concerning the Federal role in or-
rargments of this sort, the National Science Board at its October
1982 meeting established a policy encouraging such arrangements
and directing the Foundation to "avoid actions that would compro-
mise the integrity of the NSF; avoid favoring or appearing to favor
one manufacturer over another; and avoid inappropriate exploita-
tion of NSF's reputation."

More recently, the Board also dealt with the question of possible
commercial use of NSF-supported instrumentation in a statement
adopted in January 1983 the statement emptiasized, in part that
" * it is contrary to NSF's intent for grantees to use NSF-sup-

ported research instrumentation or facilities to provide service ior
a fee in direct competition with private companies that provide
equivalent services.' The Foundation is currently reviewing a
'notice which will be sent to universities and colleges later this
year, outlining the guidelines for the use and operation of NSF-
sponsored research instrumentation and facilities.

Mr Chairman, I know you and the other members of this com-
mittee share my views on the critical importance of instrumenta-
tion for maintaining the quality of the scientific enterprise and for
strengthening the training of future scientists and engineers. The
Foundation's program for fiscal year 1984 will take an important
step tov and upgrading the present quality of available instrumen-
tation 'n the colleges and universities. Also, the leadership role
which tiv Foundation has played with other Federal agencies, the
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private sector, and universities themselves is one of great impor-
tance if we are to continuo t his advance.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Knapp follows:]

te
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STATEMENT OF

DR. EDWARD A. KNAPP

DIRECTOR, NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY

COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MARCH 8, 1983

MR. CHAIRMAN.AND MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE:

RESEARCH INSTRUMENTATION WHETHER IT IS THE HASS SPECTROMETER OF

THE CHEMIST. THE ELECTRON MICROSCOPE OP THE BIOLOGIST OR THE RADIO

TELESCOPE OF THE ASTRONOMER PROVIDES THE ESSENTIAL HEANS THROUGH

WHICH THE SCIENTIST ASKS OUESTIONS OF AND OBTAINS ANSWERS FROM NATURE.

INSTRUMENTS ARE THE "BYES" THROUGH WHICH A RESEARCHER VIEWS AND

PRODUCCS IRfoRNATioN, OR DATA, ABOUT THE WORLD OF INTEREST TomM AND

HIS COLLEAGUES. MODERN COMPUTERS, IN TURN. ENABLE THE SCIENTIST TO

HANDLE AND INTERPRET PREVIOUSLY UNIMAGINABLE AMOUNTS OF COMPLEX DATA

AS WELL AS TO CONSTRUCT AND MANIPULATE MODELS WHICH SIMULATE THE

BEHAVIOR OF VERY COMPLXS SYSTEMS. COMPUTER SIMULATION MODELS ARE

INCREASINGLY SIGNIFICANT RESEARCH TOOLS IN SCIENTIFIC FIELDS AS

DIVERSE AS ECONOMICS AND ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE.

BEST COPY
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APPEARED REFORE YOUR COMMITTEE LAST WEEK, I HAp AN

OPPORTUNITY TO DISCUSS SEVERAL FIELDS -- ASTRONOMY, OCEANOGRAPHY, AND

THE ATMOSPHERIC AND EARTH SCIENCES -- WHICH ARE CHARACTERIZED BY A

HIGH_DEPENDENCE ON INSTRUMENTATION AND USEARCH FACILITIES IT IS THE

CASE, HOWEVER, THAT INVESTIGATORS IN VIRTUALLY EVERY FIELD OF SCIENCE

AND ENGINEERING WHICH THE FOUNDATION SUPPORTS ARE INCREASINGLY

DEPENDENT UPON RESEARCH INSTRUMENTATION AND COMPUTERS IF THEY ARE TO

CONDUCT LEAPING-EDGE RESEARCH IN THEIR DISIPLINES. THE DUALITY AND

'AVAILABILITY OF INSTRUMENTATION AND COMPUTERS TO RESEARCHERS CAN ALSO
4.

HAVE A MAJOR IMPACT ON THEIR PRODUCTIVITY AND ON-THE EFFICIENCY WITH

WHICH THEY CAA CARRY OUT THEIR WORK. LET ME GIVE YOU TWO BRIEF

EXAMPLES OF WHAT IMPROVEMENTS IN INSTRUMENTATION CAN MEAN FOR A FIELD

OF »COERCE.

JusyRomfferAyloN AND OfsfamcHt CCII'S AND__NWS

WE ARE ALL AWARE OF HOW SOLID STATE DEVICES HAVE REVOLUTIONIZED

COMMUNICATIONS AND COMPUTING OVER THE LAST 20 YEARS. A MUCH LESS

WIDELY KNOWN PRODUCT OF SOLID STATE ELECTRONICS IS THE CHARGE COUPLED

DETECTOR ARRAY. THESE ARRAYS OF PHOTOSENSITIVE DIODES ALLOW

ASTRONOMERS TO DETECT, SPECTRALLY SCAN AND HAP LIGHT SOURCES IN THE

UNIVERSE HUNDREDS OF TIMES FAINTER THAN THOSE PREVIOUSLY OBSERVABLE.

. PRIOR TO THE USE OF THESE DETECTORS, ASTRONOMERS RELIED UPON

PHOTOGRAPHIC EXPOSURES FOR MAKING AND RECORDING THEIR oBSERvATIOHS

OF EVERY 1,000 PHOTONS THAT FALL ON A PHOTOGRAPHIC PLATE, HP TO 30 HAY
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BE RECORDED IN THE IMAGE. A CHARGE COUPLED DETECTOR, IN CONTRAST,

MAY RECORD AS MANY AS MO. IN ADDITION TO THIS MAJOR INCREASE IN

SENSITIVITY, THE OUTPUT OF A DETECTOR IS AN ELECTRICAL SIGNAL THAT IS

EASILY DIGITIZED FOR IMAGING AND FURTHER COMPUTER PROCESSING. NUS

THE TIME-CONSUMING CONVERSION OF PHOTOGRAPHIC IMAGES TO DIGITAL FORM,

USING ANALOG TO DIGITAL SCANNERS, IS NO LONGER NECESSARY. IN

ADDITION, IMAGES OBTAINED FROM OPTICAL TELESCOPES CAN NOW BE COMPARED

DIRECTLY WITH THOSE MAPS OBTAINED BY RADIO TELESCOPES.

ONCE THE CONCEPTS UNDERLYING THESE DETECTORS WERE INITIALLY

OUTLINED AND UNDERSTOOD, .1UCH OF THEIR EARLY DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING

WAS SUPPORTED BY THE IIATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION AS

A PART OF ITS DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPACE TELESCOPE. TODAY, VIRTUALLY

EVERY MAJOR OBSERVATORY HAS A CHARGE COUPLED DETECTOR IN USE OR BEING

TESTED AND MAJOR IMPROVEMENTS ARE CONTINUALLY BEING MADE BOTH IN THE

DEVICES AND IN THEIR APPLICATION IN NEW INSTRUMENTS. NOT ONLY MAvE

THESE DEVICES MADE M;W OBSERVATIONS POSSIBLE, BUT THEY HAVE INCREASED

THE EFFICIENCY OF RESEARCHERS AND HAVE BROUG4T RADIO AND OPTICAL

ASTRONOMY CLOSER TOGETHER. SINCE MANY INDIVIDUAL ASTRONOMERS NOW

EMPLOY BOTH OBSERVATIONAL TECNNIONESAS A NORMAL PART OF THEIR WORK,

WE CAN EXPECT NEw UNDERSTANDINGS OF THE BASIC NATURE OF OUR UNIVERSE

TO EMERGE.

SINCE ALL NATURAL pHE0NOMENA ARE INTRINSICALLY RELATED, THE

RESULTS OF RESEARCH IN ONE FIELD -- SAY PHYSICS -- CAN AND DO HAVE

UNEXPECTED AND REVOLUTIONARY IMPACTS ON ORA TN OTHER DISCIPLINES.

qt.
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THESE INTERACTIONS CAN BE ESPECIALLY DRAMATIC WHEN THEY INvOLvE THE

DEvELOPMENT OF AN INSTRUMENT.

A PRIME EXAMPLE OF THIS IS THE PHENOMENON OF NUCLEAR MAGNETIC

RESONANCE OMR) INVESTIGATED BY THE PHYSICISTS BLOCH AT STANFORD AND

PURCELL AT HARVARD, BOTH OF WHOM RECEIVED. THE NOBEL PRIZE FOR TRIER

WORK. BLOCH AND PURCELL WERE wORKIHG, INDEPENDENTLY, ON AN ESOTERIC

PROBLEM - THE BEHAVIOR OF SUBSTANCES IN A MAGNETIC FIELD WHEN WY

ARE IRRADIATED BY RADIO FREQUENCY WAVES. USING CLASSICAL AND QUANTUM

MgCHANICS. THEY PREDICTED AND OBSERVED THAT WATER SUBJECTED TO THESE

CONDITIONS wOULD ABSORB ENERGY BUILDING ON TAIS BASIC INSIGHT,

SCIENTISTS REALIZED THAT THE ABSORPTION OF ENERGY WAS CHARACTERISTIC

OF THE ELEMENTS MAKING UP THE MOLECULE AND ITS LOCAL ENvIRONMENT. IN

THE CASE OF THE ORIGINAL EXPERIMENT. THE ABSORBING ELEMENT IN THE

WATER MOLECULE WAS HYDROGEN -- AN ELEMENT WIDELY FOUND IN NATURAL

SYSTEMS.

SOON. THE PHENOMENON OF NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE, ORIGINALLY

STUDIED FOR ITS OWN SAKE, WAS DEvELOPED INTO A NUCLEAR MAGNETIC

RESONANCE SPECTROMETER -- A TOOL FOR PROBING THE NATURE OF THE

MOLECULES THEMSELVES. WITHOUT EXAGGERATION, THE APPLICATION OF NMR

SPECTPOSCOPY TO PROBLEMS IN CHEMISTRY, BIOCHEMISTRY AND MOLECULAR

BIOLOGY HAS WAD REvOLUTIONARY IMPACT IN THESE FIELDS.

BEFORE THE DEVELOPMENT OF NMR SCIENTISTS USED X-RAY DIFFRACTION TO

STUDY THE THREE DIMENSIONAL STRUCTURE OF MOLECULES. X-RAY DIFFRACTION

WAS, HOWEVER, LIMITED TO MOLECULES IN THE SOLID STATE. WITH NMR IT
.* 4.
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BECAME POSSIBLE FOR W FIRST FINE TO STUDY THE SPATIAL STRUCTURE OF

MOLECULES IN SOLUTION. PHYSIOLOGISTS, FOR EXAMPLE, COULD INVESTIGATE

THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE STRUCTURE OF A MOLECULE IN SOLUTION -- THE

BIOLOGICALLY IMPORTANT SITUATION. REACTIONS COULD BE MONITORED IN A

CELL OR TISSUE UNDER NORMAL, ABNORMAL, OR DISEASED CONDITIONS. FOR

EXAMPLE, THE SYNTHESIS OR DEGRADATION OF ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPNATE, THE

SOURCE OF ENERGY IN MUSCLE ACTION, COULD BE FOLLOwED AND FOLLOWED

#0k-DEGTRucTivELY AND NoN'INvASIVEtY PREVIOUSLY, IT WAS NECESSARY TO

DESTROY OR KILL THE TISSUE. BIOLOGISTS STUDIED REACTIONS IN THE

INTACT LIVER, INTACT HEART MUSCLE, AND IN OTHER TISSUES AS THEY

METABOLIZED.

MOREOVER, IT IS NOW ACTUALLY POSSIBLE TO MAP THE INTERIOR OF A

TISSUE OR ORGAN USING MIR IMAGING IN A MANNER THAT is AHALAGOUS TO

THAT USED IN CAT-SCANNING. LIVING SYSTEMS CAN BE STUDIED DIRECTLY AND

POTENTIALLY HARHLESSLY BOTH FOR SCIENTIFIC AND MEDICAL PURPOSES.

TAUS, AN EXOTIC PREDICTION BASET. ON A COMPLEX THEORETICAL MODEL FAR

REMOVED FROM THE REAL WORLD OF BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE DEVELOPED, THROUGH

THE EFFORTS OF MANY PHYSICISTS, CHEMISTS, AND BIOLOGISTS, INTO AN

IMPORTANT TOOL FOR ADVANCING THE UNDERSTANDING OF LIFE PROCESSES-

pATIoNAI IHVESINENT IN RESEARCH InsTRumFATATIOt

As THESE TWO EXAMPLES DRANATICALLV SUGGEST, AN INVESTMENT IN

RESEARCH INSTRUMENTATION IS AN INVESTMENT THAT INCREASES BOTH THE

QUALITY OF THE SCIENCE THAT CAN BE PURSUED AND THE PRODUCTIVITY AND

41 7
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EFFICIENCY OF THE INVESTIGATOR. IN ADDITION, WHEN THIS EQUIPMENT IS

LOCATED ON A UNIVERSITY OR COLLEGE CAMPUS IT CONTRIBUTES SIGNIFICANTLY

TO THE TRAINING OF THE GRADUATE STUDENTS WHO HILL BECOME THE FUTURE .

SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS STAFFING OUR INDUSTRIAL, ACADEMIC, AND

GOVERNMENTAL INSTITUTIONS. THUS. IF wE ARE TO REALIZE THE FULL

POTENTIAL OF ouRliATIOR1 INVEIFINENT IR RESEARCH AND IO.GRADOATE___

EDUCATION. IT IS VITAL THAT WE MAINTAIN AND CONTINUALLY IMPROVE TOE

QUALITY AND AVAILABILITY OF ITS IHSTRUMENTATIOWDASE.

IN THE PAST FEW YEARS, THERE HAS BEEN A GROWING REALIZATION THAT

WE, AS A NATION ARE UNDERINVESTING IN STATE-OF-THE-ART INSTRUMENTATION

AND FACILITIES IN ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS. THOUGH THE EXACT MAGNITUDE

OF THE PROBLEM CANNOT BE DETERMINED AT PRESENT. NUMEROUS INDICATORS

ALL SEEM TO POINT IN THE SAME DIRECTION: THE PROBLEM IS LARGE AND

INVOLVES MOST AREAS OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING AND MOST OF OuR'MAJOR

RESEARCH UNIVERSITIES.

A 'STUDY BY THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITIES IR 1481, FOR

EXAMPLE, EXAMINED THE INSTRUMENTATION AND FACILITIES NEEDS OF SIX

DISCIPLINES IN 15 LEADING UNIVERSITIES. OFFICIALS, IN THESE

INSTItUTIONS REPORTED THAT THEY WERE WERE FREQUENTLY UNABLE TO PROVIDE

RESEARCHERS AND STUDENTS WITH ACCESS TO MODERN EQUIPMENT IN ONE OR

MORE OF THESE FIELDS IN GENERAL, THERE WAS A PATTERN OF PIECEMEAL

AND UNECONOMICAL EFFORTS A' RENOVATION AND REPAIR OF EXISTING

EQUIPMENT THAT RESULTED FROM INSUFFICIENT FUNDS. THESE UNIVERSITIES

REPORTED THAT THEY WOULD HAVE TO SPEND ALMOST 1800 MILLION OVER THREE

YEARS JUST TO PROVIDE MODERN EQUIPMENT FOR THEIR EXISTING FACULTY.

4 8
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EXTRAPOLATING FROM THESE NUMBERS, if1E AAU STUDY SUGGESTED THAT AS MUCH

AS $4.4 BILLION WOULD BE REQUIRED OVER A 3'5 YEAR PERIOD TO FULLY

UPGRADE INSTRUMENTATION AT THE 100 LEADING ACADEMIC RESEARCH

INSTITUTIONS.

MORE RECENTLY, AT THE URGING Or THIS COMMITTEE, THE FOUNDATION HAS

BEGUN,n_pAVELOP STATISTICALLY RELIABLE INDICATORS OF TRENDS IN THE

COST, CONDITION, AND UTILIZATION OF RESEARCH INSTRUMENTATION IN

UNIVERSITIES AS A BASIS FOR PROJECTING CURRENT AND FUTURE NEEDS.

QUESTIONNAIRES HAVE BEEN SENT GUT TO A STRATIFIED SAMPLE OF 40

INSTITUTIONS FROM AMONG THE 160 LARGEST PERFORMERS OF ACADEMIC R&D.

IR PHASE ONE, INFORHATION WILL BE GATHERED ON ENGINEERING, COMPUTER

SCIENCE, AND THE PHYSICAL SCIENCES. IN THE SECOND PHASE,ADDITIONAL

INFORMATION WILL BE COLLECTED ON THE BIOLOGICAL, AGRICULTURAL, AND

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES.

WHILE THE RESULTS FROM THE FIRST PHASE WILL NOT BE AVAILABLE UNTIL

LATER THIS TEAR, THE FOUNDATION HAS ALREADY COMPLETED A PILOT STUDY IN

38 INSTITUTIONS IN FOUR SUBFIELDS " ORGANIC CHEMISTRY, CELL BIOLOGY,

SOLID STATE PHYSICS, AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING. THIS PILOT STUDY

FOUND THAT ABOUT ONE-FOURTH OF THE RESEARCH EQUIPMENT IN THE FOUR

FIELDS COMBINED WAS TEN YEARS OLD: ONE-FOURTH WAS FIVE TO NINE YEARS

OLD; AND ONE-HALF WAS Less THAN FIVE YEARS OLD. IN THE ma FIVE

YEARS, RESEARCHERS PLAN TO REPLACE ONe'FIPTH OP au., THE EQUIPMENT AND

36 PERCENT OF THAT COSTING $50.000 OR LESS. SIXTY-FIVE PERCENT OF THE

TOTAL EQUIPMENT NAO HEN ACQUIRED PARTLY OR ENTIRELY WITH FEDERAL

FUNDS.

-77.
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.
IN FY 1983, THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE ANNOUNCED A SPECIAL $30

,BILLION PROGRAM AIRED AT'UPGRADING ACADEMIC RESEARCH INSTRUMENTATION.

IN RESPONSE TO THIS ANNOUNCEMENT, THEY RECEIvED OVER $600 MILLION IM

PROPOSALS. THIS IS STILL ANOTHER INDICATION OF THE POTENTIAL

MAGNITUDE AND IMPORTANCE OF THE PROBLEM.

MSF SUPPORT OF INSTRUMENTATION,

_ _

THE FOUNDATION'S PROGRAMS SUPPORT THE PURCHASE AND OPERATION OF

RESEARCH INSTRUMENTATION AND ASSOCIATED FACILITIES IN OHE OF SEVERAL

MODES. THE MOST GIIERAL AHD COMMON MAY IS TO PROVIDE A SINGLE

INVESTIGATOR WITH THE INSTRUMENT NE REQUIRES III CONNECTION WITH NIS

PEER - REVIEWED PROJECT.' THE EQUIPMENT IS MOST FREQUENTLY OFFTNE-sHELF

AND AVERAGES ABOUT415,000 TO $18,000 PER PIECE. MORE EXPENSIVE,

SINGLE INSERUREHTS FOR MULTI-USER, MULTI-GROUP PROJECTS NAY BE

REQUESTED THROUGH SPECIAL PROGRAMS SUCH AS THE ASTRONONICAL,

BIOLOGICAL, CHEMICAL, :0D MATER:ALS RESEARCH INSTRUMENTATION PROGRAMS.

SOME OF THIS EQUIPMENT, SUCH Al THE MILLIMETER WAVE RECEIVERS eN

ASTRONOMY, IS DEVELOPED AND SOME IS IMAM-SHELF. THE COST PROBABLY

AVERAGES AROUND $90,000 PER PIECE.

BETWEEN FY 1978 AND FY 1980, NSF ESTABLISHED FOURTEEN REGIONAL

INSTRUNENTATION FACILITIES INTENDED TO RAKE COSTLY INSTRUNENTATION

ACCESSIBLE TO A LARGE NUMBER OF QUALIFIED USERS, INCLUDING TMOSE AT

SNALLER INSTITUTIONS. THE SPECIALTIES OF Ma. FACILITIES RANGED FROM

MASS SPECTROSCOPY AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA AND AT JOHNS HOPKINS
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UNIYERSITY. TO NNR AT YALE AHD THE UNIYERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA AHD

THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS.

FINALLY. THE FOUNDATION SUPPORTS A LIMITED NUMBER OF LARGE SCALE

FACILITIES SUCH AS KITT PEAX NATIONAL ORSERYATORY. THE ACADEMIC

OCEANOGRAPHIC FLEET, AHD THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH.

NY REHARXS BEFORE YOUR COMMITTEE LAST WEER DEMONSTRATED THE

SIGNIFICANCE OF SUCH FACILITIES FOR RESEARCH IH THE ASTRONOMICAL AND

GEOPHYSICAL SCIENCES,

THE FY 1984 BUDGET REQUEST ADDRESSES THE PROBLEM OF INCREASED NEED

FOR RESEARCH INSTRUMENTATION BY PLACING A HIGH PRIORITY OH IT IN MOST

OF THE FOUNDATION'S PROGRAMS. IT IS ESTIMATED THAT SUPPORT OF

RESEARCH INSTRUMENTATION FOR NSF AS A WHOLE WILL INCREASE BY ABOUT 61

PERCENT BETWEEN FY 1883 AND Fr1984.

EACH PROGRAM ADDRESSES RESEARCH INSTRUMENTATION IN A MANNER TMAT

IS CONSISTENT WITH ITS PARTICULAR REOUIREM'.HTS AHD NEEDS- THIS

PERMITS MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY IN ATTENDING TO'THE EOUIPMENT NEEDS IN

EACH DIICIPLINE AS TO SIZE. COST. AND MODE OF SUPPORT. THE HIGHLIGHTS

OF THEIR ACTIVITIES INCLUDE:

O A HEW EOUIPMENT PROGRAM IN ENGINEERING WHICH WILL REQUIRE

MATCHING FUNDS FROM INDUSTRY AHD THE GRANTEE UNIVERSITY;

k
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O AN INSTRUMENTATION PROGRAM IN COHPUTER RESEARCH TO PROVIDE

5 ppORT FOR THE PURCHASE OF MINICOMPUTERS IlY INDIVIDUAL

/7

,
NvESTIGAIOR5/

O PARTIAL SUPPORT FOR THE ACQUISITION OF A NEW SUB-MILLIMETER AND

AN OPTICAL TELESCOPE COSTING IN THE SI - E2 MILLION RANGE, AS

WELL AS SUPPORTi0M IMPROVED RECEIVERS AND PROCESSING
)

EQUIPMENT:

O EXPANSION OF SUP ORT OF RESEARCH AND EQUIPMENT AT THE CORNELL

ELECTRON STORAGE RING, THE ILLINOIS ELECTRON ACCELERATOR, AND

THE INDIANA UNIVERSITY CYCLOTRON: AND

O INVESTMENT IN GEocHEmicAL INSTRUMENTATION SUCH AS MASS

SPECTROMETERS, ELECTRON SEAM INSTRUMENTS, AND GEOPHYSICAL

DETECTORS TO UPGRADE AND REPLACE RESEARCH EQUIPMENT IN THE

EARTH SCIENCES SUPPORTED ORIGINALLY BY NASA AND THE DOD OVER A

DECADE AGO'

IN FY 1982, THE FOUNDATION ORGANIZED THE INTERAGENCY WORKING GROUP

ON UNIVERSITY RESEARCH INSTRUMENTATION WITH REPRESENTATIVES FROM THE

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE, THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES,

THE DEPARTNENT OF ENERGY, THE DEPARTMENT OF AORIC....TuRE, AND THE

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION. THESE AGENCIES, WHICH"

WITH NSF PROVIDE oveR 95 PERCENT OF FEDERAL SUPPORT OF UNIVERSITY

RESEARCH, 4RE ACQUIRING FURTHER DATA ON THE STATE OF UNIVERSITY

EQUIPMENT, ARE TAKING NEW INITIATIVES WITHIN THEIR RESEARCH BUDGETS TO

0 4 e,
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PLACE GREATER EMPHASIS ON INSTRUMENTATION, AND ARE MAKING FEDERAL LABS

MORE ACCESSIBLE"TO UNIVERSITY RESEARCHERS.

RESPONSES BY UNWFRsITIFs AND THE PRIVATE SFruk

IT IS ALSO CLEAR TO US AT THE FOUNDATION THAT MANY pulvERSITIV

NAVE BEGUN TO ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY FOR IMPROVING THEIR MANAGEMENT OF

INSTRUMENTATION AND ARE ABOUT TO EMBARK ON A MAJOR EDUCATION EFFORT TO

EN:OuRAGE NEW FINANCING ARRANGEMENTS, EQUIPMENT SHARING, AND MORE

RESPONSIVE UNIVERSITY REGULATIONS AND POLICIES. A REVISION OF OMB

CIRCULAR Al! HAS HELPED. IN THE PAST, INTEREST WAS HOT AN ALLOWABLE

COST TO BE INCLUDED IN UNIVERSITY OVERHEAD. WITH THIS REVISION,

INTEREST ON LOANS FOR PURCHASE OF PIECES OF RESEARCH EQUIPMENT COSTING

$10,000 OR HOPE IS ALLOWABLE.

THE ECONOMIC RECOVERY TAX ACT OF 1981 PROVIDED INCENTIVES FOR

MANUFACTURERS OF SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS TO CONTRIBUTE RESEARCH

APPARATUS T

t

INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION. THE LAW PERMITS A
,

CoRpoRATI0 MAKING A QUALIFIED EQUIPMENT DONATION TO TAKE UP TO TWICE

a
THE COST MANUFACTURING AS A TAX DEDUCTION. THE EFFECTIVE ImPACT OF

THIS PROVISION ON THE BENAYIOR OF EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS IS STILL

UNCLEAR CAUSE THE TAX PROVISIONS ARE COMPLEX AND BECAUSE THEY ARE

JUST ONE SET OF MANY FACTORS WHICH AFFECT THE TAX POSITION OF FIRMS

DONATING MIMIC TO ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS.

THE FOUNDATION HAS EXPERIHENTED WITH ENCOURAGING PRIVATE

INSTRUM NT MANUFACTURERS TO MAKE CONTRIBUTIONS OF SCIENTIFIC

s
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INSTRUMENTATION TO UNIvERSIIIES. ONE EFFORT RESULTED IN GIFTS OF

COMPUTERS TO COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES TO FACILITATE THE DEVELOPMENT

OF SPECIAL COURSEWARE IN PRECOLLEGE AND UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION. IN

ANOTHER, MAJOR COMPUTER MANUFACTURERS GALE NSF GRANTEES SUBSTANTIAL

DISCOUNTS OH COMPUTERS TO BE USED IN RESEARCH IN MATHEMATICS..

SENSITIVE TO POSSIBLE QUESTIONS CONCERNING THE FEDERAL ROLE IN

ARRANGEMENTS OF THIS SORT, THE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD AT ITS OCTOBER,

1982, MEETING ESTABLISHED A POLICY ENCOURAGING SUCH ARRANGEMENTS AND

, DIRECTING THE FOUNDATION TO 'AVOID ACTIONS THAT WOULD COMPROMISE THE

INTEGRITY OF THE NSF; AVOID FAVORING OR APPEARING TO FAVOR ONE

I MANUFACTURER OVER ANOTHER, AND AVOID INAPPROPRIATE EXPLOITATION OF
i

NSF'S REPUTATION.' MORE RECENTLY TIME BOARD ALSO DEALT HITWTHE

QUESTION OF POSSIBLE ewlmERCIAL USE OF NSF suPoRTED INSTRUMENTATION

IN A STATEMENT ADOPTED IN JANUARY, 1983, EMPHASIZING, IN PART,'THAT

. IT IS CONTRARY TO NSF's INTENT FOR GRANTEES TO USE

OF'SURPORTED RESEARCH INSTRUMENTATION OR FACILITIES TO PROVIDE

SERVICES FOR A FEE IN DIRECT COMPETITION WITH PRIVATE COMPANIES THAT
%

PROVIDE EQUIVALENT SERvICES THE FOUNDATION IS CURRENTLY REVIEWING A

NOTICE WHICH WILL OESENT TO UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES LATER THIS YEAR

OUTLINING THE GUIDELINES FOR THE USE AND OPERATION OF NSF-SPONSORED

RESEARCH INSTRUMENTATION AND FACILITIES.

CONCLUDING OFMARKI

MR. CHAIRMAN, 1 FEEL CERTAIN THAT YOU AND THE OTHER MEMBERS OF

YOUR COMMITTEE SHARE MY VIEWS ON THE CRITICAL IMPORTANCE or
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INSTRUHENTATION FOR MAINTAINING THE QUALITY OF OUR SCIENTIFIC

ENTERPRISE AND FOR STRENGTHENING OUR TRAINING OF FUTURE SCIENTISTS AND
O

ENGINEERS. AN INVESTHENT IN RESEARCH INSTRUMENTATION IS AN INVESTMENT

IN QUALITY GRADUATE EDUCATION AS WELL AS QUALITY SCIENCE AND

ENGINEERING.

flBELIEVE THAT THE FOUNDATION'S FY 1484 PROGRAM WILL TAKE A FIRST

IMPORTANT STEP TOWARDS UPGRADING THE PRESENT QUALITY OF AVAILABLE
.

INSTRUHENTATION IN THE NATION'S COLLEGES AND UNlvERSITIES I ALSO

BELIEVE THAT THE LEADERSHIP ROLE wNICH THE FOUNDATION HAS PLAYED AND

WILL CONTINUE TO PLAY IN URGING OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES, THE PRIVATE

SECTOR, AND UNIVERSITIES rEmSELVES IS Or GREAT IMPORTANCE IF WE ARE

TO CONTINUE THIS ADVANCE.'

Mr. WALGREN. Thank you very much, Dr. Knapp..
The figure of 65 percent of equipment being acquired with Feder-

al or partly Federal funds rings a lot of bells, which I guess just
again emphasizes the magnitude of the problem. I remember I
went to one of my universities not too long ago, the engineering
laboratory, and it was literally all World War II distribution from
the defense effort, except for two computers that were charitably
given by a Japanese company, and they had little plaques on the
wal:. However, it was just amazing to see the Federal base in that
laboratory, from my perspective.

We are very interested in NSF's trying to grapple with this prob-
lem. You indicate that you are going to be spending a certain
amounta 61percent increase in the budget in 1984 over 1983in
research.

Dr. KNAPP. That is correct.
Mr. WALGREN. This committee in the past has, with a rather

blunt instrument, promulgated th6 thought that perhaps 10 poi.
cent of research money should be spent on instrumentation. How
do NSF's operations measure against that kind of a direction?

Dr. KNAPP. It depends on which of the Foundations s directorates
you are discussing. In the MPS directorate, for fiscal year 1984
about 20 percent of the budget will be for instrumentationwith
this 61-percent increase. In the other directorates, the percentage
increase is somewhat less. I would say that 10 percent is probably
slightly low compared to what NSF will really do in fiscal year
1984.

Mr. WALGREN. How can we be satisfied that we can really track
those dollars into instrumentation? Is your administrative system
at NSF set up in such a way that you can really say point blank
that x dollars of the moneys that you commit are in fact directed
towards instrumentation?

Dr. KNAPP. There are three different ways in which NSF sup-
ports instrumentation. One is in the research grants themF 3Ives;
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the second is with these special instrumentation programs, and the
third is the support of large facilities used for research in the var-
ious disciplines.

In the latter two, it is easy to track n.oney spent for instrumen-
tation, and about 60 percent of the total instrumentation budget is
in the latter two categories. The large facilitieswe certainly know
they are thereand they are instrumentation. In the research in-
strumentation centers and the special instrumentation programs,
the instrumentation is also clearly documented.

Where there may be a question as to whether the money has
really been spent for instrumentation is the area of instrumenta-
tion supported with research grants. In that area, we are alerting
NSF program managert to verify during site visits that the instru-
mentation is up to date and meets the description provided in the
research proposal.

However, there is no specific way that the Foundation can re-
quire the reporting of the purchase of instrumentation on a grant
after the grant is awarded to the university. Of course, the title to
the equipment rests with the university that gets the grant; it is
not government equipment.

We can be quite certain, however, that the research done with
the funds provided by NSF clod use the equipment requested in
the grant. It has to do that in order to be competitive.

Mr. WALGREN. You mentioned these regional instrumentation ef-
forts through NSF, regional instrumentation facilities. How do
they work?

Dr. KNAPP. Some instrumentation necessary for the conduct of
certain kinds of research is located all in one.place, for example, a
university campus. Investigators from all of the universities in that
area come to that facility and use the instrumentation for the ex-
periments that they wish to do.

That arrangement is good for some kinds of research, it is inap-
propriate for others. It is certainly clear that all instrumentation
could not be handled that way. However, it is successful for some
kinds of instrumentation, and it is used widely in some fields.

Mr. W6LGREN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Gregg.
Mr. GREGG. You have increased your budget by almost $90 mil-

lion over 1982 actual?
Dr. KNAPP. For instrumentation?
Mr. GREGG. Right.
Dr. KNAPP. Yes.
Mr. GREGG. That is a considerable increase, and I congratulate

you for it. Do you think it meets all your needs?
Dr. KNAPP. The solution to the instrumentation problem will be

a multiyear program within the Foundation emphasizing instru-
mentation for many years in order to satisfy the need. The need is
really very great. The number quoted in my testimonyan $800
million shortfall in 15 major research universitieshas been fairly
well documented. The larger number for all university research is
not so well documented, but it must be in the billion dollar range,
perhaps, in the multibillion dollar range.

The, efore, clearly an $80 million increase in instrumentation
funding does not solve the problem in a year or several years. How-
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ever, there are other sources of funding for instrumentation. the
DOD has a program, the DOE also funds instrumentation in uni-
versities. Taken as a whole, with all of the agencies funding instru-
mentation at an enhanced rate for the next few years, we will be
able W make a fair improvement in the problem the universities
are facing today.

Mr. GREGG. In arriving at this funding increase, did you have to
adjust any of the other directorates?

Dr. KNAPP. All of the NSF research directorates are participat
ing in the increased funding for instrumentation.

Mr. GREGG. Where did the increase come from? Is it an addition-
al, add-on, or is it a transfer from people?

Dr. KNAPP. Instrumentation makes up a major part of the in-
creased funding requested for fiscal. year 1984. We have not taken
funds from the conduct of science in order to get the increase in
instrummtation, we have just emphasized instrumentation with
the increase in funding.

Mr. GREGG. Thank you.
Mr. WALGREN. Thank your Mr. Gregg.
Mr. Bateman.
Mr. BATEM V. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
.Mr. WALGRit..... Mr. Skeen.
Mr. SKEEN. Dr. Knapp, you make mention in the report of the

Foundation's own research program that it would require matching
funding from industry. What kind of reception are you getting?
You alb:tied to it, but as a specific response can you give me any
idea of how well received the program is how much progress you
a-renmaking-in-matched-funding'?--------

Dr. KNAPP. I can say something about what has happened in the
computer equipment business, whe-e we have had quite a bit of
success in obtaining donations and aiscounts from some computer
manufacturers.

Mr. SKEEN. Either equipment or funding, you get a little of both
or get Offers of both.

Dr. KNAPP. Yes. I don't know how the idea of matching funds for
equipment at these higher dollar values will be received, but at the
level that NSF has been operating, I see no great problem in get-
ting matching funds for NSF instrumentation programs.

Mr. SKEEN. It doesn't cause the Foundation any ethical prob-
lems?

Dr. KNAPP. We must be careful there. We are trying to walk a
line that does not give one manufacturer an edge in the market
over another manufacturer. NSF, of course, is only a matchmaker
in this effort. NSF puts universities in touch with companies, and
they make whatever arrangements seem best for the universities.
NSF is not involved in any contractual arrangements, but still we
must be careful that the process is completely open, without favor
for one manufacturer over another.

We have worried a great deal about that. The Board's guidance
helps assure that the Foundation has been careful to avoid any
conflict;] that could cause problems.

Mr. SKEEN. Well, we here on the Hill think there is probablyor
a lot of us do, some of us don'tand I don't envy your position as
being a marriage broker or a counselor. Either one, Dr. Knapp, in
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this case would be kind of difficult. However, I would think too
that we would like to encourage this kind of thing. In certain situa-
tions that we are familiar with in this part of the country, there is
this willingness to have this kind of participation and cooperation.

It's very difficult, though, who makes the first approach in this
thing I would think the National Science Foundation would have a
very difficult problem deciding who is it that brings up the subject,
or whe do you approach in a cooperative sense. I don't know, is in-
dustry itself willing to make the initial approach in these sugges-
tions for universities or other institutions, in matching funus or
gifts of equipment and so forth?

Dr. KNAPP In th? case of the computer equipment that I alluded
to, I understand the Foundation was makings grants for computer
equipment in several universities, arid a manufacturer came for-
ward with a proposal. If items could be lumped, then the universi-
ties could have such-and-such equipment with a large discount, and
it was accepted.

Mr. SKEEN. Is it a widespread practice now, or is it increasing,
or---

Dr. KNAPP. I think it is fairly widespread.
Mr. SKEEN. Thank you very much, Dr. Knapp.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WALGREN. Thank you, Mr. Skeen.
Mr. Brown.
Mr. Bfiewist. Dr. Knapp, does the Foundation have any plans for

supporting any new earth-based optical telescope developments in
the next few years?

Dr. KNAPP The Astronomy. Division of the Foundation is request-
ing-iumis to study' technology that co 7d- le-Eid towards- a large,
earth-based optical telescope. The new technology is not defined,
but, there are ideas on how to proceei with the development of the
technology for such a telescope. No design is being developed. Stud-
ies underway all looking at possible ways of making large mirrors
without requiring massive systems to support them.

Mr. BROWN. The University of California people have not spoken
to you about what they are proposing to do? I think they have an
instrument somewhat like this in mind, in the conceptual stage.

Dr. KNAPP. I am not aware of it. No one from the University of
California has come to see me specifically. I am certain that they
are talking with NSF staff in the Astronomy Division.

Mr. BROWN. Going on to another subjectand I have not read
your statement yet, and I apologize for that -could you comment
on the status of the NSF. computer science network, what they call
CSNET? I am interested in whether or -tot that network is intend-
ed to provide broader scientific access to supercomputers. Every
time I turn around there seems to be a new generaLon of comput-
ers and new networks developing, and I am kind of wondering
what the role is that NSF is playing in that development.

Dr. KNAPP. That is an extremely complicated topic. The CSNET
itself is a network connecting computer science departments in

i
uni-

versities funded by NSF around the country. As a network, it s in-
adequate to serve for access to supercomputing. It is relatively
slow. It is used for transmitting data and messages, but it is not
adequate for high data rates required in supercomputing systems,
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such as can IN transmitted on ARPANET or the magnetic fusion
network developed in the Department of Energy.

ARPANET is a network supported by the DOD. It is adequate for
access to large-scale scientific computing; in fact, this network is

_ available on many university campuses and perhaps could be ex-
panded and incorporated with CSNET to make a network for major
computer access by researchers on university campuses.

There 13 .the future possibility that commercial networks will be
developed with adequate capacity so that universities can be con-
nected to large-scale computing facilities remote from their cam-
puses. However, commercial networking must be looked at careful-
ly. We must understand exactly what we are getting involved with
before wed use a commercial network for this purpose.

The Foundation has formed a committee among the assistant di-
---- rectors to look at the problem of computer access for NSF grantees.

We want to understand an optimum direction to proceed in achiev-
ing access to major computers for the grantees. This will be a
major topic of consideration at the Board meeting in May. 4,

I personally 1+.9ieve that access to large computers by scientists
in the universities is extremely important. It must be a multia-
gency, programnot just the NSFin order to coordinate all of
these efforts and get the most access for the minimum expenditure
of funds. .

Mr. BROWN. Wasn't that one of the recommendations of the con
f ience on large-scale computing which you sponsored with the
DOD a year or so ago? Oh, you weren't here then, yes.

Dr. KNAPP. I wasn't here, but I think that is correct.
Mr. BROWN. I was out at NCARI may have mentioned IUD__

youlast month, and I observed the Cray machine, and I think I
was told that they were developing connections with some of the
adjoining western universities with that machine, some sort of a
network or access. You have mentioned, I think, the fusion use.
Don't Los Alamos and Livermore both have Cray machines?

Dr. KNAPP. Yes.
Mr. BROWN. Are they interconnected?
Dr. KNAPP. They are not interconnected, but there is a Liver-

more machine, perhaps two machines, in the FUSION NET which,
for example, researchers at Princeton University use almost con-
tinuously.

Mr. BROWN. Are they linked by microwave or satellite or
Dr. KNAPP. The FUSION NET is linked by satellite; the AR-

PANET by telephone line and probably microwaves. I am not cer-
tain the way it works, but the lines are not just typical, dial tele-
phone lines. Such lines are much too slow for this purpose.

Mr. BROWN. Do you ever visualize in your mind's eye some utopi-
an network which is interconnected by satellite and has all kinds
of public service connection capabilities?

Dr. KNAPP. I am not sure you can do everything for everybody in
one system, but if this technology continues to evolve, certainly sci-
entific computing around the country will be interconnected in a
general way.

Mr. BROWN. Is there a difference in the interconnections re-
quired here and the interconnections that would be required in this
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contract that 1 understand the Air Force let to interconnect all
their computers on a global basis Just a month or two ago?

Dr. KNAPP. I don't know the details of the Air Force contract.
Mr. BROWN. Thank you very_much.
Mr. WALGREN. Thank you, Mr. Brown.
Do we know how much of the equipment and ,instrumentation

effort goes into computers as opposed to other kinds of equipment?
Dr. KNAPP. 1 don't, but we could certainly supply the information

for the record.
(The material follows:)

COMPUTER EQUIPMENT FUNDING

NSF funding fur -ionputer equipment in the four research directorates tAAEO,
BBS, E:siG, :WSJ ts estimated to be $11.7 million an Fiscal Year 1983 and $27.1.8 mil-
lion fur Faso il Year 19S This represents 13.1 percent of the total equipment and
instrumentation in Fiscal Year 1983 and 14.3 percent in Fiscal Year 1984.

Mr. WALGREN. I guess it is obvious_ that networks are possibly
very helpful in terms of reducing cost, and yet we are only to the
stage of having a committee at this point in NSF to evaluate what
networking in terms of access ought to be. Is that your testimony?

Dr. KNAPP. Certain kinds of computing have dominated the field
during the past few years. Relatively smaller computers have been
involved. In fact, for most scientific calculations, computers that
are compatible with a university campus are really needed. Only in
special-purpose cases, such as Mr. Wilson discussed with the com-
mittee a couple of weeks ago, are supercomputers really necessary
and access to the network is really required.

It is a fairly complicated problemgetting the right kind of com-
putu -fiTfthe rig-51 number ofTeW13 e on illthe campuses. It will
take a while to understand all the ramifications of an optimum
system for the country. If it is possible to have a computer on
campus adequate to the needs of investigators who are doing the
research there, and if the computer would be completely utilized,
then I think it is clearly preferable to have the computer on the
campus rather than remotely located.

Mr. WALGREN. With respect to being completely utilized, I under-
stand that there is this process where pieces of equipment might be
available if we were allowing user charges as cost elements in a re-
search proposal, where a larger system could be put in place and,
without NSF money, built into the structure of whatever entity
was putting it there, but then the financing base to carry that in-
strument would be made up of various user charges. Do we have
those user charges as legitimate expenses at this point?

Dr. KNAPP. I understand that those are legitimate expenses.
Mr. WALGItEN. Just one other thought. It is my understanding

that there is this National Technical Information Service, and it
tries to be a network for certain information but NSF does not con-
tribute to that. Is that correct?

Dr. KNAPP. I'm sorry, I don't know the details.
MI. WALGREN. Well, maybe we could ask somebody to give us a

view of that. The idea is that supposedly the NSF is the only Fed-
eral agency which does not provide information with respect to re-
search findings to this technical information service, and if that is
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the case, we ought to unders'.and why we are withholding and
what we are withholding.

Dr. KNAPP. I'M sorry. I don's know any detail at all.
[The material follows:)
During the years that the Smithsonian Science Information Exchange served as

the clearinghouse for research in progress. NSF furnished hard-copy minimum.*
'Form IP of all grants to the Exchange on a rout;ne basis. However. when NTIS as
sumed this responsibility And required the input in this form of computer readable,
indexed abstracts of current research projects, NSF was forced to reconsider its par-
ticipation After reviewing the substantial additional costs of the work required to
provide the information and in the absence of compelling evidence that it would be
used extensively by the scientific; community, NSF decided not to participate in the
datn collection in its current form NSF does, however, arrange for the dissemina-
tion through NTIS of research results in applied and policy related research where
the traditional means of dissemination used in disi..ipIine-oriented basic research
may not be adequate.

-Mr. WALGREN. OK. This Circular A-21and this is an area that
I don't know very much about at allyou say it was revised. I am
remembering that a certain amount of overhead was asked to be
shouldered by the institutions, at least in the medical area, by this
administration just as a cost-cutting effort in research. They were
going to simply strike from the grants 10 percent of the adminis-
trative costs.

That seems to run counter to your reference to Circular A-21,
where you are allowing greater overhead costs to be covered in
your grant, essentially. Is that an area of any controversy present-
ly in NSF?

Dr. KNAPP. No, it has not come to my attention since I have been
Director that any cutting of the overhead or indirect costs is being
contemplated for NSF grants.

Mr. WALGREN. M r. Gregg.
Mr. GREGG. Dr. Knapp, you are aware, of course, that H.R. 1310

passed the House and that in that there was the matching grant
proposal for the $100 million fund to be set up under the Fuqua
proposal Can you advise us as to how you are contemplating han-
dling that, assuming it proceeds?

Dr KNAPP. The administration is studying its position with re-
spect to H.R 1310. and I probably should not comment directly. We
are studying the provisions affecting NSF in portions of that bill.
We feel now that the various provisions are such that NSF would
have funding for a reasonable program in support of science and

-mathematics education.
Mr. GREGG. I guess you are saying, essentially, that you don't

want to get into it until it passes and the administration has ac-
cepted it?

Dr. KNAPP. There are many players in the act.
Mr. GREGG. We will stand by, then, waiting for that to be further

sugared off so that we could getI think it would be good if NSF
could give a sense of how you are going to handle this.

Mr, WALGREN, Further sugared off? Is that a local- -
Mr. GREGG. We're getting into the spring now.
Mr. WALGREN. Mr. Gregg is from New Hampshire.
Mr. GREGG. I would be interested in whether you plan to set lip a

different directorate or whether you intend to--
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Dr. KNAPP. I commented on that question at a hearing of this
subcommittee recently. I said that depending oh the size and com-
plexity of the program NSF, would have to pdt forward, I would
have to decide about a separate directorate for education. I would
like to wait until that time to comment on the plans. It is clear
that if NSF has a large program, it must have an appropriate orga-
nization to manage the program.

Mr. GREGG. Very good. Thank you.
Mr. WALGREN. Mr. MacKay, any thoughts or questions?
Mr. MACKAY. No, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WALGREN. Mr. Sensenbrenner.
Mr. SENSENBRENNER. No questions.
Mr. WALGREN. OK. Let me ask one final one, if I could, and that

is, it is our understanding that the Department of Energy is pro-
posing a $180 million effort in a materials laboratory over a period
of 5 years. The question arises, how does isTSP rAlateao_that, inas-
much as a large part of the physical science effort is related to rla-
tenets? Why would that laboratory go into DOE, as opposed to
being run by NSF, and what was our input to that decision from
NSFs standpoint?

Dr. KNAPP. Yes, NSF has a Materials Science Division and mate-
rials science is also in other divisions, such as the Chemistry
Division. NSF supports a lot of work in materials, but the Depart-
ment of Energy also does a great deal of work in materials. The
Department has a Materials Research Division with a large budget,
probably larger than the NSF's budget in materials research.

NSF funds only a fraction of the materials research conducted in
the country; it is and has been a Department of Energy field of sci-
ence. The Department is only expanding its effort in this field.

As for NSF's input into DPE's proposed program, I feel myself
that materials science is an extremely fruitful and active area of
science, something that could easily take expansion. It is an impor-
tant 'program and an area of science that will return great divi-
dends to this country.

As for detailed plans to fund this laboratory, NSF has not been
involved in the planning. However, I do not think it will affect ad-
versely NSF grantees in Foundation-supported materials science
laboratories. In fact, as I say, having more effort in materials sci-
ence is a positive step for the country to take.

Mr. WALGREN. Can I ask how we would be coordinated in general
with other research efforts of the Government? If we have not been
involved with the direction and the thrust of that DOE laboratory,
that then raises a general question of the state of coordination of
effort that we are making on many levels.

Dr. KNAPP. I can speak specifically about the two fields of science
in which I have experience as a scientist. I think the coordination
between the Department of Energy and the National Science Foun-
dation in both high energy physics and in nuclear physics is excel-
lent. We have joint committees with members from both DOE and
NSF. We try to plan joint programs in which NSF grantees use De-
partment of Energy facilities, and vice versa.

Therefore, in the fields that I am aware of, we have excellent co-
ordination. Materials science is a field with which I am less famil-
iar as a scientist. I do not know what the mechanisms are in that
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field, but I would think, as materials science needs the size of
equipment that requires national centers such as the synchrotron
light source at the Brookhaven Laboratory and neutron scattering
facilities for solid-state physics studies at Los Alamos, it "l0 impor-
tant that similar committee structures be set up so that we do have
close coordination of the programs.

Mr. WALGREN. Maybe we could leave the record open at this
point for some kind of submission that the Agency might like to
make, which would assure us that from a management standpoint
we are in direct pursuit of that kind of coordination that you cer-
tainly recognize, and more, as important. .

Dr. KNAPP. We will be glad to do so.
[The material follows:]

C"r
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Coordination of NSF Programs With Other Federal Efforts

Mathematical and Physical Sciences

Mathematics Since NSF accounts for virtually all Federal support for core
mathematics, the Foundation has a unique responsibility in this area. Formal coordination
of the Federal effort is accomplished through an interagency group called ICEMAP
(Interagency Committee for Extramural Mathematics Programs), which meets once a year
to exchange list of grants and budget data. Informal interactions among NSF program
managers and their Federal counterparts is continuous throughout the year.

Computer Research Interagency coordination is effected by an informal coordinating
committee, by exchange of proposal and action lists and by person-to-person contacts.,
Particularly close coordination is maintained with DOD, DOE, NASA, and NIH in the
initiative to provide increased Tone-range support lor experimental computer science.

Physics Coordination with other government agencies Is achieved through the High
Energy Physics Advisory Panel of DOE, the Joint NSFIDOC Nuclear Science Advisory
Committee, and Interagency Committees on Atomic and Molecular Physics and on Plasma
Physics involving NSF, DOD, and DOE.

Chemistry Coordination is accomplished through the Federal Interagency Chemistry
Representatives Crcup, and the Interagency Coordinating Group in Laser Development
and Applications. Individual NSF program directors interact regularly with their
counterparts in other agencies, mainly DOE, NIH, and DOD to exchange information,
discuss problems, and coordinate efforts.

Materials Research interagency coordination occurs at several administrative levels
which include the Committee on Materials of the Federal Coordinating Council for
Science, Engineering and Technology, the Department of Defense Apportionment Reviews
and informal program reviews. NSF has bean instrumental in establishing and operating
the Interagency Materials Group.

E veering

Electrical Computer and System. Engineering NSF program directors are in constant
...._commuucationwiTh-Lestarch managers in associated areas in other agencies, not only

those supporting basic research but also TriosiTriappireireetearlraiid develrpment. For
example, electronics research is coordinated with related programs in the Office of Naval
Research, the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, the Army Research Office, the
Department of Defense Advanced Research Protects Agency, NASA, NBS and NIH through
an ad-hoc interagency coordination committee. Systems research is coordinated with
corresponding efforts in the Department of Energy, Department of Transportation, and
the Department of Defense through common pa. ticipation in technical society workshops
and through informal meetings. Plasma and laser research is coordinated with the
activities of DOE. Bioengineering staff members are participants in an Interagency
Committee on the Biological Effects of Non-lonixing Electromagnetic Radiation.
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Chemical and Process Engineering -- Program directors in this area are aka in frequent
contact With Federal agencies having existing or potential interfaces with their programs.
Examples include liaisons with the Department of Energy on fluidized bed technology,
biomass utilization, catalysis, combustion, and nucleonics; with the U.S. bureau of Mines
on extractive metallurgy and particulate separation; with the National Bureau of
Standards on thermodynamics And transport properti ;..si with the Environmental Protection
Agency on electrostatic precipitation; and with t' c Department of Defense on catalysts,
plasma chemistry and arc technology. NSr stall also maintains active liaison with
interagency and independent groups such as the Interagency Advanced Power Group, the
international Fine Particle Research Institute, the American Chemical Society/Petroleum .,
Research Fund, and the Task Force for Cooperative Advances in Chemicz! ,,bn,:,e and
Technology.

Civil and Environmental Engineering Coordination efforts by the Water Resources
Engineering staff involve direct dontact with the Office of Water Research and\ Technology in the Department of Interior and with the Environmental Protection Agency.\ Mission related structural mechanics research is carried out by the Office of Naval

1 \ Research, Army Research Office in Durham, N.C., the Air Force Office of Scientific' Research, and NASA. Through regular contacts, NSF ensures that its research program is
properly related to the activities of these agencies. NSF program officers in Geotech-\ nical Engineering are in regular contact with the U.S. Geological Survey and the
department of Energy. The National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program, developed
by the Executive Office of the President, has designated NSF as the lead agency for
research on earthquake engineering. NSF is an active member of several research
coordknation groups, such as the Interagency Discussion Group on nisastor Mitigation.
These groups meet reguln consider recent developments in the field, r irrent
program and future act. in Oath the public and private sectors.

Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics -- NSF program officers maintain
contacts wit their counterparts in other Federal agencies to exchange information and
avoid unneces y duplication. Principal agencies are the Department of Defense and the
Department of nergy. Regular meetings take place with officers of the Office of Naval
Research, Naval Research Laboratory, the David W. Taylor Naval Ship Research and
Development Cen et, the Langley and Lewis Facilities of NASA, and the Army Research
Office in Durham, NiC.

`,Biological, Behavioral, and Social Sciences

Physiology, Cellular and Molecular Biology Coordination with the research support
activities of other Federal agencies is maintained through a variety of formal and
informal mechanisms. Program Officers attend study section and Council meetings at the
National Institutes of Health (NM) as observers. Similarly, NM officials often attend
NSF advisory committee and subcommittee meetings and provide information about the
NIH plans to fund proposals. These steps enable each agency to monitor specific research
proposals and avoid duplication of effort. NSF staff members also serve as liaison
representatives of a variety of advisory and interagency committees. The NSF-initiated
Interagency Committee for Plant Sciences continues to bring together, periodically,
representatives from the Department of Agriculture, National Institutes of Health,
Department of Energy, National Aeronautical and Space Administration, Food and Drug
Administration, Envitonmentai Protection Agency, the Smithsonian institution, and the
National Academy of Sciences. Where appropriate, the program participates in mint
support of research with other Federal agencies.
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Moue Systems and Resources The Foundation provides essentially all of the Federal
support for basic research in systematic biology, nen-human population biology and
ecology. Other Federal agencies, such as the Depar.,aent of Agriculture, Interior, Energy
and the EPA, support applied environmental research relevant to their missions. Many of
these activities build upon the results of basic research. Coordination takes place through
interagency committees and task forces in connection with problems of tropical defore-
station, loss of genetic diversity, acid rain, global carbon dioxide, integrated pest
management, and development of natural areas and biosphere reserves as research sites.

.i

Behavioral and Neural Sciences -- NSF provides the essential core support of protects ..

that are not explicitly related to problems of health and disease. There are extensive
formal and informal interactions between the Foundation's program stall and their_
counterparts in the National Institutes of Health, the Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental
Health Administration, the National Endowment for the Humanities, the National
Institute of Education, the Of lice of Naval Research, and other agencies. When proposals
are submitted to another Federal agency, each proposal to be recommended for award by
NSF is reviewed to assure that duplicate support will not occur.

Social and Economic Sciences Coordination is maintained with scientists and research
administrators in other agencies, such as the National Institute for Child Health and
Human Development, the National Institute of Mental Health, the Bureau of the Census,
the Bureau of Economic Analysis, parts of the Departments of Treasury, 3ustice, Labor,
Housing and Urban Development, the Federal Reserve Board, and the Council of Fconomic
Advisors. -

Information Science and Technology -- Coordination with allied programs and other
agencies is effected through reciprocal review and c:sin£ support of proposals, and
participation in advisory cominittee meetings and scien.ific seminars. This program is the
only source of Federal support for basic research over the full soectrum of information
science and technology. Modest levels of support are provided by the National Library of
Medicine, the Defense Advanced Research Protects Agency, and the Office of Naval
Research for work directly related to their missions. NSF staff participates in working
groups of the Federal Coordinating Council for Science, Engineering, and Technology of
the Office of Science and Technology Policy, and maintains close relations with the
National Telecommunications and Information Agency and the National Academy of
Sciences Board on Telecommumeat ions-Computer Applications.

Astronomical, Atmospheric, Earth, and Ocean Sciences

Astronomy The Foundation has lead agency responsibility for the support of U.S.
ground-based astronomy. Over two-thirds of Federal support for this part of the field
comes from NSF through research grants to universities and contracts for the operation of
the National Astronomy Centers. The other agency which provides significant support is
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Coordination among agencies
is standard practice at all management levels. Representatives from NSF, NASA, and
other agencies with astronomers in Washington participate in meetings of the Government
Astronomers' Round Table, an informal group whose members are involved in funding U.S.
ground-based and space astronomy. NSF cooperates with NASA in several areas. Both
agencies are sharing in the costs of supporting visitor use of the NASA infrared telescope
in Hawaii. The two are in close contact on new technological developments such as solid
state light detectors and minicomputers. The International Ultraviolet Explorer and other

or,
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satellites are utilized by many NSF grantees in the course of thew investigations.
Sacramento Peak Observatory and Kitt Peak National Observatory staff collaborated
closely with other scientists In space solar p ograms which were funded by NASA, such as
the Solar Maximum Mission, Spacelab, and the International Solar Polar Mission.

Atmospheric Sciences Atmospheric research support is coordinated through a number
of mechanisms. A major coordinating mechanism for research is the Subcommittee for
Atmospheric Research of the Committee on Atmosphere and Oceans (CAO). CAO is a
committee of the Federal Coordinating Council on Science, Engineering, and Technology.
In addition to this coordination, the National Center for Atmospheric Research and other
NSF atmospheric science programs receive advice from committees of the NAS/NRC such
as the Committee on Atmospheric Sciences, the CLmate Research Board, the Geophysics
Resea(ch Board, and the Ocean Science Board.

Earth Sciences NSPs coordination of Earth Sciences with other agencies. is partly
formal, with program staff participating in interagency committees or discussion groups,
such as the Interagency Geophysics Discussion Group, and partly informal through
personal contacts. The staff of the Earth Sciences program has been active in
committees that deal with earthquakes, geophysics, continental drilling, and mineral
deposits.

Ocean Sciences Federal funding for ocean research is coordinated through the
Committee on Atmosphere and Oceans, with advice from the National Advisory Commit-
tee on Oceans and Atmosphere and the National Academy of Sciences. The University-
National OceanograpLic'Eaboratory System (UNOLS) supported by NSF, ONR, and other
agencies, provides a mechanism for efficient use and maintenance of the academic
oceanographic research fleet. Coordination is also provided by informal contacts between
NSF staff and their counterparts In other Federal agencies.

Ocean Drilling The National Science Foundation coordinates support of the Ocean
Drilling Programs with ths work of other agencies through participation on interagency
committees, and direct contact between NSF program managers and their counterparts in
the USGS, the DOE, and other agencies.

_
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Mr. WALCREN. Mr. MacKay.
Mr. MACKAY. Mr. Chairman, this question is along that same line.
Dr. Knapp, I am new on the committee and I am operating with

some minimal knowledge and a great deal of presupposition. I had
presupposed that NSF had as one of its primary roles the task of
seeing to it that research went forward on a broad base. In other
words, if there was an area where instrumentation or other re-
sources were not flowing through other grant sources, you were
one who had that responsibility, the National Science Board and
your agency.

Now is that a proper assumption" If you do not, who does?
Dr. KNAPP. The National Science Board and National Science

Foundation do monitor the state of science, and we do comment
about areas we feel need support. However, NSF has no function to
plan other agencies' programs. It has its o*n program. N$F tries to
act as a balance wheel. If it sees an area that heeds support NSF
can try to strengthen it with its own programs, but the Foundation
does not presume to tell other departments of the Government
where they should spend their money. 4.

In areas where there is multiple funding-1 think multiple fund-
ing of certain kinds of science is valuable to this country because it
gives scientists more than one try at their best ideaNSF tries to
bring real problems to proper attention. The Foundation attempts
through joint committees to obtain balance and thorough discus-
sion. A jointly felt need is filled by the agencies getting together
and working together.

This type of coordination is important in areas as they 1.,ecome
funded by multiple sources or as problems develop.

Mr. MACKAY. Therefore, if the Department of Defense, for in-
stance, was funding research in an area, you would feel that you
could. perhaps back off in that area and go into other areas that
were being, perhaps, neglected because they did not fit into some
agency's mission?

Dr. KNAPP. NSF's first responsibility is to fund the basic sci-
ences that do not necessarily. fit into some agency's mission. NSF
would not necessarily back off so long as it had good programs, but
the Foundation wbuld certainly try to make sure that the science
was being coveredfor the country's well-being.

1 Mr. MACKAY. In the instrumentation that you will fund, I would
ilssiime other agencies' budgets may also fund instrumentation, as
you were suggesting with DOE.

Dr. KNAPP. That is correct.
Mr. MACKAY. You would also take that into account. ".

f What I ,am worried about is, 1 would hate to see the research
effort in this country being driven, say, by the defense buildup, and
1 have heard some obviously biased people say they think that is
happening.

Dr. KNAPP. NSF's programs are almost entirely investigator-ipiti-
ated and peer-reviewed, so NSF's budget increasea major in-
crease for basic scienceis certainly not driven by a particular
mission. It is driven by the feeling of the scientists themselves that
they are investigating areas containing new knowledge with useful
potential. It is driven by the desire to understand the basis of how
nature works.
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WALIMEN. Thank you, Mr. MacKay.
Mr. Valentine.
Mr. VALENTINE. I don't have any questions. Thank you.
Mr. WALGREN Well, on behalf of the committee, thank you very

much, Dr Knapp We will continue to be interested in your prog-
ress, and we want to drive you to think of any areas that need
fixing before we find them, literally.

Dr. KNAPP. Thank you.
Mr WALGREN Perhaps we be submitting some questions to

you in writing for the record, and we do appreciate your coopera-
tion.

The next panel is one on the university view of instrumentation,
and it is made up of Dr. Donald bangenberg, the chancellor of the
University of Illinois at Chicago, Dr. Alvin Kwiram, the chairman .
of the Council for Chemical Research, and Dr. George Olson, who is
vice president for research at Colorado State University, if those
gentlemen would come forwar

I understand Dr. Kwiram as a time constraint, and we would
start with you at that i Please know that your written state.
'rent will be made part h the record, reproduced in full, and if you
would like to summarize your remarks we certainly would appreci-
ate that.

Dr. KWIRAM. Would you like me to begin, then?
Mr. WALGREN. Yes, please.

STATEMENT OF ALVIN L. KWIRAM, CHAIRMAN, COUNCIL FOR
CHEMICAL RESEARCH, INC AND CHAIRMAN OF THE DEPART-
NIENT OF CHEMISTRY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON

Dr KWIRAM Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I am
11,-.re in my capacity as chairman of the Council for Chemical he-
search The written statement which I have prepared has been sub-
mitted, and I am going to try to i ighlight, in the limited time
available, the rather novel character of the Council for Chemical
Research; try. to indicate what it is trying to accomplish; and then
point out where we see the limitations, and the kind of issues that
we think need to be addressed.

The driving force for the creation of the Council for Chemical Re-
search was industry's concern, that concern focused on the problem
of what they saw as some signs of ill health on the part of the basic
research enterprise CCR is a joint effort between industries and
universities, the chemical industry in particular. At the present
time there are something like 40 corporate macribers and over 130
university members on the council.

The representatives to the council are the senior technical execu-
tives,from the companies, together with the heads of graduate de-
partments of chemistry and chemical engineering in the Nation.
Just to give you some sense of the companies involve6 there is an
attachment in my prepare 0 statement which shows th,,t these 40
companies had total sales for 1981 of something like 8400 billion.

I am going to refer this collection of activitieschemistry,
chemical engineering, industryas the chemical enterprise, so I do
not have to make a distinction each time.
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Let me put it in perspective just a bit. The chemical enterprise
represents roughly 15 to 20 percent of the gross national product.
Equally impressive, it contributed something like $12 billion last
year to the balance of trade.

Now one of the questions we were asked to address is, what
impact does the instrumentation obsolescence problem in the uni
versities have on industry? I give a long answer in my prepared
statement, let me give a short one here. Inadequate instrumenta-
tion affects both the training of students and the research produc-
tivity. The immediate consequence of that is a decrease in the inno-
vative capacity of industry.

I think that is a very important consideration, because the econo-
my is a concern for all of us, and the corporate members of CCR
have felt very stronglystrongly enough to create CCRthat this
is becoming a serious problem in the country.

Let me give you another example of the impact that inadequate
instrumentation has, just by way of an anecdote: A couple of years
ago we tried to hire a truly outstanding young woman chemist for
our faculty. She looked at our instrumentation, she looked at what
she would have to do to get going, and then she went to Sandia.
The issue was, "You just don't have the instrumentation with
which I think I can carry out the kind of research I want to do."

What is industry doing about this particular problem if it feels it
is so important? One thing it has done is to create CCR, which I
think is a rather remarkable thing in itself. The approach is to ad-
dress the problem of the basic research enterprise systematically
and cooperatively by involving the two major partiesacademe
and industry.

Before I describe what CCR is doing, I should make just a state-
ment about the magnitude of the instrumentation problem It has

ibeen stated here already by Dr. Knapp, that the instrumentation
shortfall is something like $2 to $4 billion. This suggests that, at a
minimum, something like $200 million needs to go into the instru-
mentation program on a constant basis simply to maintain the in-
ventory- -above and beyond renewal costsbecause modern instru-
mentation has a lifetime of only about 5 years before it is obso-
letenot because it is worn out but because it is technologically ob-
solete. .

Now how does that relate to what has happened in the last few
years, in fact? In chemistry, which is the area that I am most fa-
miliar with, it took about $10,000 to get a new faculty member
started in 1970. In addition, he had to have access to something
like $100,000 of pooled departmental equipment; that is, large
eouipment items.

By contrast, I just made an ofipr 2 weeks ago to a new faculty
member in an area where it is hard to get faculty members. I
might note that I just saw the bill that was passed in the House
with regard to the matching program, where part of the proposed
support was restricted to enginee I assure you that hiring ana-
lytical chemists is every bit as seri us a problem as for engineers,
which is certainly a serious proble . FLAvever, the offer I made
whichwhich was stretching --z to the absolute limit at this point in
timewas $150,000 in sta... ip mone tor this faculty member. He
turned us down.

11
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Today's faculty member needs access to at least $1 million of
shared instrumentation The increase has been a factor of 10 in the
last decade That is much higher than the CPI would suggest.
Chemistry is no longer a question of test tubes, beakers, and
bunsen burners Dr Knapp mentioned NMR, nuclear magnetic res-
onance, an absolutely essential tool for the modern synthetic chem-
ist He cannot function without it, not productively, at least. What
is the cost" It is $150,000 to $600,000, depending on the capability.

Now, how important is this? Again, let me city an example from
our own experience, We hired a faculty member about 2 years ago.
He thought it would take him ';years to solve a particular problem
having to do with DNA properties. We were fortunate to be able to
get one of these sophisticated N"R instruments, and that problem
can now be solved in 2 weeks.

In other words, these kinds of instruments are enormously cost
effective due to the greatly increased productivity, and they are ab-
solutely essential elements in today's fierce international competi-
tion for high technology products and markets. That is the view of
the corporate members of CCR. In fact, the CCR board at its Febru-
ary meeting endorsed a recommendation from one of the standing
committees that the problem of instrumentation obsolescence
should be one of CCR's highest priorities.

Well, let's go back to the question of what the companies are
doing about it, in general I must say that when CCR started about
2 years ago, there was a great deal of enthusiasm that finally in-
dustry and academe were talking on a broad-scale basis about
common problems. We had great visions that there would be mil-
lions and millions of dollars flowing into the academic enterprise
by this means Even some of our corporate members had that kind
of enthusiasm.

Well, that has not quite developed. The support for higher educa-
tion by the chemical companies had been excellent. In fact, I think
I could advance information that would suggest it is probably about
twice as good as the average for other industries.

However, in a survey carried out in 1981 by CCR, we found that
the base level giving by the chemical industry to chemistry and
chemical engineering departments atone was some $20 million.
That is about 10 percent of the Federal support for basic research
in these areas.

Let's say we could double that number, and let's say that as
much as '25 percent of it could go for instrumentation, which may
be a bit high because there are so many other needs that industrial
funds serve That means you have about a $5 million increase for
instrumentation, which is less than 5 percent of the problem we
are talking about Therefore, the corporate and academic members
quickly came to the realization that industry could do something.
It 'could do something important, but it simply could not solve the
entire problem.

Despite that, CCR has done a lot in the last year, in my opinion,
and I can applaud them because I am not an industry person. CCR
member companies last yi.tir increased their contributions by
roughly $5 million to ,:hemistry and chemical engineering depart.
ments alone. I think that is quite remarkable in view of the state
of the economy We would like to raise that number to about $10
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million once the poll( margins improve a bit, but the bottom line
is that it is very unlikely that industry is going to be able to solve
the problem.

Well, given this unpleasant reality, CCR, the board, and its com-
mittees, have seriously begun to address this problem and to try to
analyze how this could be approached. I have outlined some of the
ideas thin. have been explored in my written statement. They all
have some attractive features but many of them have drawbacks.

We have talked about the matching' program. We find that an
attractive possibility. It was mentioned here earlier in the discus-
sion with Dr. Knapp. We have given that some thought; we are
still exploring it further, but the logistics are cumbersome. It is
really kind of complicated to bring together independent company
executives with the individuals from the universities, brokered by
the NSF. To try to merge the interests of some 40 or 80 companies
is not easy. I think it might be easier in the area of computer sci-
ences, where there are a more limited number of actors.

However, one of the problems with chemical companies is that
CIWIllitill companies du not make equipment. That is not their busi-
ness. And although many of the chemical companies do donate
equipment, used equipment, that is not state-of-the-art equipment.
Universities really appreciate receiving such equipment, but it is
usually :, or more years old. The reason they are donating it is be-
cause they have no use for it any longer, and that is kind of ironic
if we are talking about training people on state.ofthe-art instru-
mentation so that they can go and increase the innovative capacity
of industry.

However, the matching program is one that we find attractive.
We have a particular kind of suggestion as to how that might be
done, it has not been fully explored but it is illustrative of the kind
of thing that CCR is certainly very interested in.

A set-aside program is another thing, with regard to the targeted
R&D program of this Nation, that seems to be sustained by both
compelling arguments and is of a magnitude that would be realis-
tic. I would like to reiterate what was said earlier by Dr. Knapp,
namely, that a one-shot infusion is not going to solve this problem.
Instrumentation will continue to deteriorate, and we have to con-
tinue to replace it. It is like maintenance on a house, or a more
recent and palpable example is that of our deteriorating transpor-
tation infrastructure such as our roads and bridges. We found what
happened when we neglected that problem over an extended period
of time.

in conclusion, I think the instrumentation obsolesence problems
have been documented and studied and the issues are clear. There
is not going to be a magic solution. No 3-year program is going to
be adequate. The commitment must be strong and, more impor-
tantly, the commitment must be permanent.

Lot me emphasize in that the chemical enterprise is an extreme-
ly important factor in the economic equation for this country. The
corporate members of CCR feel strongly that a strong, bask re-
search program in the universities is essential if the companies are
to be effective in their own R&D efforts.

Therefore, on behalf of CCR I would like to urge that this com-
mittee act with foresight in tackling the problem of our aging and
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obsolete instrumentation. i think the kinds of things that have
been done already are very positive, and we are very appreciative
of that. We would just like to suggest that maybe another zero be
added to the NSF allocation for equipment. That would begin to
get into the ball park of the kind of need we see.

From the point of view of the chemical community and the
chemical enterprise, we would like to urge ti-at you take increas-
ingly positive action before it is also too late for the chemical in-
dustry. .

Thank yell.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Kwiram follows:)
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111TRODUCTIO1(

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee. NY name is Alvin

L. EViram. I am Chairman of the Council for Chemical Research and am

submitting this statement in that capacity. I am also chai..en of the

Department of Chemistry at the University of Washington in Seattle.

Mr. James McEvoy, The Executive Director of CCR, is also here with me

today.

I am pleased t^ have this opportunity to represent the views of the

Council for Chemical Research before this Committee. The Council for

71wmtcal SSSOArCh was inuorporated salt over two years ago as a non-profit

organization, CCR has a membership of 135 U.S. universities (virtually

all the research universities) and 40 chemical companies, and is still

growing. CCR is a unique organization because it is a $oint effort by

U.S.-based companies and universities to Promote the health of the

chemical sciences, engineering, and technology in this country. I shall

refer to this collection of activities as the chemical enterprise.

CCR brings together the senior technical executives cf the member

companies and the department heads of the graduate chemistry and chemical

engineering departments in the nation. One of the objectives of CCR is to

improve cooperation and communication between industrial and academic

scientists in order to stimulate creativity and to speed up technology
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transfer. Another of the primary objectives of CCR is to enhance the

environment for basic research. This is recognized as an absolute

necessity for the long term economic vitality of the industry in this

country. The driving force for the creation of CCR in 1981 was industry's

concern that the basic research enterprise was showing signs of ill

health.

Let me try to put the ChemicAl.enterprise into perspective. In

Table I I list the corporate members of CCR. Their sales figures alone

for 1981 total a staggering $375 billion. The total sales for all

chemical-related companies are estimated variously to comprise roughly

15-201 of the Cross National Product of the U.S.

Some 21,000 PhD-level chemists are employed in U.S. industry and the

total number of chemists and chemical engineers is greater than 200,000.

Another important factor I wish to call to your attention is the

contribution of the chemical enterprise to our balance of payments

figure,. Por 1900 (the latest figures which I had available) chemicals

and Chemical products contributed over 12 billion dollars to our trade

balance, a figure exceeded only by "machinery and transportation

equipment" on the positive side of the ledger.

In short, the chemical enterprise plays a major and critical role in

the economic prosperity of this nation. Its continued health and vitality

is a subject worthy of careful consideration.

In the remainder of my presentation I will provide a brief overview

of the problem of instrumentation obsolescence and its impact, present the

concerns of CCR on the subject, provide a few examples of what some CCR

member companies are currently doing and can be expected to do in this

area, and then briefly outline some possible options. After my

presentation, Dr. Gerald !Otten. from Air Products and Chemicals will

provide spectfic examples of one company's activities and views on this

matter.

t
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OVERVIEW or THE PROBLEM

The focus of this hearing is the problem of instrumentation

obsolescence in univeraity laboratories. Why should industry be concerned

about this? Because the development of new products for the marketplace

depends ultimately on progress in basic research. Most of the basic

research in this country is carried out in universities. Therefore, if

industry is to grow and remain competitive, the basic research enterprise

must be vigorous and efficient. Equally important, the universities train

the students which drive the intellectual wheels of industry. In the

responses we solicited from member companies the important role of

students trained in advanced up-to-date methods of measurement, analysis

and interpretation was repeatedly emphasized. Robert Hefner from Dow

states

`Sometimes the formal training of students is seen to be

sufficiently inadequate so as to actually limit their being hired

into more sophisticated R s D operations. Often the theory being

taught is either misunderstood or not understood because of the

inability to demonstrate by practice. This has been known to result

in significant inefficiencies and/or assess in research protects."

In other words, the roots of a thriving industrial organism must be

firmly lodged in the college and university laboratories of this country.

The health of the industry is only as good as the quality of the nutrients

it feeds on. State-of-the-art instrumentation is a critical component in

that research environment. Today the availability of these important

tools is far too limited. This has been borne out in numerous, studies

(1,2) and articles.

The National commission on Research published 4 report in may, 1910

entitled "Funding Mechanisms: Balancing Objectives and Resources in

University Research". Of their nine recommendations, the first deals with

"Equipment Obsolescence". They urge prompt action to reverse the

-
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deteriorating research equipment ,situation ".,.if the American research

enterprise is to remain efficient and competitive internationally."

In June of the same year the Association Of American Universities

published a report submitted to the National Science Foundation entitled

"The Scientific Instrumentation Needs of Research Universities". This was

an extensive study which involved interviews with some SO department heads

and over 300 researchers and research administrators in universities,

government and commercial laboratories in $ fields of science and

engineering. In July 1981 the AAU published a second report, this one

entitled "The Ration's Deteriorating University Research Facilities.'

These excellent documents address most of the salient points in this

matter. Almost exactly a year ago Professor George Pimentel submitted

written testimony (ay to this committee in which he documented the need in

some detail from the viewpoint of the universities. That information is

equally valid today. I assume thiS material is available to the

Committee. The conclusions reached in all these studies are the same--the

academic research enterprise is suffering severe erosion due to the

accelerating obsolescence of research instrumentation. Dr. George A.

Reyworth, President Reagan's science adviser, has described this situation

as --disgraceful and deplorable."

THE SITUATION IN TEE =WM. =TERMS AND ENGINEERING

I wish to reiterate just two points emphasized repeatedly in all

these reports. Pirst, the AAU report of 1900 compares the age of research

instruments in universities and in industry. It states: "It is a telling

fact that the instrumentation used in the top-ranked universities has a

median age twice that of the instrumentation available to leading

industrial research laboratories." More troublesome, the difference in

median age is about the same as the average lifetime of much scientific

equipment. In other words, the majority of students are trained or do

research on technologically obsolete instruments (obsolete not in the

sense that they are worn out--although some are--but in the sense that

448
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they have been superseded by new methods, new approaches). This is

especially significant since universities are expected to provide students

with the advanced training and research skills necessary to help

industries remain competitive. (The situation in the undergraduate,

teaching Laboratories is even worse than in the research laboratories.)

A second point deals with the rapid escalation in the capitalization

cost for instrumentation. The report shows that capitalization costs

doubled over a five year period for a major industrial research

laboratory. That problem is significantly greater for chemistry. The

report gives figures for the costs of setting up a new faculty member in

Chemistry in 1970 and roughly 10 years later. In 2970 they show a figure

of $$000z in 1979 it had risen to nearly $45,000, greater than a fivefold

increase. Today that number as even higher. Equally important, that same

faculty member in 1970 required access on a fairly routine basis to a

central pool of departmental equipment costing roughly $125.000. Today

that faculty member must have access to equipment costing roughly

$750,000, nearly a seven-fold increase.

That factor may seam less exhorbitant if you compare it tothe

recent escalations an the cost of militaT.hardware. The tools required

for chemical sciences are no less sophisticated than those used in modern

methods of defense. After all, the chemical enterprise is an integral

part of the high technology enterprise. Indeed, David Boehm, the Harvard

sociologist, has referred to chemistry as the first of the high technology

enterprises. The foundation of all high technology is measurement. That

is why instrumentation is such a critical need. Modern chemistry and

chemical engineering simply cannot be done without modern measurement

tools.

Over the past decade or two there literally has been a revolution in

the technological sophistication of the tools necessary in chemical

research. It is no longer simply a matter of beakers, test tubes and

bunsen burners. Today nuclear magnetic resonance (HHR) is a routine and
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absolutely essential tool for the synthetic organic or inorganic chemist.

The price tag for this tool ranges from Si50,000 $600,000 depending on

the capabilities of the instrument. Moreover, 2 or 3 of these may be

needed for different tasks at each major research university. Similarly,

the synthetic chemist needs a mass spectrometer or two which can cost from

3i00,000 - $350,000. These are toois the research chemist meet use

virtually every day.

There are other factors which have dramatically &leered the research

environment in recent years that go far beyond the general deterioration

due to inadequate resources. Some of these factors inciude the

increasingly stringent requirements for limiting the exposure to

chemicals. Today virtually all chemical reactions must be carried out in

tow and carefully monitored fume hoods. Similarly, in our search for

contaminants it' all contexts we now require expensive clean rooms and cold

rooms, and special rooms to contain potential. carcinogens. Rarely are

provisions made for the purchase of such facilities.

In addition to the cost of the instrumentation itself, (which in

many cases becomes part of a central facility shared by many researchers)

attention must also be given to replacement coats, the *Costs of

maintenance, and support for adequately trained operations personnel.

Given the large investment in those facilities it is imperative that they

be kePt in excellent operating condition so they can be efficiently used

around the clock.

Another important factor in the Instrumentation revolution is the

computer which has provided productivity enhancements which are just as

great for chemical research as they are for other sectors of the economy.

The recent broad-scale introduction of microprocessor.: "1.e rendered entire

classe'e of instrumentation instantly obsolete via the cooversion from

analog to digital data collection, processing and manipulation. This

transformation is taking Place right now but the resources to acquire the

new and much more powerful tools are woefully inadequate.

A "0
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As Dr. James Porter of L.xon Pointe out, scientific equipment

manufacturers are investing nearly 15% of their total sales in R & D.

They deserve our applause for the remarkable progress they have made in

instrumentation development. Indeed, they are presenting the American

chemical enterprise with an enormous opportunity to gain a significant

competitive advantage if we act decisively and make theca tools available

to our research community. It represents a highly cost-effective

investment in firms of greatly increased productivity and the opportunity

to make dramatic strides in R & D.

Let me emphasize again that the chemical sciences in the eighties

represent a truly high technology enterprise. The changes in methodology

over the last decade or so have been dramatic. I would like to take the

liberty of illustrating the impact of this change by one example from my

own department. Roughly two years ago we hired anew faculty member whose

research involves the chemistry of nucleic acids (DNA and RNA) which are

at the heart of the current biotechnology revolution. He anticipated at

the time that it would require two-three years of laborious, synthetic

chemical work to establish certain properties of these molecules. By a

stroke of good fortune we were able to acquire one of those very expensive

instruments I referred to earlier. To his delight and surprise he

discovered that this new state-of-theart NMR instrument had )uet enough

sensitivity to answer the fundamental questions he was asking in pest two

weeks rather than two yearS. That. in turn, has led to some dramatic

Progress in the chemical synthesis and study of synthetic DNA fragments.

There are at least two important lessons to be extracted from this

examples first, productivity is critically dependent on the quality of

the research tools. Second. when we talk about an area such as

biotechnology, which today represents an arena of intense international

competition because of its commercial potential, the importance of having

the necessary tools to do forefront research efficiently becomes a

national economic priority.
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summarize this overview of the problem we fe-emphasize three

pointst

1. There has been a dramatic revolution in the kind of instruments

necessary for chemical research. The coat has increased nearly

ten-fold in about a decade.

2. The nation° aCAdemiC laboratories are falling behind, in terms of

state -of- the -art facilities, a this is creating* pr :tivity

problems as documented by several studies,

3. Support is also essential for maintenance and support staff for this

advanced and diverse array of instrumentation, and

4. Continuing failure to respond adequately to this universally

recognized problem will continue to erode our research

competitiveness in the short term and our economic vitality in the

1

g term.

THE ROLE OP THE CHEMICAL INDUSTRY

How largeis the need for instrumentation? Is this a problem for

the private sector to solve? The need is surely greater than a billion

dollars for all the science and engineering disciplines. Estimates of

32 -4 billion have been advanced, Last year the DOD announced a $30 M

program for instrumentation aimed primarily at those engaged in research

of interest to the agencies. Despite a relatively short deadline, they

received nearly 3,000 proposals requesting a total of roughly 33/4

billion. Even if one assumes that not all of that equipment le crucial,

the numbers themselves are compelling. (At the very least tt shows that

there were thousands of faculty members out therm concerned enough to give

up a Couple of weeks of precious time to put together a proposal.)

Professor Pimento' used an alternative analysis to arrive at a figure of

roughly $50 million per year for Chemistry alone. If equipment needs in

the intermediate price range (440,000 - 4400,000) are added for other

disciplines as well, then an annual figure of over 4200 million is

reached.

- #
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Let me turn briefly to the concerns of the chemical industry in this

context. One of the major standing committees of the Council For Chemical

Research, chaired by Robert Hefner of Dow Chemical, identified the

instrumentation problem in universities as one of its highest priorities.

The concern on the pert of industry is that the universities' research

labs are not working with state -of -the art facilities. This has serious

consequences from the industry point of view, as Suggessted earlier. The

net result is a decrease of the innovative capacity of industry. Indeed, I

think it is fair to say that one of the primary motives for the creation

of the Council for Chemical Research was the re..-ignition that unless

industry gave these issues serious attention, the econwhe vigor of the

chemical industry could be Seriously jeopardized. This is a matter of

great concern to the members of CCR.

The chemial industry has an excellent record of supporting higher

education and these contributions cover a very wide spectrum of

disoipiines and objective!). A Year ago, Professor Judsc.n King carried out

a survey on behalf of CCR which showed that about $20 million a year

(excluding contracts} was going specifically to chemistry and chemical

. engineering departments. This represents roughly 10t of the total support

for basic research in these field)) provided by the federal government.

The corporate members of CCR have indicated that it would be unrealistic

to think that this amount could be increased dramatically. Ii other words

even increased corporate support for basic research in the chemical

sciences cannot be viewed as an alternative to increased government

support of basic reseach in this arena. Nevertheless. because of their

strong oncern, 'CR member companies committed neatly SS million last Year

in new money (in addition to the 520 million or so) to be granted to

university researchers in the chemical sciences and engineering. However,

many other problems, b4sides instrumentation, which are not adequately

supported by federal funds also clamor for attention--Lhe need fox

unrestricted Lunde, for funds tc help new faculty get started, to make

teaching careers in science and engineering more attractive, as well as

funds for supplies. for fellowships, for support Personnel, and so on.

4
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Thus, the conclusion is that industry, however concerned and Committed,

simply is not in a position to make a significant impact on the

instrumentation problem.

Dr. Mantellwill give some examOles later to illustrate what Air

Products is doing within this context. Their efforts are fairly typical

of what a number of other CCR companies are doing. Although such efforts

by industry are important and very much appreciated by the universities

the impact is small compared to the need. It is important

matter in Perspective.

ti keep the

How could the situation be improved? By way of illustration I would

like to outline a few approaches that have been suggested in various

quarters and considered by CCR. CCR has been in contact with OSTP and

ether branches of government. and we will continue to refine and recommen

these and other approaches.

SOOGESTED RESPONSES TO THE INSTRUMENTATION PROBLEM 1

I

1 Universities should engage in more debt-financing to acquire major

instruments. This is an approach that can be very valuable in selected

cases, but it must be ker.; clearly in mind that it doesn't create any new

funding. It simply provides a mechanism for diverting the funds normally

allocated for operations and personnel. Thus. it does not deal with the

underlying problem. In this case the approach in the university stands in

sharp contrast to that in induitry for quite sensible reasons. A oupany

will engage in deb' financing because an acquisition now can ead to

greater profits later with which to pay the debt. It can al o take

advantage of tax benefits. Universities, on the other hand. can h rdly be

considered profit centers. Recently, OH circular A-22 has beeniamended

to permit interest payments from grants. That will help. Nevertheless.

debt financing is not a universal solution for the universities.1 Under

special circuumStances it can be used effectively, and this apProac should

certainly be evaluated further.

11
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2. Chemical companies should donate mote equipment ..t equipment funds to

universities. As I have notetl\earlier many corpotatiuns have an ongoing

program of equipment donations, but even if such contributions were

doubled. less than St of the prc4,em would be addressed. Nevertheless.

some tefinement of the Economic Rec very Tax Act of 1901 to include the

following options would be helpful.

o Permit the use of fair market value for donation of new

equipment.

o Permit the use of fair market value for used but relatively

new equipment.

o Allow expanded tax credit for a grant of funds earmarked

specifically for equipment acquisition.

in the case of the chemical industry. virtually none of the

companies manufacture instruments that are routinely used in a 4niversitY

research environment. Moreover. once a company is willing to part with a

particular used ,instrument it is quite unlikely that it is still a

state-of -the -art Item.

On the hand anstt lent manufacturers. eapeciallY *hose that

make maid, of the suphisticatee pieces of equipment mentioned earlier. are

often relatively small companies and an manY cases are foreign -based

companaem. Thus, there Lb little incentive to donate new equipment of the

Sort most needed. CCR suggests that ERTA provisions be refined an this

connection but recognizes that this approach cannot so.ve the problem.

1. The federal government should provide incentives for matching prograas

Invelvinq industry and the states with the federal government to renew the

university research laboratories. Most companies support this approach as

a general principle. but the cha.lenge is to design a workable mechanism

to implement such a Program. It is clear from our experience in CCR that

Arr.xi.)J
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a case-by-case matching program for equipment would be very cumbersome and

Probably impractical. There is, however, a more general approach which is

very attractive.

r mentioned earlier that CCR established what the corporate

centributioz. to he base-level funding in the chemical sciences was Is of

a year ago. we recommend that the federal government establish a

challenge program of matching funds for instrumentation acquisition in

universities along the following lines. For every dollar donated by

companies for the support of basic research In universities above the

base-level funding of last year, the federal government would add two

dollars to the NW? budget earmarked specifically for equipment. There are

many variations on this theme which are attractive but I will not argue

the details here. Suffice it to say that such a cooperative venture

between industry and the government to improve the basic research

environment in this country would be a novel and highly salutary

development. CCR urges t this approach be considered seriously.

Again. it would not solve the problem. but the rmpac would be palpable.

Moreover. it would encourage companies to make a or term investment in

basic research in areas of interest to them.

4 Establish a set-aside fund as a percentage of the federal funds

designated for targeted and/or mission oriented research and development

(the TR a D portion of the R 4 D budgetlwfor instrumentation. There are

several attractive features in this approach.

a. The effectiveness of targeted research and development depends

critically on the basic research which has preceded it. Hence

improving the quality of the latter is essential for enhancing the

efficiency of the former. Indeed. I.% could be argued that the money

set-aside would improve the productivity of the basic research labs

to such a dogree that the benefits to the targeted research and

development program would more than offset the very modest

investment.
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b One of the essential resources for targeted research and development

is highly trained personnel. Thesis come from the universities and

colleges. Therefore the allocation of a small portion of the budget

so that students would be trained on stateof-the-art

instrumentatioN represents a prudent investment.

c. Only the TR S 0 budget is large enough to provide resources through

4 set-aside program commensurate with the magnitude of the

instrumentation problem without seriously distorting the objectives

of the funding agency.

d. The TR s o effort places demands on a very broad range of

disciplines and therefore represents a logical starting point for

underwriting the enterprise.

on behalf of CcR, I would like to urge that such an approach be

gigot serious consideration. A set-aside of one-half of one percent of

the TR s I) budget plus an equivalent amount (somewhat over $100 million)

allocated directly to NSF would iepreeent an appropriate response to this

problem.

What has to be recognized is that the problem of obsolete

instrumentation is not going to be solved by a one-shot infusion of funds

even if the dose is massive. We are dealing with an enormous inventory

problem for capital equipment which is continually aging and losing its

effectiveness. The problem is similar to the deteriorating transportation

infrastructure such as our roads and bridges.

When we eat a piece of fresh fruit or buy a piece of furniture we

don't think about the crucial role our transportation system plays in

making that possible. Likewise, when we fill our gas tank with refined

fuel, drive our cars with catalytic converters, use our miniaturized

consumer electronics devices and computers with their extraordinarily high

purity silicon chips with complex chemically processed surfaces, when we

/157
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paint our houses, when we put on our clothes made of synthetic fabrics.

Oat the food which has been produced in abundance due to advances in

fertilizers, pest control and genetic manipulation (and has been checked

for contamination by the sophisticated tools of chemistry), and recover

from our illnesses through the miracle of modern pharmaceuticals...(the

list is endless)... we don't think about the chemistry and chemical

engineering which has made all these things possible. Like our roads and

highways which connect our Cities, towns and farms, the chemical

enterprise is intimately connected with virtually every facet of our

lives. and just as in the case of our transportation network, we can

shortchange the system for a while with no immediate, dramatic

Consequences. But the effect is insidious and when the cumulative

deterioration finally reaches crisis proportions, the bill to remedy the

problem is so gargantuan that we become paralyzed. Instead of bold and

resolute action we merely commission another study, hoping a magic

solution will be Cow).

There is no magic solution to the instrumentation gap. Mat 'Is

required beyond the tacit recognition of the fundamental problem, is a

program which systematically awd automatically provides some base level of

support to replace and upgrade the existing inventory. Given the

magnitude of the problems it cannot be solved by Converting a portion of

the normal grant resources into equipment funds. (This procedure has been

used very successfully by the Chemistry Division at NSF for many years,

but at a high price--the percentage of proposals funded has dropped to

well under SOt of those still trying and for new faculty members the

success rate is closer to an unacceptably low 25%. See Figure III

attached. Despite this, NSF funds only 50% of the instrument cost.) No

three Year program or five year program is adequate. The commitment must

be strong and it must be permanent,

The chemical enterprise is an extr. mely important factor in the

economic equation for this Country. At the same time there is a growing

conetrn that this industry may be undergoing significant structural
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academe, industry and government to ensure creative, high quality research

on a broad range of topics.

That brings us back to the tools needed for the job. On behalf of

the corporate members of CCR I would like to urge this committee era the

Congress to act expeditiously and with foresight in tackling the problem

of our aging and obsolete instrumentation resources. When one of the

corporate members of CCR was told of this hearing and the figure of $6

million being considered for the NSF instrumentation Program in chemistry

he was convinced that we had dropped a zero someplace. We urge this

committee to take a bold and courageous action. not just to approve but to

increase the NSF instrumentation request Jignificantly. All you need to

do is add a zero The need has been documented in repeated studies. Let's

act before it is also too late for the chemical industry which plays such

a vital role in this nation's economy.

FOOTNOTES

1. See also the report of the ad hoe workshop held on March 11-13, 1982

under the auspices of the National Research Council "Revitalizing

Laboratory Instrumentation" Rational Academy Press, Washington.

D.C. 1902.

2. An extensive survey of this problem eas carried out last year by the

American Chemical Society. A report summarizing the results will be

available shortly.

3. Testimony of George C. Ptmentel before the House Subcoe6ittee on

Scaonce. Research and Technology. March. 1981.
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ABLE

CORPORATE mans or CCR

COMPANY SALES ($000)

EXXON 108,107,688

GULF OIL 28,252,000

ATLANTIC =cart= 27,797,436

CENTRAL ELECTRIC 27,240,000

E.I. du PONT de NEMOURS 22,810.000

SMELL 21,629.000

OCCIDENTAL PETROLEUM .14,707,543

STANDARD OIL (0510) 13,457,091

DOW CHEMICAL 11,873, 20

PROCTER & GAMBLE 11.416,000

EASTMAN KODAK 10,337,000

WESTINGHOUSE 4,367,500

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUD8ER 9,152.905

XEROX 8,691,000

MONSANTO 6,947,700

MINNESOTA MINING 6 MANUFACTURING 6,509,000

ALLIED 6,407,000.

JOHNSON & JOHNSON 5,399,000

COLLATE - PALMOLIVE 5,261,364

CELANESE 3,752,000

AMERICAN CYANAMID 3,649.073

FMC 3,582.460
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PPG INDUSTRIES 3,353.600

PFIZER 3,249,700

D. F. GOODRICH 3.194.600

NoRG-WARNER 2,761,200

smuLiNt BECKHAM 1.995.341

ROHM A HAAS 1,884,664

STAUFFER CHEMICAL 1,726.236

AIR PRODUCTS 6 CHEKICALS 1,510,115

LUBRIZOL 978.291

DON CORNING 721,861

NALCO CHEMICAL 666,591

AMOCO .CHEMICALS CORPORATION*

GTE LABORATORIES. INC.*

INNONTCORPORATION*

SUNTSCS. INC.

UOP. INC. *

* Sales Figures riot available.
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rABLE 11,

UNIVERSITY MEMBER OP OCR

The University of Alabama

The American University

Arizona State University

The University of Arizona

University of Arkansas

Atlanta University

Auburn university

Boston university

Brandeis University

Brown university

California Institute of Technology

University of California, Berkeley

University of California. Los Angeles

University of California at Riverside

University of California, San Diego

Carnegie-Mellon university

Case Western Reserve university

University of Central PlOrida

central Michigan University

University of Chicago

University of Cincinnati

City University of Hew York

Clark University

Clarkson College of Technology

Clemson University

Colorado State university

University of Colorado

Columbia University

University of Connecticut

Cornell University

Dartmouth University

University of Delaware

Drexel University

Duke University

Leery Univer0ity

Florida Stain University

University of PlOrida

Georgetown pniQrsity .

Georgia institute of Technology

University of Georgia

Harvard University.

University of Houston

Reward University

uniVdrsity of Idaho

Illinois Institute of Technology

U. of Illinois at Chicago Circle

U. of Illinois at Urbana

Iowa State University

university'of Uwe

Johns umpkins University

Kansas' State University

university of Kansas

university of Kentucky

Lehigh University

Louisiana State University

University of Louisville

Marquette University

university of Maryland

MIT

U. of Massachusetts. Amherst

Memphis State University

university of Mims

Michigan State University

>,
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Michigan. Technological University

University of Michigan

University of Minnesota'

Mississippi State University

University of Mississippi

University of MissouriColumbia

University otMissouri-Rolla

University of Missouri-St. Louis

Montana State Univirsity

University of NebFaska- Lincoln

University of Nevada

University of Nov Hampshire

New Mexico State University

University of New Orleans

,-NOW York University

North Carolina State University

University of North Carolina

North Dakota State University

Northeastern University

Worpwesterh pliverstly

University of MAO, Dame

Ohio State University

Ohio University

Oklahoma Staie university

University of Oklahoma

4 Oregon State University

University of Oregon

The Pennsylvania State University

University of Pennsylvania

University of,Pittsburgh

Polytechnic institute of New York

Princeton University

Purdue University

Queens College - CONY

g

21 Vt. 0-K1 --SO

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Universityof Rhode Island

Rice Iniversity

University of Rochester

Rockefeller University- :116*

Rutgers University

Seton Sall University

University of Southeen HissiSSUci

Stanford University

SUN! at Buffalo

College of Staten Island

Syracuse University

Universityof Tennessee

?exam A411 University

Texas Tech University

University of texas at Austin

Tufts Uniyersity

University of Utah

Vanderbilt University

Villanova University
es

Virginia Pol ?technic

University of Virginia

Washington State University

Washingto, University

University of Washington

Wayne State University

Wesleyan University

West Virginia University

University of wisconsin.madiaon

University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee

Worcester Polytechnic Institute -.

The University of Wyoming

Yale University
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'Mr. WAWIIKN. Thank you very much, Dr. Kwiram. It was sug-
gested that you could stay with us until 4.15 or thereabouts, or is

:that your plane time?
Dr. KWIRAM. No, I can stay until 4:15.
Mr. WALGREN. All right. We will then proceed to Dr. Langen-

berg, and go through the rest of the panel of statements before
reaching into discussion.

Dr. Langenberg.

STATEMENT OF DONALD N. !AM:KNEE:1M CHANCELLOR,
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT CHICAGO

Dr. LANGENRERG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, you have asked

me to present my views on the current status of university re-
. earch instrumentation, and particularly to assess the effectiveness
of the Federal response to the instrumentation problem in our Na-
tion's research universities. I very much appreciate the opportunity
to do this, for this is an issue in which I have had a personal inter-
est in a number of rolesas an experimental physicist, as a univer-
sity administrator, as Deputy Director of the National Science
Foundation, and now again as a university officer. I consider
myself to be here today, however, as an individual, not represent-
ing any particular institution.

The evidence for a deficit in the research instrumentation capa-
bilities of our universities began to accumulate more than a decade
ago. In my prepared statement I run through some of the back-
ground, leading up to the following expression of my current view.
My view of the present situation with respect to university re-
search instrumentation it that we have a serious national problem
you will note I said national, nol% Federala national problem
w hich has not and will not go away, and which deserves serious at-
tention by Governments, both Federal and State, by private indus-
try, and by the university research community.

I think the gap between ow- present university research instru-
mentation capability and what it ought to be to insure maximum
productivity by our most creative and innovative researchers, cor-
responds to at least $1 billion and probably a good deal more. A
year ago when I reported to this subcommittee, I presented $1 bil-
lion as a lower bound and suggested that some estimates go as high
as $3 or $4 billion.

There are spme encouraging signs that the problem is being ad-
dressed, however, by Federal and by State Governments, by private
industry, and by the scientific and engineering research communi-
ties. You have asked me to address the Federal part of that effort,
and this I would like to do in the Context of the Interagency Wor,11-
ing Group on University Research Instrumentation.

As Dr. Knapp has already told you, the Interagency Working
Group on University Research Instrumentation was organized back
in mid-1981 by NSF with the support of the Director of the Office
of Science and Technology Policy. He has noted that it is composed
of senior Presidential appointees representing the Foundation, agri-
culture. defense, energy, NASA, and NIH. I chaired that group

46i
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until my departure filial the Foundation in December 1982 and it
is currently chaired by the Director of the Foundation, Dr. Knapp.

A year ago I talked to this subcommittee on the Interagency
Group's formation and early findings. Since then, it has reviewed
agency budgets for university research and has worked jointly to
assure the maximum possible fiscal year 1984 budget request for
instrumentation. It has reviewed the process for implementing the
DOD instrumentation program begun in fiscal year 1983. It has dis-
cussed possible accelerated cost recovery proposals for university-
funded equipment purchases, and it has discussed concerns by com-
mercial laboratories over competition from NSF-funded inst un.en
tation in universities. Finally, it has adopted a multifaceted nation-
al program to address the instrumentation program.

The elements of that program are listed on this chart, and a copy
of that chart is appended to the prepared statement. I would now
like to discuss each of them in turn.

First of all there is data acquisition. There has been some unease
expressed about the estimates, both their magnitude and their evi-
dent imprecision, the estimates of the size of the instrumentation
problem. This committee has asked NSF to develop indicators of
the status of research instrumentation, in the spirit of the indica-
tors of the state of science and technology which ale reported peri-
odically by the National Science Board in its science indicator
series. I assume that the' Foundation has and will keep you in-
formed of the progress of this project. Dr. Knapp has already men-
tioned it.

I think that if it is successful, this project should provide us a
tool with which to monitor continuously the status of university re-
search instrumentation, to refine our estimates of the magnitude of
the current problem, to assess the effectiveness of our efforts to
ameliorate it, and to understand better the differing nature of re-
search instrumentation needs among the fields of science and engi-
neering.

Now when I mentioned a moment ago the existence of some
recent indications of the magnitude of the instrumentation prob-
lem, I had in mind in the back of my mind a very recent indication
that suggests that the earlier estimates that you have heard are
really not far off the mark. This is the response of the scientific
community to the Department of Defense's instrumentation pro-
gram mounted in fiscal year 1983. As Dr. Knapp has noted, DOD
has received something like 2,500 proposals in competition for
those funds, totaling something close to three-quarters of a billion
dollars in requested Federal funds, requests of almost three quar-
ters of a billion dollars for a total program size of $30 million, It
seems to me that that response indicates that our earlier estimates
are not really far off the mark.

You could argue, perhaps, that those proposals contain a good
many frivolous wish-list requests, and may greatly overstate the
need. That may be the case but I very much doubt it.

First of all, the DOD program requires substantial cost sharing
on the part of the proposing institutions. I'm sorryit does not re-
quire it but it very strongly encourages it. Furthermore, the prepa-
ration of a proposal where the probability of success was perceived,
I think, by everybody to be very Im a prioriand a posteriori ap-
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pears to In only alsnit I potent. is not a task any scientist would
undertake lightly

Taken together, these lacts suggest tu me that the incidence of
frivolous pruposals nlikely tc be high. Furthermore, if you rec-
ognize that the fie,. ,,. of research eligible for DOD support-al-
though the guidelines west rather broadly defined-exclude some
of t fit physical M.ltillAn, and exclude much of the biol gipal and ag-
re. ultural sciences -that is to say. include only a pa jof the full
range ol stitnter. funded by NSF m its programs-the it seems to
nit that that response to the 1)01) progratn provide:, some addition-
al exprime. cal support for an estimate of the university research
instrumentation deficit in the billion-plus range. i

I will yd.."... over the second item on that list, called "funding ini-
tiatike s. because these describe the initiatives i.i the budgets of
the ..gencies tepiesented on the Inteiagency Group related to in-
strumentation. and those I think you are familiar with to a sub-
stantial degree, particularly the National Science Foundation's
budget I would note. however, the numbers. the $90 million, the
$10 million, the $10 million, and the f; million are specific pro-
ge.ini keel increases in those agencies for instrumentation over
previous le%els. Those are not the total amounts, they are the in-
creases You can see, and I should say that the Increases are over
the period I9>,2 to 0.181, so that is a 2-year increase, and over that
eeri,J you tan set. 41 piogran;'',evel increase for instrumentation of
:...,136 million across those agencies represented there.

Tilt next itOrn here is labeled "stimulate donations and dis-
counts Dr. Knapp has already referred to several experiments
performed by NSF in the last year, one of which involved direct
donations of equipment and the other, substantial discounts on
equipment It seems to me that those represent directions of some
pi utilise lot the future The National Science Board has encouraged
Foundatiun staff tu explore other opportunities for such coopera-
tion with the private bettor, and these initial examples have been
discussed and endorsed by the Interagency Croup.

The Economic Recovery Tax Act of 198' had provisions intended
to T''.iiulate donations of research equipment by manufacturers to
unisersities. NSF has initiated with manufacturers, both individ-
ually and through iiedfistry associatkns, some efforts to encourage
use af those incentives of the tax act. The response has been mixed
.and I ['link on the whole, to mo at least, rather disappointing.

Sume manufacturers are increasing equipment-donations but
often, it appears, for reasons that do not appear to be especially re-
lated to the tax act incentivos. Others report that current economic
toiniit: as militate against donations-if there are no profits, there
du no taxes, and then there is no incentive to donate-but still
Lithei-, it port that they are 41v6 ailing issaance of the IRS kegula-
tions implementing the relevant provis.ons of the tax act so that
they van judge what the value of the incentives is, and here we
seem to have a major oroblem.

1 don't know why IRS. more than a year after the passage of that
att, has not yet issued regulations. but the delay here is, I think.
titiliit mg the effect of these incentives that the Congress built into
the act Every day that goes by-because of the "within 2 years"
prorluctiun requireinrt 4f that act-more equipment becomes in-

I
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eligible ti/1 &Alai OM DIhPitt. :Anne prodding by the Director oi le
National Skala.' Foundation, there has riot been any visible result
su far, and I would urge OSTI) and, if necessary. the Congress, to
press the IRS to do its job and get those regulations out. The dona-
tion provisions cu uld potentially be a substantial contribution to
the solution of the research instrumentation problem. if manufac-
turers knew what the ground rules were for using them.

The next item there says, "focus small busines.s set-aside," and
that refers to the Small Business Development Act of 1982 which,
as you are well aware, required set asides in the budgets of the
R&P funding agencies for uppurt of R&D for small businesses.
The Interagency Group has discussed the idea that some portion of
agenties small business programs might be focused specifically on
smull businesses that are engager; in developing highly sophisticat-
ed research instrumentation.

It is a well-known fact, in the scientific game at least, that an
awful lot of businesses begw with small businesses which are de-
toted to taking ideas developed in the laboratory and converting
the ra Anse Lomn.ercially usable instrumentation, and very often
first for Lew back in the laboral.i.y. One well-known example is the
laser which, when it was nest commercially- manufactured, was in
fact manufactured as a tool for use in laboratories, and now you
find them t verywher, including in every supermarket checkout
stand. The Foundatiun, I believe, and some of the other agenits
represented on the Interagency Group are looking with consider-
able favor on focusing at least part uf that small 'easiness set-a...We
on instrumentation firms.

Then there is university management. aril prepared to proclaim
the virtues of the American research university but I am not, I am
gold. prepared to present these universities as general paragons
of crisp :end tight management There are a good many good and
proper reasons fur that, given the particular character of universi-
ties Nonetheless, I think there is a growing awareness, even

ithin universities, that there is room fur improvement, particular-
ly in the area of inunaging acquisition, maintenance, and use of re-

,search instrumentation.
Most of the agencies represei.ted on that interagency group have

committed themselves to support a major project, which will be
'carried out under the leadership of three university organiza-
tions the AM..% NASULGC, and the Council on Governmental Re-
lations and thirst acronyms are all explained in the prepared
statement. That project will include the commissioning of six anal-
yses. first, to assess the role of debt financing for research equip-
ment in sound university financial practiceand Dr. Olson, my col -
le .igue here, will be talking to you a good deal about that shortly,
soma]. to identify and evaluate opportunities to improve procure-
ment. ihanagement, utilization, operation, and maintenance of re-
scar.-h c-quipment, third, to assess present tax incentives for the de-
nation uf resardi equipment, and suggest ways to increase sup- ort
from the !private .setter, fourth, identify opportunties to eliminate
ar reductt Statt and university budget and other policy barriers,
fifth, to identify opportunities for changes in Federal regulations,
and sixth, to e.aluate present modes of direct Federal investment
and suggest future improvements.
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There are also plans to spread the good word through a series of
serirrnars blilethIled to coincide with professional and association
meetings, regional meetings, and a national ::.mposium.

The last item there says, "stimulate Goveinment laboratories."
Some of them seem to be quite well stimulated already. However.
what is meant there is tha. if one notes that the federally funded
laboratories of the country, a major scientific resource, absorb a
considerable part of the Nation's R&D budget and contain a great
deal of highly suphisticated research instrumentation, one might
ask whether that might be used more effectively than it now is by
university researchers.

Now in some fields, of course high energy physics, astronomy
the wry purpose of these Federal laboratories is to provide facilib
ties and instrunientatiun to university researchers, but in many
fields it may be that one could make available these facilities and
instrumentation without compromising the purposes of the labora-
tory. The Interagency Gruup is considering that question. DOE is
;dealt to issue an agency wide publication encouraging external use
of DOE fie dales and equipment, and 1 believe this question and
this issue deserves very careful attention.

That program I have outlined there is an ambitious one. It in-
cludes roles fur Governments, both Federal and State, Federal
agencies, industry, universities, and the scientific and engineering
communities. No one of thuse elements alone can solve the instru-
mentation problem. Each of then. will help, and taken together,
they may turn the trick.

I bee in the budget initiatives for instrumentation in 1983 and
19s1, and in the elements of the Interagency Group's program, the
beginnings of an effective attach on the instrumentation problem.
As I have noted, the program level increases over there in budget
are at :1136 million, that is a pretty good start. I am especially en-
couraged by the National Science Foundation's plans for 1984. In
the current economic climate, I think they represent a remarkable
achievement by the leadership of the Foundation and of OSTP, and
I very much hope the Congress will find it possible to support
them.

However, if we are going to make real inroads on the instrumen-
tation problem. I believe further, substantial budget initiatives
must be made by the other agencies, and in addition to money, I
think the Federal Government must continue to provide leader-
ship. It cannot do the whole job by itself. The scientific and engi-
neering communities, the universities and industry, must do their
part, but I think the importance of Federal leadership can be seen
in the nunbudgetary elements of that interagency group's national
program and they can be seen elsewhere.

Finally. I think we have to stick to our guns. We made p geed
start on sulvira; a problem that hasAeveloped over more than a
decade. It may take the better part of another decade to complete
the job, and for this effort I think stay the course is truly an appro-
priate adnionit ion.

Mr. Chairman, that completes my statement.
prepared statement of Dr. Langenberg follows:]
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STATDMit or

DR. DONALD N. LaNGCe8ERG

CHANCELE011, UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT CHICAGO

BEFORE THE

SURCCMITTEZ ON SCIEICE, RHSIARCH, AND TECMOLOGY

U. 5. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MARCH 8, 1983

0.,siman and !kaisers os the Oxseittes.

You have aged me to present ant views on the current Ttat..r Olaverefte

.rea}lairthAllatrusientation and particularly to &ta*a the-effectiveness of

the fe4,1r,A effort to }ttdr4Se the inst cementation probl.a In out NetIOri.,

revedirri 4rIlver 'Wel. I appreciate this opportunity ro do 10. for this is

an Ivan* an vhica I have had an active Interest In several roles as an

exputipental scientist, ss a .firitVeretrY adainistrator. as Deputy DIreiter

of the Mac total Science Foundation. and oar again as a aniversity officer.

I consider %Nett is he here today i4 an Individual, however, nor

rePtesent tog any lost Icuc ion

:he evidence for 4 clef t6tt to the research instrumentation capabilit tea of

"our universities began to accumulate more than a decade ago. It appetred

first in the crmplainti of scientists vao found It increseingl.4 difficult

to tied hinds to keep their reseatch programs going and also acquire new

equipment nee Jed ;0 exploit new Ideas and tee:mt.:lea. those returning 4rtm

visits to COLIC:44e, sad competitors) abroad began to describe enviously

the suPettor lnetrunentetteafad facilities they had seen there. Surveys

and Jere perforleci or ponsored4bY uoleersitr association; and by

federal agencies. notably NSF and Mill. These lit supported a growing

e
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recognition that the Probles was teat. large. and growing larger. When

appeared before this Subcommittee a year ago, I said that the magnitude of

the pivbien was diilicult to specify with precision, but that a rough lower

bound or .ne billion dollar% was a reasonable estirate, with some estimates

tending %IP ro dirge or four billion dollars. Elsewhere I have given two

billion plus wr sinus a factor of two as Cy guess at the size of the deficit.

some have expressed uneasiness about the evident lack of precision and the

inPreasive wgnitude of this estivate. later I will describe steps being

taken to address the former Loncers, and cone recent indications that the

magnitude is not overstated.

Nov did vin get ourselves into this fix? Sore of the reasons are fairly

4bviutte. ?juges 11 funding for university research increased {heretically

through the fifties and sixties. rites essentially plateaued. The tesponse

frog univers it/ researchers was that typical human sanagerial tesponse, i.e.,

saintain support lot people. defer capital Investment (equipeent4at4u1sitioa).

and nay for oetter tines. Meanwhile. the substantial Infusions of inattuaentation

which had cods with massive ...what exPansiwn by the universities in the fifties

and early sixties were hematite obsolete, with Little Ptos ect for rePlac=ent

from university sources. The Ingenuity of out scientists and engineers

further exacerbated the situation. new techniques sod new instruments mete

invented, caking it oossibie to detect and measure things undreaned of not

Long ago. Unfortunately. with a few exceptions like coaputeis. the new

state-of-the-art instrumentation is sore expensive as well as sore

sophisticated. this on'top of inflation.

tederal tasponse to the university research instrumentation problem began

to appear in the late seventies. e.g. in several programs of the national

4"
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Science Foundation. Thee. wet. the result of connendable initiatives by

agency program mongers add officials but vets fa:* and scattered. 4khe

President's January, 1980 budget Request to the Congress for FT1981 contained

an agency -vide Initiative for the Foundation. which fell victim to the Marth

teviaioe. Again in January. 1981. the President's request included a

research inatrumentation initiative for the roundetten. this tine at the

level of $15 million. but again this vanished in the new adninistretion's

Marti) revision. true:sating as this vas for pany of us, it was vacillated

by a more positive developselnr exrendlog throughout this period. the

*pteading recognition of the seriousness of the university research

instrumentation problem. in the scientific and univetstty communities, in

'state and federal administrations, In the Coegress, sod in Private

industry. f ac reminded of the observarion that when the practitioners in

a fieldsidentiiv a Problem. you have a problem; when those in related areas

learn about it. poti have a big problemi sod when the administrators, the

PelicieLins. and the sea, meg Learn about it, you have a crisis! This

process is atilt continuing, but it appears to have advadced to the point

where substantial responses ro the -crisis" ere beginning co appear in

several quarters.

My view of the current situation with respect to university research

instrumentation then. L4 that we have a serious national problem which

has not and will not go ava, and which deserves serious attention by

gOveronent3. by private industry. And by the university research COmunity.

The gap oetween our present university resentch instrumentation capability

west ft ought to be ro ensure maximum Producriviti by our nowt

ciesti;m:4pd lnawai$tve releatchete corrAnonds to at lean i billion

4 Ys
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dollars. and probahlf More. There ate encouraging signs that the Problem

is being confronted. however. by federal and stare governaents, by private

industry. and by the scientific and engineering th communities. You

II!

have as ' me ro address the federal part of this effort. This l would like

to do in t * context of the work of the Interagency Working Group on

University Research Instrumentation.

The interagency Working Group on University Research Instrumentation was

organired in mid-1981 by the National Science Poundatiom, with the support

of the Director, Office of Science and Technology Polity. It is composed

of senior Presidential appointees rapresentiog the foundation. the Department

of Agritulture. the DePartment of Defense. the Department of Energy, the

Notional Aeronautic' and Space Ain n. and the National Institutes

of health. These 'semis. account for about 951 of all federal funding for
ti

un l icy eeeee .ch and developcient. I chaired the Interagency Croup until

ay departure iron the Foundation in December. it is currently chaired

by the Dirtccor of the foundation.

the Interagency soup has served as a vehicle for focusing high-level agency

attention on the university research instrumentation Problem. ;ts members

discuss a variety of Issues and proposals. agree on general policy directions.

end monitor staff follow-up. Not oil the represented agencies have been

equally aggresst,e in attacking the instrumentation problem. end their

approaches to it display tonsiderable diversity. This is as it should be. o

Different agencies and the various scientific and engineering disciplines

nave different stiles and verging instrumentation nettle. The instrumentation

Problem is not monolithic And it has no single. sweeping solution.
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4
A fear ago. E tepotted to this Subcommittee on the interagency Gtoup's

formation and early findings. Sinee then. it bass

o tevieved agency budgets for university research
and worked jointly to assure the maximme possible
kY ;Oa budget requests for lostrumentarlont

o reviewed the process for taplementing the Doh
intruaentstion program begun in Li 1983;.

O discussed possible accelerated cost recovery proposals
for univetsity -funded equipsent purchases;

o diseutsed concerns of commercial laboratories over
competition ism NSF - leaded Insttamentstiom io

university laboratories;

...lopted a multi-faceted nottonsi ptostam to address

the instrumentation problem.

The eleeents of this national Praises ate listed in the appended chest..

E would now like to discuss each of they In turn.

41.

1sta Acquisition. this ':ommittee as asked NSF to develop "indicators"

of the statue 4 tesearch instrunentetion. in the spit it of the indicators

of tho state of science and technology repotted petiodically by the

National Select* liostd in its "9elence indicatots" series, I cases, the

Foundation his kept you inforned of the progress of this project. arlefly.

a pilot sutvey v.as conducred in the fall of 1981. Analysis of the resulre

led to the design of an insttumentstion indicator sucve, trotrument vhE2h

was ttli"ed Sw the IniqragottoY GiOvP AAA further refined. The b4TVCV

questionnsikeo were sent out in gecenbet. 1962. A report on the resulrs

Should be available by fall. 190. the survey covers a stratified sample

of 40 Institutions droin_troe 4=008 the Cop 160 petforners of academic

research and development. the first round viii cover Ole physical sciences

.44 V.v next eh* biological iciunce..

4 "$
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If successful, this project should provide vs tool with which to monitor

COIL 104011 Sir the status of uoivetsity ****** ch Insituieentation, to ratlike

cur estimates of the finitude of the cutteot ptoblem. to assess the

effectivenek of our efforts to ameliorate it, and to uodetstsnd better the

diftetiag oatut of tesutch instrumentation needs among the fields of

science and costal's:tag.
t

Other studies of the instrumentation Problem have been vs are, cuttently befit'

performed by the Amet ican Chemical Society, the Aneticee Geophysical Union.
.-.

the Merkel) [14c:waits Association. and the Notch Carolina State

Legialatut4.

then I aeot toned oitlier the esisteace of recent iodinate= of the magoitude
,"

of the instrumentation Preface. I had in aind the :espouse of the scientific

and engineering communities to the FY 1983 DoD Instrumentation Ttogtao. This

use the fist o1 (hie administration's targeted responses --to tbs.-problem.

providing $30 staliem for instrumentation applicable to resesrch in areas

relevant to the DoD mission., DOD bas received 2300 proposals in the
neap,' *Area.- kerfora of a. ifrifigno detbIS

ronParition for these funds, totaling in requested federal funds.

I believe this response indicates that out tasl Let estimates of the cite of

the univessitY research lastrumentation deficit are not fa:oft the math.

One might argue that this flood of proposals say contain a gteat meat

frivolous "with -list" rocuests and thus any greatly overstate the real need.
. 0

perhaps, but I doubt it. The DoD ;moans encoutages substantial cost-shating

by the pro Pet tag institutions. Futthersot e. the ;scores lett of a col:petit i;ie

proposal trhrrs the Psobabilist of success is seen g Es_kti to be low (and a

2oscerioti appears to be about 411 is not a task any scientist would undo:take

,
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iightlY. Taken together. these facts suggest that the In dance of

ftivolous Proposals Is unlikely to be high. Anther. If one tecognItee that

the field' of research eligible for the DoD stoves. broadly defined though
smith

its guidelines ate. exclude some of the Physical sciences and soma of the

biological and astitultor.1 sciences, then it Setae to as that the iirst

tear tesponas to the DoD pintas provtles additional support for ri

estimate of the university .,asatch instrumentation deficit in the billion.

Plus tinge.

!amiss Initiatives. The President's Al 1984 Budget Request to the Congress

reflects vary substantial response to the UnivOTei Y research Insttusentation

Ptobits. The DoD,instrusentation ptogras initiated 'ST 1983 is slated to
1

44ntinse, et the sass level of S3. alllion. I would like to note that

DoD worked closet, with the Interagency Group In developing the concept.

dedgn. and seie.tion ctlttia lot its ptogts, providing a good example

of intetagencv ouperstion. I houll 110 note Chic theca is a canal:ming

concern in some quartets that the DoD ptogtam may be funded at the expense

of other DoD funding poetess for university research and say thus not

reptssent teal Increase in support for university reseatch inattusestation.

i don't know ehethet this is so or not. but would suggest that the Question

<legacy', /7ongte5sional scrutiny. 0

The :.SP budget contains a saJot instrumentation thrust lot FY 1984. The

agency tuts already ptesnted its budget to this Subcosmittet. so i will

Wet note a couple of highlights. ?coveted funding for teseetch lastrusentatIon

is up 60: iron FY 1)83. 104i item FY 1982. The Foundation intends to towage

itt famttomentation programa in m dispersed mode rather then in a single

4
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centrally managed Program. This is s deliberate strategy, intrnded to

ensure the hest possibie fit between available funds and the differing

need* of the disciplines. Most of the funds will be invested through

Individual pro,ect grants. or major faciIitiev.. However. a significant

Portion will be handled by special instrumentation programs at the

division idleciplinary, level. These programs will operate at a level of
4 (se algola vl(dr /two/ h4.A7

approximately $40 million. wrilidgmaillaidTderk.

DoE hes Proposed a $6 million special Instrumentation Ltiative in

FT,19$4. Intended for equipment costing $100 thousand or mote, to be used

In energy-related rem-arch by major onfvereitles. Maintenethe sod

operational costs are eligible for supPOtt in this Progfpno in addition to

a.suiwition Cost.. This is a valuable and important feature, one I would

urge other agencies to adopt In their Instrumentation programs.

SIR', PT Ilgi budget shows a 1l0 million increase for Instrumentation

In the Division of Research Resources Special Elvipoent Program. This 200g

increase over the teluested amount f$SimIllIon) was Initiated by Congress

in an aetion t heartily applaud.

NA^A has nor established a separately identifiable instrumentation program.

bet has Issued 4 directive to its Program officers to give special

consideration to instrumentation in avatdOto univeralties

USDA is giving continued consideration to means of focusing on research

0

instrumentation In its R I D Programs.

10tc...,naandDiscoutitituisteDoi. During FY 1962. SST Initiated two

tnt.np.toing oxperlsonot which suggest wY, in which fedessl goirses might

1-,1
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be meshed with private sector effotts to address the instrumentation problem.

The first involved a science and engin'eering education Proven in which

grantees develop coepucer software ("courseware") for the teaching of

adiCheCiaCiCe. science. or engineering. This was really a continuation of

a long- standing Foundation Program of this kind. The new feature here was

that no Foindation funds were provided for computer acquisition under the

Program. Rather. the necessary computers vete donated .by five emoufacturers

to recipients of NSF awards chosen through the normal Peer-review process.

The vocal mace of che donations exceeded $900 thousand, while the total

NSF funds obligated vets substantially less than this aaounc.

The ocher exPerinant vas performed in a program to ,rovids computing

equipment for research in che mathematical sciences. A single man0facsuser

agreed to provide an exceptionally deal, discount (45Z) to all program

awerdees requesting chat manufacturer's equipment. permitting the Foundation

to fund more proposals and co equip chose funded more adequacelY.

The 1.41004ii Science 2ostd has encouraged Foundation staff CO explore

other opportunities for such cooperation with the private sector. and
wed tAtisrpd

qt., initial examples have been discussed/by the Interagency Group.

The Economic Recovery Tax At of 1901 has provisions intended to stimulate

donations of reoearta riniimens by manufacturers to universities. NSF

has initiated with mansfacturersphoch individually sad through industry

associations, effsrts to encourage use of the incentives of the Tax Acc.

The response has been mixed and. out the whole. disappointing. Sone

manufacturers are increasing equipment donations. but often for reasons

iPParently unrelated to the Tax Act incentives. Others report that

4
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Curran 4COPOtett 4onditione pre.lude donarione, there are no profits,

there are no taxes and henei no incentives to donate. Still others report

they are awaiting issuance of IRS tegulstions inplenentipg the relevant

provisions of the Tax Act,vhith will enable they to Judge the value of the

incentives. Hers we seam to have major problem. Uhatever may be the

reasons for the failute of IRS to have issued these regulations, more than

a year after passage of the Act, the delay is nullifyfag the effect of the

Incentives the Congress built into the Act. Because of the tequiresent

that equipment be closeted "within two yesys of ptoductioe, more equiPateat

becomes ineligible with each day of further delay. The Director of the

National Science Foundation wtote the IRS in Aptil of 1982 to ask that

the regulation-writing ptocess be expedited, with no visible result so fat.

I would urge OSTP and, if necessary, the Congteas to press the IRS to do

Its lot. The donation provisions may be a relatively minor matter in the

general tax structure of the country, but they could have a significant

positive effect on the h instrusentatios problem; if manufacturers

knew what the ground rules ware for using them.

.1

Small Business Set-Aside. In 1982, the Congress passed the Small Business

Development get, requiting set-asides In the budgets of R 6 D funding

agencies for support of R 6 D by small businesses. TheNationel Science'

Foundation's Smell Business Innovation Research Program, initiated in 1977,

was identified in the Act as a prototype for small business pingrams

established under the Act. The In gency Group has diseus.ed the idea

that some portion of the agencies' small business proframs might be

focused.specifically on firms engaged In developing highly sophisticated

research instrumentation. This might increase the incentives for rapid

21 AO --31
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tVonafer of pea instrumentation ideas from university laboratories to

commerce. enhance university - industry Interaction*. and ProWte the

development of important new technologies. which often begin with the

development of instrumentatioth for febotaterY use before moving on to

broader markets. (An staple is the laser, ehlch moved from the laboratory

a

to do:Mettle' smaiacture first ee a laboratorY tool. Row they're found

In *VW! Supermarket check-out stand./

The Poundation's Small flatness Innovation Research Program has historically

encouraged instrument manufacturers to compete. TO date, the rearm hal;

received 218 Proposela from such firms end has made 2b ausrds. Tho

Foundation expects to give added eaphasts to small instrumentation firms 1

as Its ilnit program expands in sire under the provisions of the Act. othbr

agencies, notabls DOE, are prorldIng,pimilat emphases in their pro3rams.

rniverstr. *ranagenent. One way o altack a Problem like the one under

discussion Is to provide added reltnirces. Another is to use the resources

in hand more efriclentiv. wIselv.i+ creatively. While, as a university

administrator. I 4e Prepared to trunpet the manv virtues jf the American

research university. I would tun be prepared to present universities as

paragons of crtsp, tight management. There are good and proper reasons

for that la Me 4Pfti41 character and nature 0. 4niversitles. Severthele$M.

I believe there 19 Increasing awareness In the eilivergit7 communitY rat s'

liarrOvesentl In the war we manage the research instrumentation Problem

are possible.

+lost of the agencies seprc.ented L4 the Interagency Group '14V4 C4eMiLted

tIcapb.ty#., to .....latorativo "ippon of a motor Prt.iet to tntrea4e 4%41.01444

4
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among research universities of opportunities for better planning and

management of research instrumentation resources, at all levels from the

bench scientist to boards of trustees. The project will be carried out

under the Leadership of three university orginlzations. the Association of

Americ.,e Cniversities. the National A,..14:14Zion of State Ueiversities and

Land Grant Colleges. and the Council on Governmental Relations It will

Ole e3/4",eogi Agfra.gY,^,
include the C4MMEssionIng of six analyses to: et

Causes ,....r fas,user,,s,

o asses, the role of lebt financing :or research equipment ai.r op 'Ss 4114101
in sound university financial Practicet

identify and evaluate opportunities to improve the
ptocurement. management, utilization, operation, and
naintenance of research equipment:

o assess present tax incentives for the donation of research
eguipsent and suggest ways to inctease support from the
private sector:

o identify opportunities to eliminate or tedu4c state and
nniver;iv. budget and other policy harriers:

identi:, opportunities for changes in federal revlationsi

o evaluate present modes of direct federal investment and
suggest future improvenents.

Also included are plans to propagate information and understanding through

tuent, seminars schedul 4 to coincide with professional and association

teetings. three regional meetings, and a national symposium. I believe

thi, project has great potential for inducing changes in the managerial

and planning practises v; unioet,ftles and their ,ciendets ind engineers,

to optimize use of searee resources in providing university research

tiOtrUnrOtattOn.

Gsvetnaeat laiorltories .uPpotted by mane ag..a.le, of

the iederal government are a 54;Or national scientifi, resour..e.

a 141'4.: Ivrtio0 of the tederal a . D budget. and contain a great deal. of

" 4
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highly sophiltiwtted fe,aarkh Instramentation. One is led to ask whether

this instrumentation might acre eifectivel, be made available to university

researchers, where teasible, than it now is. In some fields, such aa high

energy physics and tAtranOW, ptovision of facilities and instrumentation already

1.; the central purpose of federally-funded Laboratories. But in other

fields and in otwr laboratories. it say be that laboratory facilities and

instrumentation might i.e used by university researchers, without compromising

(424. indeed, perhaps enhancing) the performance of the Laboratory. The

Interagency Creep is considering this que tion. as is. I an told, the
,t akfrwr/Sit/SC

current OSTP review of the federal laboratories. DoE hasLiondel 40 agency-

vide Pohllcatipn encoutlgthe external use of DoE facilities and equipment.

I believe it deserves careful atte3tIM. If appropriate service to the
er

university revearch community could he established as part the mission

of many federal laboratories, rather than an occasional ancillary purpose.

I think thi. would be a significant contribution to solution of the

ins.trumentation problem.

The national program of the int.:agency Uorking Group on University Research

Instrumentation which I have outlined here is an ambitious one. it includes

roles for governments federal agencies, industry. universities, and the

Scientific and engineering communities. Ito one of its elements can alone

colic the instrumentation PtohlYz,

may do the ttic'..

1..ch will help, and taken together they

I see in the budget in%tiatives for instrumentation in FY 1%81 and 1984. and

in the element) of tee Interagency Group'. natiomai progtam, the beginnAng.

of to efrective lttacs on the instrumentation problem. The instrumentation

wro.tram levet increases fro% FY OS: to 1084 awl,* in the chart total
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Alb million. .hat's a good start. 1 1111 particularly encoura by the

National Science Foundation's plans for FY MO. In the current medic

climate, they represent a remarkable achievement by the leadership f the

Foundation and of OSTF. I hope the Countess will end It poesible to

support chem. lac if we are going to cake real Intoads on the inecrument on

problem, I believe further substantial budge; initiatives must be made by

the ocher agencies. And in addition to money. L believe the federal

governmrnt must continue to provide leadership. It cannot do the whole Job

by Itself: the ecientifis and engineering communities. the universities,

and Inclu7try lust do their part. But L think the importance of federal

leadership can be seen In the non- budgetary elements of the Interagency

Croup's national program. and elsewhere. FlualIY. I believe we neat gela

to out guns. We :lave a good start on solving a Problem which has developed

over sire than a decade. It may cake the better pats of another decade to

complete the lob. rot chle ef.arc. I think "stay the course' la truly an

aPpropriace admonition.

Hr. Chairman. that completes av statenent. I would be pleased to answer

any questions you and tour colleagues mav have.

401
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Mr. WAIA:111:N. Thank you very much, Dr. Langelioerg.
- Dr. Olson.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE G. OLSON, VICE PRESIDENT FOR
RESEARCH, COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY

Dr. OLSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the commit-
tee.

I believe I was invited here to speak because of the debt manage-
ment program we have been involved in at Colorado State Univer-
sity for the past several years. My thesis to this problem is, "Isn't
it time wc nelped ourselves?"

It is estimated that universities will conduct $6 billion of re-
search activity this year, funded from both public and private
sources. Let us suppose that we need $1 billion in new equipment
to start the rehabilitation of university laboratories. Why not fi-
nance this One billion dollars of new equipment, financed at 10
percent over the next 5 years, would cost us $264 million per year
or just 4. percent of our total budget. This is less than half of
what our counterparts in industry spend from their research bud-
gets for research instrumentation.

The debt financing of scientific equipment provides benefits
other than just the acquisition of hardware. First, it provides equip-
ment now when it is needed. Scientific progress is not delayed
while waiting for an equipment giant that may or may not arrive
and when it does, only provides half the needed funds. Tax-exempt
interest rates are generally lower than the inflation rate on equip-
ment, so besides obtaining equipment now, we will never obtain it
at a lower cost.

Second, debt financing encourages better management on the
part of university administration. When asked to undertake a debt
financing program, administrators develop an awareness and inter-
est in the research program and actively participate in its planning

'arid
Third, debt financing results in improved equipment utilization.

When a professor struggles to get a grant for a piece of equipment
for his laboratory, it is his, and it probably ought to be. He may or
may not share it. However, debt service on equipment generally
comes from a number of sources. Shared use means lower cost, and
it becomes the preferred mode of operation. Debt financing can
ensure the constant upgrading of equipment and its planned re-
placement.

Fourth, debt financing develops diversified funding support for
equipment. Debt service is met by user charges for the equipment.
This means that all agencies, public and private. supporting re:,
search utilizing a particular piece of equipment, share in the cost
of that equipmentnot just the National Science Foundation.

Can debt financing work? It has at Colorado State University,
where about $40 million of scientific equipment has been provided
to our research program. The mechanisms that we have used and
some of the facilities that we have financed are summarized here.

Revenue bonds have been used to fund a laboratory for disease
control, a research farm, and our first scientific computer.
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Industrial developuitiit bonds have been issued by the appropri-
ate city or county to provide a $6.6 million research service build-
ing, the $9 million Cray I computer which we lease to the National
Center far Atmospheric Research, and we have a pending issue for
the Cyber 205 supercomputer for our National Supercomputer Net-
work. Colorado State University is the only agency in the world to
own both a Cray I and a Cyber 205.

Municipal lease-purchase contracts. This method of financing is
used to provide innumerable pieces of equipment costing between
$100,000 and $1 million. These have incIuded satellite tracking sta-
tions, a computer operating system, many VAX and minicom-
puters, various aircraft, electron microscopes and so on. ,

For small pieces of equipment we use tax-exempt revolving lines
of credit that our Foundation maintains at two local banks. This
revolving line of credit provides the stock in trade of the small
equipment, from a fkw thousand to $10,0,000, that is needed by all
of our researchers.

Obviously, once you have borrowed the money to finance equip-
ment it must be repaid. This is generally accomplished through
user fees paid by the research. projects for the use of equipment.
User fees always include both principal and ,interest payments for
acquiring the instrument, and they may include such other ex-
penses as maintenance, operators, and so forth.

Until the recent amendment to 0MB Circular A-21, interest on
equipment financing was not allowable unless the instrument was
leased from an arm's-length agency. This was one of the reasons
that we have used an affiliated but armslength agency, the Colo-
rado State University Research Foundation, to manage our debt fi-
nancing.

We believe that equipment acquisition and financing ough, to be
the responsibility of the university. It is the responsibility of Con-
gress to support basic research through appropriations to the Na-
tional Science Foundation and othei-agencies. Basic research bud-
gets should include an adequate allowance for use charges for
stateof-theart scientific equipment. Once universities begin to
manage their own equipment acquisitions on a businesslike basis,
they will continually be upgrading their scientific equipment in re-
sponse to demands from the growth and development of their own
research program.

I would like to close with a practical comment and a request for
assistance from this committee. .,

Debt financing is not easy. It requires the manipulations of many
different kinds of financial instruments, thy cooperation of invest-
ment bankers to bell unrated story bonds dristory paper, and, final-
ly, the careful and expensive opining of tax counsel. The require._ ___

rnents of 0MB Circular A-2I, complexities of the IRS code, and the
innumerable IRS regulations discourage many university adminis-
trators from going forward with an equipment financing program

The legislation I have had the audacity to propose here would, in
summary, make interest on obligations of colleges and universities
and their notfor-profit organizations for the acquisition of equip.
ment and facilities for scientific or educational purposes tax-
exempt. In summary, you could give me $1 billion today, I will go
home and upgrade my laboratories, but in 5 years I will be back

4 eJ J
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because by then it s ill be out-of-date, except I won't ask for $1 bil-
lion, I will ask for $2 billion because it will have inflated to that
price by then, or :oil could make it eabie; and more direct for us to
do our own debt financing; and perhaps you will never see me
again.

Thank you. .

[The prepared statement of Dr. Olson follows:J

A

4 86
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Statement of
Or. George G. Olson

Vice President for Research
Colorado-State University

Before the
Subcommittee on Science Research and Technology

U.S. House of Representatives
March 8, 1983

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

The direct relation between this country's declining leadetShip

in high tecunology and the obsolescence of our university scien-

tific equipment has been well established in the recent book

published by Harper and Row. "Global Stakes, TIA.Puture of High

Technology in America".

T:aditionally, the solution to the problem of equipment acquisi-

tion has cone as outright grants from university budgets, state

appropriations, endowment funds, corporate gifts or the federal

government. These sources at best are irregelar, inadequate and

in times of severe budget constraints, improbable.

Isn't it time we helped ourselves? It is ;.rimated that univer-

sities will conduct $6 billion of research activity this year

funded from both public and private sources. Lolt us suppose that

we need at least $1 billion in new equipment to start the

rehabilitation of our university laboratories. Why not finance

it? One billion dollars of new equipment financed at 101 over

the next five years would coat us $264 million usr year or hunt

4.4* of our total budget. tic Icarred last year at the National

Research Council Workshop on Revitalizing Lat.6rdtr.ry

487
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Instrumentation that the titio of capital expenditures to operat-

ing budgets in industrial research laboratories was about 9%. We

ate talking about less than half that amount over the next five

years to ptovide us $1 billion in new equipment ups. Obviously,

if we only wanted to acquire $250 million in new equipment under

the same terms' cur debt service would be only one-fourth as

much, or barely 1% of our total expenditures for research.

Universities can and mast adopt a businesslike approach to equip-

ment financing in order to provide constant upgrading of their

facirities on a regular, planned basis. The free enterprise

system has developed the mechanisms to address this problem.

Simply stated, we need to establish our obiCTCI.estor restmtrfoh,

-_________assess_our needs to achieve those objectives, evaluate our fiscal

resources, plan our cash management, conduct a risk assessment

and, if warranted, undertake debt financing to achieve our

obdectiveS. Unlike their counterparts in business, universities

have available to them many more mechanisms for debt financing

that are under more favorable, tax-exempt terms. These include

revenue bonds, industrial development bonds, municipal leases,

and tax-exempt lines of credit.

The debt financing of scientific equipment provides other

benefits beyond dust the acquisition of hardware.

o First - It provides equipment now. when,it is needed.

Scientific progress is not delayed while waiting for an

equipment grant that ray or may not <ante and when it do.:,

ez
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only provides for hall the needed funds. Tax-exempt inter-

est rates are generally lower than the inflation rite on

equipment. so besides obtaining equipment now. and including

Interests costs. it is never going to be cheaper.

Second - Debt financing encourages bettor management on the

Part Of the university administration. When asked to cinder-
.

take a debt financing program, administrators develop an

awareness and interest in the research program and actively

participate in its planning and growth.

,Third - Debt financing results tr improved equipment

utilization: when a professor struggles to get a grant for

rieitiLLL11..slabeuiroratory, it is hip& and it

ought to be. He may or maynot share it. Fowever,

sfieUrirmnrequ,pment-genarally_comes from -a number of

sources. and shared use means lower costs and'it becomes the

preferred mode of operation. Debt financing also assures

constant upgrading of equipment and its planned replacement.

Fourth - Debt financing develops diversified funding support

for equipment. Debt service is met by us. charges for thp

equipment. That means that all agencies, public and

private, supporting research utilizing a particular piece of

equipment. share in the cost of that oquippont - hot )ust

the National Science Foundation.

You may question why go to all the trouble of apht financing vtn

it would.be to much p.mplor )utt to lease a piece of equipment.

Certainly leasing should ilway. tnvstigated and If it tr

483
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expensive, it should be considered. Powever, there arc still

some adliatages todebt rinancing.. Unlike industry, where pru-

dent 3udgment may allow a new piece of egelpment to lose money
4'

bbd first year, break even the second, and contribute to profits

the third, univerevies mush generate debt service from the first

day equipment is acquired. On ma3oi pieces of equipment, debt'

financing can be structured so that the first yeL.'s debt service

is capitalized and actual payments are not required until the

second year. This gives the laboratory time to "shake down' the

equipmegt. develop a user base, and overcome low utilization at

first.

Can debt financing work? It has'at Colorado State UniArsity

where about S40 million is scientific equipment and facilities

have been provided through the dent financing activities of the

Colorado State UniiiMuy Reaearch_FoundatIon (CSURF). The
rl

mechanisms CSURF has used and some of ale facilAties financed are

summarized

Revenue Bonds - Issued on b4a1f of the university have

provided: a laboratory for disease control, a 200 acre

research farm, an irrigatiog system, a CDC 6400 computer.

Industrial Development Bonds - Issued by the appropriate

city or county for CSURP have provided: 56.6 million

research Service building, a $9 Million Cray-I compute!

which In to to the National Center for Atmospheric

Research Lr nouider, Colorado, a pending issue for a Cyber

205 eepercmputet for our rationa Superccmputer Network.
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Municipal LeaseS - Purchase Contracts - This method of

financing has been used to provide innumerable pieces of

1 equipment costing between $100,000 and $1 million.' These

have included a satellite tracking station, a computer

operaking system; VAX and othersmidi-computers faircrafe,

word proceisihg systems, elackfon microscopes, X-ray

equipment, radiation cookers, etc.

Tax-exempt Revolving Lines of Credit - CSURF maintatns two

revolving lines of credit at locil banks which are used to

buy small pieces of equipment costing from a few thousand

dollars to $I00,000. This equipment is the stock in trade

of the individual researcher. It is generally leased

directly to a protect on rather short amortization

schedules. This fund turns over constantly to Provide CSU

researcherS'a readily available source of small kquipment.

Obviously, once ycu have borrowed money to finance equipment, it

ust-bo-rszai.d.,..,LThis is generally accomplished thOwgh."wwr

fees" paid by research pioJt-r-feir.-u.s.e_pf_the c4hipment. User
---

fees a:,ays include tho basic princival and inicrest payhTnirti--Lca

------acotring the Instrument and may include suer nthcr exprnsrf.

maintenancc,4operiors, etc. Vntil the recent ,..ndmint to PhIn

Circular A-2111 terest on equipnt financing; was not allowuli

unless the Witrument wa_ lcucu irm an arni1(nIth agency.

This wo3 one of the rl4fthz; in( u:(41 an affillottd. but

arms- length or9an.tatIkn. thr (VII tcotch 1.-rlandat14,n. to mine..

. our debt financing.

4
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I

Ea.) debt financing of scientific equipment have a maw impact on

the recovery of high technology leadership in this country? I

believe it can and will use the acquisition of supercomputers as

an example.

One of the basic requirements today for state-of-the-art

capability in most peke of high technology is access to

advanced computers. The decline of American preeminence in many

fields of academic research can be directly related to the lack

of availability of state-of-the-art computers on university

campuses. For example, no American university ever acquired a

' CDC 7600 computer although it was the top scientific computer

from the time it was introduced in 1966 until the advent of the

supercomputerin 1977. Yet, during that time a number of

universities in Europe acquired CDC 7600 computers and a number

of them have already acquired the current state-of-the-art

suplercomPuter,.either a Cray-I or a Cyber 205. The fact thI

these computers are not available to AMerican university

' researchers not only limits the quality of their research, but

means that they are not training graduate students. in writing

modern codes, they are not exploring new computational methods

and are actually falling behind their counterparts in Western

Europe and Japan in the basic elements of computir science.

TN; capital cost of a supercomputer facility is in the rapge of

$7 to 510 million depending on the size of comuoter mtmory,

ancillary equipment. power rources, rte. It rt. writ of this

order of magnitude that have rrevefited 4hil,vr4iiie4. frog

stato-of:the-art scientific conput.rs for the past 16 or 17
1
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yearb. It is not likely that cuch funds will become available

from federal sources for scientific equipment acquisitions.

Colorado State Univers.ty. through its Research Foundation, has

addressed this national problem in the following ways: In 1977

it acquired a Cray.X computer and leases it to the National

'Coster for Atmospheric Research for the support of their research

proves. In 1982, the CSU Research Foundation installed a two

million word, two vector pipeline Cyber 20S supercomputer in the

computer center at Colorado State University. The Foundation

proposes to make this facility available to the university com-

munity through a rational computer networkif lizing selected

regional universities as nodes or regOnal network centers. Last

month. the first of these nodes or centers was established at the

University of Massachusetts and serves New England through the

Dartmouth Kiewit Network.

We believe that equipment acquisition and financing ought to be

the responsibility of the university. It is the responsibility

of the Congress to support basic research through appropriations

to the National Science Foundation and other agencies. Basic

research budgets should include an adequate allowance for use

charges for state-of-the-art scientific equipment. Once univer:

sities begin to manage their own equipment acquisitions on a

businesslike basis, they will be continually upgrading th.

scientific equipment in rOspOnuo to demands irOm the growth and

development of their own research programs.

403
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I would like to close with a practical comment and a request for

assistance from this subcommittee. Debt financing is not easy.

It requires the manipulation of many different kinds of financial

instruments, the cooperation of an investment banker to sell

Anrated "story, bonds" or paper, and finally, the careful and

expensive opining of tax counsel. The requirements of IND

Circular A-21, the complexities of the Internal Revenue Code of

1954 as amended, and innumerable IRS regulations discourage many

university administrators from going forward with an equipment

financing program.

This whole complex business could be greatly simplified by your

enacting legislation which would amend Section 103 of the

Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to provide the following:

"Interes; on the obligations of colleges, iniversities, and

not-for-profit organizations for the acquisition of equip-

ment and facilities for scientific or educational purposes

shall be tax-exempt."

A copy of proposed legislation which would accomplish this is

attached for your convenience.

Such a bill would have no negative impact on tax revenues as it

would merely simplify what can be done at the present time. It

v+uld, however. stimulate the financing of scientific equipment

by universities which will onLance their ability to contribute

the resurgence of :etica's technical leadership.

4 (`
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A BILL

To revise section 103 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954

(relating to tax-exempt bonds).

(1) Section 103(a) --

(A) Paragraph (1) of section 103(a) is amended by

striking out "and". 40

(B) Paragraph (2) of section 103(a) is amended by
--- ---
striking out "." and lrisorEing in lieu thereof "; and'.

(C) Paragraph (3) is inserted to read P. iollows:

"(3) qualified scientific facilities and equipment bonds."

0
(2) Section 103(m) --

(A) Paragraph (n) is redesignated by striking

"(n)" and inserting in lieu thereof 'Co)'..

(B) A new paragraph (n) is insetted to read as

follows!

(n) Qualified Scientific Facilities and equipment

Bonds. -- For purposes of subsection (a), the term

"qualified scientific failities and equipment bond:"

means obligations

(1) issued by an organization described in section

501(c)3 which is organized Znd operated exclusively ,:s

scientific or educational purpose:, and

(2) the proceeds of which are used to finance scien-

tific facilities or equipment for scientific or educa-

tional purposes.

435
21-2g0
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Mr. WAI.GRKN Mr MacKay.
Mt. Mai Rm. II the khan Mail will yield, that is just too provoca-

tive a comment. Perhaps we will never know again what you fi-
nanced. [Laughter.]

Mr. WAI.GREN. Well, if we never see you again we will have to
call and find out what happened.

Well, thank you wry much fur those statements. Would either of
the Gist two gentlemen like to comment on Dr. Olson's suggestion,
and particularly along the idea of how far this could go in satisfac-
torily meeting the needs.

Dr. LANGENBER,.. I think it could go a long way. I think over the
years that I and many of mi colleagues have become better and
better acquainted with what Dr. Olson has managed to achieve at
Colorado State, and we base become progressively more impressed
with his results but, as he pointed out, it is not easy.

I noted one aspect of the project that the Interagency Working
Group has embarked upon to stimulate university management.
That .aspect was the promulgation of the faith, if you like. One
might ask the question, "To whom?" The intention is to spread the
word on such things as creative financing to all of the managers in
a university, and those range from bench scientists all the way up
to boards of trustees.

I have seen university administrators comment favorably and en-
thusiastically about Dr. Olson's ideas. I have even seen a few scien-
tists who knew about them comment favorably on them, but I
shudder just a little bit to imagine taking a proposal for a major
debt financing to a typical university comptroller, a vice president
for finance, or a typical university board of trustees. They are quite
familiar with doing that to construct new dormitories or classroom
buildings or athletic fields, but if you tell them you want them to
borrow to buy an electro . microscope, I would prefer not to try
that without a lot of support from Dr, Olson.

Mr. WALGREN. Well, now, let's understand why.
Dr. LANGENRERG. I think it is a matter of attitude. It is unusual.

Everyone knows about buildings and everyone know. about financ-
ing buildings, because most people have bought houses. A good
many businessmen know about financing equipment and instru-
mentatit a but university managers for the most part simply do
not.

Would vim agree with that, George?
Dr. 0, ...N. Well, we have conducted two national seminars on

this subject and they have evoked a lot of interest and a lot of re-
sponse and enthusiastic attendance, and nut a lot of debt financing.
It is a complicated business. The tax laws are such that some
things work for private universities and do not work for public and
vice versa.

Youlpeed to be in the business. Yuu need to have people working
with you that have a business background, that have been in the
business of financing equipment. Industry does this. They buy their
equipment on various financing mechanisms. .

Mr. WALGREN. If I understand it right, then, it is more an attitu
dinal thing than an actual barrier. When Dr. Langenberg says it
isn't easy--

,
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Di 01..soN Well, it's not easy. Maybe in our seminars we do us
much to discutuage people as encourage them, because we tell
them --we do it in cenjunction with a good tax counsel, lawyer. and
an underwriter to explain all the mechanisms to do this. However,
we hate demonstrated. I think, through 10 million dollars.' worth of
.scientific paper that the public at 'large out therels ready and will-
ing to buy h t,h-risk paper. It is not easy to sell the paper on a
Clay computer when it is the second one that has ever been built,
or go out fur positron emission toinography equipment that people
cannot een pronounce. But they ha%e dernonstiated a willingness
to buy this kind of paper, whether it is lease participation certifi-
cates or bonds or what have you. The problem 1 believe is really in
the university administrations.

Mr. WAI.GREN. Dr. Kwiram.
Dr. KWIRAM. Weil, I think 1 commented on this issue from CCR's

peon of %iew briefly in my prepared statement. 1 think it is a cre-
athe solution that .:.an be effective in certain circumstances. I
think it is indeed cetriplicated. A central issue, of course,. is the fact
that it does nut create new money in one sense. I mean, you have
to lake it from user's fees or someplace. You have to pay for it.
There is a censer%ation of money law here that comes into play as
well.

In additionto that, there are potential difficulties if someone like
NCAR were to pull out of a lease, for example, because their direc-
tion has changed, and you were to lose a major individual or entity
of that sort that is going to befooting the bill through user fees.
We tay to do seine of this in amortizing equipment in our depart-
ment, and it is nut quite a month-by-month problem but almost
that kind of a situation where you wonder, "Well, is this guy going
to pull out next month? is he going to lose his grant? Are we going
to be able to sustain the program?"

Mr. WAIA.RRN. Therefore, this goes to the question of whether or
not the pri% ate sector is willing to put up the money to buy such
equipment. Inasmuch as that equipment might becume obsolete rel-
atiely quickly, there is a real risk there?

Dr. OLSON. Well, the big risk, as Dr. Kwiram mentioned, is in
losing funding. We don't fund eery thing that uur faculty asks for.
We tell them that we will buy them anything they can pay for, and
it means that a university administrator his to be a risk manager.
I don't believe this can be dune on a departmental level, although I
admire a department that tries that. I think it requires the univer-
sity resources to look at this prublein, and it requires the use of an
affiliated organization.

We use a foundation that is not part of the university. It is
arm's length, and it can assume debt and it can stand between the
bondholder and a piece of equipment and take action to do sane-
thing with that equipment. For example, if NCAR we lease the
Cray 1 computer to NCAR with a 90 day cancellation clause. That
didn't make those bends any easier to sell. Iloweser. the bondhold-
ers knew that between the NCAR scientists and their standing
with the black bux was the CSU Research Foundation, who knew
who was using i.up* rcoinputers and w here it could be leased Or
sold.

6.. 0 4
4./ 4.
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Therefuie, you know, there hits to be a businessman's approach
to rt, and borne thing., you are not going to fund because they are
too risky.

Mr. WALGREN. Is that a substantial limitation with this ap-
proach, that some things you would not fund, some instruments
you would not fund?

Dr. OLSON. Oh, you bet. We turn down faculty members all the
time who have, you know, one $0,000-a-year grant and they have
maybe $5,000 they cab use for user equipment, and they want a $1

solid-state surface chemistry laboratory. It is not going to
fly.

I think it does encourage shared use. That is an example where
we SUnd the faculty member out arklisay, If you can get people in
physics and electrical engineering to come along with you, maybe
we will buy an Auger spectrometer. Then he comes back very en-
thusiastic, with several other faculty members willing to share in
the use and support of that piece of equipment, so it does help us
in our shared use concept.

I agree, this is not the best solution. The best solution is for you
to give us, you know, $2 or $3 billion. (Laughter.]

Mr. WALGREN. Why is that a better solution?
Dr. 01.sorsi. Well, you know, it's a lot of headaches to do this.

[Laughter.]
However, if you are not going to give us $2 or $3 billion, then I

think this is a solution. it does not create new money but it makes
everybody pay his fair share of the bill, including our State proj-
ects, the State-funded projects that use a piece of equipment. We
have about 20 percent of our research funded by private sources.
They pay their fair share for the use of the equipment, as do all
the other agencies, the Federal Government.

Dr. LANGENUERG. if I may comment, Mr. Chairman, one of the
moui. attractive features of what Dr. Olson is describing is thai it
dues encourage careful management. If the National Science Foun-
dation, for example, presents to me, a bench scientist, $500,000 to
buy an instrument, aril I proposed to buy. that instrument and I
,ucceeded in the peer review process, I vLew that instrument as
mine.

Now I may use about 100,000 dollars' worth of time on that in-
strument and my interests may change, and I may do something
else. There is nothing whatever to drive me to want to share it, to
arrange for others to use IL to manage the rest of the value of the
instrument.

What Dr. Olson has been doing is complicated. It is complex It
does involve risk, and it is a little frightening to a lot of people, but
it does encourage sound management.

Mr. WALGREN. Veil, then, if I could be permitted just one more
question, you ret.,,mmend that interest on obligations be tax-
exempt, Now how much would that contribute to the--

Dr. °Ism. We use only tax-exempt financing now. I am not
asking for something that is going to greatly impact Federal rev-
enues. We have an advantage over private industry. We use tax-
exempt revenue bones, tax-exempt industrial development bonds,
tax-exempt municipal lease-purchase agreements, and with an
opinion, a tax-exempt line of credit.
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What I ain saying is that if wt. did nut have tu juggle frum une to
the (Abet, going IDB and having to make all the presentations
before a city or county, if it was scientific instrumentation for re-
search or educational purposes, for a college or a university, if that
was tax-exenn-)t, our opining attorney's wuuld say, "It meets there
requirements and you may issue whatever obligation is appropri-
ate, a lease ur a bond, and it wuuld be greatly simplified. I think if
it was simpler it wuuld encuutage lot of university administrators
to consider this.

Now,we like to cite examples like Cra:, computers and 205's and
big thitigs, you know. that cost $9 to 110 milliun, but this is a very
valuable tool fur things that cult from $100,000 to $1 million. How-

,ever, it is 'cumplicated. We are working with a private university
nuw in requesting the city in which they are located to create a
university equipment fund su they can use the municipal lease-pur-
chase contract route.

Well. you know, the complications of guing through all this just
tu be able lu preside equipment for a titivate university which hap-
pens to be a dominant factor in this community, is just a long way
around achieving what ,,ve have prupused us a modification of
section 103 of the Code.

Mr. WALOIN:N. I see. Mr. Gregg.
Mr. GutI.4. Your modification goes a let further than just being

limited to scientific equipment. As I read it, it is for scientific or
educational purpuses, which means that it cuuld be used for hume
econumic equipment or football equipment ur language equipment
or any other form of educatiunal purpuse equipment, as I read it.

Dr. Oizo- I .an here representing the university and I have a
hard time separating research-and education.

Mr, GREGG, Well, I don't.
Dr. OLSON. Oh, OK.
Mr. Gitet;G. I think we are interested in scientific issues, not nec-

essarily home economics or football.
Who gets the investment credits that are generated?
Dr. OLSON. This is not.seetion 38 property, so there is no invest-

ment tax credit.
Mr. GREGG. Is there any way to set these up today under our

present cedes su that you can sell them as a limited partnership
and-- -

Dr. Oi.stm. There is not because if it is used by a tax-exempt
agency, it does nut qualify as section 38 property. That is what
buth the uld code and the ERTA 1981 mudifications were limited to.
We lubbied hard tu get the extension of if barber leising, which
would have been a great boon to universities 2 years ago. If the
safe harbor leasing c.,aditions had been extended to scientific
ettuipment the 1k4) it was to cummuting equipment, a bus, it would
haw been a great boon to the acquisition of scientific equipment,
but we do not qualify for sectiun 38 property su we are excluded.

Mr. Gma., Well, you cuuld certainly finance it out of the private
sector, maybe, if yuu had the uptiun of selling the investment cred-
its.

Dr. OLSON. Every financing we have dune, we have luoked at tax-
exempt financing and leveraged leasing. They are very cluse, if you
can take advantage of buth investment tax credit and rapid depre-
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elation. but we are not qualified. We can still depreciate but we are
not qualified for the ITC.

Mr. GREGG. Some States have a higher educiition authority
which can issue bonds. Is that--

Dr. OLSoN. Those are, in effect, the revenue bonds. They are
issued on behalf of a State agency, and they are taxexempt.

Mr. GREGG. They can issue those for equipment.
Dr. OISON: Yes, sir: they can. The most successful agency for

that is in Pennsylvania. The Pennsylvania building authority also
finances equipment.

Mr. GREGG. That structure already exists, really. You just want
to make it cleaner for--r ,

Dr. OLSON. I would like to make it cleaner and I would like to
make it include both public and private institutions,gbecause both
contribute substantially to our research health.

Mr. GREGG. Do you have an estimate of what this is going tb be
in the form of tax expenditures if you put this into place?

Dr. OLSON. I don't--
Mr. GREGG. That is lost revenue.
Dr. fiL;soN. I& we put it in place and we encourage a lot of people

to finance this way, maybe we will lose revenue but you won't be
financing equipment by billion dollar grants. However, if we en-
courage people to do what we have done at Colorado State Univer-
sity, and go through all of the mechanisms, the machinations of
trying to get the right financing instrument for the right scientific
instrument, there is no difference. I am just saying, "Let's simplify
it."

Mr. GREGG. However, you are saying, "Let's simplify it so it will
be used more," and I guess m; question is, if it is used more, how
much isit going to cost us vis-a-% .s what we are spending on instru-
nientation today? You probably have not done those figures.

Dr. OLSON. I have no idea of that, You know, either it is going to
be appropriated through some Federal agency or we are going to
debt finance it. We are not going to get it from our own university
funds, and I don't think we are going to get it from an equipment
grant program. I do.not think there is any alternative, that some-
how it is going to cost the people at large.

Mr. GREGG. Well, I have to agree with that.
Dr. Langenlierg, can you tell meyou have seen an increase this

year of about 60 percent in the instrumentation budget of NSF
which you were intimately familiar with before Can you tell me
whether you feel that significant increase in funding is being ap
plied properly relative to the different directorates, or whether you
think that it should have been applied differently?

Dr. LANGENBERG. On the Whole, I think it is. I think the balance,
the present balance in the NSF budget with respect to instrumen-
tation, and indeed with respect to most of the rest of it, is quite
appropriate.

Mr. GREGG. Thank you very much.
Mr. WALGREN, Thank you, Mr. Gregg. Mr. MacKay.
Mr. MAcKnv. Well, I am assuming the subcommittee is looking

into this question because we are concerned, a, whether enough
money is going into instrumentation and, b, whether it is being
skewed to agency needs and whether there is coordination. Dr.
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Langenberg, I think you arty answering that you think the coordi-
nation is there through NSF.

Dr. LANGCNBERG. To a substantial degree. I think the Inter-
agency Working Group has been a reasonably effective means of
exchanging information and getting some coordination among
agencies. As you probably know, there is a good deal of program -
level and higher-level coordination among the agencies of all kinds.
There are groups of people in the materials scientists who compare
notes frequently to find out what each agency is funding, what
their budgetary plans are. There is a good deal of coordination. I do
not mean to say that it is perfect. It is far from that, but there is a
good deal of it.

Mr. MACKAY. Therefore, the risk under our policy today is that if
you are doing bask research in an area no Go% ertiment agency is
interested in you may come up short, and the risk under Dr.
Olson's program is, if you are doing basic research in an area

_where even with a Government subsidy it won't pay for itself, you
will come up short.

Dr. LANGENBERG. Well, I guess I would dispute your fiett pre-
sumption, sir, because given the mission of the National Science
Foundation--- -

Mr. MACKAY. I would like to be reassured that my presumption is
wrong.

Dr. LANGENBERG. Given the mission of the National Science
Foundation, whit:1i is to support the health and vitality of Ameri-
can scientific research across all the scientific disciplines, I find it
difficult to think of an area of science in which at least the Fouti-
datif is not,)n principle, willing to support good---

Mr. MACKAY. Well, let me try one. What about research in the
areas kaving, to do with accounting. finance. and other arras tvhith
formeHy were funded by NSF and are not now?

Dr, LANGENBBRG. There is, to the best of my knowledge, no
change in the character of the research in economics and in related
subjects within the behavioral and social sciences that NSF is fund-
ing. There has been a reduction in level, but that,reduction in ferel
has not restricted the range of topics that can be supported if will
ciently meritorious.

Mr. MACKAY. My understanding is that under either the rhetoric
of moving away from ,!Ipplied research and strictly, to basic re-
search,

-

search, or else under a policy decision that said, "We re not going
into the science areas any further, those funds arc not now Lnaila-

. ble.
Dr. LANONNBERG. No, I do not think that is correct. There was

several years ago a very substantial reduction proposed for funding
-- -in the behavioral and social sciences. The intervening several years

have seen significant, increases in the funding in those areas in the
Foundation's budget, not to a level equal to that which existed
around 1979 or 1980 yet, but there has been a substantial recovery.
As I said, there has been no particular change in the principle. If it
is sufficiently meritorious across any field of science, but certainly
including the behavioral and Social sciences, it cull in principle be
funded by NSF if funds are available.
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Mr. MACKAY. I understand that in principle it can. My problem is
not with the organic statute. My problem is that the agency has
redefined its mission more narrowly than the organic statute

Dr. LANGENBERG. I really don't think that is the case. It has not,
f,, /example-- \_

MI", MACKAY. Well, I may b e erI.oneous in--
Dr. LAIIGE1411f.RG [continuing]. It has not really retreated from

-applied research. Applied research has, in most times, accounted
for a relatively Mall proportion of the Foundation's total expendi-
tures. It is very difficult to estimate because it is very, difficult to
judge with any precision whether a particular piece of research is
applied or basic, or 60 percent basic, 40 percent applied, or what:,
ever. However, estimates in the range of 10 to 15 percent or so are
probably not unreasonable. There has been no retreat from that.

There was, in a reorganit.d ion 2 years ago, a change from the
mode of funding applied research in programs specifically labeled
as applying only to applied research. Rather, the funding is 'now
carried out throughout the research directorates of the Foundation.
It covers both basic and applied research and the principal criteria
for selecting proposals which will be supported do not have to do
with whether or not they are basic or applied, but simply with
whether the peer review system says they are meritorious.

Mr. MACKAY. Dr. Olson, how would,we know under your proposal
how much funding we were providnig?'

Dr. 0140/4. Well, you wouldn't really, know but I think that it is
the responsibility if the Congress to fund basic research, and if
that basic research budget for the country is healthy and strong
and the universities are,managing the equipment programs, it is

. going to be a healthier situation.
For example, one of the agenciestm the funding initiatives, when

they discussed a reduction in their budget that was requested for
the support of research they were told, "You may not touch the $10
million allocated for equipment because there has been such a
pressure for that to be held constant. " Therefore, they reduced $10
million in other papers. That saved 50 principal investigators at
$200,000 apiece that did not ;et funded. Somebody else made a de-
cision on what research was going to be funded because of an
equipment initiative, and I think--

Mr. MACKAYA am just testing the results. The results would be
that the investigator would be a kind of an entrepreneurial process
of determining what our policy is a user-friendly process..

Dr. 0140/4. As far as what equipment--
Mr. MACKAY. If you could sell the bonds, the United States would

invest in whatever you are-- -
Dr. Oisorkt. No, no, that is just the reverse. If the U.S. Govern-

ment invests in that man's science and thinks it is good science,
then the university will say, "We will invest in the equipment be-
cause The science is good. I hope we would never get to where tie
guy,would say, "I have a university that will buy me this big equip -
men'" and we would support the scientist because he Irrad the
equipment and not because he had the scientific program,

Mr. MACKAY. When I say you could sell the bonds, I am assuming
by that that you would be able to convince the underwriter that

17,1
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some agency or . te in hate sector user was willing to pay for the
research.

Dr. woN. Correct.
Mr MACKAY I am simply saying that we have then delegated to

whoever that nameless underwriter is out there, the policy decision
about how much we are goi * to put in it as far as the Government
is concerned.
'Dr OLSON No, not if you fund a basic research program. You are

funding $6 billion this year now in total from the Federal Govern-
ment ard some private sources. If we were to buy, as universities, I
billion dollars worth of equipment, that would ..,ost about 4.5 per-
cent of that budget You would know. It would IA.. individual project
line items as a user 'charge. About 4.5 percent of that would be
going to buy equipment, but the determination of your r .iding, I
think, should be on the basis of good science, perioe nen, you
know, if we can back the scientist up that is fundet with good
equipment, we all benefit.

Mr MAcKM. I guess I am driving at the same thing Mr. Gregg
was driving at, and that is, except "or the fun and the excitement
of going oot and locating the money, you would jest as soon that
we gl ahem! and appropriate the money. would you not?

Dr. OLSON. Absolutely, you bet. [Laughter.]
Mr MacKa.. All right. Therefore, what you are suggesting is that

we just appropriate it in a way where we don't have to make the
decision., if you assume that a tax expenditure which is a deduction
is in fact an appropriation of public funds.

Dr. OLSON. If you assume that. yes.
Mr MACKAY Do you know of any other assumption as to what it

is?
Dr OLSON No, I made the statement that the public is going to

pay-for a public good. and I think basic research is that. .
Mr MacKay Oh, I agree. I agree. Your definition would include

automobile for university presidents and financial vice presidents.
That is equipment used in education.

Dr OLSON. Well, I said scientific equipment. but you him-to re-
alize that most of the things universities buy today. like foaball
stadiums and what base you. are issued with tax-exempt bonds.

Mr. MACKAY. I disagree with that policy but I agree that that is
what is happening, and that is why I am afraid of what you -are

. talking about.
Dr. OLsoN. I just want to be treated as well as a football stadiurrk

that's all.
Mr. MACKAY. I agree, and I think we could tighten up the lan-

guage and perhaps that might help. but what you are suggest-
'ing---

Dr. OLSON, I don't call myself a bill writer. No, that could be
changed anyway. If it supported research, I said education because
it is hard in my mind to separate the two. However, if we made it
simpler I think there would be more people debt financing and
there would be more sources of research revenue supporting that
equipment, and it would not be just the NSF budget or the DOD
budget It needs to be made simpler and_ clearer cut for the univer-
sity administrator.

Mr. IVIA.r.RAy. I don't mean to be coming across as belligerent.
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N-Dr, OmNI Well, I don't either.
Mr. MACKAY. I admire anyone who is innovative enough. Thus

far, what you have testified is, we have already funded $20 million
for yo"u that we didn't know about.

Dr. OLSON. That is right, ^ '9 million, yes.
Mr. MACKAY. Therefore, we are helping you.
Dr. OLSON. Thank you.
Mr. WALOREN. 'fhank you very much, Mr. McKay.
Can I just get a quick reaction to whether or not the Congress

should be requiring a certain percentage of NSF moneys to be used
for instrumentation and address to Dr. Langenberg?

Dr. LANGENBERO. I would prefer not to see you specify a propor-
tion. You will find that if you look at the NSF budget that you
have had proposed to you for fiscal 1984, that the proportions of
the total budget specified for instrumentation range very widely.
As Dr. Knapp pointed out, in some parts of the Foundation they
range up to 20 percent. In other parts,_ as you can imagine, in the
behavioral and social sciences the instirumentation costs are quite
low, although computers are required.

think I would prefer to see a somewhat lighter hand expressed
in a continuing, gentle but very persistent interest on the part of
this subcommittee in whether or not instrumentation is being
funded adequately.

Mr. WALGREN. I see. There is one other thought about how these
numbers of $136 million tie to the numbers that Dr. Keyworth in-
dicated were. being spent, increases on instrumentation. I wonder if
you are familiar with his indication from the Office of Science and
Technology Policy that there are $384 million in; I guess, 1984 dol-
lars. Do you know whether your $136 million ties with Dr.
Keyworth:s $384 million?

Dr. LANGENDERG. I have no idea what the connection is, since I
don't know where that $400 million came from. I might speculate
that it might include, for example, some of the major facility initia-
tives which have been expressed in the Department of Energy
budget, for example, construction of the linear collider at Stanford
and things of that sort.

Mr. WALGREN. Maybe we can give you these numbers and you
could just comment briefly on them.

Dr. LANGENDERG OK, I would be happy to do that.
Mr. WALGREN. Well gentlemen, thank you very much. I am

sorry we are running so late. Those were most interesting presen-
tations from all of you.

The last panel is made up of industry representatives: Dr. Gerald
Mantel!, the director of corporate analytical services of Air Prod-
ucts and Chemicals Co., and Dr. Frederick Darnell, the director of
basic research for the Dupont Co.

Gentlemen, we are pleased you are here with us. Your written
statements will be made part of the record. Please summarize as
you feel comfortable. Shall we start with Dr. Mantell?
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STATEMENT 01' GERALD J. NIANTE1.1.. AMOCIATE DikErrop.
CORPORATE 10;SEARCII SERVICES DEPARTMENT, AIR PROD-
UCTS & CRP:MI(7MS. INC.

Dr. MANTELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I wish to thank you for
this opportunity to testify. I will submit my prepared statement for
the record.

My testimony will pro% ide specific examples of a number of mu-
tually -beneficial instrument sharing arrangements between Air
Products and a neighboring university. I will address also instru-
ment needs of undergraduate schools in our area.

Our instrument at rangements were of several different types. In
one, we helped set up a modern instrument laboratory and we op-
erated it jointly with the university. In another case, graduate stu-
dents from the university use instruments in our laboratory and
consult with uur expert, and in a third instance, the university was
able to leverage our contribution toward partial payment of an in-
strument to obtain immediate delivery of the instrument and its
full use.

Now each of these arrangements required people on both sides
who believed in and supported what we were doing. Some of the
arrangements involved complex negotiations and signficant
amounts of personnel time.

. In the course of contacts .vith colleges and the university in our
area, we have learned firsthand that instrumental needs go far
beyond what industry can reasonably handle. This point has been
made several times today and need not be elaborated on further.
However. I could mention that our company has limited budgets,
has limited human resources, and these special arrangements with
universities are limited to those projects that are in line with our
mission and our own interests.

Now to describing some of these special arrangements. Lehigh
University is a neighbor of ours in the Lehigh Valley. In October
1977 Lehigh and Air Products decided to set up a mass spectrom-
etry laboratory at the university. We selected a suitable instru-
ment costing $150,000. We each paid $75,000 and allowed Lehigh to
hold title to the instrument. We set up operating procedures and a
formula for sharing costs based on usage of the laboratory. Both
partners then had a laboratory , t less than the cost of two separate
laboratories, a clear benefit to both parties.

At that time Ai: Products could not justify setting up its own in-
ternal laboratory. We were only able to take this step when out
use of the Lehigh instrument had reached a significantly high
level. At present we are not using the Lehigh instrument but our
ties with the university, professional and otherwise, in this area
are very strong, and we are planning on a joitit longer-range pro-
gram in mass spectrometry in the near future.

The second program had its start 1 year ago when a professor
from Lehigh University called to suggest a joint program in emul-
sion polymers. In this case, the instrument a nuclear magnetic
resonance spectrometer, which yuu have heard about several times
todaywas in our laboratory, and so was the expert in its use.
After much discussion, the joint program was launched in October
1982. Two graduate students visit our laboratories once a week
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with samples of polymers piepared in their graduate program Our
NMR export:. help them obtain NMR spectra and interpret instru-
ment data.

The benefits to the university are clear. The graduate students
have access to an instrument that the university cannot afford. and
in addition they are learning much from our NMR expert. There
are some benefits to us, too. Our expert is stimulated by the profes-
sional Ir.:tractions with the stud nts and their professor, and R&D
people i >> our laboratories who are working in the polymer field
have great interest in this program.

MT.AVALGREN. If I could just stop you there, I am sorry but I am N.\
going to have to excuse myself. I want to ask Mr. MacKay to take
the Chair, I don't want my silent exit to indicate any lack of
weight to your testimony. We are most interested in this and I do,
un behalf of the committee, want to express my appreciation to
both of you for coming. Now I will excuse myself. Thank you.

Dr. MANTUA,. The third example, Air Products decided to donate
$50,000 to Lehigh University for instrument purchases. This was
part ora commitment that we have as a member of the council for
Chemical Research, which was described earlier.

After several discussions with the chemistry department chair-
man. we contributed $25,000 for an instrument to a laboratory, an
existing laboratory at the university, one that we use quite often,
and another $25,000 toward purchase of a high-resolution laser
diude infrared spectrometer. There are probably no more than 50
to 100 such instruments throughout the world, and there were
none in our area at that time.

What happened next was rather interesting. Our contributon
was only 30 percent of the cost of the instrument. Lehigh worked
out a special deal with the vendor and obtained immedi7te
ery. In exchange, the professor in charge of the instrument at
Lehigh is doing computer software development for this vendor.

This same vendorand this is an interesting part of this story
several years ago had an arrangement with Ohio University to
work out some special problems with this early model A graduate
student involved in this peoject at Ohio University is now on our
staff, so we will have an excellent liaison person with Lehigh Uni-
versity in planning a joint program usi,ig this instrument, which is
what we intend to do.

I wish to turn now to some information about undergraduate
schools. I blieve it important that we not overlook instrument
ne as of undergraduate schools in our efforts to help graduate pro-
grains. We donated a fully depreciated NMR instrument to Lehigh
last. fall. It w
trum

as just what they needed for their undergraduate or-
.c chemistry programs. and in addition saved $35,000..

It is rather interesting. too, in line with what we have heard
bore, that a more advanced, computer-driven instrument would
not have beep useful here because the students need hands-on ex-
perience. A similar instrument was given to Muhlenberg College,
also a neightlur in our valley. Two other colleges in our area, La-
fayette College and Cedar Crest College for Women, have informed
us of specifiC instrument needs. Incidentally, these instrument
needs are not the highpuwered instruments that you have been
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hearing about today They art lather simple instruments. In these
cases at the moment we can provide little or no help.

Discussions with faculty members from these institutions indi-
cate that the problem is getting worse, net better. They have fewer
funds than in prior years. Instruments become obsolete faster, as
you have heard, and they are costing more, which you have also
heard.

In closing, I would like to emphasize the importance of universi-
ties having up-to-date instrumentation. First, we need skilled gi ad-
uates, trained on state-of-the-art instrumentation. We want and
need newly hired graduate students to bring with them un-to-date
technology when they join our company. I think it was Dr. Kwiran
who leally addressed the importance of this technology transfer. In
a sense, this is what we are concerned with here.

Second, and related to the first point, universities are where
basic research on instruments is done and where next-generation
instruments are often developed.

Last, it is important that the universities be supported to estab-
lish centers of educational excellence in science and technology.
You have heard this before, too. We face tough competition from
abroad mid foreign companies. We are indeed in a race for techno-
logical superiority and excellence which I believe we cannot afford
to lose.

Thank you.
!The prepared statement of Dr. Mantell'follows:1
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TESTIMONY FOR COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVE HEARINGS 8 March 1983

TESTIMONY FROM GERALD J. MANTELL, ASSOCIATE OIRECTOR, CORPORATE
RESEARCH SERVICES DEPARTMENT, AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC.,

TREXLERTOWN, PA

MR. CHAIRMAN,

I AM PLEASE() TO BE HERE AND WISH TO THANK YOU FOR THIS OPPORTUNITY

TO PRESENT MY TESTIMONY. WITH YOUR CDNSENT, I WOULO LIKE TO SUBMIT

MY pREPARED STATEMENT FOR THE RECORD,

AS DR. KWIRAM INDICATED, MY TESTIMONY WILL PROVIDE SPECIFIC EXAMPLES OF A

MASER OF MUTUALLY BENEFICIAL INSTRUMENT SHARING ARRANGEMENTS BETWEEN AIR

PRDOUCTS AND A NEIGHBORING UNIVERSITY. I WILL ADDRESS ALSO INSTRUMENT

HEEDS OF UNDERGRADUATE SCHOOLS IN OUR AREA.

OUR INSTRUMENT ARRANGEMENTS WERE OF SEVERAL DIFFERENT TYPES. TN ONE, WE

HELPED SET UP A MODERN INSTRUMENT LABORATORY AT THE UNIVERSITY AND

OPERATED IT JOINTLY. IN ANOTHER CASE, GRADUATE STUDENTS FROM THE

UNIVERSITY USE INSTRUMENTS IN OUR LABORATORY AND CONSULT WITH OUR EXPERT

IN A THIRD INSTANCE, THE UNIVERSITY WAS ABLE TO LEVERAGE OUR CONTRIBUTION

FOR PARTIAL PAYMENT OF AN INSTRUMENT TO OBTAIN IMMEDIATE DELIV:RY AND FULL

USE OF THE INSTRUMENT.

EACH OF THESE ARRANGEMENTS REQUIRED PEOPLE ON BOTH SIDES WHO BELIEVED IN

AND SUPPORTED WHAT WE WERE DOING. SOME Oe THESE ARRANGEMENTS INVOLVED

COMPLEX NEGOTIATIONS AND SIGNIFICANT AMOUNTS OF PERSONNEL TIME. IN THE

COURSE OF OUR COPTACTS WITH COLLEGES AND THE UNIVERSITY IN OUR AREA, WE
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HAVE LEARNED FIRST HAND THAT INSTRUMENTAL NEEDS GO FAR BEYOND WHAT

INDUSTRY CAN REASONABLY HANDLE. I WOULD NOT WANT TO LEAVE THE IMPRESSION

FROM OUR FEW SUCCESSFUL. ARRANGEMENTS THAT INDUSTRY CAN FILL ALL THE NEEDS

THAT EXIST. OUR COMPANY FOR EXAMPLE, HAS LIMITED BUDGETS, LIMITED HUMAN

RESOURCES ANO ARE LIMITED TO THOSE SPECIAL PROJECTS WITH UNIVERSITIES THAT

ARE IN LINE WITH OUR MISSION AND INTERESTS.

NOW TO OUR SPECIAL ARRANGEMENTS. LEHIGH UNIVERSITY IS OUR NEIGHBOR IN THE

LEHIGH VALLEY. IN OCTOBER, 1977, LEHIGH AND AIR PRODUCTS DECIDED TO SET

UP A MASS SPECTROMETRY LABORATORY AT THE UNIVERSITY. WE SELECTED A

SUITABLE INSTRUMENT COSTING $150,000. EACH PAID $75,000 WITH LEHIGH

HOLDING TITLE TO THE INSTRUMENT. WE SET UP OPERATING PROCEDURES AND A

FORMULA FOR SHARING COSTS. BOTH PARTNERS THEN HAD A LABORATORY AT LESS

THAN THE COST OF TWO SEPARATE LABORATORIE,--A CLEAR BENEFIT TO BOTH

PARTIES. AT THAT TIME, AIR PRODUCTS COULD NOT JUSTIFY SETTING UP ITS OWN

INTERNAL LABORATORY. WE WERE ONLY ABLE TO TAKE THIS STEP WHEN OUR USE OF

THE INSTRUMENT AT LEHIGH REACHED A SIGNIFICANTLY HIGH LEVEL. AT PRESENT,

WE ARE NOT USING THE LEHIGH INSTRUMENT BUT OUR MUTUAL INTERESTS AND

PROFESSIONAL TIES IN THIS FIELD CONTINUE TO REMAIN VERY STRONG. WE ARE

CONSIDERING OTHER JOINT LONGER RANGE PROGRAMS IN MASS SPECTROMETRY.

THE SECOND PROGRAM HAD ITS START ONE.YEAR AGO WHEN A MEMBER OF THE LEHIGH

UNIVERSITY STAFF SUGGESTED A JOINT PROGRAM ON EMULSION POLYMERS. IN THIS

CASE THE INSTRUMENT, A NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE SPECTROMETER, WAS IN OUR

LABORATORY AND SO WAS THE EXPERT IN ITS USE. AFTER MUCH DISCUSSION, THE

JOINT PROGRAM WAS LAUNCHED IN OCTOBER, 1982. TWO GRADUATE STUDENTS VISIT

C. 1
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OUR LABORATORIES ONCE A WEEK wITH POLYMERS PREPARED IN THEIR GRADUATE

PROGRAMS._ OURABLEMERIJELP,S .T.EILOBTAIII_SPECTRA.ANDANTERPRET

INSTRUMENT DATA. BENEFITS TO THE UNIVERSITY ARE CLEAR. STUDENTS HAVE

ACCESS TO AN INSTRUMENT THAT THE UNIVERSITY CANNOT AFFORD, AND THEY ARE

LEARNING MUCH FROM OUR NMR EXPERT. WE BENEFIT ALSO - -OUR EXPERT IS

STIMULATED BY THE.PROFESSIONAL INTERACTIONS. IN ADDITION, OUR R&D PEOPLE

ACTIVE IN THE POLYMER FIELD ARE INTERESTED IN THE BASIC RESEARCH DONE BY

THE GRADUATE STUDENTS.

40

IN OUR THIRD CASE, AIR PRODUCTS DECIDED TO DONATE MAO TO LEHIGH

UNIVERSITY FOR INSTRUMENT PURCHASES, AS PART OF OUR COMMITMENT AS A MEMBER

Of THE COUNCIL FOR CHEMICAL RESEARCH. AFTER SEVERAL DISCUSSIONS WITH THE

CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT CHAIRMAN, WE CONTRIBUTED $25,000 TOWARD PURCHASE OF

AN INSTRUMENT FOR AN EXISTING INSTRUMENT LABORATORY AT THE UNIVERSITY. AND

$25,000 TOWARD PURCHASE OF A NEW HIGH RESOLUTION LASER DIODE INFRARED

SPECTROMETER. THERE ARE PROBABLY ND MORE THAN 50-100 SUCH INSTRUMENTS IN

THE WORLD TODAY AND THERE WERE NONE IN OUR AREA.

WHAT HAPPENED NEXT IS RATHER INTC1ESTINO. OUR CONTRIBUTION WAS ZNLY 30%

OF THE INSTRUMENT COST. LEHIGH WORKED OUT A SPECIAL DEAL WITH THE

INSTRUMENT VENDOR WHO MADE IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. IN EXCHANGE, THE PROFESSOR

IN CHARGE OF THE INSTRUMENT WILL DEVELOP COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE VENDOR.

THIS SAME VENDOR SEVERAL YEARS AGO, HAD AN ARRANGEMENT WITH OHIO

UNIVERSITY TO WORK OUT SOME PROBLEMS WITH AN EARLY MODEL OF THIS

INSTRUMENT. A GRADUATE STUDENT INVOLVED IN THIS PROJECT AT OHIO

UNIVERSITY IS NOW WORKING AT AIR PRODUCTS. HE WILL SERVE AS AN EXCELLENT

er
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LIAISON PERSON WITH LEHIGH UNIVERSITY IN PLANNING A JOINT PROGRAM USING

THIS INSTRUMENT.

I WILL TURN HOW TO SOME INFORMATION ABOUT UNDERGRADUATE SCHOOLS. I

BELIEVE IT IMPORTANT THAT WE NOT OVERLOOK INSTRUMENT NEEDS OF

UNDERGRADUATE SCHOOLS IN OUR EFFORTS TO HELP GRADUATE PROGRAMS. WE

DONATED A FULLY DEPRECIATED NMR INSTRUMENT TO LEHIGH LAST FALL. IT WAS

JUST WHAT THEY NEEDED FOR UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS AND SAVED THEM $35,000.

A MORE ADVANCED COMPUTER DRIVEN INSTRUMENT WOULD NOT HAVE BEEN USEFUL HERE

BECAUSE THE STUDENTS NEED HANDS-Ow EXPERIENCE. A SIMILAR INSTRUMENT WAS

GIVEN TO muHLENBERG COL..vGE, A NEIGHBOR IN OUR VALLEY. Two OTHER COLLEGES

IN OUR AREA, LAFAYETTE COLLEGE AND CEDAR CREST COLLEGE FOR WOMEN HAVE

INFORMED US OF SPECIFIC INSTRUMENT NEEDS. IN THESE CASES, WE CAN PROVIDE

LITTLE OR NO HELP AT THIS TIME. DISCUSSIONS WITH FACULTY MEMBERS FROM OUR

NEIGHBORING INSTITUTIONS INDICATE THAT THE PROBLEM IS GETTING WORSE. THEY

HAVE FEWER FUNOS THAN IN PRIOR YEARS, INSTRUMENTS BECOME OBSOLETE FASTER

AND COST MORE.

IN CLOSING, I WOULD LIKE TO EMPHASIZE THE IMPORTANCE OF UNIVERSITIES

HAVING UP-TO-OATE INSTRUMENTATION. FIRST, WE HEED SKILLED GRADUATES

TRAINED ON STATE-OF-THE-ART INSTRUMENTATION. WE WANT ANO HEM NEWLY HIRED

GRADUATE STUDENTS TO BRING WITH THEM UP-TO-DATE TECHNOLO1IES WHEN THEY

JOIN OUR COMPANY. SECONDLY, ANO RELATED TO THE FIRST POINT, UNIVERSITIES

ARE WHERE BASIC RESEARCH ON INSTRUMENTS IS DONE AND WHERE NEXT GENERATION

INSTRUMENTS ARE OFTEN DEVELOPED. LASTLY, IT IS IMPORTANT THAT THE

UNIVERSITIES BE SUPPORTED TO ESTABLISH CENTERS OF EDUCATIONAL EXCELLENCE

IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY THAT SERVE OUR NATIONAL INTERESTS. WE FACE

TOUGH COMPETITION FROM FOREIGN COMPANIES. WE ARE IN A RACE FOR

TECHNOLOGICAL SUPERIORITY AND EXCELLENCE THAT I BELIEVE WE CANNOT AFFORD

TO LOSE.
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Mr. MACKAY lading chairmani. Thank you, Dr. Mantel].
Dr. Darnell.

STATEMENT OF DR. FREDERICK J. DARNELL, ASA:ICl/VIE
DIRECTOR, ADMINISTRATION, RESEARCH DIVISION. CENTRAL
RF,SEARCII AND DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT, E. I. du PONT de
NEMOURS & CO.

Dr. DARNELL. Mr. Chairman, I would like to leave my written
testimony us part of the record and just summarize briefly what I
consider the main points.

The, first ones are on instrumentation. Modern instrumentation
Is critical to ,research. It gives us productivity, it gives us new infor-
mation. Without it. we are not at the forefront of research.

Second, it is expensive. We budgeted this year about 14 percent
of our total budget in our research division, du Pont's corporate re-
search lab, for capital equipmentthat is, anything over aiOO but
excluding buildingand that has been going up as a percentage
steadily. Nov that is in the ball park that we are talking about for
NSF funding. More importantly, this amounts to over $20,000 per
researcher, which I think is much larger than you would find in
the universities. Their situation is different, but it is a large
amount of equipment every year. We think we are staying up at
the front.

Third, we agree, from people who we recruit, from our interac-
tions with conste-ants and others, that the universities are falling
behind, a serious problem.

In the second area, industry contributions, du Pont' has two
major programs. One is corporate aid to education. This is $10 6
million in 1983. It is unrestricted grants, mainly at the depart-
mental level, chemistry, engineering, life sciences, and finances are
the main areas.

Our experience is that these unrestricted grants are much more
effective than trying to target it for equipment or buildings or
young faculty or something of that sort, and it turns out that it
gets used over and over because somebody uses it and then refi-
nances and uses it again. We feel that this directed processthat
is, where we choose the departmentis the way we get the most
effort but the unrestricted part is the way that they can most effec-
tively use it.

The other program is grants and contracts, which amountt o a
little C r $4 million. These are more specific. They often have the
flavor some of these interactions that we have heard about
where we fund, generally still in a block grant but toward a specif-
ic area, and where we often ask for patent rights or some other
output other than just the science or education that result.

We feel these are very effective ways of going but they are limit-
ed. I do not see for du Pont, and I haven't heard anybody else
speaking for the rest of industry seeing any large increases in the
cards in this area. At the present level it is only a very small con-
tribution to the total deficit in instrumentation.

Third, the other approaches, from my point of viewthree com-
mentsblock funding or larger amounts alined at universities and
giving them the responsibility for balancing the personnel, versus
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leased versus bought, capital, et cetera, is the way we would do it. I
would not have said it first but Olson said he would like to see. the_____
universities-doing-things in a more businesslike way. Nobcdy gives .
us $1 billion for equipment, so we have to figure out how to finance
it within our operations, and it comes out of the total dollars. It
does not come as an extra on tcp of operating expenses. The cre-
ative financing 'things, therefore, look like a. significant part of the
possible things that universities should and can do.

Finally, I think there isreaching a critical problem in instru-
mentationthe NSF initiative to increase significantly the funds
for that, even though it may be a short-term attempt. This is a sig-
nificant part of a overall solution which in the' long run should be
handled in different ways.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Darnell follows:)

44
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TESTIMONY BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE. RESEARCH, AND TECHNOLOGY

COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
U. S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Dr. Frederick J. Darnell
Associate Director. Administration. Research Division

Central Research & Development Department
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company

Wilmington. Delaware

Mr. Chairman and mbers of the Committee:

I am p eas d to be able to present an industrial point

of view on the p obiem,of obsolete research instrumentation in

our diversities. I will describe the contributions that

Du Pont makes to help in this area: and second other approaches

that academia. industry. and government could further

consider. Our experience in a corporate laboratory will be

offered for perspective on the instrumentation needs of

research.

My laboratory carries out a major portion of Dm punt's

exploratory research in chemistry, physics, and biology. we

have a staff of over 350 technical personnel. an operating

budget of 464 million for 1943, and a capital budget over $10

million.

A critical factor in the funding of research

activities in general has been rapid increases in the costs of

instrumentation relative to other costs. As a result. the
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Research DiViSioh of Olif Contrail Research and Development

Department has found it necessary to substantially increase

the funds allocated to instrument related capital expenses as a

percentage of total research costs.. While researchers in the

pact often built much of their experimental apparatus. the

comPlexity of modern equipment usually Precludes this approach. t

and equipment must be Purchased. Over the past four years we

have elltpated over 12% of our total research costs to

instrument-related capital costs. Moreover. this percentage

has been steadily increasing over the Period. Of the capital

allocation. approximately a third has been used in the purchase

of major new instruments costing over.850 thousand dollars.

We spend these large amounts on state-of-the-art

instrumentation for several reasons. Enhanced productivity is

one. often related to automation and data processing.

capabilities, Development of new more detailed information is
4

another. which may provide the basis for process control or new

synthetic techniques. Instrumentation for leading edge

research is complex. expensive. and usuallY oriented toward

particular exte/iments; it is hard to accommodate mote than one

or a few users on a particular instrument.

The Ad floc Working Committee report referenced below

shows capital allocation of 9% for Xerox. and an average over

several ye-ars of 8% for EXXON.
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Many of those involted in the funding process for

university research are Planning for capital expenditures at

these levels. and the National Science Foundation budget places

paFttcular emphasis on pro4ding instrumentation capital, with

allocation of 14% projected or fiscal Year 84. The Department

of Defense also has supported increased capital budgets. We

applaud these efforts and hope that they will continue.

Another measure of equipment and instrumentation

support is the capital expended peg scientist on a Yearly

basis. Here our Research Division currently spends about $20

thousand per scientist. the amount having grownsteadily even'

in constant dollars over the last few years. r expect this is

a larger per capita expenditure than is characteristic of the'

universities. Certainly the purposes and personnel structures

of industry and academia are different, but I believe that a

larger number of researchers i0 the latter are dependent on a

g'ven dollar amount of equipment.

The Du Pont Company is very concerned about the

problem of instrument obsolescence in university 2.aboratories'

and the resulting short- and long -term _impact on the quality of

university research and graduate training. In addition to the

research-related values of up-to-date instrumentation noted

above. the universities require modern equipment in order to

eEfeCtivelY train scientists. whether fOr acad;mic. industrial

or government career. The universities also importantly

1
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develop new techniques based on new instrument capabilities.

These have been partiCularly important in analytical chemistry

where NSF funding has been most important.

The problem is a serious and complex one with no

complete answer at hand. An important step in reaching a

solution is increased collaboration and exchan;e of ideas

between industry and academia. A major thrust in this

direction was the Ad Hoc Working Group on Scientific

Instrumentation, under the auspices of the National Research

Councii .in general. we support their conclusions. as

presented in the report "Revitalizing Laboratpry

Instrumentation" and feel that efforts to implement their

proposals will be beneficial. Support for this important
4

aspect of academic resiarch is critical since it provides the

basis for the continued advancement of technology and its

application to the needs of society. Nevertheless. with finite

resources. iHduOtry must be selective in its contributions and

support of academic research.

The Du Pont Company engages in several activities'

relevant to theissue of instrument obsolescence in university

liboratorics. We werdihle first industrial corporation to

formally institute a corporate aid program to assist in the

support of higher education in science and engineering. Out

Corporate Educational Aid Program in 1983 will total $10.4

million in unrestricted grants to selected academic units

4. 4
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'- normally at the departmental level in support of research and

education In science. engineering. anc related fields. While

these grants are unrestricted. a survey of recent recipients

bhowed tear more than fifty percent were used in part or

entirely for capital equipment.

Another significant source of research support for the

universities comes from specific research grants to support

university research Programs of mutual interest. Du Pont

grants and contracts for university wesearch totaled over $4

million in 1981 and continue at a comparable level.

these academic support programs represent an important
.

fraction of Du Pont's discretionary dollars. and their
,

allocation requires compromise among a number of worthy

ob3ectives. Large increases in the amounts are not anticipated.

During the past decade. corporate aid to higher

education has tncteased more rapidly than any other voluntary

source of support. In the 1981-82 academic year corporations

contributed $800 million in direct grants to colleges and

universities (18% of total voluntary giving to higher

education). up from $275 million (13.6%) in 1971-72. Assuming

optimic.tically that half of this Aid were for support of

science and engineering programs and that 10% of the fund's are

used for reseatc4 and instructional instrumentation. a funding

of only $45 million dollars would be estimated. While a

significant contribution. this sum is small in comparison to

the billion or more dollars identified by NSF as needed to

t70 1
%.1.4.4,
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alleviate the instrument obsolescence problem. Since the

actual figure for corporate aid used for instrumentation

support is probably lower than $45 million. even increases in

such aid by,a factor of two will not provide an adequate answer

to the problem.

A recognized, though admittedly partial, solution to

the research instrumentation problem in our universities is to

pert the expansion of the equipment and donation programs

sponsored by industry. Du Pont participates in such a program

though the dollar value of this aid is relatively small (less

than $100 thousand/yr. in fair market value) in comparison to

our other aid -Items. The lack of a significant tax

incentivo appears to be a major barrier for most companies to

substantiaLly increase this form of aid. Ttpa Economic Recovery

Tax Act of 981 provides for a tax credit on donated equipment

equal to the book value (initial Cost less accumulated

depreciation). However, this book value it based on a

depreciation to zero value over only three years. The

tinAnctal inconttvo tor donation of used equipment would be

significantly increased if fair market value were allowed as

the tax cradtt basis.

A00
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Based on industrial experience. block funding provides

a rational framework for long term solution of the

instrumentation Problem. By this f mean funding of university

departments or large research groups with a total grant based

on strength of programs. personnel and other criteria. The

burden is then on the recipient department to establish

priorities. plan for operating and capital expenditures.

consider additional funding sources. and allocate grant dollars

accordingly. There are difficulties here both for funding

agencies and universities, but it puts responsibility for

balanced assessment of needs and Priorities with the user.

Of the other approaches Proposed by the Ad Hoc Working

group for solving the esearch instrumentation problem, one

that appears especially promising is use of creative financing

techniques to supplement existing grant and donation sources.

Colorado State Univt:sity has used various tax-exempt debt

financing arrangements for the Purchase of major research

Instruments. While such arrangements may not be feasible for

every university. they, should at least be examined for their

potential impact.

E..11)/pc1
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Mr. MACKAY Thank you. Dr. Darnell.
You are say mg buskally that if you were sitting on our side of

the table trying to make deeisions about policy, you would not
target the grants specifically to instrumentation but would leave
more flexibility than that, and target it specifically to program?

Dr. DARNELL. On a short-term basis I think there is a need in
instrumentation. On a longer term basis I think it would be better
to say, "You are going to du this research. Here is the money for
you. You figure out how to spend it right and then report back
what you got out of it."

Mr. MACKAY. All right.
M r. Gregg.
Mr. GREGG. I have no questions.
Mr. MAcKito. You had some comment about the investment tax

credit and also the use of fair .e.irket value as the basis. Would
that and other type tax incentii.es substantially increabe industry
support, do you think?

Dr. DARNELL. They would incit..:4ie it. It is a little hard to meas-
ure how much. Du Pont does not n.ake a lot of the instruments
that would go int etlueation and research, so new instruments is
not likely to be a big one for du Pont or much of the chemical in-
dustry. It she ald be for computers find some other areas.

The used equipment one, I think, would contribute to a larger
tneasure, lust the sort of thing that Dr. Mantell was talking about.

Mr. MACKAY. I would also be concernedand your comments sort
of se. tried to me to be a sensible approach to this concernI would
be concerned that financial aid for graduate students is part of this
same equation. The equipment is part. You can make the same
case that there are inadequacies in other aspects of it, and it would
.eem to me that a better approach to research would be to look at
at .functionally and try to see what part the Federal Government
should play in the overall research picture and then what part pri-
i.ate industry should play, and what part the universitieseshould
have responsibility for.

I am not sure you are the right person to be asking this question
to but I am pleased to Lear you, as a private sector person, say that
the less restricthe approaches would be better. Would either of you
care to comment, in your dealings with universities, do you feel
that they ha%e taken a busins.slike approach, and have you been
satisfied with your output from them? I guess that is the best way
to ask that question.

Dr. MANTELL. I don't think I could really comment on their busi-
nesslike approach. The products from universities, their students,
are highly skilled people. All the better, if they are more skilled
and better trained. The work they do and report is also vital to us.

Dr. DARNELL. I See them using the funds they have effectively,
but I don't think they have sought these other, unfamiliar, creative
financing areas. Part of that has to do with the structure of univer-
sities and the independence of the individual investigators and de-
partments. It is a difficult job to make it happen even in an indus-
trial, hierarchical setting.

Mr. MACKAY. Dr. Maxwell points out that in some ways the prob-
lem we nave now is that grant money has been given to universi-
ties over the years, and perhaps because they ha%e tried to stretch
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it too Iii or pe r li,tp, In there simply has been inadequate
money, the money bas gone to other places than instrumentation.
It has gone more to people. which ib tending to have this institu-
tion react by being more restrictive now.

Dr. MANTEL'. It may he that part of the problem is that universi-
ties du not have enough money fur skilled people to teach and do
research un inbtrumentb as well ab to buy, maintain, operate and
upgrade inbtrurnt...tb ab they become obsolete. The upgrading of in-
struments by professors redacts valuable time available for re-
bearrh and teaching. Fur example, I was speaking to a university
professor at Lehigh .%ho had just received a contribution of an old
instrument from a large company. He explained that he would
have to de% ote considerable time and some money to put it into a
serviceable condition.

This ib a case where the university is using valuable manpower
instead of capital. This is. in a sense, a productivity issue where
output ib measured by quality of Audents and research. Fixing and
upgrading old inbtrumentb may not be the most productive way to
utilize our skilled human resources.

Dr. DARNELL. There is another answer, I think, that Dr. Langen
berg or Dr. Kwiram could do better than I can, but what I hear
thei baying is that the strings that are attached to grants, wheth-
er F ur other, restrain them from going out and putting big dol-
lars into Shared equipment. It is much easier to spend it if it is
solely for your project, and that sort of rules out large equipment
that is shared. That is a much harder problem, so they manage
what they can manage and they don't try to solve some of these big
problems that are much tougher.

Mr. MACKAY. I guess, Dr. Olson, your comment to that would be
that by using an independent, arm's-length, nonprofit foundation
as the intermediary, you can get around some of that.

Dr. OLSON. Yes, you can.
Mr. MACKAY. I just feel a frustration that we come back to these

questions at times when it appears that our competition is getting
ahead of us. What we need to do is to develop some way to find
competitors every year instead of every 15 years, and in the long
run it would probably be much less expensive. I can feel a major
push in this area coming on, you know, because it appears that we
are behind again, all th.: way from science education to research
and instrumentation.

Well, I would like to express the appreciation of the committee,
which at this point is me, for your coming here. This testimony is
very helpful to us in trying to get a handle on what the policy
should be as we Start into another round of this. Perhaps we can
learn from some of the mistakes of the past and develop a program
that provides more flexibility and you can Spend more time doing
what you are supposed to do, and less time trying to figure out how
to beat the various hurdles that have been put into the system.

Thank you very much for being here.
[Whereupon, at -1.50 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned.)
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1984 NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
AUTHORIZATION

1111.111S1)A Y. MARCH 10. 1983

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,

SUDCOMMIITEE ON SCIENCE, RE:SEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY,
Washington, D.0

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9.4.3 a.m., in room
2325, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Doug Walgren (chair-
Mali of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present. Representatives Walgren, Dymally, Valentine, Reid,
Boucher, and Sensenbrenner.

Mr. WALGRF.N. Let me call the subcommittee to-order.
Today. the Subcommittee on Science, Research and Technology

turns its attention to the National Science Foundation budget pro-
posals for the directorates of biological, behavior, and social sci-
en, es and scientific., technological, and international affairs. Wit-
aesses from the National Science Foundation as well as panels of
distinguished indiviatials will comment on the Foundation's plans
for the coming year in these areas as well as offer their views on
the proposed management and policy changes for NSF.

The NSF budget proposal for fiscal year 1984 earmarks $223.6
million for the BBS Directorate, an increase of $33 million over
fiscal year 1983. Much of this increase will go toward activities in
the areas of physiology, cellular, and molecular biology and biotic
systems and resources. The rest of the increase will be spread
among activities in the areas of behavioral and neural sciences as
well as social and economic sciences and information science and
technology.,
-Unfortunately, despite these increases we still do not see the

funding base restored for the behavioral, social, economic_arici_ in:
formation sciences despite directives from all of the involved com-
mittees of Congress to the contrary. I expect we will explore this
further after the Foundation has testified.

The second part of our hearing today will focus on the activities
of the Directorate of scientific, technological, and international af-
fairs. The Foundation has proposed a reduction of funding for STIA
as well as a change in policy and management in the areas of in-
ternational cooperative scientific activities, research initiation and
improvement and others. I must say at this point that I am most
concerned by the policy implications of what is suggested as merely
management directives.

(.125i
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We have to %few them as more than simply that. 1 know the
committee membei S will be interested in look:ng at this very close-.
ly.

The BBS and STIA activities are directly involved with the appli-
cation of technology to our lives, our society, our government, and
the world around us. Thus, BBS and STIA deserve our close atten-
tion.

We look forward to today's witnesses and their discussion of
these important areas. We will hear from Dr. Knapp, Director of
the National Science Foundation first. Welcome, Dr. Knapp.

STATEMENT OF DR. EDWARD A. KNAPP. mitEcToR. NATIONAL
SCIENCE FOUNDATION. ACCOMPANIEb BY DR. EtGENE COTA-
ROIfl PROVOST OF CROWN COLLEGE AND PROFESSOR, UNI-
VERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA CRUZ, MEMBER OF THE NA-
TIONAL SCIENCE BOARD

Mr. WALGREN. We are pleased to have you here, Dr. Knapp.
Would the other members like to make opening comments or olc-
se rvat ions?

Mr. VALENTINE. I do not, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. REIM No, thank you.
Mr. WALGREN. Then we will proceed with Dr. Knapp, accompa-

nied by Dr. CotaRobles. Your written statement will be made part
of the record, as usual, Dr. Knapp. Please summarize or proceed as
you feel best to communicate to the committee.

Dr. KNAPP. Thanksou, Mr. Chairman.
Members of the committee, I am glad to be with you today for

the last day of hearings before your committee on the fikcal year
1984 authorization of the National Science Foundation. With me is
Dr. Eugene H. CotaRobles. He is provost of'Crown College and pro-
fessor of biology, University of California at Santa Cruz, and a
member of the National Science Board.

The Foundation's fiscal year 1984 budget request proposes impor-
tant changes in the way in which the NSF will manage some of its
activities. I have alluded to these changes in my earlier appear-
ances before you and today I would like to spell them out in more
detail.

I believe that the most valid, overriding goal for the Foundation
to pursue now and for the foreseeable future continues to be main-
tenance of the health and vitality of this Nation's science and engi-
neering enterprise. NSF's fiscal year 1984 budget request is most
certainty a significant first step in the direction of insuring NSF's
ability to realize this objective in the 1980's.

In considering the important opportunities that this request pre-
sents, it is both timely and appropriate that we ask ourselves two
questions. How much does each of the activities supported by the
Foundation contribute to the achievement of this overriding objec-
tive? And two, can NSF increase the likelihood of realizing the ob-
jective by improving the way in which it organizes and manages its
programs?

Since becoming the Director of the Foundation, I have devoted
much of my. thinking to these questions and related issues. Increas-
ingly, I have come to the view that NSF's present system of man-

r,'
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agement muy not be optimal for the future and may not permit the
Foundation to realise fully the opportunities implicit in the budget
request. In my judgment, the time is ripe for a reconsideration of
NSF responsibilities and how they are managed.

The Foundation historically has had two modes of organixaag and
operating its activities. The first mode refers to activities organized
in support of the scientific and engineering disciplineswhat have
been known informally as the research directoratesmathematical
and physical sciences, astronomical, atmospheric, Earth and ocean
sciences, biological, behar ioral and social sciences, and engineering.
These directorates are responsible for the management of most of
NSF's resources.

Because these directorates are organized around disciplines,
much as they exist in academic institutions, these programs have
been quite stable, evolving and changing in response to scientific
developments and shifts in priorities. The flow of proposals, peer
reviews, advice from scientific panels and, occasionally, recommen-
dations from more formal studies of disciplinary needs and 'pr:or-
ities provide input into the decisionmaking process for program
planning, budgeting, and the selection of research projects for sup-
port.

The goal of these programs has been straightforward and easily
understood. to support the best research. Their emphasis has been
on excellence and the production of new knowledge. Their perform-
ance is evaluated by examining the scientific quality of the work
they have supported.

The second mode of organizing and operating the Foundation's
activities is represented by a broad range of programs and activi-
ties organized separately from the research directorates. These
hare included educational programs, international science, inter-
governmental science, industry university cooperative research,
small business innovation research, programs for minorities and
women, and undergraduate research initiatives.

As these examples suggest, these programs have not been orga-
nized around disciplines. They have been oriented toward particu-
lar institutions, groups, or issues. Their programmatic content, pri-
t,rities, and budgets are often driven by changes in policy concerns
of administrations and Congresses rather than by scientific devel-
opments.

The goals of these programs have been more complex than those
of the activities in the research directorates. However, like the re-
search directorates they have stressed excellence as indicated by
peer review. They have also used additional criteria in setting pri-
m ities and selecting projects, since the work they support is expect-
ed to have an impact on institutions or groups beyond science
itself.

Their peer reviewers and advisory panels are often heteroge-
neous. The resources they have dispensed have been small in com-
parison with those of the research programs. In the fiscal year 1981
budget request, most of these activities are displayed in the scien-
tific, technological, and international affairs directorate.

After giving the matter much thought, I believe that this dual
approach will not best serve the needs of U.S. science and engineer-
ing in the years immediately ahead.

523itVf
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There is 4 'alit plain, external to the l'oundation, that the qual-
ity of the woik suppoitd in the directed programs is not compara-
ble to that supported in the research directorates. Because the di-
rected programs are organized and managed independently of the
research programs. additional concerns na%e been raised about du-
plication of effort, lack of impact, and set.% ice only to special inter-
ests.

Second, there is also a perception within the Foundation that one
purpose of many of these programs, namely, to familiarize targeted
groups with research directorate funding procedures and criteria,
has not worked effectively.

In my judgment, the responsibilities of the research directorates
hate been defined too narrowly. For example, for some time there
has been a tendency to deemphasize the educational aspects of re-
serch and to emphasize those aspects that lead to the procure-
ment of new knowledge. P..t an important aspect of supporting re-
search in universities is the education and training of future scien-
tists and engineers. Indeed, if that were not so, there would be
little justification fur procuring research primarily from universi-
ties in the first place.

As my remarks before this committee last week indicated, in the
future I expect to See education at the graduate and undergraduate
levels bvtimit a prominent part of the responsibility of the research
programs.

Another factor that no doubt has contributed to the narrowing of
the responsibilities uf the research directorates has been the very
existence uf special, targeted programs. Such programs inevitably,
create the attitude among research program officers that these spe-
cial issues are being taken care of elsewhere and therefore are out-
side their purview.

Nly intention is to integrate fully the responsibilities for the
health of science and engieering into the mainstream of the re-
search programs I believe the research directorates must assume
much broader responsibilities than they have in the past, along
many new dimensions that lia%v been until now the responsibility
of the focused programs.

Similarly, the NSF staff fear the directed programs must develop
new partnerships with the research programs to assure that the re-
sponsibilities of the directed programs are met.

The assistant directors and program officers in the research pro-
grams must include considerations about the support of undergrad-
uates, minorities, and women, and international scienceto name
a few examplesas they plan and budget for the support of their
disciplines. The research directorate:. must have greater responsi-
bility fig ealuating and di jsionmaking on research proposals
handled previously by the uirected programs.

For broad issues, such as the participation of women and minor-
sties or the management uf international science, it will be neces-
sary to maintain agency% ide coordination. This will be the respon-
sibility of the STIA directorate. Its staff will provide a continuing
assessment of progress toward Agency goals and insure that each
of the research directorates recei% es the support necessary- to meet
its obligations. Precollege education will continue to receive sepa-

its
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rate managtiorat, with advice and ?cooperation from the research
rfirectorates.

I wish to assure you that the resources devoted to the directed
programs will be maintained. I intend to establish a tracking
system to insure this objective, both for intennal management of
the Foundation, and for accountability to the Congress. NSF will
continue to issue announcements and continue to receive and sup-
port proposals for these programs. I am c.mfident that these activi-
ties will flourish under this new approach.

The management style I have in mind is perhaps best illustrated
with two examples. Consider the case of equipment and research at
undergraduate institutions. Clearly these institutions r.r2 :Tor-
mous]) important in producing the Nation's future scientists and
engineers. In fact, some undergraduate institutions have records in
this effort better than any of the major universities. It is essential,
therefore, that the Foundation' be sensitive to and supportive of
such institutions.

Thus, I expect the research programs in the future to review and
support proposals for research and research instrumentation .sub-
mated by small colleges. As at present, excellence will be the pri-
mary criterion, peer review will be used and reviewers will be se-
lected appropriately for the proposals.

Funding decisions will be consistent with the special circum-
stances surrounding r' at undergraduate institutions. 'or
exainple, the rate of progress and publication on research projects
at these institutions is necessarily (and appropriately) slower than
one utpects from projects at a major research university. The re-
search directorates will thus be responsible, in the disciplines they
support, for the health of science and engineering at institutions
that do not grant the Ph. D. as well as at the large institutions.

Another more complex example is international science. In this
instance, the responsibilities of STIA will be more extensive, and
absolutely essential, if NSF is to meet its obligations. Nevertheless,
responsibility for the evaluation and formal recommendations re-
garding proposals involving international science will rest with the
research directorates. The STIA directorate staff will evaluate the
international aspects of these proposals and judge them according.
ly. Thus, the final decision will be a joint one.

The STIA staff will maintain up-to-date awareness of interna-
tional science and engineering by establishing and maintaining
Close partnerships with program officers in the research director-
ates and with their counterparts in other countries. The STIA staff
also will be expected to maintain current awareness of internation
al protocols, applicable laws, and broad U.S. Government policies
and priorities and to keep me and the research program officers
fully informed.

The research directorates will be responsible for considering in-
ternational opportunities and cooperation as an essential element
of the 'vitality of the disciplines they support. I believe this system
will lead to greatly expanded international scientific cooperation
which would benefit U.S. science and engineering.

I have discussed this shift in management responsibility with the
National Science Board, with the Office of Science and Technology

w,th the Office of Management and Budget, with three pre-

uol
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vious NSF Directors. with the Chairma1n of NSF's Committee on
Fqual Opportunities in St ience and Technology, with the Women's
Subcommittee oL4hat committee, with the Steering Committee of
the Director's Achisory Council, and with the Assistant Directors of
the Foundation. The responses I have received range from concur-
rence to enthusiasm.

Consequently, I have asked the Assistant Directors of the Foun-
dation to work uut a detailed implementation plan which will. One,
define responsibility between STIA and the research programs,
two. track obligations so that the directed programs are supported
at the levels desired or inandated, three, use advice from the sever-
al committees I just mentioned to insure a proper voice from the
constituencies invoked, and four, recommend personnel adjust.
ments that may be required for the system to work optimally.

I wish to emphasize that I am proposing here the initial outline
of a plan to be implemented in October, at the beginning of fiscal °
year 1984. Between now and then, many details are to be worked
.out. The Assistant Directors group I mentioned earlier has been
meeting, it is discussing these proposals in the directorates and de-
%eloping detailed responses. In addition, I plan to meet with Foun-
dation staff in more informal sessions to discuss the ramifications
of this plan.

I believe that these changes will enhance the integration of
women and minorities and of international activities into the Foun-
dation programs. They will further the goal of broadening the
attention of the entire Foundation to the health of science and
technology in the United States, including the educational and sci-
entific communication aspects of NSF's research funding.

Mr. Chairman, you and the other members of this committee
have always taken a great deal of interest in the Foundation and
its programs. I am certain that you will be most interested in
learning of its progress in making these changes in management
responsibility. I shall be pleased to keep you informed as we pro-
ceed at the Foundation.

I believe that this plan will increase the Foundation's ability to
capitalize on the opportunity offered by the fiscal year 1984 budget
request to begin revitalizing this Nation's science and engineering
enterprise. As I said at the beginning of my remarks, the assurance
of the health and vitality of that enterprise ih the Foundation's
most valid and overriding goal.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Knapp follows:]

STATEMENT of AIL EIMAKO A. KNAPP. DIM TOIL NATIONAL. SCIENI E FOUNDATION

Mr. Chairman .end members of the committee, I am glad to be with you today for
the Ida day of hearings before your Committee un authoriiation of the National Sci
en, e Poundal/on With 111( lb Dr. Eugene H Cota,'Robles, Provost or Crown College
and Professor of Biology, Unice-fa y of California at Santa Cruz.

The Foundations fiscal year 1984 budget request proposes important changes in
the way in which the NSF will manage some uf its activities I have alluded to these
changes in my earlier appearances before you and today I would like to spell them
out in mere detail.

Mr Chairman, I believe that the must valid, overriding goal for the Foundation to
pursue now and fur the foreseeable future continues to be maintenance of the
health and vitality uf this Nations science and engineering enterprise Our fiscal
year 1984 budget request Is most certainly a wry significant first step in the direc
non of ensuring our ability to realize this objective in the 1980s
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In considering tla 1111100nd' It opportunities which this request presents, it is both
timely arid appropriate that we ask ourselves two questions tit how much does each
of the activities which the ruutitidtwei supports contribute to the achievement of
this overriding objective? and can we increase the likelihood of realizing it by
improving the way in which we organize and manage our programs? Since becoming
the Director of the Foundation, I have devol d much of my thinking to thee ques
tams and related issues. Increasingly. I have come to the view that our present
system of management may not be optimum for the future and may not permit us
to realize fully the opportunities implicit in our budget request. In my judgment.
the time is ripe for a recunsideration of our responsibilities and how we manage
them.

The Foundation has traditionally had two modes of organizing and operating its
activates. The first mude refers to those activities organized to suppurt the scientific
and engineering disciplines. what have been know.. informally as the "research di
rectorates"- Mathematical and Physical Sciences, Astronomical, Atmospheric,
Earth and Ocean Sciences, Biological. Behav ioral a..d Social Sciences, and Engineer
mg These directorates are responsible for the management of most of NSF's re.
sources.

Because these directorates are organized around disciplines, much as they exist in
academe, inetautaulie. these programs have been quite stable, evulving and changing
in response to scientific develupment6 and shifts in pri.iraties The flow of proposals,
peer reviews, advice from scientific panels and, uu.asionally, recommendations from
more formal studies of disciplinary needs and priorities provide input into the deci-
sionnaaking prucess for program planning, budgeting, and the selection of research
projects for support The goal of these programs has been straightforward and easily
understued Tu support the best research. Their emphasis has been on excellence
and the production of Gee. knowledge Their perfurmance is evaluated by examining
the scientific quality of the work they have supported.

The second mode of urgiinizing a-id operating the Foundation's activities is repre-
svrited by a broad ramie of programs and activities organized separately from the
-research directorates These have included educatiunal programs, international
science. intergovernmental science, industry. university cooperative research, small
business innovation research, programs for minorities and women, and undergrad
uale research initiatives.

As these examples suggest, these programs have not generally been organized
around disciplines They have been oriented towards particular institutions, groups,
or issues. Their programmatic content, priorities, and budgets are often driven by
changes in policy concerns of Administrations and Congresses rather than by scien-
tific developments.

The goals of these programs have been more complex than these of the activities
in the research directorates However, ake the "research directorates" they have
stressed excellence as indicated by peer review They have also used additional rite
ria in setting priorities and selecting projects, since the work they support is wed
ed to have an impact on institutions or groups beyond science itself. Their peer re-
viewers and advisor} panels are often heterogeneous The raseurees they have dis
penned have generally been small in comparison with thorn of the research pro-
grams In the fiscal year 1984 Budget Request. must of these activities are displayed
in the Scientific, Technological, and International Affairs Directorate.

After giving the matter much though' .e that this dual approach will not
best serve the needs of U S. scier .sneering in the years immediately
ahead.

There is the perception, external to Foundation, that the quality of the work
supported in the directed programs is nut comparable to that supported in the "re
search directorates." Because the directed programs are organized and managed in
dependently of the research programs, additional concerns have been raised about
duplication of effort, lack of impact, and service only to special interests.

Second, there is also the perception within the Foundation that one purpose of
many of these. programs. namely, to familiarize targeted groups with standard re
search directorate funding procedures and criteria, has not worked effectively

In my judgment, the responsibilities of the ''research directorates' have been de-
fined too narrowly. Fur example. for some time there has been a tendency to deem
phicsize, the educational aspects of research and to emphasize those aspects that lead
to the 'procurement' of new knowledge. An exceedingly important aspect of sup
porting research in universities is the educntion and training of future scientists
and engineers. Indeed, if that were not so, there would be little justification for
"procuring research primarily from universities in the first Place. As my remarks
before this Committee last week indicated, in the future I expect to see educative at
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filet graduate . I with int admit' le ei is beeonie a pronto tee part of the responsibili
0, of the reseal' h pi wean).-

Another tat tor that nos doubt ha, lunitibuted tii the met towing of the responsibii-
ores ul the researeli di/veto/ate." has been the eery existence. of thew special tar
who' programs .a the first piaci. Such wontedlys ride even.if stainer:nu tously,

reale die attitude among resyarch Program Office r+ that these specs.: issue's are
being taken tare ul' elm.% hery and therefore are outside their purview

My intention is to node fully the responsibilities for the overall health
Al 1 eme and e.tigiireeriiin Into the num-amain of the research programs 1,believe

the ryseardi direeturates must assume mud, broader responsibilities than they
have in the past. along Mally WA dilute moons that have been until now the respell
;ability of the directed programs Likewise. the NSF staff for thy directed programs'
roust deeelup new partnerships with the reSectIlli programs to assure that the re

of the directed progratns ate Wet
ha. Program Officer.. and Assistant Dim' ,rs ill the' research programs must in-

elude eutisideratruns about the support ul undergraduates, minorities and women,
dial international SciclicetV lianie a few thaniplo, as they plan and budget for,
the support of then The research diresturates' must hoc. greater re-
sponsibility for evaluating and eleusierieniakiiiir .,ii tesare h proposals that hate been
handled pteeionsly by the directed programs.

Fur broad issues, midi as the isirtien;ation el women and minorities ur the man-
agement of international science. it will be necessary to maintain agency wide co-
ordinatiun. This %rill be the' revunsibility ul the STIR directortitv Its staff will prow
cafe a ointtIllillut; asseSSilleint ocf progre..ss toward.ageticy goals and ensure that each
at tire research directorates' et.i,Vivei, the support netvssary to meet its obligations
1 'reeolleg.. education Will continue to require separate management, w.th whim and
cooperation iron' the "research directorates"

WISli to 41,alit you that the resource's deuted to these pugrains will be maim-
tame.' I Intl ,01 to statilish y making, system to ensure that this is the' case, both
for purposes oi internal management of the' Foundation, and to by accountable to
the Congre.... %Ve' will ,,,,iainue to issue ..titwuricetrieuts and will contains. to receive
and support proiroseils tor these programs I am confident that these activities will
flourish under dm new approach.

The management style I have in mind is perhaps best illustrated with two exam
Wes Consider the case of equal/M.1A and research al undergraduate institutions
Clearly these institutions are enormously important in producing the Nation's
future seiviaists and engineers In fact. sonic. undergraduate institutions have a
record in this regard that is better than day of our major universities It is e-ssen
hal, therefore. that the Foundation be talkative tv and supportive of such institit
lions

Thus. I expeet the research programs. in the future, to roaw and support propos-
als for research and research instruituditation that (mitt 17'orri small colleges As is
now the case. eAcehelfl, will by the primary criterion, pPer review will'be used, and
reviewers will be selected apprupriiityly rut the case Involved Funding decisions will
by consistent with the special circumstances surrounding research at undergraduate
tusk macaw Fur ysiimie, the rate of progress and publication on research projects
at these institutions e. necessarily Iand app ropri,itelyi slower than one' expects from
wive is in a major research unact.mity 'I la. "research directorates" will thus be re-
sponsible., in the' iliscitales they support, for the health of sidenee and engineering

mule el$111/11 x Xaltiple is international 0. 111 this caw, the responsi
hit tie, of STIR will by inure extensive. and absolutely essential, if NSF is to meet it
tfris.5ttium. Nevertlielvia., responsibil ' lor the evaluation and formal reconunenda-
lions regarding proposals inculcate, international science NIP rest with the "re,
sears it three (orates The STIR directorate st,,ff will evaluate the nternational as
wets .4 these proposals Thus, the final decision will be a joint one.

I he :MIA stall will maintain up-to-date awareness of internationdi science and
enguivernin by establishing and niatataming dose partnerships with Program OM
cers in the' research directorates as/till as with their ceuntvrparts in other coun
tra.s STIR staff will ills., be expected to maintain current awareness of interitat)on
al protocols. applicable lawn, and broad U S Governinnt polo h.% and priorities and
to keep Inc and the research Program Officers fully informed

Cie research directorate', will have the responsibility of considering alternation-,
al opportunities and cooperation out essential eleinent of the vitality of the disci-
plines they support I believe this system will, over time, head to greatly expanded
international scientific coup:ration which would be to the benefit of U S science,
and engineering
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I ha 41iStAlIASPAI thin AAA in management respunsibility with the N ticthoi Sci-
ence Board, with the Office .if Silence and Technology Policy, with th Office of
Management and Budget. with three previous NSF Directors, with the Chairman of
our Committee on Equal Opportunities in Science and Technology. with the
Women's Subcommittee of that Committee, with the Steering Committee of the Di.
rector's Advisory Council, and with the Assistant Directars of the Foundalion. The
responses I have received range fro n concurrence to enthusiasm.

M a result, I have asked the Assistant Directors of the Foundation to wdrk out a
detailed implementation plan which will

I Define responsibility between STIA tiiiirdinators and The research progr ns,
2 Track obligations so that the direct. programs are supported at the I vois de-

si ed or mandated,
. .e advice from the several committees I yust mentioned to ensure m proper.

voice f tr4he constituencies. involved; and
Iteco4iiend personnel adjustments that may be required for the system to

work optimally.
wish to emphasize that what I am proposing here As the initial outline of a plan

to be implemented in October, at the beginning of the new fiscal year, Between now
and (hen. there are many Specinc details to by worked out. The Assistant Director
group 1 mentioned earlier has been meeting, they are discussing these proposals in
their directorates and are deNekping detailed responses In addition, I plan to met
with Foundation staff in more informal sessions tv discuss the ramifications of this
plan 4

I believe that these changes will enhance the intergratioh of women and monore
t.c. and of international activities into the overall Foundation programs. It will fur-
ther our g 41 of broadening the attention of the entire Foundation to the overall
health of science and technology in the U S., including the educational and scientific
communication aspects of our research funding.

Mr Chairman. I know that you and the other Members of this Committee have
always taken a great deal of interest An the Foundation and its programs. I inn cer-
tain that you wlii be most .nterested in learning of our progress in making these
changes in management responsibility I shall be pleased to keep you informed as
we proceed I believe that this plan will increase the Foundation'b ability to capital-
ize on the opportunity which the fiscal year 1984 Budget Request offers us to begin
revitalizing this Nation's science and engineering enterprise. As I said at the begin-
ning of my remarks. the assurame of the health and vitality of that enterprise is
our most valid overriding goal

Mr. WALGREN. Thank you very much, Dr. Knapp.
Dr. CotaRobles, do you have a stutet:ient?
Dr. COTA-ROBLE.S. No. I don't have a prepared statement. I will be

happy to answer questions.
Mr. WALGREN. Thank you.
It is an interesting subject to pursue. As we indicated before, one

concern i that when you integrate these programs in larger orga-
nizations, they will then get lost. As I understand it, you are rec-
ommending for the international programs some $5 million or
thereabouts, maybe a little more funding to be transferred out of
the STIA Directorate into the others; is that correct?

Dr. KNAPP. That is correct. at
Mr. WALGREN. What happens to the 2- and 4-year college re-

search instrumentation?
Dr KNAPP. The 2- and 4year college instrumentation program is

not in the, budget for fiscal year 1984. What is in the budget is an
exprdided rogram for research support at primarily ldergrad-
uate instil tions. The program is targeted for a larger budget than
the 2- and 4.year college instrumentation program had in the fiscal
year 1983 btidget.

Mr WAI/GREN. What about the experimental program to stimu-
late competitive research?
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Dr. KNAPP. Wt propose to honor NSF's commitments to that pro.
gram. $2.5 million in list.al year 1984 for the continuation of greats
at several universities.

Mr. WAWREN. That program will end?
Dr. KNAPP. It will end at the close of 1985.
Mr. WAWREN. That program is the one in which there was a cer-

tam geographic distribution which we tried to allow to happen, as I
understand it?

Dr. KNAPP. That is correct.
Mr. WALGREN. Apparently your testimony today is in pursuit of

a January 12 memorandum outlining your proposal; is that cor-
rect?

Dr. KNAPP. The January 12 memorandum, was an internal
memorandum to members of the Executive Council of the Founda-
tion. It asked the council to consider whether this plan would be
possible.

Mr. WAWREN. There is apparently language in that memoran
dum which would conflict at least somewhat with the thrust of
your concept today, of joint decisionmaking with the STIA people.
Apparently it bays in that memorandum that the research director-
ates would haveand I quote"Sole responsibility for receiving,
evaluating, and decisionmaking on all proposals."

Today we are talking about at least some level of joint decision-
making. Can you develop the concept of the jointness of that deci-
sionmaking? How would that work?

Dr. KNAPP. The quotation deals with international programs. For
some international programs within the Foundation, particularly
those associated with bilateral agreements with other nations,
there are aspects that concern the research to be done and also as-
pects that concern the foreign policy implications and the thrusts
of the-bilateral agreements.

I would expect the research directorates to be responsible for
judging the scientific aspects of the program and the STIA director-
ate to be responsible for judging whether the proposals, satisfy the
international agreements and goals of the U.S. Government.

The decision should be, a joint decision, not just on the research
to be done, but on the research and on the international aspects. I
believe that NSF can del e'op a management system that will allow
such joint decisions to be made in a reasonable way.

The research aspects of some of NSF's international agreements
have been criticized by various sources. The joint decision will alle-
viate such criticism and will not cause additional problems with
the international aspects.

Mr. WAWREN. The criticism has been of what, again? I am sorry.
Dr. KNAPP. The quality of the science done in some of the pro-

,grams.
Mr. WALGREN. In your testimony, you indicate that that is a per-

ception. I think that is the word you used.
Dr. KNAPP. That is correct. That is the word I used. I personal-ly--
Mr. WAWREN. Do\ you feel that that is a correct perception?
Dr. KNAPP. It is corm.:' in some cases, incorrect in others. Some

extremely good science is Qv, e in the international programs. But I
think the range of investigators applying for grants within the in-
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ternational programs will be considerably wider if the research as-
pects are managed by the 'research directorates. These directorates
have wider contact with any given discipline.

I think we will have a bigger pool of potential proposals under
the new system of management.

Mr. WALGREN. You indicate there is a way to make that joint de-
cision in a reasonable fashion. That is a tough decision to make, in
a way. I don't know much about decisionmaking, really, particular-
!y from a management standpoint. I just can only wonder would
one part have a veto over the other part? Or how would you re-
sol,e differing views between these two partners in that decision?

Dr. KNAPP. The purpose of my working group of the NSF Assist"
ant Directors ii:to determine whether we can develop a manage-
ment system that will allow joint decisions to be made. I have no
complete assurance that this is possible. If it is impossible, of
course, we won't go forward this way. I believe that it is possible.

I also believe, however, that the correct people to develop such a
joint decisionmaking mechanism are the people involved in the
process themselvesnot the Director of the Foundation saying it
will be done this particular way.

Mr. WALGREN. in the budget, here are no line items within the
research directorates for international programs. You .indicate that
you are going to have a tracking system for this effort internally.
How would that work out?

Dr. KNAPP. These proposals are still separately directed to these
programs when they are submitted to the Foundation, the tracking
should be relatively straightforward. We now have a computer
tracking system for applied research within the Foundation, and
applied research is much more difficult to track, because a great
deal of judgment is involved in deciding whether research is ap-
plied or basic. That tracking system seems to be working quite
well. I think it was put in place at the request of your committee.

Mr. WALOREN. Let me at this point turn to my colleagues and
recognize, first, Mr. Valentine, for any thoughts that he might
want to raise.

Mr. VALENTINE. Mr. Chairman, I am involved with my colleague
here in a learning process. We have been Members of Congress
only a short period of time. Our questions will be to try to get some
information. It may be very well known to everybody else here.

Doctor, in these documents you referred to international pro-
grams. Does that mean some type of scientific research that is con-
ducted overseas or are we talking about grants that go to institu-
tions or agencies in foreign countries, which would be in the nature
of some type of foreign aid? Or what else do we mean by interna-
tional programs?

Dr. KNAPP. What NSF means by international programs, in the
context we are talking about this morning, are joint research pro-
grams, usually under an agreement established between, the
United States and some other country. Scientists from the United
States and scientists from a foreign country work jointly in cooper-
ative pursuit of certain scientific research.

For example, under agreements with some South American
countries United States scientists study the biology in, say, the
Amazon Basin. The work gives American scientists access to sites
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outside the United states that are important to scientific research.
It -is nut LI foreign and piugrain. It can fund foreign scientists to
come to the United States and work with United States scientists,
but this is not a program of transferring money outside the United
States for foreign governments to do research.

Mr. VALENTINE. Generally speakingwould a program of the
kind you mentioned in South America be financed more or less en-
tirely by this country or by the United States and the other coun-
try involved? Or is it kind of like the United Nations, we pick up
most of the tab?

Dr. KNAPP. There are both kinds of funding. In most cases, the
research is joints funded. This is particularly true with European
partners in these enterprises.

In other cases with Third World countries, NSF may pay propor-
tionately more of the cost.

Mr. Green would you like to comment?
Mr. GREEN. I am Mr. Richard Green, Assistant Director of the

Scientific, Technological and International Affairs Directorate.
NSF currently participates in some 30 bilateral agreements for

scientific cooperation. Typically, as Dr. Knapp indicated, we have
joint funding arrangements which support cooperative science proj-
ects where the research is conducted in both the United States and
in the furtAgn country. In certain limited instances, it the Third
World countries, project costs are paid fully NSF for the United
States, but these projects are relatively small in scope and limited
to the science in developing countries program.

Mr. VALENTINE. Thank you very much.
Mr. WALGRENI. Thank you, Mr. Valentine.
Mr. REID. I have no questions.
Mr. WALGREil. Thank you. Mr. Reid.
I would like to say we are all learning in this process The truth

of the matter is that I only became focused on this a short time
ego So, believe me, all the info' nation that we get is new to me.
No one shoal.; think that anybdy has been over that ground
before because chances are we have not.

Dr. Knapp, I would like to ask again about the social and the be-
havioral sciences. I cannot help but be struck by the fact that there
is a tremendous gap in our knowledge in this area and in the at-
tention, or the lack of attention that it has received over the years
from the National Science Foundation, compared to other sciences.
I know there are some reasuns for that, but we did go through a
rather arbitrary and politically driven reduction in the beha-tioral
and social sciences in 1080.

The new administration, the testimony showed, did not review
their . proposals with anyone in the National Science Foundation
until the pruposals were presented hours before being seilt to
the Hill by the Office of Management and Budget. In those propos-
als were an extremely deep and selective cut in social and behav-
ioral sciences. You didn't have to fall off the turnip truck yesterday
to know that this, administration did not approve, on a political
basis, of social engineering and Government involvement in areas
that are admittedly controversial.

I cannot help but note that Stanford University conducts a pro-
gram of science reeducation for its graduates and particularly
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many, many man &4 ;,eople. In that program, they have
found that although the social sciences are the most controversial
at the outset, they are thu most valued by the Stanford graduates
in the retrospective evaluation of their scientific exposure.

I am not talking about students at this point, but I am talking
about the alumni that come back for what is known as Alumni Col-
lege, or whatever it is called.

I just walked down the Mall and I see, on th.. one hand, the Ein-
stein Memorial. Fifty yards across the way is a memorial to our in-
ability to structure human relationships in a way that we don't kill
each other. Every evidence also shows that incredibly interwoven
with any economic problems that we have are how the human
beings are interacting with the system.

There are real grounds for the statement made by some, that the
greatest potential to increased economic productivity involves the
human interaction with the economic system in whatever stage it
is.

Given all the potential in that area, and given the nonscientific
base of the reduction in that area, I cannot help but note that we
are still much behind in social and behavioral sciences when you
start from a base year of 1980 and measure the National Science
Foundation's effort.

Although there is an increaseand I ap(lud that increase and
want to encourage you in thatthe truth of it is that the increases
ii. the other areas are in greater amounts, and, therefore, the rela-
tive effort is still declining under your recommendations.

The congressional committees have not supported that decline.
The congressional committees have asked in each case that the
social and behavioral sciences be brought back to the level of fund-
int, that they experienced before this truly arbitrary reduction. We
are still some 22 percent below the level of 1980 in our 1984 budget,
whereas every other part of the National Science Foundation is
substantially above the 1980 level.

Do you really want to preside ocer an administration of the Na-
tional Science Foundation that is not increasing its attention to be-
havioral and social sciences?

Dr. KNAPP. I have been the Director of the National Science
Foundation only a short time. I am not an expert in any of the
social or behavioral sciences. I feel myself ihcompetent to make
%aim judgments among wirious social and belacioral sciences or to
judge their %able with respect to other sciences. I have discussed
the social and behavioral sciences with several social and behavior-
al scientists who have come to visit me. In many cases, these sci-
ences are extremely valuable. They should be supported and sup-
ported well, within the Foundation.

I won't have to make that sort of decision until I come to the
fiscal year 1985 budget, the first one I will really affect. However,
let me say that we tried in the Foundation, with the resources at
hand, to give the social :..nd behavioral sciences an increase in the
fiscal year 1981 budget commensurate with the c.ther sciences and
the funds at NSF's disposal.

Perhaps Dr. Cota-Robles would like to comment. He represents
the National Science Board hue. He also helps to set budget prior.
ities within the Foundation.
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Dr. comRouils You are aware that the Board has stated it is
important that the social and behavioral sciences be included
within the scientific enterprise. In Jun.: 1981, the Board made a
clear statement about its concern for continuing to support those
bcio.,:eb and for including them within the National Science Foun-
dation.

The Board, of cuuroe, has emphasized certain quantitative areas.
The data bases absolutely should be maintained, and the Board has
done so. We are trying to bring the other areas back.

I might remind you that some other areas in the National Sci-
ence Foundation have been cut severely. For example, mathematics
was cut in the mid- 1970's. The Board is trying to bring that area
back. When there have been cuts, The Board has tried to return
the funding to the highest level appropriate within the total plan-
ning.

I believe the Board is committed to continued support of the
social sciences. I serve on the Budget Committee. We have a social
scientist sitting as chairman of the Budget Committee. He does
present these needs completely as well.

Mr. WAIL.REN. I certainly appreciate that. I do want to empha-
size that ether committees that have looked at the National Sci-
ence Foundation's budget from a public representative standpoint
have given the same direction, really, and with one thing and an-
other, given the contradictions in the appropriating and the place-
ment of dollars process in the Congress.

We have not mandated those 1980 dollars; but the committees
themselves had directed that the behavioral and social sciences
effort be returned at least to the fiscal year 1980 level. It really
was simply the slip between the cogs of the wheel and in some part
the discretion that the Director of the National Science Foundation
has under the process, or under the last appropriation, as I under-
stand it, that has resulted in that not being the case.

You indicate that you have tried to bring this back within appro-
priate planningin Dr. Cota-Robles' words. In Dr. Knapp's words,
'we gave them an increase that was commensurate to the others in

this system."
Is there any way you can describe to us the competition that led

to the deciding of what is the "commensurate increase" and what
is thewell, within appropriate planning? It is a separate effort. I
du realiLe at some .point we have to sit down and allocate dollars.
But one mites that astrunomical, atmospheric, Earth, and ocean sci-
ences come up 54 percent above the previous level and social and
behavioral sciences are 22 percent below the previous leveland
we are not talking about big dollars in the overall sense, we are
talking about an effort that is about $16 million out of a $1 billion-
plus budget. How do you weigh that commensurate increase? What
is behind the word "commensurate"?

Dr. KNAPP. The situation in almost all of the physical sciences
has been a disastrous lack of instrumentation. NSF's first priority
in the budget for fiscal year 1984 was to address the problems of

instrumenta-
tion

The social sciences do not require
of the general type needed by the physical sciences.

So we cried first to address the instrumentation problem. And we
tried to .address a serious problem in mathematics that had devel-
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uped user 10 years in the funding uf graduate students and postdoc-
toral fellows. Mathematics alsu survived a striuus cut in the early
1970's resulting primarily from the reduction in funding for math-
ematics from the Department of Defense, nut frum the Foundation.

In that context, I believe the social sciences received funding in-
creases that are roughly the same as those received by the physical
sciences.

Mr. WALGREN. Well, I understand that commensurate might
mean roughly the same, and yet, it strikes me that the committees
of the Congress were looking fur a restoration rather than the
same treatment at that point.

Let me ask this question. It is my understanding that there is a
certain amount of undistributed fiscal year 1983 moneys, $4.5 mil-
lion. Is that available for living up to the directions of the Congress
and thuse committees with respect to social and behavioral sci-
ences?

Dr. KNAPP. The $4.5 million in undistributed funds were in the
budget for the ocean-drilling program and were to be allocated be-
tween the ucean-drilling program and other programs of the Foun-
datiun, depending upun the outcome of the ad hoc advisory group
on crustal studies.

At the present time we are studying the procedures that we will
follow in the crustal studies program. We will have a recommenda-
tion within the Fuundatiun fur the :Allocation of those funds in
about a month.

Mr. SVAJA.REN. We would be very interested in that recommenda-
tion for the allocation uf moneys. If I remember the drilling pro-
0,4.4. testimony, we are luoking at saving some niciney from origi-
nal expectations in that program.

Dr. KNAPP. That is correct.
).4r. WALUKEN. That would mean that there may be some funds

that had been intended fur that program thr.t should be redirected.
I would trust that the Congress would play some role in redirecting
those moneys.

Dr. KNAPP. The Congress would be asked to apptave whatever al-
location NSF makes of those funds.

Mr. WALGKEN. Let me ask my colleagues for any further
thoughts?

Mr. Dymally.
Mr. DYMALLY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Knapp, I observe that you said you weren't an expert in

social science. I am not an expert in science either. I observe with
some concern that 10 of the 13 advisers of the President are from
the hard sciences. Is it because you don't look at the social sciences
as significant in the NSF objectives?

Dr. KNAror. Yuu are talking about membership on the National
Science Board?

Mr. DYMALLY. Yes.
Dr. KNAPP. The statute which established the National Science

Board- -
Mr. DVMALIV. 1 think it was the President's advisers I referred

to.
Dr. KNAPP. Oh, the.President's Advisory Cofbmittee.
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Mr. Dym!..v Yes. You don't talk to the President every morn-
ing?

Dr. KNAPP. The President's Advisory Committee advises Dr.
George Keyworth, the President's science adviser I have nothing
to do with the committee or how it is chosen or what its members
ship is.

Since the committee advises Dr. Keyworth, its members are
people whom he feels he can risk for advice. The members may not
be broadly rearesentative of science.

Mr. DYMALLY. Of course, Dr. Keyworth influences ti:e budgetary
process for NSF because in the final analysis he works with OMB, I
am sure?

Dr. KNAPP. Yes.
Mr. DYMALLY. So in the absence of any input from the social sci-

ences we find a diminution of emphasis on social sciences I raise
that to lead to another question.

Even though your name gives the impression you are embarked
on hard sciences. you also have human factors involved in NSF's
mission. It is a question of women, minorities, and the handi-
capped. What bothers me a little bit is in your new management

hplan
I am not so sure that there will be sufficient emphSsis on the

uman n factor.
Dr. KNAPP. I believe there will be more emphasis on human fac-

tors in the new way of managing the Foundation. Program manag-
ers in the scientific disciplines disbursing the greatest amount of
NSF funds should be responsible for considering human factors in
the funding of science particularly in funding the graduate educa-
tion of most of the scientists of the future.

The amounts of money to be spent on these programs are not to
be diminished in any way by managing in a different manner In
fact, no organizational change is required for the new management
system to work. It is a matter of emphasis within the research di-
rectorates. I am asking that this emphasis be not only in the set-
aside, or mandated, programs, but also in the general programs of
the Foundation's directorates.

Mr. DYMALLY. You said research. Phope you weren't strengthen-
ing my bias by suggesting that these people are really concerned
with dispensing money for research not for bringing some of the
people into the system. I guess you may have those human fac-tors

Dr. KNAPP. NSF' brings people into the research system by
making it possible for them to do research of high quality, so that
the next time they apply they will be more likely to be successful
in the pursuit of a research career.

Mr. DYMALLY. You see--- -
Dr. KNAPP. There is no intention to diminish the funds NSF uses

to bring new people, minority people and women into the research
system. We hope that by managing in a different way, we can
make it easier for those people once in the system to stay in the
system.

Mr. DYMALLY. Dr. Cota-Robles.
Mr. Com-Rot:us. I just wanted to say the responsibility is not

only to support research, but also to develop personnel and develop
the available talent The Foundation has not pulled back on its

r .,
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commitment to try tu further develop the American talent pool
and the resources to do science.

Mr. DYMALLY. What I am hearing from Dr. Knapp and from you,
Dr Cota-Robles, really are assurances there wig: be some emphasis
on that part of the mission also?

Dr. KNAPP. Absolutely; that is correct.
Mr. DYMALLY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WALGREN. Thank you, Mr. Dymally.
Other comments?
Let me recognize Dr. Maxwell for a question at this point.
Dr. MAXWELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to follow up on a point made by Dr. Knapp earlier

on the international activities. You stated that you felt by making
the change as you have outlined in your memo and in your testi-
mony that you expected this would encourage a larger pool of re-
searchers to be made available for participation in international
activities. That is laudable. In fact, I would hope we could encour-
age more researchers to participate and be involved in internation-
al aspects.

The perception in NSF, as we noted earlier also, is probably just
as important as reality. The perception of anyone who looks at the
budget and is familiar with international activities as opposed to
the domestic activities would note that there has been a 50 percent
decline in support of international activities commensurate with a
substantial increase in the research activities overall of the entire
Foundation.

Why would you expect then that given that perception you would
have a larger pool of researchers? Wouldn't, in fact, we see a situa-
tion where given the perception of less emphasis on international
programs, less moneys made available, that there would, in fact, be
less inclination b.) the researchers in general to propose to NSF in-
ternational activities?

Let me follow up on that. You also stated that you felt the deci-
sion would be made j.intly by the research program managers who
would make value judgments based on scientific criteria of re-
search proposals on activities that by and large, as you also noted,
are designed to take into account other priorities. In fact, scientific
criteria are probably the least of the priorities that are considered
for these particlar programs, and that is why in the past they have
been separated from the rewcii11 proposals. Yet, you are in a situ-
ation where you place the ffi'ley in the hands of people who will
turn the system around entirely and will be asked to make criteria
judgments that don't take into account, at least as one looks at it
now, the policy and the foreign assessment needs that we have.

I guess that leads to my bottom line. Why not simply have those
directors more involved in making recommendations, and why not
place the emphasis in international activities in a way, that the
perceptions as well as the realities such that we are trying to in
crease focus on international activities rather than the perception
that seems tu be wining forward that you are deemphasizing that
activity?

Dr. KNAPP. Let me start with the first part of your question
about the budget for international activities. The budget for such
activities is not reduced. It provides $5 million to STIA, and more
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than million to be distributed in the research directorates with
the requirement that those funds be used for international activi-
ties. So the budget for international activities is the same or slight
ly enhanced from fiscal year 1983.

Mr. MAXWELL. It is only if one looks at that activity that you see
yes, there is money supposedly available in the other directorates;
yet nowhere in the rest of the budget does it indicate there are any
international money in any of the directorates.

It only states it in one line and shows a decrease in the STIA
activities.

Dr. KNAPP. I thought we had in the budget the total amount for
international activities. It includes the amount for STIA plus the
amount allocated to the directorates. If we do not, I will provide
something for the record to show it.

Mr. MAXWELL. It shows the total amount. It s not show in
each of the directorates there is intern onal e provided
within each directorate. It is only withi t TIA budget line that
shows elsewhere in the activities we will do 4.9 million dollars
worth of activities, or $5.9.

Dr. KNAPP. We intend to show within the budget the amounts to
be spent by the Foundation. The sum includes the amounts for the
directorates plus the amounts for STIA. We will work with you to
develop u display mechanism within the budget that allows the
amounts to be seen clearly.

As for the second part of your question, I believe that the
divi,ion of responsibilities between the directorates and the inter-
national management aspects located in STIA will make the pro-
gram managers much more aware of international opportunities.
In the managers discussions with the scientific community they
serve. these opportunities will become more widely known through-
out entire scientific disciplines, and I believe that knowledge will
lead to enhanced participation in the international activities of an
entire discipline. I can say only that that is my belief. I have no
proof that it would certainly be the case.

Mr...MAxwELL. As I said at the outset, I think what is perhaps
more important than anything else is the perception of what is
being attempted as well as the reality. I think we will probably
want to explore how we can enhance perception that we are trying
to focus more directly on international activities. As I know, it is
hard to try to involve the program manager activities within the
research directorates more directly with international programs. I
would suggest there are probably some questions here that rise
when you appear to be reducing a budget by some 50 percent and
decreasing the emphasis when, in fact, you are trying to do the op-
posite.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WALGKEN Thank you, Mr. Maxwell.
The Chair recognizes counsel for the minority.
Ms. BACH. I would ;eke to change the line of questioning to some

of the current vacancies you have in the top level of NSF, one
being the Deputy Director.

As I understand, there are other vacancies. This has caused con-
cern for members on this subcommittee as well as the full commit-
tee since we understand there is a clear perception the White

+CZ
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House is anxious to move un this. Could you indicate to us what
kind of time schedule you are on for filling these vacancies?

Dr. KNAPP. Yes, I can. The Board and Director jointly nominate
candidates for these positions. The White House then makes the
final nominations. For the position of Deputy Director, we have
narrowed a list of some 90 nominees from outside organizations to
a more manageable size The list will be voted upon next Thursday,
1 hope, by the National Science Board. It then will be delivered to
the White House.

The nominees for Assistant Director positions should be chosen
at the April Board meeting.

Ms. BACH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WALGREN. Thank you.
We will hold the record open for written questions that members

might like to submit. We want to thank you very much for your
testimony, Dr. Knapp. It has been good having; you at these several
hearings. We look forward to working with you in the follow-on.

Dr. KNAPP. Thank you.
Mr. War.artsii. Thank you, Dr. Cota-RobleS.
The next panel is focused on the biological and behavioral sciences.

Tnomas Juster, University of 1Wchigan, Dr. Herschel Leibowitz
from Penn State University; and Mr. Joe Wyatt, Chancellor of
Vanderbilt University. Would those gentlemen please come forward.

STATEMENTS OF DR. THOMAS JUSTER. UNIVERSITY OF MICHI-
GAN; IIF,RSCHEL LEIBOA1TZ. PENN STATE UNIVERSITY; AND
JOE WYATT, CHANCELLOR, VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY
Mr. WA1A;REN. We appreciate your coming. Please proceed to

summarize in whatever way you feel would be most effective in
making the points you feel deserve to be emphasized.

Dr. JUSTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First, I would like to express my appreciation for being able to

testify before this committee. I would especially like to register my
thanks, and that of my colleagues, for the sarong support this sub-
committee has given to the social and behavioral sciences over the
last several years. That support has been crucial, as I am sure you
know, in maintaining a semblance of strength in those programs
and prevented them from eroding more substayt ally than would
have been the case.

I would like to summarize the first part of y comments. Let me
begin with a general framework. I would 11 e to use the general
perceptions that are reflected in the testimony that Dr. Knapp pro-
vided several weeks back before the HUD- Lndupendent Agencies
Committee.

In that statement, Dr. Knapp suggested that the substantial in-
crease requested for the NSF in the 1984 budget reflected the im-
portance of basic research laying the groundwork for sustained
economic recovery and recuOtion of the need to revitalize the re-
search base in the Nation's universities and colleges to ensure abil-
ity to produce world-class scientists and engineers.

Dr. Nnapp proceeded to quote from Dr. George reyworth as re.
marking that "Somehow we have arrived at the indefensible posi-
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tam or creating the poorest climate for research in the place, the
United States, that ought to have the best."

I fully endorse those comments of Drs. Knapp and Keyworth
But I respectfully submit that the fiscal year 198-1 budget request
dues not adequately reflect the application of those priority princi-
ples.

I would like to be sure the committee understands my position I
support with a good deal of enthusiam the large increases in
mathematics, physics, ocean, engineering and biological sciences.
These programs represent needed investments in ensuring the Na-
tion's technological well-being.

In an era where our national well-being is increasingly depend-
ent on being at the cutting edge of technology, we ill afford to
continue the previous pattern of halfhearted si-pport leading to
technological second-class citizenship.

But these national goals will not be reached by emphasizing the
importance of research iri the physical and natural sciences alone.
Much of our productivity problem has behavioral rather than tech-
not wical roots, as the Japanese have taught us so well. Much of
ou, capital ,tuck consists of human skills anJ not machinery and
equipment. optimizing the use of those skills in a rapidly changing
technolugital world, and learning how to do a better job of shaping
these skills in the first place, are behavioral and not technological
problems.

And poverty, family instability, crime, inflation, and aging have
ei ,rmous impacts on individual and national well-being, and none
of them represent problems that can be fixed with an improved un-
derstanding of the p'.wQical and natural world,

In short, we depend, as a society, at least as much on advances in
the social and behavioral sciences as on those in the physical and
natural sciences. In my judgment, the fiscal year 1984 budget re-
quest Meets neither scientific opportunities nor important national
goals in this area.

1 would like to turn now to illustrate what the social and behav-
ioral sciences du with a concrete example of an active research
project which I think has had enormous scientific benefits and
changed the way we think. This is by way of an illustration of the
way in which the social sciences function.

During the sixties and seventies we had repeated observations on
the site mid characteristics of the poor and welfare - dependent pop-
ulation in the United States, suggested that we were becoming a
nation with a permanent underclass. the fraction of household
below the poverty line dropped steadily throughout the sixties, but
the decline came to a halt in the early seventies and continued at
about the same level throughout the rest of the decade.

The poor could generally be characterized as disproportionately
less well educated, disproportionately black, disproportionately old,
and disproportionately female. This series of observations, derived
from cross-sectional surveys conducted by the U.S. Census Bureau,
gavel rise to the notion that a culture of poverty and dependency
was treating a permanent undere iss of something like,10 percent
of U.S. households.

Starting in the late sixties, the then Office of Economic Opportu-
nity started a long-term 44udy of poverty and dependency. The
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study, which consisted of careful measurements of income and indi-
vidual characteristics thought to be associated with income change,
continued throughout the seventies and the eighties.

The design of the data base was unique, in that the same individ-
uals have been followed since the late sixties, thus making it a lon-
gitudinal panel rather than a series of repeated cross-sections of in-
dividuals.

What has this study shown about the nature of behavioral the-
ories of poverty and dependency? First, virtually every stereotype
about the poor and dependent population of the United States has
been shown to be wrong. Second, this study has demonstrated that
achieving a solid understanding of behavioral processes, and thus a
solid foundition for the advancement of scientific understanding,
will often require data bases designed to follow individuals or other
units longitudinally through time.

One of my colleagues expressed that thought in the title of a
recent paper"The Dynamics of Poverty and Dependency. Or Why
Everything You've Ever Learned From Cross-sections Is Likely To
Be Wrong."

I can summarize the results of the poverty study a s follows.
First, it is indeed true that the fraction of U.S. households living

in poverty, or recipients of welfare, remained roughly constant
throughout the decade of the seventies. The poverty population has
been roughly 10 percenr of U.S. households during this period,
while the welfare receiving population has been roughly 8 percent.

Second, it is also true that the poor and dependent are always
disproportionately less well educated, black, elderly, and female.

Third, it is demonstrably not true that the poor and dependent
are the same people user time, as the cross-section studies seemed
to suggest.

The facts are while roughly 10 percent are below ..the:poverty
threshold each year, over the period of a decade just about a fourth
of the U.S. population is below the poverty threshould during at
least 1 year out of the 10, while less than 1 percentto be precise,
sewn-tenths of 1 percentis below the poverty threshold during
every one of the 10 years.

On dependency, while roughly 8 percent of the population re-
ceived welfare each year during the decade, fully 25 percent of the
population were on the welfare system for at least 1 year of the
decade, and less than 1 percentagain, precisely seventenths of 1
percentwere dependent on welfare all the time.

The upshot is that any theory of poverty and dependency has to
account for the fact that there is enormous turnover in the poor
and dependent population, rather than constancy. It may be true
that the poor are always with us, but they are largely different
people from one year to the next, a Ending with obvious implica-
tions both fcr models of behavior and for the formulation of public
'policy.

I would like to turn now to a brief discussion of research activi-
ties that seem to me of the h;ghest priority, and which I judge to
be impossible to support within the budget constraints in the fiscal
year 1984 recommendation for the social and behavioral ocience
areas.
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Firat, let me note that it is a welcome change to see a budget
request whikli contains significant increases for research programs
in these areas. The budget will permit continuation of a number of
highly important programs, including maintenance of several high
priority data bases.

These include the general social survey, the panel study of
income dynamics, which is the ddta base I .described just above,
and the national election studies. In addition, a set of essential ac-
tivities of different sorts, consistent with the framework that I
have described in VI* written statement, are also able to be sup
ported within the fiscal year 1984 budget request.

But there are a number of areas in which additional *trees
would permit research that is both highly important in scientific
terms and compatible with the administration's objective of sup-
porting research with the potential for furthering important eco-
nomic and other national goals.

The question to be addressed is given the budget request, What
can be accommodated in '.erms of research, and what will be lost?

I would note three general types of things that we would lose.
There are general effects, there are some measurement instrument
effects. and there is a collection of effects which are outside of mea-
surement instrument issues.

On the general effects, I would like to suggest that the science
, program in the NSF needs to have the character of encouraging

yang people to pursue scientific careers. If you ask what is the
consequence on the encouragment of young scientists to become
social and behavioral scientists of a 40-percent decline in real
terms between 1980 and 1984, the answer is it must be very dis-
couraging.

No bright young person is going to look at those numbers and
decide that social and behavioral sciences is a good place to pursue
a career. Off the top, you start out with a general .discouragement
of young people going into an area where they know that support
has been given less priority.

Concretely, in the NSF programs, that reduction has had the
effect across most of the programs of reduced support for young in-
vestigators because they are more high risk; reduced support for
high-risk projects, reduced support for graduate students, for those
people who get grants, the grants are smaller, and contain little or
no support for graduate students. These are, of course, the seed
corn from which future scientists will come.

Finally, for people who are more mature, who have prospects of
getting grants and can apply for them and do, in general, they are
discouraged from ambitious projects because they know full well
that an ambitious and costly project has little prospect of being.
funded. They simply won't create things at the cutting edge.

Those are the generalized effects. They are quite important. I
think they are well summarized in the quote I gave to you earlier
from Dr. Keyworth where he said we have managed to create the
worst climate in the place that ought to have the best.

Let me turn to some of the measurement project issues. There is
a good deal of emphasis in Dr. Knapp's testimony and the testimo-
ny of others that one of the things we need to do is produce a much

- more effective level of instrumentation. For social and behavibral
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scientists. instt olio- elation hah a number of forms. One is these
longitudinal and otlit i kinds of data bases. These are the measur-
ing instruments used by the social scientists. I have spoken to
those already.

Another one which surprises a lot of people is that social scien-
tists are very intensive users of various kinds of instruments, in
particular computing There seems to be a perception that by and
large all a social scientist needs to function is a piece of chalk and
a blackboard.

At the University of Michigan I took a look at the numbers gen-
erated by our computing centerprobably the largest university-
based computing center in the United States save for two which
have big supercomputers. At Michigan, 35 percent of the usage of
computers is by social and behavi ral scientists. About 40 to 50 per-
cent of our fitculty ire social and behavioral scientists. Those ratios
are not very different.

Thus we are just about as computer-intensive as anybody else,
which was a surprise to me and apparently is a shock to most
people who '.iew social science as not requiring the kinds of instru-
mentation and the kinds of needs that physical and natural sci-
ences have. That used to be true 50 years ago.

There has been a revolution in social science method., --they are
data ititenshe. computer intensive, and instrument:intensive. The
needs there are as great as in the natural and Mtical sciences.

On the measurement projects let me make two general points.
First, one cannot think of a measurement project in isolation. In
der for it to be effective, there have to be research activities that
precede conceptualization, theorizing, and research activities that
go after testing, refinement, elaboration. Those are expensive. They
are not perhaps as expensiNe as the generation of the data bases.
But you cannot think that a program can generate data and that is
the end of it There has to be a portfolio of package associated with
these projects.

Second, many peopleand I am certainly among themare be-
ginning to come to the conclusioi that for most purposes, the most
effective kinds of measurements in scientific terms have got to be
longitudinal. The reason is that we aro often concerned with trying
to follow a process through time. You cannot follow a process with
repeated cross-sections and you will be misled, as the example I

'cited to you earlier.
You will be misled more often than not by what you find looking

at differences in people at the same point in time. You have to
follow people, organizations sty: units over time. That is expensive
because every time you do it, you have to pay for it. On the other
hand, the scientific potential grtays exponentially with the length
of the period you follow You can take accoant of more process and
more lags It is a characteristic of research tha.t. I think is crucially
imy slant.

In specific programs, the 198-I budget request will accommodate
at least three major data bases and a number of other smaller
ones The ones it will accommodate are the/ National Elections
Study, the Panel Study of Income Dynami6s, and the General
Social Survey
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II kitiiiiiii 414 l eliflilliitnidtt' a huge number of others. In my testimo
ny, I haw detailed lout ateas in which I think a major investment
in longitudinal data base., would produe enormous scientific and
public policy payoff's. I will mention them. They are discussed at
length in the testimony. I would be happy to discuss them in the
question period

The area., I lqus on tire measures of personal savings behavior
which are totally absent, measures of organizational behavicir and
a data base which is d combination of economic and organizational
variables which is lacking and crucially important for understand-
ing produvtivity, measurements of time use, important for under-
standing the generation of well-being in the market and nonrnar-
Ito sector, and measures of changes over time in the ties between
familieswhich are rapidly changing.

We don't know anything about the nature of those family rela-
tionships and hoc% they are changing.over time and what they are
doing to the environment in which children are being raised

Those are, I would think, four key areas where measurement
wod., die ripe and could be exploited and ca7not be done within
the budget.

In other areaslet me skim them brieflythere is a set of activi-
ties going on which has to do with the theory of markets. Econo-
mists have gene, atom! a theory of markets which is deductive, that
is, we maim inferences WI the basis of assumptions about what kind
of objectives people are trying to accomplish. ;

Recent work has tried to simulate the behavior of markets in an
experimental setting. It turns out you can do this in a way which
reproduces the ch4racteristics of markets provided you incur the
costs of paying people and imposing real costs on them so you can
make realistic markets come out of simtflated behavior. That is
provucatne because you can then begin to examine some of the in-
nards of ,markets in an experimental setting which you cannot do
in a natural setting. t

The whole nctim IS attractive, excitin and provocative. It can
also be extended to markets in which yon don't use prices. For ex-
ample, bureaucratic decisions are a kind of market You can simu-
late those. We would learn a good deal about how other parts of
sotnety function. Political decisions can I e thought of as a kind of
market without prices because you can't neasure the oatput

That methodology is applicable to tho kinds of markets as well
as money kinds of markets and is quite xciting. It can't continue
because it is very expensive. You have t pay people and you have
to do this repeatedly. That program is going down the tubes, as
best I can tell. It is at a low level and s ould be at a high level.

We have major ureas in statistical met ods which are crucially,
needed and can't be supported I mentione longitudinal data bases
as a met urement device which is mere gingly important. The
methods l'tr handling those are somewhat ifferent than the con-
ventional methods for handling other kinds f data.

The data themselves have a longitudinal lcharacteristic and the
error structures are somewhat diff rent. Thee needs to be a majcir
investment in developing methods of analysis or longitudinal data
There have been proposals to do that. They can't be funded.

\
\
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Similar , we all know macroeconmoic modeling is in disfavor
these days. One notion about why such models have problems is
that they make an assumption that there is underlying stability in
the strb4ure of the system they are modeling.

Recent theoretical developments suggest that the structure is un-
stable. You an get at that problem with the development of esti-
mation techniques. There have been programs proposed to do that.
Again, they cannot be supported.

Let me note a few applications. W.. are all aware of the fact that
the courts are clogged. We have civil suits dealing with things like
divorce and accidents and compensation. They impose enormou.
burdens and costs. There is evidence to suggest that mediation is a
more cost-effectiw and beneficial way of handling those cases than
jury trials. One could design experiments in which you either force
people into mediation, allow them free choice, or preclude them
Iron, mediation. You could measure the costs and outcomes. It may
turn out that is extremely profitable to force mediation. One could
adopt a policy on the basis of what those experiments shaw. They
can't be done. They are very expensive.

We have it long concern with crime, criminals, and ie effects of
deterrence. You can't really get at that problem, in the view of
people who study it carefully, without the combination Gf longitudi-
nal data which includes information relating to individuals and
traces them through time, and information relating to the organi-
zational complex in which t,riminalf. get processed as they become
caught and as they get punishments.

Su the data base which combines characteristics of people who go
through the system and the characteristics of systems followed lon-
gitudinal!, might provide us with insights into what might be ef-
fective des, ice. We do not now have that knowledge and cannot
now get it with present resources.

I think the committee will realize this list of things I have speci-
fied IS d very idiosyncratic agenda. They are things that recurred
to me as things that can be done. If you had homebody else testify-
ing, you would have five other things. There would be overlap, but
not all that much.

If you ask how much would it cost to put that kind of program in
place and what would you get from it, I can give you some rough-
cut numbers about what the benefits might be and what it wo 3
cost. Then I can extrapolate that in terms of saying what the whole
program might cost. The benefits I can only do in terms of two
kinds of things. A lot of Chase things cannot be easily quantified.

I would suggest to you that on savings behaviorthe need to un-
derstand it and therefore devise policies which might be able to in-
fluence it and the need to develop a longitudinal view of produc-
tivity and organizational effectiveness, one would expect the payoff
to be some modification of the rate of growth of productivity.

That is the ultimate payoff from better understanding there. It
doesn't take much gain to produce an enormous benefit. If either of
those kinds of studies could produce a one-tenth of 1 percent gain,
which is not a major expectation, the outcome is that you are $3
billion better off annually. Three billion dollars is a pretty big
payoff no matter hove much those programs cost. They are cheap it
comparison.
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II you could actually devise a strategy for increasing the deter-
rent effect of vat Kalb kinds of policies vis-a-vis crime, you would re-
aliw enormous benefits. The cost of crime runs to the tens, if not
hundreds, of billions. Hence, even a small dent, a small percentage
redo. tion in crime as a consequence of devising a better and more
effective deterrent based on a solid understanding of the processes
involved, has to pay very large dividends.

On tither things I find it difficult tu say anything sensible about
benefits. On the cost side, all 1 can tell you is I have looked at what
I suggested and put price tags on them. In general, I am talking
about programs which have to have continuity Anything worth
cluing in those areas has to be continued for a long period of time. I
am talking about annual costs for a set of new programs which
might or might not be the ones funded if the NSF had more re-
bourses in these areas. There is a peer review process and no one
can tell the NSF what they should fund.

For the list I gave you savings, organizations, nonmarket activi-
ties. families, theory, methods and applications my guess about the
annual cost of doing them properly is $12.5 million. These pro-
grams might cover something like 40 percent of the social and be-
haviural programs of the Ne;onal Science Foundation. If I figured
that the other 60 percent ha., the same potential, . ,y $12.5 million
turns into $30 million. That is not an unreasoii. hle amber.

If yuu were to aok me concretely would I recoi .,id an increase
in the sucial and Lehavioral programs for fiscal year 1984 of $30
million, in good conscience I would probably have to say no, I
would not recommend that. You can't make things turn around
that quickly and du it wisely and effectively and in cost-conscious
terms.

What I would like this committee to do is recognize there art
major untapped potentials in the social and behavioral sciences
that can nut be accommodated within the budget. They do have an
order of magnitude of something like $30 million, which is close to
double the original recommendation. A sensible stance is to say
let's do it in steps.

Lees put in $10 to $13 million this year, which would not be in.
appropriate. Have a recommendation in there which says in the
following year that an additional $15 or $20 million should be put
in tu bring those programs to the point, not where they are at
parity with other progr ems, but where they realize a better share
of their scientific potential

I think the basic argument has to be. "what is it that you cannot
get if you leave the programs at the levels they are rk.. " not "are
the ratios and changes equal across all the programs"

My sense is there is a great deal you cannot get with the pro-
grams at these levels. I have given you a number for it. I have
given you a trajectory strategy. That is what I would urge the com-
mittee to do. That is reboot as close as I can come to a concrete rec-
ommendation.

[The prepared statement of Dr. duster follows:]
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INTRoINCTION

Chairman UsIgren and Members of the Subcommittee: my name Is

F. Thoca. _better. and I an Director of the Institute for Social Research

And Ptottt.ur of Economic. at The University of Michigan. I an testify-

ing on behalf of mv nun institution and university, and on behalf of the

Conuortioo of So 1.11 loience Associations, which represents gone 150,000

'social and behavioral scientists in the United States.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before this Subcommittee and

to prevent tes.11r014 In retard to the National Science Foundation's bud-

get relue4t for FY 108.. this Subcommittee has in the past been a strong

and vt,/orouN soPPOrter of the NSF social and behavioral science programs.

4n4 AV 4..11..forN and I are greatly appreciative of that support.

Lot re .tart noting the principal characteristics of the NSF bud-

get Foque,f f..r FY 1011:4. The data appear in Table 1, and can be sum-

marized briefly a. fulim",

1. The nirectorate. for Mathematieal and Physical Sciences 01111,

and AStf040inkal. Atcospheric, Earth, and Ocean Sciences (AAEO)

are increased by slightly over 20 percent from last year.

~ugh to bring then significantly above their FY 1980 level

in tern, of real aellarst

The biological science parts of the Eirectorate for Biological.

Behavioral. and Social 'Sciences (US) are increased by a bit

under 20 percent, which bring, them slightly above their

FY 148P leveI in terms of real dollars;

1. ;he social and begavioraI science Otogramm in BBS are increased

4% a hit over 10 percent. which Puts them 22 percent below

their nominal Vow level. roughly 40 percent below 1480 real

AnIlir..

5, 5 ;I
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Table 1

National
Funding Levels

and

Science Foundation;
for Selected Directorates

Program (Millions)

Actual Actual Proposed Percen$ Change
1980 1983 1984 80-84 83-84

Directorate for Xathematical

and Physical Science (MPS) 227.0 299.7 364.3 +60 +22

Direttorate for Astronomical.
Atmospheric. Earth and
Ocean Science (40.E0) 218.1 276.2 314.9 +54 +21

Directorate for biological,
Behavioral and Social
4elowee 1115S1 185.7 190.2 223.6 +20 +18

BlaloAleal celence

c6cial and

133,3 154.2 182.9 +37 +19

Sehivioral SCINUCE. 52.4 36.0 40.7 -22 +12

4An appr,priate Price !navy for these activities probably increases
by Angst 10.35 porcentover the period FY 1980-FY 1984.

This Committee is well Aware of the series of budget requests, and

congrv%sion41 Nj reactions to those requests, which have provided

this markedly uneven pattern of change over the past several years. 1

do not wish to dwell on past history or past mistakes, however, i would

prefer to talk aboist the (sure. sad the scientific potential of the NSF

social and behavioral Programs.

Let scars KV spelliop out so+e of the implications. at I see

thet:. Gf the philocophy ahoot NSF priorities spelled not by Dr. Ed-

ward Knapp, the new Director of the nu, in remarks made lust a iew

week: is.. Skfqr( Lk.. House ApPropriitions Sutwerittee on 017,--Indepen-

dent Apen,t,s.

t 1
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In his remarks. Dr. Knapp notes that the substantial Inc/ease re-
i

quested for the tigh in the 11 1984 budget reflects the inport4nce of ba-

sic research in laying the groundwork for sustained economic recovery,

and recognition of the need to revitalize the research brae to the na-

tion's universities and cvkleges to ensure our continuediabilttY to pru-

de.. world class scientists and engineers. Dr. Knapp/Aroceeds to quote

Dr. Keyworth. the Pre.itent's Science Adviser, as reigarking with regard

to our nation' acalenic institutions that "someho , we have arrived at

the indefensible position of cteating the poor. t climate for research
.

in the place Ime r.S.) trat.oupht ro have t best!" And finally.

hr. Knapp notes that the no program and bIltet Priorities foi FY 1984

had 41 their criteria "the scientific exce ileac. and proz, of the 4C

ii
Licit,: . . .Led the potential for an AC

i
lefty to contrihste to impor-

tant national economic and productivitvAtoals."

I wholeheartedly endorse the co nts of both Drs. Knopf, and Key-

worth in emphasizine the crucial ro e played by basic scientific re-

search in actte.ing national and the criteria spoiled out by

Dr. knapp In 4e..tritally hex. inin7dr and budget priorities should be set.

Out I would respectfully subm? that the Tv 1984 budget request for the

social and behavioral htiCAC programs does not adequately reflect the

7
application of these princt les.

I would lile to he sitli,e that the Committee fully understands moo-

sitioo. I support (with considerable enthusiast., the large increases in

the nather4LICti and p'csit It sciences, the ocean and atmospheric sciences.

the engineering scie ces. and the biological sciences. These Prngrtric

556
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need.1 investrent in restoring the nation's technological

1....*1., . r, oar nitlenal vellteing to increasingly de-

tt or , tug cutting ...lye 4-4 tethaologv, ran ill afford to

o0.0 A. Iry pre,14, pattern of halfhearted rapport leading to techno-
t

1, t! vesot.iz:t.. citlonittlp.

"1* e.- na' ton. ,bil will not reached by enphalizing the to-

r.. tr. ,. and cultural science.. alone. Much

r 1,1 .11; of $: $ a .1 $ t$1.1f1 ifforit-ti
tar .1 - 1T.` I.111,..t 41` 4.14 of oar capital

-.11k int not 4..s. /. /nen, in.' inip-err opti.-tr

in ,0 el 1.41 chanirn,,

. - ..11 st 4oto * o r `first
r. I. t, I,' In. vert.

4:.

. $. $. t .1 $ iTIrtots. 1.,act.

-41. 1. 111$ the.tepre.ent proqt."-

$1711. I', ..<11e of I1,1,..1 1: 1(11 111..

0, I let .. t pn n
r V rrat 1, so t..ap. it. tl itsica I

At ,t $ .1! It t $ ...Ir.

,,Tt not irp.rt.int 1.1..t 1.1111 ttoji in this

:

vi r.r,11 . b4. tIer 1,*.a ...It tile ton'

totor .1 I,. 3t. I t t., Arlturt.int

, t .T. r pit;ng r..,orce Int?,
.1 t
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sl,, ,,civntltic knowledge or by enlightening Polley. Let

thit frv, bv spellfor out the characteristics of the

teseir.t rethols used In mans of the social and behavioral scitsces,

then illv.itstlue vbAr we have learned In the past from the appitcati.m

of these rfhods. And finally identifying, a number of areas where impor:

tent s,iencific proresv is posbibie but precluded by the reso.ree levels

in t,:e tul,et request.

,0,11; skirnti:Nrs sre c.oncerned v'th the

Inaiv-is human t.ehayfor, they Arby and large unable to conduct the

,,r, Introlled esperingnib that are typical of the phyvical

lad nat,rat There are of course some similarities -- astronomers

,to nv cure c,ntrui t a noeufent of the planets than ecc2nists can con-

trol 0;1 - -both are Alelted to Carelui observation

.14 tfeTence tr.sr cosh+.

nvt WAISOA sequense of activities he which social and behavioral

scientivi. Arrive at kenerAllzatiofts about human behavior Involves laiti'

11 .h..efv114.n, 40%.Plop-eat of concept's and theories, creation of a data

hae, testin of thorc irainst ate data base and subsequent refinement

or mOPielliou of theory followed by additional empirical tests. More

spy,tftkally

i. A ftepicalay ca%vall observation of sone behavioral Phenomenon

of interest t. madefat example, we Ire that people who are

p.sr s.s.1 to hate similar (hnracteristft's Year after year-4

the% are art to be rontly educated, are likely to be diSpropor

!t$114TOIV T,146, of,.

55s.
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Thvse observattoas lead toward conceptual:.ation and the de-:

srlopment of a theoeeticai structure, which is examined-For con-

aisteneY Willi some set of surviving.'qadicomPetitive. theories

'morale. For examPle. the experience of being poor Is thought

to create a act of attitudes and bahaW4s that lead in Pet'.
a

sistent poverty.*

3. The state of conceptualitation or theory develops to the Point

where A note rigorous Nelentifh test '.MC. re. feasible. Ana as

observational Instrument is created. In the social and be-

havior ..,itenCys. the Instrument is likely to be sore kind cf

data base, either adapted fry an existing source or generate.'

Ile 14'7. ,%4 in the te,..7tell and natural sciences, xn.trurente

or hit tafte,' tp:a.tve.

The thyotit, are tr.,t04 on Mu Ja.1 /.41, an.' are either cen-

t 1rr eel or 11.geoe iteed,

Me Process 0,111 nrdanarilv lead to ref'nt -ent or elaboration

of 0 theOr%. ani -err require construction of 4 ipM, and e,ain

rover#4! instrirfn. or data base.

Mt: description is of course soTething of I ctricatore. since the

process is sehicer s, neat. Rut it does illustrate two important aspects

of the NSF role to support of social and behavioral research. and sug-

gests A third aspect of that research which Is often misunderstood.

First, it higilights t'.e crcrial role of support for the generation al

data bases. tecond. It 'irblights the importInce nt support for ac-

tivities tel:11 ),nth fol16:a creatlun of tfe,e .late

0-113--4 559
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And finally, it suggnsts that acetyl science research is an intensive

user ot carious kinds of ilatrumentation, and nay be little different

from tl physical and clitoral schrices in that regard. v

Let w digress briefly on thin last point. Uhile the social sci-

ences do not Save any real counterpart to the linear accelerators or

radio telescope' that Writ Physical science experiments to be conducted

and lseryations to hf rade with great precision, social science research

twInt etlWrfvelc with a piece of chalk and a 6lackboard. One
- --

counterpart to instrumentation in the physcial and natural sciences is,

.wyrse. tle eenerJrIon of careful neasurerents on representative

,carries of hey wilts. preferably follot4id longltodinaliy--rhe sci-

entific iat, ti..eS with which thin Co-mittte is thoroughly familiar.

11,1t 0r anq t10se isstrorents, nocial and behavioral scientintn
;

are intensive users of corputing equipment, and in fact the availability

of computing powtr has revolutionized social science research.

let we cite two illustration% from my own university, which has Just

shout the -No,t pouerful co,puting installation in any Arerican univer-

sity sAve fiur two Institutions with "super computers" designed to handle

»etenroloijc41 and nuclear plpyslec calculations. of the total

funded te.eate, usage at the Michigan computing factlitY, sore 35 Per-

cent is fcr reseirch in the nodal and behavioral sciences. Since

roughly 4.50 percent of our science and engineering faculty are in so-

nisi and riphaylorti scion,e aepartrenrs. we are slightly less intensive

conTotor uster, than physlcA and natural scientists, but not much less.

The sAwid statistic relates to the distribution cf data rapes fror

the data aWle. at the institute for Social Research at Michigan. During
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Vle Last decade. the distriNution of basic data tapes fro, this archive.

e. sch..l its outside 4' The Untversity of Mtchtgan coitmunity, increased

almost twentvioid--at a compound gruwtt rate of over 34 percent per

yearand now comes to a total of 67 hiliion hitga of data annually.

These ate tfpresfve nuhers, awl reflect the revolution lo yesearch

tochnolope that 1 ..,144 oh' earlier.

Let -e illestrat the research process that I have described abov

ViO$ ,j04rot .41.fir. Ourliw v 1', int !'h'er's, repeated ohstrva

',XI, 0, the size in; chafactett.,ttrs of the poor awl welfare- dependent

.e.q.olarton in tee t.s. motge,ted that we were becoming a nation with d

codrr.t)., Ike '11%14.ti00 of hourscholda helow the povert lino

drpped throu0.0t the MO's. but the de.ilve cart to a halt

to tF0 vitt, ' eol ..Oit4lueo At about ti. came level throughout the

r. ,t tlq lei jet. , 71. floor r,u41,' yrueralle 14 chaoctertreA a, 41sprv-

wrtiooetely ls v.1 elu,ited. dIsprop.01..natel4 4thproner-

tt.n4tel. nil. and disproportionately ferale. Thi reties of observa-

tion:. Aert%,f rrsr cross -section)] surveys condctd he the reftus

!urea... gav rt,. t the noli,n that a "eqltAre of poverty and dependency"

4rertior a rr-,artent under, lass of ,opetIng file I. percent of t4e,

hausehoilq.

sttrttop In the Ilte ~Is, the then Of(tce of iconomic opportunity

started a lng-term studv of poverty and dependence. The study. which

consisted of careful reasoreeents of intone and individual Aharacterts-

ti.s thloqtht 4 he assoetato, with inAore change, teuttnuea throughout

the 1"-^' ant the V.t40'.. 'he vsign or the datt boss unflue, in

) ; -
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that the sere Individuals have been follow(' since the late 1960's, thus

meta,' it a ioneitudinai panel rather than a series of repeated cross-

se4tioss of individuoll,

what hlsthis Ntodh shown about the nature of behavioral theories

of poverty and dependency' first. virtually every stereotype about the

poor and dependent population of the U.S. has been shown to be wrong.

Second. this studs. has demonstrated that achieving solid understandiag

of behavf.ral processes, and thUs a-solid foundation for the advancement

of scientific understanding. will ott:n require data bases designed to

toAlow indlyidoais or other units longftuffotILY through tine. One of

nv olleagwes expressed thit thought in the title of a recent paper- -

"The Irma,-!c4 of Poverty and Dependency: Or 1.1ty Everything You've Ever

Learned fro/ (Tos,.section., is Likely to aw wrong."

1 can summarise the tesnIts of the poverty study as follows:

I. It is indeed true that the fraction of U.S. households living

in poverty. or dependent on yellers. remained roughly constant

throughout the decade of the 1970's. The poverty population

has been roughly 10 percent of U.S. households during this

period, while the dependent population has been roughly 8 pet-

cent.

2. It is also true that the poor and dependent ar disproportion-

ately less well educated. black, elderly. and female.

I. It is demonstrably not true that the Poor and dependent are

the sane people over tine. as the cross - section studies seemed

to sngeest.

6
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rsugh1s percent ace below; the poverty threshoid

1 . . o:er the per le of a ?decade lust about ae

oer of the popell.ot ion I', ttd poverty

turtng at leot I vest nut of the 10. 41,1k

percent he precise. '110 o I percent) is

tt threahol,i during ever. one of the 10

r j q . the ,opee'tt tyro teed

ss.rer self durin the deride. ful le r. percent 0:

t'1^ 1,4,1f lite 'Zs-ate, for it least 1

t.. det ad. thin rcest (aitdi, Precfsel

se r wet eirpendont on we I at II the

is. `.4,.. .4 v.verte 'opendeno. his t' ac-

i that t tore is e. r to the poor 311.1 ,1(

ci. t t t, in to. tiorv. it rev he true that "the

, 4,r czo, Are larote .11,,vront pople 'roe one

I t :n';u, v t 4).! )11 err. ie: time. 1 ^th 1. f rodels of

.. I . r...e ItAt o' o.eh..%,. poi ze.e.

: :Ikt tt.rn nos to a titer discussion of reseirth acetyl-

te t' It -$.4 t: '. 01 niorftr, arid ulacI. I ludo totbd

I- , t ,00,.r v: t'sin t' e oast' tint, in tio r) /Icon-

-en,rt : .or ' ta' or' ,,v Wort' c:en,e areas.

r r., of s'.tv :t 0e; net ',elite t.. s' a ihdget re-

t I I

4

en. fret sr te'eitet. r we.). r In

t ,n noet 10P ,' l nertet of hfettet%

4

lus'
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,rt 11, :T tr- r.s.ntt-lirce c' r'. prti-ltv dal.;
. n.r.. r<1!1.,1 .14,: of

,1 1.". te< I 414 t.1 t tr rihed io..t above}, and Ow

irton:, ,te.tioN ,'Le, In idottk, 4 ver easenri4I

littera:r.lort. <0-.4,!t the fra-ewor), Oat I hsce described

.41,0/4 IV. a: .4' at. 14* r 64 411ponted 1.1thie the F) 14144 budget request.

but tt r 'rev In 1r+ addtt [Niel reais4,cvs would per-

ch tl it I. Irisartant in rientif LOUP, ani tioe-

Tirith vtr tne a-tntf.trition's ols;oct lve of supporting research with

s.. t fkrthrtal troI.Ant eroloric and other 0A0.01181

Ray1111 et rT

P0.1 is pot 1. t I ,,v,r the 1.1,r ,everal years been framed around an 1

tacit tSeurs of .r In, beIbleiorthAt Increasing the after-La rate of
return to saltine will strunTly stimulate saving, and, ther v investment
and eeonoric growtt. petite concern.. over a number o' years have.

t. been informed 'Iv a second charaeterihtio of prevailing theories of sav-
ing behavior- -that people will dtssave (or save less) as they age, es-

. peclativ after retirement. and that the changing age structure Of the
population will create a severe shortage In the supply of savIrg to fi-
nance investment.

The interesting thing about all theories of saving behavior Is that none
of then can be tested or. a data oase which has any real prospect of
solidly confirming or distonf trans them. Most theories are tested on
aggregate time-series data, which results that everyone regards as in-
:eresting but highly problematic fot reasons that are well understood.
Some tests can be made on a mos( hrerful instrument-measurements of
individual -level saving, but thest Osts are bedeviled by the twin prob-
lems of severe measurement errors IW the absence of longitudinal data
on the same individual or households over time.

Cenerating an adequate longitudinal data base to measure saving at the
level of individuals and households is an extremely expensive` instiuncat
to create-it might well cost a minimum of 10 million dollars over half a

' decade, nut the professlion has probably Invested 10's of millions and
thousands of professional ran years on that important topic alone, In
elaborate and elegant forrs of guesswork carried out on bodies of inforra-
tion that everyone understands to be inadequate to the task. Generating

564
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.1 II' C,' S' 1. $ 1 rh 3416 0. 4.1 ; r .4 0,4-.4
It% L . v, 1 . . . . 4 t..t. ? . , t ' , 4...ttf it si.r. to rr .4

tar,. .

Nom- tr eet A. Tat:

SC.Cia NC lht t ,t ' 1, rer..4 -r i n4 111. I. ariJ ,00l-
ire htonlo; t recoer tr. t An ir:porant eleeerft fot4

,4teri ant ober ...:14Krine relate.. t4 act little. ir 41c coolcte'
out. ide orgnizea -arket, for goods and services. The idea iw rut,
hT )44et the IL, f under: round econn- . 1t extend. t the 4.-41.
in whir Jul tv14,141,, an.. all t t heir aw 61.4'.14 t . and
oteet rsour4.., r..1., i tot of t 1041i iv v04. 40 ,etultv- ar' 11-
tt-ate.Y '1'v s.itl.fl. r to :1444o.. .nit ;.
oaradic wiart t, re. in (1.1. art . avail t 1 .

.o,4,ctior
various 1,in.k of aoccarulated "elpit 1r-

14ellee the eoceett.ene, or e(riciellav 4474 telf.fl t-' co -i-
re. 'ilia] iv. 1 t'4, utt it ice cn.traiut or wa 114Neiog

a . on. t -tart 14-elote eut and ereirtral tunlerentarioi on the
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area w ;,r4 idental Iv. WI.. !',lore ' in 101 t4 .4434",-
pee ted direction.4-it turn. oo, for pyrIptc. that crual., at iy.
in unel at .N.,r't ;rts, Ile an irp'rt Int insi.'r into Vie ere'u
tie in the earl'et sector of econoe..

N't irat ion ao Pr.etuct

1010 4t t. 44 he, Ts out/line hot hw a de,-ado nn the catr,e4
the pro.14.ctivitv clew..4.1 In hoti. tht '. . ouch of the 1:c.trn un7.4,
44ic orahlen is tit it 44 h..e.e ter+ little capacity to onderstan.I the way

whi.-h private 1,asiney, organise their produi,ztve activities to
produce outputs from varilic kindy of input. The hair dirt Volt.: is
that the only production dati that have any generality ohtained for
accounting purpose. he the f.S. Census Bureau; the dote are not ACCOS...
Ole. except under svere reitriction,, to aculent or other it<ers, and
are It-if tea In important re.pecty.

lot only there DI, 4 4444 ti pot lc ly ar.ctvIhb Jar.) on the iharacteric-
of f hut there are am venera1 1 fk le data at all ah,or orgartra-

t tonal At Tort, re--hierarchy , intent tve cce,nicat ion pror......es, etc
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tie ire,. in the domain of organizational pvrholugt.t. Ind sor:oloriat,
it in unfortunately trite 41,t hive ne N.,:t4,rat itcdri,Ite, of on:antra-
t1.nal in 1 ropresentative +4.1.14 at S414./.44.,. 4'?'1, 11.1 :414,n4
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a combination of relevant economic and organisational measures. In the
46senco of I molar invest-eat In what will probably have to he a longi-
tudinal arta ha s«. It Is eettrely predictable that we 1011 be very lit -
tie better off '10 years hews than we are now.

tits

The A...Scan family is undergoing dramatic change in the composition and
durst!. of familial relationships. We know quite a lot about the quan-
tItaiye characteristics at these changes. based on extensive demographic
data rohi models of marriage, divorce, fertility, etc. What we know yfr-
tually o thing about Is the change in the bonding selatinfishins between
family is .berm that existed when those structutts were relatively stable
and the -nes that are emerging now. that do throe changing patterns do
to the environment in which children are raised? What is the effect of
rising female labor force particlpatIonespecially among rothers of
young rbtldren. on both family relationships and c.fld development?
strut are the tonsequrces of these changes for the ltimate well-being
of indivilealv. given that an important element of tech -being is known
to be related to the type of family structure in whfch individuals are
embedded' These are rot normative questlins. where inrerest lies in
vfiethet the emerging arrangements are better or worse than the older
ones. Rather. they are important behavioral Issues. where we need to
understand the personal and societal consequences.

Aging

We ate all aware of the looming dersographicsthe dramatic change that
will be taking place early next century In the age structure of the U.S.
population. But again. as know very little about the experience of ag-
ing. and hew that has changed as first public health and then nsedieat
technologies have extended life expectancy. We have learned enough to
know that sone litIor stereotypes about aging are mainly wrong - -older
people do not lose capacity as los once supposed. but are apt to atrophy
as tbeir life-styles are distupted and their sense of social purpose be-
comes eroded.

Perhaps the best illustration of *or lack of imagination on this issue.
due in pa.t to our lack of itnowledge, is that the present U.S. retire-s

cent age o" 65 represents a stansard that dates from the time that Bis-
marck set up the Getman system of old age security. just about a century
ago. At that tire, most people didn't retire at 65 because they were
already dead. and the few who reached 65 were thought to deserve a veil-
earned rest (ro lifetime ofercleous labor. But life VI not quite
Hite tlnt In theeri$0".., and hath our social/behavioral and biological
knowledge shout the nature of the aging process is grossly fnadequate to
the task.

tv,
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ea/

r..ev tits ak. extenclve they require a Ione-term comritment to A

pr-4r4- w.f.. t.,M,f 4Ve interesting property of becoming moo

$4110.41,1e scientificAly the boxer they accumulate over time.

Suctu,tr.

tp
To capitilite on all of the research areas with significant poten-

tial to efpand Icient111: knowledge and to provide socially useful prod-

9et., 09014 req41r4 4.1.:0 mitten. 61 the resourcea contained in the

ii 1934 budget request fur the social and behavioral mcienee programs.

That teccIve 14 unrealistic, certainly in the short-run. but I believe

thfr recognition .41 thin potential should set the tone and obiectivcs

t.4 1s1 wht,. these proeramc should bs roved. Last vear this Commit-

tee re...04.1 very slrahle enbancerent of the Administration's

ntiginAl Midget reque..1 And 1 would urge you to do no less this year.

But 1 would he reluctant to See any reduction in the very real need that

1 helleve has heen de,onstrated in the °O'er basic research programs of

the !.if, tni veuid therefore urge that increacee support for the social

4nd he.1v1<vd1 4(1ento proases co-e fro a rodest augmentation to the

overall hudeit reloest.

finally. let re add one hrief note on the FT 1983 budget for the

%sr. 1-1st Year this Committee recommended an increase of some 18 mil-

lion dollars in the V$f Social and Itchavioral Science Program. Tour

ether coneressions' ,onrittees twit deal with the NSF 4190 ,0091900440d

1n, r..444.4 support 1.0r thf,e Progrers...-thre committees recommended an

addition's/ S rillion dollar.. and a fourth recomsended an additional

568
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NIr WALGREN 1)1' 1.(011)6Wit

Kr.vrEmENT 04 DR. DERsCIIEl. I.EllioilITZ. PENN STATE UM-
% liRsITI ,. ON 131:11A1.1. or TI IE AMERICAN PSI C110I.01:1CAL AS-
sot IATIoN AND THE ASSOCIATION l'OR IDE AMAMI:MI:NT
OF PS1'0101.00'
Dt 1..10811411/. I want to thank the iommittee for the opportuni-

ty to be here It is an hunin to share my ideas with you. I have a
written ht.itenient which you haw fur the record. I also prepared
sonie tontments which are based in part on what I heard this
niurninv, which are iatencled to supplement the cumments of Dr.
ester and Dr. 'Knapp.

I think we all agree us to the importance of science to the nation.
The quality of life, the bin61%41 of our freedom depends un whether
we know the fundamentals of science. 4

I wou'al like, with your pet missiutt, to subnut a paper I just wrote
0.1 this fu a lay audience, outlining the importance of research for
the uni%e.sity, which I think may be relesant to the committee's
dliberat iin.s

Mr WAt.t.laasi With no objection, that will be made part of the
record

; Tht paper of Dr Leibowitz. follows:]

3 A.

5'111
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The Need to Know -

Evan Pugh Professor
Pleads the Case

For Research

By Ikrechal Lel bowleg

Woe:es the Seneca ons u lush (mound
Deterite:seehese t e be. eve shot the WI)
sersiry shou:d ear encourage that con
rnurtanti teieess s.fonsisnd it florou'tng by
uha h s 0-e shetrigh tea be trued
.f nwpwi thweisey ot was
.eves Ndes.a woo

Research is r adia dull nor fonrodeble leis
escsang ctaileornandfundarzental Ard

nee plintano sunhats of any
outs itiOinfed

in add.onci threacrri3and pubic settee
It w 04t responstbday to discolor: new
knoisledr Teel s havXs news What so I
aksetissappas.ni rithemsguemleplwerl
by oh/ter:Tv. in nsverch its intenelehon
p.p volt our other oViigahons am! as eta
s' impcinanze to society
Weltiff tine speaks oi health :are

energy netofle. defense edwaron ac
gowrrvinr fendainentdsis
essential tor Vie owl:lent nanertnen: of
ovr reveal testenc es Breaktirot.ghs to
ence and techrnkel/ have become so hi.
fluent trey we tend to tact them es a mind
at coots, Inc Jowlr.pritent at pct.) W-
ont col:punts tele%inan set atplanes
Itet,3.1* 511.1m.s and more have en.
ricked and will continue to enrich our kW
Mar Ivo gen ere.ty epprecator 'stoat the
rundaniental research Ouch was a pie.
requ.sde to thew appreanons was pro-
sdal tOf the mot pat' by r attach Iran
the totter er.vroathent Tles flusher
eepantt It mobilo:9 Mimed to the fact that
tat public media emphasize the mote
newswonny end products

But divelohnkmb in technology and
their societal &Women Itnefueltng. but
certainty GM limited to Us* mentioned)
normally occut rely after many wan of
tiledmmedat intheastrig our knowledge of
the fundamernels of nature This bow to
starch +s nor by potentidapptca
hens society *needs tit profit but hama

theintellectualeunosay of thescholat
The inventors or electronic compose

in 1946 could not haw been aware of the
many impacts thee :overarm would have
on out fives In die 1980s Weed. esers the
receughted founder of 12).%1 Thomas Wet.
son St wascomencedthattomputaswese

not a profitable investment fEerdm & Bel-
den 196Z)

Of course, some basic research ncarded
out inindustry Lana corporaeOns ouches
IDE commit c ricentage thee income
to iundamental investigatrom But :here are
&hoaxes between iimetsts,nbased and
industry basedresearch. Oneimportantd+
faience follows from the potence: 440k.
tweentesearchatinethandinapplicaton or
payoff Industry Ismated to shone aprofit
and this naturally laws the 'nature and
mar. ude ofitsbast: tesceicn moms In
:fle umertity there are no deadlines Any
conhibunontshrghly dental/lean increases
knowledge acfs dec th; among altana

Owe theoretic,. ratoirretations or helps
dmilkthmkilla Thelhthersity andusdusay
each prey an essenoalrole °menthes
are in a maw poenun to suppon tont
ree3ront"961100sol fundamentals. white
indulny can belt itenslete rims injonnavan
into oviducts and services robe used mow
daily roes

Basic saense is tae effect:se whale to
move indushy from one genetaton to
eno.he (Csou for, 081 minor Amen
can Assorrotson for the Adroncemeris of
Snerkel,

ilk mutually beneficial coopereuon be.
tweet.ismeney andadushy KIAtelleat to
an snistatflabred weeny each plays a
unique sole *ben tomplemenn the con
aibunon of tne ousel The post -war Slteeet3
of fapanew industry is attnbtled in part to
the siscieth wceking relationship between
Indust., and urine:not And in the tlmto d
4t.11t$ hie Nahum, Science foundation.
tecaritang the mum* supportive totes
played by grethnmeot university. and In.
duster. recently initiated a program to im-
prove inclunial.aeademtc cooperation

Reseercn also Wench with other fume.
arena the untewsity EventonetecogreteS
the imponance and central ob'igeton of
teachirg Research and leading are con
staeredbt some tobealternatseand even
ant:hoot functions Theym on the eon
nary inorratelywkwo each It mutuaty
beneficial to the alit and the bets re
tealthef> ate venom* the bee teachers
Because:hey are ht nally on thefronttenof
knowledge their enthusiasm and mostly
ate conurnmeeted flannelly to their sly
dents On the other hand. It is possible lot a

20 the peon stater doe.,um.7, /Feb eve lie el

si
1.1'
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Research
(Cvntinued from page 20)

tqatt.r technque to be
..)opuias :o obtain ratasgs then
r.a.ustad by si...erso tut at the tame tre

c o-tmoded and ever ass.
:tad") safcrr abaci

I was fortunate to have studied with a
peofoeunt who n34 4Anliersallu adovied by
geiseravons students became of his
teaching os.tsand h s slrseetadesue ashlp
t.; karr. 1).vo of hacourseS .estn a field in
vouch he bad pioneered The matenal pa..
tented in his fecal res was Magi unotatury
able eisewhere Highly paid sensor execu-
as ss ctn.ki often be seen aosottung his vas.
ekes along with the eager young students
More than May Yeats Eater. I look back on
tha ethlfte 65 a h.glAshi of my graduate
train.ng

This tams professor also twirl a dile
art course with comparable interest.. slug.
and enthusiasm As a student I was equally
impressed tooth both of his courses but 1
later learned to my dismaythat the second
course was woefisly out of date He had
taught its materna that would have been
anfiropnare as Hum but which did not
taliontoactounthrodecadesofprcgressin
ate field in the hat course he was active in
re seatcre hiasselr but in the second he was
shying on his lspotsfedge of the research of
others and was not aware of to er develop-
ments

Thelessonimmthsesperienceisclea: A
teacher who is rot also an active scholar
may tnaovesrentty nuked hisstudents and
do a disservice to the universny's educa.
tonal responsiblices

Oval Mark Ingraham of the Urnmenity of
Waconsin asygnvd first phony to produc-
ow schoisrrnss lie reasoned that if s lac
ult. were in the forefront of knowledge thew
r. taring would be adequate ideally, of
course we would prefer that all faculty be
pinduave SChOlers heeN4itaiiva fleeo!
the an in thew fields and be able to corm
mavens* with audinrs as well as to mot
vale if not inspire them There are such
sndividuals or every campus but their
nambees ..re few (Wan Ing.ahanis aS-
so mro..0 was that Jam emphasize setesfar
nal) We ate no a safes pennon than it we
assgn the highest pnotgy to teaching
tee.frnique a

One frequenty hears that a unarm.; is
groat prom ar.msontiostarareclairiong
the I.10 Hitt 20 in the county These

v. sec, Ito 1.3 0110e based on tearhing On
vs: contrary the nadonal end ilWernalleetai
D'Inabort of an thAitabOalli IiISTA/004 is
dttereamed manly by the qualify of the
reorarth and Scholarship of its Weary
Fuithernvav productive researchersantact
not only students but also funds

I
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Since shorty after WorM War lithe fed.
erai Irnernmen -.as ph:nutted generous
itsppoi kr paeans: inumvemines There II
probab.. no teseatch urns/may hi this
country foe which government grams and
conthos me nor a males budget item
These awards are made on the basis of
avast,: alcomphshments and scholarly
poientai Productive researchers. WNW
Holy Is the sciences can attract significant
financial support from government agen-
ts*. and pnvate foundations Penn State
currently receives approximately 167 nil
bon annuagy from the federal government.
This corresponds to 74 percent of the re.
Search budget and 17 patent of total Um.
yeasty operaong funds (excluding auldbarn
enterpmes)

The theme of this paper is the mutual
interdependence of the tinlYMMIVS
sons leaching research, and public sm.
vice These are not independent or even
paraeOncoons butratherthreemodesof
discharging our obbganons to scam. It is
remediable how many examples of this
mutual interdependence can be Identified
Not only does research aid teaching. bus
teaching in rum has a snmufaiing effect on
research

It is our duty as faculty to continually
question the Hate of knowledge In our
fields Tba is accomplished by a vanaysof
means including pablishing. presenting ie
seven repons to peen, andconsch-ngunih
government and private groups Such rim
woes provide a welcome tea of our knowl-
edge Our confidence in the slue of a
theory a enhanced when It a acc red by
peers or when it woad in the seal .d
Students play a sill role in this proce by
questioning and chaibingrog their leathers
An enquiry from someone who is not so
familiar worth the subject matter can pose a
very penman question which selves to
uncover weaknesses in our own under-
standing

Provos, Edward a Eddy charactenks
the utuversity as analogous to a three -
legged stool Over. or untie:emphasis of
any of our obtga eons teaching. research.
Public Senna .interfereS utth theablayto
serve ow siudents. wadi progress to scholar
ship, and with the effectiveness with which
we meet our oblige:sons to the public that
encourages and supports our vital and
unique role in sodomy

THE AHT110113 lienchol W. Telboulte inlaid hart
beam, a P.m Stott in INT. ha this *anthem.'
Mthineentet w.r lat.*, Mt alma mane are Penn.
Gambia. and the HS Army. Me to menthe the
innuetoltin el Hymn and fleannaCcomplunon I el

Gumenhom &amen* and me Humboldt
Semee Sttentle Memel Mime tem* M HIT and
tbenntrenntet oi basemen. Weldon and Flefg.:
vier moment ol Wampum! silences at MO
HAM Penn Stalit 6thlty In 1966 to bawl, teem
IM body in them by lumen and his mend In yeas
with unearth and both en at *Moat to Idm se
bremkno Rembethrm lea nymatate ae Wilted
sehota.thelbeedemeyommedbanEvanPutthreo.
teems rtnentlegy14 1971. the ran
Mm in the dlelnouteted tog: oedemata ahem
ONO, Moot to eneonbe importune,
Muth m maltsamlag ombry and postale ne the
moth of the Hattemoty."
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Dr. 1.Kiiinwrri I would like to observe that the National Science
Foundation Luis, in my experience, which goes back 27 years, done
a truly excellent job. Sumo of us oldtimers remember back in the
fifties doubts about the government supporting research. These
were not justified. NSF ',laved a unique role in supporting re-
search.

The third point I have is one that supplements some of the com-
ments this morning regarding the tJle of behavioral sciences and
its importance to society. Historically, each discipline has a period
when it is most productive. Physics and physiology were most pro-
ductive in previous centuries, the first part-of this century, and the
latter part of the last century were very productive for physiology.

Because science is hierarchical, behavioral science was not possi-
ble until recently. Perhaps the committee is aware the first psy-
chology department was founded only\a century ago. We had to
wait until the other sciences, physiology, biology, physics made pos-
sible techniques and methods to do our experimmts.

We have seen in this century an increasing contribution from
the behavioral sciences. I brought material with me which I would
be glud to share with the committee. The bottom line is that this
material, I think, supports the statement that we have really made
progress in the behavioral sciences.
. We made it because I think the time was ripe. We had the con.
cepts, .the techniques and the backing of the Federal Government.
Coupled with this oppportunity to continue our progress, there is
an increased societal need for behavioral sciences.

You mentioned that very articulately. Dr. Juster mentioned it. I
would like toas Dr:Juster said, any of us could give examples
from our own field. I would like to mention a few from my own
field, which is experimental psychology.---

We have interacted in experimental psychology with the engi-
neering sciences to try to solve some societal problems. Taking an
exaniple of one which was very successful, aviation safety is truly
remarkable. If you look at any data on aviation safety, particularly
in the last decade, the achievement is remarkable.

How do we do this? Well, we did this by working with engineers.
Engineers provided the jet engines, provided the instrumentation,
provided the mechanical techniques to,make jet travel possible.
'However, without the human factors, without the behavioral sci-
ence, the people who unde'rstand perception and learning and
motor skills and response, vie would not have the safety record we
have in aviation today.

This reflects what I think is happening in our society. As we de'
velop machines, as our technology advances, we have to interact
with the engineers to use these in a safe and ,reasonable way. We
call this human factors in experiMental psychology.

That has many meanings, but the particular use of it here is in
an engineering sense to cooperate with engineers, looking at the in-
terface between man and machine, looking at the unit which the
man-machine combination represents.

There aro other areas where I think we could, and hopefully will,
make some contributions. For example, traffic accidents. By any
standard, the Z0 -some thousand deaths on Sour highways is a na-
tional emergency. Its an epidemic of deaths. We have killed more
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people on our highways than all the wars of our history. What kind
of problem is the

Well,, it's a multipledisciplinary problem. It involves engineer-
ing. It certainly involves behavioral sciences. Let's take an exam
pie. The engineers have provided us with excellent seatbelts They
have been developed over the years.

We now have seatbelts which, if you invest a few seconds of your
time when you drive, could cut down the accident death rate by
half. Yet people don't wear them. About II percent of the people
wear seatbelts. This is a behavioral problem, not an engineering
problem. This is a-problem falling within the area of people within
my field who are concerned with behavior, with selective probabil-
ities.

We made progress, mid I would predictI don't know the answer
to the problem, but I. predict when the problem is solved, it will be
contributed to inimensely by people in the behavioral sciences, of
course working with engineers. We need the behavioral contribu-
tion.

Look around our society. We see many examples of the import /
hinee of behavioral sciences. In health care, many of the problems
in health care are not medical. They are behavioral. Overeating,
for example, and drug abuse, smoking. We. know the Medical as-
pects of this problem. The problems that face us today'are behav-
ioral. Fortunately, we have progress in this field which I am hope-
ful will be useful in the near ft.ture.

We find in education we have a revolution in technology with
computers. The use of computers depends upon a knowledge of
hqrnan cognitive processes. We have to know how people think

We have to know how they gather information from Computers.
We have to know how they program computers. Those are areas
for which the basic science is now being carried on within the be-
havioral science.c, .

Look around this room. We have some very n'np-ressive photo-
graphs regarding the space program. One of the major problems in
space is a behavioral problem of motion sickness. Many of us feel
that by combining newer biology, neurology, and behavioral sci-
ence, we may be able to solve this problem. The point is that the
contribution of the behavioral sciences is essential to this approach

Well, I could go on and on. I know time is short.
Let me just say I think at this period in our history, we have ari

opportunity to continue ourwhat I think is a really remarkable
achievement in behavioral scienceffSociety needs it. We hive an

op opportunity and a need! I hope this .brief outline will help you in
' your deliberations.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Leibowitz follows:]
_

f
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TESTIMONY OF HERSCHEL W. LEIBOWITZ, PII. D., ON BEHALF OF THE
AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION AND THE ASSOCIATION FOR

THE ADVANCEMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY

Mr. Chairman and members of this Subcommittee:1-am Herschel lelbOwitt,

Even Pugh professor of psychology at Pennsylvania State University. I

reecived my first grant from the National Science Foundation (NSF) in 1956.

Since then I ha;fe repeatedly reviewed and evaluated research grant proposals

to the Foundation and have been involved in numerous other roundetioe,

activities....ihicatstemertrie mode on behalf of the American Psychological

Association and the Association for the Advancement of Pachology which

together represent 60,000 psYchOlogists and behavioral scientists.

We are particularly pleaseeto be able to comment today on the proposed

FY 84 authorisations for the National Science Foundation. Members of this

Subcommittee are well aware of our deep and continuing interest in OSP and

particularly in the Biolo !cal, Behavioral. and Social Science. MS)

1,ditectorate. On behalf o all psychologists, 1 would likt to exptess Out

appreciation for Your support of thOoehavlora1 and social science. despite
..

topeated attempts by the Administration and some members of Congress to fund

these scis.ce.Let a disproportionately low level in comparison to other areas

of science.

The NSF in the past has rcpresAted the best possible contract between

science and the federal 00esnment in support of basic research in all

fieJda. 8u: this contract has been violated by the Reagan Administration's

1
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attempts to designate particular areas of research as being of lover priority

for support.

Other witnesses who bays appeared before you during these hearings have
4

described the central role of theFoundation In this nation's basic research

enterprise and the necessitY of maintaining a strong budget for NSF. Rather

than cover this ground again, I would simply like to echo our support for full

funding for NSF'e FY 84 budget. The 18 percent increase targeted for the

1

Foundation is s gratifying signal that the Adminittration recognizes the value
;

of basic research and shores in the scientific commftnitY'e confidence thac----------

strong basic research activities are element in maintaining our statue

As world leaders in science and technology.

Pe:risen ROStMIT

o. I

Just as th troposed 18 percent increase for NSF as a whole is a sigusl,

so may the proposed budget for behavioral and social science research be

interpreted in terms of the Administration's intent. But it is a

eubstanrielly leas positive signal shot is being rrabseitred. The proposed.FY

84 aiet for NSF once again is an attempt to establish a hierarchy among the

sciences, with behavioral and social science research receiving far leas rhea

an equitable share of the proposed increase for the egency's.overal Research

and Related Activities budget. This is a particularlY critical issue because

576
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these areas of research have already borne more than theft share of budget

reductions since FY 80, the last strong year of NSF funding in these sciences.

We estimate that an increase of 32.2 percent (or 10.9 million) over the FY

83 budget is required to resiore the Lehaviaral and Neural Sciences division

to a level of funding comparable to FY 80.* But this divialon is slated for

an increase of only 12.2 Percent (from =33.8 million in FY 83 to 437.9 million

in FY 84). Within this division, there is an even more disturbing proposal to

limit the psychobiology program to an increase of only 2.7 percent (from 43.7

million in FY 83 to 43.8 million in FY 84). Yet ve estimate that an increase

of 48 percent (or $1 million) is needed to restore the program budget to a

level comparable to FY 80. Similarly, the Social and Developmental Psychology

program would change only 4.7 portent (from 42.1 million in FY 83 to 42.2

million in FY 84) if the Administration's budget is adopted. But because of

recent budget reductions, a 90 percent increase (or 41.9 million) would be

tequired to restore this program's budget to its FY 80 strength.

/notes.; of restoring these programs, the Administtation's proposals would have

the effect of further reducing NSF support for the behavioral and social

sciences because the increases fall below the rate of inflation. Only budget

proposals for the Neurobiology program and the Social and Economic science:

Divilion approach parity vith the Found.tion's other areaa of research.

*This, as yell as subsequent estimate., is based on a 5 percent per year
inflation factor.

577
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Neurobiology is targeted for a 16.3 percent Increase (from $11.2 million in Fy

83 to $13.o million in FY 84) and Social and Economic Sciences arc targeted

for a 17.7 percent increase (from $19.8 million in FY 83 to $23.3 million la

FY 84).

Pot the sake of comparison. it should be noted that several othct

the NSF Research and Related Activities budget are targeted fot Increases that

ate dispropottionateiy highet than the 18 percent increase proposed fot NSF as

a whole. Pot exempla. Nethematles and Physical Sciences is slated for a 21.3

percent increase; Asttonomical. Atmospheric. Eatth and Ocean Sciences would

teceive a 21.3 percent increase; and the Antarctic program nolo receive 4

22.1 pettent inctene.

It is one thing to estahnsh ptioritiea within a particular area of

t h. But this budget proposes to eetahlieh Prioritin'grall the

sciencea, thereby creating a pattisan mission for NSF. The scientific

coceolnity as a whole has consistently opposed effotta to politicize research

support in any area of science. Ofii example is the following excerpt from the

Notional Science Board's "Statement ooSocial and Behavioral Sciences";

The National Science Board believes that suppott fot the social
and behaviotaI ecienees, al with all sciences should continue

to be based on etitetia of research quality as Judged by
tigorous critical standards. The Poard believes it is

imperative to have tesourees adequate to mount a balanced
program. Such a progtam must include maintenance of large data

haves, improvement and strengthening of research methodologies,
and provision of opportunity fat innovative investigator

5 78
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Initiated projects. The long-range interests of the country
require a continuing base of adequate support of the social and
behavioral sciences so that the research base and intellectual
vitality the United States has eatahliehed in these fields can
be maintained and increased.

The entire atatement by the Board is attached.

The Administration's proposed FY 84 distribution of funds also conveys a

message that research in these areas Is of less importance to the national

interest. This message contradicts the numerous expressions of bi-partisan

congressisonal support for behavioral and social science research that have

appeared in committee report language and floor stetements in the pest several

years. it also overlooks the numerous breakthroughs that have,been mode in

these sciences. following are just a few examples of the contributions that

have resulted from work in the behavioral and social sciences:

o Studies have been undertaken by psychologists and others on why people

affiliate vith particular groups. This has implications for understanding

a variety of important social phenomena, including recruitment end .

retention of IndiviBuals in ailitaty organitations. "butn-out" among

individuals who work in stressful settings, and the problems that

newcomers encounter when they enter unfamiliar.groups (fog example.

A .

"mainstreamed" students in new classroom settings, "token" woes and

minority person. is new work settings). Those ctudioe have great

potential for application in military and industrial activities.

i=
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SSP studies have contributed significantlY to basic knowledge about the

nature and determinants of censtructive and destructive processes of

conflict resolution. This knowledge has been used videly in training
.11

teachers, administrators, negotiators. mediitors, diplomats, etc. In how

to deal with conflict constructively rather than deatructiveiy.

o Researen on a relatively fundamental topic -- identifying and measuring

human motives- -has had remarkable applicability in the hard - headed world

of Ameti.an business. In particular, the achievement motive (measured by

special techniques developed over the years by Psychologists) Plays a

large role in Promoting successful entrepreneurial behavior.

o NSF has also funded extensive research on the leadership motivational

patterns which ',ad to success in managing large complex organizations.

2:- ..:

This empirical information has been considered of greet value in selecting.
.

and training managers for a number of U.S. corporations. It also has Wen

'extenshely vtiltred by the U.S. Navy in identifying characteristics that

lead to success among officers at different levels of responsibility.

Training courses have been developed by PsYchologfstis to promote such

patterns and other competencies needed for success aeons officers in the

Navy and osier corporations. \

o The search for the location in the brain where learned information fs

Stored has been Ions and elusive. Richard Thompson and his colleagues at

.1
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Stanford University believe they have localised a brain region involved in

the storage of a specific memory. The cerebellum has been known for a

long tine to be involved in control of meteor beh vior..bot was not

suspected to be specifically involved in nemory. Thompson's studies are

the first demonstrations that a specific bit of .earned information may be

stored at a diperete site in the brain. These discoveries provide the

basis for further investigations to localise othet sites of mecory etorage

and to understand the basis of learning pathologies.

o Computers have been traditionally designed and used for scientific

conputation' that involve complex but well defined Processes. Recent

connotes research has led to new *mooch* end uses of computer systems

known as -expert systens.'. Typically. an expert *Yet= will follow

problemrsolvfig procedures used by human experts to mist non-experts in

solving complex problems in specific knowledge -based areas. TO be useful,

an expert sYstem must have a knowledge base and the ability to manipulate

that knowledge base. Considerable progress has been nadc in advancing the

state -of -the -art of expert systems research on a number of fronts. At

Stanford University, fdr example, a teem of researchers led by Edward

Feigenbaum has developed expect sYsteas that can aid in medical diagnosis,

formulate roles of mass spectrometry, and analyse data in protein

crystallography.

A
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Basic behavioral and sotial science research will continue to play a viral

Coil in addreusing many of the long -range issues that fate-rids country. This

was affirmed in Senate testieony presented last year by Dr. E. Margaret

Butbidge, presidenr of the American Association for the Advancement of

Science, who *rated;

It bears emphasis here shat many of the nation's
problems dealing with energy, the environment, healthcare
delivery, productiviy and economic developmenr call for
continued research in racial and behavioral sciences as
well as researeh in engineering and the physical sciences.
Squally imporrant., they call for cooperative and
collaborative reae.tch among social, natural and
engineering Weariere and demand a strong research base in
all rhese areas. Neglecting -- or handicapping entire
fields of science will have serious negative impacts on our
abilitY to meet the challenges of many.of our moat preSsinS
problems.

New Director for BBS

o In addition to Besting budget tergets for the National Science Foundation

4th
rhese is anorher aspect of.NSF activity that warrants this Subcomairtee's

close and immediate attention: I sm referring to the recent dismissal of the

director of BBS and the search for her replacement. Our aPeciflo concern is

that polirieal belief.), rather rhea competence, will be the chief criterion

for becoming appointed to thab'positio0. Be believe that the BBS director was

asked to leave for political reasons, and that candidates for she job viii be

evaluated on !Millar grounds. This practice again raises the spectre of

partisan research beeauSe it represents the inappropriare injection of

4
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politico into activities where scientific considerations traditionally

determine goals and directions of research.

The presence of politics clashes wirh scientific values. We are urging

'Congress to uphold those values by using every possible means to encourage NSF

to select a new BBS director on the basis of individual expertise rather than

ideology. This Subcommittee should maintain an active oversight role in the

selection Process.

Politicisation of the BBS directorship would be especially detrimental to

the behavioral and social sciences. As noted above, research in these areas

hap buen deemed as a low Ptiority by the same Administration that will be

making the appointment. Under rheee circumstances, we anticipate that unless

Congress intervenes, the Administration's appointee for BA will uphold this

policy. The vulnerability of the behavioral and social sciences to

disproportionately lowet support would be increased rather than alleviated.

In Summary,

Ile are asking members of this Subcommittee -- and Congress as a whole --

to take t..e following steps to maintain NSF's commitmenr to nonpartisan

scientific inquiry and to strengthen the federal government's support of basic

behavioral and social science resesreh:

-A.....: -
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o Redistribute funds within 8SP's Research and Related Activittes

budget for PY 84 so that all programs receive propottionate increases.
S

5'

o Monitor the selection process by which a new HMS director is chosen.

As part of its oversight responsibility, the authorizing subcommittee

should intervene to ensure that candidates for this peg/Won are

evaluated on the basis of competence rather than political bends.

Again, we appreciate this opportunity to testify on these important

Issues. I would be pleased to answer any questions or provide flitch-sr

1.5formation the Subcommittee might require.

584
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1158.41-208

STATEMENT ON SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL =Was
AS ADOPTED BY THE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD
AT ITS 227TH MUTING, JUNE 17-19, 1961

The National Science Foundation (NSF) is by statute responsible for a
the health of the scientific enterprise.of the United States. Th
social and behavioral sciences are an Integral part of that '

enterprise. During the spring of 1961 the National Science Board
WO special consideration to social snd behavioral science research
sctivities. It reviewed the history of NSF support in these fields,
major contributions of socisl and behavioral science research through.,
the years, the current status of scientific research issues, the
availability of other funding sources, and the current operations of
the two National Science Foundation divisions. In addition it has
received reports frog snd interviewed distinguished scientists in

As in ell g6iences, NSF', unique role is the enhancement of scien-
tific capability and the devOlopment of the tools.of inquiry. The
Foundation provides thecilajor suppose for all social and behavioral
tafances where the focus is enhascing the objectivity of the
sciences and improving the quality of data cclIection and analysis.
Such support in the last decade has led to significant progress in
the development and refinement of tools, techniques, and analytic
capabilities. As a consequence of these methodological sdvances,
new linkages have been forged among the disciplines and between
these sciences and the biological sciences. At an example, substan- .
tial progress in cognitive research has been made. through the joint
efforts of psychologists snd other behavioral scientists working
together with biologists. This progress, combined with the
extraordinary achlevments in the MOCOSCieriCOO, gives promise for
the future of major new understandings.

Our society is increasingly technologically based, and, mncreasingly,
these technologies brew upon the skills and talents of social end,
behavioral scientists. In this context, there is a pressing need for
the development of rigorous procedures for detecting and measuring
both intended impacts snd unintended effects. The research results
of.the social and behavioral sciences address these needs.

The fundamental research supported by NSF underpins end strengthen,
the mission oriented research programs of other Federal +gentled', and
improves the quality and usage of national statistical information.
It also contributes to important private sector sctivities utilizing
economic forecasting, demographic projections, survey research, cost
benefit analysis, marketing analysis, and personnel selection and
training.
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the National Science Board believes that support for the eociel end

r!

behtyA oral scienceso.aslitith ell sciences, sho continue to be
bal(ed-n criteria of research quality as judge by rigorous critical

i standards. The board believes it'is imperativ to have resources
4 bdequate to mpunt a balanced program.. Such e program suet include ...

maitifeance of large data'bases, improvement end strengthening of
j» reaearbh methodologies, and pfovision of opportunity for innovative

investigator initiated projects. The long..rengs interests of the
country require a coftinbing)..ee of adequete eupport,of the social )

and behavioral sciences eo that the research base and intellectual

maintained end increased. \
vitality the United States has established in these fiett4\can be'
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1942-43;
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from :fillies Penn Senior High in 1942.
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'
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Visiting Appointments

Lecturer, University of Maryland, 1960.62.

Visiting Professor of Psychology, Samar Session, University of

Michigan, An Arbor. Lecturer, University of MIChigen. Summer,

Conference in Hunan EngiMsarimg, 1962. '

Visiting Professor of Psychology, Summer Session, Massachusetts Institute
' of Technology, 1963.
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Visiting Professor, PloridAtste University, PsycholoSY, 1972.
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Experimental Psychology Study Section. National Institutes of Health.
1970-74.

Consultant. Inst.tute for Environmental Medicine. Natick. WessactUsects,
1970-7S.

National Institute of Mental Health Research Evaluation task Force.
1972-73.

National Research Council Vision Committee. Member executive council.
1973-76. Working groups - Visual Displays. Visual Field and Acuity
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Mr. WAWItEN. Thank you very much, Dr. Leibowitz.
Mr. Nyhtt.

STATEMENT OF JOE WYATT, CHANCELLOR, VANDERBILT
UNIVERSITY

Mr. WYArr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the commit-.
tee. 1 am pleased to be here with you. Let me say that I am chan-
cellor of Vanderbilt University. having been installed two weeks
ago. Before that I spent 10 years at Harvard. While there I was ap-
pointed chairman of the advisory committee to the Information,
Science and Technology Division of the Biological and Behavioral
Sciences at the National Science Foundation, and, before that, was
chairman of the task force that.recommended its establishment.

I want to speak to you briefly this morning about that program,
its past. and its future. I have written testimoay that is before ydu
and would also like to call your attention to a r..port produced late
in 1982 from our division that describes the state of the research
program. This report is entitled, "Research Opportunities in Infor-
mation Science and Technology, NSF 82-63." ..

I think it is clear that the investments of this country in basic
research have reached a watershed stage in terms of the technol-
ogy that is manifesting itself from those bask investments. Unfor-
tunately, it is .not only this country that is benefiting from that
technological watershed. We face now a real contest in leadership
between this country and other developed countries, notably West-
ern Europe and Japan, particularly in the area of information sci-
ence and technology. In fact, the matter has been characterized in
the title of a recent book as The heal World War relating to the
capacity of this Nation to make wise investments in basic science
research and to convert the discovery that results to implement
ble technology.

The Division of Information Science and Technology at NSF was
established as recommended by my task force in 1977. In 1980, on
the recqmmendation of its advisory committee, it became a part of
the Directorate of Biological and Behavioral Sciences. It has always
been clear that there were strong intellectual ties between numer-
ous other programs in the foundation, that is, mathematical and
physical sciences, as well as engineering. But it appeared to the ad-
visory committee that the most fruitful, new intellectual thought
in information science development might relate to the social and
baavioral sciences as well as economics.

This depended tv a certain extent on the thought that Informa-
tion science does relate to the human organism, and in order to be
useful to human beings, must be compatible. There is ar )ther di-
mension. We now believe that in order to understand Letter certain
significant problems that face the implementation of technology,
we need to know more about how biological organisms work and
how we might synthesize some of their function in automata.

T; ere are three parts to this program in information science and
technology. One relates to behavioral science and linguistics, one to
economics, and information technology itself. There is no way to
summarize that very quickly.

. NMI
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The report I have suggested be entered into the record is, in fact,
---en eloquent summary. I won't try to summarize it except to say

that there has been some disLussion about whether these programs
duplicate the activities of other parts of the society. And one
debate that continues to go on, I think, is whether information
technology research, computer science research, information sci-
ence research, should be done in the Foundation. Does it not dupli-
cate the activities of the private sector?

My advisory committee convened a panel of 15 that included
either the chief research executive or the chief executive officer of
private laboratories and Government laboratories. For example, it
included Gordon Moore, the chairman, of Intel Corporation; George
Heilme ;er, vice president for corporate research and engineering
at Texas Instruments, Sam Morgan, director of computer science
research at Bell Laboratories, and Robert Fossum, the current di-
rector of ARPA.

That panel concluded there were several important research
problems that should be addressed by NSF that wr aid not be ad-
dressed by the private sector for a number of reasons. Those re-
search problems are enumerated in this report. We also convened a
group of economists around the notion of the relationship between
the emerging information society and its effect on the economics of
the world, and particularly the United States. Our economy, of
course, is becoming more service oriented, as everyone knows and
a large part of that relates to information as a product and as a
service, a section -which is becoming a larger part of the economy.
We managed a conference of world class economists on this ques-
tion. Now we are funding several studies relating to the economics
of information as a product and the relationship between informa-
tion services and the economy. Some say that the economic fore-
casts that appear to be so unreliable relate to two issues. One is the
information industay at work in the world economy. The other is
the inability of current macro Models to allow for offshore econom-

wic activities, often related to technology.
The final research area that I will describe today relates to be-

havioral sciences and its possible connection with information tech.
nology. I might use a very brief example here of a particular path
c+'' esearch that connects information technology directly with be-
li....loral sciences. Categorization of information for understanding
by human beings and use by human beings is a fundamental prob-
lem confronting every information processing system. Even the
most recent developments in information storage and retrievalin
fact those used by the Members of the House of Representatives in
the Congressrequire a good deal of human assistance and a good
deal of patience in order to be able to get much information from
them. A major part of that difficulty lies in the inability of auto.
math (machines) to do recognition and categorization of informa-
tion. One of the blocking problems in the field of robotics is the rec-
ognition of geometric shapes without human intervention. We be
lieve there is considerable evidence to suggest there is something to
learn from biological systems.

Until very recently it was assumed that we had to unaerstand
the human brain in order to move forward. That is indeed a formi

21-280 4.)133343,
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alai& ploblein..Mtleaugh some progress is being made, the human
brain is formidably quite complex.

Now we have swine evidence from research projects that are
being conducted at a variety of plai.es using .more_primitive forms
of biological systems to suggest that pigeons, for example, and-
other niudi inure simple brains have the capacity to do categoriza-
tiun and discrimination of various kinds of shapes and to be able to
generalize shapes. Fur example, pigeons can be trained to recognize
trees in phutugraphs, or fish in photographs, or even people in pho-
tographs and can n demonstrate an ability to generalize from that.

We understand enough about this now to know that the proposi-
tiun rests on the ability of the optitial system and its connection to
the brain to summarize, to simplify, to filter, but we simply do not
understand how that works. We believe that by studying some of
these primitive biolugical organisms, we can construct algorithms
that might allow us a breakthrough in some of these fundamental
prublems. Solutions might relate to all aspects of the use of infor-
mation technology by humans, including manufacturing applica-
tions and a variety °Pothers.

The gotetalized problem is to understand how knowledge is rep-
resented in the brain and if it might similarly be represented in a
mai.hme, to understand the nature of learning, how a biological or-
ganism learns simple things and perhaps to synthesize that in ma-
chines, and to understand the principle of selective omission of in-
furnAtion, a principle that is clearly at work in the act of basic bio-
logical organisms as they categorize information.

This, of cour is just one path of activity the. F e believe is im-
portant. 1 could 'ry to summarize others. I won't take your time.
We have the report that I have suggested that summarizes that.
We have a forthcoming report in preparation that will describe as
nearly as we gan, a whole spectrum of problems relating to infor-

si.iente and technology, communications, and engineering
from a panel convened several weeks ago. The, report will present a
menu of research problems from all parts of the National Science
Foundation that relate to this general area I would expect that an
early draft of that report will be presented soon to the National
Science Board. I am sure this committee would be interested in its
findings.

I am here both to inform and to ask. In 1977, my committee ar-
ticulated three needs. One as the prugram in basic research that
we think is going quite well. The second was a mechanism to as-
semble facts and analyses so that policymakers and other users of
information could reach infurmed judgments about issues affecting
scientific and technical information. Third was a program to en-
courage training of scientists and nonscientists in the use of science
information systems.

The budget we recommended fur the first full year (1978) was $11
million. The actual funding for the division in 1978 and over all the
years since has been about half that. The high occurred in fiscal
year 1981 at $:i.9 million. This year s level is $5.4 million. During
that time, the research staff of this division has been reduced by
over one - third, from 1 i to 9 at present. Meanwhile, the proposal
flow has increased steadily with proposal quality improving quite
rapidly in these three Basic areas. It is very clear that these trends
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are moving in opposite directions. In fact, we are not going to be
able to sustain the growth or continueto impro12_the Quality at
this level of funding.

It is basic to our belief in the research future of this country that
we sitir55-116 -Make aft investment in these fundamental re-
search areas that connect to the behavioral sciences and also con-
nect to the computer sciences or we otherwise will fall behind in an
activity that I think is correctly characterized as the real world
war.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Wyatt, plus Research Opportuni-

ties in Information Science and Technology Report, follow.]

TESTIMONY 01, clog. B. Wyarr

There can be no doubt that Ann:ma's I / I ebituentA in base. researelt veer the past
half entury have altered the ectarse and quality of human life for most of the
world During uur own :denims, the teehnology resulting from the watershed of sci-
entill-e.disaiveryinabled by these investments phic..ei Amenca in a position at lead-
ership in the world. a position that has br ught prosperity to must Americans and a
real WM St of respunsihility for the wurid Wond our borders, even far the universe
beyond our einame huuntiiiries. We have developed the 4.1pataty in technology to pro-
vide the wurid with food -a capacity which we continue to 'cline. We have shown
the wurid the *a0 to industriallmtion with machinery that magnifies and quickens
the produvtive tapatity of human muscle. We have invented and are implementing
additional teehnologles. eleetrome, kivlogieal and others that promise new leeerage
foi the human mind ant: its biologital supping system. In doing all this, we, have
become the principal rest:amber fur the world, continually pushing forward the
frontiers of knowledge But we seal-fatly have to turn the page via newspaper or
glimpse a .gment of ttleetslun news without seeing definitive evidence that our pu-
bitiGn of world economic leadership is beeoming pro:ear/us, that we are in danger of
losing whet has been characterised in the title of a recent beak ati"Che real world

Contemporary information technolugy, itself representative of a watershed of once
seetning:y unrelated scientific ehavoeery cher the past few years, plays u critieal rule
in the development of the new seiente and new technoleety, that characterize this
"war," In a forthcoming report to the :stational Science Board, some new PersPee-
tiees on the: research agenda for ali programs relating to information technology in
the National &make Foundation will bo presented along with some organizational
con,idciations One ',art of this repurt w III dual with information science, a relative-
ly new diseipline which has natural points of ' with other disciplines such as
computer science, engineering, the eognitite beg:In:es, and those parts of the social
scienees that ore LuriLer n ed with information processing systems. As u consequence,
research in information tO.Lune and information teehnology has strung interdisei
plinary ties to these Fields.

The Dieision of Information &emu and Technology ilSTJ Is a relatively new re-
seareh program established by the Foundation on the LOAM'S of a set of reeomMenda
lions from an interdisciplinary Task For appointed an 131":. In 1980, on the recom-
mendation of its Meibury Committee, the Division of Informatlun Seience and Tech-
nology became a part of the Directorate of Bivlogieal and Behavioral Seiences. Al-
though it has always been dear that there were strung; intellectual relationships
with numerous otheir programs III the Foundation. including the mathematical and
physical sciences well as engineering, it appeared that the most fruitful net
thought iii informative. science might relate to the social and behavioral sciences as
well as economics. Tv a very great extent that has been true. In 1982. the Fuunda-
tion published. in a single report, the findings of that panels convened -to examine
research opportunities and progress in information scatnee and technology %NSF 82,
63).

The report is a useful summary of the intellectual activ ity the research prob-
lems,- that eharaeterize work in three tweak+ eutinveted to information buena:. Be
taieioral Selence and Linguistits, Eel/ninnies, and Informative Tvehnology itself. Nu
single re pert could give a complete review of these fields, and I du not wish to sum
marine eloquently written summaries, unless you wish me to du so. I would, howee
er, like to dtiseribe the. framework in which the reports were.deeeloped and give one
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iliustraiam eheit was tla by's:thesis that other research program; including
the pr.cate bettor. were addressing the problems identified. Perhaps the area most
cumituruly tagged with this hypothesis is research in information technology To ad-

--dress-tlitissue. a panel ul fifteen was convened that included either the chief re-
seardi exeeutive or the thief executive of private and government research laborato-
ries For example. the panel aidoded Gordon Moore. Chairman of Intel Corporation.
kieurge Ileilinecer. Vice President fur Corporate Research. Development and Engi
nearing at Texas Instruments. Sam Morgan, Direttoi of Computer Seietioe Research
at the Bell Laboratories and Robert Fessuni, Direttur ufARPA, The panel concluded
that there were several important babic rest-are!' prublenis that were not lady to
be addressed by the private setter and that should be cuasidered by NSF The
report describes the problems and the rationale fur their existence. A panel of fif-
teen economists also uf international stature fruni the private sector and higher
education. were ...Awned and a eunferenee ultimately held fur the purpose of dis-
eussing researeh problems at the intersection of econemics and information science
Their report d1b1,11bbt'S d,Set of several important problems that inelude questions
concerning the euntribution ui information as a product in the world economy and
the effect:, ul alfermatiust on productivity in terms of Cross National Product, to
mention only two among many. The third report produced by a panel of eltten sum-
maeizes research issues at the inagseetion of behaviural and information science
Perhaps one illustration front this area would be useful to the Committee.

-diegurization_ uf information foe eumprehension and use is a fundamental prob-
lem that conironis all inferinatien processing systems. The most recent develop-
ments to computer-based systems for infurmation storage and retries al require con
side-rabic human .assistance sand patience, to recognize patterns in sets of informa
twit, The recognition diti; eategoiization of simple gevinetrie shapes without human
intervention Is a fundamental limitation in the field of robotics, for example We
seem to hnve much to learn from biological systems.

Summarising merit developments in cognitive irsyc tulogy. a New York Times sci-
ono: writer echoed the attitude he must have heard in many interviews. "We
human beings . . are coneeptnaking ereatures. Unlikt. any other animal. we
have- a_natural. ability to. groat, objects or events together into categories $New
York Times Magazine. January LI. fart. however, recent et idence indicntes

kthat, at least under sums eonditielis. eategurization prineiples employed by animals
are virtually as inserutable and complex as those used by human beings Pigeons.
for example. have been trained to sort through photographs looking for instances of
such categories as people in general or an individual person, trees, bodies of water,
fish, letters of the alphabet, oak leir es, and various regular geometrical figures.
such as triangles ot diamonds. In these studies, the categorizations in question have
passed the test fur generality with new stimuli. That is to say, after a pigeon has
learned .0 distinguish between a given set of photographs euntaining trees from one
nut containing trees. it tan be tested with different photographs, to see if the pi-
geon's prinuple of categorization generalizes to new instances, as it must if it is at
all compara'ale to those of human eategurizations Some degree of generalisation
was demonstrated by must subjects in each study. often a high degree by all sub-
ects- Understanding this tamability may precede Clues to the simulation of cognition
by machines.

As lung as it seemed that human eategurizations are uniquely complex. then the
inability to simulate them seemed readily explainable as a corollary of the sheer
complexity of the human brain, with its 10" neurons cad' with multiple connec-
tions. The situation alters radieally. huwever, in light of the diseevery that animals
with relatively small and simple brains, such as birds. also perform these complex
categorizations, and that they do so apparently with no greater difficulty than
human beings do.

The existence of complex, multidimensional categorization by relatively simple or
ganisms implies that evolutionary proets.es have discovered and implemented non
trivial algorithms far beyond any existing theory in information science, let alone
its implementation. Research along this line might, to begin with. search for the
lowest biological level at whieh present information science loses its ability to ac-
count for he observed eategorization. At th. t point. there may be a reasonable ex-
pectation of diseuvering, a bielugieal solution to a complex classification task If
these biological solutions um be understood in algorithmic terms, clues may follow
to the architecture of highly parallel information processing machines and the
structure of what some have called the "biochip.' This illustration relates to a
larger set of fundamental research prublerns in information science that include the
following:
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I. Understanding hew 14.wwledge is represented in the brain and how it could be
represented in a machine, and the collnteral questions of

How information pn.nided by the sensory systems is converted into the abstrnct
forms which the brain actually uses, and

The extent to which artificially, unstructed information bearing forms of commu
nicat mathematics, and music, reflect the internal and strut
ture knowledge and the (mental or intialheImans for employing them.

2. Understanding the nature of learning, with particular emphasis upon the relit-
_ __tionship between the properties of the information to be learned and the internal

state of the learner. This includes a characterization of the knowledge base require-
° ments of the (mental or machine) learner and processing rules as a function of the

knowledge being acquired.
3. Understanding the principle of selective omission of information, amtits limita

twns. This principle is at work in all biological information processing systems. The
sensory organs simplify and organize their inputs, supplying the higher processing
centers with aggregated forms of information which to a considerable extent prede
ter mine the patterned structures which the higher centers can detect. The higher
centers in their turn reduce the quantity of information which will be processed at
later stages by further organization of the partly processed information into more
abstract and universal forms so that the representatives of inputs to different senso-
ry organs can be mixed with each other and with internally generated and symbolic
information- bearing entities. This principle also governs the creation of "abstracts"
and "indexes" of text information and it will surely play an important role in robe-
tics and in- artificial intelligence applications

Nontrivial powers of categorization in subhuman animals, like the pigeons in the
illustration, provide a rare opportunity for research into the general problem that
supplements traditioqal computer scienc. approaches in a _powerful way.

This illustrative path of research inquiry is only one of a number of paths in in-
. formation science research that link to other disciplines, in this particular case, the

behavonal sciences. Suffice it to say that thare are numerous other illustrations
that further characterize the depth and breadth of the Feld, its interdisciplinary
nature, and the potential benefit of its research findings. I believe you would find
the cited report both interesting_and enlightening, 1.expect that you will. find the
more comprehensive forthcoming report on research in all areas rellifiriglo infai-
mation technology at NSF even more interesting and enlightening It is clear to
those of us that have examined the question closely that the interdisciplinary
unions fostered by this new research program are in fact producing new threads of
research and discover; that are likely to Improve the understanding of the relation-
ship between human thought processes and technological information processes.

My purpose here today is both to inform and to ask for consideration on behalf of
information science research. As a prelude to the latter, it is useful to understand
some of the history of the Division of Information Science and Technology. The
report to the Director in 1977 which recommended the formation of 1ST articulated
three needs:

1, A new program to support research in Information Science and its research ap-'
lineation;

2. A mechanism to assemble the facts and analysis so that policymakers can make
informed judgments about natural issues affecting scientific and technical inlorma
tion.

3. A program to encourage the training of scientists and non-scientists in the use
of science information systems operated by the public and private sectors

The budget recommended for the first need, research in Information Science and
Its research applications, was $11 Million. Actual funding for the Division luring its
Five-year history has been about half thatthe high occurred in fiscal year 1981 at
$5.9 Million, this year s level is $5.4 Million. The research staff of the Division has
been reduced by over one-third during the past four years. Proposal flow has in-
creased steadily with proposal quality improving rapidly in the three basic rose eh
program areas. However, because of the low funding level, research applications in
information science and proposals that require instrumentation or the development
of sizable prototypes are not fundable, The Division is accomplishing the intellectual
goals of interdisciplinary activity thnt were envisioned by those who recommended
them. It is clear from the recent review with all of the research programs at NSF
relating to information technology that the 1ST program is a viable and 'important
part. of the research spectrum if the United States is to rejuvenate its position of
international leadership, a position that now faces serious challenge
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Report of the

WORKING GROUP ON BEHAVIORAL AND LINGUISTIC RESEARCH
BEARING ON INFORMATION SCIENCE

of the Advisory Committee for information Science and Technology
National Science Foundation

I.

Abstract

t sows 0 prohlemselnsol.ing the 'roaster storage
and mums .1 0 information hose. sii to etudes] solution
within the fronmoort. of torero ..untie and tnhnology
and A me readsls who, tis bsologuol nom. Some seem
tuAthlyspcsitis to humans err shessplasine and language
oho, are (0110s1 *ditty dispersed among annuals. c g
rc,,,gr.i.,,,,, A .;01Aple tumuli, AtegOriring and learning
This report /pled. some of the main hoes of research in
the khosoual and Iwamoto ssicmut that appe r to shed
sum, ,,011 tin She hl0111d1s41.0113hdlh w prohl of the
AM,s lion stow rettietal. and use of informano 1/
though Mesita's cunmks may he somewhat istionikralacs
do brsid outline id Mt sc. trod topics is fess so

ktmough mush current _unseen nab information d%
%sumo:Kowa unnannuo. ahstro.lion. storage retnesal

. had etc .lbws in suisoriitsin wish phssis al ssstessis, eve
sally throe dmonat 05.n StnnInda and teloomimmuolons
tesbnologv the muss hiliellitintt InhirM AS1,01 handling
sOcins are stall biologual [Icy exhibit fcatures of great
imputtano MO arc not )0 welt monhked b ortiftsiol
systerneldr g . estramorm of amino* Inoin Iel ihcrerorls,
ocimpricathe 01 4sunpk objects in compret enstrunmehrt.,
language ptoctsong, coptig %kith intpremse sinectiont or
slosussusn...nsOCI3USe memory, aid the bit

Itecaullik guotm stersolten appear to be more sublie
and Pen (though rgS.,Sit'SndhCa fah. 40,1 patient.
shin contemporary artificial systennot is of much interest
to try to understand the prirnsples of snaormalion Noses,
mg ttgar are ted -h ourobility meffesognate 411 Wits 01

_

hAndoloing and type ionic wholly 4/111det ut progrommiPg
s'OnlpSet11} Jfid Skretnt.s or Jac there istrrtoples Involved
we do not set understood' Ono the biolognal stumps
am ditosseiny. ohm impam oilIthey hose on usloonatons
technology, It n ens to suggest 40 4/.410d% /0 S1Vdeled
NMalthough we uglentand something ol how birds
poxes then night-a ts unIskely that Ihne lesbniyud. 111

- Oer Sdapele %MI Jet engines let. perhaps. tisere 4/C
hi/Odic.' i ditOCIddeSol olio MAWRprosessIng and a.nottc
.lone dilleent from any that' base been thought tit it ....
then when them pommies arc elocidoted and ens in ab
sttost rota sbet, waft hr.e unportont ha:do.tre ond,or
mho are tamIttotions

One important aspcst ol human motioning. whisk n
possibly related to limitotiointn the brain, is 411.0 mans 01

he brans .priori puepose dooms appeoe to tt ink to

ral0ftil seS141.1 tasks ash at the espense of doing
others bolls kor csantple, there is J certain amount 01
olden% that shddreo wait tlysleita are semarkabh good
at certain Mods tit s nuatApatiat tasks and Mal many of
them dr.'w sets welt this may be :doted to the fast that
autism! douses and hUft14/1 4fte,S often tither m nhai
Ow, do 44 shesplaymi; somputecs.play 4/1 4 wk
ideni noel humans, n potbesouse (hey tan. M lam. do
serum Musa,. that the humors being sannot do. fUsh JS
make more solculotions tit the elTeMs of possibk mdse.
I loss es er, the sompuiers seem. as set. 11011Q respond to or
to e4SU4Se more global aspens or posmons on the she's
1).4/4i, a bunion obslity perhaps 410n to the Menu& moon
01 oAfilt.O1 s algorism discussed below

tt hat follows n one rosstble outline of stinks deemed
at the smerse aspect s col Intorthshonprosersrnsinblehror.al
systems The esampks are illustratise.nM esbaususe. and
M some extent Idlest the has kgrounds ol the outhots ' The
lupus tail undo two MVO/ headings probkno of rote.
rernorron or rclermairoc, and c.frrcidenstmerroc
Int repretentctoun problem >tsbdt.tdes into trocsitons
About the nature of Iht tepInteld400nt. ChM storage And
retr:64 their control of Oehostor, and Mar commons-mon

THE REPRESENTATIONS OF INFORMATION

Nato re el the Sensory Code

One stroking biding urperipherst neural physiology and
ptyshophy son n the s.nnplet seramMing nature of the
sensors ttAnsdu.non It is isonlinear with a engeance.
1/42401/ntild 111141 JMOttld /4, sontinuous Inputs lath NO
Otag. prosessehneural pulse trains And once t. a Maul-
din tion n somplrlest, the recoiled information tends to
spread emu sJaou> neural .moons of oisreasingomplesity
ioo things stem to he clear I MS. not all of the mansduced
onlointattort rs anemiad so et the higher processing sealers
bessind. there appear to be buthin strustutes Mat mete the
JISJ/14$171.cnsof.solounique sooligur.ftwits of stimulation
As an mumpk, shonpanices born and ratted in captisity
art lightened its seII410 WOW,. MIA as snakes Of 4.10/
membered bcdres, With which the) are onfamthar s Such
work can and should he approacheittnbOth a physsologuM1
and A behavioral lesel rite latter ss essential the neural
sstinsi; o far loosvmplex for us M have any hope of under
sanding d enthout titbit priori; in Mt Inet IOR about the be

; r st 71r- a
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Masora tambillises resulting the:chum We tat up three
two topics separately Marmon and natural categoeme

lattermost loft Overload and Atha Illon

ec Paint that lac. tat more mlOrniation wimps on
an organism than gets Loan:doted. and tar. la mint it
'rattan. ed than is toed or ;toted Cloy, do of and othu
organisms Sliest stand to and selectotly nom alormotiono
%bat are the strategic* that permit remtion of oath of the
inlormation Pow at the topcoat of minima tost sn emirs'
What are the detelopnantai aspetts of Ms, both la youth
and in aging' One wises that as both the beginning and at
she end of Isle Maggot-if system are kis able to deal with
Multiple coerces Wonting It..A rates Of alternation than
when they etc fully mature but nut yet old

great dal or the cork torrent', ,Jested as 'tognnot
pathology 4.onterntd in one way or en Aber with the
tontept of minion' Attempts arc being 'ro .de to uTlek,
sitad shifts ol attention both among and *al h modornm.
UM; in aelpvt) psythophysits the tontept ice begun to
play a tole all a.winungJos the well known lrxrcpenoce
in pcsioimante when wide and nation ranges of annuls
etc CalP1,1C4 And in .iston,. O.:W.14nd' evidence has te
tend, been mot oiled shot shit." us of attention a separable.
irons w here ons looking, btomoter, rut posstble demo.
phystolorpeolly. ascot motoelturades en the Meow pautial
lobule, w apaate the lotus ol ottebuon Crum when an
atumatalookong '

_

Natural CategorbraPsychoiogical Approaches'

Ulan that some sections proses.. mutt be .4.u:fag
built acutely and p ciy boo are the those:, ol taegones
sat' I. 'early. the mina.. able pretalente ol tango' ration

appedTillOtit sit many levels ice the coma' k in gdom. suggests
ih a Inge be the emote of maintop, twosomes in the
fit nosing of the Mom

one anmlal example, highly taaag to orient models
ulx rteption. pigeons hate been rookie. ed iue po.kstot
swath in the mania or a pbutostdphs. salkorettc a
portitular tyhticuak teal and los not pacing in she pretense
of silhouettes in leases nom oilier isms, e g . maple. tulip,
elm f rim this training. the pigeon gefleialtres really iv
teases it has octet reon, pa,kors so the prorea.c vtalrac u dr.
leaves and not in M. pretense set ova-white oak leases
The variety of whitesk leaves es considerable. uttludag
tonatioa in the number. depth. and pla.anali vl it. lobes
Vet there is, to cite human %astral. a ty posal form lste
cositeoak mai. and pigeons tadensly abstract this lam
sol. came hum a single exemplar in tompoisson wish she
leacesof other trete

A. en example 01 whet Mini happen/. hen person
pe t a naturat .alegv1)..virsiika spat h to pet.ene
a phonon. ..ilegiar)-.101 example. the p chat is means in
spin and absent in do die listener muss thleat ale into .8
Mita) percept a son ixkleble 'bombe. set 44.111,0. toes,
although slime at drape. widely made 'hi inah the ..gni I,

C

rad."

lI
and omitapped with cues iolihir categoric, in the phonetic
guns Yet listeners do integrate. and so recover the rates
geese,. Research has shown what IMO peratee towline of a
listener, and it has uncovered mach of the acoustic infor
mama he uses fat the purpose. But A has not jet proirided
much aught into the underlying meehanums.hence, we dd
nut linen nun to denim their equ oval Ina for specchsecog
nixing mat hats. Speech recognises ate being produced,

, but they do not always ettrott phonetw talegorses as such,
Rather. they represent words at temporally temple* ado
tisibk potterns sound, and. perhaps for that reason.
deal only susahulanes They deneortstrae halt
abstio to abuts. t the common Impala features whirs the
same word arises in dsrkrent contexts or it spoken by dd..
keen' people That tie human beings are not.so limited
may be Owing to our 7%1114 to recover phoneuc categories,

is. after alt. precisely these categories that the speaker
encodes in the speech signal Ass °mime,. they are the true
units a the messoge, tarmang natal, she syslemai,c phonetse

ehangesihatcelate the various tokens of o word Asunder-
bum type and also, by 'marking symasin and nvisphotopeal
boondauce. provide alormatton important to processing a
semen,' it seems important, therefore, to make thelle
phonetic sategones a...14MM to spceehlexognittng Machina.
but to do so will Witty require a bettu understanding of
how human hangs perceive them.

oke naming provides anethet UnpreSSoe example of
natuiel .a1egOtiel in human beings. It is also a very good
exampleofeross-deeplinary researchonvolvinglaborahvy
psy eheallsical studies. ncurophystologreslatudles in infta '
flown Females and ontb"001cipCol studies across alarm.

The peobkm of color saming Nat initially approached
lit,' a .01turel relineniM uSeupoun We know that the
sale of risible cola hues from red to blue and Of solos
btgriinc. burin blase. to white is tentaluOta 11 is possible.
in p1111,1pIC, ho dank and abet the tam too-
unuom as they see fn To demonsuce she thesis that psy-
chological diffuences are a:warted with terminulogrcal
sonserioons, mil) ea peimserus tote,' the color memory of
'modish weakest C viva without simple mow were both
ddlo.uh so lama oi describe and &Mule to tcalcrebet."
but h awns wm e oum eted to Mean that language f ,
dues .Vh.ttallt thought, but that dump:flame proved to,
be .muted Subsequent AA*. dOtniAbtfated that partnulas'
soiois are not ihstiMise because a ollitasc has gakn them
tunics 11.41tel....16.14 are green names because thy are
ditunasse ,

the o. Jena orate.% scsctal sources rsst nOpnySteat
studies" re.calesi that .et UM IS to 11 prtrhifY 144M".
mica's those oath lnglish spo.lActs w11 ted, green,
blue. bfd,k, and while hare sp0M4 stall!. in 1.iiitg 1,11S.
tlitheahOl felts NeVrOphysiOloglCal research" Opromarsly

on It hcas, Muth appeats to have whir triton identical
to bonen' deinorstirced that the tisoal system orttentieS
these primates int.. oppment reatrett. green. yellow, blue,
and Hut I., white In other words, the orgomation of solar
ant, ',Waal) pairs is an innately gtscn biologic!' property
tai alt humans silk man tat vtthebtela infeallumen err'
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mates. and perhaps loner .peat. OrigtOloie. lads.
.".0)1Ogilah ludic." sat peoples whose tangnasm roman Mika

color terms Than I nghsh resealed Ihat..0 an cases. the
best instances ol the .olois named are close so she ply

%bolos.. alis numbs> volots,ando these color te11111 ue
dimity translatable to ingnsis I malls. when memos> tests
were .unisio,tia on mink who spoke a idngilape with only
two b1.114 setor seems. thew remembered pninar)
bat. $sen though they had no names lot them Ca. fr,

some aspects ot .plor rummer are .ulturally &lammed
the noodles co terms dogs vary lioness,. the use made ol

s available.: am termonnogy niarhstianed by ma ate pioper-
ties of the bran alio than rebinnt to aformalion proems:nit.
rather thancolor naming hems a matter ofputeconvention

ategoriraton by both subhuman' and humans suggests
that there is a n Ichly tpersed bologicardolutton to the
prohtem of {streams inyananms from vans exemplars.
,k -kind of unneesal pattern classificatoon algorithm The
presence of the rotational such orgainniS at prICORI farther
Witten, that it teipoiel relatively lulls .ognOtte sapasal
le seems likely Ma natural velomon has loitered she evotu
Stout ol perceptual systems that are predisposed to lora
..ategories for the .lasses of objects that ars &portant to
sues us al T he snore?ubtle. abs. tr. Lind dispersed Mem pie.

pIWOUnkl it she axnufw chsdkoge
in Inkling evolution s solution tu yse peobkm el anti aunt
in.akinces

Thu wont may *CO t, getting .lose to the Non where
mw hernainal defflopiniti sat vanceptual representations
wobld be a MK in so a &acme of informalion
representroon The Ito.k w be so unitersund she
Basses of teanslormatton that le..e She .aiegoey
A deep understanding of the nature.' saegostial pacer
lion should help us to design devices of pareen
tecogmbuis

Hardest CategoriesPhyaleoloolcal Appeeitiebion

tat must consider the possibility that a kat sums natural
cdlegOtlen ate, 4n part. pre - programed "e'en hard wired
enio the system Cons tee, MAO eLIMple, the en.ognituan

ammo. of lases The belief that the' skill-may be preprogramed
arum kuu she last that steeple with se.ere disorders in the

° alulits to recognize ra.ef has sustained brain damage Ito
essentially symmeinci, sevens on bulb side's whwa if le
mad,ably skeeurjped-from sass to case, Although time
patients Otte snots dilds.ully In retognIting us learning
new tam. they can read. emognize ...Ors. and deal sureestly
an Ms other visual stimuli. a ruttern which suggests there
ma special system I wile Staining *flats

More generally, the study of animal brains physiologically
and"! accidentally lesionet human brains suggests there
aced remarkable number a mull bights speoalued de-
mo's Foe etample,adatgc proportion of laburatoryared

. sat, who haveneser men a mouse atimked will attack, mu
as animals Caned outside do, by being the nape et the nest
ft ious that do not alai, sponianeously are sumulated in
the comsat hypothalamus, day atto bite around the head
*meek,"

There are Few aeas other than the study of palatal sate-
got.et sn arinnalf *nett one tan to )(Caddy cross the
boundary between the .ognitue Slaelltef and oeurophys
sologs 01 ..outse. true sesonental siady on the language
areas of the human brain may nevee be toenail out, and it
is un.kar use eaten to ystmli wock v oa: higher apes will
ifientirlate the problem men at they sahib's forerunners of
language. as some insestsgatots have Jointed On the other
band, natural .4iegoeses mr) .onstilute a foraunnee of at
bast one aspect of language. naming %Stickling 1 distinct
iespuese to a 41ass o stimul if the ingredient 0.011111104 to
naming by human beings and ,ategurization by subhuman
animals

STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL OF
REPRESENTATIONS

Storage

Although them n wane dispute. many stockers continue
to lea she ,loon.uon between lung and short-tam storage.
if useful. a distinuion whirl is in some :opals 4omfora,
ole to that bass re I 4a4he memo,) and 'Wain memory"

.ontempoi ay large .imputes'. To a Cum 'storable degree.
mush M she Ph/4101.04a walk on 4nemory ban been de
wt» to long-term stooge, whereasibe psychological work
focuses both on long and shortteren memory.

The work an short-teen storage is a blend of empirical
and mathemanal modeling The dominant approach has
been to aiftile that short-teem storage is in some tela,
steely ALA mamba of buss eoughly seven ss huh tan
tempos rilyatore. m ateri as of ray mg tom plexity provided
they are pooperly packaged .0 The nature of this store
hue, it It a44e1Sed and at what rate. how it is maintained,
how it as molested into mote permanent formhas been
the subject of many expertmentsandtheetics M

Current psychological. as duunguished from phynologscal
stock on longaeem storage has focused on the coding or
meaningful information such as bat contained in sentences
Ji has been known for some tone that less than a minute
sifter a fintente it presented. one has virtually no Memory
fur the speak words actaally presented only the Meaning
is printeved " This has led to the development of format
and quasi-formal languages for representing meaning In
memory, will the Ides that vacations in memory per -
lusmanse tad bales undastood in teems of valuations
in gleams representations than in tams orate actual input
Thus the probability of successfutly.godipg a sentence de-

or pen& more on the number of distlifetreaAings or peoposi-
bons in the :entente Man on the number of words in the
:entente " Further research along these lines may have
Important implwatrons kr the design of higher level pro-
gramming languages

Physiologbal studies suggest that IN persosteoce of somobs
ufteeeffe.la wails differentsally m diffetent regions of the
nervous system in penury sensory pathways lbe gawk/scot
ol the neuronal response to a bete( stimulus is of the °Met
of iconic memoey, whereas in certain neoceirlical legions

;Lail la 41. J;-
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coil lanton. 04144004C4 the fteeloh,it 011estilta% iris 114C
41414alltaitheOrtiet lpennae) lemon

Imola ..t loealoation of memott possesses is voractocat,
evtdosse that the usual man may be awed In

so$ctiln..4111$44l III thermos and am 5141141 parhaay s " Data
at much leo clear set contenung posom mamma al.
phtvologasl substrates for moony and scs .nary memory
Vrto.tures tit lIl timbis wank paitiodatly hipposancpo
and 4m4W4ta went trito.ally snsoltol rot the processes of
longer teem Swage and. or telt ley Ji el Anl.oim awn in bulb
human and snlf 4bunian nusninqi" Sonic phenmnots at
behasiotal &Mut> trembling onmk 4Vadito011al ICspolitC
Rariang tan he 'mime,' as Macs and even spinal latch "
Iletseter eercbral 4) stento the neocortcs and limbic
strudueesappear ha be necessary fit the presertation of
the normal parametric (estates of conditioning and foe
morctonipleldspeetsof leamingaadmemory processes "

In luologttal terns, analysis of the physicabeheratal
substralt...fmC41104) I. in tet infant:v. in that me 44C only
bseiniiing IM ham ma Idea ol the Mom cycteinc modeed

'aria char OletoCtoon and losaloamm v! Ihew quiets
and that Imo owns m the comes Of robs mailon m sit
es ens is a hoeccae) ,.pest of the ceett.h rot IN "snyain
11 attremausat models haulm at kat some of the sham,
itooksol hog sorommh Judo:Wesel olltnon4pC.11/4 d "

Moldova'

Slo.h 01 <he ova 00 bektee,li has been wiNsinod nob
dernumte.1..o.r Mat menoo) Jaime) leetgoend) apse at the
ionc.,41 tiw titre loaning') lougolten Inform
tton can Awn its wiyecil by m1'1.140411 the vonlcil on
olip.h 14C Ini.,Iltiauvis 0.0 '44040.1. Oadoonottg that yonlcet
as a rollftulaliv C114411o. 4C441641 OM "lathe' studio haw
rtato,d tot ro-tors that thutoodt the cflfecoonco tit os IC
VW...11On ,I.k4.01UltorolcsOnilcononskilbco.U0

there is volt AO dot= that Os pi oscsis-- algorithms sad
imorrc,o,sthat pc,ph, use with small Jsta bases are of
an, use with large ones Sequential marches. for ceamOle.
maim sem, *oh mull data I-ace. but are 4111C.111411, but
IN. one. 101 thew lemon., 1COon.t4 on human 141et,.al
ttom 'aeon dattOacc seen* hnehls itle)ani to odor mattn
soence

Learning

Studies la animal karnrigllase womb come to emphasis
peo..cccc. analogous to those Al human memory The kohl

tmmoe deoceocc Is inweasupgis hong used to shatas-
write silo general inlormatcon prowamg approash
pheriontena uS leontng and memos, in annul. Use
114K14044 r. e1ct.00 ourking memory$1.nhdut inlounation
oistful cur +c 4soal ant, And CCIC44114Cintnlono-inforn011on
441I I. or moo r 044,0111(4Tc( an. Marron c a the
meson Ili appears that hippuampat damage wimotely
imp ors oorlAng memos .n nom. 4pcoc, "I IMICt4 hate
J17,414/cof )lasocat coodmonmit euurm rabbit eyeblinIl in
4C11114 tit tflects 01 etresum.) and pumas); on churl

---- -^
Grin intInoly And hobo JCS doped loptilbelnal S14110404
Iol thOfiWIM and tong term memory promises in animal
le outing )0

leaemeg ecpchence es fragile And C4411) manipulated
tor a shoo tune 411C1 the espchense it man be imparted
by elcsirtsonsul ate stops'. and Anesthetics and facilitated
by scream drugs. hormones and peptides an both liuntans
sad acothah a On the other band. the formation of)Ong
lum mono') on annals WO be t/Tlfait0 by substance,
that imotem steth imam synthesis;' I hex consolidation
phenomena mutt& bather esidente for a fundamental
disontison between darner and longer term mentor> pros
eses in annul,. as *ell as an humans

REPRESENTATIONAL CONTROL OF
BEHAVIOR

Decision Making and Heuristics

this saes 0 ast and has surated a greet deal of atten-
00111)) 4441114444 lions various fields Sumo( the icy *tads
are subrodite prolsaloloy.etpeoed uolay. ask. IsC044111i.

roaligiumion proosing sirategio, 11.4),C1 theorem. CCM
knl.11444 CO. els there 44 a long Handing outwit between
optimal appwahts at exemplified by teork often sailed
decision analysis, *loch Is based largely on sato:cave c
pedal union taw> and Hayes theorem. and =puma'
mulls that shoo not only that many people (including
Mow wait deismis responsibilities of importanel fad to
Ixhase optimally tat slat they do not always *ant to
follow the dodates of opornst models 1 sir esample many
subrcsts *ill Ueda moan Nu. of gambles opposite to the
.11114onls On" 4.q sot c4104JICril lo the rumbles md15IJu4By "

he landed Iv behass optimal's sould Ise due to an Ihhhillt)
Ito h ladle the inhumation pi tams, cog aeguered. ohit lt uuld
poh apt be orniperestied by arida ial Jesaes. but the failure
lu * ant sobeuphnaf sogyests sonic boos musuntici swain] g
coke bt mow people or lt) the >memo's anablin8 These
/Stetson Vilioll10111

II 4. no* galchoillo sontedol that human subyols, unless
espema ay warned. approcalt s tropic des mon peas/ems
an oh mghante tai by in.ukmg.afwucforintof hew ottee
momtistma steth tither rsitonsi vonnderstoonv or dainties,
rheoo As yet, nu se* lat14030.144 41C5CCOilltAC tnidel
has oohed

Motor Cas.o.

TM. studs el somdinsted movement am, been Much
neglected. scrum') tn. compaoom toth perception Yet
the problems of mosonent are rust .44 tc1C44411 to Informa-
uvn as those peiscplionffideed. the MO are
crust Cnages In DIU4C111CnI. Co in pcisephory. there as the
Pitiblent 01 many-timne how does a movement system
.4.,h1C*C a paulwlal Objco,loCC so so Many different ways,
lion. so many Millet nt slatting positions. and under to
moo &tacos onditions' Irvin the standpoint of purposive
control. hat tan the degrees of freedom m the system be

Defr :k
Is C PT'
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inmonst ed. of arta made lisanageom, What prinsmies
detetmine. in A given activity. which variables etc altered
and which are held constane? What ate the constramts on
the system shot taunt its ',lactation to ^tomes Mai ate
behnetetally useful) How do we solve the lass-mating. but
not much thought about. problem concerning the telationship
between afferent and efferent patterns' Consulet, foe
example. how It might be that the afferent pawns cot-
tesponding to the auditory lot phonetic) representation of
incoming speech sounds ate "translated" into the efferent
patterns that produce mutycy Note that the rooms appears
to be accomplished with soy little trial and ettot and. in
the adult. with such speed as to imply a mechanism that Ii
both effrocid and., k so many sy stems that week efficiently

ani mats, biologically based What are the implications of
the Om that there appeals to be no obvious Inver/mist Tata.
tionshop Neuter coutal commands and the effects they
ptoduce. that the cadet to pick up an object has wholly
different consequences expending on the initial relateon
between the pe Jaen , beds and the object' This is, of mum.
the ptobkusof cormst.conditionedsarsabolity.andolooms
as Mtge in movement as it does to perception

To solve these problems will remote, at the least that we
dissover how to charaseente the ognifmant mformatromd
units soordroanon and the representational straeturt of
ablest. imbedded m phsisal space The attempe to do the
hunter has lien a point of departure tor moth at the Inns.
Lute lot lbOtOtkal l'hySICS and the Institute lug Problem.
of Inhumation lmosnsrssi4ri in the Sowd limon " At
Mow servers, ossoogations range nom studies *I the nous.
pg.siotosty ul mucus system., sestodong lush disorders ul
motor asinity in humans as PaCkininnOln. to the applwal
11011 of ideas Ahont motor eigandatoon m She design of
robot. I he thcoretisd perspective doeloped m the Soviet
tmson has been elaborated in this sountry.0 ma iv now
band used as the basis for empirisat work In sesaai Anita-
con Mho:mono ' But in seeking to understand the plan-
mac and org,rawtion tnOaindIt, and boo, peteeptital
inkInlaitOn fetndalea Inn.. an IMGSta4td toga rs h ellOn

needed Swell an choir wilt somprwc aspects of pw,
chomp. neuroscience. 40,1 ,onipaet aten,c There are
prehonnass signs that such an intention's is hang attempted.
huarousheanaoosioshedssne

SlattOglOt 430eennIng Performance

It would Watt Suds that a pedOtnialM Iddleta) *114h
%lc /Metal tot some putps.so m not optima lot other. I or
example. as sh hen w ho base assooketalis hall the sales
0$ one hemisphere. &ORM brotoSit, strategies. einefge in
dOISIOS *oh ,eitan glanirnanJi VOnOrInnOnS dapCnding
on whwh twia.Pherc waseemosed Vote seventh it has
been reporrs that with normal Jong the summits nsed In
daimon with sat ton talks change c g, ibe *IAA on which
mashie droning. are swpied yu,stoon Nosed to) thew
studies is whether such sualegies sue delatose $n the grow
that the submovseold be itainot to sober ssiategwc that
would gun a Settee pedormanse or oheibet the wtateme.

ape indeed optimal .shea all constraints on perforrnansc
are taken min account

COMMUNICATING REPRESENTATIONS

Connections Between Phonetic
Structure and Sound

Asa result of years of teseatch, we hoe begun to wider.
staid the Reline of the sole that connects the sounds of
spas h to the phone tr. messes t they cense, It is a peculiarly
lingoistec code. beating asentbkoet, ul a sett to the gtam-
matical codes (e g, syntax) that one finds at other hods of
the s> stem kluge speedwell>, we know the code wen enough
to have captured it to a set of rulesa grammar. at ht

acre so explicit that it eats be put Into a computer and
used fur ,he purpose of genadmg speech from strings of
dostere phonetic symbols " The synthesized speech is not
wholly undsclors. but ii is good enough to stand as m dace
that this part of the problem is on its way to being solved
The rules rot vinthects. when essonined, suggest that the
.otution is not itinal As for the tesbnologred side. synthem-
brde ,an be usedlooked. it is now being usedin a
anet) of applisations W hen sunned/of for esarnple. to
another set of rules, largely phonologis. that Watt orthuip
Unto Cu ?holism arustures, and to as optical Character
reader for "penewmf" the orthographs. the result may be
a ieddln$ machine I'M the blindMat is. a machine Mal
will soma' lest to spersh Synthonos-tule used In son-
ionchun with ober devises provides a .anety o. %stenss

oksoprood to torte man nla,kroc Mleia,tan, awes aid shaper

e Higher Levels of Linguistic Representation

1 tuptiva wmprchenton and products's uncol.c the
tinnaboO of mulaplc reprocniarions of the linguist's wend
sash oi which encodes some aspect of the total information
,$onsessd his the signal l oi more Shag Inenl. pears. Men
as e ic.saich on lInnuosto, thou v has been &voled to the
tormal sr...wasters/atom ..r Mew representations and the
ahviract stsaification of the mappings Among them the
phoostis ispissentativai ei .pesch ss win no tot to the banal
a presentation. consisting of a IeqUenst ai %old., by means
of phortologrcal rules S)ntatoo, rules tunnel the lentil
',,please to a representation of owaningt01 grammatical
'stations kinantivf .0J magmata.. sport> MaPPont be'
tavon dav V.Pleent.nnon and a dell More abstract :sore-

,vn4411"i of the the''atte .o.oded in the lonnuodn l$01.11 to
.m40)10600,4 nt,odeis of linguist,c sonspreheosion and
mdus tom. ihI lin(1000. i sky for mapping between apre
Ant. ttttttt ,an be leitaidol as 44444 AliOn10.10. structure+
that al. rPpli.s/ Sodssock vt encode Ilia mhomation on the
lonnuostos snasal

ulogu.set, thaw, has po,ohnronatels been ..onetned with
I os in o sh rrassyrwation. sit the nt.ntai scprecentatssm.
Abet onJwirs fssch. and istriosts hills sffort has been

Sc, 404Vklle: 1.411,14 jlgoodon M whhh these
,10 he, sonoputsJ itIvendI it has been

t 5. "'
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atirneml am, new types al ailtlamlam aeplefentatola based on
the .emit encoding of Biananalhat teltlhons would pewit
es,stiologicala more CAlatam plame&ung &Igor othMS Thn
aml one dc.elopmens ul ad.anced amoialiangoafe Parsing

makes A apneas feasible so construct ;colonic
.01111011ato/A04 model, of Maned OanalgagerucesSina What:
ellmatPmnate ibegalmomallm mutated aolem and lePleSelltd
OW. t. VILA...4410C 141i. 1.1,MblAtAit uoMPoto
lava mi and pischulogical approachsu to tha inuhlem has
been trimmed by sloops of resemsem s sA sognuot scanse
an 1 umber of &Adam. and industrial salters

Ao imminent issue lot inlosmation alenme &life& heath
a work ma obis type A mmoi locus ol sewers,' in linguistic

theory tom been the Mao la) and m h aramtet trawl& of con-
n..00b tan milamtale that are A14414111 onstn
Idnousgss hum muslin:4 Issogo..04 oonoloss Relenvel to as
in.$.0111. unneu.b , these iniananta are thought by Many

tonamamtm t.. idle,' apeww ptoperties of human mattnollme
mechanism. for It11111.1JEC4114 languish. OM me 'fah ntamide
AMA mOa I me of natal JI -unstimais on she despite m monothe.
atlivaat and Malhenialamal models of natural isngude
Onostwon,. 1:041 one that 41 fun beginning bs ecploned
.5 use cogoaose ...fences A miltemnall Ian research in lobs
to Wok ...C11.0 am O1,41 pronmtplCs of tIlluinkitiOn ft/0%CW
na esplitit the elimtellme of these unnersaftnverients

in doe Naha Mich id linguistic reprecenwiitin

Underitandlog

time use a number ol pocue.fseroolidthe country Owe
testa:she.. Aft tt tatql a. mlerne moonputel pftehalth that
unite. &laud simple and not.so.soolpie swots. and allege
chi. poring concein fmthe pmkmholattamal funny al the type-

sulfulfrAinu And Pro.A0r. riosotect tro, aka skaris con
mutate, An tillainlatual processing 4...11.11. (hot 65 Mat-
pcntlent 01 tb unplenietltatooll. as Is mita& anti
program that l intended us be the functional eyunaieni ol

hat people tat when the& understand onto,

PRINCIPLES OF IMPLEMENTATION

Sol Iloth to ClobkASS id ciaupoung mot .flahpUlalatig
ispasentationc man be Lund an 41 le4.1 1.....11, 411 I.. 1.4
Jb.i4 41. rnaheinatimal tleatnier41. or al b. J.. .. .04,..41
.wank lii the &ate& .ate. the Bantle oi she illostielion
will clepcnd upon the mecloineig a. >Jean netoions ul
.hip, tlphm& or moalPaletm I or Ceaniple, .1 one himbcm Is
ecptement tallt>tmlem waClafat as the .tam of mate *aces al
41111Cialla Itetenamh du. ,Ill bC June in A parallel magnet
aMbnit artist. .0 .eiall& tat A .....noinslei Ittallt A I A.1 I taunt.
4.a,tal no both nmernadm tame an C.paail. 16110181....41C
..p %%%%% half... .4 the aintatat aarehntit 110hcmCI. the two
tlImIlladMmto is& mollmimlmlahlt in lir. JICrnelhin umea to anon
mega alt ,t inpoiat. it t Lech. depending upon the tom
Id the input data Add the l.AdAnk 11.11d..A1C. vat illflhod
well I.. 11144C0.11..41.1 0141.41% ionci %co anPostanicaniple
it the pc-civil csatheuc mentioned abate

so

With the esploase development or computer technology
vice the post dccadeuaor understanding of senalproctuore
has group tremendously. In contrast. Malively kirk a known

bout parallel processors. Rah &Se n mai and human beau Of.
ICI thew b1010S1111 systems can bc the most efficient in.
lwmauun handlipg des toes evadable. Understanding the
..vmPufatoonal 'tucks and strategies of the brain should
rno.adc useful insights Sol the construction of the artificial
parallel piocessota ol the full& ?tamps the wren Way to
posted in sully a hl md search is to seek and aleatory gen.
sal Mouples that appear almost universally in all boologicri
information prom:sung systems. These principles ale re.
cealed on at feast two keels behasaual And anatomical.

fie 'Magicat Number Sesta a An sample of a he.
hwiwlwl proncole .* The mesas person i,An recall correctly
a list of seven binary digits or Steen decimal digits. or
'men words, each ',loosen at random. Clearly n is the total
nomhel of.lcna di the sequence that is the limiting factor
in the upon ul insmedome memory. This lunotetoon has rug.
gemed drat she Neon will tend to encode means' in such a
manna that 0 need nut handle mote than seven items or
seunis eta Susie The theoninalocewniorthisempirical

lesion os not known, and yet n suggests an important design
makes* for mousse and reuses al in a hierarchically tags.
Aired parallel processing system.

Two other design PrInciples that App err both at I be.
hasteral and an anatomical kid are 'lateral inhibition"'
and "opponentquocesang". One (unction of lateral nth Mi.
non in neural nets is to reduce redundancy. The second
is the nurmentetion of he sensory signal:over a wide input
range The beme used to accomplish these tasks has been
studied on great detail,' and the bane Ito...dimensional]
LAPlasma operator is now used almost universally in image
processing -Orponcilt-Proctssms" as a mimed technique
also ter, common in biological systems leis the Mang of
smitten) exclusive signal type. such as "red;! opposed to
'green" or "black" *Noosed to 'ohne" Although lap pae-

tauter pairs are chosen is not always understood, the unw
semalsty of this opponent.ptoeess suggests that it may be
an e ((jewel method for headlong informationjfs utility calm
perhaps best be understood AS A Wary selection strategy.
*sheet inputs at each higher level of Processing are We-
secso el, graded by placing the results nth one of two bins.

At an J041011thalt testk we also tee the contmucci recurrence
us certain !Callao% ahhh suggest underlying Principles of
implementation I or example. many ,armaiiresof the brain
are .ubaivideil hoer, Ilaminael in one &mown and
Jabs Of columns in as orthogonel direction " (lead)

the design of the tthilnuannot be condom. and this type of
aubito.iure mem. to he one of as orgatorms nrinmplex
fin thecos oil oh) suds a >theme is used harlot set appeased.

toossevei, And mos await further deselopencnts in enmpkuty
tar ni.t.Otk 411f0S) Othel organizing skAkegsec thed by the
brain Amin& reciprocal feedback netoecu lueturehleal
.040 tu re. e or toco-thalamici or laminae (asin i he spmal
coali. as well as ternParal Patterns 01 inserIntron that win

he tccotated psdaapalis its suk had., symem The latter
hose been likened to ring memories

,- r: ,- .77s?
D# ;"t = .N. R.-
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t ndervtanding the design of the Import attetisat etasiutfcs
not OBIS the undavtandiest of the pabbfemv el laces. but
aka the PLUMP( in whoch II computes soluteene to these
problems By docovenng tne 'lucks- used on common by
biological system,. we advance our general onderstanthng of
how elkient parallel onfoernalion processor. weld be buelt

CONCLUDING REMARKS

0,m i K ssaCPSP at uttonut{ault 401 dial 'A Rthativf ate
Lest chi .gmg fields. cash impacting the development of the
other et es nut surpfesmg, Mete fore. that shot we have said
about biological solutions to infotmallon handling is far
from comprehensive. and we would be foolhardy to thank
that our acme of ensPortiot tor.*** is much 01 a Piognosis
as Ill mind 19 happening fight now. let alone five or ten
year,. from now Our meow m eons to present the be
flannel apposch it to foster hullos interaction. not to
prescribe us defection

1,4
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homes led TtchlsolOps fuel at oPtd ph( the mouth oss Pooled
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Aspen or the

WORKING GROUP ON INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

M the Advisory Committestor Inlormstion Science end Technology
National Science foundation

Introduettontotho RoPOrt

The Working Group on Information Technology was
convened at the rectums of the Advisory Committee for
information Science and Technology of the National Sat
ence f uundation under the dorection of Advisory Com.
mdtee memben Pout A. Strassmann and Richard I Tanaka

The Picalanit Group was charged with olentoying re-
search gaps mimed to information technology *Inch are
unlikely to be filled by the private sea*: but *lab are
Important to the nettOnalintereSt and therelOreappropriaer
candidates lot rederalmaion

gundat oucsuom have been considered by other groups
and at greater length during she past severalyeors but gen.
{rally **then the more limeted ontect of panic mai agency
or national interest problems ecf . e g .1i. T. 3. 6. IS. 1401
Other dawns hate generally adopted a moue wraprchcasm
and unified pawn in that wnsvitialatX1 VI analogous isSuni
ad. 17.111i It was nut the Josh eat this Staking Group iv
Venerate the algumentsoi pitlousaludoea nut iv undertake
a detailed ouily meth but rather to symbolic presetting
knoulalse and tpert ormkon at an most wentprchensom
level in tams 01 both subject matter and On potential sig-
nificance for the nation

The members of the Working (tamp are all otaiunding
leaders in Mar fields and combine esienswe tameness in
business. government. Jnd academic tote oath expertise an
science. technology. Jnd industrial management flits re.
pore is the sollestirt result eat that cunadered openions
des eloped over an c ',tended paired of lime rather than rem
that intense bat brat esaminaben ol the issues in the con-
lest of die Stoking atoup alone ht.:voter. the recom-
mendations Mgt Irvin the tonsacrolionolamucli broader
set oi roues item which the issues selected sag judged to
has! the must imponant nationoisomequences and moot
carol 30.1104 A thoeld hut be sonsludal. therefore, that

issues omitted from this report are .11110ut mart
Ail the Advisory Commium tor Inlormattun

Science and ToMnulogy.andoi the National Skten61 coo
damn. we wish tee espress oppreciaotill for the time and
thoughtlul ionuideration members vi tile Working licrup
brought na Ahem task ti is ow hope that the made/sot this
report wilt Site alums attention Cu its rolowse eat opportunely
and promise

for S wfnO Cbonim tiourd L Resitoft. INtector
Adcoory (common far 100on ohm bnu.n, ise 14cumotio

anima see rrsnealeel Si turret ant toair-Jorr. %St.

REPORT OP THE WORKING GROUP

1 lorrodurtioh Cstobtaheon Is based on the intetplay
bei ecn mind and muscle Suttee:ems Watt's perfection of
the steam engine 200 yaws ago. technology has concentrated
on supplementing and replacing human muscle power by
the power of energy-intensive machines In the coming
century technology will surely voncerilratc on supplement-
lag and. an the more routine contexts. replacing human
Mental activity by the power of infOrmarionanterasa
**dunes.

These is no need to dull upon the manifold shangcs m -
our tile that mformalton technology has already brought'
to PAS TelecongriunicAlions. including the telephone and
television and mediated by the satellite. Computers large
and esnalL copying machines. videodisks. and other means
for swung Lrge imannas of information in an accessible
form have m combination changed how and whether many
of its work and Play. cleated vast sew industries and forced
old ones into decline 't large and rapidly growing fraction
oldie American workforce derwes its incOmt flan estivate
related to de produce/on. sommunicatton. and leansmosson
of information tether than from the pmdiabon of malenal
goods. and this trend will continue 19. 11. 151. Automation
of industrial Production using intelligent robots. imProve
runt of pubic education and workforce training by means
of computer assured Instruction. growing imetnatiOned
ports and !sports of infrantation In increased consumer
and public access to information. and national defense are
all 04 reining!), dependent on ads antes an Information tech
melon . *lush has begun 10 assume the gelds of a national
Imperative heightened economic conspaition from our
trading partners. the changing character of the workforce.
sumPuta sume. and problems of Personal proms, are also
products of the rapid changes in information Technology

This rotors concentrates on identifying aspects of infor.
maiwn technology where rewards developments appear to
be in the national interest but arc unlikely to be pursued by
the priviik tea sic for one *null m another In diem instances
it .acme applopridis that the tederui government play an
acti.s and wpputiom sok in accekrating and coordinating
the necessary deselopmenis We have rued to see forth a
meal framework for decisions on I ederal resource allo-
cation which is broad enough to accommodate the mind
changes and vaned implicabons characteristic of ibis new
technology while stell focussing on the several particular

ce,) _4 ir
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areas.* here..60.110.es cAbere-aiwcpcwort ottoman. La -high
velum* froM moderate msestMtist risks

This working Group 0 composed of engineers and sm.
enlists thus the teadtr will not be sutpmed to fled that
questions tying outside the ceche wet sphere have generally
been accorded slight attention in thus report *mut then
esadent impoesance. lamb regard to pubes peas, isms -the
tonheurning repun of the National Academy of Sciences 1141
complements thus one °diet moves, especially those tarots-
log the societal impast of information thhnology, should
be coasideled by appropriately sonstituudwoikusgssoups

The present time appears to be especially pcomItoos lot
taking stock of the implications of information technology
developments and Ifle opponumties flu the N Alton inherent
In them The power of information processogInachines has
increased. and the costs have declined. to the point where
machines which exhibit some degree of "rateiligmt" e t
decision making' behasior are Spread mg throughout society
let 11311 the convergence of cemputirg and telecom
muniCattOnS technology is accelerating that dispersion For
instance. at es expected that 10 million qtrastic,ins will be
"on-fine by 1986. and 30 When by 1990 Thus a is not
toe soon to try to gain an *sumew of the OppOrtuntiter
ahead and or the gaps wash may stall progress wood
their tealoation But sits also sou )el too late for planned
and COurdinarrel aettsitieS of the pmsate lector and the
federal gm ailment to fill those gaps

the Moiling Croup's recommendations :all for more
tniense asusittes in eight general areas

Them; of ompulation

Knowledge Reptemntation and Miner)

atanSfachme Infetface

Solo,a, po,dota,ou. %Saiitieuens. anti Ubfolcssma

. %try large Databases

t Itrapatallel liardwaie Designs

Itcseatch Itheasit01.1Urs

Sestets' linpasa

...:,_ThroiLoBlemproarfao Computational preemies lie
at the rocs Of all applications ofilifirmation ngligiology,

is not surmaill that theoretical invernamona into the
sompktay of calculations should play a fundamental role
'%n early and deprave to out a triumph of pure thought
was the demonstration. about SO years ago by the madam
matistan Coedelthat not every mathematical truthean be
posed this means chat there ate calculations *hob emir
not be tarried to completion by a computer no matter how
powerful a may be Such corichisonshave profound pinto.
soplusal unpfisations but few roaches! consequences. They
have. however. provided the incentive for recent maids

, into the computational complexity of pradigal problems.
and Into the teadperftibetneen complexity and accuracy of
computations forprob ems *bete some degree of error can
be tolerated The significant results which hose already
been Obtauted base immediate application so problems of
data security and privacy y line had a major influence
In the area ofeoptmoration.Tild have greadzinmeated the
sue of problems that arc routinely solved to Improve the
performance of various commercial. Ind I. govern.
mental, and academic operations and :mom Further
progress will ptay a rote in stothastocemputation, in parallel
tomputatson.ln the designer computers. andsn strum:nag
informatton peocesong problems so that three compute.
tonal empueements an be efficiently mei

frecaute of its bong-term nature and unisersal charac
tootles, remarch to the theory of computation is primarily
nand acted by Unitarily Stientnti and is supported by Fed.
mat grants Wilde the Impedance of continuing research in
Ibis area appears to be generally admitted. we behest that
a mole Intente effort will repay die relalPely Midi Shyest.
Merit required and that the appropriate I ederal agencies
should encourage activity in the area.

I Xamiledge Rime:common mid Dahmer. Mithepresent
time. only biological systeird an deal with tompkt knowkdge
psoblerhs Neseribriess, the human Nam appeals 10 1111k
thin as Ira were in effect. a complex. highly parallel corn.
puler TMs establishes a fundamental link between the
abstract considerations of the than of computation and
Mc muse concrete but mouth fundamental research questions
related to how knowledge is represented in the brain and
how ti might be :consented in the machme the question of
immediate practical merest. of evuto. is how to represent
knowledge in a way that the machincean usefully manipulate
and that seems rimed to, and can easily hewed by. a person.

t+ the somplesm and performance of modoelestruno
.11t4a111 stalc.11c. more powerful NJ'S to SOPPItOICIll and
aogrusni human perlormanse to Walt involving program

4.$4011 Old kell/p design and analys is of experiments.
end ...du.tron sit data become possible tqwdly important

rivile. ai .11sicasulit the efficiency of communisation
assoc. tat ahm-Mastluts oltslfase by ming higher-10d
ouosinomo-bsaling sirostotes soh as natural languages
col Own nioisn and ,polvn tutMl and graphic ftPCOVala-
toms the of these methods depends tea large
estent on the Ability to transfer knowledge and information

the 1.01ossolg se..tions plestiot Mier iiswamtions ut the
carat genclat areas and Memo') iserilsolti potshots wsiNn
rash sine *rush scent to a. lit .414 tar Intensit int ;Wit I he
Mo.utmon begins with the most mnsi i and absscast issues
and proecds issotoemorglt pmstotar and practical ones
%Ithough psolstems oi the research inliastroatire and uncial
mph. Mau.. diskused in mistratis h and 0, he outside the
puns ipat trees of sepettor .11 the incrtitios of the Working
Group, they are of costs stem and Pre.ong important; Mat
an had aaridCs 011444 to strati AsIgniagl la them. as others
.11,0 base done
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flora one represcolatwnat loon tv anothet and. Mine Atty.
ay slasoly and FCI.vgnore polar)s and equestotatoans vl
knowledge .n a v %lush as sompatble oath. Cl not
.dentinal tv, the way the human brain 'Moons

Ressai sh on lt.C.0 100110014014 quesvon. ha. begun
although ths number al 001161,IS as .1,11 small and the goal
Jntaoi .14 slkowsl t1, ace.cuec of At, 1,10$ 1t011 slid

haw., eutoec, LC* pueutteue.eu. sompamia hoe the .elotuse.
or the molatims a. oved beastly 01 ebe W1041 eivhicii,
tit knowledge legume:datum, although aeseatsit ork

*A .4 mom amis./Late eillf4ipered saran on
.D.Ottilelir 44 bang dons .Amongst these 414 solooisaivan
actoiesal and giaphis display. and Mt use ot malls's{ Intel
ligense potables 40 .teeClup Ceptir o %slits LA 4,f141,0*
inolcsvoutt Use ledge..Akers .11 spessfis tasks edusit to
solve OK analvos and 4,A...tom of isita quantum..,[
sontroiled data. %was as assosolg the munvitus potential
vt immtalJegosata loam pt....lops.: sus .ey Jaha Des. ap
ploottous are begonnang t.I ptoss aka ftrrevrne. .411K, but
they must he ssevedas the prvilustsol a esmotive knout
edge cngencceing- which thus Elf lacks the smennfic base
ohms would enable its lull puctusal be realised

in urviesstandong vl else Loa. *lush gosern the acme
wmasavo sd knookdge, *babel th the Main tit on the
rilasione, toper. piomos on ousubet of bone, and onthals
spetaal peohttios. inclusions

desclopmenl 01 .1 SC=1.11111404 ol omega atemliso-
luin and rectsguatun. and

uNierstandang the relabonship bcleucen language and
menial representations of knowledge. and in partaso
tar. bktocen she structure of questions and stored
knowledge

Amongst the various sensory channelsavallablempeople
for commutocition.thc voualchanod has by far the greatest
sapasity Ibis au the reason that glaphis displays ha.c he
wine so popular illipicral.loc Mall 1044111rle .VeriThinikarion
timaeser. If information is communicated solely by dos-
pupog test 111 a natural language. then the high potential
ehanockapacity of the vision systeinds degraded so that
the grimiest sapataty is no Marti 11441% that vl an .peals
sha noel f he introduction of mage> in addition must. and
in place of led, recaptures the ads antaget of the broadband
sown ssstem those who said "one picture is worth a
thousand coeds'. knew *hereof they spoke thus there are
special msearsh needs on the study Of interact se graphic
communicationespecially in undeettanding hoc to sub.
mule graphic and symbolic forms of communication for
st and boa graphical and image information should be

o anucd for storage. reIrresal, and display
he IN or mg Group bclimes that there is insufficient

r rch us the broadly construed area of knowledge *true-
st's' ean land mew bieeeedly, MI &cid otellogence) and that
cum g efforts could be better focussed

4 . WI- WoJtsne inettjacc asuman. anproecenene> en
elm pct oemun.c ot ...mono based "sem> have perhaps

fast owl wwurartA, hese ridi made AV liaSk
so fundamental Asanses Information mashino arc fast
and pause and du not helm. People are duo and mas
soiate and hese a say limited sapasity for sheet term memory
issall human larurillalovil prusessing Ismnations are bal.
aimed b) an e..cpuunal ability to ablirr144. SCIICard 1/4. nti
syniheore la sit Moe are promo) for slicing the <lunged
..11.44, 14.44044 to pluses. en lorMat ion so Mat result. son
Lc vhsauird tam& enough to be of use 1 hese abilities also
nod to Admw the sopitrisame of indoadual mars

onismposary somputers sannot aborast. penance. Of
synth...is to any v10164.011 Jvipte thiss the main ptutilein
sonssreing she Mai HI.1411ing irileitt4C II to make these ewo
ore, Jiiier4114 model vl enlutmauun prusessingsornpitible.
to marsh the onpedanse Aston the songfest ins the cap
sect s Jargons in order so make at transparent and ;timidly.
with the misnt sit enabling the machine ay .oast /ma-
w/humane opraim ouniakes. and othanne hawse human
aim s. and ry adapt men to human ahought processes
rdr1141 than menu% the human user some unnatural ahought
processes

Ibis problem is sumposed of a number of more spesifis
reseal shouesswns whish appear lobe imetvangunly limited

-.1114111ion S1nw pruple notmalty sommunnale using spoken
and women narul41 languages, a belies undemanding of
hew language sad be used to communicsie with machines
nneedal.11isparlieularly important to reduce the interface
battler for Velltellmaknale m erra4hinareadable form. Large
amounts of test are maw available in math lie-Madable form.
. '.s coed processint coleuss become more 'solely adopted.
Me amount avat Ilk as a by-product Kill rapidly increase
Its eacette explOttanon will depend on

I Recognition of the tamer tante of prOv Meng standard.
seed means for handling machine readable natural
language test material.

Definitions vl tasks and >pecan-mons for research
leading so the design of general rest handling systems.

1 Mimi software to perform therkssral test handling
functions.

4 tonsenwat humandashes engtneeted animals and
desktop systems.

these factors lead lo a number of general research topics.
Regarding the rmniediMe future. II could be desirable

to develop methods for thegenetal retrieval of information
and data items from text by worprocessing Systems This
could lead to cutely dispersed and relatively Inexpensive
systems for the selective dissemination of nformation from
Wally sremed and IllaML led test collections

In the area of the human inierface, there are Important
msearch topics concerned oath the evolution of eliding
techniques into more comfortable and natural machine
systems. with emphasss on accessibility to non-speMaltst
uses. and particularly on adaptive interfaces tapable of
beaming insmasingly itrat. as the frequent user and the
mashine gain lamilianty an cash other Their study would
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also help define the tequirements ho retearch in papal.
dopiest, methods for .tanng graphic mfainvatton. and in-
ternal %soups% useitil for diced processing of ggaphic or
palorial data

Some fundamental tewar.h 00 MO.14) inititatt. Whet
Man the usual kesboards and sailaide-ray tube *splays
should be emouraged to prod the development of more
natural taterfa.e. fills would mslude the tttpf101141It
Important 11411lfal tall@Uttt . al, t input and output wools..
as well a. more melon% aka imak and sweat common,
..diogo mean.

5 Sol:soft Pill:Anon. Alaimo:mice and Obsoiescmcs
lifavOse snsestmeni lime been made in software prepared
mom -oaddional languages. and large slaff.of program-

s. mos gr need in them etas m .onaner.ral, odusuml. and
governmental oseaflffallogr. I ..n geseo reh aimed at funda-
mental Mange in machine ananotinc is influenced by
these Ewa

I or maniple. if highly parltel inaelone ag.Into tyres be-
come possible. she bear prob.em of prooding software for
.u.b mmhirom needs to be addsewed One appromh has
been go femme than esen atm:hones oak lieu Jiteithfkient
uhfillo.lbreVeoUtlibe able to run connate written IA cur-
gently popular languages. dotted of requiring special
languages that concept needs to be questioned It might
he mote reasonable to hate a combined get/asthma say on
aaioteenare and software Ouch attempts to keep thesulls
ware middens withal hounds The wiltdt requtrement
could be kern %Mon arnitscither by impeding thalectsang
programming language. mid programs be usable or a)
minimum* the programming roared' to h1 manner in
oh% h new ina.hines arc rganirea ions. are language.
need not be eltmentagy . my need not bedelogived simply
rue the beginner but can be Wended go be efficient and
samforgable to use at Al levels ot skill. A software system
van be utterpdged In a broader sense to include database
systems which use interface characterestro and some inteemth
sop boa. &led Joel. of pros coins to permit cora. aim
enawkdge or imogntation from data

through the )ears the fustian ...f tow! infonnation ty wells.
.0d. devoted to sofluate development and siaidenance
ha. been deathly mace ung f he lifecysle eods of sofas ate
are PIO% %kali. under toed The Katis owls invol.ed in
dt.t1011111 a pf0$1.1171 on dm fast place are known to be
set. high flosses el. perhaps 5 , of the total tie cost of
software is *wool id maintaining and updating 00511111
programs I' his problem may be p.14.1444(1, ecireme within
the I ederat gmernmeni. where procurement pulisam tend
to eaot motion sit obsolewon hardware and the awouated
wits me inseniaty PI Thu. los ar.b is needed on the no
nomi..onsespen, e. of terms'. procurement and standaria
taboo pohiec

The question of software developing el and maintenance
is a [marsh ago ss hose ftanonne implications will become
of crucial impotlance 4. the national ow egment so sorted te
continues to maw and the fradion of total anformatton
ostenft hiNt. desisted to it climbs even more rapidly In

dive .ir.Ifilivtafkts...110/t31/111 software capital may have
e.aissanu..oilsoluethes.qintrAtimparable to those or ob-
sole.. ing steel mils or other nianufactuung capital PAC-
ductody may Ifl fact become negative in the tong-term
maintenance of aging sohstage It is, boomer, Important go
goamore that despite the problems noted. the Visaed States
sues. oily ha. a sonstdoabte compethoe ad. aluage with
topes! to other smuggles IA software des clopmeng Efforts
should he made to fdaontrin and emphasire that adtantage

6 Pa sy Lame Datithems The vas of a database is Its
401111114M shoasterotie 1.seg one lemons that a shell filled
with lismks or 4pown.stfilmg cablifti fdledwith documents
45 A cOnttflitili .sots of Information to which the user has
immediate access But a large library or record 40110, such
as the mom than 20- million valuate Unary of Congress
[equivalent to about 2a10" bytes of information) or the
rowel storage Mvesion of a lame corporation. can be as
effective es encry plans i n fogedosing access go desired Weirs
maims unless el is equipped with sophisticated data man-
agement and infonnagion retrieval systems

A.1 he sue of the database incremefamt nevi h ightlensily
low -cost storage Means such as videodisks become et/totally
avallablet.iltOroblemsof *nom; adequate ectree.al and
management systems increase also If the stored infog ma-.
on is heterogeneous. as normal office records, somatic
and whoml enformageon, et. am, these p-ablonebeeome
still more comets They include at least the follooing

I. itou to serif, ilicsonvogensy of updates go methane
database

2 Haw mu Me lie 4..6 CSa i 0 4 dal abase mote natural. rather
than shiough the tightly dist mimed requirements sus-
isMily typssal of database systems. without unduly
sacrificing system perfoonoace .

I flow to .onfigurc A system and reptttent data so a.
to increase the IWO% All* to comet information
from the data

se lam go doelop methods for quantitatisdy anatyring
the hardware, software. and performance costs of
database management and Mformmoue edeleal 5)4-
!CMS as part of the design process

S Diumsegy of optimum techniques but Managing dis-
tributes! databases

A key area Of . latent database reseageb, in which major
progress inn be antoapmed. A. Ma{ of designing storage
anti seine. oh 4 Ott 'dent. that . an support 11 variety of
data models po eased by use/stand the faded issue of the
Ably to Wilda born one piciesuang database to anther

home other rmearsa tams. related Wimp databases are

Itescalreh rn cootputabonal linguistics automating the
grammatical and meaningful manipulation of natural

, language

keecan h on typical miellectual and comincroal use of
information nowt where if is obtained and how d
is used

Ber(sT ci:TY

s
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Research on ilacirstrossores the surnputational ells
sulkies of different 'data represemetions and 'image
and retrieval structures

7 (*ware net Hardwire Designs Research opscs in
the area of hardware can locus On a number of seasonably
obvious directions One would be in the area of components,
andel the physical phenomena underlying new methods lot
implementing digital hardware *stems. liolvever, it ap-
pears that the commercial sector is vigorously pursuing
Lb s direction. and the capabilities and availability of estes
grated circuitry ate well in advan Cc 01 imprOscd systrmaai
mildew arclatectural concepts

One interesting approach towards exploiting the avail-
ability of large numbers of microprocessors would be to
e allure she fundenteetal properties of Mehl) paratlelmachmes
is r (1 311 Thes 0 a natural exl rapolation of current sermon-
darter teshanogy Computing systems composed of large
numbers of idencal ekments arc ideally suited for surreal
techniques in semiconductor processing

One objective of a highly paralltI sy stem lenuld be to
ha se processing power mow more or less linearly as process-
mg elernentsate added This would require a modest num-
ber of different gyms of elements, each designed to carry
out a specific Operation with peal efficiency If one were
able to preside proossing power directly in proportion to
sty addihun ul easily sepla.ated hardware units. it would
or reasible to evolve a tamely of vonablosou intermit:on
systems. tarns Irvin low So high. with proportionate or
equivalent ranges in plocesSing capabilities

The development of parallel ...imputes% has moseided
an eiolinionary way since the early i90O torrent NASA
plans call fur construcnop of a highly parallel semputa
adaptrd to Ousd dynamics calsolations. and the Japanese
*somnolent has committed Italli to the development of
several stds.isure rottener paella mashines. But these
pcopmedasehueouresare spciaficarly adapica fur Wallah.
Computation and are unlikely to be is ell tilled to sush other
Important applications as data management, computer
graph...a, and other "inmate data-usierispe piowessev

The ability to put (swam lays; awnings of moseying
element., need not be simained to paillei in.whine 444.. i-
tccwie Seerdi le.ealsn StaleS dealing oilh dolicrent son
s tins. sot h as al ray pi swessn w v au ruble In cvirs,14 a Irmo ,, tv,
hsghq redundant systems set swalted adoptise lops testi-
moues have been ondaiaken doing ihs past au desades
hicsaiheless, because of the atailability of mexpoisise
misiopr.a.mwas deems the sewn% prastisahilny ul im-
plementing man) 01 thew systems ma 1.0 I 'Cam& AA some
at Mess also ram es to be toted undounpaird Against ea.lt
whir on the base. of iclutovely inagmati. perluoman.e
:Nara 4

A wood Area (shish iocawli duo machine oishircp
rum cook* be enstonaged is in various forms set memory
isturnitation, insludows well known but as 'CS WIWI. C4
problems iiiiiesing J.,01.1.14iS Me1110141 $11611 nlerilvise
viola of .ow .e loins One oilleingen% subsystem. where tom

plex storage and retrieval processing is performtd in an
environment separate from the host computer itself,

There are certain categories of rescireh for which nu.
ready available equipment is not appropriate and where
parallel processors may effort special opportunities for a
Indicant advance Irish ty parallel processors *home rag.
malice is specifically tailored for modelling neuial and
argattive processing may provide a revolutionary advance
in execrienental opportunmes for investigating represents-

' dons of sensory information, andel particular, of the vision
system The photosensitive receptors in the human eye have
a combined aannef capacity of the ordti of Ills bits per
second. the roved, tones which mediate color vision haven

"channel capacity of about 10 bits pkr second In order to
simulate human mason information processing in real time

e , at the human rain with a sequential computer, a
machine having a Ode time of less than 10- 10'" sec.
would appear to be required The reakime requirement
caning be given up lightly. because certain applications
whereon computer vision systems interact with a human
operator in real time must operate at human speed Cu
real microcomputers have typical cycle tunes in She range
10.- lO"' sec which suggests that a bah', parallel device
consisting of le' or more microprocessorsmay be necessary
for meaningful rod time computer experiments.

leformation processing performed by the central nervous
system is no less 'simplex Realistic simulations and open-
:mots, whose results will alsolead to improved models of
neurophysiolegmal and cognitive funchonmg, wilt demand
even greater footnoting power And it has already been
remarked that the greatest potential gains ficm the use of
information lcshnology will continue to come from its use
SO supplement human mental activities The province of a
radwally more powerful tool for investigating impasse and
neural 116JE111.111011 processing IS particularly important In
astrIm.iting progress toward that goal and toward a more
realistic view of the true eompkim of brolomml systems.
cepecally the human brain

In this swain hardware aspects of parallel prosessing
hate been discussed She time may be ripe for taking a
resolUilOndi) rather than an evolutionary step in the dim-
wit, of parallel processing ontromenititun Sur studying
.figmtfre inlosmauun processing and tact .0mnkt osin-
pining rinks by undertaking ru sonstsust a mashme son-
smog ul as many as MAU nusroprosessors appropuately
nisrson nested This is within the sapability ufsucreat resh-

nology and is a particularly atteastise aOSSIblin) because
sOinpining S)StSITIN shat are e1/11WOWd of largonumbers of
onsuastiss elements are she kinds for whisk sae isondut tor
mshnology p most suitable Thus, from a hardware point
'Aim*. it it surely the best way of maximizing thecomputi
MS power per dollar The main problems which will be en-
weatei co .uncern bow such a mas h me sao be programmed
tot perform a useful range of lacks We therefore namely
support wadies undertaken iu investigate the aehotesture
and mogiamming problems a...Awned with such ubiaparallel
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processors and. should theft 404114440114 he promising.
recommend tbathigh priority begiscn mbar consirmar

Research Infeasmenire Research advances in infor-
mation technology and related fieldsdepend on an adesuate
min* otplopeay trained roes:chess end thoosailubihty
of modern esperamental equipment Because of the cs
**Re desclopment of information processing lo govern-
ment and iradusiry there has beer a pr.:440.1 dram of mooed
inscstigmors away (Mtn uniseno research and leaching,
so that research personnel ate not being trained in sufficient
numbers to supply current or anticipated needs These prob
lam hoc been described in detail for computer sciatic (61
but they estend to the related fields of information science
and comutwe !dunce Also

I his Winking Group supports the conclusions of
applied to the broader contest of all of the information and
engineering science% tweed to information iechoology and
recommends that th0b1114 problem recast the urgent and
coordinated attention of the I Windt &osmium the orh
sersitics. and thcproatcsector, with the objective of finding
cooperative mans for alleviating it

9 Societal Impart ho much has been written 'thous the
poientid Impact cat intocmation thchnologyashat we can
hardly hope to break new ground, Nor are we omens in the
disciplines which are ouimally coicerned with such matters
Yet the implicatrons of information technology for our
igutionwndted. for the world are already becoming so
postentous that we hod ourselsesobliged at feast to ideotify
Car416 1000 nhn. 1$ ,4C believe should receive iheatlentiun
of spectali%t% in the eek..int Cray

Intosmation technology ahead, augments and partially
sulomutcs Mr mental 4tteviaes, so that those who know
bow to use this new technology and have access 141 if are
UW41.14110 nt sh,wc who do nut know of du not ha se access
thus the already large gap between she highly wined and
educated and the untrained and uneducated. will grow.
perhaps to dangerous proportions Moreover. sodostrial
and miser/ menus employment will increasingly be limited
to the more highly trained and iechnology -lactate members
olthewukforce I llt1 l os these reasons we inIVACJ worsening
cdusairon And naming problem Inhumation technology
con. 01 coos sc, also be used to allewate these psmsbkms
ihroogh machine mediated instruction and training but
these Inglhod arc Ma )fl g4.01101116.411) .141/14 11,04SCISti4lb
&cone rpm moo some specific situations Ihe think that
an Aspects of this already serious and potconally choral
problem demise the most carelul analysis end ath mom and
that, in pans:old. the puce ol 'research in the use of machines
foe mtge.:vim end ttotnrng should be quickened

rctiosis 01 pride. monism. tobustnew, And optimism in
Inetica hive hostomally molted Irons or coincided with
soy sown* icchnolusicol leadership During mem years
the t position 'clause t9 othet dectIclpest countries, hoc
diminished ond our Ado; to employ out advantage% %Ur-
vcclults ha% declined It 6 wit too soon Co. the Visited
Somec toe saltine the consequences cal living /Ran 00..014-
Min age and to attempt to inlpf01 e the N.1140n.{. future in
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this regard Although waning In some areas, the U S posi.
awn of leadership in information processing and associated
computer based common watio nig well established and our
stores of valuable information remain second to none.

But the heart of as policy of sustained leadership in the
desdopment of infonrionon technology-and OS bread oPP0
canon throughout Ansencan society is a national comma.
meal to computer literacy. Consideration of this as an
ohjeellve most be coupled to a moons assessment of the
key technological advances and social adjustments which
must be made should the Nation choose as a matter of
poky tomarkedly racrease Abe number of people who know
how to use computers and other I/dominion machines,
Pres loos sesttons of thls moon have identlfied many of the
rochnologiml developments whxh would hare lo be in place.

Many Amcncans are catautly feeling the drains of am
commodating to the information age It is easy to wonder
at what stage personal indemndeocc will be threatened as
a result of Ieabddy so acquire. process, disperse, and store
the information each of us will find Accessary to remain
compentise and employable. and how iormased access to
ever increasing MOSCS*C info:motion can bereanleiled with
personal needs for psivacy These awes combine problems
which. if not faced. may flotIMM, and opportunities which.
if nut grasped, may move beyond our reach They deserve
tamely and serious attention
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Report of the

' WOWING Gig/1)1P ON THE CURRENT STATUS OF THE INTERFACE
BETWEEN iNFORMATION SCIENCE AND ECONOMICS .

1 9

--1--- --- of the dvisoftictominIttee tor information Science and Technology
\ National Sciencp frdifiim
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Summary: StateottneDrt

the monums s in inluricitlutrund otivtimmun 'most
hone ken topodlp sleceloping hrldi on le cent tem. The)
arc consented,. brooch% protons, soh the wine qui iliOnS.
flow %honk& inlinintAnolt be &Nuanced. sumer:do itured,
tewesed and uhlued ' %lin should ,base Ascmc to shat
trototm,tuon' U. hat are IhY inyentily, to, gallittnis and
dittenttnatinkl uslOtniantli. %%hat aft Its 1,0405.ke Of
the unequal dtohuhun in oshom&tam at the populmoun"

1>espne thocummonolots of ontrelw And &Vile A .met
Mint nittbrinal ..11 Ilsonage tooled 111 probability Iheory
Wit soave% an ow As IC IBA% hcill little %Windt% inlet
di ism bi I 0 c n 44.114 in eil.IIIMI s and in 11114 MAIL Ian

..":44V Inc pfcent Olantsutpi is 1 .01.0. in eo&nontlytY,

at the nate in recaryh on thy .aionlity Of inforniomono

.., eillPh& woos irlynt apetaY ohs) lutes(, io he or Slier,' to
infitiP14i1021 440115)1 %% .114, incyenl a bin f de scssison of
the ppncopot mum MI win. b ilsl An. leea4 ihAbk open
ituroium that would nos tit &torn .ollatvr disc aka ts he
Moen unlotenatiOn %Wing, and emotionnotc

Summary: Rd*Onrelt Arena for Future Study

the brief umunotimitto Mhos Are Intended to heroic-
sentausy al the lupus and iliteholt in slinh %%ono:pots

s Ind information sornlid, notchl find stommonstuund 1 be
hskesound lot each is Shen in the main pan of th nialltr-
s%ttp: In otnelI &SeArs.b in thew doreliOn i alrerds
untkr sus

Cosign 01 Orgenlratlems as Inlormetlon
Processing Systems

sonomis theory has...rase:Rimed on Aeint& the 'Jur
Inrotni.Sion and the mformnloottoot ore& of utitaMtallont

to mhiese certain goats It has bemmus h weaker au *vet.
°ping the ost side The studs di the balite of antotmatton
Amu. 11.1191411. on %.1t9uskhus with parallel de.elopineins
incenerodequolihitum them. ondstoustivoldecolonthepo

i he &SNINoberotinAtion 114%e .decal 0114105 4(0.1 &01
Of galhefill InfornmUun. cusp And um:. due to ARNIa-
twd4nd uu mhheahon, cost% of tunsmosion, coding mid
.1s,thste, and coats or 44)&40 Slid reffleAl he cash List.
the pinch topcoilosNol aspect of these 50,15 IL onnpara
Ind) stout. ond is decreasing rapidly at lies ,onsputer-
bawd teehnulogy I5 implemented
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the Kuser pail of soctc iP beetle& to measure It lies on
the malt-machine interface. or symbol the fabric oldie mow
montionat strusture ncell. it mot) be .di too em) to produce
dips relecont la .1 decision problem What is difficult Is
sesoing ritat These .1.na at indeed the rekvant 4arialrier,
that they dv nit need to be niudthof in some ssf that they
ate mtualli repreermattse of shat the decision makers
Arc Aviunons, and 'mile generally, performing the komp
tAtion ne4e Sal) t e.atuaie thenOne sell -known problem
01 this notate is informalionat osoload

oommosts Jo not ,et hate in criesitse ,lay ter models
lot these owe.. too 4,nd% of &other sulk oreNneoled
I rot, models ill 1010iMatioli ItanOntlual and UtIbtallint

itt$AliitaltOSlib a Ins iatslissal so tab00% ate nese:sot,
I tie panstion himar.hies ss.undtds &homy. thus Lit.
h is been tot the higher k sett tv munttin the behosior of
chi lower deter, Their tore, at ProYCYYO&Y. fikrh and
requottauner,ol informabon use been neglected Because
&he sous di iniormation arc illinnalel) ..illneuled with the
dos tom siehm whisk it will lit malted. these design mob
ions slimed be studied On 'Ardent.

Sesondollittconorn&cosiscypom.dati indeed the meaning,
al better mionnation should tie csamtnol I or a single
decision rimier. more information is obtectudy hence. al
least until the PrOteOnte And eldruatton bout of the *-
some maker me reached But when the deoduismalang
1011,15 40 orgaintation ti(s) stens with dispatale pats. mt
primed inforittatron at theutee may not result in an in:.
postman at the .t&ge of final MI kronur% mid local ophmtra.
eon of the 'ulcer toristnimmu may not coincide sithstolsal
optimeation

Competitive Macke. as intonation Processing
and Dissemination Systems

ft t well UntlettOOd that %%axioms% agent, tan use the
obserscd nual.et satiable, As a YOU(ye of ininfinallOn IAA
iho du 1101 mmti) possess IN. Ws 41140)&t1 JI&COMPlialif
impost upon the theory of finance. where it leads to the

lqixothots, and the -.1 of macro.
esdoolows. .hete it n nuhede'cd in the "rational espects-
oohs Messrs

ikquie the fact that boll, atomics koc been miengtely
deu.kmed And lord. there is a great need for further sort,
I hoe thcorto Are in the trAlli1404 Oreyahbriutp .thslyst
the> ask. what %%mad be the rekUhulg A110Canne Of remotest
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if evemone knew the Sik MUM of the system and was sopable
of making costko and error free inferenses tram all the
observable data The procesothrough which the strusture
of the system is ascertained is ignored

The absence of any active learning from these theones
may be the swum of some tecentiv discovered ernatical
misdates Although the average return to those holding
tectonics seems to be well e splinted by the effsoent.markets
hypothesis. the variability of teturns is not Asset prices
seem to be much too volatile relative to their underlying
determmants, such as dividends It is certainty premature
to assert that this discrepancy is due to the process of Imam
mg that accompanies the market transactions. but it is an
interesting avenue to putsuc

Another area of potentially fruitful research would be to
examine models whete the endogenous mark et.deternoned
vanabks minim, some. but not alt of thcaformation pos-
sessed by others fhe do.ision as to slether to acquire the
Information thrmil) or to accept thy est accurate but pre-
sumably cheaper mode of maksng Inferences from maiket
variables is an Me:ening aspect of this peoblem It becomes
an important fI oe in the following *of as more people
engage in acme informahmoseeloog, the better. actuate*.
will the endogenous se:tables reflect tnuidising intonnalion

onsequentle, the tower will he the moraine to at-quote it
dimity Is there an equilibrium (Lotion of leaden who
tug ore in active information acquiseton in this was Is the
equilibrium effinent ice thoo:d direct IRfOrMlit011 aetplintIOTI
Pc easoutegedast dissourageiP

I malty :researo should he directed JI the rule otinfor.
moors as a soniniodei I he models discussed above have
retained Ilse if4Jaional nupouri that information atquoi-
tutn and possessing take place at the level of the dectuun-
malong vim, but that information is not othetwise bought
and sold The roues of reliability. pro icy andquanullabilay
of information are impostani here These topics are related
to. and logically pout to. an evaluation of the economic
value-ads:cd of the information processing wise and of
innovations in information technology

Public Information Ouallry

Resent coolish in evsiRslinis thsuly has a'ssde possible
the meddling ul pro.es4+ sash as amuun. *hoe s
lomat...a at Jilthk to the parnsipants hole an imps at
annum:cc ern the uutsume Suoul oh, the publi.ly Available
JitiOnhation embedded in .rep toiesaSis and in amentury
smelt tot gums is JR tiriporliint dctcimtnam of ititUICS
market gorses and hake u1 the:thlmatoun ut Agin uttu$41
temsurces

The theories uitenuay a+olabls arc highly +Implied
They assume, ton eiaMpiti that the Vilest bong ausitoned
has the same ultimate Jille 40 allpywhie puothaser+ fheou
sun lumens about the +alue .4 unpru+ing utfutrnalmi may
be teussse so mese aoumptions I wthcr wink a. neethd
to tieclop ironic plusedure+ he e+aluslotg the Impact of
shanpng ahe intoonown made publotty a+adabh.. w kit
changing ahe aoution rules or markeitrihturg rt+eli

THE CURRENT STATUS OF THE
INTERFACE BETWEEN INFORMATION

SCIENCE AND ECONOMICS

1. Introduction ,

Aquinas and using inrclal:ton is a comer:tante! cco.
now moo) In order to channel resources to their most'
produ+nre ends. needs and capebilmes un be identified
Incentoss must be created for onthvol als to coordinate
their activities and to willingly pool tut e information In.
solutions, sush ascodfiaci-enfoicolni. organizational
urinous.% and CUMMOISICA11011 links must be established
andm nirolkd i a o:der 1'r the sy stem to function smoothly.
All these aspects of economic behavior require information
and may be impeded by its absence or tit inaccuracy

is our economy becomes increas.ngly complex the de.
mends lot ROM, better and faster information grow dra
matically The institutions In our economy are shaped by
informational considerations. and conversely. induce
demands It* superior infonnation processing and transom-
won kconumie utility and information processing are
symbiotic

I or these reasons. the availability of information and the
ablftf) to evaluate it quickly. accennely, and at a /CIAO
Able IOU ale important goals fa national economic policy
Information science and economic sedum aregalqrai part.
ma to any systematic study of the effects of InWmational
policies or technological improvements Their common
niathenialocal roots make collaboiattve research possible,
and such efforts are long overdue `a

the economics of information. at an academic subject,
predates the data processing revolution In the last 1:9ears,
howevcf, its development has accelerated markedly Ve-
stment), is persasive in the economic environment As
CCOlinitilitS caw to recognize its effects, and the way in
which at has shaped our institutions. many diverse problems

. base been viewed in a new light Issues such as dliesmona
lion so employment. efficiency losses from 1141011 and
commun. e bidding for contrectspiefiuusly analyzed in
tether ad hot ways have now been analyAl m a common
framework They are all consequences of Afornrational
a.yainIttilea amung unthodual+ The ptruhug..of unfroma-

, twit and 'ohs has been studied ill finalise and an the reu-
nions uf woutanth The .ummunallty of interests created
bi she hemaiion of business firms has long been regarded
as theta lauva dote and as their source of maosatis e
potential The Jew; to mitigate ur share mks while main-
taining .trunit esunthros iliseateitl hes behind many long
term contractual retetionsbia This has received iri«.a
ISSeill altelikOil under the name+ of ososipalagent rah
Isms and the thew> of impltut sitil:LIS is Indrect, were
thus no iittsataini) at all, munurms+ and information
maerwe would both be rathlr dull tulsyests

this month of ilno.ononma amhu AMOUR and SiliSktlainli
as a atoned dostpline has been greatly enhanced by the
ililtiasinill between nuldicsnou.s. g.ifutu.s. .mdc,unurnli,5
In addition to these helds. womunosts will benefit from

-sov4 c 4'1 ,
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intellectual contact with communisations airmen. com-
putes scientists. psychologise and others concerned with
the impact of theelecteonicsage upon our octet, Likewise.
we believe that many of these information scientists mil
find thetconomots problems initiating and useful in then
osp areas as well It is our hope that the selectot surcey
and ,tenet. presented below *di 134 forge a strong hnk
between econoonm and intonation science

One sumo of the widespread mutest in tht economics
of informatroo as be traced to the so-caned motto socialism
debate of the prewar era The issue was whether socialist
economy could rum an effooent allocation of resources
t h rough markehlike met h anam s w ith the planning poxes:
It might seem that. mien ideotical technolapes these systems
differ prune's') in their ability to discover and disseminate
inhumation efficiently sod in their minimal to emote in
mottoes for milisicluals to implement socially doable plant
In that cornett. it is theselose natural to focus attention
on the questions flow sill the limitations 01 imperfect and
dispctsed information, 'impound'd with vondwung
chyme: incentives. 'multi the allocations attainable by
mechanisms of dm type/ To what extent an They inferior
to those attainable under complete mkrosation and fully
centralized control' What is the best way to design Ito.
mechanisms. belose turning elk parameters of the economy,
so as to optimize some otoccilve lunetion I And how stable
is this type of methanonsp environmental' change'

The second mayor impetus to work on the interface between
infosmation processing and economics is the predictability
of economic nuchiattons This has fascinated economists
and businessmen foe centuries Needless to say. fortunes
can be made on the basis of superior predictionsand can
be ton by erroneous ones It us cagy secenily, /mistier,
that the interplay between prediction and obstsvation has
been esplosed on a rigorous mathematical haste These
considerations hate also been brought to bear on policy-
relevant discussions What information is necessary in order
to stabilize the economy. or particular sectors of the cco.
newsy' What rs the mkt of financial disclosure regulations
and other privacyrelaied legislations To what talent do
such policies enhance or diminish the easeful character of
economic data collection and data processing',

Thud. there ale the questions of the specific effects and
cots of mformaison gathering and information dosernmaison
on the economic activity in particular markets or sectors
Acute information gathering suatemes are important in
auction marlins, such as those for treasury bills and oil
leases, as well as in more traditional matketv such as those
for agricultural products and money Issues of privacy,
such as medn informatton Of the details of cotposalsons
financial positions see further etaditsles of the permute
conflict between the value or unmoved information and its
costs The information prrhetSing fevokition has. at the
lone Unit. opened Imo oppost unities for the use and misuse
of information. and changed the tektite ousts of infornairon
acquisition and evaluation, and 01 both of these compared
with other decmornsaking costs

18

The summary of the stale of the art that follows is osia
need aloe the knee of this brief snoods:Mon In the flea
swig, we discuss the notmative MUM of the design and
,perfos anceof allocation and decision processes to operate
in the milieu of impesfect nifonnatiOn characteristic of Actual
economies Then we will discuss the problems of p Leek-don
and lherationality of expectations finally *exams' some
coname models of the interaction of economic agents in
eMerisPO environnienti Particular attention will be fondest
on the effects of impsoving thew private Information about
the snit of the system Along the way we hopeto point out
some areas lying close to the interface between economies
and information science *hese interaction accost these do.
aphnes may be particularly fruitful

2. Economic Organlsslion and,lislormatIon Selene*

Economic systems have many close paralkls with mtor-
mation Romani systems Both can be shaped by cc snout
design to function an environments whose general assoc.
ler0161 Ate known. but whose details vary from one instance
so another tps cum*, inventory control systems are
based on the idea that sales rotten% 0 stochastic psocess
with known parameters At any MOInt, the state of the
system determines us myosins admit production, order
supplies, etc In general information processing. the.natjue
of the data and the use to which it will be put is important
In system design The tradeoff between Ocotillo, e , uns
venality of processing algorithms) and efficiency is central
to the design both of economic systems and mformation
processing systems

There ate, however. sonar important special femme: of
the design problem in economics Economic systems must
deal with the diversity of moons of their members. As
well as with the problems or imperfect information These
two facets of the piobkm interact, each hampering the
solution of the other Were information perfect and tom-
munscation sonless, motile*: of interest could be resolved
by a system of enforceable contracts Con/truly. if all
individuals shartdcommongoals. the problenssoichoosiog
optimal actions under incomplete information would amount
to a certain type of maintained optiminuon The confluence
of these 1.0 problems is often absent in pure information
powessog situations. and III INS case one can consults the
information proettung problem as a kind of generalized
information mineral In many applications, however. such
as systems *signed for accounting and financial control,
and the so-called -expert sysiems," the "economic" aspects
of the problem give site to boll, the issues of diverse oboe.
toes and dispersed Information

Tfie compounding of incentives-related difficulties with
the purely informational problems makes it best to proceed
Ina stepby.step fashion in presenting 0 summary of related
research We will deal fun with the informational issues.
assuming the members of The syste m apes about objectives
Then, issues of divergent payoffs will be addressed, but
001 retaining the hypothesis that the communication process

it. 4 4.1
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can be prescribed I many we allow for both conflicts ol
wittiest and strategic binautor on the UollSOInstnal ...1 on
formation

The costs of acquiring and processing informaiion. in
totrardst to is benefits and sitars. is much less well under.
stood by economists Part 01 the ptoblem ts that we do not
hese good theoretical models of the economic unlit-mem
of &soaked onfortymtion. or information (such as cross-
referenced indecesj that $ not easily managed Much funha

'work needs to by done in this area -

4 Designing Organization* In the Absence of
Conflicting °incense teens Thaw/

The theory ol leans was developed by f Masscruk and
It Ruiner (197116n din nail., P Ins A lean is an Orlarli
cation y 411 a well Wand obywrite. shred by oll members.
in which actions and inkaindtiun are nacsiarily decen-
tralised Lacis member as leSpailSottle kW sunk componecit
ot the team Almon. and each has aeries to possibly differem
initial information (.oillatutiocation salt improve the pay
off. but by hypothesis, chapatis tot sods staranunk.itivri
tit costly The sensual goal sit teem theoiy oat 40 compare
dirkienc WIlllitUll11.liNNI designs Vslso.kilateno eases, a
high especial payoff for a goat inlorinational effuse

The theory stopped art of aims goal It proved too
difficult to desdup usefic .sea of informational effort
hotted attention focused only.; optimal uithaation ca souk
fried ailorinaion sionaute f am theory charactamed the
bat team &Yawn iuk for 1 given information structure
The signals which a member observes Ili a givai infonnation
StrOeillin may be ohtained through messages received from
others or num gb direct observation The rule Specifics
what action is to be taken given these observations

The Principal icsults of team theory deal with several
special cases When the payoff function of the ream is
quadratic rn the actions of as members. and when the
unknown paramaus of this function me sanity notmally
distributed with some observalg; variables- a n explicit solo-
non can be obtained The action taken by each member is
a linear function of his observations and of the observations
of others that are transmuted to him This linearquadratie
structure Is sweetmeat of results in stochastic control themy.
the corresponding mak person decision problem Another
special case. of significant economic importance. is the
problem or the centralized Wootton of a Oiled quantity
of a scarce resource among the members of the team corn-
bused with "local" inputs whose oulizatimi is determined
separately by each learn member The principal issue in
this problem is that the "lacer &awns are nee perfectly
coordinated bemuse each team member lacks full knowledge

.1170osoNrotte the Oroetcon rata on the anlionetoon of Miran:en
rotao pence tolooneSnilealtrtoonits Atinorner kin ii olalarenterra
on tie annoreunt or an *woman <vary puntuao .auu. end on inr
*nen or tistovemousiamenv

r-f, (y-Trq pt, i
-, : I. , ,7:

of tilt random paranitirrs reletant to the others The loss
due to thisoiloimatronalincompkteneviliasbeen analyzed
It has born shown that it falls as the number of team mem.
bets increases Lssentially. the team s uPlunal decisionsuks
son rely on the JO* of large numbers to reduce the impact
of uncertainty

8 Cleaving Organitatiotu in the Pretence of
CnctAcsolt Mathes but NonJinnegie &hocks

The study of markeponented mechanisms for allocating
resources uses the same methodology as team theory. It is
based largely on the hypothesis that consumption is private
amine/close ilutscarcesesourcesinun be allocated among
co:mann 4 ova. This has been stimulated by the C40nOinitts
iradnoinel peomvpation with lilt workings and the claimed
optimality of an idealized vernonof a prim-guided market.
in tented o. onomy By 1930adue 'Gibe u o. k of A. P. Lana,
4 t937j 4 tdiej. 0 Lange 1942a. k.1 Arrow linker and
I 4. kOtOldads i 19M1 ll95Tr. economists had been able
to show undo what assumptions concerning the economic
encnonment perfectly competitive equilibria are optimal
and e. ay optimal allocanon is aillieoble as en eqUhaniurn
of shc o.vstomy *oh a suitably chosen income distribution.
The interest in such results was due in part to the belief in
cacao desirable informational thoracic:13nm of the com-
petitive mothanum. It seems highly decentralued in that
each individual or fain need only now its Owls economic
characteristics plus the market prices. In this way it seems
superior to the more highly cenirabral procedures of a
"planned" or "command" economy.

To approach such questionsit was necessary nsformalue
the informational aspects of the market mechanams. par.
ocularly the meaning of decentralization. A famous con-
Ger Of an skims economic organization. or mechanism.
was introduced by flumes. The mkt!, voinrouve glue'
rune is one special ease of a mechanism. but there are
malty others.

The I 'UMW/ If antenna [nodded I he mom of resiAice
allocation as a system ofdighienceequanons &unbolt; the
communication among the Individuals in the economy
Formally- a mechanism is a triPleconsisting of the message
Waft. the response rules, and the outcome rule

The message space ransoms the language in terms of
which Agog s crommumcate A given agent's response sped-
fes the message this ogeni will emit given the messages pre-
woody received and given his informaik* about the we-
comic environment Finally. the outcome rule sPeciffes die
resource allocation for allocalsonsl that will prevail once
the dynamic process of message nen:metal has reached a
stationary value.

With thss formulation of a class of economic mechanisms
it became possible to define various aspects Mils performance.
"Non-waskfolness" dumbed mechanisms for which all
outcomesgenamed by siatronaty messages were necessarily
optimal The informational doccanaliranon progeny. celled
"provacy.presavoir spenffed that a givenasent's response
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Newt; in Ammon .tingle, when cash player hay A best
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one Acts up .m the ideal 01 memento ; nuleemet
on clooninan Ntraitgl mash more tin be ed nob
sooteolt it wester .dolvot soiverts In the gm of Iinnel
n1.1115 ancinaloc,. ii ha. been sininnelt4Lin, de.o.dtleout-
.0roe stn he impfemented as the Nash yr/oddment ofa facile
sonsbusted by the ineylianom's designer, it be is bee to
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as the models discussed in the tat
soctai s1ton0 are. there ate still three distinct ...By. in
which they usceproplob the hoessment of otgatutabonal

ill rho, neat a PriCCMCCilan1101 Ion an economy as.
an We'd... 'one.seee design, In which obsersabont ate
mule message...qv announced Nomad leaded
and then those messages shatasteize n ompelme
comiattnuen he the csonomi ayboni tirade.. produchons,
ynsommionq tate Oast One supptessei the many steps
nithh m fast might be needed to anon an eqinlihnom
121 Onh one inhumation sort ULU nfillemags Itanunlyshin
has been considered and it has been omen one pnikipat
measure. munch drineneion of the eneiyage pave f 1 ire
price mc,:bankint, comps red math reoata eo onc,wge.pscc
dursen.onl ode with destgoy that ashicie esactly *hat the
peke nie,habi.sn alue+e% namely an optimal resource al-

anOn I or uch enutonment the *oat so tae completed
doses MA permit the Priding of benefits against 00i 'Mk

oil has Iran done on annommariont to the rim nitCh
Ansa/. esCII liknalth *Mb appeosimaltons ate clearly required
rn peaspce %it do not yet knout the Intoentahonal costs of
a design huh applommufs the price mechanism to A

en pmeision, o4th the approthnate enechangm's .1110/14
ladling short of the opuntal reource allocation achiescd by
the ow prior nocchantnn If those coils were domed
glOCAtt ass other deogns. aould ail such aftematiye and
equalls souy de signs rehresea Ion en hie at least nee higher]
benefit than the gott ani000mate ptes'e 0101011,W

(Inc appmash as to du., retire the Igo of decisions and
Ina sages. Father than assuming each or be a euntennunt at
set thy took sited the' far ha that tat dtalnOn MOM art
WU, onhibk and intead of regional: optontalm one seeks
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ptivasy.macrvins mechanisms .hash achieve Inc lowest
ettOt Pairnitted by the liven discrete spaces.

All of the models doomed alms< neglect the compute-
Joon. sophistication requited of thcsndividual agents in an
insanitation timed Anima and costly or error ridden
consputatums are nonetheless minimum fil practical design
puMtems One can sometimes lowa the dimensionality of
message trans by requiems mote complex response rules
It 0 (hue oninalain to be able to willbalt processes
Ittnts of computational cumple say.. s weliason that whet
eharaereesson Conversely. an macaw sus dimensionality
can redo. the woe rate. as for ecampleincomputerscausy-
ins "cheek digits "

There is a large Manua in cotenant sitence and mathe-
matics dealing with compktit) of somputatoons At present.
economists have not made ose or thus theory in the cornett
sit allocation mechannms, although it scans relevant at an
immuse tesel Perhaps the problem as that in some aspects
this theory es too. fine. sailing tor more detailed 101011114-
non than le available, while in whet aspects a is too manse."
admitting too kw kinds of computational mobkms tt hat
is needed is an approach *ANA u.ms lb; type of to:Mation
available n allocauon models, e g environmental parameters.
Pcsfamance ionctions alIJ message solftWorldenscS. and

atlaLias slhAkOS ICIA400.1nr$ bC4a an I.VOIPOla-
ie.naL complesity and sigh Mationat cssSts ut con-
*Mins

I atial nas shiclien somplcsity sat Jamul% Forest's anew-
Ovine. .clang omits aft algebraic iheor) al immentiaim.whines
gurtisulatly thitston ((bodes Theorem Mount and Rout'
blase mot an approash sumbinuts the 'mutat na ova-
model of McCullough and Post with an explwit formulation
of the computational ink assotaatmItsith a prislb, newts
mg .0' cation ITIICILIMSCO V13 an esample ihey dims that
entarg.Nt the message spate permits a reduction in sompu
rational "cost:Labile Prete:viols performanse

in ackbtlati lit somputingsosts. other infotmahonal 4.05iS
onkel the deugna of organuations, awl there an. manlier
of possible approaches to measuring dam One may hreak
the operation of a design into the tint; of obterving menage
sedum computing. action taking, or posithl) storage and
rettleval required of the organization's members Different
approaches to cost measurement correspond to different
smears of the terknoket of etch tad, individual theories.
is huh characterize the technology of certain of these tasks
e fist but none has been desdoped as pa of a unsfiedeffort
to compare the costs and benefits of designs

task can be maned as the enigmas of an output Ire
message, an action a computational result' from a set or
pouthic outputs. to an input (a message. an observation'
Mama from a cat of possible inputs ktodels of the melt.
eulogy of such a task may be loosely dmuled into three

to Deterministic MstOingfit-costunly models. wherein
a devise to pertuim the task is acquired oncesand-
for.all. the desice stead: ready to Mai oath allot the
tack possible .nputs There as 41.1 separate charge

Jul each sol4eulle output moonlit assignment and
the probability distabutionoftnputsplaysno tole

On I renuency4aploaing uhestmentcon-only models
Ilea ammo again no separate charge for oackettmot.
to-input assignment. but rte device used takes ad-
vantage of the fact that some inputs occur more
frequently than others

to4 Models di *lush a dlentent %OM is an erred fur each
inumoutput poi, and is assessed when that pair
occurs.

l or the ease of a computing task, the modelt of floaa
state machine theory are of the fun type for the case of
a messastcsendons task. the models studied in the caster
Shannon theory are of the second type Codes are used to
oriole frequency differences and to economize on channel
fain. 43 measured an symbols per tune unit. and it is channel
are. a once -and for all hied msestment.ohleh dentin:no
the task's cost<

tklu,b sorrent research in computer science fits Into the
general froneworkost thcin.SC4/. A onnlrilet. Of a computer
network, may be modelled as an 011.1044Uori. *hum

mcmbcr include terminals. compilers memory units.
and 4rithmctsc units Designing software whack permits the
snail inhalation to compute certain functions whale pro
siding a good balance bassets performance (accuracy) and
cwt mthiej as 4 pfobleM of efficient design in the solemn
deccubed Restaol on serious topics nInsb appear 'Ada

dm labels Parallel processing. dssiiibuted swans and
msoutewboondwi computation appear closely related to

the economots organization design problem. On the other
hand, to solve .t tesource.allommon problem by meanseta
prose usahanism may formally be viewed as the use of a
parallel algorithm. with andmisktal *gem playing the tole
ul stmulancously luncoomng processors. Research in which
there is a dialogue. if not attic< collaboration. between
computer scientists and economists concerned with infom
mattonally climatal resource-allocating designs has never
been attempted. It may be an anti whose tome has come.

Some current oak in transmissionuncicoding theoryhas
gone well beyond the economically unmotivated regalia of
the Catty Shannon theory In studying a sender, who assents
a source of repeated signals and is to ol form a receiver about
ahem. specific attention IS now paid to what economists
would call an "efficient surface." This Ma surface In a space
o hose dimensions include channel me bus symbols per tome
unit" sae of the block of messageswhichaccumutalesbefore
coding and transmissions and expected snug of a "fidelity"
auction The fidelity cfrittrOn Minnie teaches ofthe source
signal and of the receiver's *liftman about the signal. a
function more general than the simple "error" *Mlle early
Shannon theory Again. however. collaboration between
"information theorists- (as they still tend to be sailed) and
CcannIrnitS 'nitrated in msource-allocatingilesdas is lacking.

With regard to the task of observing. is might turn out
that certain sulk in the kdd of patient resodnition $c sus.

4"4 t
fog 7*. A
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gothic for the eflinent.deugn piobkm Dialogue and col
laboratov @effort:might wellbeetplesed

Technologic al arisen ea during the pen twenty ygus hers
dramatically reduced information processing cons Thes
has naturally led to the both and rapid morals of Wad,
new branches agile conitsuier manufacturing and software
industnes The KOMMIK consequences of this revolution
us information technology go fat beyond those *elated to
industrial growth Information can now be collected.
analyzed, and dosseminated in such loge quinuties and
with such weed a to subsanualb atter die ttemsion-m along
Processes of consume:: and producers Economic choices
can n raw be made after a tactful consideration of far mole
allanatMIS and with far more attention to future econoone
events than has eves before been Passable Will ihis dramatic
increase us infogmahon processing capacity change the be-
havior of producers and consumers In ways which will
iermasobb alter the petformanee of the market ty stem?
Can the buns of the information :evolution be utilized to
improve the allocation of resources wnhin our economy*

3. Prediction end Inlormotlon TransmlealOn through
ComPotielvo Muskets ftetOestino In
30-AlloOting flitetome

economic Somalis are madr to be used. and decisions
bated on them sin angst the predicted events goraasts
can be seildu Wiling as in she use of a prodocted stock puce
warm or set i-deleal mg a t as the sate of a predicted energy
shiniest Cu increased- ctinserrifion and the
development so alternative energy sources. This problem
was originally thought to be a magic impediment to the de-
relopment of piedoctiveeconomic model, " flowerer. user
she pact two decades many comoinetriclans base resolved
tits dogicutry by including the responses of rational sia.
listigat decision makers m rational etpectaiions tempo
metric models

More recent research has unearthed anew and somewhat
elver conceptual problem Intoning the :claim between
the bald> of economic decision maker, and the extent to
which their decisions areal the fundamental vanables of
the economy A changemeeonormOcooditions may alTeci a
decision unit% fa of resemble alternatives and alto the do-
'nebular sill aliernaliveS within Mail set As most munoMilil,
data ale MAC and 4paniny data generated by market trans-
action>. they reseal the WiderlYnig structure only Miser:ally
hOre.ans onnurme transailkunS and these obseivairotts In
An way they influence the knowledge on which successive
forecasts will be baud

incie interactions between learning and the system being
learned lead to a ranter different view of eosin...II inference
than isapproprirte in other fields of Skilentlfil. inquiry. Ma
n not to suggest that empire al inference en ammo:* is
inherently limited or that a new theory of stelninal recan-
t/on mint be sweated be economics. Recent research has
concentrated can identifying those ourneM infotnianon
strostures which are 1.onustent with conventional methods
of inference.

2
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There is a classical doctrine in the theory olcompetnion
which holds that in a market economy Prices alone Prank
demon makers with aU the infoanation about the rut of
the economy needed to reach optimal decisions 6' Thn doe-
trine does not envisage the interaction between knowledge
and observattoo, and many researehea have found in the
tenet problem a deeper application and stronger test of the
COMMA doctrine than was previously possible. A Myer
inotial finding has been that the Manna! doctrine is assn.
Holly correct provided that the casting range of financial
ma:ides* complete.** "Completeness" here means that the
set of inrcament opportunities should be milimently diverse
so that full insurance *Oran economic robs is Possible.
Far example. a faculty member of a state university should
be able to Insure Ins future Income by in veiling in a POilf0110
whose return is esackly invaseb correlated with the at
eesenues of the stale, Under this COMIMOIS prices alone
gramma all deosion.relevant information. although as we
have stressed above. Poets reveal little of the underlying
fundamental variables.

While existence of a complete range of financial markets
is an Ideal not met in practice. it is plausibte that prices
disseminate mocha thettlevantinformation.On thispoint.
however. substantial theoretical problems bare :then with
the munlibnum concept usejf Indadot appears conceptually
possible that with incomplete markets the interaction be-
tween knowledgeand obsavahon may disrupt any systematic
method of infammoiroorptleessilltrquestrotrie mill far--
from settledand match in this a rot is quite active "

The actual construction of economic forecasts, when it if
known that these forecasts influence the behavior of the
system itself. poses a new set of questions The melmunary
results suggest that comnintroasi methods of ttatistieal esti-
mation may salt be applicable. although the small sample
behavior of the estimates will differ substantially from that
described in the theory of statistics This aria represents a
potentially fertile moons' for collaboration between econo-
mists. stetiatcians. and information scientists.

C Polley 4pplicailoo htfoemaison-baal
EcoAmic Models

One or the Moss important applications of rational cx
pcomrons models has been to examine the role of the
economy s information sleucluec in malting business cycle
fluctuations Do emerging technologns permit changes in
the information structure of sufficient scope to smooth
business cycle fluctuations? A tenon:tag answer to this
question will temte research along a number of barely
explored avenues We will now sketch the cutters' nate of
our understand% of the connections between business cycle:
and information and, along the way, point cot several tin
portant research Problems

A puzzling feature of busmen cycle Rucroatoons n the
observed negative correlation between the rate of inflation
and the tate of unemployment which 13 depicted by the
so-called PlksibPs4 curse 09331. During the 1910's and

ic , 4
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ono ineny economists behesesi Thai dm woaciaiws3 is
00.101 a gal* ttalkolt 00.0 pony makers sooki c.i.f.'
to achiesc in inflatiorlucled coopers', But in one 0130c
man ollauemoal paper. published in mactocconomw theses
during the pail twenty seas K L Lucas t ltilIt' demon-
sts awl mat this tradeoll was mei) tube more illusion then
hist HO asplapapon A based on the imperiest akin/ oil
economic agents to pitatit) Ms ...moment of poise changes
mat 0 kat. talk, than oil patty AloPtlass olItas The
ptesense .4 40it slim' cattostosh problem Soscs the

-____.ensubbru to e chitin the Phillips curs er ' mon, but *cannot
be exploded ht a systematic poky

Some economists damns the idea that {comm. esems
can be so 1%informed about current and future Klause
paces as 10 generate output fluctuations of the magnitudes
typically obverted in the last several decades They point
out that mrormaison technologies base teacher:I the stage
%Pere complete intounstion is an atrainabk goal II pro-
ducers and consumers 000s0 not to employ thew tech
nolomes then it mutt be that the prosaic benefits do not
justify the ,030, thus business cycle fluctumons do not
imply an ineffineot allocation of resources

this objection is open to the crikom slut il ignores n
Pnicanall) serious pro301tM 01 information estemaldses If
the deosson 10 PAWN more informants:1 indeed results m
mote stable cquilthrtunt time series. reflecting only Mal
'other than monetary factors. thee alleconomsc agents well
boned from the resulting rcductron in ancertainry However.
these external beitehts do not enter ante the cosbenefil
calculus of individual agents Under& estment SA odor.
matron may well result

To determine whether this is a sellout problem wet re
quire the development of macroeconomic models sit which
Ike decision to acquire soros/nelson as endogenously deter.
mined Some psogress along these Imes has already ken
male.. But the appiopioate analysis of economic welfare
sans or losses tequircs business cycle models based more
closely upon the maximums behaviof of ink averse cco
nomse 4001

There 0 amber related issue *hub is alsopourly under.
aloud the emerging theories of the business cycle sumo-
stied by Lucas paper an rely upon divergences among esu
nomic agents forecasts to generate business fluctuations.
That such doergences exist it easy .0 &corneas. especially
in Lbe bombast and commodity markets and also among
macroeconomic torecasters 1 et in all these cases it isdifft-
cult to bine thedsversencesin expect' uonspromarily to
dassences to the ado/maws aeotieblele Alfas* agents
Indeed. all macroeconomic forecaster have mass to air
Nally the same set of publacly available data Yet from this
data set they infer different (sometimes radically different
models of the economy.

II isprobably the case that this diversity in forecasting
models t the principal source of the divergemeapectations
held by Gnomic agents. If policy actions designed to alter
information structures and thus affect business cycle Bus-
Mat$0111 are ro achieve duo goals. they must somehow also
reduce the diversity observed in the economic forecasting

3
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models To skteunure whether this is likely to happen at as
past pals to have a &Marty .1 model !cumulation and es a Iti-
atom an %hods aniounato011 aradaboisly plays a tarifa' tee
Thu alley* :hyoid predict the conditions ondet which
mode diversity can be expected to increase. persist or be
redoced Stich a theory should. for esample, provide
guidance on the effects of a significant change in infotma-
cum a.ailability Still the added information stimulate model-
nuadel a to e plus e comely new possibd toes. thus increasing
model &eau,. or will it instead permit lecture tests of
competing models, thus reducing doersity?

D informorion arid Mawr ender ihnestansoi

the economic model developed by Lucas (op en-1972J
is one of genial economic equilibsium under uncertainly
But despite as structural simplicity Lucas was unable to
determine *halms or not there was tonic monetary policy
rule which could offset the information delimencus and
thu 5 reduce or chromate the model's output fluctuations
For in onto to ails% ES this sou of question one woolly
must be able to deem corbel' eapresstons for the stochsstic
equilibrium lime series This is not usually possible of there
are any signnicant nonlona:met present in the model's
structure

The obvious solution to this difficulty is to fosego the
analysis of models based upon the utility ma emboss be
hawk ofrisk a vesseagentsandinstead w ork warble alines:.
venality-equivalence, framework in *huh nth preferences
play no tole The first major etempb of thisapproaelim the
macroeconomic literature appeared in a controversial pa per
by Sargent and Wallace [191St in It develops a linear macro-
economic model winch motoporates Luke supply hypothesis.
i e that output fluctuations occur only when price Padua.
lions arc mispeekned as arising hoes real demand shifts.
Sargent and Wallace demonstrated that any monetary
poky rule which pumas economic agents to anticipate the
future changes in the money supply will have absolutely no
effect upon real variables.

Thu is remarkable result. flow ever. it has widely been
inisimerpreicif as indicating that the hypolliats of rational
espectat wins precludes monetary or fiscal policies from
&want eft's upon real variables But in fact the Sargent-
% shake result arises solely from the speak information
structure they assumed. This point 0 as made by Weiss (19flOr
who demonstrated that under an alined information strue
tore A1011041) policy can be effective In fact he exhibited
a pokey based only upon publicly availabk iftformarton
whis h alleviated informational delicsenmes sin:mural to the
economic system.

The literature cited thus far contains many new insights
into the rok played by infosmanon and communication in
InasfuesolloMA fluctuations. Yet Ike -Near models-
'intake has A SEAM weakness Its behavioral relation-
ships are based upon the certainty emovaltricy hypothesis
which aliens that only the expected values of random van
aisles Out 1301 their riskiness( affect economic demons
ibis hypothesis should cause one to be skeptical of the

.-.4-1 .
.
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idotfilaboa Slitssiutt may kid iu new problems .15 MM.
donattookot nos miser se taconites Ellestneiy, the ikons.'
"'Ohm faced by the ',stem. timed as a whole, may have
dulled this cannot separate the information su tie tore from
she problem so be wised, AS 111 the one phi)egiaso

Ottatist of ibis difficult) at as itnpossible to find dtbrittise
rankings among informatson structures in general multi.
person tituationt Etamples in *bat winpkte mrsorense
stuminmes an isairandoss ...Mutation are Mhos,' The:elute.
the research usenet that hiss been panted as 11/1111W0 the
SUS) 5.1 problems user %lush one itspoits the slommanse
PA vat mot mown -sireoure.osei-on.trich-l-.0.4xemples----,
;users moll lansiwas may be assumed to boons so
ample Nieman' sless A hermit...0y, when psyolls are
Iskrousas bus shear repot prober:Assn. *kis may be different

in summary, 11.1ftlaierttereng inlvimihua pi/4.1,14m
sin be deigned in maitiliaser %Nuns Vne 1111vhaahvis
Wuchat is mid io he more ink/Fasaisst than arpnlur at.
liar She ats al probinin .4 hand, the mode' ihhihis
higher tslltcled 144,11 aka iht tonna virosiort a optraust

his type of dialysis has been conducted in three distinct
bands vl models market /Dudes Sotto a Isrge number at
tradets, auction model.. *hue the numbs of potential
bidders es summon Sims and lss person game, In
%nib cog the snit hi n ban w 104 011/410i A101101 Ism

stash g.dtorf11,11i..js voplists an the wise of slk-
person 41tohts ihtots, a imposes pay on she
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tremendou,septos..n in she prommng sd mluitnalluo
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alltrtsi ld evesemssts lot man) stirs t he cairn the,

"411,'"ork ndmeam ll.f `kW Id kJ*/ I in Muth...of abet

make' tunes The Bradford Keenan analysts does nor
tamiipshilt an exphut rule fur fulutes Marked, nor IS a

world sude modd as only t S production is Included
Extending Oro work m these digestions be merest
ins lhevrttgslly andof potentially great Wilke( imponauth

8 Infoensalleres Neeselee In *Mem

I saahamit At salve of bartirTih011 asallablt to IMMO-
raih is ass duct Wn l smother area whin then Ststdish
has mined BtsJuSt the oulesgosuning moss
awievhs ass remonehl) novae and ithll-speufled and became
hassuisonie of as Amnon dependssrusially on the pitsate

opinion, of the Mikis about the ubiests being sold, the rerk
cal inlosinebou .4 annual as an anetethang and umaahle
lops los study To illusraate some of the issues that arise.
la ui sonvida a ieeled-Nthiondet ontionfor dallinglights
on wine oil-beefing property The value of these righls
depends .. the Jmuunl of out present. its sOSi of movers,.
us quality, future prise, Sur termed petroleum ptoducts,

kes h ihese tassels 0.4101111 only ompeifealy by the

to sirit approximation. the salve of these oglas to lb%
,atsises bidders say be teg,odule, es/1,41.DM the MMus are
liAsly so bike di Muni. otsmoes of this salts& Other things
Nog equal, the bidder hoe estimate n gre skit stilliender
the highest hid Cunseelucnty, even of all Wass s snake an-
bused mummies. the winner will find that he had Inver.
107// 4114 51M .11114'4 She salve of the tights he has won
Petnaleum engineers have claimed that this phenomenon.
knout as the 6004(4. Mt. as tespomoble for the lose
Punts earned by sod sompames on ilralort at filmy

There are, hosse,et.WIMICCMGOOKS atadahk to a bid.
.let to emelsoralc the winner 's verse I int. as Wilson
5 Pirls" /1.4sti.ilic bidder can basis his bul both Oa ham:met
.nfve motion J114 an the hspothests that others has less en-
s.'w Vag 041(4141140ot Sound, he 4.11 gather addaholial
ashatnativa w itdust she mot in his estimates.

SIOguant and Nebo 19$11,' hoe found it useful to dt.
. este the dlrei. is or new Most; mfurmaavn mw three tilt-
"tits rf ink the information may improve the bidders value
is sismate Suond. 0 may oliphist his estimate of Om sons.

hhtly ittls Both .1 these effe,tsere unequivocally
Mns Goal to bon 'Thesi as this *solopetithe effect. dottier
hnisles. knoss that Ong bidder has gatheted
.hos was 111C awe bidding strategies Relents:, well -
sake d s..mpeulsa t l l'p.md hp bidding more aggressively
and lcrauv5ly pow ialothitil hhislcrs become more

4tiovoisuhs bale nse depends on the nue of these bidders
effssis of public info:m.0nm on the outsome of an

a total .41 w hiK,. sloshed by MilgrOln and tkebc111980,
Sushi offest. one when the gosernment sondissts

olops al hos on .6 noienia.it oil Kering site end puldisom
lhie list 1555.15. In mutat moth! of aushons, alas shown
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ma bidder and the dro.ts of NAMc iolosmati on are nut luny
understood. Moreover. most muting analyses goose the red
Ma information mused nut only for preparing With'. ,nt.
kg M41014 dolling decisions. Asa result of that lam. secret
inluimatout .n the hands of Ming bidders may be wasted
hum she nubbly mons 01 slew The effects of mom infial-
mamas gathering on pubis. wellase are ism need of study

hearty Ate...sung formal onudels ol aostions 100,0 the
wife where a single objint 0 Offered 10 wile In ausi.ons lei
Mineral sight cm to's-rally owned propane.. a sypisal ovation
involves the simultaneous sale 01 perhaps 00 oasts The
Amore 0 optima bidding strategies in that veiling es still
avt tan derstuvd .S0.11 an understanding n, of sou Ise. a pr t-
ramline to undealatsding the effects that information. public
and private. has on bidding behavior

Metal tel of questions vonmras how an oilfield ss op-
umally when competitors may man the rights on
admsent heads lib the :atom. one firm s esploration ea
modicums can directly benefit a COMIKIneir Consequently
In theauction for ohm properties. a firm '.ay choose to
plate high bids On several adjacent Kakis to get MI value
from its esploalson activities of it may choose to (aloe
%altered high bids. in an attempt iv Nimbi from the et.
plosabon done by others

Anolha fund of auctten Of gout practical signaieance
assure dal, on out large secuinieses.banges. where buyers
and sellers make *affect and bids and trade securities It is
widely believed that povaiely held information somehow
comet to be Kneeled on mconties prices It scents likely
that a detailed model of thus process would be helpful in

__ressung-tbr-asading_ugeLotibelei_. e. ejskellgelre
writing diedoSine laws, understanding the effects of msidcr
trading. studying corporate financial Wildlife deelS100%

v and analysing how well the market performs as function of
funneling candal10 sic most productive isms

C The Kline of infant:00ton In Coosa

Morally w e come to the question of the value of infooma
two in 1*o-ration games fhe games most widely studied
arise in ohm a known as princspatagent problems An
individual lacing a clabstical decision problim. the panel
pat. delegates the i.hoive oI his action to a Witold...idea
player. the agent The agent does not hese the same payoff
One possible way to Improve the result it for the principal
to limo the action so a vertain subset of posssbilmet

In this contest. Coven and Stoke, " have
shown that if the informational improsemem tithe ram.
aeon in the probability of a totally uninformative observa-
tion. and an equipropationate increment the probatialtas
of all other observations. then the principal's welfare
nevessatits amigo, es I ur the agens. nu informational Ice
movement can guarantee a welfare muerte. even if the two
pryers have identical payoffs and differ only in their prior
probabilistic beliefs

Crawford and Sobel 110311" have asked the sunsets<
question s baidoes a more sunda pair of obiecuse functions
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AidlAt a higher degree ill fidelity in the bliallebriod trans
al iStiail of information!

This line of ideakil is obviously in only as formative
stages. The hope as that one van develop a theory of the
potentiat welfare effects of imprused in tormatton to players

a &Mediu!. an this way.discover whether the appropriate
divan . a for infofdatien gathering and dissemination ant
II a p.. ei aught lose from !squiring more infurmalaun. he
cannot be vipected to invest in such acquismoit. Prospec-
tively. theiclore. the organisation of sommunisaion and
untiol aught be so arranged as to provide the sight Mean
tad. liven the group s point of slew. iii the fileillbta whose
assess to new AlKormatoun would be of the greatest value.
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Mr. WALGREN. Thank you very much,. gentlemen, for all three of
those statements and your contribution to the support for this
area. We have been sort of focused on this 1980 year level of fund-
ing. That, too, is arbitrary in every way, I am sure. It has a politi-
cal mark to it that should, I think, find broad support on both sides
of the aisle. Yet I couldn't help but note Dr. (luster's comment that
you really have to ask kind of a different question as to the level of
funding. The question, I guess, is what do you not do and how do
you measure that ay _ what you don't do in other discirlines,

That Ti, of course, a very diffitUirthing-eould -I ask each -o you -
for a thought on how you would arrive at recommendations for
what the funding in this area should be? Maybe that is too general
a question.

Dr. Juster has already sort of set out a pathway that seems a
, very constructive one, but one that is very difficult to give meaning

to except in terms of the individual projects which you did lay out.
, Do you have any guidance for the committee? now do you react

ta,the fact that we are 22 percent below 1980 levels? What do you
feel, was really lost in that reduction? Do you have any advice to
the committee on rationales for future funding? I know that is kind
of a general subject and not really a direct question, but could I
just askyou to give me your reactions and commees in that area?

Dr. Jester.
Dr. JusTER. As you suggest, Mr. Chairman, it is a very difficult

question. Let ine put it this way: What has been lost would be very
different if the support levels for the social and behavioral area
continued on the same trajectory as they are now on.

Part of what happens is that the initial reactions of the National
Science Foundation programs in the social and behavioral science
to that kind of reduction is to say: "Let's hope that things recover
and, therefore, let us adopt strategies which presume that things
will recover in the Tuture.

Thus, you don't eliminate whole areas of work initially. What
you do is, you say well, we will take everything and cut it by a
third. We will lop off a Ow fringes and try to make do temporarily
with the hope that life will be better in 2 or 3 years.

That strategy is perfectly viable for a period of 1 or 2, possibly 3
years.
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- - AS a longterm proposition, it is not viable, so that what happens
is what has been-lost is different if you measure it over the last 2
or 3 years thin what would be lost if the same pattern of funding
continued and that was regarded as the new level to which every-
one would have to adapt.

There is an adaptation process involved here. A principal thing
that has been lost is that A very large number of younger social
behavioral scientists have been discouraged out of serious scientific
careers.

We have had a half a dozen of our young people at the institu-
tion that I direct, the Institute of Social Research at the University
of Michigan, who have decided that being in the business of pursu-
ing a research career with grants from the Federal Government,
either the National Science Foundation or elsewhere, is not a terri-
bly attractive enterprise.

These are smart, bright young people, the kind you like tolee
encouraged.

Instead, half a dozen have been discouraged out and are doing
different things. Graduate students that have a choice whether to
go into the social sciences or the natural sciences, or go into some-
thing quite different, find there is little opportunity to become a
graduate student research assistant working with a more senior
professor on a project and being involved in the learning process.

Mr. WALGRgN. Let me ask you this then, anal the other members
might want to comment. One approach would be to try to measure

---vvhat is_happening_ to, the _personnel area and whether or not there
is the proper strength aiW commitment-hi-fact, as this develops to
crisis proportions, we do that with engineering.

Finally, the Congress is putting all kinds of money there. Maybe
the National Science Foundation ought to be telling you that they
have evaluated the manpower commitment. To the best of my
knowledge, I know of no such approach they take on an organized
basis. What would happen if you took that approach to the social
and behavioral sciences? What would they find?

.Dr. JUSTER. I think the first thing you would find is it is difficult
to 'get the relevant numbers. That is where you start.

I think in principle that would be correct. You could move in
that direction. If you were to ask me whether or not it is possible
to make a scientifc judgment about the value of $5 million worth of
research in sociology or political science or economics or psycholo-
gy, and $5 million of research in physics, Chemistry, or molecular
biology, my bottom line answer would be that if :/ou try to make
that comparison, it is a seat-of-the-pants judgment and you can't
get much help from the scientists in providing you with those judg-
ments.

We can make pretty good judgments about what ought to be
done in molecular biology, or economics, or sociology, or anthropol-
ogy. But if you start saying what is R worth to have this activity in

imolecular biology, or that in economics, you can talk about it in a
general way and get a feel whether there is something exciting
going on or whether it sounds dull.

The scientists themselves, if they are candid, will say, well, this
set of things, that field is not buoyant right now It could do with
no growth. You will get people to admit to that kind of judgment.
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Quite frankly, al bottom, it has to be a judgment whiih is outside
of the scientilit lis.!cause the criteria by which to make
that judgment are simply not available. You need ar. estimate of
the stream of benefits, the futurt benefits coming from these in-
vestments. We can't glo that realatically. People have to look at
what is proposed, at what is being done, at what is missing. They
have to say to themselves, this sounds like an area grossly under-
funded. slightly overfunded, or maybe not underfunded. That is
what I tried to convey in the discussion. The evidence seems to be
unambiguous, the soda! behavioral level is grossly underfunded.

The scientific quality of the product is such that even in the
, 1970's, before the cuts, the social-behavioral program was at least

as high quality as the physica' and natural science programs.
There was an__NSE...paneLmItigh_Looked_at_tha_t_questionthe

Simon committee. They said. As best we can determine from the
evidence, these programs are at least as high quality on scientific
grounds as the ones in the physical and natural .sciences. What
they did was very inventive. They looked at the quality of rejected
proposals and asked themselves which sounds more exciting.

Their conclusion was the social behavioral ones that were reject-
ed were better than the other ones that were rejected. If that was
true before the cut in 1980, it must be true in spades after the cut.
Those are the kinds of criteria. They are quite vague. They are not
quantifiable,

I would hope one of my colleagues could provide a more quantifi-
able way to do that. I can't think of any way to do that.

Mr. WAWREN. May I ask Dr. Leibowitz.
Unowrrz. We seeni to overlap in our approaches. I think the

.worst thing we can have is selective cutting.
As Dr. Juster points out, it sends a signal to young researchers.

This is particularly bad in the behavioral sciences. Unlike engi-
neering, physics, medicine, the people who go into the behavorial
sciences decide rather late. .

Most of our psychology majors knew nothing about psychology
until they'came to college. They decided late in their careers they
were oing to go into this field.

W en you discourage students and young investigators by mas-
siv cuts, you really eliminate our most precious possession, our

ung people. I think it is wors4 'he behavioral sciences. I think
what we need is an immedia. al to reverse this and say we
made a mistake, that this won nappen again.

At least we should maintain parity with the other sciences.
You asked a difficult question about comparative funding. I

think I appreciate the question. That is how do you decide what
not to spend money on. I suggest that the NSF staff is in the
unique position to make this decision. I said before that NSF was
unique. "

One of the points 1 had in mind was that unlike other groups in
Washington, the staff of the NSF is very dose to science. They
come to panel meetings. They can discuss science at the highest
levels in terms of interacting with researchers. That isn't true in
other agencies. I think the NSF staff has a good feel in my experi-
ence for what fields are productive and which ones wren t, which
ones are worthy of being supported and which ones aren't. I recom-
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mend them as the best possible source for helping you make This
difficult, comparative budgeting decision.

Mr. WALGREN. Ai some .historical support for that, a little politi-
cal in nature, it is my understanding the NSF staff never recom-
mended any reductions in social sciences. This flowed from OMB:
and I believe historically it will be seen as an example of the real
Achilles heel of this administration.

This was that they drew a budget on a line by line basis out of
OMB that then by political force was imposed on the Congress on
the country, and on NSF.

That budget had none of the sensitivities which we rely, on these
other institutions to provide, and, aierefore, it could not be reason-
ably responsive to the needs of the country, or the science in this
area.

From my experience, your suggestion is certainly a positive oiie.
If that decision were made by NSF, we would not have seen these
kinds of cuts.

Mr. Wyatt?
Mr. Witivrr. Yes; I think that the National Scienqe Foundation is

essentially the pure research financier of last resort. It is a place
where what is referred to as undirected research is financed; yet it '
is that kind of research that has produced much of the current wa-
tershed of technological activity, for example, recombinant DNA '
technology. The research goes back 30 years. If you look back to'
the threads of research that led to recombinant DNA technology,
they were many in number. They essentially all derived from pure'
research.

My own feeling about it is that the country should just make a
decision about a percentage of funds to put into this area. It should
keep the judgments to be made on what gets funded in the .peer
group. That has been tested broadly. It has been tested well It does
work. In fact, it is a mistake to go down into the lines and start
paring away. I think there are two issues there. First, to decide on
a percentage of the -gross national product to invesrin this area
and just do it. Then to keep the evaluation of the quality of re-
parch in about the same hands that it is now with periodic re-
views nd checks.

TheTc is a third problem that was mentioned earlier I would like
to just pit another perspective on it. The problem is the reduced
number, of students coming into the research community, 'fewer
students being encouraged to pursue revarch careers. There' is a
widespread problem there..lt is not just in the behavioral sciences.
It is in every scientific field. Even those studen' ts majoring in the,
hard sciences and engineering are being drawn away into the job
market for two reasons: the cost of education is high and the '
demand in the work force islhigh for those people.

I really believe we have to get back to some form of merit schol-
arships in the sciences, broadly defined, that provide a means, a
mechanism, whereby bright students can, without being directed
where they must go, pursue their own course on a means indkpend-
ent basis.

Mr. WALGREN. Mr. Dym ally?
Mr. Dit*ALLY. Thank you, W. Chairman.

a
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Dr Duster, you were reluctant, with good reason, to verj spe-
cific about some of the programs that you think can be 1.anded. So
this question is really designed for a written response.

Would you write the committee and suggest some programs that
could be targeted for funding?.

NSF has a tendency to select safe projects or spread t4mselVes
so Olin that everybody gets a little piece of the pie which ends up
to D'e a crumb, and nobody gets enough to do something of ny sub-
stance.

Dr. Jusitn. May I -comment briefly? I am certainly willing to do
that I do cover some of that in the testimony. I am willing, to give
some thought to that and send the committee a note. I would say it
is well to keep in mind that the procedure by which the NSF de-
cides precisely what to do is only influenced by notions about pro-
gram areas and in a quite indirect way.

The National Science Foundation ran decide to have a program
which broadly describes a set of research activities which that pro-
gram is designed to support. Precisely what gets supported is pot
something which isand quite properly soat the control of
anyone except the peer review panels at the National Science

; foundation.
They review proposals that are sent in. They say this one looks

very good; we should do it. This one, although it is interesting, isn't
very good and we shouldn't do it. Cr'-

That is the peer review process. It has its flaws. It is like a lot of
other things. It is a terrible system, but is better than any other
one anyboy has thought of yet.

I think it is well to keep in mind that having ideas about what
kind of things can be pursued is not the same thing as having a
project undertaken. Ideas will not necessarily eventuate in activ.
ties.

The peer review process is quite probably a bad way to allocate
funds, but is probably the best of all ti e bad systems one can think
of.

[The information follows:]
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In addition to the research activities centered around the cre ion

and analysis of scientific data bases. there are a set of ocher high-

priority research activities that cannot be accommodated within the

FY 1984 budget request.

Theory of Markets. Economists have typically worked with a theory
71 markets which is deductively based - -it makes inferences about
beh.vior from assumptions about the objectives of decision-makers
and the technical characteristics of production processes. Recent
reseath in this area has tried to simulate the behavior of markets
in an experimental setting. It turns out that market behavior can
be reprm.uced in such experimental settings provided the subtects
are given real incentives by, payment schemes that depend on per-
formance. The idea is provoCative. since one can then examine the
internal structure of various types of market in a way chat would
n ot be possible in natural settings.

Moreover, the use of experimental methods can be extended to markets
in Which there are no prices -- bureaucratic decision processes can
be thought of as a kind of market, as can political decision pro-
cesses. But this work is expensi4e. and cannot be continued on an
appropriate settle within the budget request.

Statistical Methodology. There are at least two important areas in
which the development of new statistical methods is possible but
n ot capable of implementation.

One is the development of new methods for handling longitudinal
data. obviously important as an adjunct to the creation of these
relatively rare and new types of data. The error structure in
longitudinal data Is somewhat different than in other types of data
and new methods need to be developed.

it is show recognized that one of the problems with the performance
of macroeconomic modeling systems is that a basic assumption made

in such models--that the underlying structure of the economy is
stable--is highly questionable. Estimation methods to deal with a
variable underlying structure can be developed. but again they are
expensive and precluded within the budget request.
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Applications of Basic Knowledge. The U.S. courts are clogged with
civil suits dealing with Litigation relating fo divorce. accidents,
industrial compensation, etc. These suits impose enotmous burdens
and costs, and there is some evidence to suggest that mediation is
both mote cost-effective and mere mutuaily satisfactory in such
cases than jury trials. Experiments could be designed in which the
benefits and costs of mediation and jury trials could be assessed.

The coats of crime in U.S. society run into the tens if not hundreds
of biltionl annually. Reduction of these costs depends on identify-
ing effect, ve systems of detertence. a problem which could be ad-
dressed kith the combination of longitudinal data telatlng to the
Indtviduallk who commit criminal acts and parallel data relating to
the organi;ational processes which determine convictions, punish -
ments, etc.

The set of research activities outlined above. which cannot be ac-

commodated within the IT 1984 budget request, is obviously a very idio-

syncratic list of items. if someone else had been testifying before the

Committee, the list would be different although there would doubtless be

some overlap.

What would be the benefits sad costs of implementing this addition

to the budget request' Fot most of the activities that I have specified,

the benefits would be difficult if not Impossible to quantify. For a

few areas, one can provide a rough indication of Potential orders of mag-

nitude. Both the studies of saving behavior and of organizational ef-

fectiveness have their ultimate payoffs in terms of the productivity

growth rite ln the U.S. economy. Even small impacts on productivity

growth have enotmous societal payoff- -for example, a one-tenth of one

percent improvement in lice annual productivity growth rate provides an

annual societal return of roughly three billion dollars at current

prices. It is not difficult to Imagine that a full understaadtng of the

dynamics of saving behavior, or the way in which organizational factors
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relate to organizational productivity. could easily amount to a one-tenth

of one percent annual gain. In the area of ctiminal detetrence. even a

small teduction in the billions of dollats of costs that ctiminal ac

tivity reposes on U.S. society would repay vety large dividends. In

both these cases, the potential_benefits tun into the billions white the

Potential costs run into the tens of millions at most.

On the cost side. I have made an attempt to price out the specific

teaearch activity discussed above -- saving behavior. otganizational ef

fectiveness. time use and nonmatket activities, changes in family ties.

the theory of markets, statistical methodology, civil suit mediation.

and ctlminal deterrence. In all eases. I an talking about a program of

sank that needs to continue for a good many yeats. (The Committee

should be aware of the fact that decisions about the specific content of

reseateh activity cannot be made by outiining areas of teseatch in which

impottant scientific of policy objnetives cal be realized. Reseatch ac

tivities ate detctmined by a Peet review process internal to the NSF, as

is entirely approptiate).

The annual cost of the set of activities outlined in my testimony

cones to toughly 112,5 million. Since these programs covet something

like 40 petl.ent of the total social and hehavioraL science ptograms at

the National Science Foundation. and on the assumption that the ptogram

areas I have not discussed have the same potential as the ones noted in

my statement. the $12.5 million annual cost figure tutus into an annual

cost of $30 million.

<
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Although I chink one cnn make a petsuasive case chat a definable

sec of high priority program areas would justify a budget increment of

S30 million in FY 1984, I could not recommend that to the Committee.

Progress of research cannot be quickly tutned around if research funds

are to be spent wisely and cost-effectively.

But I would argue that there are major untapped potentials in the

social and behavioral science programs ac the NSF that cannot be accom-

modated within the budget request. that a plausible order of magnitude

for the cost of these programs is something like S30 million. and that a

sensible procedure would be to provide resources for bmplementation of

these types of programs over more than one year. For example, the Com-

mittee could recommend an increase of 510 -15 million in this year's bud-

get. with a recommendation that the programs be incremented by an addi-

tional $15-20 million the year after. That would bring the social and

behavioral science Programs to the point where available resources would

permit realization of scientific potential in these areas co the same

degree that resources permit scientific potential co be tapped in ocher

areas.

In summary. I would urge the Committee co provide significant ex-

pansion of resources in the social. and behavioral science area in the

FY 1984 budget. and co recognize that this represents only a partial step

coward implementing the appropriate scientific priorities within the NSF.
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Mr. DYMA1.I.Y. Chancellor, this is not a committeerelated ques-
Lion, but has to do with medical science. You probably have not
been at Vanderbilt long enough to anr.er this one so I will solicit
your response in writing.

Has the hospital prob'em between Meharry and Vanderbilt been
resolved?

Mr. WI( Ayr. I think the answer to that is yes. David Satcher and
I are both new to the community. We are communicating on a reg-
ular basis about the problem. We are very pleased with the prog-
ress that is being made there.

Mr. DYMALLY. Thank you very much.
Dr. Satcher, I would footnote, came from the Charles Group Post-

graduate School which is located in my district, and then to More-
house and, of course, to Meharry. We stay in touch with each other
too.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WALGREN. I have to go to another commitment. I apologize. I

do want to say I appreciate the commitment you all have made.
I am going to ask Mr. Boucher to chair the rest of the hearing. I

know he will have thoughts to share with you.
Mr. BpucnER [presiding]. I have one question for Mr. Wyatt. I

understand you have been supportive of the Foundation's involve-
ment in research in the area of computer networks.

If you could make a comment or two concerning the significance
of that research and the implication that it might have for the use
of super computers and access to those in the years ahead, I would
appreciate it.

Mr. WYATT. Well let me say that in one of my prior incarna-
tions, while at Harvard, I served as chairman and chief executive
officer of an organization called EDUCOM, which, among other
things, established, during the time I was chief executive officer, a
national network among colleges and universities.

That, in fact, is now an use, rather widespread use, and it allows
scientists, students, anyone at the university access to remotely lo-
cated resources, software and hardware, that exist at other univer-
sities. I am very much committed to the fact that this is a useful
activity. In our initial stages, we developed with NSF sponsorship a
computer-based model to test the hypotheses about the use of such
a network, about the kind of traffic that would be on it, about the
kinds of use that would be made of it. That was a very successful
activity. It called together a collection of some 50 university execu-
tives and scientists to participate in a large simulation exercise,
after which the network was started. The EDUCOM network called
EDUNET, continues now with several hundred ports into which
people can access the resources of the network. We developed a
philosophy there that we would use commercially available come
munications resources and not ask for a massive program of special
networking. That turns out to have worked rather well. The AR-
PANET technology was developed under the leadership of Larry
Roberts, who later founded TELENET, now a multinational compa-
ny by virtue of being acquired by ITT. Their service has worked
rather well. We are also able to use MENET.

The hypothesis has been demonstrated that such networks are
very useful. They are particularly useful in two areas: One is to
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access large collections of data that are vary difficult to move. In
fact, the collection of data at the University of Michigan is one
such collection. The other is to access large algorithms that are
also difficult to move. Those at the National Center for Atmospher-
ic Research come to mind.

It is almost a necessary condition in my mind that supercom-
puters oriented to special kinds of problemsand I expect that
they might be so oriented by virtue of their design, suggest the ca-
pability to access those supercomputers through a network. I, also,
believe it essential for scientists to visit these facilities on occasion,
but it shouldn't be necessary to visit the facility physically in order
to use it at all. So I think networks will be absolutely essential.

Mr. BOUCHER. Thank you. I do have one additional question.
I would be interested in your comments concerning the compara-

tive use of information science and technolow in this country vis-a-
vis some of our principal international competitors, in particular
Japan and West Germany.

Are we lagging behind? If so, in what ways would you suggest we
undertake the effort to catch up?

Mr. WYATT. I think that is a serious problem. We, of course, in
this country, invented most of the technology, particularly the in-
formation technology, that in some sense is being implemented
much more ably by Japan. The manufacture of automobiles is a
very good example. We invented the basic technology that now is
being used for automating the manufacture of automobiles. We
prototyped it in this country in the late 1950's and yet our auto-
mobile manufacturers did not implement it. There is a preblem of
implementation, and we simply have to get about that in this coun-
try. I see some promising signs, but I see that we are a ways, a
good deal far distant, I think, from achieving some of the gains
that are being seen by the Japanese and Western Europeans in im-
plementation of technology. All of this technology is based on and
derived from basic research activities. Much of that research was
financed by the National Science Foundation. Now we are entering
an era where the productive use of this technology gets quickly
into behavioral issues, So I am concerned that we keep up, perhaps
even accelerate research in the behavioral areas that relate to
technology. We are talking about very modest numbers, as has
been pointed out by Dr. Juster

While we are attacking the problem of implementation of tech-
nology, much of which can be done by the private sector, we really
do have to worry about the basic research that will not only relate
to technology, but, also, its use in the basic science areas.

Mr BOUCHER. At this time 1 will call on the minority Counsel,
Ms. Bach, for questions.

Ms. BACH. No, thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have no questions at
this time.

Mr. BOUCIIER. Mr. Maxwell?
Mr. MAXWELL. Thank'you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Brown asked that a couple of questions be addressed specifi-

cally to Mr Wyatt. Last year members of the Science Committee
received a letter s'gned by 30 distinguished scientists including
Nobel Laureates from Physics, Biochemistry, and Economics,
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urging increased support from the NSF for information science
That certainly follow the thrust of the testimony you presented

In your opinion, are there special features of information science
which make it worth nurturing and can it properly be nurtured at
current levels as suggested in the present budget presentation both
in terms of support regarding funding as well as the type of man-
agement support that we currently find at NSF?

Mr. WYArr. I think information technology now cuts across prac-
tically all human endeavor. It certainly is cutting across all re-
search programs in the Foundation. Dr. Juster just mentioned that
one-third of the use of the computer facilities at the University of
Michigan is devoted to the behavioral sciences. That, is just an ex-
ample of the involvement of information technology as a tool for
research in all fields. It is a matter ofconcern all across the Foun-
dation. I believe it should be given continual attention. It was given
attention in the Leesburg convocation of all of the research activi-
ties that relate to information technology, communications. com-
puter science, and engineering. Perhaps another examination could
and should be made of those areas of research that require special
instrumentation in order to achieve certain results thAt depend on
information technology.

For example, I just visited the molecular biology laboratory at
Vanderbilt. It was brought home to me again how much instru-
mentation is a factor in being able to move these frontiers forward.
It simply is absolutely necessary. If the technology is not available,
certain kinds of wort- can't be done. That is becoming more and
more true in more and more fields. Certainly the fields include eco-
nomics, biological, and behavioral sciences. .

Mr. MAXWELL. The funding support levels as currently proposed
would bring us basically on par with what had been a fiscal year
19b1 level for the information sciences in BBS In comparison with
computer engineering, where we are seeing a 25 percent increase
compared to last year, within the computer research activities, we
see a 19-percent increase. That seems to leave us somewhat behind
in the information sciences. "N

Do you have any suggestions as to the level of additional support
that may be considered by this committee to allow some of these
activities to move forward as you suggested?

Mr. WYAIT. As others have pointed out, it is very difficult to
specify too particularly in this area, but I see .no argument that
would cause me to believe this area shouldn't be pushed absolutely
as hard as any area that is being pushed. It has to be a national
priority. It is one that is at the core of so much of our research and
our edu ation and will be in the future that we simply have to
push it a hard as we possibly can. I think that any allocation of

ifunds tha is aggressively represented would have to include infor-
mation science and technology.

Mr. MAxwm. One final question.
Again considering this type of support, in looking outside of the

National Science Foundation, are you aware or can you tell us
what the level of private sector support for information science and
technology is and how that compares with what the National Sci-
ence Foundation proposes, as well as with other programs outside
of NSF within the Federal Government that address this?
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Mr. WYArr. Of course, the private sector is making heavy invest-
ment in this area. I just did a piece on future employment in the
United States relative to the effects of technology and discovered
that in the automated factories that will be competitive in this
countrywe are talking about productivity improvements of a
factor of 30 and profitability improvement factors of 10 or more. In
order to be competitive on a worldwide basis, our private sector
simply has to be able to accommodate and have incentives for this
kind of implementation of technology.

The point was brought home again only two days ago by an edi-
torial in the New York Times that said "along with the technology
comes significant behavioral issues." The editorial to which I am
referring said that 95 percent of middle management feels insecure
about the implementation of technology in the work force. Certain-
ly after having taught in various executive programs at Harvard
where I saw a collection of middle level executives from all parts of
the economy I would certainly support that. We have an issue here
that simply must be addressed. One of the reasons that we felt it
was important for 1ST to be very close to the biological and behav-
ioral sciences, particularly the behavioral sciences, was this prob-
lem of the absorption of the effects of technology into the culture.
The problem is going to become much greater in the near term
future. -

In some sense, young people de'al with technological change
better than older people. However, the problem does relate to all
students in school.

We need to address that issue. But we are also talking about the
population in general; every part of the population will be affected.

Mr. MAXWELL. Thank you very much, Mr. Wyatt.
There may perhaps be some questions for the record in addition

to these.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BOUCHER. Thank you, Mr. Maxwell.
Gentlemen, I would like to thank all of you for being with us

today. Your testimony has been very helpful to the subcommittee
in our consideration of the National Science Foundation budget.

. Thank you for your assistance.
Our final witness for today is Dr. James Rosser, president of the

California State University at Los Angeles.
Dr. Rosser will bp providing testimony on the National Science

Foundation's proposed management plan and its implications for
minority programs.

Dr. Rosser, we are glad to have you with us this morning. We
will be pleased to receive your statement.

STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES ROSSER, PRESIDENT, CALIFORNIA
STATE UNIVERSITY AT WS ANGELES

Dr. ROSSER. Thank you. It is a pleasure for me to be here today
to offer testimony in this regard. I am president of California State
University at Los Angeles, a position I have held for the last 31/2
years.

Prior to assuming my present position, I worked for a period of
time as the deputy chancellor of higher education in the State of
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New Jersey and senior associate vice chancellor for academic af-
fairs at ' the University of Kansas.

I am a health scientist by background and training and worked
for a period of time as a cancer researcher in the private sector.

I am pleased to have the opportunity to appear before this sub-
committee today to testify on the proposed management plan of
the National Science Foundation.

Before presenting our views on the proposed management plan,
let me say a few words about our institution.

California State University, Los Angeles, is a unique, urban, met-
ropolitan university with one of the most ethnically-diverse student
bodies in the country. Asian, black, and Hispanic students are all
significantly represented on our campus and constitute over 65 per-
cent of our 22,000 students. Most of our students, whose median
age is 27, come from low - income families and more than half of
them work full or part-time.

We have placed particular emphasis on academic programs de-
signed to increase the numbers of minorities in the sciences and
other math-based fields. Not only are these the fields in which mi-
norities are severely underrepresented, but They are also the fields
which represent the greatest opportunity for employment in the
future and are vital to this Nation's future well-being at home as
well as in the world community.

Despite public fUnding limitations and the heavy teaching loads
of our faculty, we believe that we have been highly successful in
preparing our students for these future opportunities.

Although we have had some experience .with NSF research pro-
grams, the success we have achieved with our minority students
can be largely attributed to such programs as the, minority biomed-
ical research support [MBRS] and the minority access to research
careers [MARC] programs funded by the National , Institutes of
Health. We definitely need increased support from the NSF and
other Federal agencies if we are to extend our efforts to serve
larger numbers of minority students and, therefore, the Nation.

This brings me to the proposed NSF management plan. From our
a discussions with NSrpersonnel and Members of Congress, we un-

derstand that the plan would distribute the responsibilities for mi-
nority programs among all of the directorates.

Currently, as you know, these programs are located in an admin-
istrative unit not attached to any one of the directorates. The es-
tablishment of this unit was apparently intended to give these pro-
grams greater cohesiveness and visibility: While the unit has done
a commendable job and provided support for a discrete number of
minority institutions, from our perspective, there are a number of
problems with the current management structure. -

First, the programs have suffered from inadequate funding. The
demand from historically-black institutions alone has far exceeded.
the availability of funding. Second, the functional definitions used
by the NSF to qualify an institution as a "minority institution" are
ambiguous at best and, in our opinion, have failed to meet the
intent of the Congress.

In our case, we have applied to the NSF for minority programs
in the past only to be told repeatedly that we were not eligible.
Given the fact that we have the largest enrollment of minority stu-
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dents in absolute numbers of any four-year institution in the conti-
nental United States, we were more than a little perturbed by the
incongruity of this ruling.

Third, the rest of the NSF units, which administer the major
share of the Foundation's funds, seem to pay little attention to the
needs of minorities and often relegate such efforts tOthe small unit
that administers minority programs.

Lastly, the general thrust of the NSF has traditionally been
toward increased support for research-oriented, majority institu-
tions. While this mission-oriented thrust may be understandable, I
wish to point out that it seriously limits the efforts of universities
such as ours, which enroll the bulk of minority students, to provide
such students with opportunities to participate in high-quality re-
search programs and to prepareethem for research careers.

On the face of it, the propos4d plan could be a vehicle to over-
come the difficulties I've described. By having the entire Founda-
tion through each cf its directorates take direct responsibility for
minority programs, the resulting impact could ,conceivably be far

.greater than" that of the present structure.
But before elaborating on the advantages of the plan, let me

;mention some potential problems that may arise if the design and
implementation of the plan is not done with sensitivity and care,
and if the emphasis is not on realistic expected outcomes for the
Foundation as a whole.

I believe the major problem that may arise is that the proposed
plan will lead to a dilution of effort; The directorates may give mi-
nority programs suchlow priority that they will have little visibil-
ity and lose whatever identity they may have. As a result, many
institutions of higher education may not be aware of their exist-
ence or may have considerable difficulty gaining access to the ap-
propriate offices and individuals.

Furthermore, without a specific allocation for minority programs
in each of the directorates, funding for these programs may suffer
or disappear altogether. At least under the present structure, there
is a single unit that is centrally concerned and serves as an advo-
cate for minority programs.

Another serious problem may be the lack of uniformity in how
the various directorates prioritize and implement programs target-
ed for minorities. It is possible that some directorates will be more
conscientious than others in promoting such programs. There may
alb° be a lack of consistency among the various directorates regard-
ing policies and guidelines applied to these programs. In fact, we
encountered such a problem in one of the existing NSF programs,
the research improvement in minority institutions or MIMI) pro-
gram.

Although we submitted an application to this program confident
that we met the eligibility requirements, we were informed that
our institution did not qualify for the program even though we
qualified for another program, the minority institutions science im-
provement program or [MIS111, which has eligibility criteria identi-
cal to those of the IUMI program.

Inasmuch as the eligibility requirements for the MISIP were
originally developed by the NSF, where it was locate 11 before it was
transferred to the Department of Education, it is difficult to com-
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prehend any logic behind the NSF's ruling on our RIMI applica-
tion.

One other potential problem I wish to mention is the increased
bureaucracy that may result from the new management structure.
Under this structure, institutions will have to direct their inquiries
and proposals to several offices as opposed to one, perhaps wasting
both time and resources. Moreover, if minority program functions
are distributed throughout the Foundation and accountability is
not clearly and specifically assigned to the various management
levels, it may be difficult to identify the offices or individuals.who
have the responsibility for making decisions and setting policy. In
other words, everyone may "pass the buck" and the "buck may
never stop."

I believe the problems I've Mentioned can ,,ery likely be over-
come. In fact, with careful planning, collaboration and foresight, I
think the evolving managment pl, could have several advantages
over the existing structure.

however, if these advantages are to be realized, I believe it will
ba necessary for the NSF to reassess its current efforts to increase
the participation of minorities in the sciences and other math
based fields. Minorities continue to represent a large and largely
untapped pool of human resources that could be harnessed to meet
the increasing manpower needs of our scientific and technological
enterprises, including all levels of education.

I would suggest, therefore, that it is a most propitious time for
the NSF to increase significantly its overall commitment to minor-
ity programs. Assuming that such an increased commitment is
forthcoming, let me briefly discuss how I think the new manage-
ment plan might work to the advantage of these programs.

First, by spreading the responsibility for minority programs
across all of the directorates, the available funding for these pro-
grams could conceivably increase substantially. Currently, these
programs are primarily oriented toward training, not research, and
tend to be isolated from the research programs in the directorates.
Yet, the vast majority of the NSF budget is committed to these
mainline research programs.

Therefore, if the new management plaiGets specific performance
objectives and holds the directorates accountable for meeting these
objectives, it could lead to a considerable expansion of efforts and
to a corresponding commitment of additional resources. Let me
again underscore that it is imperative that priority for continued
funding be based on achievement of previously articulated objec-
tives.

Second, by involving the entire Foundation in these efforts and
increasing its commitment to minority programs, opportunities to
participate in these programs may be broadened to a larger
number and variety of institutions having significant numbers of
minority students. Currently, only a small fraction of such institu-
tions participate int these programs.

For example, no college or university west of the Mississippi,
with the exception of Pan American University in Texasand
three or four otherscan qualify for the RIMI program under the
NSF's current interpretation of the eligibility criteria.
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By establishing more logically consistent eligibility criteria
which have a clear correkt: n to the desired outcomes, the new
management plan should enable institutions like ours, which enroll
far more minority students than most of the currently eligible in-
stitutions, to participate in these programs and contribute in a
major way to meeting their objectives.

Finally, the integration of minority programs into all of the di-
rectorates could be a major step toward providing minorities with
access to the mainline research programs of the NSF. Such access
would facilitate direct contact and familiarisation with the rele-
vant program managers and help broaden the expertise of minor-
ities in all of the scientific and technological areas.

Converselyand just as importantlyeach of the directorates
would have to become much more knowledgeable about the prob-
lems associated with minority underrepresentation and more com-
mitted to addressing them. Such a process could increase signifi-
cantly minority participation in the mainstream scientific and
technological communities of our society..

Based on the analysis I have presented on the potential problems
and advantages of the proposed NSF management plan, I would
like to present for your consideration the following recommenda-
tions:

First, that at least for a reasonable period of time, an office be
established directly under the NSF Director with the responsibility
for overseeing the development, of minority programs in each of the
directorates and for monitoring the progress of these programs.,
This office might also function as a clearinghouse to provide infor-
mation assist institutions and individuals in gaining access to
programs in the various directorates. If the efforts of this office are
successful, the need for it should eventually disappear.

Second, that the NSF; concomitant with its implementation of
" the new management plan, take steps to insure that the director-

ates give sufficiently high priority to minority programs so that the
total resources committed to these programs increase substantially.

Third, that consistent eligibility criteria be established that will
nor exclude institutions that should logically qualify but, rather,
will broaden the participation of institutions having significant
numbers of minority students.

Fourth, that well-defined and specific performance objectives be
formulated to help guide the efforts of each directorate in develop-
ing minority programs and that corresponding evaluation criteria
be formulated against which the performance of each directorate
v.411 be measured for continued funding. In other words, each direc-
torate should be evaluated on the basis of results.

Fifth, that each directorate be required to develop a plan decrib-
ing how it will develop its minority programs and meet the speci-

, fled performance objectives, and that the National Science Board
then consolidate these plans into an overall plan-f6r the Founda-
tion. 1

Sixth, and finally, that the National Scienci,Btiiid..review annu-
ally the performances of the directorates and of ti* Foundation as
a whole in meeting its established minority program objectives.

In closing, let me say that I know there are many serious chal-
lenges facing this Nation in the next several decades. How we
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move from the post industrial to the knowledge-based or high-tech-
nology era is d Major concern. The effortS of the NSF.to generate
both the necessary personnel, research and knowledge to meet the
needs of society during this transformation are crucial.

I see it as a three-pronged responsiblity. I believe questions were
raised this morning about the 13b;sonnel as well as the research
and knowledge responsibilities that exist at this level.

I am firmly convinced that the large and largely untapped pool
of minorities in this Nation, whose numbers a& projected to con-
tinue to increase dramutically over the next few decades, --ovides
an indispensable human resource that must be utilize , meet
tliese needs.

It has been with that thought in mind that I have presented our
analysis of the proposed management plan and our recommenda-
tions on how we we think it may be effectively implemented. I
hope you will limit both the analysis and recommendationslaseful
in your deliberations al. I that you will arrive at a management
plan which will insure the success of NSF efforts to develop the mi
nority human capital of this Notion. Thank you very much.

Mr. BOUCHER. Thank you, Dr. Rosser, for that very thoughtful
testimony. -. , 14,

Mr. Dymally.
Mr. DYMALLY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It might be helpful to explain Dr. Rosser's presence heie. My

office was in a state of shock when I found out that California
State, Los Angeles, 66 percent of minority, was not eligible for NSF
funding. I suspect they use the historically black colleges as a pool
to provide funding, ignoring in my district 1 0 percent black and
minority students coming to a college that ld porbe eligible.

Easterners have this bias" against the west c t, especially in
fundingand I find it among all segments of the Washington com-
munity. The reason is that they look at minority colleges in the
'context of a list of historically black colleges.

Dr. Rosser, a question I wanted to asi you is about what'you
think the NSF ought to be doing to look at the emergence ofthese
new urban minority schools in setting up.new criteria. Should, for
instanceI think a similar situation may arise in Chicago, too,
that parallels your school. . .

Dr. ROSSER. I don't believe there is a school similar to Cal State
Los Angeles, in Chicago. The problem, I guess, involves our Asian
student body, as perhaps you know. But it would seem to me that
your point is well taken, given national demographic statistics per-
taining to urban areas. ,

Hispanic students who reside in California and other parts of the
Southwest have had virtually no opportunity to participate in the

..... RIMI program. .

Mr. DYMALLY. Los Angles has the third largest. Hispanic-speak-
ing population in the world. The State of California in the next
decade will become the first Third World state other than Hawaii.
So the demographics, it seems to me, would really dictate some re-
examination of NSF policy.

Dr. ROSSER. I believe, Mr. Dymally, the Foundation does not
- place Asian-Americans on its list of those underrepresented ith the

sciences.
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Mr. DYMALLY. But the National Research Council has stated that
there is underrepresentation of American Asians in math and sci-
ence. What has happened is that the newcomers, those who come
with prepared skills, are included in that statistic, and thus they
come to the whole situation as it exists in Los Angeles, for in-
stance.

Dr. ROSSER. One would hope perhaps, then, that maybe some ad-
justment might be made relative to this in terms of American-born
Asians versus Asians who migrate to the United States. It is very
true on the national level that significant numbers of Asians who
are part of our high-technology work force are individuals who
come to this country already with credentials in these areas.

Mr. DYMALLY. There must be a number of "historically black col-
leges" with less minority students than you and probably more
white students. At the one I went to, Lincoln University, there are
more white students than there are black students. That is in the
State of Missouri.

Dr. ROSSER. We have mote black students than probably about 70
percent of the historically black colleges._We have almost 3,500
black students. , . _

Mr. DYMALLY. Mr. Chairman. I want to thank the panelists, and
thank Dr. Rosser for coming. I would like very much to have Dr.
Rosser's testimony submitted to the Director of NSF and to have
included in the report language,_ when we submit it to the full com-
mittee, this whole dilemma which is faced by California State at
Los Angeles. .

Thank you very much. ..

Mr. BOUCHER. Very well. Thank you, Mr. Dymally.
Dr. Rosser, I have only one question of yoq,..1-a ced during your

testimony you stated that Asian-Americfins are presently not
placed on the National Science Foundation's list of hose underre-

I. presented in the sciences today.
It occurs to me that perhaps at New Mexico University, at uni-

,-ersities in Arizona there must be a significant population of stu-
dents from Mexican-American backgrounds or perhaps who are
Native Americans. Do you know if,%those individuals are presently
characterized as underrepresented in the sciences also?

Dr. ROSSER. Mexican-Americans are presently characterized as
being underrepresented. Interestingly enough, Mr. Boucher, in
terms of the RIMI program in particular, I believe there are only
about two institutions that enrolled a significant number of Mexi-
can-American students that would be eligible.

Another interesting aspect 4, r this is that many of the RIMI insti-
tutions do nut have engineering programs. As a matter of fact, of
the four programs Which were funded In. the NSF I believe only
two of the four had engineering programs. So, within the context of
the objectives of the RIMI program, the ability to provide compre-
her.,ive access was apparently not a consideration.

, Mr. Boucnim. I think you have certainly highlighted an impor-
tant concern here. On behalf of the subcommittee, I would like to
thank you for making the long trip to Washington to make this tes-
timony available to us.

Dr. RossEa. It is my ple4ure. Thank you.

I
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Mr. Bouciisa. TINA does conclude our hearings on authorization .
of the National Science Foundation's budget. The committee will
be meeting on March 17, next Thursday, for its markup session.
That concludes our hearing. At this point I would like to i9sert
some items that have a bearing on the subject of today's hearing.
The committee/will rise.
I [Whereupon,lati12:30 pm., the subcommittee was adjourned, sub-
Pet to*the call of the Chair.]

[The information follows:)
IA statement for the record on ST!A Budget and Responsibilities,

by Robert P. Morgan (Brookings Fellow*
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ON TUB NSF-STIA BUDGET AND RESPONSIBILITIES

by

Robert P. Morgan*

3/10/83

I wish to raise some questions and concerns about the FY '84

National Science Foundation budget, particularly that portion of the

budget allocated to the Diredtorate for Scientific, Technologital and

International Affairs -- The STIA Directorate. In a year in which the

total NSF budget tequest of FY '84 is 17.8% above the FY i983 Current

Plan, STIA's budget has been reduced from $44.2 million to 06.8

million, a reduction of 16.7%. Whereas in FY 1983, STIA accoutred for

4.2% of the total NSF Research and Related Activities Appropriation, in

FY i984 that figure fails to 2.9%.

The rationale for this reduction in the STIA budget is set forth

both in NSF budget documents and in a memorandum from the NSF Director,

Eduard A. Knapp, to the NSF Executive Council dated January 12,

L983. 1/ In t. moo, programs included in the STIA sphere are

characterized as being special programs which are stated to have not

been viewed, implicitly at leasl, "as being as central co NSF's mission

as the research directorates". Concluding that the responsibilities of

Science and Public Policy Fellow, The Brookings Institution,
Washington, D.C. 20036. (On leave as Professor and Chairman,
Department of Technology and Human Affairs, Washington University,
St. Louis, Ho. 63130.)
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the research directOrate* have been too narrowly defined, and that the

special programs have not had sufficient resouces to have an

appreciable impact, Dr. Knapp articulates a new management philosophy

in which the research directorates "must have sole responsibility for

receiving, evaluating, and decisionmaking on ell proposals (with the

obvious exception of education)". STIA will continue to exist but it

will primarily serve an agency-wide coordinating role. Furthermore,

STiA's FY 84 budget request, according to the NSF Budget Summary to the

Congress, Is "an apparent decrease of $7.4 million"; however "an

---
estimated $22.1 million within the Foundation's discipline oriented

research activities will bring the effective total of the various NSF

programs shown in this activity to 58.9 million". ---- an (actual?,)

increase of SI4.7 million or J3.3%. 2/

There are three issues that 1 wish-to address Pb arise from

these developments. The first concerns the efficacy of the proposed

management plan -- that is, will it work as intended? The second

focuses on the Foundation's ability to carry out Its international

program responsibilities. The third deals with the apparent decline o*

Interest within the Foundation in interdisciplinary, problem-oriented

research.

I. On The New Management Scheme

One premise upon which the scheme is based is that a more optimal

program will result If the research directorates assume responsibility

for decisions on proposals which heretofore were in the special program

category, while STIA assumes a coordinating role. Because of this

648
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expanded responsibility, the research directorates will take more

interest and the net result will be an even greater involvement overall

within the Foundation In STIA-type program activity, or so the scenario

goes. To ensure a successful transition, minimum spending levels for

STIA -type activity within the research directorates will be set.

If the above works as intended, It cOuid be a good thing.

However, will it For one thing, many details need to be worked out.

The research directorate-STIA interface Is likely to be more

complicated than heretofore. Furthermore, eniess there are some

personnel changes which result-in the research directorates becoming

more sympathetic and sensitive to STIA -type activity, there may very

well be Problems. The FY 1984 Budget Request for Program Development

and Management within USF increased by only 1.1% and the number of

Full-Time Equivalent Staff is crolected to fall from 1.218 to 1,194.

This reduction would not seem to augur well for Implementation of a

new, somewhat complicated management scheme.

. 2. International Programs

In FY 1982, international Cooperative Scientific Activities was

the biggest line item in the STIA budget at $11.6 million. It slipped

to $9.9 million in FY 1903 New Obligatienal Authority and falls to S5.0

million In FY 1984, a 1983 to 1984 drop of almost 50%. It Is now a

poor third behind Induatr:ai Science and Technoiegy Innovation ($16.5

million) and Research Initiation and Improvement ($6.5 million).

However, two items appear within the research directorates; an

additional $5.9 million for International Cooperative Research

f ' 1

J.
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Activities, and $2 million fora new U.S.India Joint Program. Thus,

in the NSF Press Release on the FY 84 budget, a total program for

International Cooperative Scientific Activities of $12.9z2111100 is

shown, as is a Z change FY 84/83 of plus 30.3%. 3/

Hill the new management scheme have the intended multiplier effect

on international cooperative science at NSF? It seems tome likely

that certain kinds of activities may benefit, namely highly specialized

-

areas of relevance to advanced industrial coutitries and those

compatible with the present intereets of the research directorates. On

the other band, NSF activity related to less developed countries and of

a more applied nature may very welt suffer.

Elsewhere, we have examined the mandate for.NSF's international

involvement, 4/ a nandate which has been receiving renewed attention by

the National Science Board. 5/ NSF's legislative mandate would stem to

provide sufficient justification for expansion of its international

science and technology role, should it choose to do so. However, in

the past its Main international cooperative science activities have

been with the developed countries. In NSF's 1979 budget submission, of

the $10.6 million requested for International Cooperative Activities,

58% were for Cooperative Science Activities Primarily with developed or

wealthier developing countries; 311 was for Scientific Organizations

and Resources, the Largest single part of which was the U.S. share of

the budget for IIASA.

t
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Since 1919, the National Science Foundation's International

Activities directed towards developing countries here had a difficult

time. A reasonably successful program called SEED (Scientists and

Engineers for Economic Development) funded by Am was terminated. A
A '

newly consolidated program, Science for Developing Countries. crvoiied

at the time of UNCSTD, has had a difficult time getting off the ground

with very small funding; components included dissertation grants for

.LDC students in the U.S., short courses, cooperative Projects, etc.

The budgeting history has run $300,000 FY 81. $200,000 FY 82, $500,000 FY

83.

NSF has a special role to play in connection with,so-called

AID- graduate or middle-income countries. About thirty bilateral

agreementsfvr scientific and technical cooperation are administered

for the U.S. by NSF and up until now, they have been centered in the

International Programs Division of the STIA Directorate. NSF also

asserts that a great deal of international activity goes on outside of

STIA, supported by the traditional scientific research directorates. A

new $2 million item in the NSF 1984 budget submission is fot an

expanded bilateral program with India in the wake of Hrs. 6121podi's

summer, 1982 visit.

In 97 opinion, international programs involving developing

countries particularly middle-income ones, have been far less than

they could have been in the past at NSF. That being the case, it is

certainly conceivable that the proposed change in program management

and control will be for the better. HOWOVerr I repain skeptical.
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Scientific cooperation with 4, .-.+ping countries hoe elements

associated with it that require priorities, skins and insights which

may be missing in the research directorates. Somewhere, a strong,

knowledgeable presence in tune with the requirements-for cooperation

with developing countries is required. A strengthened rather than a

weakened STIA with a higher minimum floor for developing country

activity is an alternative worth considering.

3. on Interdisciplinary Research

The reduction of the STIA budget and its lessened role compared to

the research directorates has a certain analogy with what is going on

in the universities. In the 1960s and 1970s a variety of

problem-focused interdisciplinary programs arose centered around key

problem areas facing society -- energy, environmenta: qualiry, health

care, international development to name a few. At NSF. there was

Inrerdiaciplinary Research on Problems of Sociery (IRPOS) and then

there was Research Applied ro national Heeds (RANN) and now there is

STU.

Within the past two years, there has been a swing back towards the

disciplines and away from interdisciplinary activity. I see the

NSF -STIA situation as a part of that trend. The NSF Director, (who

headed one of the key research directorates prior to becoming director)

upon observing that "unfortunately, these special programs typically

have not hod the resources to have an appreciable impact", could have

concluded that what needed to be done was to give the special programs
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sore control of more resources. Ile didn't. Disciplinary programs may

suffer frogs sone of the same maladies attributed to the special

programs -- lack of impact and service only to special interests, i.e.,

the scientists within the respective disciplines.

In a broader sense, the new NSF.budger can be viewed as **other

step way from the kind of interdisciplinary activity which became

Prominenr in the 1960s and 1970s towards smote narrow conception of

science as it existed before then. Such a development is occurring

when the need for interdisciplinary research and focueed activity is

greater than ever. It should not go unchallenged.

X

* There nay also be sone relation to the fall off in funding for

applied civilian research in other government agencies, like EPA and

the Department of Energy.

S.
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Footnotes

1. "The Hanagement of NSP Programs, Memorandum from Edward

A. Knapp to NSF Executive Council, January 12, 1983.

2. "Budget Summary to the Congress", Fiscal Year 1984. National

Science Foundation. Washington,. D.C. 20550.

3. "Statement of FY 1984 Budget", National Science Pnundatiom

News. NSF PR8316. Feb. 1983.

4. Morgan, R.P., "Science and Technology for De.slopment; The

Role of U.S. Universities", Pergamom Press, New York, 1979. Chapter 1.

(with E.E. Irons, et. al.)

5. "Statement on Science in the International Setting as adopted

by the National Science Board at its 238t11 Meeting on Sept. 16-17,

1982. *$

[Two letters from the American Psychological Association with
attached materials:]

AP'
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March 14, 1983

aw
.

The Honorable Dd%ig Welgren
Chair, Subcommittee on Science,
Research and Technology

U.S. House of Representatives
2319 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515' $

Dear Chairman Walgren: ("1
j .

in the hearings that you chaired last Thursday on the National Science

Foundation's Biological, Delia4ioral, an/ Social Sciences Directorate (31$),
witnesses testified that isny young ppirile were being disceuraged'froa
entering research careers in the behavioral and social sciences, an part
bscauee of chronic funding problems in these areas. You inquired explicitly
about what was happening to research personnel in these fields. The purpose
of this letter is to provide sone data in response to your inquiry, and to
comment briefly on Mrs impact on the status of research personnel.

We have looked at the number of first-year enrollments in the relevant
areas of research, and the number of doctoral recipients. Attached are
several tables of data, which, summarised, indicate the following points:

o The number of doctorate recipients in social sciences other than
psychology decreased 13Z from 1976 to 1981, and is roughly at pre-1972
levels (Table 1).

o This trend is also seen in tesearch psychology, where the number of
doctoral recipients declined during the :lame period (Table 2).

o First-year enreaments in research psychology fiide declined by 25.32
fton 1975-1980. If this trend continues, there would be only 758 doctoral
recipients in these areas in 1986 -- toughly the same as pre-1970 levels
(Table 3 and Figure 1). In other words, in terns of doctorate production,
research areas in psychology will be back where they were nearly twenty
years earlier, a condition which if continued for more than a few years
will seriously threaten the quality and stability of several subfields.

These trends are not rho result of_ an excess supply of research

psychologists. In recent years. despite anecdotal claims to the cantrarY:

psychology has nor had an unemployment dor an under-employment problem. Our
data consistently indiestet less than 2 percent unemployaent among
psychologists.

f2OsewenmSf NWsWy,.. OC
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There is general agreement on at least four me,* causes of these trends,
and they are directly related to federal policiet

1. Cre nauee is the detline In recett years in the academic market for

behavioral and social scientists. this same trend has affected nearly all
of thc scientific field.. Despite the employability of research
psychologists to non - academic satiate, it IS likely that a shrinking
academic matket discourages potential entrants for many field,.

4
2. Second as the decline from an already vety low base of federal research

funds. This has been a chronic problem, as documented in the 1976 Simon
Cammittee report from the National Acodemy of Sciences, but has gotten ,

cores under the current Administration.

3. Within the total amount of federal tesearch funds there has been an
Instability of funding for many areas of research. While tecognising that
priorities change, at still is essential to maintain continuity of funding
fot baseq_imsearth. Societal payoffs and successful scientific careers

--------b41Viiijuire mcIre than single -shot tesearch ptojiscts.

4. Sources of suppoit for graduate research training, many of them under
detect federal control, have either been disippeering or drastically
reduced. Current levels of predoctoral awards from thc National
Institures of Health and the Alcohol. Drug Abuse, and Mental Health
Administration are less than one-thirdultat they were in 1975; research
and teaching assistantships have betome scarp, as the levels of research
funds have declined, or because of other economic reasons; and although
graduate student loans have not been eliminated as the Administration has

proposed, publicity surrounding this proposal discouraged many persons
from even applying for them.

We cannot stress enough that thert needs to be a strong positive sign of

support from NSF for the behaviotal and social sciences. If these disciplines

continue to let perceived as underfunded, they will be perceived as less
premising for future tesearthers.

The NSF Roe

The NSF budget preparation protesa is where strong support should
originate. It appears that requests for disproportionately low funding
proposals for the behaviotal and social sciences did not originate with NSF
/Wt. However, because of the riming of changes in NSF staff, the agency may
have been unprepared to resist the proposals. For example, former NSF
Ditecror John Slaughter had little or nothing to d6 with the preparation of
the FY 1981 budget and current NS1 Directot Edward Knapp had little to do wirh

prep4ation of the FY 1984 budget.

11 are concerned that the current search for an Assistant NSF Ditector for
B8S well result in a similar situation in the upcoming budget cycle. We
reiterlite our request, made in written testimony on March 10, that yout
Subcommittee monitor closely the selection of the new head of 8BS, to assure
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that s tepIscement is chosen.on the basis of competence rather than political
beliefs. Further, we hope that the appointment will he made in a timely,
manner so that the individual chosen can be involved in the budget cycle at

4 the earliest opportunity. Whet must be avoided at all coots is yet another
fox-in-the-chicken-coop appointment of the sort that has characterized the
current Administration's treatment of governmental unite whose programs they
dislike.

I hope that this lettet and the dosched dos are helpful in establishing
the Connection between federal funding policies and the status of research
personnel in the behavioral and social sciences. I would be3appy to provide
more detailed information on any of the above points.

We greatly appreciate the concern you have expressed regarding the
proposed FY 84 suthorita"tion levels for the social and behavioral sciences.
Those levels are inequitable relative to other fields, and arm not responsive
to scientific opportunities, to Congressional directives, or to national
needs. Our written testimony develops this position in more detail. I would

simply repeat here our belief that FY 1984 authorization and appropriations
head be at levels that restore funding to FY 1980 levels, corrected for
inflation. This will not only enable these fields to better fulfill their
potential by contributing to the national welfare, but will signal the
Centro's'. belief that these fields join with other.' in having a significant
role to play in addressing Critical national needs.

Attachments .

ACKssv

t.

I.

Sincerely,

Alan G. Trout, Ph.D.
Deputy Executive Officer for
' National Policy Studies
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Table 1

Doctorate Recipients in Social Sciences

(other than Psychology), 1970-1981

/ Year of Doctorate 'fetal

1970 2476

.1972
3,331

1974 3,575

1976 3,707

1918 3,410

1980 3,156

1981 3,148

Source: National Research
Council, Office of Scientific and Engineering'

Personnel, Doctorate Records File.
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Table 2
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Taken, with adaptations, from Syverson, P.O. Two decades of doctorates

in pa) hology: A comparison with national trends. American Psychologist,

1982, 17, 1203-1212.
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3,500

3,000 /-
I Total

Psychology

2,500

/

/

2,000

1,500

Actual

1,600
`..trojected

Research
Subfields

500

0
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Figure 1. Doctorate production in psychology,, 1968 to 1981 (actual) and
projected to 1986 for research subfields. Source; National Research Council.
Summary Repots 1981 Doctorate Recipients (tom United 4tates Wire:sides.
Washington, D.C.. National Academy of Sciences, 1982. Also ptior annual reports.
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American
Psychological
Association

March 21, 183

Doaorahlr. 4oug Walgren
Chair, S bcommittee on Science,
Research and Technology

U. S. House of Representative&

Veahingtoo, D. C. 203IS

Dear ChairmadValgren!

ArtacPed Is a statement concerning the relaelonship of behavioral and
social science research to productivity da well as an aseessment of the
adequacy of recent National Science Foundation (NSF) budgets for these fields
to aodtess national needs on this issue. The statement includes a chart of
recent budget requests and final budgets for NSP'a Biological, Behavioral, and
Social Sciences (BBS) directorate, plus a numbet of specific examples of the
ways in wilt& behavioral and sociallecience research contributes to
productivity.

This statement is provided in response to your request during our
conversation of hatch 18. Please let no know if further information Is needed.

ACK : ri

Enclosures

a
.Y /. 0 '4 Of

r U._
qI:f f f /co .

Slocetely,

Mak& Kraut, Ph.D.
Deputy Executive Officer for
National Polley Studies

ho.
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The Importance of "The Hunan Factor" on Economic Productivity and innovatim

Improved productivity is generally &mewed to be essential ro economic
recovery. Productivity is typically defined as the output of goods and
services produced by the Input of a combination of such resources as capital
Investment, materials, and labor. Currently, there is Treat emphasis being
placed on developing innovative technological inputs as a key element in

improving our nation's productivity. There has not been a commensurate effort
to improve the human inputs associated with productivity. Yet the need for
innovation in Chia area is widely recognized.

The House Science, Research and Technology (SRT) Subcommittee in its
recent report on "The Woman Factor in Innovation and Productivity" found the
following to be true:

Finding I. Hastoricelly, the importance of the human factor to innovation
and productivity improvement has been underestimated. As a result, it has
nor been carefully studied and is not well understood. What is known is

that org aa i aa Caen* in Japan, Scmcclinavie, and the United State'. which are

demonstrating a sensitivity CO t e interdiction between individuals, both
vertically and horizontally in the organization, are realizing redMeed

turnover. absenteeism, and grievances from employees. There
org nnnnn coons. generally, are also remaining Competitive and exhibiting

0 healthy prlductovity performance in a troubled world economy (p.3).

The processes of using, maintaining, creating, or deploying new technologies
are not merely mechanistic nor purely economic. As St:an Usiltner of the U.
S. General Accounting Office put it in his testimony before the Subcommittee
in September of 1981:

To put it bluntly. capital and technology by themselves produce
nothing. A machine, a process, or a swan may be ever so
brilliantly contrived, but it is no more effective than the
;dople operating and managing it want it to be or know hOW to
make it (Subcommittee Report, p. 20).

The federal government has a leading rote in supporting basic research

that leads to Innovation. This policy has been adopted by the current
Administratoon, which believe* rhar, inmost instances. support of basic

h is the most legitimate role for the federal government on the R61:

suectrum of activities. However, the Adminiatration has been eonsietent in

its efforts to downgrade reaearch support in the behavioral and social

^" . .4 P.
11 en 0 .1'

4464.0e1 K .)
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sciences, asinine oath its FY 82 Budget Sequesr uhich proposed lee budget
requests Jbr FY 82 and reset ssssss for 1981. These proposals were accompanied
by rhe assertion rhar many of the behavioral and social science programs "arc
coneadered to be of lesser immediate priority in overall NSF research support"
(p. 42, NSF Badger in Brief, March 1981).

The Preaident's FY 84 Budget Request for General Science, Space find
Technology conrains the following sratement: "The prIntipal mission of NSF
Vb. National Science Foundation} is to support basic research in all science
and engineering ftelds.'t Yet the use budget propose: repeatedly emphasizes
investment in rhe physical science, and engineering as a means of achieving or
maintaining U.S. leadership in such areas as defense and
high-technology-dependent industry. e.

This &emphasis of the non-physical sciences is reflected in thc FY 84
budget request!, for NSF's behavioral and social science programs. While the
agency's budget as a uhole es targeted for an increase of 18 percent, the
behavioral and social sciences have been targeted for much smaller gains, some
as by As 2.7 percent (psychobiology) and 4.7 percenr (social and
developmental psychology).

AA disparately Lou FY $4 budget requestforthese saieaccs is
parriculerly deluging because NSF funding in those sciences has decreased
steadily since FY 1980 in terms of rest dollars. (See Attachment I for serval
figures). For example, rhe Behavioral an Neural Sciences budget vita $36.8

million an FY 80, declined to 129.2 million in FY 82 and has been oely
partially restored to $33.8 million in FY 83. Virrually all behavioral and
social science programs have experienced this funding pattern. In conrrast,

biology programs uirhin BBS have increased steadily from $111.8 million in FY
80 ro $131.2 million in FT $34

Equally disrurbang is thc pattern of budget requests in rhe past four
years. These budget requests constitute a pattern of neglect that overlooks
the value and contribution of these sciences in improving rhe indusrrial and

economic productivity of this nation. That contribution is described briefly
below.

Examples of Gon'ributiona of Behavieret and Social Science_ Itesesreh ro
troductivae

The overall place of, and contrtburions by, behavioral and social science
research in the U.S. economy is well esroblished:

Past tnvestaents an the social and behavioral sCicnces have led
ro and improved reehnologies of considerable dollar value.
Nulri-million dollar anduarrfes have emerged in the Unired
States from findngs and discoveries traccebic,to rhe social and
behavioral sciences. A profkt-orienred private economy adopts'

' , and applies rhcsc products, just as it purchases elecrronics or
medicines which started as phystal or biological science

. .1:7"
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discoveries. deponent enterprises are now built around
economic forecasting, dtmographic projections, political polling
and survey research, standardized educational, aptitude, and
intelligence testing. personnel selection and management
counseling. longue inszrucplon, psychotherapy, cost-benefit
analysis, hvasn engineering system design. consumer rereach.
marketing analysis, symbol& and image design, and information
dissemination. Whole industries and professions such as
nverOring, public relations, and suns media audience
measurement cervices, drew continuously on information.
techniques and measures developed in social and behavioral
research. Technologies ire also =ported (e.g.. Gallup
Int aaaaa ional). They also attract foreign investment' as
thousaadr of students come from abroad for advanced training in
econometrics. linguiatice. demography.,survey methodology,
psychometric testing, management science, etc. (Larsen. 1981,
p. 8)

Specific examples of contributions include the following:

o Personnel selection and assessment: It has been animated that
opprorimately $11 billion could be saved yearly by the federal government

none if it used improved employee selection procedures. The estimated having*
for the economy se a whole is about $80 billion yearly, or about 3 percent of
gross =clonal product.

o Surfs research; A sizable industry itself (estimated to have been

$4 billion in 1928 surveys are increasingly used by bueinera (for crucial
investment decisions). by government (to predict future revenue, among other
uses), and by innovators (to assen the marktt potential of new products and
genvices) (Tornatrky 31.31., 1982).

o Hunan factors research: Long used in the design of industrial
iroduezion lines (one intervention by human factors reserehers cut total

saseably time from /via 28 minutes). it has also been extensively used in
standardized highway signs. in the design of both military and civilian

aircraft, and in tho design of countless products :nvolcing the adaptation to
boon abilities end dimensions (e.g., furniture, tool., c.c.). A. a result of
t d Three-Mile island incident. which subsequent study snowed to be caused
more by human factors =elm; shortcomings than by equipment failures, the
*clear Regulatory Commiasion enlisted the aid of the Human Factors Society in
a major study of the design of nuclear power equipment.

o Om:intuitional design; A number of different organization= factors,
such as shared decisionmaking, decentialization, goal-setting., and tying
employee compensation (in part) to overall firm performance have been shown
time -and time again to be related to corker productivity. morale, and quality

of work life -- factors that hare sizable economic effects. Such changes in
design have saved firms millions of dollazr and have saved sonic feom economic

extinction. Organizational design also affects such thing. as workplace,

665
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safety and siideat reduction, which Oas shown to be-improved in some studios
using behavioral intervention by as much as 60 percent, worker absenteeism And
turnover, which unaddressed can cost firms sizable amounts, and alto of d

drug abuse, whoa, effects on productivity alone is estimated to be about 30

billion a year.

The Need for Further Social and Behavioral Research on Productivity

Despite these examples, it was the consensus of *opt witnesses testifying
before the Subcommittee in the September 1981 hearings that there is se
overall lack of reliable, systematic research on the impact of human factors
on innovation and productivity. The Subcommittee's report states:

A.

Finding VI. There is a need for research by social scientists
and econoa4ats to better understand the workplace and the
relationship of human factors to innovation and productivity.
The impact of technology on the workers, and the factors
necessary to realize the effective implementation of technology
in this workplace need to be explored. Problemmoricnted, ea well
as diacipline-oriented Fesearch should be encouraged (p. 9).

The Need ;at Increased Federal Funding tot Social and Behavioral Research

In view of the drastic reduction in foods available for social and
behavioral research, parracularly from the National Science Foundation, the
Subcommittee's Report raises to "euestiona is to INSF's1 commitment to social
sad behavioral sciences, as opposed to the phyaicel sciences" (p. 33).
Chairmen Doug Walgrea views the eatuetsoa as being "of utmost concern given
the impact of human factors in U.S. innovation and productivity" (p. 34).

Therefore, the Subcommittee concluded, in one of its major recommendations:

Congreas should provide funds for reaearch on the interaction
between human factors and innovation and productivity. National
Science Foundation programs. in particular the social sciences,
should be emphasised (p. 10).

$*
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(Questions for the record .on subjects covered by today's hearing,
with the formal response's of the National Science Foundation:]
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Info twat Ion Science and Tecibitolo_9y

QUESTION: The Committee Report Authorizing Appropriatisans to NSF for FY 83.
stated, "it is the Committees view that the Foundation allocate up to $6.5
million to the nivIsiort of Information Science and Technology". What was
the rationale for allocating approximately $t million less than the Commit-
tee directed?

ANSWER: The FY 1983 appropriation for the Foundation did not provide sufficient
funds to meet all Congressional recommendations and detections. Careful
consideration was given to the competing requirements of a wide variety of
efforts, to all Cspogressional guidance, to scientific needs and opportu-
nities; and to achieving a balanced program' within the total available
funds. Additional amounts were allocated not .only to information science
and technology, but also, for example, to the behavioral and social sciences
and international cooperative activities. The final FY 1983 program is, we
belieste,sesponsive, well-balanced and sound within the context of our FY
'1983 appropriations total.

QUESTION: What value do you place on the contribution of Information Science -and
Technology in addressing productivity and.economic concerns? Computec-
Research is proposed to receive in FY 1984 a 19% increase over FY 1983,
and Computer Engineering a 25% increase why does Information Science
receive only a 13% increase (bringing the funding level back to that of FY
1981)' Why is the large increase proposed for Computer Engineering, when
this field is proving so lucrative in the private sector?

ANSWER There has been widespread discussion, in general terms, about the potential
contributions to increased productivity and economic growth attending the
Nation's movement into the "Information and communications 'age."
Recently, the imerrelations among the fields of information science,
computer scien0 and computer engineering have been examined both
within the Foundation and by the National Science Board 4N513). A
'January, 1983 workshop sponsoted by NSF brought together leaders in these
fields to discus's the state-oftheart and areas requiring additional
research. In March of this year, the NS8 was. briefed on these fields as
part of its responsibilities for policydirection..

in all three areas information science and technology, computer science
and computer engineering -- the Foundation emphasizes support of long-'
term furidameiltal research. The aim of research and development
supported by industry, say in computer engineering, is typically oriented
more towards immediate payoff and proprietary benefit. This is in
contrast to NSF-supported ,research which provides the knowledge from
which an Industty and the Netion.as a whole may be able benefit.

The 13% increlnent proposed for the information science subactivity
reflects the decisior to place higher priority on meeting needs for research
instrumentationland plant biology, and will allow real growth in this area of
science.

QUES110Ni What direclion Jhas the staffing and funding pattern ,of the Information
Science Divisiontaken since it became a Division within BBS?

1.

21480 0-83-43
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Interthailin S.- ierice and Technology became a subactivity within
BBS in FY 1981. Funding for 1ST in FY 1981 was $5.9 million; 1983 it
is estimated to be 0.4 million: the FY 1984 request is S6.1 million.
Staffing for 1ST has decreased from 14 full-lime positions in FY 1981 to
9,8 fulltirric equivalents in FY 1983, .

.
4.)1JESTIOtv: would NSF be able to develop a n'tore effective and comprehensive program

if the Int ormauon Science, Computer Science, and Computer Engineering
Divisions (now located in three directorates BBS, MPS, and Engineering)
were brought together in a new directorate where adequate and coon:8-
noted management attention could be given to all programs? Whp3
mechanisms are used to coordinate the activities at the present time?. ANSI ER: There is a strong and de-1;41e linkage between the information sciences and
other research- supported in BBS. Special ties exist with the cognitive,
lingissuc and economic sciences, and the current administrative arrange-
ments strongly encourage cooperation. and planning. Coordination with the
mentioned computer support- effortslis excellent, with programs in the
various directorates Jointly funding proposals, taking part in each others'
advisory committee meetings, dove oping and participating -in special,
workshops, and in preparing speCial resentations such as that for the
March 1983 meeting of. the National ierice Board. The present arrange-
ment has allowed the Inforination ience and Technology, Computer
Science and Computer Engineering pr rams to draw and build upon the
cognate research taking place in three directorates. it has the further
dvantage of facilitating a flexible approach to supper; of a very rapidly-

! . hanging field of science,

QUESII0N: poes Policy Research and Analysis (STIA) support research In the area of
!information policy' Hots is that program coordinated with the priorities

; .,lif or InformAtion Science (11119, Computer Science (MPS), and Computer
e-Engineering (ENG)?

The Policy Research and Analysis (PRA) division primarily has supported
palmy research m the area of computer technology. PRA limits itself to
policy research and analysis, while 1ST supports the fundamental research
on economic and societal' impact of information science and technology
which is essential to the policy analysis process. Computer engineering
(ENG) is directed at broadening the understanding of principles of design
and construction of computers, while computer research supported through
the MPS directorate tends to be more software oriented. The complemen-
tarity of all of the Foundation's computer-related efforts is ensured
through She close and continuing contacts between their respective staffs.
For example, PRA is now proposing a new initiative covering policy issues
involving computers, communications and information. One part of this
effort was a workshop held in Dedham, Massachusetts on March 20-23 of
thiyear at which PRA and 1ST program managers were represented.

.. ...

AN .I.A Ms

z

OUEStiON: Last. year we received a letter signed by about 30 distinguished scientists
inciting Nobel winners in Physics, Biochemistry, and Economics urging,. ,.

increased support for Information Science at NSF. Why do you feel this
unique and new discipline can be nurtured at the proposed funding, level.
especially when the Division received less support in FY 1982 and FY 1983
than in FY.,1981?
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ANSWER: The FY 1983 Current Plan for information science research increases,
support over FY 1982 and brings it to $5.4 million; an additional increase of
about 13% in FY 1984 results in a total of $6.1 million for this area. This
latter requested increase provides for growth and would bring FY 1984
above the FY 1981 level. Information Science and Technology is an
emerging field of research and tt is level of funding would permit NSF to
fund about 50% of proposals rece ved by it. The success .atio in other 13135
programs,: some of which are also in rapidly advancing high-growilvfields

by comparison, is of the order of 20-30%.
Women and Maori ties
QUESTION:. In a year when the NSF budget has had substagtial increases in its proposed

budget for 1944, there has been no increase in the funding or programs for
minorities, or in the one program, the Visiting Professorsh.ps for women
scientists. Why have these programs not received additional support?

ANSWER:. In FY 1982, the l'ound.tion found that the funds budgeted for the Minority
Research Initiation program exceeded the amount requested by the quality
proposals received. In evaluating the Minority Research Initiation program
it was decided to hold the program funds at the level of $2,000,000 for the
immediate future until it was determined that a need for increased funding
was justified.

Also in FY 1982, the first year of the Research Improvement in Minority
Institutions, the original budgeted figure was $:00,000. This was increased
to an obligation figure of $907,826 in FY 1982. Since $2.000,000 was the
anticipated ceiling for this program, the Foundation has held this program
at level funding for the immediate future. As there are a limited number
of eligible schools (about 30), this figure may remain constant.

The program for Visiting Professorships for Women (VPW) shows a 200%
increase from FY 1982 to FY 1983. The high quality of proposals in FY
1982 resulted in additional funds being awarded an increase of "$448,000
over the allocated $500,000. In FY 1983, the allocation is $1,500,000 and it
was decided to maintain this level in FY 1984 to maintain the high quality
of the program. . . .

All programs are reviewed each year before and during the preparation of
the annual budget requests and determinations are made based on the needs
of the pre ram and the priorities of the Foundation.

QUES7101; Since funds are present in the 1984 NSF budget for various program
additions, why was there no funding for the National Research Opportunity
Grants, or a similar research initiation program for women?

ANSI E 12 i There were no program additions. Funds have been used to expand existing
programs within the research directorates. It is anticipated that these
expanded research programs will prove as equally beneficial to women as
to men. The program of Presidential Young Investigators will be
guided out of the expanded research programs. and the Foundation antici-
pates that a sizable proportion of the 200 awards will be made to women.
It is not the intent of the Foundation to create new set aside programs but
rather to expand opportunities for women within the existing research
programs.

7
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QUESTION: At present, NSF has no program to encourage women to choose technical
careers, or to help them to return to such caress and fully utilize their
abilities after a career break. Such programs have existed at NSF in the
past, and they were evaluated, and found to be highly effective. The
reentry programs, for example, have been shown to return more in tax
dollar increases than they cost. In-view of the continuing need for such
efforts, and the known effectiveness of programs in this area:

I) Why does NSF not have program proposals to increase the partici-
pation of women in science in its 1984 budget?

-2) What planning is now underway to develop such programs for future
years?

ANSWER: While there are no specific proposals in the 1984 budget request for reentry
programs for women, there are opportunities within existing programs for
women to utilize len. scientific training after, a career break, e.g.,
Presidential Young Investigators, Undergraduate College Research Si*"
Visiting Professorships for Women, etc. It is envisioned that as program
officers become more familiar with their role of responsibility for the full
range of scientific needs in their disciplinary area, a greater sens:tivity to
issues such as the reentry problems of women scientist- till be developed
and provision of opportunities will be strengthened.

The Director is currently working with the Committee on Equal Opportu-
nities in Science and TechnOlogy to review NSF activities for rilnorities
and women and to, where appropriate, recommend new efforts and/or
strengthen existing ones. Reentry programs will be discussed as a part of
this revtew.

QUESTION; NSF funding for programs for womei. reached its highest yearly amount in
1981, when slightly over 2 milhon dollars went to programs to increase the
participation of women in science. The 1984 budget proposal of 15 million
is less than 75% of the 1931 amount; the actual decrease is even greater
when inflation is considered. Why is NV decreasing its support for effort
to increase the utilization of the scientific talents of women, at a time
when the counts/5 needs for trained technical talent is increasing?

ANSWER: In FY I931, approximately $2 million of Science and Engineering Education
funds went to targeted programs to increase .:..: participation of women in
scienci The programs funded here provided educational enrichment for
young women through career awareness workshops and educational upgrad-
ing for women with baccalaureate degrees in science who were unemployed
or underemployed. Subsequently, Science and Engineering Education funds
were cut back; $15 million were provided for the Graduate Research
Fellowships and all other programs were terminated.

In FY 1982, the Foundation established the Visiting Professorships for
Women at $500,000 (this was a :ally increased to $948,000 because of the
exceptional high quality of fie proposals) and has subsequently teen
increased to $1,500,000 for FY 1935 and FY 1934. This represents an
increase over 1982 of 53%.
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NSF is not decreasing its support for efforts to increase the utilization of
the scientific talents of women. Rather, it is anticipated that by having
the research directorates assume greater responsibility for the health of all
science, they will become more aware of, and reSpoasi ye to the needs of
women scientists.

QUESTION: At present, NSF has no program of rer.arch initiation targeted towards
women, though such a program was included in the congressional recom-
mendations in the 1981 NSF authorization, and have been supported by the

recommendations of subsequent advisory groups, such as the Ccmmittee on
Equal Opportunities in Science and Technology. What plans do you have to
implement these recommendations in subsequent budgets?

ANS% ER: The Director is working witt the Committee on Equal Opportunities in
Science an.I Technology to review existing minority and women's programs.
Where appropriate, increased funding or new activiti.is will be recom-
mended to provide additional and/or strengthened opportunities for minori-
ties and women in science and technology,

QUESTION: The NSF Visiting Professorships for Women in Science and Engineering is
entering its second year. The first rear was highly successful, with well
over 100 highly qualified applicants, despite the very short application
period. Much of the success of the program to date has been due to the
excellent adiamistration of the program by the program coordinator during
its first year. Since the program requir'es that an applicant find a
university where she can visit, which can provide both the research and the
opportunities :or teaching and involvement with students which are part of .
the program, at as more complicated to administer than the usual grant
program, and requires specialized knowledge of the needs of women in
science and experience with this type of program.

In view of these considerations, the proposal to decentralize the admini-
stratoi of this program among the various research directorates raises a
number of questions.

I) How many program managers are going to be involved in handling the
piogram7 hi view of the small amount of money available for this
program, isn't distributing it over the directorates bound to result in
the program managers responsible having virtually.no experience with
it? if each of a number of program managers is responsible for one
or two awards, at most (which would seem to he implied by
distribution), how are they all going to be trained? How are common
standards going to be maintained in the administration of the
program? What kind of tracking will be done to insure that the award
process conforms to the program specifications? How tiuch will this
process increase ovc head costs associated with the program?
(On the face of it, so much duplication of administration over so few

4 awards would appear very inefficient; either the quality of the
administration is going to be allowed to decrease, or the costs. will
have to increase greatly, It would appear).

2) If these assumptions about multiple program managers are not
correct, than what does distributing the program over the director-
ates mean? Who will be in charge, and what kind pi authority will
they hme?
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3) NSF at present devotes only a small portion of its research money to
iuppvting research by women scientists (Current estimates are that
about 1196 of awards go to women; it is likely that the dollar amounts
going to women are substantially less than this.) Is there not P danger
that if this program is added in as part of the regular grant program,
the program managers will view this as "the money for women", and
decrease even further the amount of support for women scientists?
(At present, since it is handled as a separate program with special
features, it is not viewed as a replacement for support of won.en
under the usual grants process,)

ANS% ERI The deta.is of the proposed distribution of management responsibility for
.the Visiting Professorships for Women program as for the others affected,
have not yet been determuied. However, it seems likely that for FY 1984
the program will be administered much as in FY T982. That is, the
program. officer in STIA will receive proposals, arrange reviews (with the
assistai ce of research program officers), and recommend final disposition
of proposals. The $0,5M from the research directorates projected to be
spent on le PW will be combined with WI/Vs SLOM and administered as-a
whole.

During this transition year the STK program officer .% .1 work closely with
research program officers in planning for FY 1985. For 1985 it is
anticipated that dicision responsibility will be shared by the research
directorates and the STIR program of fiver who will serve as a resource and
provide overall coordination in terms of :racking expenditures and answer-
ing inquiries.

It is envisioned, that funds will be delineated specifically for VpW activi-
ties. Directorates would be expected to continue to consider individual
research support grants as they do now and thereby should show an increase
in support for women, not a decrease.

QUESTION: The perception in many quarters is that Reagan Admonostration is hostile to
efforts to increase the utilization of the talents of women in non-
traditional professional areas such as science and engineering. The
systematic efforts to eliminate any Landing for projects thm would
contribute to increasing the educational opportunities for girls and yOung
women in mathematics and science at the Department of Education has
contributed to this public perception. NSF, which used to support research
which has been important in developing methods to increase the mathema-
tical and science skills of young women through programs n the science
education directorate, no longer supports such research. Thus, there has
been a virtual elimination of federal support for the research and develop-
ment efforts needed if more women are going to receive the early
education needed so that rhey can consider careers in science and
dngineering. In view of these considerations: .

1) Has NSF surveyed the impact of this very substantial decrease in
funding on educational needs in this area, especially as they affect
women?

*
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2) If so, what conclusions have you come to, and what are your plans
for dealing with needs which are now if such a study has not
been done, what have you done to meet NSF's responsibilities towkds
developing the scientific human resource base, where wornin's
talents, and those of minorities, are currently the largest under-
utilized talent pool?

3) what specific proposals does NSF plan in its current initiatives in the
pre-college area to improve educational opportunities for girls in
science and mathematics?

ANSWER: NSF has not conducted any surveys of recent funding patterns for the
support of educational programs in science for women. We have continued
the Graduate Fellowship Program, the visiting Professorships for Women,
the Minority Research Initiation Program and the Research improvement in
Minority Institutions Programs, all of which are specifically alined at
developing the scientific human resource base. We have also expanded the
support for graduate students and postdoctorals on research grants.

Our precollege activities for FY 1983 and FY IMF are still in the
formulation stages. Whatever plan is finally adapted will be sensitive, to
the extent appropriate, to the special needs in all the segments of the
precollege science student population.

QIA.STION: The perception that the Reagan administration is hostile to the utilization
of the talents of women in i%ience and engineering is likely to have been
strongly reinforced within the scientific community by recent events at
NSF, especially by the forced resignation of Dr. Eloise Clark, the only
woman Assistant Director. It it is not, in fact, the policy of this
administration, as currently implemented at NSF, to perpetuate barriers to
the participation of women in science, what steps is NSF taking to Indicate
to the scientific community that its intentions are not w;lat they appear to
be? Why was such an unnecessary signal sent in the first place if the
current administration is not, at best, indifferent to the question of
eitecti% utilization of women in science?

ANSWERI Dr. Clark, the Assistant Director for Biological. Behaoioral and Social
Sciences. like the Assistant Directors for Astronomical, Atmospheric,
Earth, and Ocean Sciences, and Mathematical and Physical Sciences. and
the Deputy Director of the NSF, is a Presidential appointee serving at the
pleasure of the chief executive. Consonant with the decision to establish a
new management team at the Foundation, all the Incumbents of the
aforementioned positions were asked to step aside. The Director and the
National Science Board are making every effort to include highly qualified
men and women as candidates for the President to consider in filling these
jobs.

Discussion of Proposed Management Plan 4'

Many of the questions which follow center around the management system proposed by
the Director of the National Science Foundation in a memorandum dated January 12,
1933. to the NSF Executive Council. A few general comments about the proposal are
provided here to place both the questions and answers in context.
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The proposal descr.bcd 01 the January 12 memo was distributed to serve as the basis for
discussions among the sesuor management stall of the Foundation. it was not intended as
a finardocument.

An important point to be noted .s that what is proposed here .s an examination of the
distribution of management esponsibilay for several of the Foundation's activities. A.,
reorganization is not proposed and the Director in his Match 10, 19s3 statement before
the House Subcommittee on Science, Research and Technology said, "1 project that no
organizat.onal changes will be required An the Foundation to accommodate these shifts in
responsibilmes." There may be sone halted number of individual personnel adjustments
but these anoulcbe at a minimum.

It As far too early to judge exactly how ail programs and activities will be affected. Many
details need to be thoroughly discussed and alternatives explored. The Director has
assigned responsibility for developing an implementation proposal to the Assistant
Directors operating as a group. They are now involved in that endeavor.

The proposals for shifting management responsibility are offered with the goal of setting
in place that management system which will allow the National Science Foundation to
:ally realize the opportunities represented in our budget request.

*AArto.4. IA ha.; wall be the precise role of STIA program managers for the programs
proposed to be shifted now that research directorate personnel are to be
given 'sole" responsibility for cc.ceiving, evaluating, and decisionrnaking on
all proposals..." according to the wording of the Director's January 12
memo?

ANS% ER; The precise roles of STIA and research directorate program managers have
yet to be determined igeany detail. It if likelY that the distribution of
management responsibiliTy will vary from program to progiam. The
steering group appointed by the Director will examine alternatives and
recommend an appropriate distribution of responsibility for each area.

QUESTION; Will the STIA personnel level be cut back as a result of the new
management scheme?

. 5% ER: It is..too early to speculate on the personnel consequences of any shift in
.nanabment responsibility which might be adopted after studying the
various options and their Implications.

QI,ESTION; How can STIA coordinate these programs if it no longer has responsibility
for funding, priority.setting and evaluation?

ANSSER. There are many types of "coordination" possible. These different modes
are part of the overall discussions on distribution of management responsi-
bilit y. One of the definitions of coordinate is to "cau.ie to act together in a
smooth concerted way." This would be one of the criteria used in choosing
appropriate coordination mechanisms for the activities in question.

QLESTIONA Common-sense holds that personnel will have to be added to the research
directorates to enable them to fulfill their new responsibilities for program
management for the proposed shifted "special programs." But the respon-
sibilities of the STIA personnel will be cut back, merely to coordination.
Does not this reorganization, in effect, mean having to add another layer

a
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of personnel and reef tap* to program management for these former STIA
"special programs."

ANSWER: We certainly hope not Although it is too ea.ly to be specific.. every effort
will be made to adopt the most efficient and appropriate mechanism for
coordination.

QUESTION: At one point in tos Jonuar) 12.merno. the Director says that peer reviews
and funding decisions will be made on the basis of the appropriateness of
the case involved. Doesn't this mean that the research directorates will be
using the same kind of procedures STIA used to evaluate and funds these
programs? If so. what are the merit of shirting these "special programs" to
the research directorates?

ANSWER: The issue here is not one of procedure since these are both standard
throughout the Foundation, yet flexible enough to allow "appropriateness"
for indi -dual cases. The merit of the proposed shift is to ensure both that
the quality of science research supported is of the highest quality possible
and that a holistic approach is taken by program managers in their support
of projects. These changes are intended to enhance the incorporation pi-
concern about and planning for women, minorities, and internatienal
activities into all the Foundation's otograms and to further the goals of
broadening the attention of the entire Foundation to the overall health of
science and technology.

Ql.ESTIO 4. Some of the programs to be shifted have not received elthusiastic support
from the National Science board in the past since the Board has announced,
more than once, that NSF's fundamentaltinission is the support of basil
research and graduate education. Won't these "special programs" lust get
lost in the shuffle once they are decentralized?

ANSI ER: No. On the contrary, at is envisioned that they would become an integral
part of all program officers' responsibilities.

QUESTION: The Director in has Jan. 12 memo celled the programs to be shifted "special
programs." Aren't they special an the s.nse thst some of them serve equity
purposes and are compensatory in nature, far from the mainstream. of
NSP's goals. How will these programs be able to compete equally with
proposals for research In the research directorates?

ANSUER. These programs have perhaps been seen by some in the past as compen.
satory or serving equity purposes. They are not, and should not be
perceived as "far from the mainstream of NSF's goals." Removal of this
perception is a driving force in proposing a change in the distribution of
management responsith&ty in the Foundation.

Interaction with program officers and increased familiarity with Fountla.
lion procedures is intended to remove the barriers. perceived or real, to
competition for funding in the research directorates.

QUESTION: In his memo of Jan. 12. the Director said that shifting these special
programs to the research directorates would broaden the horizons for
them. How will this shift effect such a goal" Won't research directorate
personnel give more attention to the support of basic research with less
attention to these special concerns?
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ANSWER: It is envisioned that Ai program managers asll be responsible for the whole
range of needs and issues which bear on the health of science and
technology as represented in titer particular discipline. The activities
being proposed for shift arcbasi i. research activities and will be part of the
spectrum of basic research supported through a given program.

QUESTION: The FY 1984 NSF budget justification to the Congress (p.20) Indicates thit
research directorates will be given complete funding authority over 6
programs formed/ handled by STIA and some funding authority over 3'
other programs. The total amount of funding to be stated constitutes
$28.1 mithon. If the research directorates do.not find proposals to be of
acceptabie quality, will the research directorates automatically spend the
former STIA funds for research?.

ANSA ER: Three of the six programs to .which reference is made are new and are
being established as jointly managed. They are not "progr-ms formerly
handled by STIA," These are the U.S. India 3oint Program (ZOO, the
Presidential Young Investigators Research Awards ($6.0M), and the Under-
graduate College Research Support program ($3.OM). The other ihree
(Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive Research iSZ.Sli4). NSF
Planning and Evaluation ($2.06i), and the Waterman Award ($0.2M) are
shown in STIR for display convenience and will be administered as before
with Snit providing accounting support and coordination across the Foun.
dation as required. These programs are all research programs for which it
is anticipated that meritorious requests will exceed the number which
funding levels will accommodate.

QUESTION: In the past STIA has not been considered one of the strongest NSF
directorates, and today its proP)sed budget oL $36.$ million constitutes
only 3% of the total request for research and related activities.. How does
NSF expect such a weak directorate as STIA to be able to ecoordinate"
programs whose responsibility is being shifted to the researchdirectorates?

ANSWER: The, exact distribution of management responsibility is expected to vary
om program to program. The different possible arrangements form the

core of the current discussions. The arrangements chosen for individual
programs will build on the strengths of both STIA and the research
directorates in order to assure the most appropriate distribution in each
case.

QUESTIONi How much in funding will support for basic si.ience suffer or gain from the
proposed reorganization?

ANS% ER: The proposed shift of management responsibility will have ro impact on the
support for basic research proposed in the FY I984 budget request.

QUESTION: Is it not true that these so-called "special prosrains" were put in STIA in
the first place because they are so different from programs for the support
of basic and applied researdf that they could not compete with such
programs on an equal basis?

ANSWER: It has certainly been a perception that the programs designed for special
groups are "different" from theteguler research progress of the Founda-
tion. We plan to explore alternatives to this separateness and to choose
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the organizational arrangement which allows' the Foundation to most .
effectively carry out its responsibilities for the overall health of science.

..
(11.tESTION: Some obse:vers allege that in the past, funding eroded for :ertain NSF

programs that were once in separate units, once the programer administra-
tion was decentralized and funding spread over several &regorges. Didn't
this happen with applied research, which or.ce was in a separate directo-
rate? What does this imply for the future identity of the separate "special
programs" in STIA proposed to be shifted?

ANS% ER: Funding, f or apPlied research proposals has been fully integrated throiighout
the research directorates of the Foundation. A tracking systemhas been

-,put in place and expenditures cars be tracked propos51-byzproposal and
directorate-by-directorate- In FY 1982 more than $35 million was provided
for the support of applied research activities. There were significant
numbers of prosucts and expenditures in all of the research direst orates-
This implies that relocating management responsibility for special
programs" is feasible without loss of identity and integrity.

QuEs-noN. Many of the programs proposed to be shifted from STIA into the research
directorates appear to have 'been coagressionally-initiated. NSF did not
initiate most of these, the Board appears to have considered them
tangential to the NSF missions, and the Congress has of ten raised funding
for them above the level requested. Is the intent of decentralizing these
prograM to sec that they disappearlike t.ie RANN program did? .

ANSlt ER: By distributtng management responsibility for these activities, their pre-
sent compartmentalization would be ended, thus enSurint that they are not
perceived as tangential to NSF missions. Rather than disappearing, it is
envisioned that they would become an integral part of the entire spectrum
of research support for which program officers are responsible.

QLEST1ON: Because the programs to be shifted Jere congressionally initiated, and
OMB has kept funding very low for them, the Congress has often set floors
on funding for the.,programs to insure their mainunance, for instance
science education, some programs for women and minorities, etc. How can
Congress set floors on these programs and insure oversight of them if
funding is to be dispersed Throughout several different research
directorates?

ANS% ER: If the Congress feels it necessary to set floors on programs, it is the
responsibility of the National Science Foundation to meet them and it will
do so. 4

QUESTION: What role did the National Science Board play in developing this new
management philosophy and reorganization plan?

ANS% ER: The Director has discussed this prdposed shift in the distribution of
management with not only the National Science Board, but also the Office
of Science and Technology Policy, the Office of Management and Budget,
three previous NSF Directors. the Chairperson of the NSF Committee on
Equal Opportunities in Science and Technology, the Women's Subcommittee
of that Committee, the Steering Committee of the Director's Advisory
Council, and with the Assistant Dsr$ctors of the Foundation.

, vp
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QUESTION: 3ust hue mui.h muse wall this proposed reorganization cost NSF an terms of
additionol personnel and other costs?

ANSWER:. It is premature' at. this time to speculate on t effects, if any, this
proposed shift in thedistribution of management res onsibility will. have on

r personhel or other costs./
QUESTION. , The plrector said in his Jan. 12 memo that the programs to be, shifted

type ally have not had the resources to havg an appreciable)impact."
Don't others believe that these programs have, indeed, bad benefits? How
will shifting the programs to the research threctgrates increase their
resources' It seems that just the opposite will occur?

ANV-ER. Unquestionably, there have been positive benefits from thtme programs.
-The time has come, however, to consider new ways of managing thefn and, of integrating them more effectiifely into Foundation research activities.
To put their in separate budgetary and organizational pockets is to think of,
them and treat them separately as if they were not a legitimate, central
Concern of the Foundation. Some program officers have paid little
attention to them; hence, the targeted groups do not learn to deal with the
disciplinary program officers. As one might expect, under such circum-
stances, it is unlikely that research resources will increase above the
targeted amounts.

A
A first step In eliminating this "separateness" will be to blend these
programs into the disciplinary researcn activities. so that program officers
will have to Consioer them as part of their primary responsibilit'y. By
interacting with program officers, these tat geted groups will Jearn more
about their expectations and the expectations of the research communities
they represent. This will certainly give them access to a much more
substantial supportbase.

QUESTION: According to the Jan. 12 memo, both funding responsibilities and the
determination of priorities for the former STIA "special program will be
shifted from STIR personnel to the research directorates. Yet STIR
personnel will re; an . responsibility for coordination. How can STIR
programs provide of cti we coordination and oversight fpr programs whose
funds they do not cont 1 and priorities they do not set?

.. .
ANSIt ER: The exact nature of the ceordina ion functions to `e distributed between

STIA and the research direttorat has yet to be determined. However,
the role of the STIA staff will e significant, particularly in the inter-
national aria. The leadership they provide will be key in allowing the
Foundation to fulfill its commitments under bilateral and other
agreerrients.

QUESTION. I( this reorganization means that some bilateral and multilateral inter-
national swine- programs will be cut, whip ones will be cut first?

ANS% ER; While it is I- = nature to speculate on an of jhe future impacts which the
proposed p.14 ill management responsibility might have, there is no a priori
reason to believe that whatever arrangement is chosen will result in
reductions or cuts In bilateral and multilateral science programs.

z.
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QUESTION: In the' Sept. 1982 statement on international science, the Board recom-
mended that "the Director Ai the Foundauon must play a significant role,
in collaboration with the Dept. of State and the ExecutivefOlfice of the
President, in the development ant. implementation of 'the international
science policy of the United States." Doesn't the decentralized reorgani-
zation proposal give the Director less, rathe' than more, control over
international science? If not, elaborate on how the Director gains more

". control.

ANSWER: Whatever final decisions are made with regard to the distribution of
management responsibility for the international activities of the Pounda-

/ ton, it will not change the Director's ability or responsibility to exercise
appropriate executive control of them activities.

QUESTION: in a Sept. 1982 policy statement on the need to increase NSF international
science tesponsibilities, the National Science Board Aid :'The Foundation,
by virtue of its fundamental and broad-based scientific program, shodld
take the mitiativet in cooperation with the Department of State ao other
agencies as appropriate, to bring together.potential international pattners
to accomplish tee necessary planning and implementation for International
sharing or collaboration in fundamental science and engineering research:"
However, there is a natural tendency in the research directorates to
support domestic science over international science. Doesn't the shift of
international responsibilities to the research directorates, 'therefore, imply
that such, programs will be minimized In favor of domestic science, thus
achieving the/opposite of the NSI3 policy?

Just how .will such a decentralization enhance NSF international responsi-
bilities Compatible with the NSB policy statement and also allow the
maintenance of continuity and meeting of all U.S. international
commitments?

4

41

ANSWER:

t),

,
o it should be idled that currently there is significant support,for

'International science outside of the )TIA/INT activities. "Funds are
provided for scientific visits and research activities through SR PS
grants, international scientific meetingsare supported, and funds are '
provided for he use of experimental facilities such as CERN.

o The shift to a shared responsibility between ST1A and the research
directorates implies that the kinds of research supported under
international agreements will be more cloSelyt finked with the Foun-
dation's other activities.

o The Director has stated that the implementation of a distributed
management responsibility system will not impede the Foundation
from fulfilling Its commitments under bilateral and other agree-
ments.

QUESTION: On p. NSF-20 of the FY 1984 NSF Justification, it is indicated that more*
- than one-half of the STIA international program will be shifted to the

research directorates. Which programs will be shifted and which will .
remain with STIA? What criteria are to be used to shift these programs?
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ANS% ER: ST1A will con..nue to coordinate and manapp the foundation's bilateral
agreements; support seminars, workshops, and scientific visits; and facili-
tate the support of cooperative research projects within NSF. These
activities are budgeted at SS.0 million in FY 1984. Thq discipline-oriented
research directorates will manage the research project proposals included
under bilateral agreements. Jr. FY- 1984, at least $5,900,000 will be
prodded by the research activities of the Fouisciation for international
cooNrative research projects.

QUESTION: Regarding he shifting of international cooperative. programs, how can
program managers in the research directorates, who will fund international
programs and foreign research programs be expected to know as much
-about foreign science and research capabilities as the STIA program
managers whcPare in constant contact with foreign science communities?
If the STIA managers are to transmit information to the research directo-
rate personnel, doesn't this sist'add a layer of needless red -tape?

The MA staff will maintain up-to-date awareness of international sc.ence
and engineering by establishing and maintaining close partnerships, with
program officers in the ?research directorates" as well as with their
ounterpart.9 in other countries. Under the Proposed arrangements, STIA

staff will also be expected to maintain current awareness of international
protocols, applicable laws, and broad U.S. Government policies and ,,
priorities and to keep both the senior itanagernent staff and the research
program officers fully informed.

ANSII ER:

QUESTION: The Director proposes shifting funding for many international science
programs, including bilateral programs to the research directorates. But it
is 4idety acknowledged that the United States concludq bilateral agree-
ments for political pjurOoses and that the science embodied often will be
pqor. The Directot. proposes that the research ,directorates be given
responsibility for "the actual handling, evaluation, and formal decision-
making on all Troposalsanvolving international science." Yet the proposals
for cooperative science will never compete successfully against proposals
for domestic research. Ast how will we be able to meet our international
commitments? \

ANS% Elki &teeting our international cornmitn-ienfs under bilateral agreements does
not depend on the distribution of management responsibility. The Director
has stated That we willmeet international commitments and indeed we
hope to expand these opportunities. One of the important outcomes of
distributing responsibility between ST1A and the research direCtorates is
that programs will be jointly, designed. This will enhan %e the quality of
proposals and increase their competitiveness.

QUESTION: On p. 4 of his Jan. 12 memo describing the recoanization, the Director
states that, in the future, research directorate personnel will be expected
to accompany ST1A personnel in arranging international programs. Dust
how -much more will thin cost NSF? How will such:travel be regulated and
who will actually represent NSF? Who wilf actually travel - program
managers; analysts; assistant directofet'

ANS% ER: .The Director's steering group of Assistant Directors 4111 be dealing with
operational questions such as these as they develop the detailed implemen-
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tation plan for the proposed shift in chstrOution of management responsi-
bility. It is premature to try to answer these questions of detail before the
larger, more,comprehensive issues have been resolved.

QUESTION: On p. 4 of the Jan. 12 memo, the Director commenting on an expected
outcome of the reotgantzanon in the international area, says "ot.t of these
various activities would come a genuine interest on the part of NSF staff_
and some U.S. scientists to participate in new or expanded collaboration
with counterparts in the bilateral country." This conclusion seems to
overlook the history and reality of years of international programs, ,which
are generally characterized bLpoor science, in which U.S. scientists do not
wish to collaborate. Just how will the prOpo,ed-reirganizatroirOvereome----
the politics and reality of previous bilateral cooperation?

ANSWER: That there is a perception that the research supported under international
agreements has not been of the. highest quality is evidence that there is a
serious need to reexamine the way in which we do business in this area. It
is expected that whatever the precise distribution of management respon-
sibility which results for 1984, joint planning by and closer coopetahop _
between ST1A and the rese directorates can lead to a higher quality of.
science project support and", in the future, to an enharTd degree of
collaboration between U. S. an foreign scientists.

Just how will the proposed management shift enhance" NSF pro rams for
women since these programs are now judged according to special criteria
and obvis,asly candidates will not compete successfully against most male
candidates?

QUESTION:

ANSWER: Several points are important here:

I) The principal review criteria which are used in the research directo-
rates are also used in the Visiting Professorships for Wornel (VPW)
program quality of the proposed research and research qualifica-
tions of the principal investigator. These same criteria are also used
in the other "special programs."

2) in the VPW program, approximately 39% of the proposals had average^
reviewer ratings of "excellent" to "very good" (or 3.0 to 4.0 on a S
point scale with S as the highest rating). For the Foundation as a
whole, 26% of the proposals are found in this same category.

3) In the research directorates, the effect on decision of Invest.gators'
sex and proposal quality as ;Aged by reviewers has been examined by
the Office of Audit and Oversight. The results of their analysis
ahoy.- that for proposals of equal quality, the effect of investi-
gators sex on success ratio is not significant.

4) Only about 9%41% of all proposals submitted to the NSF are from
women,

it is this last item that the proposed distribution of management respon-
sibility is likely to affect. it will be a part of The responsibility of the
research directorate program officers to encourage the submission of more
proposals from women and to bring more women into the research efforts
of theNSF.

, r
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QUESTION: Some of the programs to be shifted Were congressionally mandated and are
compensatory in nature, such as undergraduate college research support,
visiting professorships for women, experimental program to stimulate
competitive research (to insure geographic distribution). Obviously, pro-
paws for these programs cannot be judged along side non-compensatory or
non-equity programs. What assurance can you give that support for
nurturing and funding these programs will be maintained?

ANSWER: There seems to be a misperception of the basis for judging proposals for
the so-called "special programs". In each case, the quality of the research
proposed and the research qualifications of the principal investigator are
overriding. Sheltering, or separating, such programs ensures that a

-minimum amount is provided for them. Often there are many more
meritorious proposals than funds available will allow. When separated like
this, there is no incentive for monies to be shifted to these'areas to allow
funding beyond the minimums. "Under the proposed distribution of manage-
ment responsibility it would be possible that, more not less funding, be
provided for these activities. Program offices will be expected to pay.
attention to the whole range of 'research issues in their discipline and-to
fund the very best ideas. The Director has charged his steering group to
develop a tracking system so that we will be able to determine how we are
doing in these program areas so that mid-year corrections may be made if
necessary.

QUESTION-. The Director's memo to the Executive Council of Jan. 12, outlining the new
management philosophy attributes the shift in part to the fact that
programs ice the research directorates have not endured or are not
viewed e tral to NSP's mission. However, these factors would seem to
be the major reasons not to decentralize support. The programs are often
Problem-oriented (RANN: support for women and minorities) of politically
expedient (many bilateral programs). Does NSF really expect programs of
this nature which are so tangential to the filhdamental NSF missions (basic
research and education) to compete successfully for funding in ths research
directorates?

ANSWER: That the perception exists that the "special programs" are in some manner
"tangential" to the fundamental missions of NSF is one outstanding reason
for highlighting these efforts and making them an integral part of the
responsibilities of all of the Foundation. These activities are not tangen-
tial. They are research and education activities which are ItiTgd by the
same review criteria that proposals submitted to the research directorates
are. They are a part of a whole range of scientific issue areas that must
become a part of each program officer's cognizance if the overall health of
the U.S. science is to be served.

QUESTION: The Director states, that the present management system Is suboptimal
becfuse it has deemphasized the educational aspects of research, in favor
of procurement of new knowledge. This did not occur In the last three
fiscal years (support of graduate students via research activities increased
from 9,341 to 10,428, etc. in FY 1984). On what basis does does the
Director make the statement that the educational aspects of research have
been deeniphasized?
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Just how will this reorganization expand or give "prominent recognition,"
as the Director requests, to programs for support of graduate students via
research awards? Will science education at other levels be given promi-
nence also?

Just how will be proposed management shift enhance NSF programs for the
support of precollege science education/

Which science education programs will be shifted to the research directo.
rates?

ANSWER: It is the Director's view that in the past, education and research have often
been perceived as two separate entities, with their interdependence
-minimized. In the FY 1984 budget presentation we have attempted to show
that it is not possible to have a healthy enterprise wit houts (1) a strong,
high quality human resource pool from which to draw future scientific
workers; (2) a high quality total educational system, an/ 11) quality
advanced research instrumentation. These three factors z.e interrelated
and are necessary to produce a strong, vital research effort. The
Continuum of the educational base extends from primary and secolidacy

'schools, through undergraduate schools and on to post doctoral experiences.
As students experience each of these levels, they ;bake career choices
which are influenced by the quality of the faculty and the teaching they
encounter along the way, and the opportunities they have to be a part of
the research process,

The distribution of management responsibility will not in and of itself give
prominence to graduate student support. Rather, education concerns will
become an increased part of the responsibibuis of research directorates.
They will be expected to encourage the participation of undergraduate
faculty in their research areas in appropriate ways.

While responsibility for precollege science and mathematics education will
continue to be centrally managed, research directorates will be asked to
play a more prominent role in planning future NSF activities In this area.
No programs currently located in the Office for Scientific a94:1 Engineering
Personr A and Education will be shifted to research directorates.

QUESTION: On o. NSF-20 of the FY 1984 Justification, it is stated that NSF planning
and evaluation activities will be shifted to the research directorates. How
will NSF overcome the readily apparent conflict of interest that will result
from the research directorates conducting and supporting evaluation acti-
vities of their own programs?

ANSWER: NSF evaluation activities are conducted in several modest

I) The Office of Audit and Oversight which reports directly to the
Director of the Foundation, conducts for contracts for) evaluations of
selected program activities, often at the specific request of the
Director or the National Science Board.

2) Divisional or direCtorate advisory committees evaluate individual
program areas on a three-year cycle and report their findings di. ectlY
to the Director.

3) Programs may on, occasion support evaluations of special topics or
whole programs using their own program funds.

In the FY 1983 budget justification, funds for evaluation activities are
aggregated and displayed here for convenience of showing magnituJe of
effort. No change In organizational resportsibilitlei are planned for- these
activities. "-
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SUMMARY OF NAJoR RecOMMENRATIONS mg BY wITNESSES DURING Till HEARINGS

The following is a sumasty of some of the major recommendations witnesses

made duting the hearings, as'notedln the text whic. follows.

1. the National Science Foodation's (NSF) programS4for pre-college science
and engineering educeti o are inadequate; the Foundation should tike a
leadetshlp role and ptovide more. as well as mote,structured, aupport for
this area.

2. MSF's new undergraduate college eclence support program doe. not meet
the needs of undergrdduate schools. It should be revised to petult
more reseatch on the undetgraduats campus and support for faculty at
teaching- institutions. - - -

3. Considerattoo should be given to Federal support for nalary augmentation
for high school and college science teachete.

4. More financial auppott is weeded fot the U.S. oceans research program.
0 specifically for bask research and for the scadeadc ocean sciences fleet.

S. The United States needs to develop an oceans satellite survey system.

(u.- Federal support levels, especially in NSF, are inadequate to meet the
Nation's needs lot Reproving Lostrabentat106 Le universities. Funeng
shovid be increasede university tesearchers should be allowed to use
equipment at national labotatorles; sisaloo-agencies should set-aside
funding for insttumentatlon needs. -

7. To enhance conttibutioos by industry for equipment and lastruoentation
under the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 (CHM). the Emmet Renaud
Service ebould issue implementing regulations for SM.

8. In order to increase university downtime of equipment; Env. should be
revised to alley the fair market value of the donated equipment to be
alloyed as the tax credit base.

9. Legislation should be enacted to amend section 102 of the internal -

Revenue Setvice Code to make any kind of funding tax-exempt for univer-
sity equipment purchases.

10. NSF should examine the fulkcomequences for dilution and mismanagement
of "special peogtaas," befote undertaklog the proposed teorganization of
the Directotate lot Seieotifie, Technological, and Interoationat Affairs.

It. NSF's views that social and behavfotal sciences reseafbh needs less
instrumentation than physical and natural seiences are incorrect and

NSF should increase (undies for inetrusentotion -intensive aspects
of behavioral and social sciences reseateb. NSF should mount a study
to identify lesttumentation need* of the various disciplines.

12. NSP's funding for behevloral sod socisi sciences research and for
information science and technology is inadequate and should be eased.
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SUMMARY OF FISCAL DIAR 1984 NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
AUTHORIZATION HEARINGS

The Subcommittee on Science, Reseatch, and Technology of the House

Committee on Science and Technology avid foot days of authotisation hearings

on the national Science Foundation (NSF) in February and March 198)i she

full committee held a one -day po ttttt hearing on she Foundation in February.

The aelot issues discussed vete; 'clerico and engineeting education; Astro-
.

comical and ,ocean sciences, insstle4nsation. behavioral and social sciences,

and iniormatIon sciences. This 11 a summary of the ttttt ctipts and centavo,

submitted' by the witnesses.

INTRODUCTION

A. Relevance of NSF's Mission so Ftesfdensial Goals

In his ssaseoent at the possute hotel) on NSF. held on February a, 1983,

the NSF Difector Dr. Edward A. Knapp quoted a tecens speech by President

Reagan to she 'Massachusetts High Tech Council. tutus,' in which he wndetscoted

she importance of research so economic tevisalisasion of she Nation and of

she need fot govetnnental involvement fa these ptoceseess

We vill Ptoposo oriptecedented increases in fundamental teseasch,
because It offers comicial auppots fot out indusstiee and out defense

need,. And we wILL channel this seseatch into she most premising stOoo..
those moss likely so extend the benefits of Ametican science exPettise
so industry. As you know, eh Is she wellspting of ideas slum lead

GRnew technologies Such as the ttansistot and the laser. And is is,

alio, s key soutce lot she highly stained 'mien ttttt end engineers
that vc will need so Lead us into the next century.

D t. Knapp dined NSF'S mission in the context of these goals: 'The Ole

of fundamental. reeeatch $SP suppotts makes a central and cteative contribution

so she economic health and vitality oY this Motion.' NSF's mission, he

e xplained, differs Ito* missions of *thee Pedetal agencies since she Foundation

loonies specifically on basic teseatch, especially in universities:

The FY 1984 investment Ln teseatch and development by she Fedetal

govetement is estimated as about $44 billiod. The melee R and D
funding agencies ate the Depattoents of Defenses Sneer's Health
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and Bevan Services (including WIN). and NASA. with out Si.) billion
proposed total budget for all the Foundation's responsibilities.
the NSF is not a leading factor in the overall investment for
research and development by the Federal government. But, if one
looks at the F$deral investment for basic research, one can see
that the Foundation plays a signlfirant role in ensuring the health

and vitality of the Nation's reseerrh eaterpyise. NistoricallY,
the nation's colleges and universities have been the institutions
in which most long-tern, fundamental research work is touted
out. In the Support of baste research at unlvevaities,Nthe Foundation
accounts for about three-fourths of all Federal (ceding end raile
only the National Institutes of health- -which concentrates its
funding on health- related research.

NSF's budget request for ilscal year 1984 totaled $1292.3 million, en

increase of 17.8 percent over the cut rent plan for fiscal year 1983. -11.2

requested rate of growth in the Foundation's budget over Previous fiscal

Years. and the emphases contained in this budget,' aceoriing to Dr. KnaPP.

reflect three things:

First, the importance of basic research in Wing the groundwork
for long-term economic growth, and Providing a foundation for the
technologies on which our national securitY and other goals depend.
Second. the need to revitatime.our research base in the Nation!.
colleges and 4tiiveralties and to ensure their continuing ability
to prochce "wiireclass" scientists and engineers in the years
ahead. And third, the importance of quality education in science
and rathematies in our secondary schools for continuing V.S.
wt:atological and economic leadership in the world.

Major budget thrusts were teljEleted lot research in mathematics, materials.

engineering. earth sciences, and instrumentation. In addition, as a response

to congressionl criticism. the Founds too reinstated some prograes it

original wanted to eliminate such as engineering research co aid the

handicapped.

8. Coneciii About Whether NSF Is Supportine,Applied Research

Congressmen Norman Y. Mineta said that during Last year's hearing.

Dr. -George KeYworth, presidential science advisot, testified that basic

research was very healthy. The Congressman wondered whether gees in-

creased support lot basic research would be at the expense of applied

research, whether support for applied research has declined sines the

Applied sciences and Research Applications Directorate was terminated. and

whether NSF could tell how much support goes annually to applied research.

According to Dr. Levis Branscoab, National Science lioard chairman, replied

research has not declined in NSF and the agency has a tracking system to

6 9 5
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drtermtne the amount of [mule awstded for ogled sciences tesrarch. But, he

said the National Science Board his decided that a distinction between basic

and applied rrsearch is not useful. And, he underscored, no Federal Goverment

agrney.ahould have an important role to play in supporting applied tesearch:

. . . ME by applied rrseerch, you seas probirm -solving research
aimed at a practical goat which has to survive an economic test, I

don't think either the government or the uni-esitics are very
good at that and that should ho.left to the private sector.

Several Congressmen disagreed. Congressman Doug lialgren said that better

distinctions should be eade between basic and applied research for purposes

of congressional oversight. Hr. Mineta said that most companies mill not

o.

support high -risk tesearch and development, unless a high profit were promised.

C. Ac gy ,,,,, tole of NSF in Plannin for Loos-range Research and Development

Both Congressmen Hierta andApeorge Brown wondered whether NSF could

establish five. ten-, or (iftcen-year goals for basic and applied researce.

Hr. Hineta said goal -srtting was essential to help plan manpower supplyl Mr.

growl reasoned that the Nation does not have loos-range goals and NSF may

have the institutional structure to fulfill such a rolr. in response. Dr. Hupp

said that each scientific discipline Iiss its WO ten-year plan. Also, since

scientists can move easily from mac field to another, there is no overriding

aced for long-range manpower projections for basic and applied sciences fields.

Ac'cOrdiug to Dr. granscOnb. the Foundation can play a leadership role in these

areas by establishing a dialogue. using the extensive network of scientists

NSF taps to pe.rfons various advisory and tcvirw functions.

II. SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING EDUCATION

A. Introduction

The fiscal year 1984 request for science and engineering education (SEE/

totaled $39 million, $9 million more than the fiscal year 1983 plan, which

Congress had Increased from a requested level of $15 Willett (for only

graduate fellowships). The fiscal year 1984 budget would allocate $19 million

'
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to a program of graduate research itliewships and $20 millibu to a program

of pre-college teacher leprovemeni ia science and mathematics. This budget

request is stitt-93 1 ion helot the fiscal yect 1981 level, and dons not

include the curticulum dovelopeedt, COMAS socion and tesearch elements of

previews years' programs. Subccetadttee Choir:sae Doug lJalgre t_d'tbac

although the requested increase seemed substantial

. . . pest actions have so ..coded the base . . . that the inetesse
is rot really significant . . . . I would also note that in a
budget increase of $195 million dollars (for all of 11$11, the
$5 million for pre - college education Is igeignifleant by comparison.
(and] hardly up to ale level of a major initiptive as claimed
by the President in his State of the Union address or ss restated
in the Foundation's testimony . . . .

Several meners of the subcommittee said that there were serious short-

comings in the eLality of U.S. science education at elementary, high school,

and college levels, with U.S. students performing far belov char peets In

Japan, the Soviet Union, and Germany. They stated that this has severely

eroded U.S. international technological competitiveness.

Five witnesses testified on the subject of science and engineering

educetioti:

A William T. Coleman: Jr., Co- chairman of cts:WatiOnal Scielue Board
Gonm1ssioa on Pre - college Education in Matheeatits. Science and Technology: 11)

Edward A. Knapp, Director of the National Scit4e loundatiOne

Lewis H. Branscomb, Chairman of the National Science Board;

Jae V. puller, President of the Great Lakes Colleges Association; and

Saul ?ouster, President. Nem Jersey institute of Technology.
A

B. National Science Board Commission On Pre -eolialg_Iducation In Mathematics,
Science. And Technology

is April 1982. shortly after presentation of the fiscal year 19113 budget,

when the National Selene Foundation, for the second...clue, aougtit to eliminate

all support lot pre-college science education, the National Science Board.

established the Commission oe Pre-college Education in Mathematics. Science,

and Technology. :Mt Conciliates: yes intended to define principles and strategics.

to guide pre -college science education efforts.iu the United States. The

goals of the Cometsion are

V.
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- broaden rho pool of student' preparedited motivated foe.science,
mathematics, and engineering careers;

- wage(' the range of science and aschemaeits offerings for //cadence
who do not intend to pursue science carders; and

increase the mathCaatic; and science literacy of all oilers.

Miiliam T. Coleman, co-chairman of ch! Commission, cestified on ice eecene

activities. The 'Wee phase of activitios, co define the problem, was

4escribed in the Comaismion's first report, Toda;%s Problems. Tomorrow's

Crises.

condici

The repose's recoamendaeions deal wick inereving; the curriculum. the

.and Dacus of the coaching gm:amoebae, public percepcion and 'rudest,

eeeleedee, iQxd the use of modern eechnology;

4

The ConnAielon established four task groups.rollocalyte accivicies of

governmencal off1cialfac all levels, including collegvol vel educators, Pre -
,

coltogs educatora, and users of thesystelo such as the n IlterT. Upon

questioning, Mr. Coleman described a few exemplary pre -c ege science educe -

elm programs, le Acianca, Georgia end Raisigh..Nocch Carolina. The Commission
.

plans to test the reectiona to its tentative receoendations at a public forum

in Mouscon. A final rebore is dui in October 1983.

The besting* discussion ladicaced Sac improving pre - college detente

education was complex; while there cap *greet:Wet on causes wf, problems,

these vas none on ssApeions, a alcuation execerbeced by the autonomy of

/he Nation's 16,000 school diacticce. There seemed to be cwo major problems.

fir.sc, that the country is too cosplaceMc and'necde to be aroused as it

was after the Soviet Sputnik /attach in 1457, but now coward the goal oc
coapeeing interneelonallp co improvo the Nation's quality of life and-

ledbecliel Ontpue. The seeded problem Is the deed for eras/mimic, status,

and attitudinal incentives co encourage teachers to stay in the profession.

In response co a euescionifrom Congteseman deo Skeen, Mr. Colamaa said

that he expected Sag problems co be resolved within five years. According

A

CO Dr. Lewis Oraaecomb. Chairman of cha National Science Board, the board will

devote ics October 1983 meting co discussing the toomission's repose.
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C. VIewe On Nacional Science Vosadacioa SEE Progcaws

- Regarding NSF's SEX 4rograms, testimony focused on cbcce leanest the

pee-eminence of NSP's colein graduate atlon; che need for more emphasis

on precollege science education; end the Issue of undergraduate scicace

'decades.

1. NS, thspossIblities for Gcaduate Education Ace Paramount

Both NSF Diceccor Knapp and NSO Chairman Branscomb testified cbac

NSF's major *alerte education role is Is careec developsenv-miented graduate

education and tcaining in the sciences, noc in pee-college education. The

larvae (=bee of gcaduate students supported by PLF serve as graduate

'salsa:ace on rese.uch grants awarded to Oleic professors. Ic is anticipated

chic In Meal year 484 this program will support some 10,000 students, at

a -ca of $12 million, a 16 peccenc Increase ovec the previous year. Other

gcaduace level pcograms are felloeehip and postdoctoral awacds auppocted item

the science and engineecing education sppoct pteircem.

2. *SF', Limiced Role In Pre-College Science Education Pcograme

Typical of che cosmoses Maul in the lest few years...NO Chateaus

litlnscomb said that NSF has a minimal, very selective tote in pee-college

science education because such cdocacioa is not a Flelerel responsibilttY.

Sisillely, Dr. Knepp dlecinguished between Alec he peccelved as NSFe

nAJoc tole of supporting, via reseacch grants, graduate studeg;iiianing

ce become *cicadae*, and its minoc tole of supporting pre-college students

in ecielIca educaclos, which, he said, le a cespoesibliity of che States end

che Department of Education. Foe inecance, doting the ;secure hearing,

Dr. Knapp pal&

The Foundaeloa's colt in science and engineering 4¢ucatioa Is '

basically quite different from ics role in tetleaCch . . The

ultimate responsibility for oducacles, especially on che eleseneary
and secondary level, has always belonged to the ISItaces and
local cossunictes. Awe $200 billion a year is spent on *deviant,
in chic county, co which the Federal Goverment conceibuces loss

than a tench. Federal agencies ether check NSF play a sigeificenc

-- r
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rote. This is especially true for the Department of Education,
whose f. cal year 1984 budget request is about S13 billion. in this

light, the resources available to the foundation ere so miniscule
that they oust be used very carefully .0.4 selectively.

aa the discussion below indicates, nany Committee members disagreed' and

said that NSF has a /odor role in pre-college education.

IonakEM.I

a. Evolution of NSF's pre-college activities. The NSF Director

a
described the evolution of sur's, pre-college science education activities.

In the Peat, because It was necessary, NSF played a larger role in precollege

education. including "science CUrtiCuleb developoent . . . teacher trateing.

and . . developmeet of scientific wunpower.' NSF, and the then Office of

Education, easily resolved potential for overlap, because "NSF would fool, an

science and operate mainly through the Teentific community and through oniver-
v.

shies and yolleges, the primary group with which It had constant inter-

ection . ft WAS NSF's comparative advantage, given Its responsibilities

.for basic research. The Office of Education, fn turn, would wotk maillIP through

ISItate and local education systems and focus on the broad application of educa-

tion." The Foundation had for 'less money toispend, but "rhere was widespread

agrees/out that NSF's &tali/Ides were, overall, tell-targeted, well-managed, and

effective in meeting t'btlr objectives.'

The Foundation's fwtttlons in this area started decreasing fn the I97011

ghee " scientific personnel shortages were seen to be less *cute." But, the

Director said: "Byrn, there were 28 different programs in science and

engineering education with tocaldbligations of 180 million. Many were targeted

at sPecifit. 'Jolted problems without a clear connection to B larger tonception

of the overall nature and needs of ectenca education. It fs clear that the

consensus which extsted in the 19505 and 19608 on the nature of these needs and

on the strategies to be provided had, dissolved by the tad of the 1970s."

b. Objections to NSF'4_EgrcePtion of its Halted role in pre - college

science education. Congreesoen Dom Fuqua, Doug *ileum, George grown and

others evidenced concern that the National. Science Board and the National

Science Foundation had loe$ sge chosen to abandon their congresatonellP
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04044;44 ;0/40 in pre-college science education and had reaffirmed chit deASioo_

in 1981, and again in 1982, when the Foundation sought no funding fot pie- college

prostans. During the post4te heating, Committee Chairman Fuqua deeccibed this

belief and linked is to Introduction of the tosalcsee'a bill, H.R. 1310, to in-

crease funding fot pre - college science and cogineecing education, in an snoops.

-zco-cotrect.a -pcohlen_that_nas_cveated by NSF because NSF negtec;ed its

ccsconsibilities in the area of science and education." N.B. 1310, would appro-

pciace an additional 1130 million co NSF toe pre- college. post-eccoadarY and

public *glance ae4 engineeting education (for suemelt institutes and workshops,

pest - secondary faculty developaens, educational eeseacch, and a science snd

engineeting persoonel fund). These funds would teePlement N3F's $39 million

cequess for 8E8, vhich vas Hilted so programs of pre- college ranching IsFtev4-

ment and groduace fellowships.

In response to the charge of neglect. Dr. Bcanscoob testified that 00

and the Board had not abtogaced their responsibilities even ;hough no funding

had been unvoiced for pre7college activities. He said that the Board issued

ecotemencs on its responsihilitice in this *sea in Hatch and August 1981 and

initiated the poeiclve step of ereatIag its Coundosion. lie did say, hovevae,

that theta vas a certain amount of "constructive tension between rho National

Science Board and the new Ptesidenc." But, cautery to Oat many thought.

(the new Couotssion was not sec upj for the purpose of defraying
peeasure on us to be opecifically active in a progcammacie fashion.
Asa maccec of fact, quite the conctary. We established che
(Cemmissionj in order to generate chat pressure. Buc we felt
the ptesaurc ought to be genetated on rho citizens of this country.
by theeselves, not just on the Congress and the Science Foundation.

Dr. Knapp deectibed NSF's current pre-college science education tespoaai-

bilities. PrimarilY hortatory in nature, as followst

NSF 0111 always have a'khoiced but critically important tole,
is pre-college Mucaxion within Ise basic charter end overall
responsibility lot the health of science. In fulfilling chase
responsibilities. it is incuabcat upon rho Foundation to melee;
and design its activities in such a way as to exert high leveraged
demo leadetship in the national interest through example
setting, and procome_sestiago involve reseatch sclaitfiss and
engineers is educational COOCetnei be as flexible se possible
and receptive to new ideas; and co ptomoce the Involvement of
(Shiite and local govetamencs, and Cho Whine &tern, in its
undertakings.

70,E
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lie described the two peetidential initiatives OSP would fund in 1984: the

Presidential Awards foe Teaching Execlience it Science aria Mathematics, for
a

secondary school teachers, and the Presidential Secondary School Science and

4Hathesseics ?whine Ingovament ?ragtag, eo train teachers.

Many Subconniee's waters and wieeeee es sald...that_inies..current-pre.eoliege

science education programs were Inadequate to meet national needs. and el:teases,

favored passage of O.R. 1)10. NSB Chairman greatcoat: said he personally endoesed
4.

Title 11 of the bill, a nateldu grant progren which would alleviate such problems

as faculty reeudeiOn, equip:0one and matetisla terluisititon ae all levels, and aid

public undeestanding of science. De said le was 'congruent with our enabling

_statute.' Or. Knapp cemmenttd favoeably pm another part of title II, which would

ssiluice NSF eo develop technician teal:dog.
4

Csaosssasa Judd Gregg asked De. Knapp whether NSF would reestablish a

.ditectorees for scientific and engineering *education if R.R. 1)10 weee enacted.

Dr. Knapp said that such a decision depends on the site of the teaulting prose's

and the way the bill preactibed les functions.

At another illu ion of celelcism, Congeetsmtm Beown woo:doted why NSF

vas teratnating funding for the widely acclaimed childeen's TV eels:ice progeam,

"3 2 1 Content.' MA. Knepp said this decision was being reviewed.

Ot. Saul Fenttee. President of the Kew Jersey Institute of technology,

AtpreteAting the American Association of Seats Colleges and Universities and

20 educational associations, referred the Subcomniette to a tepore entitled,

'Higher Education's Agenda in Science and Mathematics sad Technology Education,'

prepsted by the Association he tepreeented. Citing the tepott, he recommended

that OSP should pity a nape tole In eeseoring the health of Ametican science

education. As an example of i suceeeaful NSF support peogees, he described

the Ce et for Ire-College Progesms for disad ged students ae his 'noel -

eueloo.1 NSF tappore was s crucial catalyse in atingle:mitt Induattial invest-
.

sent, s a iota two and ass 'half Otos the amount of Federal support. It is

sepecisltly Isparta:it, he sald, for scientists to be Involved in developing

summer iLetitutes since the Dopatyment of Education cannot provide the eXpeeeise

that MSYican. Os wiled the Committee to con:date suggestises contained in ebo

21,40 0rs3-45
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aforementioned report to strength HSP's pre-college science education. These

included.protesas tot

- provide opportuaitled for teachers. young scholars and researchets
aunt% expanded graduate fellovehips, new teat:teething. and faculty ch
wards;

- umadesad tapcove Instructional protease at ail levelai

- upgrade Instructional equipment and les utilicationi and

- acrongthen educational h relating to cognitive science and
inetructIonal uses of coaputern.

). The figans of. NSF Undergraduate Science gducsrien Program,

According to Dr. Knepp, science 004 engineering education support pcograms

it UnditStidiete colleges arc illeOrteit since

. . . these 'Collette serve as an inportant pipeline for entry
into the ;wises of graduate education, and finally into the
overall scientific and technical enterprise of the country

/lc furnished some suPPotting data: dating the period 1967 to 1976 about

9,58O Ph.Dreciplents in chemistry received their 8.6 degree" (roe 198 under-

graduate schools. in 1004 20 percent of NSF 'graduate research fellowships

went to graduates of such schools. This year the Foundetion proposed a new

program, Undecteadvate College teseacch SuPPOrt, to be funded at the level

of $3 million. It mould give faculty of undergraduate schools the apOrtunity

to conduct retearch at other larger academic institutions. or Government and

Industrial laboratories, and would provide a modest amount of suppers for

purchase of new equipment for undergraduate institutions.'

Dr. Jon Puller. reptesenting tmeieve undergraduate liberal arts collegne.

'tattled that the Foundation's preteens did not go far enough in meeting the

needs of undergraduate institutions. De ecieleised the Proposed NSP under.

graduate gears* on the grounds that research should be touted out on the

vodsegrodu're university campus in preicrence to other location'. Ile also

said NSF should take the lead in aaPporting specialised undergraduate training

of 'clime ece"hers. Reseting negatively to the NSF response foe support

of undergraduate education, he said: "Ile have not found the hind Of Ittilittin
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[cos NSF . . . that um thick Is appropriate to this part of the educational

continuum.' Attention should be Oren to such other program initiatives as:

- research by faculty members, Aids should be supported by a small
set-aside in the NSF budgets

- development of opportunities for professional renewal by facsity at
predominantly teaching lenity ;

- support for instrumentation octal

- support for touputing equipment ileedsi

- development of s Harem of periodic review and inprovenent of science
institutions, such as interdisciplinary curriculum pteJects supported by Joint

efforts of the National Science Foundation and the National Endowment for the
Igunaditities. .

a. AugIenting teachers' salaries and matching mamas. The sub-

comuitteealso discussed the Issue of raising salaries for mathematics and

selence.tearhers. The Director described a new Program. Presidential Young

Investigator Awards, ?or research to encourage young scientists and engineers

to atay in universities, rather than cove to Industry abate salaries are

significantly higher. The program would provide up is 200 awards annually,

each to last up to five years, with the average award at $30,000. This would

be a matchiag.,ptogran with industry supplying half of the funds. One wit

said that EXXON has begun a young faculty salary supplement ptogran for college
.$

Level teachers. eongreasman Herbert H. Bateman suggested that perhaps Congress

shodid allocate one funds proposed for science and engineering ch to

serve as eeonosde ineentivee for salary increases at various teaching level..

But Ht. fuller disegreed, and said that the institutions themselves, St ttttt

and localities, not the Federal Covetnsent, are responsible for salary augmenta-

tion and competition. But, he added, 'There are, unfortunately, legislative

and contractual restrictions particularly from the publicly supported structure

which oaks salary enhancement ISpeasible.'

Regarding the potential for matching 'Megrims, Dr. gtanscomb said they

would succeed only if the ambles is by "faculty salaries In kind.' which

would not require States to put up any additional funds foe State institution,.

However, Dr. Fenster cited the following as potential disadvantages of s

matching programs poor geographic locstion. I.e., distance from an industrial

y
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or corporate center, which ',mid disadvatege smaller echos:Ile; 'sail Sire.

which might weaken fund raising efforts; and difficultlea arising from

having to return over and over again to the same fires for (undies.

b. Use of computers in education. Sr. Brown asked the NSF Director

to discus, the pmesiblity of recommending to the President establishwent of

- _

a coneission, similar to those in Swede...0d :apes, to deal with the uses

snd leplicationa of computers in all areas of society, including education.

Dr. erenecomb said the Board plans to discuss NSF's internsk.organimation

end priorities in information sciences, computer enginereing4 and computer

science.

iii. ASTRONONWAL EARTH AND OCEAN SCIENCES

A. introduction

The second day of authoriration hearings use devoted to the topic of

the astronomical, earth, and ocean sciences, supported by the hfrerrerare for

for Astronomical-, Atmospheric, Earrh, and Ocean sciences fAAE0). Dittoes.. were:

NSF Director Edward A. Knapp and Dr. Edwin E. Salpeter, National Science
board;

Dr. Jaceseteeiteau. oceanographer and naturalist;

Panel on oceanography and ocean Drillirsi

Dr. Charles L. Drake, Dartmouth College and Chairman, Ad Hoc
Advisory Croup on Crustal Studies;

Dr. William Wittenberg, Director, Scripps initiation of Oceanography;

Di. Derek W. Spencer, Woods dole Ocearographit Institution; and
Director of the Vet:erste) Nations! Oceanogrphic University System.

Panel on Aatronote

Dr. George B. 1401d, Chairman, NAS Committee on AstrOnenY; and

Dt. Arthur D. Codo, President, American Astronotmitli Society.

Subcommittee Chairman Vsigren opened the hearing by underscoring the

importance of research conducted by the directorate;

. . . The research sponsored by this directorate has, more than any
other single program, revoiutionised our view of both our planet and
the universe in which we live.

-
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Me cited, in patticulac. and Ming 014 coatlecotel quasars, Pciaatai

red dyads and black holes' developeent of oceanoltaphic cessaich tusttu-

nentetioni tsseatch subeeesibles' sad deep lacer d5ilting cechniques, vich

potential colevance co commecteat cesoucce recovery.

8. National Science foundation Deerstusion Of The SASO Peeled,/ And Requested
Funding Lavoie

NSF DeEmxoe Knapp explained che requeseed fuhdIng_levels for fiscal Year

1984. Hs vas seeking a 21.3 peteent 'Accuse in funding foe the diceccocace.

the biggest increase planned. 25.9 pascals, was .for ehe asteononical %offences.

"Thu inetoase*" ho said, viii allow us co upgrade insecunentstion ac univetsicy

and national observatocies aed co suppose preliminary design *sedges for the very

land baseline messy . . . a major, acv radio telescope . . . Funding foe

stmosphetic sciences weld I by 20.7 peteent over the fiscal yeas 1983.

The sequassed increase foe the catch sciences use 23.5 peteent over che fiscal

yeac 1983. According co Dc. Knapp, 'The increase will allow yeer-tound, con-

tinental teflectioo profiling operation and genecal upgrading of much of the

cesesrch instrumantecionvhich hws become Obsolete since che major Federal

equipment investments of the 1960o.' Cnceit, ocean sciences and ocean defiling

cb would incomes by 18.1 peccenc. This request includes funds for crustal

ccscarch co be conducced by che ocean drilling Ptogtam, which. pucsuanc co a

recomsendacion smdcby a comaittea of carch and ocean scientists, now under

study by che National Science Foundation, mould lac a new commaticat drill ship

rig, cache. than the vessel, MAHAR CHALLENGER. Funding foe ASeele ccsearch

would 'Accedes by 19 pescens.

De. Knapp offesed several reasons ro explain rho eubstsutial Lacrosse, in

funding for chi* diseceorare. A primary cheseetesisele of the

asmospheele, easth and ocean sciences are thee shop are obs banal sad

the phenomens of 'natant cowry be controlled or manipulated as in lab

sciences. This moans that chase sciences ate highly dependant upon Instrumenre-

don, such ass

4r
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drilling platform:. AlLt01106iC4i observatories, aircraft, ships,
and submersibles for observations fres the best locations; specific

data collecting devices such ss radio telescopes and receivers,
charged coupled detector arrays, seismic detectors, earth corers,
or doppler roars; and storage and computational equiPoent for
handing data, facilitatiitgjts Interpretation and modelling natural
phenomena.

National Science Foundation aupport is rendered four ways:

- direct support to individual investigators;

- support of national centers and other major research facilities;

» support for large coordlnattd prijeets; and

- indirect support of many Investigators who arc given access to
facilities, data. or samples on a competitive basis. The major facilities
supported by NSF are:

- five user - oriented national satronmslcal observatories, plus partial
support of a half dozen university observatories that operate a range
of radio telescopes;

- a longitudinal chain of.bach scatter radars to observe winds and
other phenomena in the upper atensPhere at locations from Greenland
to Fein:

- the National Center for Atmospheric research (SCAR), which both
conducts staff research itself. and provides usgor computations/ and
modelling facilities, aircraft, and radars to university researchers;

seismic reflection profiling by the Consortia's for Continental
Reflection Profiling (0000RP) to asp the structure of the coottnental
crust to depth of 70 kiloaeterst

- the ocean drilling ship CHALLENGER . . . ;

- with NOAH and the Office of Naval Research. the manned submersible
ALVIN; Ind

- the . operations of 22 of the 25 ships currently constituting
the academic oceanographic fleet.

The *mount 01 individual project support varies from field to field, with

the lessees :mount going to researchers in the earth sciences. The Foundation

coordinates its programs and funding with those of other ageneles via Informal

contacts. as wall as formal mechanisms, such as the Committee on Ataosphete and

Oceans of the Federal Coordinating Council on Science, Engineering, and Technology.

In 006t of these sciences NSF provides the bulk of Federal funding to

universities. According to Knapp:

The Foundation is a major supporter of academic research in
all the AAKO detects though the magnitude of its role varies,
depending on the levels of funding for tore &lesion-oriented
research provided by other Federal agencies. The NSF is the lead

agency for Federal support of ground-based astronomy and, since
15766 has maintained a teistively constant funding role providing
about moo-thirds of the Federal total. In atmospheric sciences

w.
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h, the Netiena Oceanic and Atmosphetie Adalnisttation
(NGAA) the Department of defense (DOD). and it. National Aeronautics
and Space Adminl ton (NASA'. ate mijor soutees of support, with
NSF funding accounting fot oak' about half of the work conducted
by university levestigatots. The U.S. Geological Sucvey. NASA and
Department of gotta ate important funders of applied. mission-
patented work in the eatth sciences with the Foundation accounting
for about IS patcent of the Federal funds going to univetslties
fot the support of basic research In these disciplines. Similes'',
the NSF ptovIdes neatly three-fourths of the Federal support of
basic ocean research at academic institutions. The significance
of the Foundetton's tole in the ocean sciences in recent years
has 'accessed because of general decreases in funding levels PIA
basic and applied ocetnosrsphle lank in other Fedetal agencies.

C. Oceaneetaphic Preltrams

Sevetsi witnesses acres ed the need to Increase funding for basic

ch in the oceanography atea.

L. Need Pot Nora Seale Oceanic Rescatch

Ot. Jacques Cousteautcstffed that U.S. basic ocean science.; r ch

budgets have been declining since IO68 due to cutbacks in DOD funding

..fot basic tessera' and are cer U.S. emphasis on applied, tethet than. basic

teeeatch. Unfortunately, *thee countries have followed the U.S. lead, but

U.S. leadership in science and technology. he said. has declined most ;neap!

tously. He teem:weeded that the following oceanic t rrrrr ch ateas receive

more funding'

reeltitan data collected daily from reaeatch bout's in opted by
sateiLlteet

eappott fot an oteanogtaphlc seasutement seaplane;

study of the four ale/ocean interfaces:

air/ocean where climates are conceived; ocean bottom Laced:ea,
where continents and ocean basics ate forged, whets minerals are
generated and lutrients regenerated; the eaten/in* Provinces whets
the human pteesute to highest. . snd Melly, the fetish
wateriaaltwatet interface at deltas and counts of large and small
civets. and of various fun offs; and

mote intordisciplieati research. whist' he labeled 'ecotech'; and

replacements in llnka in the food chain in oceans.

"Ecoteth" cosseted is holistic in nature. and Mints item current Leduc -

- cioniat paradigms, which are overused. he said. This new kind of teeeetch
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would 'integrate 'study 0f3 haman -oriented disciplines with natural Osten

*objects." Dr..;ou.teau stressed that "Wu must embrace ecology, economics,

and with appropriate technolegy, develop alternate futures to insure a

healthy and productive biosphere." at OSP this would mean sore support

for pep...motion ecology and &C.08yInefil EURCLien. Specifically:

Ve need to underatand the patterns of the landscape Including
coastal regions. the human and natural egpteas which survive In
these regions. the distribution and exchanges of energy and matter,
the controlling role of water..feedback loops *shin these systems,
sod we need to be able to evaluate alternate futures in light of
each models.

Or. Williosel.rana.ry agreed with Dr.owa.teaw'e recoamendations and said that

"we are losing ground",in these areas. "The problems are coming at a rate and

an intensity that seems faster than . . our social science ability seems

capable of coping and

Oftsbers of the oceanography and oceserdrilling panel outlined other

rescarra needs.

2. Dance of pap Sea Drilling

Dr. Charles L. Drake testified on the importance of basic oceanography and

crustal research in the content of geology and geophtelat and. In this connection,

streased the importance of deep sea drilling tools, essential ro obtain the

data needed to produce better modele of the resources of the ocean bottom

and beneath. It is essential, he said, to understand the past of

formationn of layers of the ocean bottom to clarify basic uncertainties. lie

Illustrated this point with several exaovies of the breakthroughs from ocean

drilling:

Scientific ocean drilling provided the confirmation for the model
of the ocean crust by seafloor spreading from ocean ridges. a modal
suggested from geophysical esasurenents. Drilling demonstrated the
presence of salt domes and hydrocarbons in the deepest parts of the
gulf of Mexico.

Two recent developments in drilling technology, the "HYdroulie Piston

Corer and the "extending tore Barrel." allow researchets to recover undisturbed

'aisles, giving the history of ocean basins and waters and of climates above

ocean surfaces. Or. Drake said that 'An Inportent opportulitY would be lost

if ocean scientific drilling were to he terminated.'
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3. Need for more Rtstareh on tht Links Between Climate Chant and
Oceanic Patterns Nttd for an Ocean Satellite System Inlets on

tatAtialnatocetics

Dr.hwreve.ro testified on the aced for researchers to understand the

links beta en oceanic phenomena and short-tange climate change, as well as

the loPeet of the oceans on longer range chaste Prediction and on political

&el:lion-making with International economic loPlicetlee4 Re stressed the

importance of oceanic patterns on fisheries industries and Int tonal

politicavdting the failure of the California sardine fishery industry

and of the Peruvian anchovetta industry. Specifically, he testified:

Mt Initial and still important indicators 16f climate! are the
anomalous see surface tempetsturts one finds in ..he North Pacific.
To see that is ahead,Qit iargood to teview tht tceent past.

V
Naelaa predAted the fateful drought in the U.S.S.R. (sic.1 that
prompted thesabpormal.Russian putchast of grain from the United
States that pteeipitated stringent controls on future deals.
This was tmllowad by an abnormally severe "Et Nino" that we now
know was not unrelated. That event triggered a total. collapse of
pis Peruvian anchovetta fishery that was the principal fish meal
supply for mainland China and Japan. Japan. in turn, tried to
replace this prottiomIth American soybeans, but President Nixon
ftit compelled to embatgo the crop because of dangerously depleted
corn and wheat reserves in this country. This international

contretemps need not have occurred if official Nashington had
paid closer atttntion to Namies' predictions.

Part of the problem in conducting oceans-related telmareh, according to

Dr.Mtelnbora, is that meterologists 'have, for many years, been very stow

in recognising . . . that the prigin of their subject is in the oceans.'

furthermote,4it is more expensive to sake measurenonts over the ocean. than over

land. But the consequences of not doing so are ain costly. Ne stressed

that in order to obtain better predictive results, tho United States should

develop an areas satellite *Waft, a eontinuoes'systen linked to the modelling

capabilities of high speed computers. SEASAT, he maid, was operational for

only 19 days,"

No also listed other research areas requiring NSF supports

- evolutionary change vs. the effects of carbon dioxide In the
atmosphere, Including ocean dynamics and Chemistry of carbon dioxide
absorption in the oceans and the tegioaal effects, of carbon
dioxIdt-indueed climate thangel

- changes in the frequency of natural disasters;

- the issue of aeavievel rise;
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made:steadies of ocean phenomena in telation to defense and the vulner
ability of submarine defense and world stability;

ocean mosoacalt eddies and implication for acoustic anti aubsarinc
warfare; and

ocean sediments; and polar ice and circumpolar currents.

Dr. Cbusteau told cne Subcomittce that international cooperation under

the `auspices of intergovernmental orgaaisations vas inefficient and that such

cooperation should be Halted to collaboration among three to five natioas,

sanctioned by multilateral agreements. Overall, he implied that nationalistic
.5
politics prevent successful nultinationsl collaboration and hs cited the fact

that political factors allowed the U.S. SEASAT satellite to be a/Coed on only

U.S. coastal waters, when it had a capability to scan the entire ocean and

provide the data cheaply to other users.

4. Nora Support Needed for Academic Ocean Sciences Research

Dr. Derek H. Sppncer focused on the streascs caused by funding cutbacks

for academic ocean sciences research, especially for the academic oceanographic

fleet. Ha said the fleet consists of both general purpose vessels and special

purpose vessels, such as the drilling ship the GLOM MAL13i8Geti. the stable

platform FLIP. and the submersible DSPF ALVIN.. The fleet decreased from 35

vessels in 1971, to 25 in 1983i funding cutbacks have also made it difficult to

keep ships in top operational fern. Dr. Spencer described the financial

problem as follows: NSF supports about 50 percent. and the Office of Naval

Research (ONO, about 25 percent, of academie ocean sciences research. Those

two agencies also provide above 80 percent of support for academic fleet opera
:

tions. During the period 1069 to 1973 acadenic oceans science PreePered, but

since 1973 acedectie oceans science funding has decreased each year by about

percent in terms of constant 1972 dollars.

There are other problems: higher than average inflationary costa; competition

from industry for high quality staffi growth in govecnomnt laboratories conducting

basic and applied ocean sciences research; and increased difficulties and

costa in obtaining clearances to work in foreign waters.

711 .
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The followiev.sccording to Dc. Span cer, cor.stitute the cumulative effects

' of the afoqamentioned pcoblens:

x
- aevece competition in funding and chasm in both eanpover and

facilities:

- pressures on academic oceanographic Institutions that fund chores:

- only proposals for sheet-term research tend to be eobelteed because
of'a low probability of success; and a

- research expeditions in regions :pose from the V.S. shams ace
becoming vecy difficult to plan and execute.

Dr. Spence said the 10 percent leccease in the NSF ocean sciences budget
I

was losdequate. eltice it vas 041y ono-half of the percentage Lac tttttt Mother

areas. Ile urged chat the budget be lacresied Care and that Nse Congress ea-
.

courage the Navy aod other Government agencies to use the res ccccc s of academic

oceanographic institutions.

S. Coadnuation of the Ocean Drilling Program by Lease of a Commercial

Dante:: Ell

Several witnesses addressed the issue of how NSF should. most expeditlouslF,

continue the ocean dciliing program. Dc. Drake described the work of the NSF

a Ad Uoi'CommUcee To Review Pleas for Ocean Scientific Drilling in the Concexc

of Crustal Studies and its likely forthcoliag cecomtanda;i0n to consldec using

a'lessed commercial oil drilling rig instead of the NSF ships, the CHALLENGER

oe the EXPLORER. NSF Director Xnappp said that ac least six such rigs were

available on favocable terms. Accocding to Dr. Drake, the rigs were available

because the market foe commecclal offshoce dcilling rigs had collapsed. Con-

vection of the EXPLORER for ocean drilling was rojaeted since costs would be

prohibitive - on the order of SNP million --sad industrial Participation had been

wlebdreon. Convecslon of the CHALLENGER was considered, hot it also would need
ao

extensive overhauls it would not have the capacity; sad it was cequired for other

uses. According to Or. Drake, front -end costs to equip a commercial vessel would

be about 10 percent of costa to convert est EXPLORER. Howeli, he said °thee costs,

In the form of research foregone, might/fie tneuered by giving up the EXPLORER:

os

.
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Whet we would lose would be the ability to drill controlled
holse in deep edleents and water out 6,000 feet deep. But I go
agate to the *halms* of the COSAD repots. the Conference on
Deese Selentlfle Drilling., who took note of the fast that almost
everything that they propose a. a scientific challenge the drill
could be applied to could be done on the vessel we are talking
about.

es 1

Congressman Walgten asked Dr. Knapp shy toadied, totaling aPProminatelY

$21.3 million, had been aPent on the ocean eaten drilling mares after the

roarer waa supposed to have been ecaploted using CIALLKHGBR. The respond, was

that about $1S niiAton vent to scientific planning - -to detetaine the

future of the progten and to study eiternative design. fot continuation of -

the drilling creates (that is. refurbiaheont of an existing vessel or

lease of new rig). About $6 nillioo of the $21.3 million was provided

by Industry or foreign nations.

The foundation requested $9.8 Wilton in the (heal yeas 1984 budget

to continue the ptogrea through vhataver option the agency selects. Dr. Drake

said that ocean drilling valve a new option would bo a potentl:t1 *tea for

fruitful international cooperation and tecoamended that one-half of the

fund, Los the protean should come iron foreign contributes. But, Dr. Knapp

eatteated a such smaller tole for foreign partners: "If we go forward with

the lease. *hip, we would go to our partnere and solict 1986 eontributton*

to delesy planning costs and it would bs nueh lees thss $1 elltion. perhaps

8200.000 so $300,000 or so pet partner."

D. General Satisfaetion With Aerrononical Research Support Program

Arthur D. Code. President of the ASOC14411 Asttononteat Society. testified

04 asttenomieal research. lie said that "astronomy has witnessed an unprecedented

growth of discovery . . the roots of stitch lie,in our ebttitY to explore

the Jrttire electtenngnetie spectrun, from radio through infrared, optical.

ulttaviolet, and x -ray." He described son* Important recent findings made

using this eehnologY. But, now ve need a "national Pregman of astronomical Tr'

"arch, an inregrvrad Program that seen the electrenagnotic spectrum . . ."

because different instrusents. reeciving different wavelength frequencies.

reveal major variations. SpectfleallY. he sold:
)4

)
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The radio telescope reveals a very difftrent universe ban doge an
optical telescope while observations from space of eh. x -rays shows
us the high energy phenomena. Only by putting together all of this
information do we get a compreaneive picture. For exaePle. a cluster
of galaxies when observed in the x-ray region shows a cloud of very
hot diffuse Hagan which tht optical galaxies are immersed. Inthe radio
region, radio bright galaxies often show large lobes of non-thermal
gas such larger than the star filled main body. These radio lobes
are dee to the ejection at very high velocities of matter'frra the
galactic nuclei. In a cluster these radio lobes are nosetimes observed
to trail behind due to the motion of the galaxy through the intergalactic
medium. Only by obervations in all three spectral regions can these
processes be understood.

Or. George Yield was chairman of the National Academy of Sciences'

Astronomy Survey Committee. which wade recomendatione in its report Astronomy

and Astrophysics for the 1980a, for two major liatlAtIVOS..-tht very large

baseline array radio telescope, and the new technology telescope - -to carry

out research across the entlrt electromagnetic spectrum. Overall the report
.

recommended programa which would cost $1.9 billion in the dtcadt of the .' y

1980e. Thls would reemirt a sustained 30 percent increase in funding for

the NSF Astronomy Division programs. Together tht two telescopes would cost

$150 million. Dr. Field said he was pleased that NSF would be doing work

in fiscal year 1984 on both of these telescopes.

Dr. Field noted that the Astronomy Survey Commfttee had made ether

recommendations fer Instrumentation dettctors, thtory, and laboratory

astrophysics. Ne was very pl hat there were no areas in which the

NSF budget was onresponsIve to the report's recommendations. He cautioned.

however, that
4

Mire will need to be substantial increases, starting
in fiscal ytar 1985. in order to proceed with the orderly
conatruet ion of VLBA and NTT.'

The National Aerouauties and Spact Adals!stratIoa's budget fer ascroiway,

according to Dr. Field, "does not respond as firmly . evtn though it

is our belief that a comparable effort is required by NASA As given by NSF."

IV. RESEARCH INSTRUNINUTIOx

The third day of autherltation hearings focused on NSP's instrumentation

programs for fiscal year 1984 and the issue of university /industry relationships

in the area of instrumentation. witnesses octet

41480 4:08$
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Dt. Rdwatd A. Knapp, NSF Directoti

Panel on ins ttttt station Revitalisation, The University View:

Dr. Donald Langenberg. forever NSF Deputy-Director and Chancellor.
University of Illinois at Chicago,

'Dt. Alvin L. Kwiraa, Chairman, Council tot Chemical Reseatch:

Dt. George O. Olson, Vice ptesident tot research. Colorado State
UnivetsitYI

Panel on lndustty/university Ptetreas in instruaentation

Dt. Cetali Rantell, Ait Products and Chemicals. Co.;

Ot. FtedericY Datneli, B.t. Dupont Co.

A. Introduction: blannsions of the Inadequacy Of Research Instrumentation

to his opening !Mai VIA Congtessasn Oaigtennotedthat last Year the

Coaalttee bead testimony .t *mid cost Si-4 billion tcrremedY the

shortfall in mivetslty instrumentation. But a tecent study by the National

Society of 'total:slow:1 Engincors teported that engineering insttuctional

leborttoties alone would need 81.2 billion Jo:it to testote instrumentation

quality to a condition comparable to its condition in 1971. An additional

Si billion would be needed to purchase the oluiPment needed to cope with

incteased student entolinent. Thus the estimated cost fot engineeting

instrumentation alone is *vet S2 billion.

Outing the subsequent testimony.'witnessee gave additional evidence of

the cost of upgrading university Instrumentation. NSF Director Snap': cited

a 1981 study by the American Association of Universities, which repotted

that $4.4 bitlion would be tequited over a thtee to five Yest petted to

upgtade xotrunentat*on 4t100 leading academic teseatch institutions. NSF.

he said, has begun to develop indicators of this problem. the agency finished

a pilot study of 38 institutions in 4 subfields - -organic cheaiattY, cell

biology, mild- physics, and ciectrical eneneeting - -which indicated

that only one-half of thz research op:LI:neat in these fields is less then

live years old and that eS petcent of all equipment wss acquired with Fedotal or

pattlY Federal fuods. As another indicatot, Ot. Knapp cited the great demand
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for Fedecal aid to 1mProve Instrumentation. Specifically. In 1983 the Depecc-

menc of Defense announced a $30 million Insccumencaclon support pcogcam.

Dec DOD has received proposal requests to.allng $600 mIllIon. Dr. Donald

Langenbocg. former NSF Deputy-director and now Chancellor ac the Univecsltp of

'Wools In Chicago. said that the propsals DOD received wece floc a frivolous

w4ah-list because the Deparcnenc encouraged cos: -shaclog by che pcoposIng

institution. and It was very costly to write the pcoposals.

4eacly all witnesses described consequences of inadequate 116.6110000"ton

la the fiacions university laboratories. typical ace Dr. Knapp's commence:

"investigators in virtually every fiSld of science and engineering ace

Increasingly dependent upon reseacch Inscrunencation and computers If they

see to conduct Leading-edge research in their dIscIplloes." Dp-co -date inscru-

nentacion As :sporran foc both the quality of science chat can be pursued

and the efficiency of invesclgecocs and their ability co tceln graduate

students. Dr. Knapp III ed the impoccance of up-to-dace InscrumencatIon

by citing cite devel meet and use of a charged coupled deteccoc eccay. which

was anunial for refinias optical and radio celestepos, end che nuclear magnetic

cesonsnce spectcooeter. which allca a re' archer to study living ocganlems

non-InvasIvelY.

B. Fedecal Suoporc programs foc lasccunencapfins, speclilcally the ggp prosy=

Peo.ecalleupport programs foc instrumentation are /mall in cooparlson

to estimated needs. According co Congressnan Ilaigren, Presidential science

advisor George Koywocch testified co the full Committee that about $400 million

of the 1984 Fedecal budget foc basic research would go co inscrunencatIon.

ggP silt supply about 45 percent of mesa funds. Includin8 a new $180 million

initiative.

Dc. Knapp said that che NSF (lanai yeac 1984 budgec request would Inc*****

funding tot Instrusentsclon by 61 peccent over 1981; cite Increase is an

Administration Initiative and is an "add-on" co che NSF budgec. In re-

sponse co a question fcom Congressman Judd Gregg, or. Knapp said chat the

progrsa will not SPIVe cite inscruuencitlon pcoblea, buc "I Ole coon

as a whole. with all of the agencies funding Instrumentation ac an enhanced

1:11c.:k
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rate for the t fey years . . . we will be able to make a fait improvement

In the pro ea.' Dr. Knapp susuarited the highlighca of OSF's proposed fiscal

1"year 4y inciatives as follows'

o A uew equipmeec program in engineering which will require matching
funds from Ledo/eel and the grantee university;

o An instrumentation proven in computer research to provide support
for the purchase of minicomputers by individual Investigators;

o Partial saPport for the acquisition of a new sub - millimeter and
an optical telescope costing in the $1 -. $2 aLllica talkie, as veil
as support for Improved receive's and pcocesaing equipaonc;

o Expansion of support of research and equipsenc at the Cornell
Electron Storage Ring, the Illinois Electron Accelerator, and
the Indiana University Cyclotron; and

o Investaent in geochosical instrueentacion such as A888 spectro-
meters, electron bean insccumencs, and geophysical detectors to
upgrade And replace research equipment in the 'arch sciences
supported origin4tiv by NASA and the DOD over a decade ago.

NSF supports instrumentation four ways, according co Dr. Knapp'

(1) single invescigscor; (2) maclusedatatigroup projects; e3) 14 regional

instrumentation facilities. each focusing on one.scientificarea, such as

visterialel -.1ka (4) a limited number: of such large-scale facilities as Kitt

Peak National ObvservatorY and the National Center for Atmospheric Rcseacch.

On the average, over 10 percent of funds NSF awards foc research go for

h equipnent, with the exact percentage varying frog directorate Co

directorate. The agency, caanoc, however, easily track purchases of

instrumentation because after funds are awarded co a university professor,

es

'title to the equipment does transfer to the university that gets the grant.'

Sale witnesses suggested that SSP set percentage quotas for SSP funding

in each directorate. Dr. Langenberg responded that SST needs to be flexible.

Same directorates require more Instrumentation funding than *there. There

was little or no discussion in the hearing about the Lime of how academic,

themselves may bring on the instrumentation problem by choosing not to purchase

equip:mac 'rich their research funds.

Dr. Knapp noted that che National Science board adopted a statement in

January 1983. which has the effect of telling NSF grantees that it is contract'

co mai policy for then to use NSF-supported caseate' instrumentation or facil-

ities Co provide services for a fee.

71 7 t.
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Aa for other NSF programa, tht agency has exPerimeated vith encouraging

private instruoent manufacturers to make contributions of equllient, en a

matchlatbesis, to universities. This effort was .suctioned by a Rational

Science Board statement of October 1982. Congttssman Jot Skeen questioned

whether the Foundation had toe:unwed probitms in finding corporations Oiling

to make matching grant. of any kind. Appa aaaaa y theta have not bttn Problems so

far, but the pottntial does exist tot pitting one school egainst another in the

quest for industrial suPP0ra

C. Activities of tht Interagency Working Group on University Research
inatrumentetion,

Org. Knapp and Langenbetg destribtd the activities of the NSF- organised

'attune:icy Working CVO.* On University Research InstrumentetiOa, chaired by

' the NSF Director, it is composed of rtpreaentatives !tee agencies which

together provide over 9S percent of Ptderal support for university research:

tht Depattment of Defense; the Department of Health and !human Setvices; the

Department of Battu; the Depattmont of Agticulturt, and the Netiostel Aeronautics

and Space Adoini tttttt on. The group has dcvtioped indicators of agency funding

for instrumentation, which show an int aaaaa of $136 million over the last

tvo years, according to Dr. Langenberg. Other activities have consisted of:

reviewing the proctss for loPlementiog the DOD instrumentation progran btgun.

In the fiscal year 1983; discussing POssibit accelerated cost rtcovery pr aaaaa is

tot university -fundtd tquiPnent purchase; end discussing concern, by aennerelnl

labor:modes about toxpctition from univeraitits using SSP -fuoded instrumenta-

tion. In addition, the group adopted a multifacted action Program* nuanarlaed

on chart is

7,
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CHART 1. Interagency Working Group on
University Research insttumentation

National Profess*

NSF DOD Nall DOE NASA USDA

DATA ACOUTSITION X X X

FUNDING INITIATIVES
freita* taw' learns. IT 41,44... 3136 H

-X-'"
490

)(--
+30

---X----X,
410 +6

STIMULATE DONATIONS/OS=14S X

FOCUS SMALL BUS NESS SET ASIDE X X X

STIMULATE UNIVERSITY MANAGEMENT X X X' X X

STIMULATE GOVERMENT TADS ? ? X ?

Dr. langcnbetg said that univetsities themselves have to take steps

in the area of nemesis& acquisition, maintenance, and use of research

equipment.' The intotegencf Group is working on a project to help univer-

sities use the tesources they have "mare efficentiP, wisely and creatively":

Host of the agencies represented in the Intetageney Group have
conmAtted themselves to collaborative support of A =Jot project
to increase awareness among teseareh univetsities of opportunities

-----'ferrbetter7plinning-aad-manuigement_titeacareh instrumentation
tesources, at alI levels from the bench scientist tobin-Bars of--
trustees. The project Ain be carried cut under the leadeishiP
of three university organizations, the Association of Amerlean
Universities, the National Asseelstiontt State Universities and
Land Grant Colleges, and the Council on GoverimentaI Relations.
It will intiude the eonaissioning of six analyses to:

o assess the tole of debt financing rot teseatch equipment
in sound university financial practice;

o identify and evaluate opportunities to imptove the
procurenent, nanftexent, utilitation, operation, and
naintenance of research equipment;

o present tax incentives for the donation of re -
sentch equipment and suggest nays to increase support
from the private sector;

o indentify opportunities to eliminate or reduce state and
university budget nod other policy barriers;

o identify opportunities fiat changes in federal regulations;

o evaluate present nodes of direct federal investment and
suggest fume improvements.

Also included are plans plans to propagate information and undemanding
through twenty stainers scheduled to coincide with professional and ossocia-
tion meetings, thtee regional &metings and a national synposium.
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As smother project. the interagency Gtoup is considering giving universities

access to research instrumentation at national laboratoriess

The Leh 00000 ries supported by many agencies of the Federal Govern-
cont are a major notional scientific resource, absorb a large
portion of the Federal R and D budget. and contain a great
deal of highly sophisticated Ceseareb instrumentation. One is
led to ask %bother this instrumentation might sore effectively
be made available to university reseatehets, where feasible.
than it new Is. In some fields, such as high energy physics
and rstronony, provision of facilities and instrumentation
already is the central purpose of federally-funded laboratories.
Out in other fields and in other laboratories, it may be that
laboratory facilities and instrumentation night be used by
university researchete. vithnut coop:catalog (end, indeed,
Perhaps enhancing) the performance of the laboratory.

D. gelvereiey Views on the Issue of Research Instrumentation

Or.. Langenberg, Alvin L. Kwiram, and George C. Olson testified on the

university view on Instrumentation.

1. Views on thelsnAequacv of Insttunentation

Or. Alvin L. *Arta focused specifically on the state of instrumentation

In the Nation.; academic chemistry laboristories. Re represented the Council

for Chemleal Research (OCR), a non-profit consortium of 40 couPenles, having

total sales for 1981 mounting to about $400 billion. "roughly 1S to 20 percent

of theSCIIP,' and 117 universities. The purpose of the Council is to enhance

the eovironment for basic ch and joint cooperation in chemistry research
. _

beeweea Industries and universities.

He said that obaolesence in acadeale chemical inetrueuntion will lead

to continued crown of U.S. research comPetItiocness and internacional

economic vitality. The obsolente of university LO3tVUOCOL4t100 affects industry

sine fever Students ate trained wich the letost equipment and. consequently$

there Is * decrease In the innovseive capacity. Re gave some graphic details

on the magnitude of the eostlY shortfall in chemistry instrueentation. in 1970

It took $10,000 in new instrumentation coses to `start up" a new faculty amber;

Chu sane weber needed *etas. to $100,000 of pooled departmental equipment.

20
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Today new fatuity " -up" Instrusermarlon costa are SIS0.000, with access

ro $1 mAillosi worth of shared equipment. The Increase ha mild is not all

inflarlonary, but, tomcod, reflecrs changes in the way it Is done.

2. Clews on University Responsibilities for funding Instrumentation

,Several of che,w1c0 ***** amoog.chem Dc. *alum, Oleos, Gerald tlectell,

and Frederlek Darnell, said chat the most appropriate type of Federal contribur

tins ro universities would be an 1 In direcr support for insromearatIol.

However, Dr. Olson. Colorado Stare Uoiverairy, was also a proPoneer of the use

of debt financing for university equIpmenc needs. This approach does not being

any new money limo the university. since loans need co be repaid. but

asked rhetorically. 'Isn't it tine we lunlverslrles) helped ourselves?"

Dept financing has worked ar his Insrlcuclonr leading thus fec ro pucehases _

totaling $40 mIllloe. In particular, Ic enabled the isalverslci ro become

aoserhIng of.a cospurer teeter since, sting debt financing. Ic Pucoluleed,*

etatemf -the-act CRAY I co:muter 'fires. in the late 1970s, which It leases

co the Rational ...enter for ArsoapherIc R h and several unlverslcics in the

Nation via a national cimpurer network.

Olson °yenned the benefirs of debt financing of scientific equipment. Its

(1) Prodder equIpmetic now whet, Is le ueededp

(2) encourages becrer management by unlversIcy admielscrarors:

t3) resoles In improved equIpmear urIllterlou (since It usually requires

shared use by several cher.); and

(4) develops diversified funding support, including user charges. for

equipment.

Several **dray cax.unespc sechaniama ace used ro finance the debt financing

technique. Including, revenue bonds, industrial development bonds: municipal

lease- purchase nonreactot and can - exempt revolving lines of eredir ac local

banks (used for small pieces of equIpsoic).

The boccoved money is repaid primarllY through user fees for both principal

and I . The ualversIcY uses an affiliated agency, the Colorado Stare

Unlverslry Research ?oxidation co send* debt financing because "until the renter

r-
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amendment to OMB Circular A-21. int eeeee on equipment financing was not allowable

(as an overhead cost] unless the inetrument was leased from an arm's length agency."

Dr. Olson silo described the difficulties of debt financing:

Debt financing is not easy It requires the manipulations of
many different kinds of financisI instruments, the coopeeation
of investment bankers to sell unrsted "story bonds" or 'story
paper": and, final?, the careful and expensive opinion of tax
counsel. The requirements of OMB Circular A-21, complexities of
the IRS code, and the inmamberable IRS regulations discourage
many university administrecoes from going forward with an
equipment financing program.

De. Langenberg endow:ad the idea of debt financing. but said univereity

compteollers would not feel comfortable Using such a mechanise to buy equipment.

Dr. Olson agreed but said that this shout' take a businessmen's approach and he

willing to assume a certain amount of risk. Dr. Kvirae's Lions were on the

grounds that a major user of the Purchased equipment could Pull out and then the

university would be herd e d to paY the debt incurred.

Although the univeesitY now uses tax-exedspt financing, Dr. Olson said debt

financing. using any kind of funding mechanisen would be easiee if legislation

Weed enacted to *mend Section 103 of the IRS code to make any kind of funding

tax - exempt foe univeeeity equipment puechases. Re Proposed legislative

Language to accomplish this 8001*

Mr. Gregg questioned whethee additional costs over and above costs of

dieect grants for instrumentation would be incuered by taxpayers if debt

financing were wee widespread. Mt. Olson said he had no idea.

Congeessman BuddjescitaY was concerned about accountability and whether

equipment purchased with tat exempt dollars for higher education could be used

for say puePose, such as buying a use. Others wondered if accountability might

not be seeu:ed better if funding were appropriated directlY,ftex NSF oe DOD

for equipment. rather than indieectly via tax excePtiona. Dr. Olson *aid that

football stadiums see bought with tem-exempt bonds sad just want to be

treated as well se a football stadium that's all."

0
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S. Industrial Funding

1. Views on Corporate Contributions to UOlveralties for InsttumentatIon

Several views were heard on the topic of corporate contributions to

.universities. Discussing the chemical area, Dt. gvIram said that is very

difficult to convince chemical companies to donate to univatslties. Today

chealcal firms donate about $20 mtllion annoally to universities, 10 percent

of the Federal total for chemistry. They might begin to ameliorate instrunenta

tie* problem li they increased their contributions by about $S million annually,

with about 25 percent of that going for the support of instrumentation.

2. Viral Ueda of Corporate Support to Universities

Dr. Gerald Neaten, associate directot, Corporate Research Services

Department, Air Products and Chtalcals. Inc.. described his firm's innovative

instrumentation atrangOaents with t elivetsity. First, the two Jointly

established a modern instrument labotatorY - -a mess SPeettometty labotStoty

in which they shared the coats for equipment and use. The second example

concerned a prostate in which graduate students are alloyed to use the fires

lasttuments and consult the fIrm's exports on a Joint caseate% ptogram in

emulsion polymers. Dr. nantell said that the firm benefits from this kind

of arrangement since the students' questions stimulate lines al corporate

research. A third kind of arrangement is leverage from a firm-supplied grant.

Specifically, the university leveraged a contribution of $50.000 from the firm

"tovard partial payment of en instrument to obtain imnediste delivery of the

instrument and its full use." Like Dr. Olson in the matter of debt finsac" g,

Dr. Nantell said that arrangements of this sort involve complex negotiations

and slinificant moons' of personnel time to complete.
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Dr. Frederick Darnell. of the DuPont Corporation. described hie Ilres

funding 1:ibgraom for instrumentation. De said DuPont was the first industrial

corporstton to institute a termed corporate aid program to support higher

education in /Ideate and engineering. In 083 DuPont'* support to higher

education totaled 910.6 million. The firm's higher education grants are

unrestricted. but at least 90 percent go to eeioate and engineering. slave

tenth are awarded to Detected departments. These funds are not necessarily

targeted for equIpment, so that university departments can decide themselves

how to use the money most effectively.

The emapant also awarded grants a ?d contracts: totaling SA million in

1983. It often places some ties en such awards. for Inetonce. asking for

patent rights or oak, tputs.

Dr. Darnell lolused Dr. Olson's idea of universities doing things fn a

mote busIneeslike manner, but said that unencumbered Federal bloc grants to

universities were the most effective forms el afd.

a. matchiugunlversity/eorportte programs. Matching university/

etorporate programs, with brokering by NSF. arc rare in the chemical Industry.

Dr. Afire& said, because chemical tiros do not make equipment, ae the computer

industry does. Usual', equipment donated by chemical firma is obeelete; that is.

five years or elder. Dr. Kwiram outlined the pros and cone of several alterna-

tives for support that the CCR has boon working on. These alternatives

include:

- more debt -finsneing by universities;

- refinement of the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 to encourage more
firms to donate more equipment or equipment purchase funds to universities:

development of a cooperative venture among the Federal Government.
the States, and and industry to provide matching funds, with the added
Incentive of the federal share IneressIng at a tarter rate than the corporate
rote, but dependent upon the corporate rate of Ming; and

- establishment of a set-aside fund an a percentage of the Federal
fund* designated for targeted and/or mission oriented R and 0 rt. R. and 0)
for Instrumentation.

Dr. KwIras endorsed this last alternative:
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On if of cm, I'vould like to urge that such an apptooch be
give serious coosidetetion. A sat-aside of one-haif of one percent
of c e TR and D budget plus an equivalent amant (somewhat over
-MO ;Ilion) *flowed directly to NSF would foptment an appropriate

':-'Ates ate iblibia problem.

Rom et, tight now be said, direct funding by Goverment seemed to be the

most ettl mime and expedient route to aupPett the Purchase of new inattumen-

tution. s urged the Committee to increase N$1"8 funding for chemistry in.

strumenta ion from $6 million to $60 million.

b. letter ta;t1lientives would int eeeee corporate support. There was

Mme 41sc salon f the loplicatIons of the Reengage Recovery Tax Mr of

1981 (P.I. 7-34), which, in Pam, was intended to provide incenti;es to

manufsembete of scientific inetruments to contribute research appatatus to

colleges and universities. According to Ot. MOP, the impact of the statute

so far is unclear. lit. Langenbcrs Mid, The response has been mixed and f

a
think on the whole rather disappointiag.' The economic climate militates against

corpotate donetleaso if them ate no pro:its, there ate no taxes, and no in-

centive to donate. Dt. Darnell tecommended that can incentives would be

enhanced If Lilt market veldt of equiPment weft allowed ps the tax Credit

ba;01

A recognized, though admittedly partial, solution to the
research instrumentation ptobiem 10 our universities is.to
permit the expansion of the equipment and donation programs
sponsored by induetryt DuPont participates In such a progtam
though the doUar value of this aid is relatively mall (less
than $100 thousandfyt. In fair natket value) In comparison

to our other aid ptograns. The Lack of a sigdIficant tax
incentive appeats to be a major barrier for most companies to
substantially Increase this form of aid. The Economic Recovery
Tan Mt af f981 ptovldes for a tax credIt.in donated equipment
equal to the book value (Initial coat less accumulated depreciation).
Howevet, this book value La based on a daprcalaataa to veto
valuc over only three rata. The financial incentive for
donation of used equipment woudl be slinificataly increased
if fait market value were allowed as th hit base.

Langenbetg added that some titan haw developed plans yet because

they are waiting for the fettering Reveaue Service (fRS), to issue regulations

Implementing provisions of the tax act. The NSF bitecror has prodded the fRS

to begin work on the regulations, but without visible results. :I'. Langenberg

urged t'he Office of Science and Technolog3, Polley and the Congtess to press

the 1ES to issue the necessary regulations.
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F. Reistionshiplgetueen NSF and the Proposed Department of
Energy Hats als Labotatori k

The relationship between NSF and, the new materials laboratory proposed by

the Depettment of Energy was discussed. Mr. Helves asked Dr. Knapp. what

role the NSF had in the Department of Energy's decision to spend $180 million

over five years to establish a materials laboratory. Dr. Knapp responded that

1

although the NSF has a materials division, the Department of Energy has a

larger budget and does mote wotk than SSP does in the materials sciences.

NSF was not consulted about the specific decision. Dr. Knapp said that the

two gougee do coordinate- -via joint coemitteepv -on the topics of high energy

physics and nuclear physics resetrch. lie hoped that a similar cosmittet structure

would be.established for materials science- -eePecIelif an the field develops and

E. 1

it begins to need more Urge large Mull/Meat and national centers in order to

eliminate duplication.

4

OF Relationship to National Technical Information Service

1

Hr. Magian was concerned about why NSF does not Provide informition

on research findings to/the National Technical Idolisation Service (STU).*

, like other agencies. Or. Knapp said he would try t8 *kola an answer.

Y. NEW MANAGE IT PLAN FOR THE DIRECTORATE FOR SCIENTIFIC. TECHNOLOGICAL

AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

Authoritatiom hearings for the Directorate lot Scientiffe% Technological

and International Affairs (STIA), focusing especially on the topic of the re -

otganization of STIA, were held. Witnesses who testified on this issue included

NSF Director Knapp NSF Director and Dt James Rosser, President of California

Sate University at Los Angeles,

A. Introduc tion ro Congressional Concerns About the Mew Organisation
pod Nanegcnent Plan

In his opening statement dealing with STIR, Subcommittee Chsirman Valgren
o

expressed concern that the proposed management and organizational changes had

far-reaching policy implieatioaal 1,
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The Foundation has proposed a reduction of funding for the STIR
overall as a change In policy and mangement in the
international cooperitive scientific activities, eesesteh initiation,
and isprovment and others . . . . I am most concerned by he
policy Inplications of :bet Is suggested as merely "menet nt"
direetives.

B. NSF's Description of and Rationale for the Proposed Changes

Dr. Knapp justified the thanges as follows. The objettive !of all NSF

research support is to stint:Lie the health of sciente and engineering in,the

United State.. NS? has used two methods to organIze'its activities:

(1) in researth direttoeates, organised around asciplines, where the

. . majot emphasis has been on excellence and the production of new knowle4e";

snd

t2) in programs and activities not organised around a discipline, moth as

eduLation, international toopeestive science, program for minorities and wown,

and for undergraduate research. The propane have been "generally . . .

oriented towards pet.lcular Ins itudens, gt,aps or issues and their progranestit

tontent, prioritits, budgets are often driven by changes in polity concerns

of Administrations and Congresses rather than scientific development.'

These activities have not been supported and managed by the research directorates,

but by STIA or offices attached to the Offite of the NSP Dtrettor. 1/

Dr. Knapp said that the "dual approach viii nu. best serve the needs of

U.S. entente and engineering in the yeats immediately ahead" because thete

are perceptions that (I) the quality e work is not as good as in the

11 Actor.ing to the Nsr Budget Justification Summary to the Congress for
Fiscal Year I984, some budgetary support as well as decision- asking responsi-
bility for The following programs v111 be wholly or partially tesatsferred
from STIR to the rtsearth directorates a new subactIvIty. celled Research
Initiation end lapcovenent. Vhich conbinca the proarams previously supported
under the Coordinated Agency -Wade R h Activity (CARA) programs, whtth
included: Intergoveramental and public Service Science and ?ethnology. and
th Ethics and Values antidote snd Technology program element to the Polley
Research and Analysts SubattivIty; International Cooperative Researth Activities;
Visiting Ptoiessorships foe Women; the Experimental Prograa to Stimulate
Competitive Research; NSF Planning and Evaluation; and theWaterman Award.

Several now prograos, whtth would have been managed by ST1A. are proposed to
be bandied by the research ditettocetes. These include the U.S.-India Joint
Ptogeam; Presidential Young investtgatora Resesrth Awards. and Undergraduate
College Research Support.
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research directorates and (2) some of the programs have not been effective. Se

said he determined that the responsibllites of the research direttoratea have

been defined too narrowly. He stated that conceptually there should be no

separation between research and education of scientists and the research

directorstes should be responsible for managing ATM's "spatial programs.'

The Director proposed a new management systems "The 'research directorates'

oust beer greater responsibility for evaluating and deuislossaklng on proposals

that have,been handled previously the the directed programs." For certain

progress. such as assessment of international science or participation of

women and ainorlties. the Director said there will be agentywlde coordination

by STU to ensure that goals ars
(being

met. Science education. however. would

be managed separately. The NSP.also plans to establish a tracking sYerea to

*more that adtquete resourtes are being devoted to areas proposed for transfer

and to facilitate aceoustabillioY. dowlver, similar to procedures that have

been usrd In.the STU dIrectoTate, special criteria and specially selected

Peer reviewers would be used:so that "fun4is8 decisions will be consistent

with the special eIrcupetanes" surrounding research at different kinds of

loetitutions. At the rime of the hearing, the Director said he had asked the

IIS1( Assistant Directors to work out a detailed Implmenration plan, which he

Intends to implement in Otober 1983. at, the beginning of fiscal Year 1984.

C. Croups Vhieh_APProved Or Acceded to the Proposed Changes

. ',he Director testified that he sought approval for his idea from several

Important groups. But his statement Implied that their responses did not

RCA 117 signify overwhelming agreement:

helve discussed this shift in management responsibility with
the National Science Board, with the Office of Science an technology

Policy. with the Office of Hansgoant and Budget. with three previous
NSF Directors, with the chairman of our Committee on teal Oppor
tunities In Science and Technology, with the Rouen's Subcommittee
of that Committee, with the steering committee of the Director's
Advis&tY Conseil, and with the Assistant Directors of the Foundation.
The ttPoneesel hens received range from concurrence to enthuefaso.

I 0.
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D. Ceitieisna of the Peoposed Changes

The proposed transfer of finding and management tesPonsiblieies teem STIA

to the cesseech direceocatet raised nunbet of issues.

1. Survival of 'Specie/ Programs-

Th a written queation to the NSF, the Subcommittee asked how STIA could

COA(1044 to cootdinace its format pcogtems if is no Ringo has resPOnslbilitY
1

for fuiding. PciericY -setting, and evaluation. NSF responded, obliquely,

chat cooedinatica may mean co %suss to ace togethet in a smooth concerted

way." NSF responded to enochee velum question above whether program saner/es

would tend to give more attention to eh@ suppOte of basic r eeeee ch.sceivities,

whet than the 'special ;costae*" to be etansferred from STIA, by seating

that the 'activities being Proposed for colic are book ch activities.'

Keay observets. including several of the witnesses, disagreed with this position.

2. the proposed Manatee of Inteenacionsi Cooperative Science Activities

The subcommittee gave considecable attention to the Proposed twister of

ieternatlenal science activities co the research directorates. According to

NSF, "reeponsibiliCY foe the evaluation and formai recoaneadations regarding

proposals involving inteenecional science will rest with the '

dieectoestes.' The SU& direceocace staff edit evaluate the inteenecional

aspects of these proposals. Thus, the fInel decision will be a joint one.-

AppecenelY, this is the only Rohr** foe which STIR formerly had full mapper-

sibilie) in which STIA scoff and eeeeee eh ditectoeste staff will make joint

decisions. STLA eta( will keep the easearch directorate staff informed about

the international aspects of tesesech4and laws; the research directorate staff

viii be cesponsible foe issues relating to proposed tesearch, but ail decisions

will be joint.

Subcommittee Chairman Vali:men asked whethee NSF proposed cut funding

roc international science by IS million Pursuant to the budget $ustlficatlon

NSF submitted. Direcror XnsPp testified that While is appeared the
\
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budget document as if funding would be cut. inds merely would be transferred

out of Slid to the research directorates to suppo.c interaational activities.

However, the Subcommittee Chairman responded thst it would be difficult to

trace the funding for International science IA succeeding years, because

there Ice no separate tine items for international science in the budgets

of the directorates. Director Snapp replied that a separate financial tracking

*Yates% would be instituted.

Dr. Knepp did not respond directly to Kr. Walgren's question about whether

the perception was true that lest than adequate science is conducted in

many international and foreign programs. but, he said that he expected the

reorganisation to widen - our overall choice of scientific people for

the international Programs . . . because the research dirge oo program

missions have much wider contact with the entire research in any given disci-

pline then the people who are ouch narrower, say within the STIA directorate."

Dr. Paul Haevell, committee staff weber, disagreed and questioned Nip's

Ability to attract core resaarchors to international programs when, is

fact, the internstioaal budget per sowould he cot SO percent. which, he

said, would probebiy cause eeeee Tellers to propose fewer international activ-

ities. Dr. Maxwell also asked whether a successful transfer of international

science to the research directorates would be unlikely because foreign

polity factors are more imPsrteot than scientific criteria in determining

the content and thrust of lisp'. International science activities. Dr.

Knaip did not answer these questions directly. He responded that if better

h were conducted. improved international collaboration and cooperetioo

would be fostered. Others have eommenced that the new management schema may

benefit *dentine cooperation with industrialised countries whose reaeareh

is compatible with the interests, of the research directorates, but may hurt the

cooperative scteoce irograas with less developed countries, whose research is

less important.to the research directorates.

'73o
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E. Approval of the Transfer for Minority Programs, If NSF Hakes a Cossittment
To Increase Support for Minority programs

Dr. Jaces Rosser testified that his university generally did not profit

Item NSF support Program for minorities because most NSF ainori., Programs

were directed toward blacks, while most of the minorities at his school

veto Hispanic and Asian. Most of the support his school receives for minority

:science programs cores from two progress run by the National Institutes of

Health; that is, the Minority glosedial Research Support Prostrate (HUD)

sad the Hinority Access to Research Careers Program (MARC). Additional

funds lees NSF would be very useful. he Bald. several facture in Hgp's

existing (pre-reorganization of STU) management structure militate against

effective minority science support programs These eta:

- inadequate funding overalls

- use of ambiguous definitions of minority lostitutlen with the
implications that come NSF support programs do not met the.. con-.
gra-lion/oily emaciated goals; end

- inadequate attention in the NSF research directorates to the needs

of sinotities.

He viewed the pr000sed realignment of STIR as having both disadvantages

and a4vantages, but, on balance, he said, the betefita exceeded the costs. Dr.

Rosser outlined the likely costs of the proposed 5TIA management changes.

These are:

- a dilutimn of effort for minority science support;

disappearance of effort and funding for ninotItY :science programs

If there are no sPecific allocation. for these progress In the research
directorates:

- lack of uniformity in Policies, priorities for, eligibility
criteria for, and implementation of programs lot sleoritfes from
directorate to directorates

- increase In bureaucracy; and

- "accountabllitY will be distributed and it say be difficult
to ideacIfy any single office or individual who will take overall
responsibility for making decisions and setting policy. -

The following are advantages that sight fly., le4n the proposed management

shift, if NSF increases Its commitment to minorities ovetailt

increased funding for minority programs, if responsibility for
minority programs were spread across all directorates;

?3J
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- broadening of the somber of institutions benelictIng (tom minority
progress; if the entire NSF were Involved in programs; and

- "Incegtsclon of alsoritY programs Into ell of the directorates could
be a major step coward providing minorities with acceess to the mainline
research programs of the NO.'

He offered the following SOCOnsandaLiOna to ensure that minority programs

sere cospecible with the proposed changes in au:

I. That at least for a reasonable Period of clime, an office be
established directly under the NSF Director with the responsibility
for overseeing the developaenc of minority programs In each of the
directorates and for monitoring the progress of these progress. This
office nigh' also function as a clearinghouse to provide information
to assist inecicucions and individuals fa gaining access to programs
in the various dttecioteces. If the efforts of 'his office are
suceossful, the need for fc should eventually disappear.

2. That the Of, concomalcaoc with Its implementation of the new
management plan, cake Steps to insure that the directorates give
sufficiently high priority to minority programs so that the Mai
resources committed to these prostates increase substantially.

3. That consistent eligibility criteria be established that will not
esefude institutions that should logically qualify but, rather, elil
broaden the participation of Institutions having significant numbers
of minority students. -

4. That veil - defined and specific performance objectives be formulated to
help guide the efforts of each directorate is developing minority
progtems and that eortesponding evaluation criteria be formulated
against which the performance of each directorate will be ensured for
continued funding. in ocher word's, each directorate should be
evaluated on the basis of results.

5. That each directorate be requited to develop a peen describing how it
will develop ics minority programs and meet the specified performance
objectives and that the Nalmeal Science Board then consolidate chase
plans faco an overall plan for the foundation.

6. And finally, that the National. Science Board revicu annually the
performance of the directorates and of the Foundation in meeting the
established minority program objectives.

vi. SUPPORT FOR THE SERACTORAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCES RESEARCH SUPPORT PROCRANS

Witnesses cho addressed the issue of funding for the behavioral and social

science, gate Dr. Thomas Justete University of Xlchigan and Dr. Herschel Liebovicc.

Pennsylvania Sum Poiversicy.
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A. Subcommittee Cheirean Vitiates's Criticisms of the by Funnel; Levels let
Behavioral and Boatel Detentes R

In his opening statement on the Issue of funding for behaviors! end

social research. Congressman Values said that NSF earmarked $223.6 million

for fiscal year 1984 for the Directorate of Biological. Behavioral and Social

Sciences, an increase of S33 sillies over the fiscal Year I983. Most of the

Increase was slated to go to the biological sciences areas, and funding proposed

for behavioral and social sciences was still 22 percent below the fiscal voar

1980 level. . . Unfortunately,' he said. -despite these increases

ve still do not set the funding base restored for the behavioral. social.

*concede, and inforaation sciences despite directives frock all of the

involved committees of Congress to the contrary." Hr. usigten was es-

pecial', concerned about the tuts in behavioral and SOCIAL sciences Downes

of the tremendous gap in knowledge in these areas. Re attributed the Adminis-

tration's cuts to its 'disapproval of 'social engineering' and government

involvement in areas that are admittedly controverobil." And, in contrast to

the perceived Administration position, he illusttated how important the

-social a.lsocei area

. Stanford University condutts a program of science te-education

for its graduates and particularly many . . . aansgeaent people; and in
that Program they have found that although the social sciences are
the most aaaaa overate! at the OUtiet, they are the most valued . . .

Vivid evidente of the need for more knowledge of hums interaction, he said,

Is seen In the Vietnam Veteran.* memorial In Washington and in the requiresenta

for Weaving productivity.

NSF Director Knapp testified that NSF bad increased funding for the

behavioral and social sciences es much 411 possible commensurate with other

funding needs. But Hr. Walgren questioned hiSP's priority setting cathode,

and said that funding for the AABO Directorate was increased 54 percent above

the previous level, but that the funding ineroare for the behevioral and

metal sciences was much lover. Dr. Rupp responded that the physical

miasmas needed consIderebiy mote instrumentation than the social *glances
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(en assertioo social scientists testifYing disagreed with, see below), and that

if funding for inetrumentation were eliminated the increased funding levels would

be eguiveleat.

1. questiont_lallarding Application of Undietributed Fonds to the Behavioral
and Social Sciences

The Foundation has $4.5 million in undistributed funds lefr over from

the IN 1983 budget ellocetion, actordlog to Kr. italsren. lie wondered if that

goner could be allocated to the behovioral and social sciences. Ditector

Knapp said the funds were fro: rho *Seen drilling program and that shortly,

DS, would case up with a recommendation to allocate the money, implying that

he could not allocate the funds as Mr. italgren 'Of:peered.

6. Criticisms of Cuts by Witnesses

Dr. Moses luster opened his statement by citing earlier testimony of

fits. Knapp and XeYworth, who said that the support of basic research was

crucial to econolfc recovery and revitalization of the tessarch base In

this tountty. But, according oo Dr. Abner, the 1984 budget request dots

not somata this pal because it emphasizes natural and physical sciences

I-amuck. more suppott is needed for the social imitates because "much of

our capital stock consists of human skills and not ogthiotty and equipment . . lb lb

In short we depend, as a 00CletY, sZ least as such advances 62,the social

and behavioral sciences as on those in the phYsicat and natural sciences.'

Dr. tiebow1tz concurred with these statements. adding that the FY 1984 budget

attempts to establish a Mooch, among the sciences and gives NSF a 'partisan

mission. -

The cute in funding for behavioral and social reseatrh have.serlous

iaplltations for the future of these disciplines, according to Dr. lusters

fewer You4g students IWO choosing social Wailes is a carter and support for

young investigatots and for high -tlak projects by researchers of all egos

has been reduced. In addition, contrary to what Or. Knapp said, social

'dentists used instrunentation, especially computers, as mochas atientiste

In other disciplines:
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there has been a revolution in social science methods. It is data
intensive, conputer lattnelve. and Instrument intensive. The needs
here are de great as is the natural and physical sciences.

Dr. Juster testified that 'et the University of Xichigan. 35 percent of the

usage of ecoptittre is by social and behavioral scientists in terms of

hours of coopoter elms burned up.' Coogressean *limes agreed that behavioral

and social Nicest research is Instrumentation-Intensive and reeoatended that

the NSF begin a study to assess the inetrumentation needs of all the seleoces.

C. Illustrations of Breakthroughs Made ay lithsvforti and Social Scientists

Both Ors. Juster and lithowftt gave illuetrations of useful breakthroughs

Grade by behavioral and social scientists. According to Dr. Juster, social

echoes research has reversed the stereetYped notion that the 'culture of

poverty' consists of a retailOtOt underclass. Quite to the contrary, he said.

longitudinal (ovor time) studies have revealed that there is considerable'

turnover through time. a finding which has massive InplicatIons fot public

policy toward the poor. Dr. Liebowitz's list of the benefits of behavioral

research includedi (i) Interdisciplinary r eeeee th in caperfiaantal psychology

sod engineering which have dealt with such societal problem as the need to

understand human factors in aviation, or which have helped to define the

boundaries of *thee societal peolatme, such as trying to motivate people to

wear aesthetes. and (2) breakthrough findings in such areas ss group behavior,

conflict resolution, and eotivakionai ps.teros leading to success In managing

large organitaticea.

D. ftiommendations for Seeded Research

Dr. Juster tgetifierthet the 19d4 budget will not sec000date ail the data

bases that aquifer support, including those dealing with personal savings behaviors

seasuree of organizational behavior; measures which combine economic and °resits -

tionsi fasters; and lectures of veil-being In market and non-matkot *co:wales.

He also listed other areas where measurement research could be enhanced

if note funding were available. These included* theory of markets$ statistical
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methods for longitudinal data bases: 'animation techniques foe macro - economic

trodeIst mediation techniques to alleviate oveccrowded covets. and longitudinal

data bates to deeccibe effective methods of deterrence. He estimated the

cost of this and other needed h at M.5 million.

Sevecall Dees of behavioral eh ueuld profit from sa Increase in

funding according to Ot. Liebovitt. These Include studies lot *vete/Mug.

drug stmts, smoking, and coping vlth the uldat one of amputees.

Men asked to ptescribe an appcoptiate level of funding 10 44444 e, St. Juicer

recommended the $12.5 milliO4he had estimated as tie cost of needed measureaent

and other pcojeeta. lie said that Judgments about funding ineceases should

be made by those outside of the scientific community since scientists uvula

favor theft own disciplines. Hovevet, acvecal Yeats ago a National Academy

of Sciences Committee, dubbed the "sinotteemmitteew for Its chairman. Nobel

laureate Herbert Simon, repotted that social and behavioral science' pcogtans

ace as high in scientific quality as arc Pregtruea in physical and natural

sciences. The implication vas that all areas of science should be given

equal at.

In hla printed testimony. Ot. Liebowiti recommended that the Committee

inalat that toaPataaea, sachet than political beliefs. should be the chief

eritation for selection of a nay Assistant Director for the Biological,

%h.:torsi, and social Sciences'.

Vii. SUPPORT FOR INFORMATION SCIENCES RESEARCH

Oc. Joe Watt, Chlacellot of Vanderbilt University, and chairman of

the Advisory Committee to the tar Division of Infornation Science and Technology

based his testimony, In pact, on a report Pcoduccd In 19$2 by theeDivislen,

guided wHasaatth OPPottwaltias in information Science and Technology.' NSF-

$243. The United States is now facing a 'WOOS problem, he said, since

Japan and V Escape ate outpacing this country in most areas of information

selenoss and coonunleations technology. He stated that the SOCIOUBROOS of

this problem is exacerbated since Japan can develop technology such sore easily

than tivibnited Scats, end such of Jar.st's communications technology evolved
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free bask geeesech supported by the National Science Foundation. This

issue, he said is the "'real world vac'" that we should be pcepaged to

combat. The Division needs additional funding to support needed research

that the Wyatt sector viii not support. pr. Wage said that when his committee

vas termed In 1978, it revs:mended funding at $11 million, but the Division

has sever received more than one -hail that amount. The recommended 1984

level Is about $6 million. smith vill necessitate s geduegion in scoff

iros 15 to 9. In mover to a wrieeen qtation submitted by the Commime.

NSP said it did not See any problems with this figure:

inioemagion Science and Technology Is an miming field of
reseaceb and this level of funding would permie NSF to
fund about 505 of proposal.. received by lg. The success
ratio In other ISS protease . . . by compact/ion, is of the
*vise of 20-10%.

A. Sescacch That Karam. Attention

Several ch ages. votrene velocity attention, according to Dr. Wyatt.

Flese, in robotics. more gggggg gh is needed the mognItion of geometric

Advisee without human interoenclon-(thls regales. understanding of human behavior

enlacing to cbg brain. sinPliiiescion, categoritecion of infoemation, and

learning). Second. mast proposals to the division which have expensive instru-

mentation g014$ age not funded, but these areas C4qUirC increased support.

Thlei. gheee is a need to assess the behavioral issues that affect thc develop-

ment and use of this new eechnology. A regent Nov York Times editorial indicated

that 95 percent of middle amusement feels insecure about implementing new tech-

nology in the workforce.

S. NSF Involvement In COseateg Networks

Cormeessmen Frederick Douchec and Coarse Stove naked above NSF'. Involve'

sent vieb eompueer asewocks. Congressman Scow was esPeciallY concerned about

uheeboe NSF plays a role in providing univeraleics with emcees to supercomputers
o

via the NSF- supported cosputer semi*, CS SW. Dc. Snapp responded that

cbo NSF network links compucec facilities in universielos funded by NSF. Kt

^1-"' ('
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added that it is a slow system and doss not provide access to supercomputers,

tut generally universities do not need sepsis to highspeed supercomputer

facilities. Two other federally- funded supercoaputing netuorka are available

to university researchers: the DOD ARPon and the Department of Energy's

magnetic fusion (*work. Emeorciel meteorite, according to Drs. Knapp and Wyatt.

also Provide access to the capabilities needed. Dr. Wyatt said that while he

use at Harvard he served as dtairman and chief executive officer of EDVCON,

national computer network of colleges and universities. This group recoemendvd

that the university network eve commercially avallabit communications reaourcee,

Imo ae AgtaNEL IgLENET, and TINENET. nether than sPtcial networking facilities.

Thtse are used for "access to large collations of data the- are very difficuit

to move" and for "access to large algorithms that ere also d.fficult to WM.

such se thoht at the Notional Center fot Atmospheric Rometch." Dr. KnapP added

that ASP has formed a coomittee to took st the overall Probitms of conputet

access for ma, grantees In all areas of science. and that this issue weld be

the topic of consideration at the MAP 1983 Rational Science Board meeting.

However, he added. NSF did not have the eapebillty alone to provide tho base

for a supercomputing support effort. alI Federal agencies would have to be iwolved.

C. Need for Coordination of Information Scitnces Research in MP

In a mrletee question to ASP, the Coomittoe asked

Would MST bo able to develop a more effective and c.mprehansive
program if tht Information Science, Computer Science, and Coo-
puler Engineering Division (now located in three ditectetates - -

MSS. MPS. and Engineering) wore brought together in s new
directorate chart adequate and cooroinsted mansgemant attention
could be given to ;megrims?

NSF responded that the mArrent "atrangenont allows those dieciPlines to dr...

and build upon the cognate research taking place In three directorates.' and that

it prefetred this 'flexible" sPProach.

i "0 . ii#11;
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VIII. mI5CELLANEOOS MOM TRANSFER OF PIVIRONNENTAL PROTECTION /MIXT
RESEARCH TO NSF v

During the posture hearings before the full asmittee, Congrevenso Metthov

P. HiCrath said that It "was recently ',aught to . . Imo! . . . attention . .

that . . . in the . . . fiscal year 1984 budget submission by the EPA. 50 percent

of the funds requested for exploratory research programs will be managed by NSP

for contracting out longterm research." He was concerned about sherbet the

Foundation had given sufficient attention to implementing this proposal.

Dr. Knapp responded that he had heard the transfer had been "put on had" and

that a draft interagency agreement was being prepared. However, he said "NSF

would =aft* the basic ch programs on EPA like problemsif we were asked

to do so" and that NSP was prepared to begin managing 40 percent of the program

and increasing its management to 100 percbnt In the next (lewd year if the

budget permitted.

*et
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NATIONAL science FOUNOATiON
... 0 MN "

WASHINGTON 0 C 20550 I

OINCI Of flit
DI*ICNIA

it:
Honorable Don Fuqua
Chairman
Committee on Science and

Technology
House of Representatives

. Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

February 9, 1983 (...-.-.

I,

I

r

. .

I am writing in response to y.ur letter of october 4, 1982, concerning the National
Science Foundation's (NSF) plans for allocating the funds made available to it under
Public Law 97-272, the FY 1983 HUD-Independent Agencies Appropriation Act.

As you know, that Act provided a total of $1,092 million for NSF, including
appropriations of $1,060 million, $30 million and $2.2 million for Research and
Related Activities, Science and Engineering Education, and Special Foreign Cur-
rency, respectively. The NSF current plan for FY 1983 is shown in the enclosed
table. In making allocations to NSF activities and subactivitid, careful considera-
tion was given to the guidance set forth in Congressional reports, as well as to the
most promising scientific priorities and opportunities. ,

For example, $3.0 million above the FY 1983 budget request was added for the
behavioral, social, economic and information sciences. Also, approximately $2.0
million will be provided in F.Y 1983 for engineering research to aid the_handicapped.
Overall, I believe that NSF has developed a responsive, ,yell-balanced and fiscally
sound prograrn within the FY 1983 appropriations/ .

1 look forward to working with you on the Foundation's FY 1984 request.

a Sincerely youis,

41x0-4 641,177-,<

Enclosure

r
ft

Edward A. Knapp
Director

6

RECEIVED.
tm 1 6 1983

. ,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE

ANG TECHNOLOGY

,
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COMPARISON OP PT 1983 CURRENT PLAN
WITH Pit 1983 REQUEST

MPS
ENG
1313$

AAEO
OOP
USA P
STIA
MISIP
PD&M
Unallocated

Reserve

Subtotal, R&RA

SEE
SFC

TOTAL, NSF

Request

t..

Current
Plan Difference

$ 298.7
99.7

186.7
259.7

14.0
86.4
44.0
3.3

63.1

-0-

1,055.6

15.0
2.2

$ 299.6
100.8
190.4
259.4

16.5
82.4
44.0

-0-
62.4

4.5

S .9
1.1
3.7

-0.3
2.5

-4.0
-0-

-3.3
-0.7

4.5
ifs*f

1,060.0

30.0- 2.2

4.4

15.0

$1,072.8 S 1,092.2 19.4--=-.

EXPLANATION OF DIFFERENCES

MPS (net increase of $.9 million):

o From $3.0 million in request for possible reprogramming to ODP,1$2.25 million
reprogrammed to cop and $.75 million to undistributed reserve.,

o From appropriation increase and limitations increase, $3.9 million for high
priority research instrumentation including instrumentation for facultj at 2.14-
Year Colley.-

ENG (increase of $1.1 million):
1

o Added from appropriatiod increase and limitations availability:

o $1.1 million added for research Instrumentation and the physically handi-
capped research program.

4

70.
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EDS (net /inease of $3.7 million):
!

o 11/$3.0 million included 'in the request for possible reprogramming to ODP
s reprogrammed to the undistributed reserve.

/a i
. .

o Added/frodi appropriation increase and limitations availability:

o $3.7 pillion for research Instrument:. i . including faculty at 2 -/a -Year/ Colleges and other high priority retearch reas, e.g.. plant sciences.

' e ". $3.0 Million for social/behavioral sciences.
I

AACO (net &Crease of $.3 million):
I .. .

o From $3.171 million included In original request. $2.2S million reprogrammed to
ODP and $.75 million to undistributedseserve.

! 'N.,
o From appiopi dation increase and lirnitations.ovellabillt y:

I s ..
o $2.7 million for instrumentation. Including astronomy and faculty at 2.14-

_ -- Year Colleges. and other high priority .requi meats.r

741

ODP (increase bf $2.3 million compared to the budge request but $4.5 million
increase compared to the appropriation of SI .0 million):

o $4.3 million reprogrammed per Congressio Committees' approval.

USAP (decrease of $4.0 million):

o Apprdpriation limitation . Operations support $4.0 million less than
request.

PD1cM (net detlrease of $.7 million from requeit) : l

o $.7 million Of request not approved in appropriation.

' UNALLOC AID RESERVE (increase of $4.3 mitillon):

A
o AS million: $3.0 minion reprogram ed from OBS and $.75 million each

from MPS and AAEO. (Held pending additional program recommendations
by the Foundation on Ccean Drilling.

SEE (increase of $

o SiS.Omillion added to the request Appropriations Committees.

A
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COMPARISON OP PRRAMS
FY 190 REQUEST AND

CARA
CURRENT PLAN

Request
Current

Plan

NSF Planning and Evaluation $ 2,100,000 $ 2,300,000

Visiting Professorships for Women 1,000,000 1,300,000

Minority Research initiation 2,500,000 2,000,000

Research Improvement in
Minority Institutions

or oar. -0 a.m.* ..
2,000,000 2,000,000

Experimental Program to Stimulate
Competitive Research 2,500,000 2,500,00

International Council of
Scientific Unions 100,000 81202000

TOTAL 511,300,000 $11,300,000

74 3
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